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Repton fans have begged, cajoled and pleaded with usto release another set ofscreens for ourRepton 3game.
Howcould we refuse? Our lovable hero returns again to star in 40 new screens that vividly depict Repton's life-story.

TheFive Ages ofRepton:— At first we see Repton as a baby: a mewling infantsurrounded by teddy-bears, humpty-
dumptys,and aggressive clockworktoy-soldiers. Then Repton isa whiningschool-boy,creeping like snail unwillingly to

school, with his pens, his calculator, and a bundle of homework. And then Repton
during histeenage years becomes a spikey-hairedpunk armed with a ghetto-blaster

and a collection of records. Then Repton goes to work: we see a harried office-
manager amidst computers, photocopiers, and endless cups ofcoffee.Last scene of

all, that ends this strange eventful history, isRepton as an old-age pensioner searching
for his false-teeth, his spectacles, his "pint of stout", and his well-polished war-medals.

Each copy of The Life Of Repton includes:
the Repton 3 main program »the Repton 3editor and »the 40new game screens J

•BBC Micro Cassette £6.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £6.95
IBBCMicro5'/j"Disc £7.95 AcornElectron 5'/V'Disc £7.95
IbBC Master Compact 3'/j" Disc £9.95

(Compatible with the BBC B,B+ and Master Series computers).
I The screen picturesshow the BBC Micro version ofthe game.

^soEuink ACORNSSFT
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Dept. LR5. RegentHouse, Skinner Lane, LeedsLS71AX. Telephone: 0532 459453

PRIZE COMPETITION
IIyou complete all 40 screens of The Lifeof Repton, you can enter ou
competition. Prizes include £200 in cash, with Repton mugs, badg
and certificates for runners-up.

Closing Date: 30th June 1988.
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Please make

all cheques
payable lo
"Superior

Sollwaie Ltd".

VISA
•••

24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE f OR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
i All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class posl

• Postage and packing Is free.
t Faulty cassettes and discs will
be replaced Immediately.
(This doei not aftact your statutory tlghtil



flliron PiCniO Computer
/ ilLl\U I ILuil I Suppies Ltd.

Dept
AU

Freepost, Rydal Mount, Baker Street
PottersBar, HertsEN6 3BR (£&£)

HEAD
CLEANERS

1 3+ 6+

5Va £3.95 £3.50 £3.15

3'/2 £5.00 £4.550707 52698 or 0707 50913
SVa Micro Media Brand Discs

10 20 30 50 100

SS/DD 6.99 13.10 18.70 29.50 55.80
DS/40T 8.50 16.00 22.75 35.90 67.60
DS/80T 9.99 18.70 26.35 41.05 76.35
DS/HD'o-PCAI 24.15 46.25 66.25 105.25 200.10

SVa Reversible discs (Flippy's)
Have two write protect notches & index holes.
Suitable for single sided drives.

10.25 19.55 27,15 42.25 78.45

All discs

supplied are
with labels.

5'/i" write

protects,
envelopes &

Ihub rings.

Discs purchased direct from
one major manufacturer.
100% certified error free -

lifetime guarantee.

o0 100 250 500

SS/DD 13.20 30.75 57.10 134.50 252.45

DS/40T 14.35 33.10 60.70 141.45 262.20

DS/80T 15.20 35.20 64.85 148.75 276.00

SVa Unbranded Discs
SS/DD 9.65 22.45 41.40 97.10 181.13

DS/40T 10.95 25 00 45.55 105.25 193.20
DS/80T 11.85 26.73 49.55 116.45 216.20

V/2 Micro Media Brand
SS/DD 19.99 38.40 55.50 87.25 163.90
DS/DD 21.99 42.55 61.60 96.90 182.30

PRICES
INCLUDE
V.A.T.

V/2 Unbranded Discs
10 30 .50 100 150

SS/DD 14.95 42.95 61.50 111.65 164.50
DS/DD 1670 48.30 78.20 147.20 212.20

AUTUMN CATALOGUE OUT NOW CALL OR WRITE FOR YOUR COPY
Monitor Swivel Bases

Pan tilt revolves around 360 degrees
12 5 degrees tiltable up and down
Aa.LStable by front mechanism.

55 x280 x260mm 55 x 355 x320mm
fr/ 12" Monitors

1 12.10

3+ 10.99oa

6' 10.35ca

for 14" Monitors

1 16.70

3+ 15.1 Sea

6- £14.30ea

Adjustable
Copy
Holder1

A4

adjustable
desk clamping.
Magnifying
cursor line.

Paper thickness adjustment.
Paper height adjustable clip.

A4 Version 25.35
Holds up to 300g

Desk Top Version 13.69
Holds up to 1OOOg

A3 Version 40.65
Holds up to 1400g

Printer Ribbons
3 6 12

Acorn AP80 7.25 13.80 25.55

AP100 7.40 14.15 26.20

Brother Ml 009 8.10 15.50 28.95

Colours 12.30 24.60 49.20

HR15MS 10.70 20.70 3935

Fabric 1105 21.40 40.70

CanonPW1 156/1080 7.95 15.20 2830

Centronics GIP 810 15.50 28.95

l.-S 12.30 24.60 49.20

Ipson FX/MX/RX 80/85 7.25 1380 25.55

Colours 13.20 2640 52.80

LX/GX80 690 13.10 24 15

Colours 12.60 2520 5040

MX/FX105 880 1690 31 75

LQ800 10.00 19.30 3660

Juki 6100 MS 7.25 13.80 25.55

5510 7.25 13.80 25.55

Colours 13.20 2640 5280

1KogoKPSl 0/910 795 1520 2830

Colours 1320 2640 52.80

M/TollyMT80MS .10.70 20 70 3935

NICPC8023 11 75 22.75 4345

Colours 15.30 30.60 61.20

Panasonic KXP! 10/1080 10.70 20.70 39.35

Colours 19.35 38 70 77.40

SelkoshaGP80 7 25 13.80 2555

GP100 740 1415 2620

ShlnwaCP80MS 10.70 20.70 39.35

Star Nil 0 18.60 36.60 71.10

Colours available -

Red/Brown/Blue/Green & Yellow

It the ribbon you require Is not listed please
let us quote

The above Is a small selection ot the 250

different ribbons wc stock. We shall be

1 pleased to find your ribbon, however old
, or obscure.

Computer Labels
Continuous fanfold. sprocket fed

Price per 1.000 3.000

70x36 3.85 11.55
89x36 5.65 14.25
89x49 5.65 14.25

102x36 7.95 20.40

Please state no of labels across

the sheet (1.2 or 3)

Computer paper
Plain fanfold. micro pert edges

Sre WoghtlOOOs Pnceceitxu

ExoctM

U%(9/;

1650 43.80
2040 53.55

2760 58.50
1740 45.50

Printer Stand
5mm perspex

Mobile

Printer

Stand

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE OF POSTAGE

& PACKING AND V.AT.

niCRO riEBin
Computer Supplies

Freepost Rydal Mount, Baker Street,
Potters Bar, Herts. EN6 3BR

Access & Visa

Out of Office Hours

0707 52698
Orders despatched 24 hrs.

Please allow 5 days for delivery.
For next day delivery, please ring for

details. Postage covers U.K. only.

The Space
Saver

A Catalogue isavailable with a more
comprehensive range of products

including - 3M & Verbatim discs - a
wider choice of paper labels, ribbons

and accessories.

Ring or write to obtain your copy now!

Educational and HMG orders

accepted. For official orders/invoice/
credit orders there is a minimum order

value of £15.00 excluding VAT. Any
order under £15.00 will be subject to

£3.00 handling charge.

Personal callers welcome

Weekdays 8.30am - 5.30pm
Saturdays 10.00am - 4.00pm
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Start at the beginning: Martin Phillips goes back to basics
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Filing systems areTessie Revivis' subject this month
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The best of the Christmas games from David Lawrence

GAMES:

Superior's Arc game larch sets new standards in computer animation

GAMES: 147

We review The Living Daylights, Strykers Run II and Graham Gooch's Test Cricket

SOFTWARE: 149

C is a powerful programming language. Adam Denning investigates three options

SOFTWARE: 163

Program your own Elite with the Real-Time Graphics System, says Geoff Bains
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41
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PLANNING THE FUTURE: 169

How should you use IT in your classes? Answers from Chris Drage and Nick Evans
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FEATURES
PCBBYCAD/ifcgetf/

Build yourown electronic circuits with Joe's computer
aided design package

PRETTYAS A PICTURE//\*ge

Brian Larkman describes the unique pointillist-style
computer art of Karl Torok and explains how he does it

DRAWING THE CROWDS/Page 95

How do you go about producing good computer art?
Established professional Jonathan Inglis advises

A DRAWN-OUT PROCESS/Page 102

Paul Bayley explains how to build up and use a collection
of art programs without spending a fortune

MONITORING STANDARDS/Page 157

Nine monitors come under the exacting eye of Chris
Drage. Is there a clear winner?

THt - loJcidtut*

COVER

Illustration by
David Wood

NEXT MONTH
Free game:

Wizards and balloons!
But how do you draw it?

- practical micro art
Remote control micros

Plus: the best games of '87
and .the latest on the Arc

© Redwood Publishing Ltd 1987. All rights reserved. No partof this publication may be reproduced without priorwritten permission of the publisher. Thepublisher cannot
accept any responsibility for claims or errors in articles, programs or advertisements published. The opinions expressed are those of the authors and do not necessarily
represent those of the publisher, AcornComputers Ltd or Acornsoft Ltd. Acorn, Acornsoft and theacorn symbol are the registered trademarks of Acorn Computers Ltdand
Acornsoft Ltd. Acorn User welcomes contributions from readers - please supply a suitable sae if you want your submission to be returned. ISSN 0263 7456.
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The products in this price list are available in our
showroom in St.Albans and by mail order.
Telephone your order on 0727 40303 or send the
order form to:

EEBUG8EEf||j

BEEBUG MAIL ORDER,
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St.Albans, Herts., AL11EX.
Tel: 0727 40303 Multi-lines

FEW ^aFPW IBHTOIIIfiRPFHI IflRgFBI mHPEffl ,RHpEHI «HrFHI IRRFFHI IfiRFFHt IfiHFFRI IRRF

«ii7MTM; ^TiTSaWTETS

Only if you quote your membership
» number.

BEEBUG Membership £14.50
RISC USER Membership £12.50

Showroom open: Mon-Sat 9-5.30
and Thursday 9-8.00pm

ORDERS CAN NOW BE PLACED VIA MICRONET.

SEE US ON PAGE 800909 OR SIMPLY TYPE '*BEEBUG#'

PRICES INCLUDE VAT.
THERE ARE TWO PRICES LISTED BELOW FOR EACH ITEM. THE FIRST

IS OUR NORMAL PRICE, THE SECOND OUR MEMBERS PRICE.

MEMBERS SPECIAL OFFER

When buying a new Archimedes we will
give you absolutely free:

"Zarch" the complete Lander game, Printer
lead and Lockable 3.5" disc box with 10

discs all worth over £60.

ARCHIMEDES 300 SERIES

0190GBBC305 Entry System 803.85
0191GBBC305 Mono System 86135
0192GBBC305 Colour System 103335
0193GBBC310 Entry System 891.25
0194GBBC310 Mono System 948.75
0195GBBC310 Colour System 1121.25
0257GBBC310MEntry System 960.25
0258GBBC310M Mono System 1017.75
0259GBBC310M Colour System 1190.25

1242BProgrammers Ref. Man. 19.95 18.95

ARCHIMEDES 400 SERIES

0260GArchimedes 410 Entry 160835
0261GArchimedes 410 Mono 166635

0262GArchimedes 410 Colour 1838.85

0263GArchimedes 440 Entry 2643.85
0264G Archimedes 440 Mono 270135

0265GArchimedes 440 Colour 2873.85

ARCHIMEDES UPGRADES

0266C0.5Mb RAM (305 only) 10235 97.23
0267F Floppy Disc Drive 143.75 13636
0268G20Mb Hard Disc (300's) 57335 545.16
0269CPodule Backplane 4435 42.61
0270DROM Podule 4435 42.61

GBEEBUGBEESUGBEEBUGSEEBUGBEi-:
;UGBEEBUGBEEBUGBEEBUGBEEBUGBEEB1

0271D I/O Podule 90.85

0272D MIDI add-on to I/O 33.35

8631

31.68

ARCHIMEDES SOFTWARE

1080B Ansi C

1081B ISO Pascal

1082B Fortran 77

1083BTwin

1084BLogistix
1085B View Professional

1095B Artisan

1096B Image Writer
1097B Archimedes Toolkit

1098BAlpha Base

113.85 108.16

113.85 108.16

113.85 108.16

3335 31.68

113.85 108.16

113.85 108.16

39.95 37.95

29.95 28.45

39.95 37.95

49.95 47.45

The followingAcornsoftproducts are
also suitable for the Master Compact

1050B Viewsheet (Emulation) 59.80 5631

1051BViewspell (Emulation) 39.85 3736
1052BViewstore (Emulation) 59.80 5631

1053B Viewindex (Emulation) 14.95 14.20

1057B View (Emulation) 59.80 56.81

COMPACT COMPUTERS

0199GCompact Entry System 375.00 356.25
0198GCompact TVSystem 390.00 370.50
0197GCompact Mono System 440.00 418.00
0196GCompact Colour System 575.00 546.25

COMPACT ACCESSORIES

0227F Second 3.5" Disc Drive 108.00 102.60

0201B Compact RS232 Interface 29.90 28.41
0211C PAL TV Adaptor 29.90 28.41
0250CCompact 525" DiscLead 12.32 11.70
0298BCompact Printer Lead 9.77 9.29

Free Inter-word when buying a
new Master Series Computer.

MASTER COMPUTER

0200G Master 128

0234B M128 Econet Module

0781B Care Elec. Cartridge
0782BCare4WayCart.
0230C65C102 6502 'Turbo"

0231D80186 Co-Processor

0233F Universal 2nd Proc.

435.91 414.11

48.88 46.43

8.95 8.50

14.95 14.20

119.00 113.05
JUGBEtB228.85 217.41 |jj

83.00 78.85

Master Modem

A new internal modem for the Master

128 that requires no soldering and may
be fitted in a matter of minutes. The

modem features V21/V23 baud rates
which are ideal for PresteL Micronct

etc, auto-baud rate selection, tone and
pulse dialing, auto-dial and auto
answer. An interesting feature is that it
uses the internal Master speaker for
call progress monitoring. The modem
is supplied with the highly acclaimed
BeebugCommand ROM.

Stock Code 0759E Price £119.00

Members Price £113.05
BT Approval Applied For

bugbeebugbeebugbeebugseebugbeebugbeebugbtrebugbeebugbeebij
gbeeougbIebugbeebijgbee^
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bugbee8ugbiebuc
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Trade-in your
BBC Micro for a

New Master 128,

Compact or
Archimedes.

Depending upon the age of your
computer we are able to offer a

trade-in discount of up to £225 off
the price of new equipment. This
would bring the purchase price of
a Master 128 down from £414.11

to just £189.11
for BEEBUG members.

Discounts for your BBC machine are:

BBC Micro issue 3 or 4 without DFS £125

BBC Micro issue 3 or 4 with DFS £175

BBC Micro issue 7 without DFS £175

BBC Micro issue 7 with DFS £225

Please telephone for further details.

0207ABasicIIROM 21.85 20.76

0208A1.2 Operating System 10.06 9.56
0209B 1.2 DNFS ROM 19.78 18.79

0212BAcorn Speech Upgrade 46.00 43.70
0217B 1770 Disc Interface 50.24 47.73

0218AADFSUpgrade 1770 2933 27.86
0225BEconet Upgrade BBC 48.00 45.60
0226B 64K Upgrade Kit B+ 39.00 37.05

ACORNSOFT

APPLICATIONS

1000B View 2.1 44.28 42.06

1022CView 3.0 ROM 66.70 6336

1013B View Driver Cassette 8.62 8.19

1014B View Driver Disc 9.77 9.29

1002B Hi-View 44.28 42.06

1021AViewIndexDisc 13.80 13.11

1043BViewSpell ROM 34.02 3232

lOOlBViewSheet 32.63 31.00

1030B ViewPlot 25.30 24.04

1019BViewStoreROM 44.28 42.06

1023CView Professional 99.95 94.95

1020DOverview 98.90 93.96

1008B Basic Editor 28.00 26.60

1017BGXRB 28.00 26.60

1018B GXR B+ 28.00 26.60

1031B Termulator ROM 31.05 29.50

1035B 6502 Development 45.00 42.75

1039B Creative Sound Disc 19.00 18.05

1040CMicros in Business Pack 29.47 28.00

PRINTERS

0299G Panasonic KX-Pl 081 180.00 171J

0304G Panasonic KX-P3131 290.53 276j

031lGTaxanKP815 342.11 325.

0316GTaxanKP91515" 440.00 418J

0322E Epson LX800 275.00 261.
0327GStarNL-10 285.00 270.

0328G Epson FX800 405.00 384.

oo

00

00

25

75

75

MONITORS & PLINTHS

0501G Taxan KX118 Green 100.00

0502G Taxan KX119 Amber 100.00

0556B BNC monitor lead 3.90

0503G Zenith 12312" Green 83.00

0504G Zenith 122 12" Amber 87.00

0530G Microvitec 1431 Mon. 239.00 227.05

0531GMicrovitec 1451 Mon. 289.00 274.55

0550B 1.0m Mon. Lead RGB 5.75 5.46

0535GSupervision625RGB 379.50 360.53
0536GSupervision 620 RGB 318.55 302.62
0555B Supervision Mon.Lead 7.00 6.65
0570DTaxan Stand with Clock 29.00 27.55

0572C Taxan Swivel Stand KT3

055IE Single Master Plinth
0559F Double Master Plinth

0552E Single BBC BPlinth
0553F Double BBC B Plinth

Master RO
The Beebug Master ROM is a

78.85

8Z65

RAM, and real-time features of
the Master 128, Master Compact,
BBC B and B+.

• includes: A Full Feature Disc Front

i
Buffer using sideways RAM, a RAM
Disc, and a host of invaluable stai
commands.

COMPUTER SPARE PARTS PRINTER ACCESSORIES
Code0087B Price £39

Members price £29.25

0809DMaster Keyboard
0810DBBCKeyboard
0811AVideo ULA Chip
0812AA to D D7002C Chip
0813A34 Way Connector
0814AKeyboard Connector
0815A65C02 CPU

0816A6845 CRT Controller

0818ASAA 5050 Teletext

0820ABBCKey Switches
0821ASpacebar Support
0822DBBC Power Supply
0823DMaster Power Supply
0807BMaster Battery Kit

64.00 6030

52.90 50.25

17.25 1639

5.29 5.29

2.99 234

5.75 5.46

13.80 13.11

6.90 6.56

1035 9.83

1.73 1.64

230 2.18

6735 64.46

69.49 66.02

3.68 3.50

ACORNSOFT LANGUAGES

0243B Master Lisp CartROM 59.69 56.70

1003B Lisp ROM 48.00 45.60

0245B Master Logo Cart.ROM 67.85 64.46

1006BLogo 62.00 58.90

1004B BCPL 53.00 5035

1026B BCPL Generator 4337 4139

1005B Comal 48.00 45.60

1007C ISO Pascal 62.00 58.90

1028B Pascal Generator 32.78 31.14

1027CMicro PROLOG 74.75 71.01

1033BMicrotextDisc 55.20 52.44

1034CMicrotext Plus ROM 240.01 228.00

1041B Forth ROM 45.00 42.75

1042B Forth Disc 19.00 18.05

0440EAngled Printer Stand 33.80 32.11
0441E 80 Column Printer Stand 26.84 25.50

0442F 132 Column Printer Stand 40.53 38.50

0401A2M Printer Lead 8.00 7.60

0402AEpson FX/RX80 Ribbon 4.00 330
0403AEpsonFX/RX100 Ribbon 5.00 4.75
0408ACanon/Taxan Ribbon 5.64 535

0409ABlackCartPJ1080A 8.75 831
0410AColourCartPJ1080A 13.50 1233
0411AHR-15 Correctable Ribbon 4.30 4.09

0412AHR-15Nylon Ribbon 4.30 4.09
0413A LX 80 Ribbon 4.60 437

0415AEpsonJX80 Ribbon 16.22 15.40
0418AJuki 6100 S/S Ribbon 1.55 1.47
0423A Panasonic Ribbon 5.75 5.46

0432BTCS26 Printer Sharer 23.92 22.72

0406Dll"x9.5" Paper 2000 14.03 1333
0407C1000 3.5" Labels (1 across) 5.64 535

0454C2000 3.5" Labels (2 across) 10.90 1036

0453G2-part NCR Paper 23.00 21.85

Second-hand BBC

machines with three

months warranty
available from just

£210.

Full specification available on request

DISC DRIVES

0224G Master Disc Drive Unit 316.00 300.20

0600F Cumana CSX100 40 106.95 101.60

061OF Cumana CS100 40 126.50 120.18

0614F Cumana CS100E 118.45 112.53

0601G Cumana CDX200 40 215.00 204.25

0602F Cumana CSX400 40/80 142.60 135.47

0603F Cumana CS400 40/80 162.15 154.04
0615F Cumana CS400E 155.00 147.25

0604G Cumana CD800S 40/80 28635 272.03
0611A Cumana Disc Guide 1.90

0650B 10 x Memorex Discs SS 40 15.50

0651B 10 x Memorex Discs DS 80 25.50

0669B 10 x Memorex 3.5" Discs 25.00

0652B Disc Head Cleaner (5.25") 9.65

0648B Disc Head Cleaner (3.5") 9.65
0653B Disc Case (10 x 5.25" discs) 2.25
0654C Disc Box (holds up to 50) 10.00
0655C Lockable Disc Box (50) 13.80
0656C Lockable 3.5" Disc Box (50) 12.11

WATFORD HARDWARE

9.17

2.14

9.50

13.11

11.50

0214B Watford DDES Kit 5635 53.53

0216B Watford DFS Manual 6.95 6.60

0219B Watford 1.43 DFS Kit 62.10 59.00

0702B 32K RAM Card 67.28 63.91

0709D Watford Eprom Eraser 3335 31.68
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0717B Watford Sideways ZIF
0736B Solderless ROM Board

0737BWatford Battery
0750B Watford S/State 16K
0751B Watford 16K Module

0752B Watford Diagnostic Disc
0753B ROM/RAM Board 64K
0754B ROM/RAM Board 128K
0755B Write Protect Mkl2

0739CWatford Video Digjtiser
0429BWatford NLQ Epson
0756B Eureka Card

0748F Co-Pro Adaptor
0785C Quest Mouse & Paint

1733 16.93

3630 34.96

437 4.15

32.20 30.59

32.20 30.59

23.00 21.85

67.85 64.46

10235 97.23

2.76 2.62

113.00 10735

28.75 2731

102.00 96.90

55.00 52.25

6735 64.46

OTHER HARDWARE

0701B Aries B32 RAM Card

0740B Aries B12 ROM Board

0749BAries B12C Adaptor
0704B ATPL ROM Board BBC

0746B ATPL ROM Board BBC B+ 3335

0735BATPL Battery Backup
0705A2764 8KEPROM

0706A27128 16K EPROM

0707A6264 8K RAM

0708AEprom Extractor Tool
0714ABBkey strip
0715ADust Cover BBC B/B+

0734A Dust Cover Master

0718BDelta 3B Single Joystick
0719BDelta 3B Twin Joysticks
0720BDelta 14BJoystick
0721B Delta 14B/1 Interface
0773BDelta 3S Compact Joystick

RED BOXES

Q764F Red BoxStarter System
0y65DRed Leader (Controller)
0777B Red Leader Battery B'up
0766DRed One (Socket)

0767DRed Two (Detector)
0778DRed Three (A-D)
0775F Red Five (Siren)

0776BRed BoxProject Book

93.15 88.49

46.00 43.70

5.87 5.57

39.67 37.69

3335 31.68

1737 1630

2.64 2.51

6.75 6.41

3.68 330

3.45 3.28

2.09 1.99

3.45 3.28

4.60 437

9.99 9.49

17.00 16.15

12.50 1138

13.00 1235

9.99 9.49

129.00 122.55

59.95 56.95

19.95 18.95

34.95 33.20

34.95 33.20 GAMES 5.25" Disc and Tape
59.95

49.95

9.95

56.95

47.45

9.45

The products listed here are only a
selection from our extensive range.

Please telephone and ask for an
information pack which includes a
Catalogue and details of BEEBUG.

COMMAND ROM for Hayes
The popular command-driven

communications ROM for the BBC

Micro and Master series is now

available for Hayes compatible
modems.

As well as the usual Viewdata and Text

Terminals, COMMAND includes a
telephone directory,status screen and

Viewdata editor. Other features include

auto-dial/auto-answer facilities, real-time
clock, XMODEM file transfer, telesoftware
downloading, and split screen operation.
Ideal for the Pace Linnet. Code 0073B

Price £39 Members Price £29.25

1131BRepton 3
1132BStrykersRun
1133B Trivial Pursuit Disc

1134B Trivial Pursuit Cassette

1138B Revs incl 4 Tracks

1143B Acornsoft Hits Vol.1

1145B Acornsoft Hits Vol.2

1147B Ravenskull

1186B Grand Prix Disc

1184B Grand Prix Cassette

1180BSuperior Collection 1
1182BSuperior Collection 2
1188BImogen Disc
1194BRepton Around the World
1196B CODENAME:Droid

1198B Crazee Rider Disc

AMX MOUSE

1165CAMX Design
1164B AMX Extra Extra

0703C AMX Mouse

0757C AMX Mouse (Master)
1153BAMXXAM

1154C AMX Stop Press
43.70 H62C AMX Stop Press M128

1155B AMX Superart ROM
1163B AMX Sup'art ROM M128
1161BAMXMAXROM

0786B New AMX Mouse

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

19.95 18.95

11.95 1135

14.95 14.20

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

9.95 9.45

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

9.95 9.45

7.95 735

11.95 1135

11.95 1135

COMPUTER CONCEPTS

1117B Interword

lllOBIntersheet
1114BInterchart

1116BInterbase

1118B Spellmaster
1100C Wordwise Plus

50.03

44.85

29.90

67.85

55.00

46.00

4732

42.61

28.41

64.46

52.25

Join BEEBUG NOW for only
£14.50 or RISC USER for £12.50

69.95 62.96

19.00 18.05

74.75 71.01

74.75 71.01

19.00 18.05

40.00 38.00

40.00 38.00

40.00 38.00

40.00 38.00

19.00 18.05

3630 34.96

BEEBUG BLANK DISCSOTHER SOFTWARE

1123B SPEECH! Disc 40/80T
1135CInstant Mini Office ROM

1174B Mini Office n80T

1176B Mini Office II (Master)
1177BMini Office II (Compact)
1170DHeet Street 40T

1171D Fleet Street 80T

1175BClares Replica III

11.95 1135 0657B10x40TSS Discs 9.90 9.41

59.95 56.95 0660B lOx 80T DS Discs 10.90 1036

16.50 15.68 0661E25x40TSS Discs 23.00 21.85

19.95 18.95 0664E25x80TDS Discs 29.00 2735

21.95 2035 0665E50x40TSS Discs 48.00 45.60

37.95 36.05 0668E50x80TDS Discs 53.00 5035

37.95

15.00

36.05

14.25
0675B10x 3.5" DS Discs 15.79 15.00

Exmon II

All games available for theMasterCompact,
please telephone forprices.

1036B Bite Disc 14.95 UJ2(

1137B Elite Cassette 12.95 123(

1016B Acornsoft Aviator Disc 17.08 16J

1044B Acorn Aviator Cassette 14.00 133(

1124B Citadel 40/80 11.95 1135

1125BWhite Knight Disc 18.63 17.70
1129B Thrust 11.95 1135

The acclaimed machine code

monitor is now available for the

Master 128 and Compact. It add
over 60 new commands to

manipulate and debug machine ci
programs, Including trace, single

step and breakpoints.
Code 0004B Price £32
Members price £24.00

™to claim members prices itisessential toquote your membership number, UCarriage
I Carriage isdenoted bytheletter contained Inthestock code.

Code Qty Description Unit Total

Name:

Address:

Postcode:
Access/Visa ./.

Sub Total £

Postage £
Total £

Membership No:
./ / Expiry ./.

Inaccordance withour competitive pricing structure, prices aresubject toalteration at any time.

I
A-S0p, B-£l, C-£2, D-£3, E-Q.7S, F-E5.50, G-£7. When ordering
several items, use the highest price code and half of each
subsequentcode. Forcourierdeliveryuse codeC

Official Orders
Orders for £25 and over are welcome from education and
government bodies. Alternatively pro-forma invoicesare
available on request.

Credit Cards
Access and Visa orders are welcome, and may be
placedby letteror telephone.

Prices include V.A.T.

BEEBUG LTD,
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St.Albans, Herts., AL1 1EX.

m VISA

(0727) 40303
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Micro guide
revised
The programmer's bible has
been brought up to date. The
New Advanced User Guide

contains all the detailed in

formation programmers need.
The new version, published by

THE NEW

ADVANCED

USER GUIDE
lor BBC Master) Compact, B, Bi &Electron

.:-:.-:if!
: u
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Dickens & Holmes

go

Essential reading updated

Adder at £19.95, now includes
Master and Compact topics
such as CMOS RAM and the

real-time clock.

Cheaper art
Nidd Valley is a late entry into
the art package market but its
new Illustrator software is in

expensive - for just under £50
you get the software and Nidd
Valley's Digimouse. However,

Illustrator low price graphics

the software works with any
BBC-compatible mouse, and
costs £20 by itself.

Illustrator is disc based and

includes pixel and font editors
and other utilities.

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

MS-DOS Arc enters
education battle
By Steve Mansfield
Acorn is looking to corner all
sections of the education mar

ket by launching an MS-DOS
version of the Archimedes and

an interface which lets IBM-

compatible PCs link in to
Econet. The prices of the 300
series have also been dropped
by £100.

The 310M is essentially a
standard Archimedes 310, but
comes with the software-based

PC emulator and the latest ver

sion of MS-DOS, version 3.21.
The machine will also work as

a normal Archimedes.

This launch comes at a time

when the education world is

hotly debating the relative
merits of MS-DOS, which is
the standard micro operating
system in business, and prop
rietary operating systems, par
ticularly Acorn's.

Acorn has refused to be

drawn into the argument.
Michael Page, the company's
communications manager, told
Acorn User: 'There is some

need for MS-DOS in parts of
education. We provide a flexi
ble architecture which can be

adapted to various needs.'
On the price drop, Page

Page: price dropped

claimed that the original figures
were only ever tentative and
that most of the units sold to
date have gone to third party
software developers for eva-
lutation purposes.

Now that sales have started
in earnest, Acorn has been able
to fix the recommended retail

price. By the same token, prices
quoted for the 400 series are
also subject to change.

The new prices for the 305
and 310 are £804 and and £890
for the base systems, rising to

£1034 and £1121 for colour

systems. The 310M costs £960
for a base system, £1018 with a
monchrome monitor and £1190

for a colour system.
• Arcs and the BBC micros

can now be mixed with PCs on

the same network. Acorn's new

PC-EcoLink card is an internal

board which interprets the
PC's filing commands into a
form which can be understood

by Econet. Among other
things, this means thatPCs and
Arcs can share data files for
packages available on both
machines, such as Grafox
Logistix. The card costs £344
(inc VAT).

As reported last month, the
cost of developing th
Archimedes series resulted in

losses for Acorn over the first

half of this year. However, the
company's brokers, Philips and
Drew, are predicting that 1988
will be a good year for Acorn.
Next yearwill see the launch of
the RISC-based workstations,
and to fund this development
Acorn may well make a share
issue. This could effectively re
duce Olivetti's holding in the
company from 79 per cent to
just over 50 per cent.

Sound of music on Micronet
Micronet is about to open a
music section for Hybrid
Music System owners. For a
fee, subscribers will be able to
download software for the

Hybrid synthesiser and music
editing systems.

Ian Burley, news editor of
Micronet, said: 'We will be

supporting the section for the
Music 500 and 5000. It is being
prepared right now and will be
on-line soon.'

Hybrid users who do not
have access to telesoftware can
turn to Amplincs, a bi-monthly
disc-based magazine. Editor
Kevin Doyle aims to provide a

forum for news, information,
music and programs written in
Ample, the music language. A
Music 500/5000 system is
necessary to run the discs. Sub
scriptions are £5 plus a blank
formatted 40/80-track disc

from Amplines, 26 Arbor Lane,
Winnersh, Berks.
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Beebug C
Beebug C is a full implementation
of the language C conforming to,

and extending beyond the
Kernighan and Ritchie standard.
Beebug C produces fast compact
code and supports floating point
maths. A comprehensive set of

library functions and macros are
supplied on disc.

Features
• Runs on a standard 32K BBC model B,

B+, Master 128 or Master Compact
• 40/80 Track DFSand ADFScompatible
• 6502 2nd processor compatible
• Support for Acorn operating system

(vdu, osbyte, mode etc.)
• Powerful command line interpreter

with over 20 commands & qualifiers
• Expandable run-time library on disc

containing nearly 100 functions &
macros

• Full macro-handling facilities
• Debugging facilities and helpful error

messages

• C programs may be written using
almost any text editor or word-
processor such as View, Wordwise,
InterWord etc.

Beebug C is supplied on 2 ROMs and a 40 or 80
track disc. The Master Compact version is
supplied on one 3.5" disc.

price Stock code 0074B 40 track

£59
incVAT

Stock code 0075B 80 track

Stock code 0076B 3.5" disc

Postage £1

Beebug Ltd.
Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,

St. Albans, Herts., AL11EX.
Tel: (0727) 40303

"Beebug C is about five times faster at
compilation than the Acornsoft version and
produces code at a fraction the length."

MICRO USER

Technical Summary
Beebug C is a full implementation of
the Kernighan & Ritchie standard. The
following is a summary of the full
specification.

Expressions: *, &, -,!, ~, ++, -, sizeof, ->, * /, %,
+, -, »,«, <, >, <=, >=, &, A, I, &&, II,?:

Assignments: =, +=, -=, *=, /=, %=, »=,«=,
&=,*=, 1=

Declarations: char (8 bits), int (16 bits), short (8
bits), long (32 bits), float (32 bits), double (32
bits), unsigned, void, auto, static, extern,
typedef, struct, union (inc. bit fields)

Statements: if, while, do, for, switch, case,
default, break, continue, return, goto

Preprocessors: #define, #undef, #redef,
#include, #if, #ifdef, #ifndef, #else, #endif,
#line etc.

Library: over 90 library functions, plus 12
header files: h.stdio, h.stdlib, h.string, h.call
h.ctype, h.assert, h.float, h.limits, h.stdarg
h.stddef, h.math, h.setjmp

Beebug C
Stand Alone Generator

An add-on to Beebug C which produces stand
alone code which will run on any BBC or
Master computer (memory permitting).
Supplied on a dual-format disc which also
contains a number of trig functions.

price £19
inc. VAT

stock code 0077B 5.25" disc

stock code 0078B 3.5" disc

Postage £1

The C Programming Language book
By Kernighan and Ritchie

Beebug C conforms to the standard set by this excellent
and highly recommended book.

Price: £23.95 Postage £1
Stock code 1289B

BeebugC site licencesavailable for educational establishments.
Please phone for details
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Epnitex ready
to go on line
The Epnitex viewdata system,
first mentioned in Acorn User

back in April, is finally ready
to launch.

Although hailed as a rival to
Prestel, the main market for
Epnitex is large companies who

Epnitex: radiopager link

can use thesystem for in-house
communications as well as a

public display system.
To help attract the business

user, Epnitex has teamed up
with Mercury to offer a
radiopaging service. For £150 a
year, you're given Mercury's
pen-style pager, which bleeps
each timea new message arrives
for you on the system. If you
are online at the timea message
also flashes on your screen.

Show launches
Several new products are to be
launched at the Electron and
BBC Micro User Show (Horti
cultural Hall, London Novem
ber 13-15).

Watford Electronics will be

showing a 30Mb hard disc, a
front end system for the DFS
and printer and disc sharers.
The Quest range is being ex
tended with a Quest Paint ex
tension ROM and desktop
publishing software.

Computer Concepts says it
will finally have its word-
processing and design packages
for the Archimedes, although
the company said that about
the Acorn User show too.

Several games will be ready,
including contract bridge in the
form of Black Queen and a
strategy game called Bismarck,
both from BBC Soft.
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Baker demands better
use of school micros
By Bill Penfold
Education Secretary Kenneth
Baker has ordered special atten
tion be given to computers and
information technology in the
new 'national curriculum'.

The announcement follows

an HMI report last summer
criticising the 'inadequate'
funding of high technology
equipment and the 'disappoin
tingly limited' use of micros.

The inspectors complained
that the effective use of equip
ment across the curriculum is

still rare.'

Mr Baker, in his drive to
establish a national curriculum,
has clearly taken note of the
inspector's findings. At least
two of the specialised working
groups he has appointed to
advise him have been instructed

to carefully consider how new
technology could and should
influence the contents of the

new curriculum.

As in the past, the HMI
report claimed primary schools

Baker themes and skills'

tended to make fuller use of
equipment than secondary.

It stated 'computers were in
use in a small proportion of
classes' and examples of 'effec
tive work' were mainly in
primary schools.

However, Mr Baker has told
the specialist groups advising
on science and mathematics

attainment targets and study
programmes he wants particu
lar attention given to the future
use of classroom computers.

Spelling out the science
working group's terms of refer
ence, the Education Secretary

said there were a number of

important subjects, themes and
skills which could be taught
and developed through the
foundation subjects.

T look to you to consider the
place of such aspects within the
science curriculum,' he told
group's chairman, Professor J J
Thompson of Bath University's
School of Education.

Mr Baker added he expected
the group's study to include
'the practical use and applica
tion of computers and informa
tional technology in control,
simulation and data storage'.

Similar instructions have
been given to the head of the
maths group, Professor R Blin-
Stoyle. Mr Baker added: 'You
will need to consider carefully
how new technology can and
should influence the mathema

tics curriculum.'

Both groups will deliver in
terim reports to the Education
Secretary in November and
their final reports nextsummer.

Micronet aids Children in Need
It looks as though the electro
nic medium has finally come of
age. Micronet is to be given
equal ranking with radio in the
BBC's forthcoming charity
telethon for Children in Need.

Last year Micronet was stuck
in a dressing room. This year,
however, the company will be
running eight terminals in its
own booth, alongside the BBC
local radio stations, in the main
studio itself.

The Children in Need appeal
happens on November 27 and,
as always, will be hosted by
Terry Wogan. Micronet will be
interviewing the various celeb
ritieswho pass through the stu-

TerryWogan hosts appeal

dio, and there will be an on
line auction of computer goods.

A list of the auction goods
will be put up on Micronet a
week before the event so that

you can get your bids in early.
On the night of the show,

bids will be taken right up to

midnight. The auction section
will be open to all Prestel users,
not just Micronet subscribers.
You can take part even if you
don't have a Prestel account.

Local Information Technology
Centres (ITeCs) will stay open
that night, permanently logged
on to Prestel.

Last year, Micronct's efforts
raised just over £46,000. This
year it hopes to increase that to
£50,000 or more.

If you're a company with
products or services you could
donate, Micronet would like to
hear from you. Contact Encar-
nita Round or Sid Smith on

01-278 3143.



One
FulHYear

for just £14.50

Wearespecialists on the BBC Micro, Master and Compactcomputers,established in
April 1982 following the launch ofthe original BBCMicro.

For £14.50 we will provide you with:

Free access to our technical support
team (by phone or letter), to give
impartial advice and help on any
computer, hardware or software
problems thatyou may have.

Aswift mail order service for all your
hardware & software needs at
competitive prices, with a further 5%
discount to you as a member.

72 page magazine mailed directly to
you ten time a year. This will keep you
up to date with news, reviews, hints
and programs for your computer.

Ashowroom to try out the latest
peripherals and software with
absolutely no obligation, and with
knowledgable staff on hand.

Quality,free programs foryou to type
in (also available on tape/disc)
covering everything from printer
buffers to windows & icons.

Free personal adverts in the magazine
to sell your unwanted kit
Second hand BBC micros. A trade-in
scheme to upgrade to a Master or
Archimedes.

Join 20,000 satisfied members!
All New Members Will ReceiveA SpecialWelcome Pack Including:

68 pagebooklet packed full ofinformation and
programlistings
Quickreference cardtoyourcomputer | |
Handy function key strip & screen planning sheets m m

NATIONAL USER GROUP FOR THE | | BBC MICRO, MASTER &COMPACT

Plus a booklist, software catalogue,
local usergroup list, magazineindexes etc.
Andofcourseyour personal membership
card & the latest magazine

INFORMATION J
NEWS "•

REVIEWS I
FREE PROGRAMS | j

INTERESTING ARTICLES |
ADVICE "

TECHNICAL HELP +
10 MAGAZINE/YEAR

Iwouldliketoenrolas a member of BF.FBUG for 1yearand receivethe next 10issues
of BEEBUGmagazine.

EITHER Post today to:
YourMachine BEEBUG, Dept MCJ12

Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St Albans, Herts ALII EX

OR Phone SL Albans

(0727)40303

Model B/B+

Master 128

Master Compact

lenclose£_

StlRNAME.

Please tick

-(enter coned amount*)OR Please debit byAccess/VrsaAccount£.
OFFICIAL ORDERS WELCOME

Card Expiry Date

. POSTCODE.

I
I
I

I
i SIGNATURE ;

Start your year here!

•SUBSCRIPTION RATES
UK.BFPO.CI
Rest of Europe
Middle East
America & Africa
Elsewhere
Allpayments MUSTbe in
pounds sterling.Cheques
MUST be drawn on a UK bank.

£14.50
£20.00
£25.00
£27.00
£29.00

FOR A FREE BEEBCIG
INFORMATION PACK
PHONE 0727 40303



Arc prize
The Archimedes has picked up
its first award. The machine

picked up the title of Home/
Small Business Computer of
the Year in the British Micro

computing Awards.
The Acorn micro beat the

Amstrad 1512 PC clone and the

Amiga 500, mainly because of
its advanced technology, based
on the RISC chip, and its abil
ity to run MS-DOS as well as
Acorn's own operating system.

File transfer
made easy
The biggest problem with
buying one of the latest in
carnations of the BBC micro is

transferring software from your
old machine. Datathorn Sys
tems has come up with one
answer - a hardware link that

uses the RS423 serial port to
move the files.

The system, known as Com-
kord, consists of two ROM
chips - one for each machine -
containing the transfer soft
ware, plus the cable.

The two machines are con

nected directly, with the soft
ware taking the files from the
disc or tape attached to one
micro and moving them auto
matically to the storage system
of the other machine.

Network users can already
do this fairly easily, so Com-
kord is aimed mainly at educa
tional and institutional users

without networks. The outfit

for two computers costs £52.

Boss beating
The latest business simulation

from RBRC is Beat the Boss.
It's nothing to do with manage
rial flagellation, but is in fact an
educational program in which
students have to run a fictitious
company. The price is £34.50.
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Win an Arc in our DTP competition
There's an Archimedes 305

plus £750-worth of software
at stake in the Great News

paper Competition run by
Acorn User with AMS, pro
ducers of the Stop Press pub
lishing package.

What you have to do is
produce the front page and
on inside page of an A3
tabloid newspaper (about the
same size as Today) and a
synopsis of the readership

you are aiming at. It must be a
national paper, but could be
aimed at a large specialist group
such as sportmcn, children, or
pensioners.

To make up a full A3 page,
you will have to join several
standard-sized pages together.
The pages can be produced on
any BBC-based hardware and
software - except a laser prin
ter. Editorial content will be as
important as layout and design.

Modem fits
inside Master
After over a year of waiting, an
internal modem has finally ar
rived for the Master - not from

Pace, but from Beebug.
Pace started talking about an

internal modem soon after the

launch of the Master. The mic
ro has a space between the
main board and the power
supply specially for such a de
vice, although this is now taken
up by the battery packs which
replaced the original faulty
lithium cell. The Master also

has special connections on the
board for a modem.

Pace ran into trouble with its
design, and apparently lost in
terest, so it's been left to

At last-a Master internal modem

Beebug to fill the gap. The new
modem, which should be avail
able around now, offers both
tone and pulse auto-dialling,
auto-answer and call monitor

ing through the Master's inter
nal loudspeaker.

The modem will operate at
1200/75 and 300/300 baud, and
costs £119 with software.

Arc graphics system
before the Arc version is avail
able, but a development system
is already up and running and
the company sees no problems
in porting software over to the
new machine.

The Archimedes version uses

a special podule, and runs
around 10 times faster than a

Master-based system, with
some commands being ex
ecuted up to 50 times faster.

Millipede now has a version of
its Prisma 3 professional
graphics system running on the
Archimedes.

The Prisma 3 was launched

at the Acorn User show in Au

gust. It allows high speed, high
resolution graphics and anima
tion, with 256 colours on
screen chosen from a palette of
17 million.

It will probably be next year

Entries must be in by
February 29 1988, and there
will be three age groups:
under 14, 14-18 and over 18.
Group entries by schools
will be accepted.

The rules were announced

last month on page 17. If
you missed them, send an
SAE to: The Great News

paper Competition, Acorn
User, 20-26 Brunswick
Place, London Nl 6DJ.

Acorn MD
Brian Long
resigns
Brian Long, managing director
of Acorn for the last two years,
has resigned unexpectedly.

The abruptness of Long's de
parture is underlined by the
lack of a successor. In a terse

press release on October 22,
Acorn announced that Bruno

Soggiu, the current company
chairman, will take over his
executive responsibilities.

The move came as a surprise
to the industry. Although the
interim financial results

announced that month showed

a £1.6m loss for Acorn, these
were seen only as a slight set
back, given the high expendi
ture on the Archimedes.

Long:unexpected decision

n



ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

BBC Compatible Disc Drives
COMBO C - 3.'/2" plus S.Va" combination drive in 802C case

without PSU

M D802F - Dual 800K drive 3. Vi" 40/80 track switchable
HD2000 - 20MB Winchester built into MD802E case with independent

PSU Using ADFS including Winchester controller card and
BBC host adaptor card

UFD2000 - 20MB Winchester and IBM floppy disk drive 40/80 track
switchable housed in MD802DM case

UFD2000

f^prilTD DT P AKHTER HOUSE, PERRY RO,
KPMWJVt rUV/n HARLOW, ESSEX CM 18 7PN,

TELEX 818894 AKHTER G TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521

Dealer Enquiries
Welcome
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Son of Genie
Yet another version of Genie
has popped up. Following the
success of the original package
and the Master cartridge ver
sion, Permanent Memory Sys
tems has produced the Genie
Junior package.

It has all the same pop-up
features as the original - note
pad, address book, diary, calcu
lator and so on. The main dif

ference is that it uses a disc for

storing data instead of battery-
packed RAM. At £25 it is also
£55 cheaper.

The Genie code has been

split between the disc and a
single ROM chip. Theprogram
works with most disc filing
systems. PMS says it will have
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Genie: now on disc

hard disc, network and RAM
disc versions ready soon.

Meanwhile, PMS has made
the original Genie compatible
with the Master 512. That's
useful as Sidekick, the MS-
DOS package which started the
fashion for pop-up utilities, re
fuses to work with the 512.

Micro Librarian is
boon for bookworms
Keeping track of library books
is a logical use for a computer,
and a program for doing just
that has appeared.

Schools are the main target
for Micro Librarian, from
Arnold and Plant.The program
is essentially a database with
complex reporting facilities. It
can tell you which books are
out, when they'redueback and
how many times each title has
been borrowed.

As it stands, the program is
capable of handling 12,000

BBC user group
in India

India has now another BBC

micro user group. Calling itself
Beebaid - no relation to the

software package - the group
already has around 100 mem
bers and hopes to increase this
to 500 by the end of the year. It
hopes to market hardware and
software, both in India and the
UK. Contact: Amit Jalan, 47
Gulmohur Colony, Indore,
Madhya Pradesh, India.
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books and 2000 borrowers,
which should be adequate for
even the largest school libraries.

According to the company,
Micro Librarian is not so much

a computer program as 'an
ongoing research scheme'.
What that means is that the

company will be issuing regular
updates to the software, with
extra features and compatibility
with other filing systems.

The software is distributed

by Arnold and Plant at a price
of £96.60.

3-D turtles set
to take off
Logotron is using the BETT 88
show for the official launch of
its 3-D Logo package. Pre
viewed at the last Acorn User
show, this extension module
for Logotron Logo allows the
turtle to be moved in three
dimensions, and adds pitch, roll
and yaw commands. The Brit
ish Education and Training
Technology Show is at the Bar
bican, from January 20-23.

THE COMMS COLUMN
• Micronet has changed the
status of its Bizznet pages,
the section devoted to busi

ness topics. Now even non-
Micronet Prestel subscribers
can read them, although an
additional time charge of 4p
a minute will be levied. Mic

ronet subscribers will also be
charged (page 92 will show
the charge), but then be
given 100 per cent discount
on their bills. Although such
users areobviously known to
the Prestel billing computer,
it is far too difficult, it would
seem, to not apply the orig
inal charge.
• Micronet is also getting
into teleconferencing, with
closed chatlines managed by
users planned to start short
ly. Some will run through
80-column gateways and will
be similar to traditional spe
cial interest groups or bulle
tin boards.

• There are signs that the
Archimedes is being taken
seriously by people who pre
viously showed little interest
in Acorn machines. Brian

Smith mailboxed me to say
that he is the moderator of

the CIX Archimedes confer
ence. For those of you who
don't know what CIX is, see
below. The teleconference is

for serious Archimedes users
and will concentrate on

programming topics.
• The Compulink Informa
tion Exchange (CIX for
short) is an interesting com
mercial bulletin board system
running in Guildford, Sur
rey. It is modelled on the US
BIX systems by Byte maga
zine, and hosts a number of
interactive conferences - each

with a 'moderator', a volun
teer who trys to keep the
conference going in the right
direction.

The CIX system is pre
dominantly used by owners
of the major American mic
ros such as Amigas and PC

compatibles. This is an area
of increasing interest to Mas
ter 512 owners, but now the
ordinary BBC micro and the
Archimedes are catered for
too. The discussions are

quite high-level and very
different in tone from the
usual forums like Micronet"

Chatlines.

CIX is run by Frank
Thornley on (0483) 573338
(all speeds to 2400 baud,
scrolling). You can have a
look at the system for free,
but membership is £3.50,
plus a noticeable but not ex
cessive time charge of £1.00
per hour.
• A new goody from Tele
com Gold, for anyone left
who can still afford, it is
personalised telex numbers.
This is, like the file transfer
software, initially only avail
able to corporate members
(the 'first-class compartment'
of the service). The advan
tage of the facility, of course,
is that you can pretend to
your customers that you
have a real telex machine in

stead of merely being one of
many using the number
265871 MONREF G.

• On-line multi-user games
(MUGs) have sprung up all
over the place in the last few
years, but unlike the classic
Essex University MUD,
most games today carry hef
ty on-line charges. It's a re
freshing change therefore to
hear of a game that's com
pletely free except for the
cost of the phone call.
Comms enthusiast Glen Col

lins tells me about Mirror-

world, a MUG run from
deepest Surrey on various
BBC micros which provides
all the facilities of the sub

scription MUGs, plus extras
such as a facility where you
can chat to other callers out

side of the game. Mirror-
world is on (0883) 844164.

David Atherton
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BBC Compatible Disc Drives
MD400B - Single 400K drive 40/80 track switchable,

Double Sided, with PSU
MD400F - 3.Vi" Single 400K drive, Double Sided
MD802E - Dual 800K drive, 40/80 track switchable,

vertically stacked, with PSU
MD802DM - Dual 800K drive 40/80 track switchable,

horizontally mounted in Monitor Stand,
with PSU
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JlVUUl TLlU. HARLOW, ESSEX CM 18 7PN, UK
TELEX 818894 AKHTER G TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521
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Dates for
your diary
November 10-12 1987
New Technology in Training
Exhibition at Novotel, Ham
mersmith, London. Further de
tails on 01-727 1929.

November 10-12 1987

The Mac User Show at the

New Horticultural Hall, Vic
toria, London. Details on: 01-
486 1951.

November 13-15 1987

The Electron User and Micro
User Show at the New Horti

cultural Hall, Victoria, Lon
don. Tel: 061-456 8383.

November 17-20 1987

COMPEC '87 at the Olympia
Exhibition Centre, Kensington,
London. Further details on 01-

891 5051.

December 6 1987

North of Scotland Science and
Technology Regional Orga
nisation, The Music Hall,
Aberdeen. Telephone Dr Glas-
ser on (0224) 272952.
January 20-23 1988
British Education and Train

ing Technology Exhibition at
the Barbican Exhibition Halls,
London. Tel: 01-404 4844.

January 19-22 1988
The Which Computer? Show
held at the National Exhibition
Centre, Birmingham. Details
on 01-891 5051

NOTICEBOARD

Blunderbox roundup for 1987
For those of you who don't
have all your back issues of
Acorn User immediately to
hand, here's a round up of the
blunderboxes we've published
in the last six months.

There were minor errors in

the May issue's listings. First,
Joe's Jottings listing 2 in the
yellow pages, line 850 should
read:

850 n=INT(2~(INSTR<"

dsqcmsb",nm»)—1))

Also line 450 of the Convdat

program should be modified to
say:

J 450 dataline=790+50*
(char7.-65) +10*L7.

There was an error in the Joe's
Jottings calculator listing in
June's yellow pages. Line 320
should be:

320 IF k=l PROCcl:EN

DPROC

This change allows the clear
button on the calculator to

work properly.
In July, the problem afflicted

Copyfiles-II. There should
have been a comma between

the parenthesis and 'file$' in
line 610:

610 DIM dir»(31),fil
a*(31)

And line 900 should read:
900 IF key*="l" THEN

system*(out)="ADFS":1
ink*="_"

August's Interrupting Basic

program listing 1 has a check
sum that is only correct for
model B micros. If you had
trouble running this listing,
trying changing the following
lines to:

420 checksum=&C0F0

510 checksum=&C582

600 checksum=&C0DC

3800 FOR loop-/.=code7.
TO &ABC

In August's Hints & Tips the
key sequence for condensed
mode should be CTRL-B,
CTRL-A, CTRL-O, CTRL-C.

There was a problem with
one of the First Byte listings in
the August issue too. Line 120
in Tessie Revivis' First Byte
listing 3 should have read:

120 PRINT "Result is

";?first

Also, the September First Byte
listing 3 contained an error.
Line 160 should be:

160 PRINT ~?addr

and line 140 should be deleted.
You should now find this
prints out the call parameters
properly.

October's Hints & Tips list
ing 1 is a little difficult to type
in. In line 1300, the end of the
line should read:

("SAVE "+name*+" 900 +
FF 400")

ADFS users will have to create

a directory P before running
this listing too. Listing 2, the

spooled file replayer will work
better in some cases if line 520

is replaced by:
520 JSR &FFEE

The checksum in line 780 then

becomes &2E1E. The modified

::"PRINT command will now

replay graphics files much
better.

The checksum in October's

Acorn Forum listing 5 applies
only to the BBC model B. If
you have a different computer,
change line 1370 to say just
*=TRUE\

Hints & Tips listing 1 in the
December issue was unreadable

in somecopies of the magazine.
Line 80 should read:

80 F0RN%=33T0255

And finally, there are two
errors in the yellow pages for
this month (that section of the
magazine is printed in advance
of the other parts). The check
sums for Joe Telford's PACK
and UNPACK programs
should be corrected in the fol

lowing way:
PACK program (Joe's Jot

tings listing 2)
1168 FOR IX=&900 TO &9B9

1190 IF PX023135 THEN P

RINT "Check listing":END

UNPACK program (Joe's Jot
tings listing 3)

980 FDR IX=&900 TO &99B
1010 IF PX018459 THEN P

RINT "Check listing":END

DISC TRANSFER SERVICE
Acorn User is proud to
announce another service to

readers. We are now able to

transfer the contents of unpro
tected DFS or ADFS 5.25-inch

discs on to 3.5-inch ADFS
discs. The cost is £5, or just £3
if you send us a blank ADFS
formatted 3.5-inch disc.

We are not, for obvious
reasons, able to copy protected
software. We are also unable to

make more than one copy of
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

each disc. The service is entire

ly confidential, although it is
readers' own responsibility to
ensure that they are not in
breach of regulations on con
fidentiality and data protection.

Please include sturdy return
packaging for both discs, plus
postage, and ensure that all
discs are clearly labelled with
your name and address.

Acorn User cannot accept re
sponsibility for loss or damage.

ACORN USER DISC TRANSFER SERVICE

20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

Data disc: DFS/ADFS (please tick) Blank disc: YES/NO
I enclose a cheque for £3/£5 payable to Redwood Publishing

|_OFFICE USE ONLY: Copiech_ Dispatched: _
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flHiHTER

ALLPRICES EXCLUDING VAT

BBC Compatible Disc Drives
MD802C - Dual 800K drive 40/80 track switchable,

Double Sided

MD400A - Single 400K drive 40/80 track switchable,
Double Sided

STREAMER 10- 10MB Stand alone Tape Streamer
NUCLEUS 20 - 20MB Winchester, 10MB Tape Streamer and IMB floppy

disk drive 40/80 track switchable built into a MonitorStand,
with PSU

MD400A

AKHTER group plc
***"** •• Jbdl*m TELEX 818894 AKHTFR (

-"RniTD DT C* AKHTER HOUSE. PERRY ROAD.
71YVSUJ; FJJVS. HARLOW. ESSEX CMI8 7PN. UK
TELEX 818894 AKHTER G TEL: HARLOW (0279) 443521

Dealer Enquiries
Welcome



NOTICEBOARD

Competition winners
The copies of Firebird's Sen
tinel game from our June com
petition were won by: Mark
Lambert of Washington, Tyne
and Wear; A I Livingstone of
Milngavie near Glasgow; Torfi
Olafsson from Reykjavik, Ice
land; Bong Ui Yi from Dubai;
N M Mathau from Monmouth
in Gwent; Hywell Steel of
New Maiden, Surrey;
Jonathan! Britton from War
rington; Francis McCaffery of
West Caldcr, West Lothian; Mr
A B Venham from Chichester,
Sussex; Dominic Newman
from Exmouth in Devon; Mr
U J Spanner of Seaford, Sussex;
Richard Koten from Harrow,
Middlesex; Philip Smithson of
Thetford, Norfolk; Craig Bar
rett of Hornchurch in Essex;
Tim Ward from Boston in Lin
colnshire; Andrew Eakins,
Reiling Mill, Northumberland;
Tang Kok Vai, Kowloon,
Hong Kong; Vernicuwe Luc
from Ostende, Beligum; Paul
Mama, Middleton, Manchester
and W Cheung from East
Molesey in Surrey.

The five winners of our fifth
anniversary competition run in
the July issue won prize soft

Next month's issue
ware bundles consisting of
AMX Stop Press, Logotron
Logo, Superior's Elite, the Is
land Logic Music System and
ViewSheet. They were: J M
Shepherd of Ilkley, West York
shire; S L Hart, Pinner, Mid
dlesex; G Arnold of Tadworth
in Surrey; Craig Dyke from
Solihull, West Midlands; and
Steve Twecdale, Bacup, Lan
cashire.

Alan Dunn from Liverpool,
Merseyside and H Remegan
from Delf in the Netherlands
won copies of Computer Con
cept's SpellMaster in the Au
gust competition.

Finally, the two lucky win
ner of PMS' Genie package in
our September number base
competition were S Birch from
the Wirral, Merseysidc and K
Padgett of Coltishall, Norwich,
Norfolk. A consolation prize
of an Acorn User Portfolio disc
went to Ms L Sharp, who
bravely hand delivered her en
try on October 15 , the closing
day of the competition, as
violent storms swept over
London and the south east.

All winners have already
been informed by post.

Wizardsand Ferrets- free with January's Acom User

January's Acorn User is packed
with features and listings to
while away the dark winter
nights and help you get
through Christmas and the
New Year.

Martin Phillips describes a
mailmerge program for Word-
wise Plus, to take the tedium
out of writing all those thank
you letters.

Communicate with your
BBC micro using the televi
sion's remote control. Joe Tel
ford shows how to interface the

POST A PROBLEM

micro with an infra-red remote

control handset.

And as its holiday time,
we've got an infuriating
machine code game Wizards
and Ferrets for you to type in.
Smooth sprite movement, a
high score table and some clev
er programming techniques
make this game the most play
able yet.

And our education team look

forward to the coming new
term with a feature on compu
ters in CDT teaching.

Acom User has a guaranteed fast reply service for enquiries. Your
answer will be returned within 10 working days for just £3
(includes VAT), or your money back.

Just write out your problem, fill in the coupon (right), and send
both off to Acorn User with a stamped addressed envelope and
cheque or postal order for £3. If you want recorded delivery add
the cost of this on. Include as much detail as possible, and a disc
or cassette ifa program is involved, with enough space to record
any corrected listing.

Please note: debugging readers' programs or those from other
magazines is acomplex task and we cannot guarantee to give a full
solution. Unless the problem can be spotted quickly, the service
will only be able to make general comments or suggest a strategy
for the reader.

We will then answer the problem and return all material
received - within a guaranteed 10 working days from receipt. If
we fail to match this promise then your cheque or postal order
will be returned with the answered question - you can't lose!

ACORN USKR DECEMBER 1987

ACORN USER READER SERVICE
20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

DAYTIME PHONE NUMBER-

I

I enclose a cheque/postal order for £3 and an sae with my
problem.
OFFICE USE ONLY Date in:

Date out:

Answered by:
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CONTACTS

Contact names and addresses
Acorn, 10 Technopark, 645
Newmarket Road, Cambridge
CB5 8PD. Tel: (0223) 214411.
Adder Technology, Cambridge
Science Park, Milton Road,
Cambridge CB4 4GF. Tel:
(0223) 861912.
Advanced Computer Pro
ducts, 6 Ava House, High
Street, Chobham, Surrey GU24
8LZ. Tel: (0276) 76545.
Amplinex, 26 Arbor Lane,
Winnersh, Berks RG11 5JD.
AMS, 166-170 Wilderspoll
Causeway, Warrington WA4
6QA. Tel: (0925) 41351.
Arnold and Plant, 31 Market
Street, Whaley Bridge, Stock
port. Tel: (06633) 2416/3655.
BBC Soft, Woodlands, 80
Wood Lane, London W12. Tel:
01-576 0548.

Beebug, Dolphin Place,
Holywell Hill, St Albans, AL1
1EX. Tel: (0727) 40303.
Clares Micro Supplies, 98
Middlewich Road, Northwich,
Cheshire CW9 7DA. Tel:
(0606) 48511.
Datathorn Systems, George
House, 50 Spring Grove,
Loughton, Essex IG10 4QD.
Hybrid Technology, Unit 3,
Robert Davies Court, Nuffield
Road, Cambridge CB4 lTP.
Tel: (0223) 316910.
Logotron, Dales Brewery,
Gwydir Street, Cambridge CB1
2LJ. Tel: (0223) 323656.
Mertec Computer Products,
35-36 Singleton Street, Swan
sea, West Glamorgan SAl
3QN. Tel: (0792) 467980.
Micronet, Durrant House, 8

VXXAM iv^ses!
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Herbal Hill, London EC1R
5ES. Tel: 01-278 3143.
Microvitec, Futures Way, Boil
ing Road, Bradford, West
Yorkshire BD4 7TU. Tel:
(0274) 390011/726500.
MUSE, PO Box 43, Houghton
on the Hill, Leicester LE7
9GX. Tel: (0533) 433839.
Minerva Systems, 69 Sidwcll
Street, Exeter, Devon EX4
6PH. Tel: (0392) 37756.
Nidd Valley, 4AA9 Thorp
Arch Trading Estate, Wether-
by, West Yorkshire LS23 7BJ.
Tel: (0937) 844661.
National Interactive Video
Centre, 24 Stephenson Way,
London NWl 2HD. Tel: 01-
387 2233.

Permanent Memory Systems,
38 Mount Cameron Drive

MADE THE BBC

PI PLEASURE
TO UATCH.

——•

North, St Leonards, East Kil
bride G74 2ES. Tel: (03552)
32796.

Pineapple Software, 39
Brownlea Gardens, Seven
Kings, Ilford, Essex IG3 9NL.
Tel: 01-599 1476.

RBRC, Guild House, 32 Wor-
ple Road, Wimbledon, London
SW19 4EF. Tel: 01-946 8641.
Resource, Exeter Road, Off
Coventry Grove, Wheatley,
Doncaster DN2 4PY. Tel:
(0302) 63800/63784.
SJ Research, 108 Mill Road,
Cambridge CB1 2BD. Tel:
(0223) 69927.
Superior Software, Regent
House, Skinner Lane, Leeds
LS7 1AX. Tel: (0532) 459453.
Tubelink, PO Box 641, Lon
don NW9. Tel: 01-205 9393.
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Arc art contest
Archimedes owners - can you
do better than this? If you can
draw a picture of your own
using Clares' new Arc package,
Artisan. Acorn User will pub
lish the best picture we receive
each month, and the artist will
get a lockable box of 20 3.5-
inch discs as a prize.

The best picture overall will
be turned into a real painting
by Clares' artist in residence,
Jon Warmisham. The judging
for this will be done by Acorn
User's editor, Tony Quinn, Jon
Warmisham and Dave Clare.

Clares' Artisan is the first
screen-art program for the
Archimedes. If offers full con

trol over all the Archimedes'
graphics facilities.

Pictures can use up to 16

colours, which can be picked
from any shade the Archimedes
can produce.

There is a pixel editor and
impressive move and copy faci
lities. These allow any shape to
be dragged across the screen
with the mouse. Any shape can
be defined as a sprite, used as a
brush for drawing, and even
saved in a sprite file to use with
other programs.

Your entries should be

drawn using Artisan, and saved
on 3.5-inch disc using the
'screensave' option. Send your
entry to Clares' Artisan Com
petition, 98 Middlewich Road,
Northwich, Cheshire CW9
7DA. If you want your disc
returned, then enclose return
packaging and stamps. Can you dobetterthanthis with your Archimedes?

(ATCHING YOUR BBC PROGRAMS ON TAXAN'S SUPERVISION 620 OR 625 IS A FEAST FOR THE EYES.

ftECAUSE THEY'RE PROFESSIONAL COLOUR MONITORS THEY GIVE YOU A BETTER QUALITY PICTURE THAN
EITHER A TV OR MEDIUM RESOLUTION MONITOR. /\ND WITH THEIR SUPER HIGH CONTRAST TUBES (FOR
SHARPER TEXT AND MORE VIVID COLOURS) AND FOUR SWITCHABLE COLOUR TEXT MODES, THEY MAKE

EXCELLENT VIEWING. (HOWEVER IF. YOU PREFER TO WATCH IN MONOCHROME ONLY, TAXAN HAVE A RANGE

OF MONITORS - THE KXII7, KX1I8 AND KXII9). JAXAN ALSO OFFER TWO BBC COMPATIBLE DOT MATRIX
PRINTERS, THE KP815 AND KP915. JHEY'RE QUICK AND QUIET AND BOTH PROVIDE NEAR LETTER QUALITY.
50 NOW YOU'VE SEEN 6UR IMPROVEMENTS FOR THE BBC" GIVE US ARING. '"WJ^^ J^k fk I
|/1/E'D LOVE TO HEAR YOUR POINTS OF VIEW. ™**S™*^JM

PERFECTING THE IMAGE

. AND IMPROVED

THE REPEATS.*

JO FIND OUT MORE ABOUT THE TAXAN RANGE OF PRODUC TS, CALL US ON 034 4 484 64 6.
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TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD

ARCHIMEDES
305 BASE AKB10 780.00
305 & mono monitor 838.00
305 & colour monitor 995.00
310 BASE AKB15 865.00
310 & mono monitor 925.00
310 & colour monitor 1095.00
A310M AKB30 938.00
A310M mono 995.00
A310M colour 1165.00
Archimedes/Master Econet 49.99
0.5 MB RAM 102.35
Floppy disk 143.75
20 Mbyte hard disk & podu e 573.85
(300 only)
Podule Backplane 40.25
Archimedes Rref. Manual £19.95
Assm. Lang Prog Manual £12.00
Archmedes software now available in
stock - please call.

MASTER 128
Complete With Internal
Software £399.00
Master Turbo Upgrade £113.95
Master Econet Module £46.00
Master ET £349.00
Master 512 Upgrade £217.35
Universal second processo r £86.25
Eprom Cartridge £14.95
Reference Manual Part I £14.95
Reference Manual Part 2 £14.95
Acorn Teletext Receiver £108.00

H

FILESTORE

Filestore provides shared access to
file and printer services on Econet.
The filestore consists of two units -
a dual 3.5 inch floppy disc unit 1.2
Mbytes of storage (Filestore EOI)
which can be expanded with a high
performance 20 Mbyte Winchester
disk drive unit(Filestore E20).
FILESTORE E01 £952.00

FILESTORE E20 £829.00

ECONET ACCESSORIES
100m Cable £89.00
Station Lead Set £29.00
Econet Starter Kit £99.00
Econet Bridge £199.00
Level I Fileserver 40 Track £99.00
Level 2 Filesaver 80 Track £235.00
Print Server Eprom £49.00

fi

B

Twillstar continues to offer the
MASTER COMPACT for your Home
Education and Business needs!
Complete with bundled software
and an integral 3.5" Disk Drive in the
following Systems:-
ENTRY SYSTEM £360.00
•128K* 'Single 640K Drive* *
bundled software*

TV SYSTEM £375.00
•128K* 'Single 640K Drive* *UHF
Modulator" "Bundled Software*

MONO SYSTEM £412.00
"128K* "Single 640K Drive* *
Bundled Software* "12" High Res
Monochrome Monitor*

COLOUR SYSTEM £565.00
"128K" "Single 640K Drive* "
Bundled Software* *14" Medium
Res Colour Monitor*

2nd DRIVE KIT £113.00
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64K Upgrade Kit
17/70 Upgrade Kit
ADFS ROM
Disc Upgrade Kit
Econet Upgrade Kit
DNFS ROM

£39.95
£49.94

£29.95
£65.00
£49.00
£20.00

WORD PROCESSING
SPECIAL PACKAGE

PACKAGE 1
Based on Master 128. The Twillstar
All in One Word Processing Package
contains a Master 128, View 3.0,
Viewsheet, High Res Green Monitor,
800K Dual Drives with PSU, Gakken
Daisy Wheel Printer together with a
box of Discs, Paper, and all the
Cables. £885.00

SPEECIAL COMPACT

PACKAGE
The Compact Professioanl
OVERVIEW - A complete business
software package. Word processor,
spreadsheet, database, graphs/chart
program, spelling checker, index
generator.
BROTHER HR20 - The worlds best
selling high quality daisy wheel
printer. Dual interface buffer 8k (16k
optional), 2 colour printing option
red & black, 22cps, auto underlining,
clear buffer.
COMPACT - A high quality personal
computer. Full size professional
keyboard with numeric pad, 3 Vi
standard floppy disk drive, RS232 or
parallel interface options,
networking option available.

£745.00

MONOCHROME MONITORS

Phillips BM 7502
12" hi res. P31 Green Phospher
Screen. CVBS input. Audio input.
Band width 20 MHz. 2000 CHRS
Dispay. Adjustable viewing angle.

£79.00

Phillips BM 7522
Amber Screen £95.00
Phillips BM 7542
Dedicated WD phosphor Screen
monitor £95.00
Philips BM 7513
12" Green IBM compatible £120.00
TAXAN
New Taxan Monochrome Screens
Taxan KX117
12" Green Screen P31 £89.00
Taxan KX118
12" Green Screen P39 £99.00
Taxan KX119
12" PUL Amber Screen £99.00

COLOUR MONITORS
Microvitec 1431 Std Res £201.25
Microvitec 1451 Med Res £255.00
Microvitec 1441 Hi Res £391.00
Microvitec 2030 Cs 20
Std Res £425.50
Microvitec 1431 AP
Std Res £224.25
Microvitec 1451 Ap
Med Res £293.25

PHILLIPS
New from Phillips
Phillips CM8833
14" CVBS and RGB medium
resolution colour monitor. IBM PC
compatible. Fast blankup to enable
superimposing. Stereo Audio. Ear
phone socket. 600 dots x 285 lines
vertical £269.00
Phillips CM8852
14" RGB professional med res
colour. 700 dots x 285 £289.00
Phillips CM8873
14" RGB high resolution colour
monitor Res 850 x 480 £550.00
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Taxan Super Vision 620
High Resolutioncolourmonitor
with several unique features, at
an affordable price.
SUPERVISION 620
12" RGB High resolution colour
monitor. Fully compatable with IBM,
Apple, BBC and most other Personal
Computers. 635 x 312 line resolution.
Positive or negative sync input.
Text colour switchable to green,
amber, white or blue or inverse
white. Super high contrast tube.
Optional tilt-swivel base (with
clock/calendar available). Special
introductory offer. £299.00

NEW SUPERVISION 625
12" high resolution colour monitor.
661 dots x 312 lines £369.00

MONITOR TO TV
CONVERTER

AV 7300 Colour tuner module
Push button control. 12 preset
channels. Built in aerial. Compact
design. Composite video only

£69.00

MITSUBISHI DISC DRIVES
Source Disk Drives 100% BBC
compatible slimline disc drives. All
drives are supplied complete with
formatting diskette, comprehensive
users manual and all necessary
cables. All drives are 40/80 Track
switchable at the front and have two
years warranty.

SVa" Drives without
P.S.U.
MD 400A Single 400K
Double Sided £113.00
MD 802C Dual 400K
Double Sided £219.00

SVa." Drives with P.S.U.
MD 400B Single 400K
Double Sided £135.00
MD 802E Dual 400K
Double Sided £235.00

SPECIAL
MD 802D Dual 400K Drives
horizontally mounted in a monitor
stand to fit both the BBC B and the
Master series. £265.00
Mitsubishi Bave drives uncased with
40/80 switch £89.00

SOURCE DISK DRIVES
Source SD35 3V?" disk drive, single
drive £85.00
Source SD352 3V5" dual drive

£149.00

Supplied cased complete with
cables, powered from computer.
Extended two year warranty.
Source SD35S 3'/?" single drive with
P.S.U. £135.00
Source 352S 3V4" dual drive with
P.S.U. £199.00
Source SD3545S Combo dual bVt"
and 3'/2" drives with P.S.U. £249.00

WINCHESTER DISK DRIVES

Source HD20 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive including Acorn
DFS ROM complete with P.S.U.

£499.00

Source HDP201 Twillstar's 20 Mbyte
Winchester drive and a 400k double
sided floppy drive built in a plynth
to accomodate monitor on the top
and the computer underneath.
Includes ADFS ROM and P.S.U.

£799.00

Source TS10 10 Mbyte tape
streamer backup unit with utilities

£650.00

Othe size hard disks are available,
please call for our latest prises.
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Take a holiday
while your PC is
being repaired.

[j Ortake out one of our
repair contracts and be

working before you
can even get to the

airport.
Twillstar Computers
Maintenance Division
Authorised Service Centre
for Amstrad and most IBM

Compatibles.
24 hour on site and in house
maintenance contracts with
loan equipment provided.
In house repair service on

Disk Drives, Printers,
Modems, Systems and

monitors.
For furhter details call our

Maintenace Hotline on
01-574 5271
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Taxan KIF 4308 buffer compatible
with any Centronics interface
printer £149.00
Further 64k upgrade available.
Printer/Computer sharers.
2 - 1 £39.00
6-1 £79.00

Serial and Parallel T Switches
Parallel T switch £67.85
Serial T switch £67.82

FLOPPY DISKS
Raven 5V«" pack of 10 in a clear
library box £15.00
Raven 5W rainbow colour pack of
10 in library box £17.00
Raven 3%" single sided pack of 10
in library box £18.00
Raven 3V4" double sided pack of 10
in library box £25.00

LOCKABLE STORAGE BOXES
Trackmaster BV*" 70 x 5'A"
lockable £7.95
Trackmaster 8W 100 x 5'A"
lockable £9.95
Trackmaster 3W 40 x 3W
lockable £6.95
Trackmaster 3V6" 100 x 3'//'
lockable £9.95

Special summer price Tilt and swivel
base for 12" or 14" monitor or TV.
"Looks very elegant" at an ubeatable
price. £9.95

I
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PRINTER STAND
Fits nearly any width of printer.
Allows paper storage and gives ideal
viewing position. Can also be used
for computers and monitors. Steel
construction prevents bending or
buckling £18.00

I
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YOUR ONE STOP
MEGA-COMPUSTORE

FOR HOME,EDUCATlON
& BUSINESS NEEDS!

rWILLSTA^COMRJTERS WISHES ALL OUR CUSTOMERS^
H SEASONS GREETINGS AND A HAPPY NEW YEAR

II

(save £29.00]
FREE PRINTER STAND

FREE BBC CABLE

200 SHEETS OF PAPAER

When you buy a
Panasonic KX-P1081 The
faster and enhanced KX-P1081.
120 cps in draft mode. 24 cps
in NLQ mode. Fully Epson RX80
and IBM Matrix and Graphics
Printers compatible. Standard
friction and tractor feed.
Operator accesible print mode
switch. Standard 8 bit parallel
interface. RS232 interface
is optional £179.00
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EPSON PRINTERS
LX-800 £228.85
Draft print to 180cps. NLQ text to 25cps.
Two correspondence fonts. Pull-feed trac
tor supplied as standard. IBM character
set. Integral 3K buffer. Graphics capability.
Push-button controls. Standard Cen
tronics interface.
FX-800 £368.00
FX-1000 £497.95
Correspondence quality to 40cps. Draft
speed to 240cps. Wide range of types-
tyles. High resolution graphics. Powerful
8K buffer. IBM character set. Easy-reach
control panel. Choice of wide or narrow
carriage. Tractor feed now standard.
EX-800 £458.85
EX-1000 £626.75
Fast 300cps draft print. Correspondence
quality to 50cps built in. High resolution
graphics. Powerful 8K buffer. IBMcharac
ter set. Advanced front control panel.
Choice of wide or narrow carriage. Stan
dard push-feed tractor. Short tear-off fea
ture. Two-stage automatic paper loading.
Reverse paper feed.
LQ-800 £494.50
LQ-1000 £667.00
Superb letter quality print at GOcps. One
letter font built in. High resolution
graphics. Powerful 7K buffer. Draft speed
180cps.Easy-use control panel. Choice of
wide or narrow carriage. Serial and paral
lel interfaces built in.
LQ-2500 £994.75
Superb letter quality at 90cps. Draft speed
to 270cps. Five fonts built in. High resolu
tion graphics. Powerful 8K buffer. IBM
character set. New select Typo panel re
placingDIPswitch. Push-feed tractor built
in. New LCD message screen. Serial and
parallel interface built in.
SQ-2500 £1294.90
Virtuallysilent print. Superb letter quality
at 180cps. Draft speed of 540cps at 12cpi.
Five fonts built in. High resolution
graphics. Powerful 8K buffer. IBMcharac
ter set. New select Type panel replacing
DIP switch. New LCD message screen.
Serial and parallel interface built in.
.50dBa
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CREDIT FACILITIES

Full credit facilities now
available nationwide
• LOW DEPOSITS
• FAST FRIENDLY SERVICE

• UP TO 3 YEARS TO PAY
Call for further details

Typical APR 36.3%

CANON PW1080A
80 column printer with 160cpsdraft
and 40 cps NLQ with built in friction
and tractor feed. Fully compatible
with Epson FX80. Standard parallel
interface.

CANON 55A
Wide version. Fully IBM
compatible.

£249.00

STAR NL-10 £209.00 m
Parallel l/F
IBM

Commodore

£29.00
£29.00

£29.00 i
Serial l/F £69.00

nSheet Feeder £55.00

Ribbon £5.50

STAR NB24-10 £579.00 Bl
Serial l/F £85.00 Bl
Font Cartridge £40.00 W
Sheet Feeder £140.00 ^^K
Ribbon £7.00 |
STAR NX15 £389.00

Serial l/F £85.00 [•
Sheet Feeder £140.00 [m
Ribbon £8.00 M
STAR ND10 £349.00 ••
Serial l/F £85.00 11
Sheet Feeder £55.00 n
Ribbon £5.50 •••

STAR ND15 £469.00 m
Serial l/F £85.00 ^
Sheet Feeder £140.00

Ribbon £8.00 ^^i
Font Cartridge £40.00

STAR NR15 £559.00

Serial l/F £85.00 •
Sheet Feeder £140.00 m
Ribbon £8.00 [m
Font Cartridge £40.00 IV

STAR NR10 £429.00 11
Serial l/F £85.00 11
Sheet Feeder £55.00 u
Ribbon £5.50 «•

STAR NB15 £799.00 w
Serial l/F £85.00 m]
Sheet Feeder £140.00 V
Ribbon £8.00

Font cartridge £40.00 •
STAR NB24-15 £759.00 |
Serial l/F £85.00

Sheet Feeder £195.00 {m
2nd Bin £125.00 [m
Font Cartridge £40.00 )M
Ribbon £8.00 11

n
1

MP200
200 cps in draft. 40 cps in NLQ mode.
7K buffer as standard (128 down
loadable characters in NLQ) optional
8K memory. IC font cards. £274.85

MICRO P MP165
80 Columns. 165 cps in draft mode.
35 cps in NLQ mode. Ultra high
resolution graphics. Friction and
traction feed. 2 Year warranty. Epson
or IBM compatible control codes.

£199.00
i

MP201
Same as MP200 with 136 columns

£318.55

MP135

Just released
135 cps. 80 column printer. Frictio/
tractor feed. NLQ. Epson & IBM
Compatible £145.00

MP480

New
Fast reliable 480 cps dot matrix
printer. 74 cps,"NLQ, 80 column, fully
Epson & IBM compatible. Std
parallel £349.00

TAXAN KXP815
Taxan KXP 815 New enhanced KP
810 with 160 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £299.00

TAXAN KXP915
Taxan KXP 915 New enhanced KP
915 with 180 cps and fully Epson &
IBM Compatible £420.00

CITIZEN 120D £169.00
120/25cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel

CITIZEN 120D £189 00
120/25cps 80 column RS232 Serial

NEW

CITIZEN LSP 100P call
120/25cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel

NEW

CITIZEN LSP 100S call
120/25cps 80 column RS232 Serial

CITIZEN MSP10E £269.00
160/40cps 80 column Centronics IBM
Parallel

CITIZEN MSP10E £289.00
160/40cps 80 column RS232 Serial

CITIZEN MSP15E £379.oo
160/40cps 136 column Centronics
IBM Parallel

CITIZEN MSP15E £399.00
160/40cps 136 column RS232 Serial

CITIZEN HQP45 £645.00
200/66cps 136 column dual interface

PREMIER 35 £499.00
Daisy Wheel 35cps 136 column Cen
tronics IBM Parallel

PREMIER 35 £569.00
Daisy Wheel 35cps 136 column
RS232 Serial

CITIZEN LASER £1499.00
Overture 110

TECO VP1814 £199 00
Overture 110

ft*

NEC P660 £499.00
216/72cps 80 column
Centronic/IBM Parallel

NEC P665 £559.00
216/72cps 80 column RS232 Serial

NEC CP660 £579.00
Colour 216/72cps 80 column
Centronics/IBM Parallel

NEC CP665 £659.00
Colour 216/72cps 80 column RS232
Serial

NEC P760 £599.00
216/72cps 136 column
Centronics/IBM Parallel

NEC P765 £659 00
216/72cps 136 column RS232 Serial

NEC CP760 £699.00
Colour 216/72cps 136 column
Centronics/IBM Parallel

NEC CP765 £759.00
Colour 216/72cps 136 column RS232
Serial

P6/CP6 Pin Tractor £58.oo

P6/CP6 Bi-directional
Tractor £120.00

P6/CP6 Cut Sheet Guide
£10.00

P6/CP6 Cur Sheet Feeder
£104.00

P7/CP7 Pin Tractor £86.00

P7/CP7 Bi-directional
Tractor £138.oo

P7/CP7 Cut Sheet Guide
£16.00

ir Sheet Feeder
£266.00
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DAISYWH EEL

PANASONIC KX-P3131
A Fully Formed Serial Impact
Daisywheel printer with print speed
of 17cps. Diablo compatible print
wheels. Print pitches available are:
10, 12, 15 and proportional spacing.
Standard friction feed and optional
tractor. Paper width 13.5 inches.
Standard Centronics optional RS-
232C. Built with 6K text buffer
expandable to 32K buffer. £289.00
BROTHER HR 20
The new Brother Daisywheel HR 20
8K standard buffer upgradable to
16k. Comes standard with serial and
parallel port £389.00

JUKI Daisywheel
Juki 6100 £329.00

NEW MP26 Daisywheel
MP26 A feature rich very quiet
printer. Universal compatibility with
almost all personal computers at an
unbeatable price. Speed: 26 cps. 132
columns Diablo 630 compatible

£249.00

Optional Tractorfeed £95.00
Optional Sheet feeder £145.00

MP40
A very fast, quiet printer with
features compatible with virtually all
computers at a fantastic price. 40
cps, 132 column, diablo 630
interfacew, parallel interface, built in
standard RS232 optional £355.00

GAKKEN GPR-2000
Print speed of 18 characters per
second. Fully Qume compatible.
Takes Qume exchangable
Daisywheel and ribbons. Selectable
10.12 & 15 pitch. Supports
proportional spacing.Standard
friction feed. Tractor/cut sheet feeder
and serial interface optional.

£169.00

You can purchase any of the
items listed. All you have to do
is write your requirements on
a sheet of paper, and we will
despatch your goods within 24
hours, subject to availability.
Please add the following
amounts for Postage and
Packing.
Items below £10.00 add £1.50
Items below £50.00 add £2.50
Items below £100.00 add £3.50
Items over £100.00 add £8.00

(UK Mainland only)
All prices include VAT at 15%

'No Hidden Extras'
Prices correct at time of going
to press but subject to change
without notice.
Please make cheques payable to:
TWILLSTAR COMPUTERS LTD.

Access/Visa Card Holders:
Welcome. Call now on:-

01-571 5938 or 574 5271

I
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I
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It operates at4 million
instructions per second.

Its the worlds fastest
microcomputer.

It has been voted the 1987
microcomputer of the year
tllome/Smill BiuineiaCalegor) ofthe British Mirroromputing W.,„l>.

Modal ihown here isthe Archimedes310withcolourmonitorand include"Moi

£> At an operating speed of4 million instructions per second
justabout everything you dohappens instantly. With this
kind ofpower atyour fingertips theadvantages are
enormous.

£> Already Archimedes* has won the British Microcomputer of
theYear award,a clear winner against theothertwo finalists,
the Amstrad 1512*and the Amiga 500*

P> In addition to BB('. Basic V, high level languages such as 'C
and 'Pascal'can heused For specialist applications fully
exploiting thecomputer's outstanding power, graphics
and speed.

P> The huge potential ofArchimedes doesn't slop there.The
310M with itsbuilt-in PCemulatorcan run Lotus1.2.3?
DBASE III* MS-WORD* and other popular business
programs available under MS-DOS*

l> With prices starting at£749excVAT forthe305 with mono
monitorand risingto£1035 exc.VAT for the 310M with
colour monitor, the Archimedes 300 series represents
unparalleled value for acomputer system ofsuch capability.

I PRIORITY REQUEST .
I Please send me ;m information pack on Archimedes together I
I with a list of dealers.

NameL

Addr

Postcode:.

Tel:

I I Tick here for written details ofthe 0% finance deal
available through participating dealers.

Acorn Computers Ltd., j'TLV '̂V-/JL ll^V
FREEPOST 4335, BSI 3YX The choiceofexperienced

OR PHONE 0800 100 100

0% (APR 0%) FINANCE FOR LIMITED PERIOD
Interest free credit is available on all Archimedes Bystems during the period 1.10.871» 31.12.87. Maximum period ofcrcdil 12 months. Subject tostatus.

Written quotation available »nrequest from participating dealers whoan- licenced credit brokers.

•MS-DOSand MS-WORD an-trademarL.,.f Microaofl (:..r|>.
•AmigaSOU i> * trademarkof Commodore Bunnell Machine

•Wtrad 1512 isatrademarl. ..fAtnatrad Contumer FJcclronira plr
•Lotus1.2.3 h.atrade markof I...tu>Corporation.

•I) MASK III iaa trail.- marl, ol \idilun-Tate.

•de. ir,a trade marl ..f \. i.rn Cimipillem Ltd.



Bumper 24"x17" top quality posters.

The latest chart topping titles under licence
from Superior Software Ltd.

All produced trom the original artworks.

Exclusive mail order otter.

•

Only £1.95 each.

SPECIAL CHRISTMAS OFFER
Buy 2 posters get one FREE

FREE delivery in G.RQ approved postal tubes,
(UK only).

Guaranteed despatch within 48 hours by firstclass post.

Unit3 1 Percy Street Sheffield S3 8AU.

To: Impact Posters, Unit 3 1 Percy Street

Sheffield S38AU.

Please send me:—

Poster Quantity

Crazee Rider

Around The World

Zarch

Codename: Droid

Palace of Magic

Ravenskull

I enclose £ ._

(BLOCK CAPITALS PLEASE)

Name

Address

Please make cheques/postal orders payable to Impact Posters
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allibility.

,>

nfallibility ] sic. incapable oferror, unfailing
sure.

There are very few articles of technology which
are incapable of error and although many manufacturers
strive for the ultimate pinnacle of excellence, they rarely
succeed. Panasonic, however, are one of the few who
have trodden an unfailing path of advancement and
proceeded, sure in their convictions.

These convictions have produced a range of printers
which have all the qualities that a fast moving world, and
you in particular, require. Printers, from the sure footed

Panasonic KXP-1595 to the lithe footed KXP-1081, have
ensured that the Panasonic range has really earnt the
accolade, infallible.

Trust Panasonic excellence, it's the nearest
technology can get to infallibility.
Distributed by:

E3 micro
Peripheral/ lid

Intee 2. Wade Kuad, Basingstoke,

Hampshire RG24 ONE.
Tel: 0256 47:12:12 CI2 Lines). &

Panasonic,
Office AutcnTatoi/^Vtt

Unit 5/(i, Newhallhey Road, Rawtcnslall.
Rossendale, Lancashire BB4 6HL.
Tel: 0706 217799 (16 Lines).

Whatever the Words - We've Got the Abilities.

KX-P1595

240cps draft, 51cps NLQ. IBMmatrix,
graphic printer and Diablo emulation.'MuIti
NLQ fonts (courier, bold, proportional).
Sheet feeder option. Centronics parallel and
serial interfaces. Price: £595.

KX-P1592

1BOcpadraft. 38cpsNLQ IBM matrix.
graphic printer emulation. Print mode
switch. 1-inch paper cut mechanism.
Sheet feed option Price: £195.

KX-P1083

240cps draft, 48cpn NLQ
DIP switch selectable

IBM Prnprintcr
emulation. I'mportional
Space Printing: l'rinl
mode switch. I'ricc: £265.

KX-P1082

160cp8 drafl, 32cp8 NLQ
DIP switch selectable
IBM Proprinter
emulation. Proportional
Space Printing. Print
mode switch. Price:
£265.

Allpricesare RRPEx VAT. andspecifications subjecttochangeat anytime. Alltrademarksrecognised.

KX-P1081

I20cp8draft, 24cps NLQ.
DIP switch selectable IBM
printer emulation. Friction
feed and variable tractor.
Print mode switch. Price:
£215.



The Perfect Partners
VIGLEN DISK DRIVES PANASONIC PRINTER KIT ]

Simply pluga Vigien diskdrive intoyour
BBC B(fitted with DFS), Bi. orMaster
microand immediately benelilIrom400 ot
800 KB ol extradata storagecapacity.

Price inc. VATSlockCode Description
VI'D 0241 400K Single Drive. NoPSU
VPD 0246 400KSingleDrive. I- PSU
VPD0243 8O0KDual Drive. No PSU
VPD0248 800KDualDrive,+ PSU
VPD 0249 80OK Biidge Unit t PSU
VPD 0250 5.25" + 3.5" Combined + PSU

SPO14 Single 400K 40/801 Drive
SP019 Dual 800K40/80T Drive
*These twomodels areottered with 12months warranty
Pleaseadd £8.00lor insuredcourierdelivery

ThePanasonicKX-PI081 comescompletewith£4500 worthol
accessories FREE including tractor teedandrollIcedunitswilh paper.
printercable,anda specially designedmetalprinterstand.
Features include:

" 120cps draflprinting. 24cps NlQ
' IBM andEpson compatibility through dipswitch sellings
" Prints 80 columns on A4cut sheets, continuous stationery or roll paper
• 9x9 draft and 18x23 NLO

Stock Code Description
SPO 79 Panasonic KX-PI08I

plus accessories

Price inc. VAT

£189.95
'lease

add £8.00 lor
insuredcourierdelivery

NOW

WITH

3-YEAR

WARRANTY

SPECIAL

OFFER
VIGLEN WINCHESTER DISKS

PROFESSIONAL CONSOLE UNIT

Give yourBBC or Mastermicroa
professional PC-look byreplacing lire
existing lidwiththissmartlystyled
package which can housetwodisk
drives. Complete withseparatekeyboard
caseandconnecting cables.Alullrange
ol accessories is also available.

Plug-in20 lo 112MB ol extrastoragewithliteVigien Winchester system.

Pleaseadd £8.00forinsuredcourierdelivery

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
Drive0 Single
V0150 VB2020MB VigienWinchester £649.00
VOI52 VB2828MBVigien Winchester £699.00
VOl55 VB4040MBVigien Winchester £1045.00
V0156 VB5656MB VigienWinchester £1119.00
Drive 1 Second Drive
V0160 VB12020MB Drivel Winchester £549.00

V0162 VB12828MB Drivel Winchester £599.00

V0165 VB14040MB Drivel Winchester £819.00
V0167 VB156 56MB Drivel Winchester £899.00

V0157 20MBTapeStreamer Backup £724.95

ROM CARTRIDGE SYSTEM DAISYWHEEL PRINTER
Stock Code

V0851

V0861

Description
Vigien ProfessionalConsole
Unit for the BBC micro

Vigien MasterConsoleUnit
for the Master micro

Pleaseadd £8.00 lor insured courier delivery.

PRINTER STANDS

Viglen's printer standsare available in

clearpeispex, 80col.
136 col.

high-impact ABS plasticcolour-matched to most printers.
80 col. £14.95

black metal finish £9.95

Viglen's printerstandscaterlor 80 and 136columnprintersandallowcontinuousstationerylo
be stored undomeath.

Please add£3.00postage andpackaging.

Price inc. VAT

£49.95

£59.95

Designed by Vigien lor
use wilh the BBC B or

Mastermicros, the
RomCartridge System
allowsa rangeol Rom
soltware lo be used

and interchanged
easilywithout tearol
damage to thedelicate pins.The system is simple lo litand
reguires nosoldering.

Stock Code Description Price inc. VAT
V0560 Vigien RomCartridge Systemfor BBC £12.95
V0559 Vigien RomCartridgeSystem for BBC £12.95

(low profile)
V0550 Vigien RomCartridgeSystem lor £14.95

Master

V0561 SingleVigien Cartridge £3.99

Pleaseadd£2.50lorpostage andpacking (£00.50 torsinglecartridge).

SALES HOTLINE Ol 843 9903

ThePanasonicKX-P3131 daisywheel printeris Diablo-compnliblc and
utilisesbi-directional logicseekingtechniques to produceteller quality
printata raleol 17characters persecond(cps). Friction speedprovides
reallyellicicnl paperhandling, whilsttractorsarcavailableas an option.

SlockCode Description
V0400 Panasonic KX-P3131

Daisywheel Printer

Pleaseadd £8.00 forcourierdelivery.

Price inc VAI

£299.95

HOW TO ORDER
Simply fill in the coupon or write to us with your requirements enclosing a cheque/
postal order or your credit card no. for the total amount. Don't forget to add the cost of
delivery. Allow 7 to 10 days for delivery. Credit card holders may order by telephone on
our sales hotline 01-843 9903 (8 lines). Orders from overseas should
be exclusive of VAT (Please deduct 15% from the total cost).
Prices correct at time of going to press and offers are subject to availability. Dealer,Trade &Education Enquiries Welcome

Viijfeiv VigienLtd.. Unit7,
Trumpers Way,
Hanwell, London. W7 2QA
Telephone:01-843 9903
Telex: 919 304 VIGLEN G
Fax: 01-574 5126

Rll in and post to Vigien Ltd., Unit7, Trumpers Way, London W7 2QA. Tel. No. 01-843 9903. Please make cheques and postal orders payable
to Vigien Ltd.

STOCK CODE DESCRIPTION QUANTITY TOTAL PRICE

Please findenclosed a cheque/postal order • Iprefer to pay by VISA • ACCESS • Tickone please. Carriage.
Card No Signature Expirydate Total
Name Address

Postcode. .Tel. no.
AU 12



HIGH PERFORMANCE COLOUR INK JET PRINTER

(compatible with IBM pc, BBC micro, Nimbus etc.)
PRINTS ALL 64 SCREEN COLOURS FROM CGA AND EGA*

EMULATES OTHER PRINTERS (A1210, PJ1080A and QUADJET)
OVERHEAD TRANSPARENCY PRINTING

80+132 COLUMN OPERATION, A4 WIDTH
UP TO 1280 DOTS/LINE ADDRESSABLE

FULL VIDEOTEX CAPABILITY

OPTIONAL BUFFERED RS232 (INTERNAL)
HIGHLY VERSATILE

ULTRA

LOW

NOISE

LIST PRICE

£569+VAT

EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

INTEGREX LTD church gresley, burton on trent,
STAFFS DE119PT

Tel (0283) 215432
Telex 341727 INTEGX

nal Integrex software.



PUTTING

Acorn*
Thechoice ofexperience.

THE FUTURE INTO YOUR HANDS

Approved
Acorn dealer

Peartree House, No 1 Blackstone Road, Stukeley Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF. Telephone (0480) 50595

OVER

Studio Desk menu with mouse driven
record, play, rewind options

SoundShapcrallowingyou to create your
own waveforms, envelopes, mouse, lighfpen
or keyboarddriven

PUTTING

Music Editor menu, lightpen &mouse
driven with complete menu options at top

Instrument delinerallows you to defineyou
own instrumentpitch, amplitude and wave
forms

THE FUTURE

visitors attended the 87 Acorn User Show.

Most were amazed at the performance of the
MUSIC 87. As a result we have been receiving
hundreds of telephone calls from people
wanting to know the differences and merits of
the MUSIC 87 synthesiser when compared to
more expensive music synthesisers. Below is a
table showing how the MUSIC 87 compares to
the Music 5000.*

9 good reasons to buy the MUSIC 87 rather
than the Music 5000.*

FUNCTION
Music
5000

MUSIC

87/
Mouse driven

2nd processor compatible
Light pen driven
Full 32k EPROM

Waveform designer as standard
Ability to bypass AMPLE
Graphic representation of
waveforms, envelopes and score
Music printout as standard
Expensive

X
X

X
X
X

X

X

V-

I
Price Music 5000.* MUSIC 87

£161.00 £79.95

:$E
SYNTHESISER

MUSIC 87 software to upgrade your Music
500 or 5000 only £39.95

*Music 5000 is supplied by Hybrid Technology Limited

INTO YOUR HANDS



PUTTING • THE FUTURE INTO • YOUR • HANDS

M
HKOAIK'ASTINC

CORPOR^nON
MASTER SERIES

MIC KOC'OMI'l'TrK

Approved
service centre

for all Acorn

products.

Peartree House, No 1 Blackstone Road, Stukeley Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF. Telephone (0480) 50595

EEH5M
ACH00I BBC MASTER 128 £385.00

I28Kcomplete wilh View.Vicwihccl, basic editor
ADFS1770OFS

*** special offer includes
FREE MUSIC 500

ACH002 BBC MASTER COMPACT £375.00
I78Kconvict 640K due drive burl in RGBcomp video.
joystick and piinlefpod

ACH003 BBC MASTER COMPACT TV £395.00
Al above wih PAl IV modulator

I ACH004 BBCMASTER COMPACT MONO £445.00

Al obow wilhhighresolutongreenmonitor

BBC MASTER COMPACT
COLOUR
Al obovc wf h RGB medium res colour monitor

vdeo compose

£545.00

ACH0II

ACH012

ACH041

ACH015

ACH016

ACH020

rid

TURBO UPGRADE for £99.00
MASTER 128
65C10?co procciior 4MHl• 64Kromeitro highiv.«
higheditor

512KMSDOS for MASTER £189.00
IBMcompatible DOSplui 8186 procciior

UNIVERSAL 2nd PROCESSOR £75766
Allowiboth thelurboupgradeand the SI7Kupgrodclo
be run on the BBCModel 8 or B f

1770 DFS KIT for BBC B £41.00
Allo-i BBCloocceiidiK drivel
Allowi you louse ADfSalwell
ADFS ROM for 1770or BBC B I- £24.00
Givei 720K pec diic
32016 CO-PROCESSOR £999.00
3? bitprocciior' Complete wilhFortran,Palcol.
Cambridge lup, C BoiK and37016aiicmblcr

ACH021 ACORN CAMBRIDGE £3400.00
WORK STATION
4MBwork stationwith 3?016 co processor

MEGAMOUSE "£49.00
Highquolity UK manufactured •Slipfree rubbercooled
boll •lull, AMX compoltJc
ACORN MUSIC 500 £49.00

ACP003

ACH034

ECONET ~l

ACH006 ECONET BBC MASTER ET 128 £300.00
NoDFS tconel itolon with I28K memory

ACH007 ECONET KIT £55.00
Upgrodcifor BBC Bor BBC Bt

ACH008 ECONET STARTER KIT

ACH009 ECONET SOCKET KIT

ACH010 ECONET MODULE
Upgrade corlridgc for Mallet 178

AOI022 ECONET 10 STATION LEAD SET £25.00

ACP006 PRINTER SERVER EPROM £39.00
AllowsBBC machine lo be a printer server stolion

ACH03I WINCHESTER 30MB (ACORN) £1449.00
wilh LEVEL 3 FILE SERVER

ACH039 FILESTORE E01 £819.00
Slandolonohvmfloppyfxeserverunit
Contain clock bar. terminator, etc

ACH040 FILESTORE E20
20MB hard dnk for uie wlh lleilore F.01

£79.00

£29.00

£43.00

£709.00

I'lM'llli'lt

flHHTER
All Pcortrec Disc Drives
haveo twoyearwarrantyby
AlhterComputers

SINGLE 40/80 DRIVE,NO £119.
PSU 400K MITSUBISHI

SINGLE 40/80 DRIVE £135.'
inc. PSU 400K MITSUBISHI

DUAL40/80 DRIVE, £229.'
NO PSU 800K MITSUBISHI

DUAL40/80 DRIVE, £269.
Inc. PSU 800K MITSUBISHI

DUAL 40/80 DRIV E IN £289.
MASTER BRIDGE MITSUBISHI

WINCHESTER 20MB & £766.
400K DRIVE
Inmonitor bridge lotMaster •Budt *iIonondpower
supply •Othersuesfoeharddiscs oreavalobW. plea-

PLEASE USE OUR CODES

WHEN ORDERING

51
£29.95

VA1>M^!,rA
ACS075 COMMSTAR II

ACP014

Nowcompatible withMoiler 128

PACE NIGHTINGALE £99.00
1200/75 75/1200 300/300 baud rolcl • Aapproved
complete -rlh cablci • Inrludci Comilai II

ACP0I5 PACE NIGHTINGALE COMBO
As obovc with Comstar software

£129.00

ACP020 WS3000V21/V23 MODEM
Hayes compatible

£285.00

ACP021 WS4000 SCHOOLS MODEM
Autodial,autoanswer *Schoolsapproved

£159.00

ACP029 VOYAGER MODEM £59.00

ACP031 BBC MICRO VIEWDATA £49.00

EMiMiMgltim
ACP007 EPROM 27256 32K

3?R eprom
£4.95

16Kcprcn
£3.95

low power mmchips u\od in ikicwo/i rumi
£3.50

ACP0I2 EPROM ERASER WITH TIMER £29.95

ACP013 EPROM BLOWER £69.00
Willprogram2/64. 2/128. 2/256 ond 2/513

ACP023 ACORN BBC B KEYBOARD £49.00

ACP027 ACORN 8271 AND III.
Complete DFSkit

£49.00

ACP028 BBC B+ AND BBC B IBM
LOOKALIKE CASE

£99.00

ACP033 BBC MASTER DUST COVER £4.50

ACP034 BBC B DUST COVER £4.50

The Acorn

S Y N T H E S I S E R

Now available from Peartree (he Acorn

Music 500 for the BBC, BBCB+, Master 128

£49.00 excluding VAT

only from PEARTREE • ACH034

EsSmH
fe Computer Concepts

ACS002 WORDWISE PLUS
ode 0 • Mulli documentMode 7 editing, prei

editing

INTER SHEET
40.80 and 105 cohi

INTERCHART
Buil in Epson icrcen
charti

ACS003

ACS004

ACSObT

ACS006

nmoder

£42.00
ill4>1e spreadsheet

£30.00
dump ' Supports pv, l*ie &bar

INTER WORD £42.00
80 or 105 columnword proceiior •Contnuoul
documenll

INTER BASE £50.00
Compatible wlh allfJ«g systems >Cordnde* mode.
ccr.ti; n. [-o-ctlul Basn lie progi in rruryj lanr^ sgc

£50.95ACS033 SPELLMASTER

ACORNSOFT

ACS012 VIEW 3.0 £53.00
Industry's standardwordprocessor•for the BBC B,Bf,
6502 compatible • Includingprinter driver yenerolor

ACS013 VIEWSHEET £36.00
Acornsoft stondaid spivodsliccl

ACS014 VIEWSTORE £37.00
Complclewithrcporlgenerator
Oalu can be impoilcd from olher viewproducts

ACS015 VIEWSPELL £32.00
Spelling checker lorView »rlh/0.000 wordi

ACS0I6 VIEWPLOT £24.00
[nobles you lo draw im*»,pie giophs
Compotibse with Viewshecl

ACS017 VIEWINDEX £13.00
AutomaticallyCreolesndeies, notes, page numbers

ACS018 VIEW PRINTER DRIVER £9.00
GENERATOR
Usedlo oersonolrie Viewdocuments wrfhspecial
features

miri'M.I
OVERVIEW
IncludesallViewfamilysoftware

£86.00ACS 181

ACSI8I OVERVIEW £86
lor the MASIER icriei only• IncludelViewplot,
Viewilore, Vicwipcll, Vicwmdcxond the ViewPrinki
Oliver Generator

ACS020 ISO PASCAL £52.00
Fullimplementolion of Ihe ISO standard

AC5053 ISO PASCAL S.A.G.DfSC ~ £29.00

ACS021

ACS022

ACS023

ACS024

ACS025

ACS026

ACS027

ACS028

ACS054

ACS055

ACS056

ACS058

ACS059

ACS060

ACS061

ACS031

ACS032

ACS038

ACS039

ACS040

ACS041

ACS042

AG043

ACS044

ACS045

ACS046

ACS047 IHt ARTIST SOFTWARE £39.00

ACSq48_ARtlST AND MEGAMOUSE £79.00
ACS050 ADVANCED DISC £22.50

INVESTIGATOR
Powerluldnc utility• Bockup moil protected
disci' Checkand repair faultytracki' Compatible wilh
llicBBC B.B*ondIheMailer

ACS075 ADVANCED 1770 DFS £27.50
lum our RAMcortridocs into RAMdiic • 6? (Jo
catalogue • 640Kdiiccapacity

AC051 ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT £27.50
Compatible wilh oilAcorn products
35 extra commands ADfS formatterondbockup plus
many more powerful utilities

ACS052 MUSIC 500 SOFTWARE £9.95
Ample loflworc withlullmanual

LOGO
Good fitro. forchildrenwrihtotalgraphics

TERMULATOR
lerrainolemulator enables the host comput
aVeclrylo the BBC'soutput driver

COMAL

Programming languagestandardmnony c
countries

£52.00
upporl

£29.00
r lo be senl

£39.00

BASIC EDITOR
Powerlul icreen balic editor

£25.00

£60.00

BCPL ROM £49.00

BCPL CALCULATION £29.00

BCPL STAND ALONE

GENERATOR
£39.00

FORTH ROM £39.00

FORTH DISC £14.95

MASTER LISP C-ROM £49.00

MASTER LOGO C-ROM

6502 DEVELOPMENT
PACK DISC

£52.00

£39.00

GXR lor MODEL B £23.00

GXR for MODEL B+ £23.00

DOS COPY BBC/MS-DOS £14.95
8BCMSDOS copiei lo or frommanyIBM MSOOS diic
lormoti - Requrrcl 1770 baud DFS

CPMBEEB BBC/CPM

AMX MOUSE AND SUPERART

£14.95

£65.00

AMX DESK £19.00

AMX UTILITIES £11.50

AMX SUPERART

AMX PAGEMAKER

£43.00

£43.00

AMX3DZICON £21.00

AMX DATABASE £21.00

AMXXAM £21.00

AMX MAX £17.00

•lAMJIiM*
COLOUR
MON002MICROVITEC 1451 COLOUR £249.00

MON MED
Mediumrcl monitor - Meld or plaitic ccr«, pleoic ilate
when orderr.g - RGBinterface

MON003MICROVITEC 1451 A/P COL £279.00

MON MED
As obovc with audio ond composite videonput

MON004MICROVITEC 1441 MON £449.00

COL HIGH
Veryhighresolution monitor•895 pixel • RGBintclfocc

MON005TAXAN SUPER VISION £349.00

625 COL HIGH
1?"super highresolutioncolourmonitor 4 unique lent

modes' frontmcoocjwomctextswikti • 640 X 262hcrcioUon

MON006PHILIPS CM8833 COLOUR £273.86

MONITOR
14 inch medium rclolutwn monitor - RGBI RGB 111

MON007PHILIPS CM8852 COLOUR £299.00

MONITOR
14inchmedium/high reiolulion• RGBI RGB

MONOCHROME
MON009KAGA KX 117 GREEN £89.00

MONITOR P3i

MON0I0 KAGA KX 118 GREEN
MONITOR

£99.00

Clarityeiccptionol on BBCtext

MON0II KAGA KX 119 AMBER £99.00

MONITOR ipuii

MON012 PHILIPS GREEN MONITOR £79.00

Manyother monitors ore instock:. We con su|>ply, plcosc
colllor pricesond deliveries.

U.llgHi*
EPSON LX86 PRINTER
120CPS •NIQ mode • Ccntronicl Interlace

EPSON FX800 £399.00
19pin dot molrix • 180 CPS draft mode. 35 CPSNIQ
mode • 8K buffer • Parallel intcrlocc llandcrd • 80 column

EPSON FX1000 £499.00
19pin dot molrix- 200 CPS droit mode. 35 CPSNIO
mode • 8K buffer • Porollcl interfoce standard • 136 column

EPSON LQ800 PRINTER £499.00
24 pin dot mtri. • 180CPS droit mode. 60 CPSNIQ
mode - I), bullcr • Parallel interface standard - 80 column

EPSON LQ1000 PRINTER £699.00
74 pin dot molro • 180 CPSdraft mode. 60 CPSNIQ
mode * 7K buffer *Parallel rJerloce uendend *136 column

£199.00

MP 165 PRINTER £199.00
165 CPS draft mode. 40 CPS NLQ mode - ?K
buffer *Centronics interface*Buft intrade* feed -Epson
compal&c

JUKI 6100 PRINTER £299.00
18CPSdaily wheelprinter• Stondord
ribboni • CentronKl mtcrfoce

PRI001

PRI002

PRI003

PRT004

PRI005

PRI008

PRI01I

PRT02I PANASONIC KX-P1081

DOT MATRIX PRINTER
Faildroll perilingal 170CPS
Excellent Near teller Qualityfontat 24 CPS

£147.00

PRI014

PRI0I6

PRI023

PRI024

EPSON LX TRACTOR FEED

EPSON LX CUT SHEET FEEDER

£22.00

£59.95

EPSON I.Q1000 TRACTOR FEED £50.00

EPSON L'Q 1000 CUTSHEET £130.00
FEEDER

PR1025 EPSON FX80+CUT SHEET £129.
FEEDER

"Please Note

Wehovemanyothermakes ol printers instocksuchas

brother
Always callforavailability.

rrare
LDS00I

IDS002

IDS003

LDS004

LDS005

IDS006

IDS007

IDS008

IDS009

LDSOtO

LDS0II

LDS01?

ID5014

BBC TO TV LEAD £1.25

BBC TO GREEN MONITOR LEAD £2.95

BBC TO SONY/KAGA £5.95
COLOUR MONITOR

BBC TO MICROVITEC LEAD

PHONO TO PHONO LEAD

BNCTOBNC

BBC TO CASSETTE

BBC TO ACORN CASSETTE
LEAD
BBC TO CENTRONICS

BBC TO SERIAL PRINTER

4 WAY MAINS TRAILING
SOCKET

£1.25

£2.25

£9.95

£9.50

CABLE FOR MODEM £4.95

MASTER COMPACT
PRINTER LEAD

£15.95

BOOKS
BBC MASTER REFERENCE
GUIDE PT1

MIS0I3 BBC MASTER REFERENCE
GUIDE PT2

MIS0I4

MIS015

MIS019

MIS0I6

MIS0I7
MIS024

MIS0I8

VIEWMANUAL (BBC)
VIEWSHEET MANUAL

VIEWSTORE MANUAL

£10.00

£10.00

£10.00

DFS OPERATING SYSTEM
MANUAL

£6.95

BBC USER GUIDE £14.95

BBC ADVANCED USER GUIDE £16.95

ADVANCED SIDEWAYS RAM £9.95

USER GUIDE

UiWMIdHffl
MIS006

MIS007

MIS008

MIS034

MIS023

RIBBON FOR MX FX80 &

JUKI 5510

£4.50

RIBBON FOR LX80 LX86 £4.50

RIBBON FOR MP165 £5.00

CANON PW1

RIBBON FOR EPSON FX

RX/100

£7.95

£11.95

£3.50

RIBBON FOR EPSON LQ800

RIBBON FOR CPA80

All prices are exclusive of VAT.

PUTTNGTHEFUTUREINTOYOURHANDS
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Acorn*
Thechoice ofexperience.

YOUR • HANDS

M
broadcasting

cori'ouahon

MAS I IH SI.HIhS

MICROCOMPL'TUR

Peartree House, No 1 Blackstone Road, Stukeley Meadows Industrial Estate, Huntingdon, Cambs PE18 6EF

PEARTREE
PRODUCTS

PEP001 PEAR 1 ROM CARTRIDGE
Add32K romlo yourMaster

£8.95

PEP002 MR6000 MASTER CARTRIDGE
Add64K romto yourMaster

£11.95

PEP003 MR7200 MASTER RAM
CARTRIDGE
Add32K ram to yourMaster

£29.95

PEP019 MR8000 MASTER RAM
CARTRIDGE
Add64K ram to yourMaster
Battery backedup
Battery life five yeors

£39.95

PEP023 MR4800 RAM BOARD £59.95
RAM board for the BBCModel B
128KRAM
Battery backed up
Small, easy lo fit, complete with utility software
Includes write protect switch, battery included

PEP004 MR3000 ROM BOARD £15.95
Still going strong. This hasproved to bea very
popular mini rom boardfor the BBC Model B
Add 4 extra rom sockets

PEP005 MR4200 RAM BOARD £29.95
Add32K of sideways ramand 3 extra rom
sockets. Includes write protect switch

m rchimedes

^^^a

The ARCHIMEDES High Performance Computer
Systems represent a considerable lead in
performance, buthow hasthis performance beenput
touseintherangeof products?
The ARCHIMEDES rangeincludes the 300 Series and
the more sophisticated 400 Series.
All machines have features in common:

• 32 bit RISCtechnology;
• economically styled in a 3 box

presentation;
• 'IBM enhanced' style keyboard with

3 button mouse;
• British Broadcasting Corporation Micro

style operating system (ARTHUR);
• BB BASIC V;
• interfaces; printer, serial, monitor,

stereo sound;
• ECONET plug-in option;
• a variety of podules can be fitted.

THE 300 SERIES

The 300 Series, identified by itsred function keys,

PEP010 DISCS DS/DD 5.25 96 TPI
Life time guarantee
Reinforced hub

£13.50

Now available: 0% Finance*
on all Archimedes models
from Peartree-call for
details.

consists of twomodels, ARCHIMEDES 305 with
0.5Mbyte of RAM andARCHIMEDES 310 with
1Mbyte ofRAM. These machines are thelatest
generation of British Broadcasting Corporation
Micros. They offer, at low cost, all the basic features
with expansion capabilities. Both machines have a 512
Kbyte ROM and a 1Mbyte (unformatted) 3'/," disc
drive.

THE 400 SERIES

The more powerful 400 Series offers considerably
increased expansion capabilities. These machines are
thenew range ofAcorn Computers.
The ARCHIMEDES 410 has1 Mbyte of RAM; 1 Mbyte
(unformatted) 3'/?" disc drive; a hardware floating
point unit option; a co-processor bus; a hard disc
controller; a four socket back plane; 512 Kbytes of
ROM.

At the topof therangeis ARCHIMEDES 440. This
machine possesses allthefeatures ofthe 410 as
standard, with theadoption of 4 Mbytes of RAM and
a 20 Mbyte hard disc.
ARCHIMEDES is an opensystem and its flexibility is
achieved byfitting anyofthefollowing podules
(peripheral modules) viaa back plane:
• hard disc controller (300 Series only);
• ROM extension board;
• MIDI music interface;
• MS-DOS co-processor;
• SCSI;
• hardware floating point unit;
• Ethernet podule.
Third partysuppliers will be meeting otheruser
requirements.

PEP011 DISCS DS/DD 3.5

Double sided
Suitablefor the MasterCompact

300 SERIES
OLD

PRICE

£26.00

NEW

PRICE

A305 SYSTEM BASIC £JW £699

MONO s&*r £749

COLOUR £99T £899

A310 SYSTEM BASIC £8«- £775

MONO SS^r £825

COLOUR

400 SERIES

£4075" £975

A410 SYSTEM BASIC £1399

MONO £1449

COLOUR £1599

A440 SYSTEM BASIC £2299

MONO £2349

COLOUR £2499

We accept Barclaycard/Visa/Access/Master-
card/postal orders or cheques. We accept
government and educational orders. Leasing
available, please apply for written details.

You may purchase any of the items listed, by
cheque made payable to
PEARTREE COMPUTERS LTD.

Allyou have to do is to listyour requirements
on a sheet of paper, post it to us quotingref,
and we will despatch your goods within 24
hours, whenever possible.

Please add Ihe following amounts for postage
and packing:
Items below £10.00 add £1.50

Items below £50.00 add £2.50

Items below £100.00 add £3.50

Items over £100.00 add £10.00

Independent courier for itemsover £100.00

All prices exclude VAT.

Access/Barclaycardholders—call us on our
new special line: (0480) 50595
Pricesore correct at timeof going to prejs.
Pearfree Computers reserves therightto change prices
without priornotice.

'subject to status.

PUTTING • THE • FUTURE • INTO • YOUR • HANDS



MAIL ORDER PRICES MAY VARY IN RETAIL SHOPS

PHONE YOUR ORDER NOW WITH CONFIDENCE

WE GUARANTEE TO MATCH PRICES OFFERED

THROUGH ANY OTHER SUPPLIER

ALL MAJOR
CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

CARRIAGE ON
ANY ITEM

POST £3.00
COURIER £10.00

BBC MASTER SERIES
Master 128

Master Turbo Upgrade
Master 512 upgrade
Eprom Cartridge
Reference Manual Part 1

Reterence Manual Part 2

Advanced Reterence Manual

View Manual

ViewSheet Manual

Disk Filing System User Guide
Plynth tor Master
Joystick (switched)

ACORNSOFT

View ROM

ViewSheet ROM

ViewStore ROM
VlewSpell ROM
GXR Gratics ROM

ISO Pascal ROM
Basic 2 ROM

OS 1.2 ROM

Viewlndex

ViewPlot
Hiview

Printer Driver Generator

Speech Upgrade
ADFS Rom

•ili'Ji'Htilil.'hlffi
Wordwise +

Intersheet

Interword

Interchart

Interbase

Disc Doctor

PrintMaster

Communicator

Termi II

Accelerator

SpellMaster

Edword 2 ROM

ATPL Sldewise Board

AMX Mouse

AMX Pagemaker

ECONET EQUIPMENT

£369.00

£99.00

£199.00

£11.00

£14.95

£14.95

£19.95

£10.00

£10.00

£5.00

£12.00

£15.00

£37.00

£37.00

£37.00

£29.00

£26.00

£60.00

£15.00

£10.00

£12.00

£22.00

£36.00

£10.00

£39.00

£25.00

£40.00

£37.00

£39.00

£26.00

£55.00

£28.00

£24.00

£49.00

£25.00

£48.00

£47.00

£46.00

£39.00

£59.00

£37.00

Upgrade for
BBC B

Module for

Master/Archie

Clock + Term.Set

Outlet Socket Kit

Level 1 Software

Level 2 Software

Printer Server

£60.00 10 Station Lead Set £25.00

£43.00

£86.00

£26.00

£80.00

£216.00

£42.00

100m Cable

Installation

(per day)
Filestore E01

(server)
Filestore E20

(20Mbyte)

DISK SYSTEMS
Acorn Winchester

30 Mbyte with L3 S/W

Cumana Disk Systems for
Single without PSU
CSX100 40T/SS

CSX400 80T/DS

Single with PSL
CS100 40/TSS

CS400 80T/DS

CS354 3.5"

Dual with PSU
CD200 40T/SS

CD800S 80T/DS

CD358 3.5"

100K

400K

100K

400K
400K

200K

BOOK

800K

£828.00

£721.00

£89.00

£119.00

£109.00

£139.00

£119.00

£199.00

£239.00

£199.00

UFD/Akhter Disk Systems lor BBC
40 Track

40/80

200K

400K

MD200B

CS400B

Dual wilh PSU

MD802E

HD2000

40/80

Winchester

800K

20Mb

• • £99.00

'•£119.00

'• £219.00
£695.00

'SPECIAL OFFER

ACORN ARCHIMEDES

A305 Base

Mono

Colour

A310 Base

Mono

Colour

A310 Base PC Emulator

Mono PC Emulator

Colour PC Emulator

A410 Base

Mono

Colour

A440 Base

Mono

Colour

0.5 Mbyte Ram
Floppy Disk
20 Mbyte + Controller
Podule Backplane
I/O Podule

RML PERIPHERALS
Cumana Winchester Systems
CRM20 20Mbyte
CRM30 30Mbyte
CRM60 60Mbyte

ii'iiHi.-r.H=m-n-a
1456DL2

1456ML2

x.

lil.iH<ifiVM'.'liiiaill1iH
PC 1512DD Colour Wordstar + Supercalc

PC 1512SD

PC 1512DD Mono

PC 1512SD

PC 1512DD

PC 1640SD
PC 1640DD

PC 1640HD20

PC 1640SD

PC 1640DD

PC 1640HD20

Mono

Colour

Colour

Mono

Mono

Mono

Colour

Colour

Colour

PC 1640SD Enhanced Colour

PC 1640DD Enhanced Colour

PC 1640HD20 Enhanced Colour

DMP3160 Printer

Wordstar 1512/1640

Supercalc
Reflex

Sidekick

PCW 8256

PCW 8512

PCW 9512

i.1JJ<Jlf»l^4HTT!Tm

£699.00

£749.00

£899.00

£775.009

£825.00

£975.00

£835.00

£885.00

£1035.00

£1399.00

£1449.00

£1599.00

£2299.00

£2349.00

£2499.00

£89.00

£125.00

£499.00

£35.00

£79.00

£590.00

£649.00

£1199.00

EEJ
£225.00

£225.00

£399.00

£499.00

£549.00

£649.00

£499.00

£599.00

£899.00

£649.00

£749.00

£1049.00

£799.00

£899.00

£1199.00

£199.00

£69.95

£69.95

£69.95

£29.00

£299.00

£399.00

£499.00

£59.00

£99.00

£59.00

£29.00

£79.00

Cirtech 80 Column Text Card

Cirtecli 80 Column 64K Card
Cirtech Printer Card

Sound + Vision Modulator

RGB colour card

Software

Appleworks
Workbench

£175.00

£149.00

'SPECIAL OFFER

BBC 'B' (2nd User)

PRICES FROM £175

3 Months Warranty

PLEASE CALL FOR AVAILABILITY

BARGAIN BASEMENT

Ex Demo BOOK Disk Drives

Acorn £150.00

Akther £150.00

Ex-Demo Juki 6100 printer £200.00

Ex-Demo TEC F10-40 £699.00

Acorn Electron £50.00

Apricol Xen xi 10 £600.00

Acorn Z80 Second Processor £200.00

Kaga/Taxan Printer £150.00

MISCELLANEOUS
5.25" Datatech Diskettes per 10 80T Double Sided £15.00

3.5" Datatech Diskettes per 10 80T Double Sided £20.00

3" Diskettes pet 10 Single Sided
Double Sided

5.25" Storage Box 10
30

80

3.5" Stotage Box 10
30

60

C12 Cassettes 12 min x 10

Ribbons

Epson MX/FX/RX80/LX800
MX/FX/RX100

LX/80
JX80 (Colour)
LQ800

LQ1000
Canon/Taxan

Colour Cartridge
Juki MS

Juki SS
Hermes (Remslar)
Imagewriter/Apple DMP
Microline

Anadex 9500/1

TEC/Cltoh/Diablo

Brother HR15/DX100

Amstrad PCW 8256/512

PCW 9512

Amstrad DMP3000

Printer lead for

BBC 1m

BBC 2m

BBC 3m

RS423

Compact
Apricot. Sanyo
IBM/Amstrad PC/Archie
IBM RS232

Custom made leads

Printer Data Switch

2-way
3-way
4-way
2-Way Ctossover

Selmour Desks

4X2 (with shell)
3X2 (with shell)
Shinecrest Desk (3x2)

Monitor/Disk/Printer Stand

Cassette Lead

C12 Cassettes (per 10)
4-way mains adapter

£30.00

£50.00

£2.50

£12.00

£18.00

£3.50

£9.00

£15.00

£2.00

£4.00

£8.00

£4.00

£10.00

£6.00

£8.00

£6.00

£10.00

£3.00

£2.00

£3.00

£6.00

£2.50

£12.50

£5.00

£4.00

£6.00

CALL

£4.00

£6.00

£8.00

£10.00

£8.00

£15.00

£12.00

£12.00

£15.00

£25.00

£69.00

£89.00

£99.00

£99.00

£119.00

£99.00

£69.00

£12.00

£4.00

£4.00

£8.69

#^^1^^^^^^^^^^^^



PART EXCHANGE YOUR BBC FOR
ANYTHING WE CARRY IN STOCK

Allowances from £75 (non-working)
to £200 (late model - DFS Machine).

i

't

PRINTERS
EPSON LX 800

SS Feeder

FX800
SS Feeder

FX1000
SS Feeder

EX 800
SS Feedet
EX 1000
SS Feeder

Colour Ribbon EX 800/1000

Colout Option EX 800/1000
LQ800
SS Feeder
Tractor

LQ 1000

SS Feeder

Tractor
LQ2500

SQ 2500

CANON PW 1080A

A55 132 Col.

Serial Interface

PJ 1080 Colour

JUKI 6100
RS232 Interface
Sheet Feeder
Tractor Unit

6200

6300

NATIONAL PANASONIC KXP 1081

KXP 3131

TAXAN KP815

KP915

STAR NL 10 Parallel

NL 10 Serial

BROTHER HR 15 RS 232 Daisywheel
HR 20

RS 232 INTERFACE + 2K Buffer
+ 16K Buffer

Paper Roll Holder
Teleprinter Roll
Printer Labels

1K. 90 x 36mm

1K. 90 x 36mm Twin Row
IK. 90 x 49mm Twin Row

1K. 102 x 36mm Twin Row

Listing Paper
1000 Sheets 9.5 x 11

2000 Sheets 9.5x11
1000 Sheets 15 x 10

2000 Sheets 15x10
1000 Sheets True A4
2000 Sheets True A4

LASER PRINTERS

Epson GQ 3500

QMS K8

H-P Laser Jet Seties .2

H-P LaserJet 500 +

Canon LPB-8 Series .2

Kyocera F1010
Kyocera F2010

Data Products LZR 1230

PLOTTERS

£189.00

£75.00

£299.00

£139.00

£439.00

£139.00

£399.00

£148.00

£545.00

£198.00

£18.00

£55.00

£399.00

£135.00
£39.00

£585.00

£149.00

£50.00

£790.00

£899.00

£249.00

£449.00

£79.00

£399.00

£279.00

£59.00

£209.00

£159.00

£449.00

£699.00

£149.00

£245.00

£265.00

£350.00

£190.00

£219.00

£275.00

£349.00

£49.00
£89.00

£17.00

£4.00

£5.00

£4.90

£7.50

£6.25

£7.00

£12.00

£9.00

£15.00

£10.00

£20.00

£1495.00

£1645.00

£1850.00

£2650.00

£1646.00

£2096.00

£3446.00

£2490.00

£282.00

£342.00

£299.00

£431.00
£495.00

Hitachi 672 465 Linear Plot Mate A4S
A4SM
A3

A3M
Hitachi 672 Colour Plotter

Houston Instruments

EDMP 56MP A4/A5/A2/A1/A0 Paper
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 55MP A4/A3/A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 52MP A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 56B A4/A3 etc.

High Speed Intelligent Drum

£5275.00 6 pens

£4158.00 6 pens

£3726.00 14 pens

£4545.00 1 pen

PLOTTERS
EDMP 55B A4/A3/A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 52 A2/A1
High Speed Intelligent Drum
EDMP 42 A2/A1
Intelligent Drum
EDMP 29 A3/A4

High Speed Intelligent Flatbed
EDMP 40/2 A3/A4

Intelligent Drum
EDMP 40 A3/A4
Intelligent Drum
E795 A4/A3
Intelligent Drum
E 595 DN A4

Intelligent Drum
MP-6 Multi Pen Kit DMP55/56
Scan Cad Scanner Model 128

(All Houston Instruments Plotters
and paper, DMPL Firmware and

MICROVITEC 1431MS Std Res.

1431DS Std Res.
1431MS/AP
1431DS/AP

1451 MS Med Res.

1451DS Med Res.
1451MS/AP

1451DS/AP
1441 High Res.
2030CSStd Res.
2040CS High Res.

ACORN 12" Green

KAGA/TAXAN KX 17 Med. Res. Green
KX 12 High Res. Green

PHILIPS BM 7502 12" High Res. Green
BM 7522 12" High Res. Amber
BM 7524 12" High Res. White
14" Mulli Sync.

ZENITH High Res. Green
High Res. Amber

ACCESSORIES

£3476.00 1 pen

£2978.00 1 pen

£2358.00 1 pen

£1716.00 8 pens

£972.00 2 pens

£972.00 1 pen

£677.00 4 pens

£426.00 4 pens

£686.00
£2949.00

supplied wilh sample pens
Serial Interlace).

£168.00

£168.00

£199.00

£199.00

£219.00

£219.00

£249.00

£249.00

£359.00
£380.00

£685.00

£69.00

£75.00

£99.00

£69.00

£75.00

£79.00

£599.00

£69.00

£74.00

12" Swivel £10.00
14" Swivel £14.00

PHILIPS Swivel Base £10.00
Monitor Stand B + B £10.00
Monitor Stand B + B £13.00
Kaga RGB Lead £3.00
Microvitec Lead £3.50

Mono. BNC to Phono Lead £1.50
Phono to Phono Lead £1.50

Skarl Monitor Lead £5.00
TOUCHTEC Touch Screen Operation On £239.00

Metal Case above Monitor inc. Starter/
Development Prog.

Anti-Glare V.D.U. Screen £12.00

Miracle WS 2000 V21/23
WS 2000 Auto Dial Card

WS 2000 Auto Answer Card
WS 2000 Ski Kit

WS 2000 User Port Lead
WS4000 V21/23
WS 3000 V21/23
WS 3000 V22

WS 300 V22 BIS

£92.00

£27.00

£27.00

£5.00

£5.00

£135.00

£244.00

£409.00

£537.00

(Comes complete with BBC Corns package and
Data Lead).

Pace/Nightingale Modem £115.00
BBC/Commstar Software £29.00

PCB DESIGN

•Professional PCB Layout using Racal RedCAD
— no job too small
• EPLD Chips designed.
(Erasable Programmable Logic Devices)
•24 Hours turn round —

contact:- Russell Clarke 0276-684715

l-f:\^MllJJ;U^^'JI?frl--VM^,U:4

•Complete Systems from £499
•Satellite Decoder Boxes for Filmnet + Sky + BBC

from £299

ATARI ST

520 ST-M
520ST-FM

1040 ST-F

BOOK SHELF
BBC Basic for Beginners
BBC Micro Revealed
Adventure Games for BBC

Assembly Language Programming for BBC
BBC Master 128 High Flyers
ISO Pascal for BBC
Assembly Language Programming on Electron
The Electron Book
Electron User guide
Start Programming with the Electron
Amstrad PC1512 Basic 2
6502 Reference Guide

6502 Games
6502 Practical Programming
Programming the Z8000
MSDOS User Guide

Make CompShop an offer on the following books:
8085 Software Design
Home Computers can make you Rich
Silicon Chips and You
Using Microcomputers in Business
TV Typewriter Cookbook
Business Systems Buyers Guide
Star Ship Simulation
More TRS80 Basic
32 Basic Programs for TRS80 (Level 11)
Introduction to Microcomputers
Toshiba MOS Memory
Business Applications
Peanut Butter & Jelly Guide lo Computers
Introduction to Word Processing
Computer Graphics Primer
Introduction to Apple 11C

mmssssss
PCX 10 System
PCX 20 System
PCA 20 System
PCA 30 System
PCA 40 System
PCA 70 System

286i 20Mb

Tandon
Tandon

Tandon

Tandon

Tandon

Tandon

Kaypro

SOFTWARE

Pegasus Single user per module
Pegasus Multi user per module
Pegasus Senior per module
Delia Professional

DBase 3 +
WordStar Professional

WordStar 2000
Sage Bookkeeping
Sage Accountant
Sage Accountant +
Lotus 1-2-3

Lotus Symphony
Psion X Change
Smart Series

PC ACCESSORIES

£7.95

£6.00

£6.95

£8.95

£10.95

£9.90
£7.95

£7.95

£10.00

£5.95

£9.90

£9.95

£5.00

£15.00

£9.45

£18.45

£795

£995

£149

£1795

£1895

£2295

E1650

£160

£355

£300

£345

£355

£225

£279

£95

£135

£165

£299

£415

£325

£450

'Interlink' The Intelligent Link EP.O.A.
'HASP-11' Hardware for Software Protection EP.O.A.
•Printer Upgrade Kit for Epson FX/JX/RX/MX Printers

£79.95

No Moving parts P.C. Mouse EP.O.A.
'Universal Prom. Pal Microprogrammed £999.00
'The Brooklyn Bridge' 5.25/3.5 Disk Transfer £129.00
'3.5 connection' £159.00
'Safeskin Keyboard Protector' Apple/Epson/PC £29.00
'IEEE-488 Interface' EP.O.A.
'Microway Accelerator' 9 Mhz £399.00
'Microway Turbo Plus' 12 Mhz £599.00

SOFTWARE

Maihcad
Cadcam — Desk Top Publishing
The Daily Wheel
The Scientific Wheel
The Professional Wheel
Logitechs — Desk Top Publishing
Generic CAD 2 — inc. symbols Lib.
C Workshop Language
Jack 2

EP.O.A.

EP.O.A.

£99.95

£99.95
£199.95

£179.00

£299.00

£75.00
£99.95

PRICES EX—VAT AND SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE. PLEASE RING FOR STOCK SITUATION BEFORE MAKING LONG JOURNEYS.

IHiUJSHDE
•ESTABLISHED EDUCATION SUPPLIERS*

WITH APPROVED ACORN*AMSTRAD»CUMANA
MICROVITEC*EPSON*SERVICE CENTRES

RETAIL SHOPS OPEN
10-7-Mon-Sat

COMPSHOP LTD
INNOVATION HOUSE

ALBANY PARK

CAMBERLEY,
SURREY GU15 2PL
(BEHIND "PAYLESS")

SALES: 0276-29219

TECHNICAL: 0276-684715

14 STATION ROAD,
NEW BARNET,
HERTS EN5 1QW
(NEAR BRITISH RAIL STATION)

SALES: 01-441-2922

TECHNICAL: 01-449 6596

TELEX: 298755 TELECOM G



Link your BBC Micro to the outside world with

microliDh
Electronic mail-The cheapest
and fastest form of

communication possible. It costs
the same to send a message to
one mailbox as to 500!

Telex- Link up with 96,000 telex
subscribers in the UK and 1.5
million worldwide. You can even

send and receive telexes after
office hours or while travelling.

Telemessages- Type in your
message before 8pm and
delivery is guaranteed by first
post the next day (except Sunday),
anywhere in the UK and USA.

Tele-booking- Reserve train and
theatre tickets, check flight details
worldwide, or order from a vast
range of products - from flowers
to floppy discs.

Telesoftware- Download directly
into your BBC Micro any program
from the ever-growing library
now available on MicroLink -
games, educational and utilities.

Company searches- Obtain facts
about any British limited
company in seconds, and fully
analysed financial information on
over 100,000 major companies.

Translation- Access the biggest
and most up-to-date
multi-lingual dictionary
in the world, with
over 380,000 words.

News- Use the powerful search
commands to pinpoint vital
business information from the
world's leading news services,
newspapers and periodicals.

Radiopaging _ If you also have a
pocket radiopager you'll be
alerted each time an urgent
message arrives in your mailbox.
So you're always in touch.

Gateways - Get through to New
York in just five seconds - or key
into the EEC computer in
Luxembourg, which links you to
600 databases throughout Europe.

When you join MicroLink you've got
the world of communications at your
fingertips - 24 hours a day. You'll
have immediate access to ALL the
facilities offered by Telecom Gold
... and a great deal more besides.

l-IH

a r^=s>
Typical comms packages

A Watford: Apollo V21, V23
auto-dial, auto-answer modem
/ Comms rom (£82.25)

B Dataphone: Demon V21, V23
auto-dial, auto-answer modem
I- Z-ROM + Disc-Connect

software (£96.49)

C Pace: Nightingale V21, V23
manual dial modem +
Commstar II rom (£98.90)

D Beebug: V21, V23 auto-dial,
auto-answer modem +

Comms rom (£103.99)

E Miracle: WS4000 V21, V23
auto-dial, auto-answer modem
+ Dialup (£285.39)

All you need - apart from your BBC Micro - is
a modem, which plugs into your telephone
wall socket, plus suitable communications
software.

We have provided a list of possible combin
ations below, ranging from the very cheapest
to ones which can automatically dial the
MicroLink telephone number and connect you
to the service - all you have to do is type in
your personal security password.

Whichever equipment you use, you will be
able to call MicroLink, open your mailbox,
save to disc any messages waiting for you,
and disconnect in as little as two minutes.

More than

90 per cent
of subscribers
can connect to

the MicroLink

computer at
local call

rates.

r

TO FIND OUT MORE

Fill in the coupon and
send it to the address

below. You will receive

full details of services

and costs, together with
an application form.
Complete this and
within days you and
your BBC Micro will be
able to use all the ,

services of MicroLink

and Telecom Gold.

Please send me full details about MicroLink, and information
sheets about the following hardware and software options
(please circle):

A B C D E

4 L

Name.

Address-

Postcode.

Send to: MicroLink, Europa House, 68 Chester Road,
Hazel Grove, Stockport SK7 5NY.

ACORN



S.D.C.
18 MARKET SQUARE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS LU7 7ME

PB,CEPR0M,SE " VISIT USBUY BY
PHONE RING
0525371884

BBC/ELECTRON
Impossible Mission D4
Footballer Ol The Year D3
Strike Force Hairier 03
Vindaloo

Jet Set Willy II
European Games
Football Fortunes
BigK.O.
Ian Botham's Cricket
WinterOlympics
U.S.DragRacing
Colossus Chess 4.0

Commonwealth Games
CombatLynx
Goal

ELECTRON
Elite

Computer Hits I
ComputerHits2
ComputerHits3
Computer Hits4
FirstSteps MrMen
Here/There Mr Men
Micro Value Pack
Mikie

WayOlExploding Fist
Repton 3
YieArKungFu2
Paperboy
Steve Oavies

5 Star Vol I

5 Star Vol2
LifeOfRepton
Spellbinder
Elixir

SPECIALS
Dare DevilDennisBBC/Elec
Ultron BBC

Millionaire BBC/Elec
Snooker Elec
Boxer Elec

Chess Elec

HopperElec
Snapper Elec
CrazyTracerBBC
View Printer DriveBBC

If von wish to purchase any product from our lis
and find that you can buy the same product cheape
from another mail order company, simply enclose
Ihe lower amount, stating the name of the other
company and where you saw the advert (it must be
a current issue). Price Promise does not apply to
„ Other companies. Special Offers.

ATTHE
i'E ADDRESS

BBC

Palace of MagicD1
Spellbinder D2
Trivial Pursuit D3
ExilirD2

Arkanoid

YieArKungFu3
CodenameDroidD2
RavenskullD2
Spy Hunter
Phantom Combat D2
SpyVsSpy
Cholo(Disc)
XORD2

Paperboy 03
CrystalCastles D3
Grand Prix Construction D2
WayOfTheExploding Fist
Citadel D2
Speech D2
Elite D3

Crazy RiderD2
StrykersRunD2
Revs D3
Spitfire40D1
Colossus Chess 4.0 03

Graham Gooch Cricket D2
Mikie

Lord01TheRings D5
Sentinel D3

Scrabble 03

MonopolyD3
CompulerHits1D3
CompulerHits2D3
Computer Hits 3 D3
Imogen Dl
D. ThompsonsS. Test D3
AirwollD3

Thrust 02

Temple ol Terror D3
FootballManager
HobbitD4

5 Star Games 1
5 Star Games 2

Micropower Magic 01
MicropowerMagic2Dl
Steve Davies Snooker D3
Micro Value Pack
Life01 Repton D2
Mini Office 2 04

Fleet SI. Editor Disc

BRP OUR
PRICE PRICE
9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

14.95 11.20
9.95 7.25
8.95 6.70

8.95 6.70
9.95 7.25
9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25
9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25
17.95 13.50

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

8.95 6.70
9.95 7.25
9.95 6.90

12.95 9.75

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25
12.95 9.75

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

7.95 5.90

15.95 11.75

9.95 7.25
12.95 9.75

12.95 9.75

9.95 6.90
9.95 6.90

9.95 6.90

8.95 6.70

8.95 6.70

9.95 7.25

7.95 5.90

8.95 6.70

8.95 2.99

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

9.95 7.25

7.95 5.90

7.95 5.90
9.95 7.25
3.99 3.25

9.95 7.25
14.95 11.25

39.95 29.95

S.D.C. ORDER FORM
Please send me the following titles.
TypeofComputer

Title:-

BLOCK capitals please! Date.

VISITOURSHOP
538 CH.SVJICK HIGH ROAD W1

TOPTITLES
FROM £1.99

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

Amount
Name

Address

Tel No.

Total Enclosed £

Please make cheques or postal orders available to: S.D.C.
Pricesinclude P&P within theU.K.: Europe pleaseadd£0.75 pertape:

Elsewhereplease add £1.00 extraper tape.
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AMCOM have simplified Winchester hard disc
design.

Having done so, a fully ADFS compatible
Winchester is now about the same size as a
single floppy disc drive.

AMCOM have also simplified the price.

A 20 MByte Winchester including ADFS ROM
and ADFS utilities software now costs only £430
ex. VAT or £494.50 inc. VAT.

For further information on: Winchester
hard discs, Educational networking
systems or Tapestreamers, contact:

Amcom Software Ltd. 35 Carters Lane,|
Kiln Farm, Milton Keynes MK11 3HL.
Telephone (0908) 569212

CSS.
The Principal Supplier and Maintainer of Micro

Computer Systems to the

CORPORATE AND EDUCATIONAL MARKET IN SCOTLAND

Computer Services Scotland Ltd
WHITEHILL INDUSTRIAL ESTATE

GLENROTHES, FIFE KY6 2RZ

Tel: 0592-773710 Telex: 727706 Fax: 0592-774094

COMPLETE SYSTEM - MICRO COMPUTERS - PRINTERS - VISUAL DISPLAY UNIT - SOFTWARE
—

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987



Letters
Write to Letters, Acom User, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London N1 6DJ

MICROS IN MIDDLE
SCHOOL

Sir, many congratulations on
the Education section in Acorn
User. I'm sure it has been use

ful, informative and interesting
for many different age groups.

However, why not in future
issues try to convince the gov
erning bodies involved with
secondary education that com
puters should not be something
kept in a cupboard for GCSE
computer studies students and
teachers who want to practise
arcade games? What about the
children who move up from
primary schools well advanced
in computer literacy and eager
to further their knowlege?
Have they to wait with baited
breath and fingers poised for
the next three years, when they
can finally choose computer
studies as an exam option? By
which time their interest may
have been replaced with some
thing else, such as vandalising
telephone boxes!

Sad isn't it? Especially if the
school is their only means of
access to a computer and they
are very keen.

Is it because the 'powers that
be' regard time dreamed away
in the pokey corners of the
school library more important
to our future generation than
expanding on the thorough
groundwork covered by many
ofour primary schools? Or is it
because they lack the know
ledge and numbers of qualified
staff to cope with these compu
ter 'whizz kids'?

Whatever the reason, I was
wondering ifAcorn User maga
zine or any of its readers could

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

put forward any solution, for
after all most schools own at
least one of the mighty BBC
machines. The end product
could be that more students are
interested in taking the GCSE
course, and, more important,
that more students pass.

And you never know,
perhaps fewer telephone boxes
will be vandalised!

Mrs V Rowsell

Cleveland

TUNEFOL
ADDRESSES

Sir, I was interested to read the
short article on Hybrid Tech
nology in your Acorn User
Show guide in the August AU.

I wasn't able to visit the

Show, so please print the

Crowds at the Acorn User Show

addresses of Hybrid Music Sys
tems (as I am interested in the
new Music 4000 keyboard), U-
Music and EMR.

It would be interesting if you
could write an article on music
systems for the BBC B.

N Desforges
Formby

Hybrid Music Systems are at
Robert Davies Court, Nuf
field Road, Cambridge. U-
Music are based at 17 Park-
fields, London SW15 and

EMR can be contacted at 14

Mount Close, Wickford, Essex.
Acorn User looked in detail

at MIDI systems in the July
1985 issue, and April 1987 was
a special edition with features
on micro music.

PROCESSING
POWER

Sir, In connection with First
Byte inJuly, surely a 'macro' is
the term for a single machine
code instruction, not a loop in
which assembly code is com
piled, as you suggested.

The processor translates each
macro-instruction into a series

of micro-instructions which are
stored in its control store.

It is interesting to note that
as most cheap processors have
only a small amount of control
store, macro-instructions are li
mited by the number of micro
instructions they can be made
up of. Hence no multiply in
struction is available on the

6502 processor!
Colin Main

Harpenden

The difference between a

micro-instruction and a
macro-instruction sometimes

is just as you describe. The
'machine code' of the proces
sor is macro-code, and each
macro-instruction is executed

as a series of micro-code steps.
This is why processors take
several clock ticks to execute a

single macro instruction - it's
often one tick for each micro
instruction. The micro-code is

stored as part of the proces
sor. However, this is not true
for the 6502 chip. This is a

'hard-wired' processor with
no micro-code level. The

machine code instructions
control the chip directly.
Micro-code is used on more
complex chips like the 8086 or
68000. Interestingly, one of
the reasons the ARM RISC
chip is fast is that it too is
'hard-wired' - there is no
micro-code. All its instruc
tions are built directly into
the hardware.

TEAR-RAR
TIPS

Sir, I have an Epson LX80
which I use with my Electron.
The tractor feed on this printer
does not have a tear-bar and so
I set about providing one as
Bob Panting did in June 87's
Hints & Tips.

Initially I also came up with
a device not unlike Bob's, mak
ing use of a hacksaw blade.
However this was not a total
success and so it was back to

the drawing board. My solu
tion was to make a hardwood

bar (mine is a piece of beech),
345mm long by 20mm wide by
10mm thick and simply stick it
to either side of the top of the
rear of the tractor feed using
some small sticky pads. An im
provement would be to use a
bar made from clear perspex.

I do, of course, rest my fin
gers on the bar when tearing
the paper against it, as this
avoids having to keep replacing
the sticky pads.

Thanks to you for a fine
magazine and thanks to Acorn
for a fine machine.

David C Barney
Retford
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A DABHAND GUIDE
ACORN USER OFFER

View by Bruce Smith

This is the most comprehensive tutorial
and reference guide written about the View
wordprocessor. Beginner and advanced
user alike will liiul u an invaluable and evei

ready companion.
Bruce Smith has left no stone unturned

and all aspects ot wordprocessing are
covered. In addition .1 suite ol View utility
programs are provided including \ tew
Manager, an extendable and ver\ Iricndh
lile management program: Macros, page
layout .\\u\ printer drivers are revealed in
Bruce\s well-known relaxed si\ le.

Covered in the 240-page book are:

Command ,me\ Edit mode, rulers and mar

gins, saving and loading text, IBoot files,
markers, formatting and justification,
search and replace, stored commands, prin
ter drivers, handling long documents, hints
and tips, View Ma7iager, machine code
utilities, VicwSpell, Viewlndex and Over
View, tnilitv programs, View version
changes, quick reference guides, getting
more ineinoi \. printercontrol codes, tech
nical notes

All leattires in the book are applicable to
\'/Vu- on the BBC B/B4-, Master I2S and
Compact, and Electron.

Please send me: . . . copies ol View. 1 llibh.uid Guide at £12:95 (including p&p)
. . . copies ol book and 5.25-inch disc at £16.95 (£1.00 discount)
. . . copies ol book and 3.5-inch disc at £17.95 (£2.00 discount)

I enclose .1 sterling cheque PO \\\\ able 10 1)ABS PRESS for E (Outside UK
add £2 p&p. Eree p&p in UK)

\.\MI

\I)I)UI

I'umi hi 11

I) VII 106-7

Send this coupon with your remittance to View Offer, Acorn User Merchandising, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
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Sir, Here are a few tips for the
use of the 'Theme' music editor
from the April 1987 issue of
Acorn User.

mWhen composing, tabulate
the notes so that the beats in
each voice are displayed to line
up vertically.
• Don't leave envelopes out
when first entering music. Even
if they aren't the sounds you
wanted, envelope markers can
be used to locate yourself with
in the music.

• To play just one voice or
section through, position the
cursor on the first note you
want played, and keep your
finger on Return until you
want to stop playing. There
might be a slight hitch in the
timing when the next 'page' of
music is drawn.

• In the 'sustain' and 'slow
fade' voices, where two notes
the same pitch follow each
other, it is often advisable to
shorten the first note and insert

a rest to prevent the notes
being tied and sounding like a
single note. For instance, a
minim followed by a crotchet
of the same pitch would be
come crotchet, dotted quaver,
semiquaver rest, crotchet. This
technique can also be used for
elementary phrasing.
• Use a vibrato sound occa
sionally to bring the melody
out more strongly.
• When paring down existing
music to three voices, include
the melody and the bass. Make
the other channel a mixture of
the rest of the parts, using the
notes which give the music the
most 'character' - usually
accidental sharps, flats and
naturals - and interesting pieces
of timing (triplets, sequences of
notes which give the music
flow, etc).
• If all else fails and a piece of
music doesn't sound quite
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

LETTERS

right, remember your ears are
the best judge!

Andrew Love

Hertfordshire

Thanks for the tips, and for
the example music included
with the letter. Acorn User ib
planning another music issue
early in 1988.

57 VARIETIES
OFADVERT

Sir, In answer'to the dozens of
your readers who have written,
our advertising agency believes
that the bar code surrounding
our advertising decodes to a
number representing Heinz
tomato soup.

Sorry if you were expecting
it to be something a little more
profound!

Brian Beattie

Nebulae Computer Supplies

—.no- c

IIIIIMIIII1IIIIIH III Ulllll llll lllilllllll •

The cryptic advertisement

HITTING THE
BARCODES

Sir, I am in the process of
setting up a business and intend
using a BBC Master 128 for
stock control, invoice printing,
etc, enlisting the help of a bar
code system for monitoring
stock levels and sales trends.

The problem I seem to have
at the moment is the apparent
lack of information regarding

bar codes and also business
software that is suitable for bar
code operation.

I am absolutely desperate for
any information on this subject
and would be extremely grate
ful for any advice you might
possibly be able to give.

A F Richardson

Nottingham

The barcode reader once sup
plied by Acorn User is still
manufactured and marketed
by PMF, PO Box 5, Romford
Essex RM3 7LH. This unit

now contains updated soft
ware in a ROM. Further de
tails on (04023) 48956.

STAR
MISMATCH

Sir, I am writing in response to
a letter from A Cox in the

November issue, regarding Star
printers and dumps.

The problem with the older
Star printers, the Gemini and
the SG10, is that they are not
fully Epson-compatible in two
ways. First, the code for quad
density graphics on the Star is
122 whereas on the Epson it is
90, and second the finest line
feed on the Star printers is
l/144th-inch as opposed to the
Epson which is l/216th-inch.
This is why the gappy dump
was produced, as the line feed
size set in the dump was
assumed to be in 216ths of an
inch steps.

We have managed to modify
dumps and NLQ ROMs to
work on the early Star printers,
but it is an awkward process.

A J Hodge
A&G Electronics

A modified Star screen dump
is available for £5 on disc from

A&G Electronics, 14 Hurst-
wood Avenue, Bexley, Kent
DA5 3PH.

It all goes to show there are
different degrees of Epson

compatibility. If readers know
of any other incompatibilities,
where printers claim to be
Epson-compatible but aren't,
then let us know. We'll pub
lish a summary in a future
issue of Acorn User.

NO DUMMY
AT SORTING

Sir, After refering to Joe Tel
ford's October 1987 article on
sorting, your readers will be
familiar with the simple tech
nique of interchanging two
variables using a third as a
temporary store. However, I
thought your readers may be
interested to know that in

theory it is possible to perform
the same process without the
use of a dummy variable.

These two listings will inter
change the variables A and B
but without the use of an inter
mediate store:

100 A=A+B

110 3=B-A

120 A=A-B

100 A=A*B

110 B=A/B

120 A=A/B

Of course, these ideas might
not be used in practice as
rounding errors would some
times produce the wrong re
sults.

Peter McDonald

Scunthorpe

The first of Peter's ideas is
quite often useful when mem
ory is tight, though as he says
the second is prone to round
ing errors, and it can't be used
with integer variables. Neith
er technique can be used with
strings, of course, so they
couldn't be used with Joe Tel
ford's sorting programs. A
further technique is some
times used too:

100 X=5

110 Y=10

120 X=X EOR Y

130 Y=Y EOR X

140 X=X EDR Y

150 PRINT X,
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DABHAND GUIDE

Master operating system guide
A Dabhand Guide

UMVIU « S * ICI11 KJi'l

MASTER
OPERATING SYSTEM

Including BBC B and Master Compact

This is the only advanced user guide for
the Master 128, from Acorn expert David
Atherton. It also covers the BBC model
B4- and Master Compact, and there is
much for the model B and Electron prog
rammer. David Atherton has produced a
definitive reference work which serious

programmers cannot afford to be without.
The book covers all features of the

Acorn MOS, including all 'star' commands
on all models, 65C12 opcodes (including
Rockwell additions), all new Osbyte,
Osword and other system calls, sideways

and shadow RAM programming, ROM
service calls and header codes, never before
published complete Tube documentation
and full Master series filing system calls.
There is also a complete list of differences
between the various Acorn machines.

The book contains example programs
such as a disc ID reader, an on-screen
clock ROM, a shadow screen data buffer,
and many others. An additional programs
disc contains all the programs from the
book, plus a full-feature memory editor
and complete utility ROM!

Please send me:

copies of Mastering Operating System: A DabbandGuideat £12.95.
copies of book and 5.25-inch disc at £16.95(£1.00discount)
copiesof book and 3.5-inch disc at £17.95(£2.00discount)

~i

NAME

ADDRESS

• I enclose aSterling cheque/PO payable to DABS PRESS for£-

SIGNED DATE

POSTCODE

(Outside UK add £2 p&p.

Free p&p in UK)

Send thiscoupon withyour remittance to MOS Offer, Acorn User Merchandising, 20-26 Brunswick Place,
London Nl 6DJ.
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DRAWING
CONCLDSIONS

Sir, I would like to draw your
readers' attention to a number

of points raised by Peter Eggle-
ton's article Better By Design
in October's issue.

First, visual approaches to
program design are particularly
prone to getting 'out of step'
with the source code of an
evolving program, as designs
must be re-drawn (usually by
hand) as changes are made.

Second, the Jackson design
technique is a data driven
methodology (although this
was not made apparent in the
article). Any serious structured
programming methodology
must be concerned with the

modelling of data structures
and the operations that may be
performed upon them. It is
regrettable that this most fun
damental aspect of program de
sign was ignored.

Finally, using one box per
source code statement forces
the designer to make imple
mentation decisions too early
as levels of abstraction are lost.

Mr Eggleton is right when he
says structured programming
doesn't just mean not using
GOTOs, but it doesn't just
mean drawing boxes either!
Readers interested in the design
and implementation of 'real'
programs may like to read Soft
ware Engineering by I Somer-
ville (Addison-Wesley) or any
of Wirth, Hoare or Dijkstra's
excellent works.

Gary Philips
Solihull

RING IN
THE NEW

Sir, With due respect to the
Rev McMullon (Letters, Octo
ber), I am somewhat tired of
reading and hearing from peo
ple bemoaning the arrival of a
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company's new computer when
it knocks a previous model out
of the limelight.

As the proud owner of a
trusty model B (issue 2, now
nearing its sixth birthday) I
welcome the Archimedes onto
centrestage of the micro world,
even though ownership of one
at the current price is beyond
my wildest dreams.

I would be pleased as Punch
if Acorn would produce a co
processor for my Beeb, let
alone the Reverend's Master.
However, I cannot blame
Acorn for investing in the de
sign and production of the new
systems architecture at the ex
pense of outdated predecessors.
The Master was a less formid

able leap from theoriginal BBC
but many Beeb owners felt
they needed one and took
advantage of dealers' part-
exchange offers to procure one.
Already Masters have become
part-exchangeable for Archi
medes.

Rev McMullon's argument in
favour of an ARM add-on for

the Master seems to make good
sense, but, to make an analogy,
would he really expect Ford to
producea DIY kit to transform
his old Anglia intoa 4X4 Sierra
Cosworth?

Anyway, I am confident
that, like Fords, old Beebs will
never die.

Peter Draper
Atherstone

COMPACT
ABANDONED

Sir, It is less than a year since
the Master Compact was intro
duced, yet I feel it has been
abandoned by Acorn, software
producers and Acorn User.

Logotron doesn't do Xor be
cause it wouldn't sell enough
copies, and the same is
apparently true of Aviator.

Robert Miller's review of
Xor in September rubs salt into

the wounds. He doesn't even
mention the fact the disc is not
available for the Compact. And
most of your own discs aren't
in 3.5-inch format.

Come on you people: if you
don't offer the goods, you
won't sell any. Make 3.5-inch
discs for the Compact (you can
even charge a little more for
them) and I think you'll find
there is a demand.

David Raley
Essex

Readers can check which list

ings in AU are relevant to
their micro by looking at the
compatibility chart on the
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Compact: Programsavailable

first yellow page (page 113) in
each issue. Usually more than
half the listings run on all the
micros. Software reviews al

ways state which micros a
product works on.

Acorn User put two Gallery
discs on 3.5-inch discs (at the
same price as 5.25-inch) and,
guess what? - there was no
demand! Also the 5.25-inch
discs and ROMs have been
checked on the Compact.

Acorn User's publisher, Red
wood, runs on a network of
some 40 Compacts, which is
the best way to ease disc
transfer between formats.

Finally, Acorn User will put
your 5.25-inch discs (DFS or
ADFS format) onto 3.5-inch
ADFS (or vice versa). Send
your disc plus a £5 cheque to
Disc Transfer, Acorn User, 20-
26 Brunswick Place, London
Nl 6DJ.

COMPACT
TRANSFER

Sir, I have just upgraded from
an Electron (with Plus 1) to a
Master Compact, and wish to
transfer my tapes to ADFS
discs as used by the Compact.
However, the Compact has no
cassette interface, so how can I
do it?

C J Stump
London

I'm afraid there is no simple
way to do this; try to borrow
an Electron Plus 3 - which

includes a 3.5-inch disc drive -
and transfer your tape prog
rams to that. These discs can

then be used directly in your
Compact. Another way is to
use a network.

Note that there was a series

on the Compact running
from the November 1986 to
May 1987 issues. The January
1987 issue covered installing
the RS232 port and transfer
ring files that way.

SOLIDISK
SOCIETY

Sir, I wish to inform your read
ership of a user group for
Solidisk products called Solinet.
It is run by Ken Hardacre at 13
St John Street, Bridlington,
East Yorkshire YOl6 5NL.

This group is impressive in
it's friendliness and helpfulness
- a stark contrast to Solidisk,
always economical with useful
advice in my experience. The
group also produces a bi
monthly disc of help, letters,
tips and programs.

I can thoroughly recommend
this group as a refreshing con
trast to the often disillusioning
attitude Solidisk has towards its
customers!

Ewen Sim

Royal Medical Society
Edinburgh
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SUBSCRIPTION

£10 saving on
cassette subs

£35 guarantees that you receive 12 Acorn User monthly
listings cassettes - a saving of over £10. Whether you use a
BBC or an Electron our monthly listings cassettes area must.

By taking a subscription to Acorn User's monthly cassettes
you will ensure delivery of 12 cassettes direct to your home.
Each cassette contains the best programs, utilities, and
graphics, which will entertain, inform and amuse you. Every
cassette has a simple routine to transfer all programs to disc.

This unbeatable subscription offer is only available to UK
subscribers, and we must receive your order before January
31st 1988, so hurry and make sure you post your subscription
today!

YES! I wish to subscribe to Acorn User's monthly listings
cassette.

Please start mysubscription with the issue.

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

• I enclose my cheque/postal order for £35.00 made payable
to Redwood Publishing Ltd.
D Please charge my Access/Barclaycard

ACCOUNT NO: EXPIRY DATE

SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance to Gail Fairhall, Subscriptions
Manager, Redwood Publishing Limited, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury,
Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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NEW OAK MENTOR COMPUTER SYSTEM

Master 128 compatible, single 80T disc drive.
Hi-ResMonoMonitor £499.00 p&p £14.00
Master 128 compatible, dual 80T disc drive.
Hi-ResMonoMonitor £599.00 p&p £14.00
Master 128 compatible, single 80T disc drive.
Hi-Res Colour Monitor(.37 dot pitch) £699.00 p&p £14.00
Master 128 compatible, dual 80T disc drive,
Hi-Res Colour Monitor(.37 dot pitch) £899.00 p&p £14.00
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Oak PMC range starts from e 730.00

OAK
COMPUTERS

SALE.

Oak offer a comprehensive consultancy service based around Acorn products.
From straight forward advice to developing complete systems, please telephone
for details.

Last remaining little used Master 128's
(3 months old) 12 months guarantee. £295.00 p&p £5.50
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DISC DRIVE ACCESSORIES
Single Disc DriveCase
Dual Disc Drive Case
Single Power Cable
Dual Power Cable
Single Data Cable
Dual Data Cable
New Uncased 80T1/2 Height Double Sided,
Disc Drive, Famous Japanese Manufacturer,
12 Months Guarantee
24WattPowerSupplyforDisc Drive
Famous Japanese Manufacturer,
12 Months Guarantee £245.00 p&p £10.00
Xebec Hard Disc Controller £135.00 p&p £2.50
OakhardDisclnterfaceCard&Softwarefformatetc) £55.00 p&p £2.50
35 Watt Switch Mode PSU for Hard Disc £45.00 p&p £2.50

Note: If hard disc, controller and interface are purchased together delivery £10.00

HARDWARE ODDMENTS
1onlyTorchZ802ndProcessorwithSoftware £75.00p&p£5.00
Panasonic KXP 1081 NLQ Printer £154.00 p&p £6.00
Printer Cable Metres long £6.75 p&p £1.00
PrinterCable 1.5 Metres £8.75p&p£1.00
Phillips Mono Monitor BM7502(Green) £66.00 p&p £6.00
Cased 40/80T Switchable Disc Drive £88.00 p&p £6.00
Cased Dual 40/80T Switchable DSDD Disc Drives £165.00 p&p £8.00

£6.00 p&p £2.00
£12.00 p&p £2.75
£2.95 p&p £1.00
£3.65 p&p £1.00
£3.95 p&p £1.00
£5.95 p&p £1.00

£67.00 p&p £5.00
£35.00 p&p £2.00

The latest 1/2height, low power consumption Japanese disc drives MONEY
BACK IF YOUR ARE NOT COMPLETELY SATISFIED. Disc Drives come .
complete in Colour Matched Metal Cases with Fitting Instructions. Formatting
Disc. Manual & 12 Months Guarantee

NEW MODERN SOFTWARE
Oaks NEW Rom Based Communications Software is easy to use. Menu Driven,
deal for Prestel. BT Gold, Micolink, Micronet etc. Terminal Mode which includes
XMODEM error checking protocols and many more. Only a fraction of the cost of
softwareofferingsimilarfacilities £10.95p&p£1.75
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CONNECTOR AND CABLES

BBC Disc Drive Power Connectors
Pin Housing (Connector to BBC Aux Power Outlet).
Male Pins for above (Set of 4)
Socket Housing (Connector for Disc Drives)
Female Pins for above (Set of 4)
4 Way Power Ribbon Cable Per Metre length
20 Wa/I DC Connector
26WaylDCConnector
34 Way IDC Connector
50WaylDCConnector
20 Way IDCCard Edge Connector
34 Way Card Edge Connector ,
15WaylDC"D"Plug J-
25 Way IDC "D" Plug
37 Way IDC "D" Plug
15 Way IDC "D" Socket
25 Way IDC"D" Socket
37 Way IDC"D" Socket
36 Way IDCCentronics/parallel Printer Plug

BBC/ACORN SPARES

BBCB+ PCB
BBC Power Supply
BBC B&B + Keyboard
BBCB&B+ PlasticCases
BBCB&B+ KeyboardConnectorCable(17way). .
Master 128 PCB
Master 128 PSU
Master 128 Keyboard

Prices Exclude V.A.T. United Kingdon customers please add 15%
to total cost + p&p. Telephone for quantity discounts

£0.36 p&p £0.50
£0.45 p&p £0.50
£0.50 p&p £0.50
£0.35 p&p £0.50
£0.55 p&p £0.50
£1.35 p&p £0.50
£1.65 p&p £0.50
£1.65 p&p £0.50
£2.85 p&p £0.50
£1.70 p&p £0.50
£2.00 p&p £0.50
£3.85 p&p £0.50
£3.95 p&p £0.50
£4.55 p&p £0.50
£3.85 p&p £0.50
£3.95 p&p £0.50
£4.55 p&p £0.50
£2.95 p&p £0.50

£235.00
£56.00
£54.00
£10.00

£1.00
198.00
£45.00
£51.00

p&p £2.50
p&p £2.50
p&p £2.50
p&p £2.50
p&p £0.50
p&p £2.50
p&p £2.50
p&p £2.50
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Oak Computers. CrossPark House. Low Green, Rawdon. Leeds LS196HA. Tel: (0532) 502615
Government and Education Authority Official Orders Accepted
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HINTS &TIPS
Martin Phillips takes a nostalgic journey through some early programming

lessons and re-introduces some useful listings for beginners

This is the 50th Hints & Tips that I have
presented in Acorn User. To celebrate this I
have included five short programs to while
away the long winter nights.

I remember the fascination with my first
computer when I typed in a series of short
programs and managed to understand and
alter them. Today there are very few of this
sort of program published. Most authors
have gone on to bigger things.

A look at many of the current comput
ing books confirms this. Most go through
the main Basic commands with examples
simply to illustrate the point, or they give
elaborate programs with several pages of
listing but very scant descriptions.

In these five programs I have tried to
include a variety of techniques which go
beyond the basic commands to show how
some interesting and useful effects can
easily be created. For each program there is
a line-by-line description of how the pro
gram works.

The programs will work on all machines,
except the simple synthesiser, listing 1,
where there is a separate version for the
Electron (listing 2). Also, Electron owners
will need to ignore a line in some of the
programs; this is noted as appropriate in
the program descriptions.

A SIMPLE BBC
MICRO SYNTHESISER

This program, listing 1 in the yellow pages,
turns the computer into a synthesiser,
capable of playing up to three notes at
once. For this reason it will not work on

the Electron, as the Electron does not have
the same sound system as the BBC micro.
Therefore there is a special version of this
program for Electron owners (listing 2).

It is interesting to observe that most of
theprogram is taken up with programming

[the screen display and with testing the
keyboard for responses, together with the
subsequent decoding, and that the parts of
the program that actually make sounds are
quite short.

Although they are complex to under
stand, once a knowledge of the SOUND
and ENVELOPE statements has been ac

quired their use is quite elegant. The range
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The keyboard producedby listing 1

of the synthesiser (BBC version) covers
four octaves. These can be changed by
using the function keys.

As there are physically only enough keys
on the computer keyboard to cover two
octaves, the synthesiser is set to use the
middle two octaves. By using the function
keys, the range can be changed so that the
keyboard plays the lower or higher pitched
octaves instead.

There are four voices programmed into
the synthesiser: a piano, an organ, a vib
raphone and chime bars. The sound pro
duced bears a vague resemblance to these
musical instruments.

Description of program
Lines 10-50 The normal Acorn User pro
gram heading. Leave these lines out if you
wish, although it is often useful to know
where the listing came from at a later date.
70 PROCinitialise sets up all the envelopes
and then initialises any data required by
the program.
80 PROCscreen draws the screen keyboard
layout.
90 PROCprint displays the function key
assignments on the screen and highlights
the active keys.

100 PROCrun is the main procedure of the
program.

130 Dimension arrays L%, M% and C%.
L% stores the negative INKEY values for
the keys needed, M% is a temporary array
to check whether a key has been held
down and C% is the sound channel num

ber array.
140-170 Define the four envelopes.
180 The variable 'octave' determines which
octave the keyboard plays in.
190 Switch off the cursor. This method of
switching off the cursor will 'survive' the
text cursor and the graphics cursor being
joined using VDU 5.
210-280 Enter the negative INKEY values
into array L% and put each element of
array M% to 0. See the User Guides for a
list of the negative INKEYs
320Join the text and graphics cursors.
330 Change the background colour to blue.
340 Change the yellow to black.
350-370 Fill a rectangle in white. This uses
a graphics window and clears the screen
to white.

380-470 Draw in all the black notes on the

white background. Uses the same tech
nique for colouring rectangles. A data
statement is used to give the horizontal
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USER

THE ARCHIMEDES
MAGAZINE AND
SUPPORT GROUP

ABrand New Support
Group Has Been
Launched
For The Acorn
Archimedes Computer

RISC
USER

RISC

RISC

RISC
USER

is written by an experienced team ofArchimedes enthusiasts with
roots in education, home computing, and over 5years experience with
the BBC Model Band Master computers with BEEBUG magazine. So
popular is BEEBUG that membership exceeds 20,000 worldwide

provides lively and informed coverage of what's happening in the world
ofthe Archimedes. Reviews, hints, programs and articles are
specifically written for the Archimedes, showing how to exploit the

I l\f- R manyfeatures of this sophisticated computer. RISC USER has material
v^ *JL—.I\ ofdirect use to education, business, industry and home computing.

includes a well balanced selection ofthe latest news from Acorn and
other major suppliers, pre-release reviews ofthe latestsoftwareand
peripherals, as well as editorial features, ideas, hints and tips, readers

/ l\P D letters and much more. RISC USER is published 10 times ayear and is
KJ OL-.f\ only available on subscription.

subscription also gives you free access to our technical support team
who may be contacted by phone orletter. This team ofexperts will
endeavour to resolve any software or hardware problems that you
may have, and will also provide unbiased advice. RISC USER is also an
Acorn appointed Archimedes Support &Service Centre should you
needrepairsetc.

Although the focal point ofRISC USER is theMagazine, remember that you getfar more
than JUST amagazine when you subscribe. You become part ofan organisation which has
provided many years ofsupport tomicro computer users. Let us have the opportunity
to help you make the most ofyour Archimedes.

The first issue ofRISC USER included thefollowing:
ARM ADFS Menu -a useful utility toaccess ADFS files &directories under mouse control,
Visual Effects - some Basic routines toproduce stunning effects, Sound&Music- how to
use thesound system, OffThe Shelf- reviews ofproducts available now, Acorn Hotline -
using aliases and details ofthe OS,Archie's White Mouse - the firstinaserieson Archimedes
graphics, dozensofvital Hints &Tips and much, much more.
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY OFFER FOR
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

£12.50
£18.00

£22.50

£25.00
£27.00

Iyear UK, BFPO& Channel Islands
Europe &Eire
Middle East
AmericaS Africa
Elsewhere

Iwould like to subscribe to RISC USER

and enclose acheque for: £

Official orders we/come

Please debitmy Access/Visa/Connect account

£

with

Card number

Expiry.

Name_

Address-

E3

Signature

Post to: RISC USER, Dolphin Place,
Holywell Hill, St. Albans, Herts AL I IEX.
Or phone 0727 40303.
Officialorders welcome.
Phone 0727 40303 for more information.

AUI2,
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start point of each of the five black keys
in an octave.

490-530 Draw black lines to divide the

white keys.
540-610 Label each key. Note that the
spaces in these lines are critical for correct
screen layout, as are the semi-colons in
lines 590-610.

640 Print title.

690-730 The main loop of the program. It
scans through each key in turn and calls up
PROCsound if a new keypress is detected.
760 Filter out the four function keys that
change the envelope.
770 Filter out the three function keys that
change the octave range.
780 This procedure stops the note playing
if the key is no longer being pressed.
800-820 The variable J% selects the
appropriate sound channel.
860 Sound the note defined.

1060 This procedure prints the function
key descriptions on the screen, colouring
the key number in red and the description
of its function in black. The keys that are
actually in use are highlighted by having
their function printed in white. This
routine is accessed every time a function
key is pressed.

AN ELECTRON
SYNTHESISER

Listing 2 is an Electron version of listing 1.
The main differences are that only one note
can be sounded at once and there is only
one instrument, an electric organ. The
pitch is changed by pressing the Shift key.
On the screen is a display of a piano
keyboard, with the Electron keyboard keys
indicating the note. There is a short
machine code routine to scan the keyboard
and return the value of the key pressed.
Using Basic for this is too slow and
interferes with the sound produced.

Description of program
70 PROCinitialise sets up the envelope,
and initialises the variables and the key
board array.
80 PROCmachinecode is a short machine

code routine to test if one of the selected

keys has been pressed.
90 PROCscreen is the procedure to draw
the piano keyboard screen display, which
then remains static while the main loop of
program is run.
100-120 The main loop of the program. It
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checks to see if a key has been pressed and
sounds the appropriate note.
150 Envelope definition.
190 Switch cursor off.

200-250 Put the negative INKEY numbers
into locations starting at &C80 so that the
machine code keyboard scan routine can
access them.

280-580 A two-pass assembler routine
which will store the machine code at

&C00. It scans the keys defined from
locations &C80 onwards and returns the

value in location &70. It uses Osbyte 129
(&81) which is equivalent to the Basic
INKEY statement. The routine scans the

negative INKEY numbers stored at loca
tions &C80 onwards to check if it is one of

the notes that has been pressed.
600-630 A routine to make the Electron

pause for half a second.
660 Change background colour to blue.
670 Change colour 2 to black.
680-700 Define graphics window and clear
screen to white.

710-800 Draw the black keys. The start
and end co-ordinates are taken from the

DATA statements.

810 Reset the graphics window to show the
full screen area.

820-860 Draw in black lines in order to

separate the keys.
870-920 Print legends on the screen. The
spaces are critical in these two lines.
960 This is a check to see if the Shift key
has been pressed. It reverses the action of
the last Shift press.
970 Go to the keyboard scan routine.
980 Z% is the pitch parameter variation
between the low octaves and the high
octaves, selected by the Shift key
990 If a key has been pressed, then sound
the note.

GUESS A
NUMBER

A simple number-guessing game

Listing 3 is the well-known game of guess
a number. It was frequently seen in the
early days of the Acorn Atom. It is a good
program to experiment with - all sorts of
frills can be added to it. The computer
chooses a number randomly in the range
one to 100. You have to guess the number
that the computer has chosen.

Description of program
Line-60 Set the print formatting to 0. This
means that no spaces are printed before
numbers. This avoids having to use semi
colons before numeric variables in order

not to have unsightly spaces.
80 A procedure to set up thescreen display
for the game.
90 The main procedure of the program.
100-120 A loop to give the chance of
another game.
170-190 Print a double-height title and
create a text window. Electron owners

should ignore line 180?
230 Randomise the random number gener
ator. If this is not done, each time the
computer is switched on and this program
loaded, exactly the same sequence of ran
dom numbers will be given. The internal
clock is used to 'seed' the random number

generator to avoid this.
240 Select a random number in the range 1
to 100. Store it in the variable 'number'.

250 The variable 'count' is used to store the

number of tries taken.

260-310 Get a number and then check it

against the chosen number. If it is not
correct then jump to the appropriate pro
cedure. This loop will repeat until the
correct number is guessed.
320-330 Print a message and the number of
tries taken.

360 A 'skeleton' procedure to indicate a
low guess. A low sound is also produced.
A refinement that could be made here is to

link the pitch to the difference between the
guess and the correct number.
410 A 'skeleton' procedure to indicate a
high guess.

HEXT00ENARY
CONVERTER

Listing 4 in the yellow pages is a short
program to convert values from hexa
decimal to denary or from denary to hexa
decimal. If the number entered is preceded
by the '&.' sign to denote a hexadecimal
number, then it is converted to denary,
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Hex Converter

Enter a number:

Hexadecimalto denary converter

otherwise it is converted to hexadecimal.
Thus there is no need to have to go to
separate parts of theprogram, or to have to
tell the program each time you enter a
number which conversion to make - which

can become very tedious.
This program also uses the micro's mes

sages to detect when errors in number
entries are made - numbers which are too

big or non-hexadecimal characters. The
program could be improved by the use of
colours, say using different colours for
hexadecimal or denary numbers. A print
out can be obtained at any time by simply
pressing CTRL-B and then Return when
asked for a number. Similarly to abandon
the printout simply press CTRL-C and
then press Return.

Description of program
Line 60 Use mode 7forsimplicity.
70-80 Print the title in double height.
Electron owners should either delete line

80, or use the double-height routine given
in listing 5, and then change line 60 to
MODE 4.

90 Set a text window so that the screen can

scroll without wiping thetitle.
110-170 An infinite loop forming the main
partof theprogram.
120-140 A routine to input a number. The
routine checks to see that something has
been entered.

150 Print an equals sign with a space at
either side.

160 Check to see whether the number is

hexadecimal. If so then go to the 'hex'
routine to be converted, else go to the 'den'
procedure to beconverted.
210-230 The procedure to convert hexade
cimal todenary. TheEVAL function isused
to do this.

250-270 The procedureto convertdenaryto
hexadecimal. This looks complicated, but
there is nosimpler way.
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This program, listing 5, tests your reaction
time by displaying a red block on the
screen and measuring the time before the
space bar is pressed. The block appears
with a random delay of between two and
12 seconds.

After the reaction time has been given,
pressing the space bar again will clear the
screen ready for another go. The program
works in mode 1; the screen has a white
background, with the title appearing in
blue in double height.

Description of program
Lines 10-50 The normal Acorn User pro
gram heading. As usual, you can leave
these lines out if you wish, although it is
often useful to know where the listing
came from at a later date.

60 DIM a block of memory nine bytes
long. A value of eight is used as the
computer starts counting at zero. This is
needed for the double-height routine.
70 Set the screen to mode 1 to enable

graphics and four colours to be used.
120 The procedure to set up the screen
display for the program.
130 Set the background colour to white.
140 Change the normal drawing colour
from white to blue.

150 Print the title in double height.
160-170 Print instructions. There are two

spaces after the first set of speech marks to
centre the text on the screen.

180 Define a text window so that the title

and instructions are kept on the screen
when the screen is cleared.

190 Switch off the cursor.

220 The main procedure of the program.
230 Change the graphics background col
our to red. This forms part of the routine
to produce a red square on the screen.
240-350 The main repeat loop of the pro
gram that will do the reaction time test.
This is an infinite loop, because '0' in line
350 is always false.
250 Set the internal Basic timer to zero.

260 Set a random delay before the block is
shown. The internal clock works in centi-

seconds (lOOths of a second). There is a
minimum delay of two seconds, and a
further random delay of up to 10seconds.
270 Define a graphics window.
280 Clear the graphics screen. As the
background graphics colour has already

React ion Tiru-r
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A reaction timer program

been changed to red, the graphics window
will clear to a red background, thereby
giving a red square on the screen. This is
the fastest and easiest way of producing a
coloured block on the screen.

290 Clear the keyboard buffer.
300 Reset the internal timer to zero.
310 Wait for the space bar to be pressed.
320 Print out the elapsed time.
330 Wait until the space bar is pressed
again before continuing. The use of the
same key prevents cheating because hold
ing down the space bar, or tapping rapidly,
not only produces an amazing reaction
time but also clears the message so quickly
that the time cannot be read!

340 Clear the screen.

380 The procedure to print the title on the
screen in double height.
390 This procedure uses an Osword call
with A% set to 10. This obtains the
character definition of a given character. It
is given in the same form as that used for
the user-defined characters. X% and Y%

point to a parameter block (dimensioned at
line 60). The first byte will hold the ASCII
number of the character for which the
definition is required. When the routine is
called, the definition is returned in the next
eight bytes of this parameter block.
420 When the definition has been obtained,
each of the eight lines of the definition is
printed twice. C$ is a string to print the
first of the two newly defined characters,
then move the cursor down a line and back

a space before printing the second newly
defined character.

430-500 A loop to get each character of the
string in turn and print it.
440 Pick out one character from the string
and put its ASCII value into the parameter
block. Then the Osword call is made.

470-480 Program the two new characters.
490 Print the double-height character in
the appropriate place.
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CODE
BREAKER

Listing 6 (right) is a graph drawing prog
ram. It's called a code breaker because the

program looks at thefrequency of letters in
a piece of text, a common technique in
breaking secret codes.

The program will ignore the case of each
letter when graphing. Mistakes can be
corrected using the delete key as normal.
Once all the text has been entered, the
graph is drawn by pressing the asterisk.

The graph is auto-scaling - that is, it
looks for the largest column and then
adjusts the graph accordingly so that this
column is the full height of the graph.
Once the graph has been printed, pressing
the space bar will finish the program.

Description of program
Line 60 Dimension a store for the text.

This has been set to 1000 characters. Also
an array is dimensioned to hold the count
for each letter.
70 Use mode 7 for entering the text.
80-120 The four main parts of the prog
ram. PROCscreen sets up the screen dis
play for text entry. PROCinput inputs the
sample text. PROCcolIate goes through the
text counting the occurrence of each letter.
It then checks to find the greatest single
count. This is needed for the auto-scaling
part of the program. Finally, PROCgraph
draws the graph.
130 Wait until the space bar is pressed.
180-190 Print the title in double height.
Electron owners should either delete line

190, or use the double-height routine given
in listing 1, then change line 70 to mode 4.
220 Define a text window, so that the
screen can scroll without losing either the
title or the instructions.

250 Inputs the text and stores it.
260 S% is used as the character counter.lt

not only indicates how long the text is, but
also can be used to point to the next free
point in the memory store.
270-330 A loop to input the text. It is
terminated when either the memory limit is
reached or an asterisk is pressed.
280 Get a character from the keyboard.
290 Print the character on the screen. This

line is necessary because the GET state
ment does not 'echo' the keypress on the
screen. The semi-colon prevents each char
acter being printed on a new line.
300 If the key pressed is not the Delete key
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The codebreaker graph

then store the character, and increment the
counter by one.
310 If the key pressed is the Delete key
then reduce the counter.

320 If the key pressed is the Return key,
then move down one line.

330 Test for the store being full or the
asterisk being pressed.
340 Give a beep.
380-420 A loop goes through the whole
text, which is now stored in memory, a
character at a time, to count the frequency
of each letter.

390 The capital letters of the alphabet have
ASCII codes of 65 onwards. For simplic
ity, in the rest of this routine it is easier to
work with 'A' having a value of 1, hence 64
is subtracted from each ASCII value.

400 Check for a lower case letter, and if so
reduce its value by 32 so that a lower case
'a' now has the same value as a capital 'A'.
410 If the character is a letter, then incre
ment the appropriate letter count by one.
430-460 Check through each letter count
to find the highest value. This is stored in
the variable 'count', and will be needed for
the auto-scaling part of the program.
490 The procedure to draw the graph.
510-520 Draw the two axes of the graph.
530 Join the text and graphics cursors. This
is needed to be able to label the horizontal

axis with the 26 letters of the alphabet in
that they fill the whole of the axis.
540 Move the graphics origin.
550 Make the background colour to green.
560 Change the normal drawing colour
(colour 3) to black.
570 Change colour 2 to blue.
580-610 Label the horizontal axis.

620 Work out the scale.

630-640 Label the vertical axis with the
maximum count value.

650 Change the drawing colour to blue.
660-690 Draw each bar of the graph.

10 REM Hints & Tips L
isting 6

20 REM By Martin Phil
1ips

30 REM for B/B+/M/C/E

40 REM <c) Acorn User

December 1987

50 :

60 DIM store lOOO,let
ter(26)

70 MODE 7

80 PROCscreen

90 PROCinput
100 PROCcollate

110 MODE 1

120 PROCgraph
130 REPEAT UNTIL GET=3

2

140 MODE 7

150 END

160 :

170 DEF PROCscreen

180 PRINT TAB(12,1)CHR
*141"Code Breaker"

190 PRINT TAB(12,2)CHR
*141"Code breaker"

200 PRINT '"Press * to

finish"

210 PRINT '"Enter text

220 VDU 28,0,24,39,6
230 ENDPROC

240 :

250 DEF PROCinput
260 S7.=0

270 REPEAT

280 g=GET
290 PRINT CHR*(g);
300 IF g<127 THEN S7.?s

tore=g:S7.=S7.+ l
310 IF g=127 THEN S7.=S

•/.-l

320 IF g=13 THEN VDU 1
0

330 UNTIL CHR»(g)="»"
OR S7.= 1000

340 VDU 7

350 ENDPROC

360 :

370 DEF PROCcollate

380 FOR N'/.= l TO S7.

390 char=<N7.?store>-64

400 IF char>32 AND cha

r<59 THEN char=char-32

410 IF char>0 AND char

<-27 THEN letter (char) =le

tter<char)+l

420 NEXT NX

430 count=0

440 FOR N7.=l TO 26
450 IF countOetter (N7.

) THEN count=letter (N7.)

460 NEXT N7.

470 ENDPROC

480 :

490 DEF PROCgraph
500 PRINT TAB(14,0)"Co

de Breaker"

510 MOVE 112,64:DRAW 1
280,64

520 MOVE 112,64:DRAW 1
12,1024

530 VDU 5

540 VDU 29,96;64;
550 VDU 19,0,2;0;
560 VDU 19,3,0;0;
570 VDU 19,2,4;0;

580 FOR N54-1 TO 26

590 MOVE 44*N7.,-16
600 PRINT CHR*(96+N7.)

610 NEXT N7.

620 scale=INT(900/coun

t)

630 MOVE -90,count*sca
le

640 PRINT;count
650 GCOL 0,2
660 FOR N7.-1 TO 26

670 MOVE N7.*44+12,0
680 DRAW N7.*44+12,lett

er(N7.) *scale

690 NEXT N7.

700 ENDPROC

Listing 6. Code breaker
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FIRST BYTE
SIMPLE FILES

Any serious machine code programmer needs to be able to
use filing systems. It could be easier than youthink

Over the past 12 months or so we have
been looking at assembly language prog
ramming on the BBC, Master and Elec
tron. Of course, we've really only just
begun to scratch the surface, but if you
have been following the articles you will
have a sound knowledge of the basics.

We're not going to forget about machine
code; instead we're going to turn our
attention to specific areas which are of
interest to all programmers, and apply the
assembly language techniques we have
learnt so far.

The sort of adverts and articles that are

appearing in the pages of magazines are no
longer restricted to games or character
definers and the like. More important now
are applications - programs with practical
uses that you use to make life more man
ageable. To write virtually any application
program, you will need to be capable of
file handling, so the application can store
its data. So the topic we'll be covering in
the next couple of months is file handling.

Before going on to use files, we need to
define exactly what a file is. For the
purposes of this article we will assume that
DFS is being used, although all the tech
niques used apply equally well to ADFS
and NFS. If tape is being used, the opera
tions that can be performed on a file are far
more restricted, but the a^embly language
techniques are the samx

A file is a sequence of bytes on a disc.
From the filing system's point of view
these bytes are meaningless. It is up to the
program using the file to interpret them.
For example the bytes could be a word-
processed text file or a list of names and
addresses or a Basic program. The filing
system can't tell the difference!

Each disc contains a list of all the files
saved on it.This is called the catalogue. In
addition to a file's name, the catalogue also
contains other information about the file.
The most important item stored is where
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First byte Second byte Third byte

Filepointer A. FILE WHEN FIRST OPENED

Byten Byten+l

T Pointer points to byte n

Byten

Byte n returned
in accumulator

Byten+l

Byten+2

Byten+2

Pointer points to byte n+1

B. ACTION OF OSBGET

Figure 1. Pointersindicate the start of the file

on the disc to find the sequence of bytes
that make up the file. This is seldom of any
interest to a programmer. The other in
formation held in the catalogue is:
• Load address. This address specifies
where the file will be loaded into memory
if *LOAD is used.

• Execution address. For a machine code

program file, this is where the program
starts from.

• Length. The size of the file in bytes.
• Attributes. Special information bytes -
they show, for example, whether a file is
'locked'.

Accessing the contents of a file is possi
ble in oneof two ways: either all in one go
or one byteat a time. Let's look at the byte
by byte method first.

To use a file on a byte by byte basis, it is
necessary to perform an operation known
as 'opening the file'. When a file is opened,

the filing system reads the file's catalogue
information from the disc and stores it for

future reference. When it does this, it
creates what is called a 'channel' through
which the program can access the file. The
channel it uses is identified by a number
called a 'handle'.

The handle number needs to be stored in

a variable by the program. The handle in
the number you put after Basic keywords
like BPUT# and PRINT#. More than one
channel can be opened, and each will have
a different handle, so you must always use
the right handle number for the appropri
ate file. The DFS allows up to five channels
to be open at once.

When a file is opened, using the equiva
lentof OPENIN or OPENOUT the filing
system also creates a pointer that initially
indicates the first byte in the file, as shown
in figure 1A. The pointer is a number and
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* UNBEATABLE VALUE •

office MASTERnrnmrnfe.PH
- - taljkjkj ADLER• BBC • COMPATIBLE

Outline of Technical Data

Type of Printer:

Print Speed:
Tab Speed:
Columns per Line:

Print Buffer:

Paper Passage:
Print Width:

Number of Copies:
Line Spacing:

Form Length:

Form Transport:

Ribbons:

Keys for:

LED-Display for:
Feedback:

48

Character printer with 100 characters
print wheel
20 cps Shannon text
300 mm/sec.

120 characters/line at 1/10 in. (2.54 mm)
144 characters/line at 1/12 in. (2.12 mm)
180 characters/line at 1/15 in. (1.69 mm)
Proportional spacing
Horizontal step 1/120 in. (0.21 mm)
1500 characters (bytes)
Option: 3500 characters
360 mm

302 mm

4 (1 original and 3 copies)
Standard feed 1/6 in. (4.23 mm)
programmable in basic steps of 1/48 in.
(0.53 mm) or 1/96 in. (0.26 mm)
Standard values adjustable by
BCD-switch over software the multiple
of line spacing
Friction roller with guide rolls
Option: bidirectional endless form tractor

single or double sheetfeeder
Carbon 60.000 characters

Multicarbon 200.000 characters
Fabric 1 mil. characters

On/Off-line

Line feed without form feed

Top-set and paper insertion
Power on and on-line

End of ribbon
Cover open
Paper end in attachment (option)

Interfaces: Serial V.24 (RS 232 C)
Parallel Centronics-interface

Multifunction-interface with serial or
parallel interface

Selection: Completely able for text processing
(ESC-sequences)

Country Versions: Max. 10 in one design
Environmental

Conditions: 10-40 °C at a humidity of 10-90%
Noise: <57dB(A)
Line Voltage: 120/220/240 V 47-63 Hz
Power

Consumption: Stand by approx. 15 W
In operation approx. 40 W

Sizes: 145 mH x 500 mW x 310 mD
Weight: 10 kg

* £179.00 + VAT *
TRACTOR FEED UNIT £60.00

SHEET FEEDER £100.00

S.C.E. (Business Products) Ltd.
1 Armada Way
Littlehampton

West Sussex BN17 6QY
© 0903 724654

Telex: 878574 REPAIR G
Fax: 0903 726798

• AGENTS REQUIRED •
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987



increases by one each time you read a byte
from the file. This process is shown in
figure IB; as the byte is read, the pointer
advances so it always points to the next
byte to be read.

Writing to a file a byte at a time works
in a similar way, except that the pointer
now points to the next byte to be written.
It is also possible to create a channel which
can be read and written to simultaneously,
using OPENUP for example. But this is a
more advanced idea than we normally deal
with here.

Having described how byte-accessed
files work, we will now look at how to use
them from assembly language. To make life
easy and to allow programs to work with
any filing system, all operations are done
through a set of standard 'entry points' in
the operating system. These routines work
in a similar way to other OS routines such
as Osbyte and Osword. There are five
entry points which are relevant to byte
access files. These are:

• Osfind - for opening/closing file channel
• Osargs - to read the file length and the
pointer for a channel
• Osbput- write a byte to a file
• Osbget - read a byte from a file
• Osgbpb - transfer a whole lot of bytes
to or from a file in one go

Let's look at each of these calls in turn.
Osfind opens or closes a file. When open
ing, it causes the filing system to allocate a
channel number to the file so that it can be
accessed. When closing a file, it de
allocates the channel number and tidies up
the catalogue information. The call is
issued from machine code using JSR
&FFCE, and the value in the accumulator
determines what operation is performed.
Possible accumulator values are:

• &00 - Close a file channel.

• &40 - Open a file for reading from
• &80 - Open a file for writing to
• &C0 - Open a file for both reading from
and writing to

The Osfile call needs to know which file
on the disc is to be opened, so the name
must be supplied in a parameter block. If a
file is being opened, then the filename
should be stored in memory somewhere,
with a carriage return character (&0D) at
the end. The X and Y registers should
point to this name with the low byteof the
address inX and the high byte in Y in the
usual way.

After the call, the accumulator contains
the channel number allocated by the filing
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system. If this value is zero it means that
the file couldn't be opened, most likely
because the file name was not found in the

catalogue. Watch out though, because the
Z flag need not be set even though A
contains zero.So a simple BEQ instruction
won't necessarily be enough to trap this
error. You should use something like CMP
#0 before testing the Z flag with BEQ.

When a file is closed, the routine is
called with zero in the accumulator and the

handle of the file to be closed in Y. A

JARGON BOX

Filing system: The built-in program
which stores data on disc or cassette and

retrieves and manipulates it.
Catalogue: Information on the disc tell
ing the computer where the files are, how
long they are, where in memory to load
them and so on.

DFS: Disc Filing System, the standard
Acorn filing system.
ADFS: Advanced Disc Filing System, a
more sophisticated version used in the
Master series and the Archimedes.

NFS: Network Filing System, the ver
sion for micros linked together and to a
file server by Econet.
Call: Using a routine that is part of the
built-in operating system from a program
of your own.

special case is when Y=0, which closes al
open files. As an example the code below
might bepart of a program that used a file
called 'DATA' on the disc:

LDA #&40

LDX #name MOD &100

LDY #name DIV &100

JSR &FFCE

CMP #0

BEQ error

STA handle

RTS

• name

EQUS "DATA"

EQUB 13

EQUB 0

This code opens the file. When we've
finished with it, the file must then be
closed like this:

LDA #0

LDY handle

JSR &FFCE

RTS

It is vital that all the open files are closed
when you have finished with them. The
filing system can only keep a few files open

at once. For example, the Disc Filing
System can maintain only five open files,
and the limit with the Advanced Disc

Filing System is 10. So if you keep opening
files and not closing them, then you will
eventually exceed this limit and get a 'Too
many open' error. Even pressing Break
doesn't necessarily close the files.

The code is the box closes the file whose

file handle is loaded into the Y register. It
is also possible to close all the open files at
once, by loading Y with zero before calling
Osfind. This is the equivalent of the Basic
command CLOSE# 0. One major problem
with this is that some versions of the

Master 128 DFS have a bug associated with
Osfind, which makes files the wrong
length if they are closed in this way. To
find out if your machine has the problem
DFS, try the following:

F7.=0PEN0UT

CLOSE* 0

"TEST"

Now type ::"INFO TEST. The third num
berdisplayed is the file length, and if this is
not zero, then your DFS has the bug. It is
possible to get a newer version of the DFS
from Acorn that loads into sideways RAM
and overcomes the bug.

Reading and writing to a file is achieved
with the following calls. Osbget reads a
byte from the channel in Y and puts it in
the accumulator. It is called using JSR
&FFD7. Osbput which is called as JSR
&FFD4, writes the byte in the accumulator
to the file whose handle is in Y.

A successful Osbget is signalled by the
carry flag being cleared (C=0) when the
routine returns. However, it is notpossible
to read past the end of a file as there is
nothing to read. If you try, Osbget returns
with the carry flag set (C=l). If this
occurs, the contents of the accumulator
should be ignored, and usually the file
should be closed.

Listing 1 on the yellow pages illustrates
accessing a file a byte at a time using these
calls. It is a variation on the *DUMP
command found in the DFS and in the
Master operating system. After entering
the listing, run it. If all is well, it will be
assembled in the cassette buffer memory
starting at location &900, then saved to
disc as a program called 'DUMP'.

To use the .program ensure that the
OSDUMP file is on the disc and then enter
::"OSDUMP. You will be asked to enter a
filename, then the file contents are printed
out in hex and as ASCII characters.
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ADVANCED DISC TOOLKIT
(OD/M/B/E/C £34.60
Any Acorn user including Master. BBC B+,
Electron, DFS. 1770 DFS. ADFS. 2nd & co
processors AC.P's BEST SELLING product
containing over30 commandsinc -powerful
memory &disc editor, search memory/disc/
basic, catalogue/unplug ROMS, load/run
programs below page, automatic menu, file
transfer (mc lockedcassette files),ADFSutils
etc etc ("it's superb" Database Pubs -
A top-class toolkit • I have no hesitation in
recommending it Acorn User Nov 861
(16K EPROM & FULL MANUAL)

/__J / / /
I ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS

(05) /E/ £24.15
Electron & Plus 3 users gam BBC
compatibilily by adding the Advanced
Electron DFS (1770 DFS) this >s the same disc -
filing system supplied with the BBC 8* Now
you can produce and access (compatible) BBC
disc based software AC P also supplies 5V
disc drives to add to your Plus 3 (inc 2nd
drive adaptor) ACP has produced another •
superb ROM for the Electron ElectronUser
Feb 86

(suppliedon 16K EPROM • DFS MANUALI

i 1 * T—
ADVANCED PLUS 4
(08)/E~1/ C79-98

DISC DRIVE COMPATIBILITY AT lONG LAST
(Electron Use' June 86> thisSums upAPd &ACP s
approach to producing products AP4 is a iu"y
ACORN compatible dsc I'face & will accept any
standard drive mc PSU runs 1770 DFS(as litted •"
the B- &Master) keeps page &Eoo utilsin ROM
&provides a spare 'om socket ACP s PLUS 4
comes Out on top l can recommend it 10 any
one iE U June 86)

AP4 should oe considered the standard inter
lace tor the Electron |AUJuly 86)
AP4 100 £199 00 (inc VAT &Secuncor delivery)
AP4 400 £229 00(me VAT &Secuncor delivery)

ADVANCED ELECTRON DFS E#»
(14)/E'ASR/ £1999
An alternative to our AED(05) for Plus 3 and
ASR users This optional alternative DFS is
designed for use in Sideways RAM (ASR)and
allows the user to operate a disc filing system

&E00when using the Plus 3 (in ADFS page
would normally be &ID00) The DFS is simply
loaded using the software supplied with the
ASR from disc (optional upgrade for existing
AED users C9 50 on return of original
EPROM) (33" ADFSdisc + manual)

I • •

—Equipment codes /M/= Master

Please send order to -

Advanced Computer Products Ltd MAMF
6 Ava House H.ghStreet im^ivi ^
CHOBHAM. Surrey. England
GU24 8LZ Tel 0276 7654b
(mail order only)

All our prices include
UK delivery & VAT

(in event ot any query
please include your tel no.)

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

TEL.

ADVANCED CONTROL PANEL
(20)/M/B/E/C
ACPis a frontend control panel language provid
ing a sophisticated yetfriendly interface between
user and computer for access to Languages.
MOSfunctionsand the users own file utility etc.
Main features includepull downwindows, simple
tochangeMOS configure, floating point calcula
tor, file manager,
SW ROMs facilities.
(16K EPROM & FULL MANUAL)

£34.50

•ACP is much better than any of the other front
end systems I'veseen.'-Acorn User, August
1987.
"I can recommend it to anyone who wants easy
access to the Electron's functions."-£/eciron
User, August 1987.
ACPs main features ars:-
* Pull down windows operate throughout
* Users can create their own windows
*Simple to change MOS-s configure options
*Easyentry toother languages
* Floating point calculator
* File manager
* Sideways ROMs utilities

"|fs very easy to createan entire customised
front end for yourownuse.'-AcomUser,
August 1987.

L L L \... .1 V V
ADVANCED DISC INVESTIGATOR

(06) /M/B/E/C £28.75
A very powerful Disc utility for standard 8<
non-standard discs Backup most protected
discs, edit any type of non-standard disc,
check 8. repair faulty tracks, create new disc
formats, copy 40track discs to 80track discs,
verify two non-standard discs
I ADI features an extremely comprehensive
sector editor and one of the finest I've seen

Tubelin*on Presten

(supplied on 16K EPROM • manual)

*—\
ADVANCED PLUS 5
(09)/E-M/ E66.70
A triple interface cartridge providing
1) a TUBE i face allowing a second processor
to be connected, increasing BOTH speed &
memory (PAGE &8«> HIMEM 8.8000 in all
modes)
2) a 1 MHz BUS for control applications &
prommers
3) the USER PORT for mouse and graphic
devices
Also contains 2'3 ROM sockets and on board
operating sottwa;e for 2nd processor

T T T

ADVANCED QTR MEG RAM £79.95
(19) (M(ADM)/E+1(ADE)
New Hi-tech cartridge (normal size)containing,
an incredible 256k of S.ways RAM although it
could beused tostore many pages of s.ways
ROM images its primary and bestuse isas a
RAM Disc supported by our advanced
1770DFS (Master/ADM or Electron ADE are
now upgraded toaccess the256k inAQR. Now
databases (i.e. Viewstore) can perform at
breathtakingspeed (overtwiceas fast as some
other 1 Meg Silicon Discs) and animation with
upto25screensbecomes a reality. Price must
reflect real value formoney and package prices
for AQR and ADM/E are available at £99.95
(existing ROMS may be upgraded when pur
chasing AQR for £5

/B/ = BBC /E/=Electron /E+1/ =
PROD

NO

ADVANCED BATTERY BACKED RAM
(18) M/E/+1 £39.99
For Master and Electron users. A battery
backed 32k RAM cartridge A.B.R. is a self
containedcartridgecontaining two16k pages
ofsideways RAM with a rechargeable battery
backup.Each 16kpage can be individually
locked by software. Supplied with full
software support, to include loading software,
ROM save, advanced print bufferand a disc
utility MAKEROM.
"It's a superb Addon and a must forall
serious Electron Users".-EU June

ADVANCED 1770 DFS
3 versions ADM/CI11) - ADBI12)
ADE(13) £34.50
ACP have totally re-wntten the Acorn 1770
DFS. enhancing existing features & adding
new ones The result is probablythe fastest &
most powerful disc filing system your
computer could have With the ability to
operate in double density occupying both
sides of a disc (640K) Automatic file
relocation, improved file handling. 62 file
catalogue and Sways RAM can be used as a
fast RAM DISC.

(16K EPROM + comprehensive manual)

T

ADVANCED PLUS 1
E £49.95
The Plus 1 is the main expansion for the

'Electron. It provides the Centronics parallel
printer printer port, joystick interface and 2
cartridge slots intowhich go ROM cartridges
including View, Viewsheet, Pascal, logo and
our own popular AP4 disc upgrade.

OTHER PRODUCTS AND
SPECIAL OFFERS ARE NOW

AVAILABLE THROUGH

P.R.E.S.
- SEE OUR SEPARATE ADVERT

=Electron+Plus 1 /C/=Compact

PRODUCT QTY @ TOTAL

• I enclose payment for £.
CREDIT CARD No. •_ Exp date (A31)



The company responsible for marketing and distribution of Advanced Computer Products

VIEW CARTRIDGE ... the Acornsoft word processor for the
Electron and Plus 1. Inc. full documentation £14.95

VIEWSHEET CARTRIDGE ... the Acornsoft spreadsheet for
(the Electron and Plus 1. Inc. full documentation £14.95
VIEW & VIEWSHEET ... both products as above "special
price* £22.00
LISP CARTRIDGE ... the Acornsoft language cartridge for the
Electron and Plus 1 £9.99

LOGO CARTRIDGE ... Acornsoft Logoisafull implementation
of the Logo language which is widely used in schools. Package
includes three manuals and cassette of extensions (Electron &
Plus 1) £29.95
PASCAL CARTRIDGE . . . Acornsoft ISO Pascal is a full

implementation of the International Standard version of the Pascal
llanguage. Package includes two manuals, reference card and
Ifunction key card. (Electron &Plus 1) £29.95

ELECTRON ADVANCED USER GUIDE ... further reading
and information for the Electron user £3.95
ELECTRON ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE . . . book by Bruce
Smith containing many examples of how to program in
assembler £2.95
Software on disc for the above 3.5" ADFS £3.50 - 5.25" DFS £2.50

DISCS

3.5" 10 in plastic library box - ideal for Plus 3 users £24.00
5.25" 10 dble/sided dble/dens £12.99

15.25" 10 sing/sided sing/dens £8.99

DISC DRIVES

Cumana 5.25" dbl/sided 40/80 track, switchable, inc. psu. £149.001
Cumana 5.25" sing/sided 40 track, inc. psu £129.00
Cumana 3.5" dbl/sided 80 track, inc. psu .....£129.00|
PRES special 3.5" sing/sided 80 track, inc. psu. "ONLY*
£59+VAT (£67.85)1

ADVANCED PLUS 1 .. . The plus 1 is the main expansion fori
theElectron. It provides the Centronics parallel printer, printer port,!
joystick interface and 2 cartridge slots into which go ROM car-l
tridges including View, Viewsheet, Pascal, Logo and our ownl
popular AP4 disc upgrade £49.95 [

ACCESSORIES

Plus 3 2nd drive adaptor ....£7.951
Compact 2nd drive adaptor £14.95
3.5" Library box (holds 10 discs) .. ... £2.95

COMING SOON

ADVANCED PLUS 6 ... an internal ROM/RAM upgrade for the
Advanced Plus 1. Will allow 6 ROMs or 4 ROMs and 2RAMs to be

fitted. Battery backed RAM upgrade also planned.

HYBRID'S MUSIC 5000 ... as widely used on the BBC|
computers has been fully versioned for the Electron & Plus 5.

'

*PRICE BREAKTHROUGH*
THE ADVANCED PLUS 3

Now you can turn your Electron (& +1) into a full disc system - no more waiting for tape loading or "bad blockVdata ?' messages.
A.P.3. gives you . ..

1. A 1770 interface
' 2. 80 track 3.5" disc drive (320k capacity)

3. Separate PSU
4. Acorn ADFS
5. Welcome disc

6. Utilities
7. Full documentation

All the advantages of the original Plus 3 PLUS extra ROM socket and possible upgrade to A.P.4. from ACP.
All this without dramatically increasing the required desk space!

•EXTRA BONUS*
3 games on disc - SNAPPER - DRAUGHTS - REVERSI
COMPLETE PACKAGE ONLY E99+VAT (£113.85)

SPECIAL PACKAGE of Advanced Plus 1 & A.P.3. £149.95 Inc.

NEW PRODUCT

ADFS VERSION 1.1 FOR THE ELECTRON
Suitable for existing Plus 3 or A.P.4 users. This new version has the software fixes for Zysyshelp, write protect disable &compactioi
Also Winchester code has been replaced with 'patches' for future enhancements! 16k ROM &fulldocumentation. £19.95+VAT (£22.5J

Please send order lo:-
P.n.E.S. LTD..
6 Ava House, High Street,
CHOBHAM, Surrey, England.
GU24 8LZ. Tel: (fne, /2046
(Mail order only)
All our prices include
UK delivery & VAT

(in event of any query-
please include your tel. no.)

Name

Address

Postcode

Tel:

Credit Card No.

Product Qty @ Total

I enclose payment tor £

Exp date <AU31>



SUBSCRIPTIONS

Save £29 on
monthly discs

••/ irj !n~T±T~j.

Yes! A subscription to Acorn User's monthly discs for an
unbeatable £40. A subscription to the monthly listings discs
makes the perfect Christmas present for every BBC/Acorn
micro user.

Now you can guarantee delivery of 12 issues of the best
quality utilities, graphics and entertainment available for only
£40, a saving of £29 on the normal price.

Over the year your disc collection will grow into a useful
and comprehensive library of programs which you can refer
to again and again.

Post your order today as this fantastic offer closes on
January 31 1988. This offer is open to UK subscribers only.

Please start my subscription toAcorn User's monthly listings

discs with the issue.

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

• I enclose my cheque/postal order for £40 made payable to
Redwood Publishing Ltd
• Please charge my Access/Barclaycard

ACCOUNT NO EXPIRY DATE

SIGNED DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance to Gail Fairhall, Redwood Publishing Ltd,
Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury, Berkshire RG16 7TW.
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CENTRAL
LONDON COMPUTERS

SPECIAL OFFER

NASHUA
Diskettes
£7.65 Per
' Box 10

IWll'lfirWit^iuiJ
AMB15 Master

ADB12 Master ET

ADC06 MasterTurbo Upgrade
ADC08 512k Upgrade

UFD DISK DRIVES

£349.00

£312.00

£97.50

£189.00

with no power supply
MD400A 40/80 Track Switchable £112.50
MD802C Dual 40/80 Track Switchable £197.00

with integral power supply
MD400Bsingle 400k, 40/80 Track Switchable £127.00
MD802E dual 800k, 40/80 Track Switchable £227.00
MD802M dual 800k, horizontally mounM in
monitor stand, 40/80 Track switchable £247.00

3.5" DRIVES WITHOUT POWER SUPPLY
MD400F single 400k, in dual case with blanking
plate, to alloweasy upgrade £79.00
MD802F Dual 800k drive version of above £169.00

3.5" DRIVES WITH POWER SUPPLY
MD400GAsMD400Fbutwithpsu £113.00
MD802GAdMD802Fbutwithpsu £185.00

3.5" & 5.25" DRIVE COMBINATIONS
COMBO(E) 5.25" 40/80 Track 400k + 3.5"
400kwith psu £225.00
COMBO(C) As above but no psu £249.00

FD BOXED HARD DISKS FOR BBC AND MASTER SERIES
HD2000 20Mb hard disk in BM802E case
with psu, controlcards &BBC host adaptor £499.00
HD4000 As above but with 40Mb hard disk £799.00

BM7502 Philips High Res. Mon Screen
Philips 8833
1451 MS Microvitec Med. Res. colour

ARCHIMEDES

£69.00

£229.00

£225.00

CALL FOR PRICE

FULL RANGE OF MONITORS PLEASE PHONE

UiUMitt
Star NL-10 Parallel
Star.NX-15 Parallel

Star NR 15 9 pin 240 cps 132 col
Star NB 24-10 pin 216 cps 80 col
Star NB24-15 pin 216 cps 132 col

FULL RANGE OF PRINTERS PLEASE PHONE

£226.00

£295.00

£479.00

£486.00
£616.00

FULL RANGE OF BBC SOFTWARE AVAILABLE PLEASE PHONE

CENTRAL LONDON COMPUTERS
01-323 2840

37 Store Street, London WC1
All prices areexclusive of VA T. Visa andAccess

accepted. Prices exclusive ofpostage andpacking.
Prices subject tochange with out notice. Allgoods

subject toavailability.f"M"Jlft

VISA

We also supply afull range of IBM compatibles and Amstrad
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FORUM
This month readers have sent David Atherton advice on broken directories,

quality printing and slow motion, to name but a few

BROKEN DIRECTORY
CURE

Here's a life saver of a program from
Stephen Oxley of Benfleet, for when you
get the dreaded ADFS error 'Broken direc
tory'. The cycle number and identifier
string ('Hugo') are stored twice in a direc
tory, and it's usually these thatgo. As long
as the two cycle numbers are the same, and
the identifiers are there, the directory will
catalogue properly again, and most or all of
the files can be salvaged. If an individual
file reference is dodgy, then you may still
have problems, but this program can make
the difference between losing a couple of
files, and losing the whole disc.

Run listing 1 in the yellow pages, which
saves a machine code program called FIX.
Makes sure it puts FIX in the root direc
tory, or perhaps the library directory. The
machine code is assembled to run at &E00
for a Master 128, but can be assembled
elsewhere, for a model B or B+ or a
Master on which PAGE is not &E00, by
altering the variable 'start$\

If you lose a directory other than the
root or directory where FIX itself is, you
can run it by typing ::"FIX followed by the
full directory path excluding '$', ie, *FIX
LETTERS.NOV. If you've lost the root
directory, you should ::"LOAD the pro
gram into memory from another disc, then
::"MOUNT the disc with the broken direc
tory and call the address three bytes in
from the start, for example CALL &E03.
If you aren't in Basic then use *GO E03.

The program works by reading in sec
tors 2-6 (the root directory) from the disc
and using this to work down the path,
loading in further directories as it goes,
until it finds the required directory. When
that is loaded, it uses Osword &72 to read
sectors directly; the sequence numbers,
identifier string and directory title and
name are checked for consistency, altered if
necessary, and the sectors are then resaved
to the disc.

The program will only fix directories
broken by an inconsistency, and can't
handle a disc corrupted magnetically, so
the ADFS disc must still verify correctly
for the program to work.

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

NLQ AND ITALICS
INVIEW

Stuart has solved this by

writing his own View printer

driver which puts the LX&0

into NLQ mode before

beginning printing, and then

switches underlining on and

off with highlight 1, and
italics on and off with

highlight 2. The italics

are printed in non-NLQ mode.

This is an example of what

it can do. It works with

most other Epson compatible

printers too. The printer

must be set up with

automatic line feed; this is

normally done using an

internal DIP switch.

Text printed with Stuart's routine

In his Business column in Acorn User,
September 87, Graham Bell looked at the
problems of italicising text with View fami
ly printer drivers. Stuart Rogers of Preston
has an Epson LX80 and wanted to include
italics in his NLQ output from View. But
this printer, like many others, doesn't con
tain an italic version of the NLQ font, so
the printer must revert to normal type first.

Stuart has solved this by writing his own
View printer driver which puts the LX80
automatically into NLQ mode before
printing, and then switches underlining on
and off with highlight 1, and italics on and
off with hightlight 2. In fact, highlight 2
switches off NLQ, switches on normal
italics, and emphasised type. The next
highlight 2 switches off emphasised type
and italics and restores NLQ. The default
USA font is used so # gets printed as #.
The £ character is selected from the UK
font automatically; the tilde character (~)
is used as 'exact space'. In both cases, the
characters used may be altered before
assembly by substituting the correct codes
in the listing. The driver has been carefully
written to enable the user to easily edit
these features.

Run the assembler source listing (yellow
pages listing 2) and the file NLQ+IT will
be created. The driver is loaded by typing
PRINTER NLQ+IT from within View,
ViewSheet or ViewStore.

If necessary, alter the sequences which
began at 'setup' to contain the correct
codes for your printer. In particular, the
Kaga/Taxan. and Canon printers sekct
NLQ differently. Lables like 'uloq' and
'itaP make it obvious which codes are for
what effect. Your code sequence can be of
a different length, but must end with a -1,
which is used as a terminator, not a print
code. The listing is also a useful example of
how to write a printer driver.

PRESERVATION OF
VARIARLES

Regular contributor Jonathan Temple has
been writing large assembly language pro
grams, and like everyone in that position,
has found that the memory of his BBC
micro is not up to it. There are many ways,
some very technical, some rather obscure,
to do multi-file assembly, but I think one
of the neatest has got to be this one, which
preserves the values of the all the variables
to a file, which is then reloaded when the
second program is installed. To see the
effect in operation, run the first listing,
listing 3, which creates a file on disc called
VARS, and then run the second, listing 4,
which reloads it and recovers the variables.

There are two limitations to the program
- procedure names in one program must
not be duplicated in the other, and
LOMEM must be set to the same value at
the start of each program. An example
setting of LOMEM for Electron users is
given in the listing. BBC owners can use
mode 7 and set LOMEM to &7000. When
reading the variables back in, all old vari
ables are overwritten, so the recovery
method in the second listing should be at
the start of the main program, and not in a
separate procedure.

How do the routines work? Well, BBC
Basic stores variables and procedure names
from LOMEM, or just above TOP for the
current program. A two-byte 'free space'
pointer at &0002 contains the address of
the next free byte in memory, that is the
address after the end of the last variable
currently stored. The save routine uses
LOMEM and this pointer to save the
variables area.
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At the same time, the variable map is
saved. This extends from &482 to &4FF
and contains pointers to the position of
variables within the storage area. So that it
can be saved together with the area in just
one file, the map is copied to the memory
just above the variable area. Reloading the
variables consists of loading the file, then
copying the map back to page &04.

Martin Heskcth of Ryton, Tyne and Wear,
had submitted a neat program to slow
down the execution of virtually all prog
rams, including most commercial games on
the Master 128. Run the assembler source
listing, listing 5 in the yellow pages, and
then press CTRL-Break. To test that the
program is working, tap the '*' key on the
numeric keypad. If everything has worked
correctly, the cassette relay will click.

Once installed, the following numeric
keypad keys control the speed of the
computer: '*' and '#' switch the slow
motion on and off respectively, and '-'
and ' +' control the speed of execution. To
increase the speed of the program keep
tapping the + key. Continually pressing
the - key will slow the program more and
more. Switching the slow motion on and
off also clicks the cassette relay as an
indication that it is working.

The program will continue to work after
a soft reset, a hard reset, or a reset when
the memory has been cleared (using
::'FX200,2). However, after any type of
reset the slow motion will be switched off.

It works by using the Master ROM
polling feature, where the operating system
issues a service call to sideways ROMs
every 10 milliseconds. The code picks this
up, and pauses for a short time before
returning. This means that, unlike many
such programs, the interrupt vectors are
unaffected, which is good, because many
games where you would wish to use this
feature use the interrupt vectors.

The program as it stands works only on
a Master and Compact (except the cassette
relay feature, of course). Interestingly
though, the Electron also supports ROM
polling, and the program could be con
verted to runon an Electron with sideways
RAM quite easily. You would have to alter
the key numbers, and convert the 65C02
opcodes back to 6502 equivalents.
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ACORN FORUM

EXTENSIONS TO
ADFS FIND'

C P Armstong from Wolverhampton has
been using David Spencer's FIND utility
from September's Forum, but says that
when heforgets a file on his ADFS disc, he
often forgets the precise name. He has
therefore added a wildcard facility to the
program. With this you can use a '*' in the
name of the string to signify any number
of characters (just like DFS). A single star
will list every file on the disc, and so
provides a 'CATALL' facility, like the
program on the Master's Welcome disc. Mr
Armstrong has found a problem with the
variable 'fnd' being set to zero page loca
tion &AF, and has reassigned it to &90, in
the Econet work space.

The modifications to the program are
given as an additional listing. To use them,
you should load in your original copy of,
FIND, which must not have been renum
bered from the listing printed in Septem
ber. Type in these new lines, which will
overwrite some existing lines in the pro
gram. Even the lines containing just colons
must be typed, as these have the effect of
deleting the original lines. Then you can, if
you wish, renumber the program, and
re-run it. A new, slightly longer machine
code file will result, which will accept the
star as a wildcard.

Mr Armstrong also points out that it
would be a good idea to run the program
in sideways RAM or, for Master users, in
the 12k of work space at &C000. I'll leave
the organisation of that up to you!

That's all from Forum this month. See

you all in 1988 - we'll be featuring lots
more of your favourite material including
plenty for the Archimedes, but we won't
forget the trusty model B and Electron. A
quick tip for all you new Archimedes
owners from Chris Snee: if you decide to
reset the CMOS RAM by pressing R
during power-up, you will find that the
monitor goes blank, as the system is de
faulting to a multi-sync display. Don't
worry; simply repeat the procedure, and
the system will return itself to a standard
monitor output.
Send your ideas to Acorn User, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

100 fnd==&90

1690 LDA #13

1700 LDY #10

1710 STA (namptr),Y

1720 LDY #0

1730 LDX #0

1740 JSR test

1750 BNE find4

1760 s

1770 i

1780 :

1790 :

3820 EQUS " "

3821 EQUS "at &00000011

3822 EQUB 0

3823 .test

3824 LDA #13

3825 CMP (namptr),Y
3826 BNE ln20 •

3827 LDA lbuff,X
382B CMP #ASC "*"

3829 BNE In10c

3830 INX '

3831 JMP test

3832 .In 10c

3833 LDA #&D

3834 EOR lbuff,X
3835 RTS

3836 .In20

3837 CMP lbuff,X
3838 BNE ln30

3839 LDA #&FF

3840 RTS

3841 .ln30

3842 LDA (namptr>,Y
3843 EOR lbuff,X
3844 AND #&5F

3845 BNE ln40

3846 INX

3847 INY

3848 JMP test

3849 .ln40

3850 LDA lbuff,X
3851 CMP #ASC "*"

3852 BEQ ln50

3853 LDA #&FF

3854 RTS

3855 .1n50

3856 TXA

3857 PHA

3858 TYA

3859 PHA

3860 INX

3861 JSR test

3862 BEQ aqrts
3863 PLA

3864 TAY

3865 PLA

3866 TAX

3867 PHA

3868 PHA

3869 INY

3870 JSR test

3871 BEQ neqrts
3872 .eqrts
3873 PLA

3874 PLA

3875 LDA #0

3876 RT8

3877 .neqrts
3878 PLA

3879 PLA

3880 LDA #&FF

3881 RT8

3882 3 NEXT

3883 ENDPROC

C P Armstrong's ADFS FIND program
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ARCHIMEDES
300 SERIES

Archimedes 305 Basic

Archimedes 305 Mono

Archimedes 305 Colour

Archimedes 310 Basic

Archimedes 310 Mono

Archimedes 310 Colour
Add £6 to 310 range for inclusion of PC emulation software

400 SERIES

Archimedes 440 Basic £2299 (a)
Archimedes 440 Mono £2349 (2xa)
Archimedes 440 Colour £2499.

(2xa)
ADD-ONS

0.5Mb Ram upgrade kit for 305 £79 (c)
2nd Floppy Drive £125 (b)
Podule Backplane £39 (c)
20 Mb Hard Disc + Podule £499 (a)

(Please enquire about the availability ofsome

ofthe abovepackages)

£699 (a)
£749 (2xa)
£899 (2xa)

£775 (a)
£825 (xa)

£975 (2 x a)

BBC MASTER COMPACT

All Compact Systems include a FREE educationall
fun softwarebundle made upfrom BBC Publications
software range.
SYSTEM 1

128K. Single 640K Drive & bundled
sofiware.

SYSTEM 2
System 1 with a 12" Hi Res
Monochrome Monitor.

SYSTEM 3
System 1 with a 14" Med Res RGB
Monitor.

Second Drive Kit.

Serial Kit.

T.V. Modulator

Extension cable for external 5.25" SOT
Drive

Mertec Adaptor (Upgrades to
almost master level)

I ILK STORE

£319 (a)

£369 (a)

£499(a)

£95 (c)

£25 (c)
£26 (d)

£12.50 (d)

£35 (c)

Acorn's new file server system
Filestore E01

Filestore E20

Full details on request
Acorn 30Mb Winchester

(incl FS III Software)

£828 (a)

£710 (a)

£1530 (a)

ECONET ACCESSORIES

Econet Starter Kit £85 (b)
Econet Socket Set £29 (c)

File Server Level II £75 (b)
Master FS Utility Disc £17.25 (d)

Econet Bridge

PrinterServerRom

10StationLeadSet

UPGRADE KITS

1.2OS ROM

DNFSR0M

BASICII ROM

£15 (d) ADFS ROM
£19(d) 1770 DFS Kit

£22.50 (d) Econet Kit

£174 (b)

£41 (d)
£26 (d)

£26 (d)
£43.50 (d)

£55 (d)

SOFTWARE

ANSI C £99 (c)
ISO Pascal £99 (c)
Fortran 77 £99 (c)
Logistix £99 (c)
View

ProfessionaI £99 (c)

Archimedes Rcf

Manual

£19.95 (b)
ARM Ass Lang
Prog

£12.95 (d)

SECOND PROCESSORS

Universal 2nd Processor Adaptor £75 (b)
Acorn 65C02 Turbo £99 (b)
ACORN 512 PROCESSOR £189 (a)
MULTIFORM Z80
TECHNOMATICs multi format Z80

system includes a FREE Pocket p~At\ ,u\
Wordstar t MS/DOS Read/Wrilc Ulililv &249 (b)

ACW/CO-PROCESSOR

32016 Co-processor £949 (a)
Cambriduc Workstation £3450 (a)
X25 Gateway £2175 (b)
10 MHz upgrade for Co-Proc £255 (a)

ACORN IEEE INTERFACE

Allows BBC computer to control any
scientific and technical equipment that
conforms to the 1EEE488 standard.
The interface can link upto 14
compatible devices. Typical
applications are in experimental work
in academic and industrial labs.

EPROMS/RAMS

2764-25

27128-25

6264LP-15

27256

27512

£2.80 (d)
£3.60 (d)
£2.60 (d)
£5.00 (d)
£9.90 (d)

RAM/ROM EXPANSION

ATPL Board for Model B. Simple
to instal, no soldering. Allows
expansion to 15 Roms + 2*8K RAMS £37 (c)

£18 (d)ATPL Battery backup kit

ATPL Board for BBC + £31 (c)

BBC MASTER SERIES

AMBI5 MASTER £346 (a)
Master AMB15 includes a free ediicationallfun sofiware
bundle made up from BBC Publications sofiware range.

AMC06 Turbo 65C02 Module £99 (b)
ADC08 512 Processor £189 (b)
ADFI4 ROM Cartridge £13(d) ADJ22 Rcf Manual I £14(c)
ADF10 Econet Module £41(c) ADJ24Adv
ADJ23 Rcf Manual 11 £14(c). Ref Manual £19.50(c)
BBC Master View User Guide £8.50(d)

Dust Cover £4.75(d) Viewsheel User Guide £8.50(d)

MASTER ROM/RAM CARTRIDGES
TRCl Two rom cartridge £8.95 (d)
TRC4 Four rom cartridge £11.95 (d)
TRC32K Cartridge inc RAM £29.95 (d)

LEARN ARABIC WITH

YOUR COMPUTER

Convert your BBC or Master computer to bilingual
operation with the BABUL Arabic Package.
Beautiful Arabic text. Software developed and
tested in the classroom for2 years to help the young
read and understand Arabic.

The package comprises: an easy to install
EPROM. a set of keycap labels, an instruction
booklet and a disc with absorbing programs:
Mastering the Arabic alphabet, Arabic grammar
exercisess. English to Arabic and Arabic to English
translation exercises.

The BABFJL Arabic Package £70 (d)
Other Arabic educational software

for the converted micro; each disc £15 (d)
(Please specify 40 or 80 tracks). Send for more
details.

Master Operating System
(book b\ David Atherton)

i' 12.95 (el

PRINTER STAND

A new style printer stand with easy paper feed and
paper scperation, provides complete access to
paper. Can be used with both top and bottom
paper feed. Veryspaceefficient. £26 (b)
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EPSON LX800

EPSON FX800
An enhanced version of FX85.
Call for details.-

EPSON EX 1000
An enhanced version ol" IX105.
Call for details.

EPSON EX800

EPSON EX 1000

Colour option for EX800/EX1000.

EPSON EQ800

EPSON LQ1000
As 1.Q800 but wider carriage lor 136
columns.

TAXAN KP815

Enhanced KP8l0witli I60cpsand
full IBM compatibility.

TAXAN KP915
Enhanced KP9IOwith I80cpsand
full IBM compatibility.

National Panasonic KXP 1081

Now supplied with a BBC printer
lead and our WYSIWYG Rom. This

rom provides one of the most
powerful and versatile printer drivers
for WP and BASIC, (see description
elsewhere in the directory)

STAR NE 10 (Parallel Interface)

STAR NE 10 (Serial Interface)

INTEGREX Multicolour Inkjet
printer.
Ideally suited foi high res colour VDU
screen dumps. Quitcness & consistent
output are major characteristics.
BBC Screen dump for Infcgrcx.

BROTHER HR20
8K buffer standard expandable to
16K. Parallel &. Serial ports as
standard.

NAT PANASONIC KX P3131
Daisy wheel printer With 38K buffer,
17 cps. bi-directional, parallel
interface

JUKI 6100 Daisy wheel printer
15cps, 2K buffer, switchable 10/12/15
cpi proportional spacing, underlining.
Parallel interface.

Parallel Printer Lead (1.2m)

MODEMS

£180 (a)

£299 (a)

£405 (a)

£409 (a)

£549 (a)

£59 (b)

£399 (a)

£529 (a)

£269 (a)

£369 (a)

£149 (a)

£190 (a)

£219 (a)

£549 (a)
£15 (d)

£349 (a)

£249 (a)

£295 (a)

£5(d)

All modems listed below will be supplied with BBC
Publications ModemMaster comms package and a
BBC data lead.

MIRACLE WS4000 V21/23 £135 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V21/23 £244 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 £409 (b)
MIRACLE WS3000 V22 bis £537 (b)
(All modems arc BABT approved)

BBC DataCablefor WS300O/400O £7 (d)
MIRACLE WS2000V21/23 &
BELLstds. £92 (C)
WS2000 Auto DialCard £27 (d)
VVS2000 AutoAnswerGad £27 (d)
WS2000SK1KU £5 (d)

WS2000User Port Lead £5 (d)

Real Time Clock. Plugs into the user
port, battery back up as standard,
includes manual, demo software
including a diary/planner application
program

PLOTTERS

£29 (d)

Hitachi 672XD A3 4 Colour HPGL £465 (a)
(variety of pens available)
Plotmate A4S £282 (a)
Plotmate A3M £431 (a)
Larger Plotters available. Please enquire.

PRINTER SHARERS &
BUFFERS

TSB256 Printer Sharer Buffer

Provides a massive buffer size of

256K and connects three computers
to one printer. Autoswitching between
computers, facility to print copies. £189 (b)

BUFFALO PB Buffer

Parallel, buffer for internal fitting to
most Epson printers. Simple to instal.
PB128 028K) £89 (c)

PERIPHERAL & COMPUTER SHARERS
High quality switches to allow the user to switch
between computers, printers, modems etc. bully
shielded metal cases, all lines fully switched.

2Computers to I Printer 36v36-2

3Computers toI Printer 36v36-3

4Computers toI Printer 36v36-4

2Computers 2Printers X-over 36v36-x
BI!CCablesel3tol(lmea)

BBC Cable set 4toI(lmea)

BBC Computer Sharer: TCS20
1 computer to 2 printers fitted with
BBC cable-

Paper & Labels
Plain Ianfold paper with microperforaiion:
2000sheets91 x II" ^ £{2
2000 sheets 141x11" £18.50
1500 sheets A4 90gsm £18.00
Labels/1000
Single Row 31 x I 7/16"
Triple Row 2 7/16" x I 7/16"

Parallel
£25(c)
£39(c)
£45(c)
£49(c)
£24(c)
£30(c)

Serial

25v25-2 £25(c)
25v25-3 £39(c)
25v25-4 £45(c)
25v25-x £49(c)

£17 (c)

(£3.50)
(£4.50)
(£4.00)

£5(d)
£5(d)

PROGRAMMING

ACCESSORIES/SOFTWARE

Compatible with B, B+ and Master

EpromRyter(Epromer II)
Eprom Ryter is compatible with
BBC Master only. See page 7.

Upgrade of Epromcr 11to Eprom Ryter

(Please return your Epromer II)

EPROM ER II

MPROMER

META ASSEMBLER

PORTAL EPROM

EMULATOR 512K

TEAM Disassembler

EPROM ERASERS

UV1B 6 eproms, safety cutout

UVlT6eproms, timer, safety cutout

£119 (b)

£49 (b)

£89 (b)

£49 (c)

£145 (b)

£245(b)

£145 (b)

£47 (b)

£59 (b)

BBC lead incl with all monitors

MICROVITEC 14" RGB Monitors
Please specify plastic or metal case.

Mierovitee 1431
Standard Resolution 453 pixels £179 (a)

Mierovitee 1431AP
As 1431 + composite video and sound
input £199 (a)

Mierovitee 1451

MediumResolution653pixels £225 (a)

Mierovitee 1451AP

As 1451 + composite video and sound
input £255 (a)

Microvitec 1441
High Resolution 895 pixels £359 (a)

Philips 14" RGB
Med Res, high contrast screen, TTL/
Linear Input. Mono/Colour Switch
Sound Input. Seperate controls for
brillance and contrast. £195 (a)

Mierovitee 20" RGB/PAL/
Audio Monitors

Microvitee 2030CS

Standard Resolution RGB/Comp
video £380 (a)

Mierovitec 2040CS
High Resolution RGB/Comp Video £685 (a)

TOUCHTEC-501
Brings genuine touch screen operation
on metal cased Microvitec monitors,
incl utilities disc with starter and
development programs

TAXAN SUPER VISION 620
12" Hi Res/Hi Contrast
Option to switch to green/amber
BBC/IBM Compatible

TAXAN SUPER VISION 625
12" Super Hi Res and contrast RGB
Monitor with option to switch to mono
BBC/IBM compatible.

£239 (b)

£269(a)

£319(a)

12" MONOCHROME MONITORS

TAXAN KX 117

Hi Res green etched screen

TAXAN KX 118
Hi Res Long Persistence (P39)

TAXAN KX 119
Hi Res amber etched screen

PHILIPS BM 7502
Hi Res green screen.

PHILIPS BM7522

Hi Res amber screen.

PHILIPS BM 7542

Hi Res White screen.

MONITOR ACCESSORIES
Microvitec Swivel Base (14" plastic-
monitors) .
Philips Swivel Base
Monitor Stand Models B & B +
Monitor Stand Master

Double Tier stand Models B, B+ or
Master

Taxan RGB Lead
Microvitec Lead
Monochrome BNC/Phono Lead

£85 (a)

£90(a)

£90 (a)

£69 (a)

£75 (a)

£79 (a)

£17 (c)
£10 (c)
£10 (c)
£13 (c)

£24 (b)
£5 (d)

£3.50 (d)
£3.50 (d)
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TECHN0L1NE

(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel:01-450 9764

RETAIL SHOPS

15 Burnley Road,
Tel:() 1-208 1177

ondon NVV10 1ED

~elex:922800

(close to Dollis Hill O)
West End Branch DTI

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Access Card

All prices ex VAT.
Prices arc subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a)£8.00(Dataposi
(b) £2.50
(c)£1.50
(d) £1.00

-H
MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
London NW10 1

Telex :922800

305 Edgware Road, London W2
Tcl:01-723 0233 I I I I I

Orders welcome from

government dcpls &
educational establishments

ED

(near Edgwarc Road •€•)

CAD/DRAWING PACKAGES

NOVACAD
Cad Package for B. B & MASTER.
(See page 5 for specification)

Tracker Ball/Mouse Version (TM)

TM Version plus Tracker Ball

TM Version plus Mouse

Plotter Driver Generator

MOUSE

AMX MOUSE with SUPER ART

(pse specify B. B+ or Master)

STOP PRESS (Pagemaker)

EXTRA/EXTRA

(utility for the Pagemaker)

MAX

STAND ALONE MOUSE

(includes horizontal scroll lock)

RB2 TRACKER BALL
RB2 Tracker Ball with Icon Master

(for B, B+ & Master)

RB2 Tracker Ball with Cursor Control
Rom

(for Master only)

RB2 Tracker Ball 'Stand Alone"

for use with NOVACAD & other
software)

Cursor Control Rom for Master

MIRRORSOFT FLEET
STREET EDITOR

CP/M SOFTWARE

£49 (d)

£94 (d)

£79 (d)

£15 (d)

£59 (d)

£32 (d)

£19 (d)

£17 (d)

£34 (c)

£59 (c)

£59 (c)

£47 (c)

£12.50(d)

£35 (d)

Send for details on our full range of
CP/M & PC DOS packages for
Business, Communications & High

level Languages,
Please send for details on our range ofCP/M
softwarefor Acorn/Torch 7.80 2nd Processors

BBC SOFT/FIRMWARE

All software supplied by us is known to
operate with the appropriate Acorn Disc
filing systems. We cannot comment on
their use with other DFS systems.

J

DATABASE MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS

VIEWSTORE £37 (d)
STARdataBASE £39 (d)
MASTERFILE II £17 (d)
ACORN OVERVIEW PACKAGE
Special Offer £57 (b)
(RRP £86)

WORD PROCESSORS

ACORN VIEW PROFESSIONAL(BBC) £85 (c)

VIEW 2.1 £35 (d)
view3.0 £48 (c)
VIEW INDEX £12 (d)
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
GENERATOR £7 (d)
VIEWSPELL £29 (d)
DOT PRINT PLUS £28 (d)
WORDWISE £24 (d)
WORDWISE PLUS £38 (d)
WYSIWYG PLUS £21 (d)

SPELLMASTER £47 (d)

-U
1

INTERWORD

WORDEASE

SPELLCHECK HI

EDWORD II

SPREADSHEETS

VIEWSHEET

W1NDOWMATIC

VIEWPLOT

INTERSHEET

INTERCHART

ULTRACALC

MINI OFFICE II DISC Version

For B & B + 40T or 80T

For Master 80T

For Compact

MINI OFFICE II ROM Version

For Master, Compact, B + & B

LANGUAGES

META ASSEMBLER

TEAM DISASSEMBLER

MACROM

ACORN MICRO PROLOG

ISO-PASCAL

ISO-PASCAL STAND ALONE

GENERATOR

OXFORD PASCAL

(40 or 80T) Specify B or B +

OXFORD PASCAL
for Master

ACORN LOGO

LOGOTRON LOGO

BBC PUBLICATIONS OPEN LOGO

ACORN LISP ROM

ACORN FORTH ROM

ACORN COMAL ROM

MICROTEXT

MICROTEXT PLUS

COMMUNICATIONS

TERMULATOR

COMMSTAR II

COMMUNICATOR

MODEM MASTER

COMMAND

MASTER TERMULATOR

UTILITIES
ACCELERATOR

ACORN BASIC EDITOR

MONITOR (BBC Pub)

BROM PLUS

SLEUTH

TOOLKIT PLUS

TOOLBOX 2 (BBC Pub) Manual
Cassette

ACORN CXR GRAPHICS ROM
specify B or B +

PRINTMASTER

PRINTVVISE

DUMPMASTER

FONTWISf PLUS
HERSHEY FONT CHARACTER

GENERATOR

ICON MASTER
MOVIE MAKER

Two RomsH Cassette

ADV TELETEXT UTILITIES ROM

±t

£39 (d)

£24 (d)
£31 (d)
£43 (C)

£37 (d)
£15 (d)
£22 (d)
£37 (d)
£26 (d)
£26 (d)

£14.75 (d)
£17.30(d)

£19 (d)

£48 (c)

£145 (b)
£145 (b)

£33 (d)
£62(d)
£51 (c)

£30(d)

£36(d)

£52 (d)

£46 (c)
£55 (c)
£59 (c)
£39 (d)
£39 (d)
£39 (d)
£52 (c)

£229 (b)

£25 (d)
£28 (d)
£49 (d)
£11 (d)
£34 (d)

£34.75 (d)

£49 (d)
£24 (d)
£19 (d)

£26.50 (d)
£23 (d)
£31 (d)

£9.50 (d)
£9(d)

£24(d)

£24 (d)
£24 (d)
£26 (d)
£17 (d)

£18 (d)
£29 (d)

£26 (d)
£7.95 (d)

COMPACT (all on 31" disc)

ARTROOM

FONTWISE +

FONT EDITOR

RAMROD

BROM PLUS

MACROM

BETABASE

WHITE KNIGHT MKII

BBC PUBLICATIONS

BUNDLED SOFTWARE

£27 (d)

£22 (d)
£22 (d)

£37 (d)

£32 (d)

£37 (d)

£27 (d)

£16 (d)

£18.50 (d)

BBC PUBLICATIONS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE

A series of programs developed in many eases along
side Radio & TV programmes by BBC's Education
Department which supplement the classroom studies
by moving and colourful displays helping in clear
understanding of a variety of subjects. Some packages
also include audio cassettes.

PRIMARY EDUCATION

ASTRONOMY £11 (d)
COMPUTERS AT WORK Aud/EC/disc£16 (c)
PICTURE CRAFT Disc£17 (d)
INTRODUCING GEOGRAPHY Disc£16 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 1 Cass£8 (d)
MATHS WITH A STORY 2 Cass£8 (d)
NUMBER GAMES Cass/EC£7.50 (d)
USING YOUR COMPUTER Cass£24 (c)

SECONDARY LEARNING

TECHNOLOGY & DESIGN Ptl

ELECTRIC FIELDS

ADVANCED LEVEL

STUDIES: STATISITICS

ADVANCED STUDIES:

GEOGRAPHY

INSIDE INFORMATION

Book£8(d)
SCIENCE TOPICS (ST)

S.T. .WAVES

S.T.:RELATIONSHIPS

S.T.:BONDING

S.T.:ELECTROMAGNETIC

SPECTRUM

S.T.:ELECTRONICS IN ACTION Disc£14 (d)
S.T.:NEWTON &THE SHUTTLE Disc£19 (d)
S.T.:ECOLOGY

S.T.:POLYMERS

S.T.:CLASSIFICATION &

PERIODIC TABLE

S.T.:FOOD & POPULATION

SEC.SCIENCE

MICROTECHNOLOGY

SEC.SCIENCE:THE

MOLE CONCEPT Disc/Aud/EC£16 (c)
GENERAL

VU-TYPE PROFESSIONAL Disc£19 (d)
WHITE KNIGHT MKII

(for compact)
BATTLEFIELDS

A VOUS LA FRANCE

£21.50 (c)
£10.50 (d)

Disc£23 (d)

Cass£10 (d)
Prog Cass£10 (d)
Audio Cass£5 (d)

Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)
Disc£14 (d)

Disc£14 (d)

Disc/EC£19 (d)
Disc/EC£19 (d)

Disc£20 (d)
Disc£20 (d)

Cass£7 (d)

Disc£16 (d)
Cass£8.50 (d)

Cass/EC£17 (d)
Book£5.25 (d)

Audio Cassettes

(2) £7.50 (a)
Additionalchargesfor discs £9.00 (d)
DEUTSCH DIREKT Disc/aud/EC£16 (c)

Book£5.95 (d)
MODEM MASTER £11 (d)
Cassette based programs listed above can be supplied
on disc at an extra charge of £1.50 per disc and please
specify the format required 40 or 801'.

I



HOOKS

No VAT Carriage Code (c)
LANGUAGES
6502 Assy Lang Pron £19.95
6502 Programming..". £13.95
8086 Book £23.95
Acorn BCPI User Guide £15.00
Acorn FORTH £7.50
Acorn LISP £7.50
Acorn ISO Pascal Ref Manual £10.00
Intro to COMAL £10.00
Intro to LOGO £7.50
Micro Prolog Ref Manual £10.00
Introduction to Turbo Pascal £14.95
Prog the Micro with Pascal £8.50
The Supervisor's BBC Micro £10.95

BBC MICRO GUIDE BOOKS
Inside Information £8.95
Maths Prog in BBC Basic £7.95
The Friendly Computer Book £4.50
Toolbox 2 £10.95

PROGRAMMING/UTILITY
Advanced Sideways Ram User Guide £9.95
Advanced User Guide (BBC) £15.95
Applied Assembly Language on the BBC ...£9.95
BBC Micro Advance Prourammitm £9.95
BBC Micro RefGuide (B Smith).' £10.95
BBC Micro Sideways ROM's RAM's £9.95
Guide to the BBC Rom £9.95
Beginners Guide to W.P £7.95
Mastering Assembly Code €8.95
Mastering Interpreters & Compilers £14.95
Mastering View,.Viewsheet & Vicwstore....£12.95
View by B. Smith £12.95
View 3.0 User Guide £9.00
Viewstore User Guide £9.00
Viewshcet User Guide £9.00
Wordwise Plus €9.95

SOUND & GRAPHICS

Computer Graphics & CAD Fundemcntals .£9.95
Mastering Music £6.95

DISC DRIVE SYSTEMS
Advanced Disc User Guide £16.95
Disc Book £3.50
Disc Programming Techniques £7.95
Disc Systems £6.95
File Handling on the BBC £6.95
Discovering Disc Drives £POA
Practical Disc File Techniques £5.95
Mastering the Disc Drive £12.95
Mastering DOS plus £12.95

APPLICATIONS
Interfacing Proj for BBC £6.95
BBC and Small Business £5.75
The Software Business £5.50

Mastering Operating System

(David Atherton) £12.95

WYSIWYG PLUS
WYSIWYG PLUS is a printer and screen
utility for Wordwise Plus, View, Interword,
and Basic users, supplied on a 16K Eprom. To
obtain a particular printer effect, such as
enlarged text, it used to be necessary to discover
the appropriate 'printer control code' from
your manual and incorporate it into your text.
Secondly, you had to print several trial copies
in order to position the effect correctly in
relation to the rest of your text.
WYSIWYG PLUS simplifies this trial and
error approach using easily remembered
*commands. For example, *ENLARGED not
only selects enlarged text on your printer, but

WYSIWYG PLUS is designed to work with the

uniquely shows you double width characters on
your screen, even from within Wordwise
Plus!

WYSIWYG PLUS incorporates a logo editor.
Just draw your design on screen using the
arrow keys, and save the results. Use the
*GRAPHICS command to incorporate your
design anywhere in your text; position and see
your design in your text before faithfully
reproducing a hard copy.
There is also special help for daisy wheel users.
The *WHEEL command will prompt you to
change daisy wheels whenever a change in type
style is about to occur.

following systems: '

BBC Model B

BBC Model B +

BBC Master 128

BBC Compact

6502 Second processor, WYSIWYG PLUS workspace is relocatable.
Turbo coprocessor
All printers (Except lasers)

WINDOWMATIC
All users of Acorn's VIEWSHEET speadsheet
program will be aware of its powerful
windowing facility which allows the screen
and/or printer to be configured in up to 10
seperate windows taken from anywhere in the
sheet. They will also be painfully aware of how
difficult and time consuming it is to set up a
required display. Although VIEWSHEET
allows configurations to be saved to the media,
it does not have provision for deciphering
them.

WINDOWMATIC has been produced with the
intention of rectifying these shortcomings and
to bring out the very best from
VIEWSHEET.

WINDOWMATIC provides a quick and easy

VU-TYPE
Do you have finger trouble when typing'.'
Do your letters look like this?

Dear Sor,
I wuold like to

then you need:
VU-type, a complete touch typing program produced by
BBC/Pitman.
It allows you to learn at your own pace and has a wide
range of exercises. Screen displays show the keys you
have pressed and it will report on your speed and
accuracy.

Supplied on a 40T Disc with a manual.

Available at a special price of £7.50(d)
instead of the usual £15. Offer valid while stocks last

way to configure screen and printer allowing
complicated documents and reports to be set up
much more easily. It displays complete text
information on all 20 windows and accurate

graphic representation of the screen and printer
output.

The package includes a screen dump routine
for Epson printers and allows use of other
printer dump packages.
WINDOWMATIC is compatible with BBC
Master and BBC B +. A 6502 2nd processor
must be fitted to a model B to run

Windowmatic. Windowmatic is fully
compatible with Turbo and 6502 2nd
processor.

The program is supplied on disc with a
comprehensive manual.

EDUCATIONAL/FUN
SOFTWARE BUNDLE

Wordmover

Wordplay
Pantry Antics

Drawstick

Locomotion

These programs arc supplied from the BBC Publications
Educational Software range and will be supplied on a
5.25" disc for BBC Master, B + and B and on a 3.5" disc
for the Compact.

5.25" Disc £17.50(d)

3.5" Disc £18.50(d)
(Normal RRP over £40)

PRINTER ACCESSORIES
EPSON ACCESSORIES:

Interfaces

8143 RS232 £30 (d)
8148 + RS232 + 8k £65 (d)

8177P NLO for FX80 +/FX1O0 + ..£99

(d)
Parallel & Serial Buffers of various

size also available.

LQ800 Tractor Feed £47 (b)
LQ10O0 Tractor Feed £52 (b)
SHEET FEEDERS:

LQ800 £135 (b)
LQ1000 £179 (b)
EX800 £135 (b)
EX1000 £309 (b)

FX800 £135 (b)

FX1000 £179 (b)

Ribbons:

RX/FX100/100 +. FX105 £7 (d)

RX/FX80/80 +, FX85 £4 (d)
LX80/LX800 £4.50 (d)
LO800 £8.50 (d)
LO1000 £10 (d)
EX800/1000 £7.50 (d)
H180 Pen Set (Aqueous/Ball point)

£8.25 (d)
HITACHI 672 Plotter

Aqueous Pen Set six pens ....£18.50 (d)
Oil Based Pen Set six pens ...£25.00 (d)
TAXAN CANON Accessories:

Ribbon, KP810/815/910/915 £6 (d)
Star Printer

NLK) Sheet Feeder £52 (b)
NL10 Ribbon £4.50 (d)
National Panasonic KX P1080/81
Spare Ribbon £4.50 (d)
KXP3131 Tractor £90 (a)
KXP3131 Sheet Feeder £189 (a)

JUKI 6100

Tractor Feed £149 (a)
Ribbon (Carbon) £2.00 (d)
Sheet Feeder ...'. £219 (a)
BROTHER HR20

Tractor Feed £116 (a)
Spare Ribbon Nylon £3.00 (d)
Spare Ribbon Carbon £4.50(d)
INTEGREX INK JET COLOUR
PRINTER

Spare Ink Cartridge Black £9 (d)
Spare Ink Cartridge Colour £15 (d)
Paper Roll £7 (d)
Printer Leads:

BBC Parallel Lead (1.2m) £6 (d)
PAPER & LABELS

Plain Fanfold paper with micro
perforations:
2000 sheets 9J" x 11"60 gsm/sq m ..£12
(£3.50)
2000 sheets 144" x 11" 60 gsm/sq m

£18.50 (£4.50)
1500 sheets A4 90 gsm £18 (£3.50)
Labels/1000:

Single Row 3J x IrV' £5.25 (d)
Triple Row2,V x 1& £5 (d)



TECHN0L1NE

(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel :01-450 9764

MAILORDER

17 Burnley Road
London NW10 1

Telex:922800

ED

RETAIL SHOPS-

15 Burnley Road, London NW10 1ED
Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

(close to Dollis Hill -Q)
West End Branch Mil
305 Edgware Road, London W2
Tel:01-723 0233 i-rttt
(near Edgware Road •©-)

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Access Card

Orders welcome from

government depts &
educational establishments

All prices ex VAT.
Prices are subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a)£8.00(Dataposi
(b) £2.50
(c)£1.50
(d) £1.00

NOVACAD
Computer Aided Draughting for the BBC Micro

11 Novacad can drive a plotter lo pro vide drawings ofa high quality...
Novucad is excellent. Il is flexible, genuinely easy lo operate
without much practice, and a pleasure to use. 55 Beebug December 1986

A sophisticated CAD package with unique facilities which are
generally confined to the professional CAD packages costing
thousands of pounds.

NOVACAD is being used in widely differing fields ranging from
leading British industries for producing engineering drawings to
Accountants' offices for producing flow charts. Architects,

ii Novacad is a professional package, well worth the £90 for the
ROM and disc and is expandable to suit your own particular
requirements. I would have no reservations if I heard Novacad
called, "the best on the market". " a&B Computing August 1986

engineers, plumbers, kitchen planners and many other
professions requiring easy to use facilities for producing
professional quality output are making extensive use of
NOVACAD's unique features. NOVACAD is proving to be a
invaluable teaching aid in technical schools and colleges simply
because of the ease with which it can be used.

NOVACAD'S MAJOR FEATURES

Simple and easy to use with logical command
sequence.

A large drawing area (approx 15 screens).

The ability to create complex icons (upto 500
lines instead of the usual 15 to 20 pixels),
store them in a library and recall them at
different scales and orientations.

A zoom facility allowing magnification of up
to 20 times to insert finer details.

Block copy of shapes on the screen for
repetitive use.

Text entry at any 90° orientation at any
position on the screen.

Create multi layer drawing with 8 levels
available.

Full compatibility with the BBC range with
minimal hardware requirements yet having
the capability of exploiting the potential of
the extra shadow memory or the second pro
cessor's memory and speed.

Printer routine for Epson 80 and 136 column
printers.

A unique optional facility to output to any
BBC compatible plotter.

Cursor control from keyboard, tracker ball or
mouse.

J

P?

£49(d)
Plotter Driver

Generator £15(d)

NOVACAD is compatible with all BBC
models fitted with Acorn DFS. It has
minimum hardware requirements of a
single drive and a Epson compatible printer
to get started though NOVACAD will
utilise fully a dual drive system and 6502 2nd
processor or the shadow ram on the B+
series. To obtain high quality drawings we
recommend a BBC compatible plotter and
our plotter driver generator.

With basic BBC B, NOVACAD operates in
mode 4 allowing use of any 2 colours. With
shadow memory of the BBC+ or the Master, it
can also operate in mode 0 for higher resolution
or mode I for allowing use of any 4 colours, and
it will provide additional user memory for more
complex drawings.

6502 second processor or the Turbo on the
Master will also increase the drawing speed con
siderably.

OPTIONAL EXTRAS

Plotter driver generator is available as an
optional extra to configure a plotter routine for
any BBC compatible plotter. Pre-configured
programs for the popular plotters like Epson III
80, Hitachi 672, Plotmate, Penman and HP GL.
This program allows die drawing to be scaled to
the maximum plotter size thus enabling drawing
of A2 and A3 sizes to be produced with equal
ease. The zoom facility will enable inaccuracies of
drawing on the screen to be eliminated.

BBC SPARE PARTS

BBC B & General

Power Supply £52.00 (b)
Keyboard Connector ..£5.00 (d)

CompleteKeyboard..£52.00 (b)
Keyswitch (state type).£1.75 (d)

Modulator UM1233....£4.80 (d)
Video ULA £18.00 (d)

Serial ULA £14.00 (d)
1.2 OS £15.00 (d)

BASIC II ROM £22.00 (d)
DNFS ROM £17.50 (d)
ADFS ROM £26.00 (d)
6502A £5.50 (d)

4816RAM £2.50 (d)
17.734 MHz Xtal £2.50 (d)

rTTTTT """

16MHz Xtal £12.50 (d)
8271 £40.00 (d)
6522A £5.50(d)

6845SP £6.50 (d)

DS3691 £4.50 (d)

88LS120 £6.50 (d)

LM324 £0.45 (d)

SAA5050 £9.00 (d)

UPD7002 £7.00 (d)

NE555 £0.50 (d)

68B50 £2.50 (d)
74ALS245 £5.00 (d)

WDI770 £24.00(d)

68B54 £8.00 (d)

75159 £2.20(d)

76489 £4.00(d)

BBC B +

Keyswitch (state type).£1.75 (d)
Modulator UM 1233....£4.80 (d)

B+OS £18.00 (d)
4864-12 £3.00(d)

PAL16RH £18.00 (d)

1770DFS ROM £17.50 (d)
BBC MASTER

PowerSupply £65.00 (b)
Keyboard Connection .£3.75 (d)
Keyboard £65.00 (b)
Keyswitch (state type).£1.75 (d)
1Mb OS ROM £39.00 (d)

CF30060ULA £10.00 (d)

CF30047 ULA £15.25 (d)
CF30048ULA £15.25 (d)

TTTTTTTT-I-H-

CF30049 ULA £15.25 (d)
CF30050ULA £19.75 (d)

CF30058 ULA £15.00 (d)

6818 £4.00(d)

65SC12 £15.66 (d)

50464 £3.50 (d)

74F00 £1.00 (d)
74F74 £1.40 (d)

74HCT253 £3.50 ((1)

9637 £2.00 (d)

32.768 MHz Xtal £2.00 (d)

2nd PROCESSORS

ULA (512) £34.00 (d)
ULA (6502& Z80)...£28.00 (d)
PowerSupply £42.00 (b)

hH-H-l-H-rT-H-M-l-r-rf- • \



•PTechnomatic^H
BBC COMPUTERS & ECONET CENTRE

17 Burnley Road, London NWIO 1ED Tel: 01-208 1177
305 Edgware Road, London W2 Tel: 01-723 0233a

EpromRyter
*Highly sophisticated & Advanced Programmer

^Handles all current 1 rail Eproms

*State of the Art Programming Algorithms

EpromRyter is a powerful eprom programmer designed for use with the
BBC Master Computer. It takes full advantage of the latest
developments in the eprom technology and the extra facilities on the
Master to provide fast, simple and efficient programming and editing
facilities.

The software is totally menu driven and on screen help messages make the
programming simple for both specialists and novices alike.

The EPROMRYTER interfaces with the Master through 1 MHz bus. It is
mains powered with its own psu. 3M Textool zif socket has been fitted to
ensure consistent and reliable service over long periods.

: The single rail cproms handled b} the KpromRyterarc: j
j #2716 2732 2764 27128 27256 27512 27513 27011 i

2516 2532 2564 (NMOS &CMOS) j
: •One time eproms P27XXX, 87CXXX etc. j

• Also A suffix eproms such as 27XXXA

EPKOMER II

A proven Eprom programmer for BBC Model B and B + with thousands in use in
industry, educational and R&D establishments. It offers many of the powerful
features of the EpromRytcr and can program all single rail eproms upto 27256.
Full details on request.

META Version III
"All the good features you would expect to find in :igood source code editor are
present . . . Mela assembler lives in a different world. It is structured to work
with any new processor. . . us new instruction sets can be added... as needed
. . . has a well featured editor with colour highlighting, a sound modular
approach." Acorn User October 1086
• Assembles for over 30 popular processors, including Z80,

6800/01/02/04/05/09/11 etc — and 68000 — using native
mnemonics for each processor, eg. LD A, (HL) for Z80 and MOV
AO.SI000 for 68000 etc.

• Fully integrated Editor: four field, all search, search/replace,
block copy, delete, move, marked save, load etc.

• Compatible with Portal Eprom Emulators and Team
Disassemblers.

• Send object code in Intel Hex, S-Record, straight binary etc. down
to discs, RS232, parallel port, Eprom Emulators etc — all during
Assembly.

• Over 50 directives included as standard: handling nestable macros,
conditional assembly and twenty types of table definition
directives.

• 32 bit labels; 31 character names. Arithmetic and Boolean
arithmetic to 32 bits.

• Modular source code with numeric and string parameter passing.
• Serial communicator area with eight options lines: echo, control

code trap, I.F suprcssion/addition etc.
• Over 500 in use throughout the world in universities and many

different industries..
• Two I6K Roms, two 80 track discs, A4 ring-band manual,

function-key strip.

PORTAL EPROM EMULATORS
• Emulates 2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512 eproms at 150ns

Access time.
• Load at 4Kbytes/second — No "erase" time.
• 28 pin header plugs into Eprom socket on target system — status

monitored on 13 Leds.
• Fully sofiware controlled from Meta Assembler.
• 100 times faster than standard EPROM program/erase cycle.
• Fully CMOS compatible; draws no power from target system.
• Four portals may be independently programmed off same user-

post cable.
• Complete with all cables, manual and disc.
PORTAL512 (2716, 2732, 2764, 27128, 27256, 27512).

-rfrffr

The main features of the programming software are:
* Device, function and voltage selection from the computer keyboard.

* Continuous display of the options selected.

* All cproms upto 27512 (64K) programmed in single pass.

* Automatic Intelligent identifier support for cproms able to respond.

* Selectable programming voltage 25/21 12.SV

* 3 programming methods: Normal, Intelligent & Pulse (30 sec lor a 27128),

* Serial porl protocols supported incl Intel Hex & Motorola S.

* DFS, NFS, ADES and Rom Tiling System Supported.

* BASIC'Machine Code programming using RFS.

* Powerful editor with.input in HEX or ASCII. * Full editable 64K file.
* Block move of data within the address range.

* User can select any section of the eprom from single byte to ihe full address

range to blank chcck/burn/vcrily. Facility to program single bytes makes

program development''amendment simpler.

* Multiple loading for ROM Filing System

Someof the abovefeatures apply/» MasterC'oinputer\ only

TEAM DISSASSEMBLER

The third part of the Universal Development System: a Meta
labelling disassembler.

Supports 1802, 8080, 8085, HD64180, Z80, 65XX (includes
65 col, 6511 etc), 68XX (includes 00, 01, 02, 03, 08 etc):
• Up to 64K of object code translated back into META

compatible source code modules: labels automatically
inserted on all jump targets, memory references etc.

• Pre-editing stage allows marking of object code areas as
byte, string, word, long word etc, tables. These areas dis
assembled into appropriate directives instead of garbage
mnemonics.

• Reconstituted source code ready for immediate re-assembly
by META.

• Omniversal search/replace for re-naming arbitary label
names with meaningful ones.

THE TECHNOMATIC BBC CATALOGUE
REVISED AUTUMN CATALOGUE

This advertisement can only shown an example of the range of
products stocked by Technomatic. So send lor our latest Autumn
BBC catalogue providing detailed information and prices on BBC
Computer Systems. Peripherals. Software and Books. Inside you'll
find a £10 voucher discount offer on orders worth over £200.
Technomatic is a BBC Computer and Econet Referral Centre
providing a professional and reliable service to the BBCuser. To
obtain your free copy please complete and return the coupon below

NAME

ADDRESS.

.Post Code.

Return to Technomatic Ltd, 17 Burnley Road, London NW10 1ED

-H-



TECHN0L1NE

(24 hr viewdata system)
Tel:01-450 9764

RETAIL SHOPS

15 Burnley Road, London NWIO 1ED
Tel:01-208 1177 Telex:922800

(close to Dollis Hill O)
West End Branch \TT\

For fast delivery telephone
your order on 01-208 1177
using VISA/Access Card

All prices ex VAT.
Prices arc subject to
change without notice
Please add carriage
(a)£8.00(Datapost)
(b) £2.50
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MAILORDER
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educational establishments- (near Edgware Road •©•)
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TECHNOMATIC DISC DRIVES
A range of high quality high performance drives to meet the needs of all BBC Micro Users.

All drives fitted with high quality, slim line Japanese drive mechanism and necessary cables.
*All drives are fitted with high quality slim line ultra low power mechanisms capable of single and double
density operation and offering fast track access and head setting times. Our confidence in their quality enables
us to offer a two year warranty on these mechanisms without any extra charge.
*5.25"floppy drives are fitted with 40/80 track switches as standard at no extra cost. The switches are located
in the front and clearly marked to indicate the status at a glance.
The mechanisms are set inside attractively styled, sturdy metal casings painted in BBC beige colour.
*A11 drives fitted with all necessary leads and are ready for operation on unpacking. The drives with the mains
power supply are supplied with a mains lead fitted with suitably fused 13A moulded plug.

TS 400

PD 800P

5.25" Single Drives 40/80 switchable:
TS400 400K/640K £99 (b)

PS400 400K7640K with integral
mains power supply £109 (b)

5.25" Dual Drives 40/80 switchable:

TD800 800K/128OK £179 (a)

PD800 800K/1280K with

integral mains power supply £199 (a)

PD800P 800K/1280K with
integral mainspower supply and
monitor stand £209 (a)

3.5" 80T DS Drives:
TS351 single 400K/640K £75 (b)

PS351 single 400K/640K with
integral mains power supply £99 (b)

TD352 Dual 800K/1280K £129 (b)

PD352 Dual 800K/1280K with

integral mains power supply £169 (b)

PD853 Combo Dual 5.25V3.5"
drive with psu. £209 (a)
DISC DRIVE MULTIPLEXER
(Suitablefor DFS & ADFS)
TDM2

DualUnit:2computers/onedriveunit £69 (b)
TDM4

Quad Unit:4computers/onedriveunit £119 (b)

TECHNOMATIC WINCHESTERS
Technomatic offer the most popular
range of Winchester Drives for BBC
Micro Systems at competitive prices.

All Winchesters are supplied with:

1. ADFSRoms

2. Front End Utility for the Master.
This utility enables the total con
tents of the drive displayed in icon
format indicating the type of data in
each file. Any file can be loaded by
pointing the cursor at it.

Enquire for larger capacity Winchesters.

P20HD TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester Drive £499 (a)

P40HD TECHNOMATIC 40 Mbyte
Winchester Drive with Acorn ADFS
ROM £749 (a)
P204HP TECHNOMATIC 20 Mbyte
Winchester and a 80T DS floppy Drive
built in a monitor stand. Includes
ADFS Rom. £769 (a)

P2041HT As P204HP but also with a
10 Mbyte tape streamer backup unit
and backup utilities. Includes ADFS
Rom. £1295 (a)

TS10 10 Mbyte Tape Streamer Backup
unit with utilities. £599 (a)

3M FLOPPY DISCS

New low prices plus Winter Olympic Competition
Thousands of instant prizes to be won with 3M
Discs. A draw for a trip to the Winter
Olympics. Five 2nd prizes of £1,000 of
recording equipment.

5.25" Discs in packs of 10
744 40T SSdd £8.50 (d)
745 40TDSDD £10.50 (d)
746 80TSSDD £11.50 (d)
747 SOT DS DD £13.25 (d)
(Add £1 for library case packing)

3.5" Discs in packs of 10

80T SS DD

80T DS DD

£15 (d)
£19.50 (d)

TFC10 10 Mbyte Prc-formatted
Cartridge for use with P2041HT and
TS10. £19 (d)

Technomatic Winchesters can be adapted
to operate with the SJ Research FileServer
by internal modification. However this
must be specified at the time of ordering,
otherwise the drive has to be returned to us
for modification.
Adaptor for SJ FileServer £28

WINCHESTER Drive Multiplexer
These units let you share aWinches-
tcr drive between a number of com
puters. Full details on request.
TWM2 for two computers.
TVVM4for four Computers.

BULK DISCS

£99 (b)
£149(b)

50 5.25" 40 T singlesided discswith sleeves
in lockablc box. £25 (b)
50 5.25" 80 T double sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box. £36 (b)

50 3.5" 80 T double sided discs with sleeves
in lockable box. £60 (b)
FLOPPICLENE DRIVE HEAD

CLEANING KIT

5.25" Kit with 20disposable discs £12.50 (d)
3.5" Kit with 20disposable discs £14.00 (d)

DISC STORAGE BOXES

DB340 Lockable 40x3.5" £8.50 (c)
DB550 Lockable 50x 5.25" £6.50 (c)
DB570 Lockable 70x5.25" £8.50 (c)
DB5100 Lockablc 10()x 5.25" £10.50 (c)
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Direct Disk Supplies
from only £10.99 for 20 disks delivered to your door.

OFFER 1 Premium Universals Onediskforallreasons!
The Premium Universal disk tested to DSDD 96tpi - suitable lot all drives needing high quality
media. (SSDD. DSDD 40/80 track)
25 disks

50 disks

100 disks

200 disks

250 disks

500 disks

1000 disks

14.99

27.99

49.99

96.99

Packed in 25's, complete with envelopes, labels, WP tabs and
hub-rings. Disks individually certified and tested (on both
sides) to 96tpi means no problems and higher reliability.
Lifetime Warranty. Cash 'n Carry prices

on disks from
lirect Disk Supplies

^Ppies

£119.99

£229.99

£399.99

Painb°WS . ,.ks to code you

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

& DELIVERYTO YOUR DOOR!
NO HIDDEN EXTRAS OFFER 3

Thhto the disk forOFFEK2

markeUSSDD
25 disks
50 disks
-, 00 disks
200 disks
250 disks
500 disks
1000 disks

£ 18.99
£ 35.99
£ 69.99
£129.99
£149.99
£279.99
£499.99

HherreBaWWy.

25 disks

50 disks
100 disks
200 disks

250 disks
500 disks

1000 disks

OFFER 4 HIgrade Doubles &
PC Preformatted

Premium quality, individually
certified to DS 48tpi. Made
for the PC, giving premium
quality at budget prices

HIgrade
Doubles

£ 12.99

£ 23.99
£ 45.99

£ 89.99

£105.99

£199.99

£359.99

PC

Formatted

£ 18.99
£ 35.99

£ 69.99
£129.99

£149.99
£279.99

£499.99

Why not spoil yourself, and
buy them formatted-a little
extra saves a lot! There's
never a disk formatted
when you need it.

Disfcs
PRICES

orfE*
fl3.99
£ 26.99
\ 64-99
£119.99
£229-99

£429.99
£499.99
£949.99

_35
„Media *J*e

LOWER
00
£

£

£

£

£

£

15-99
29-99
73-99

139.99
269-99
329.99

£ 519-99
£ 599-99
£1099-99

HEW
35" disks
boxes-

plastic library

QW
10
20
50
100
200
250
400
500
1000

OFFER 8
Hi-flyers
PC-AT High Density Disks
made by one of our major
manufacturers. Suitable for
PC-AT and other High Density
drives. Lifetime warranty.

Total price (no extras)

20 disks £ 32.99
40 disks £ 62.99
60 disks £ 89.99
80 disks £119.99
100 disks £139.99
200 disks £259.99
500 disks £599.99

d'wi'

Same day despatch
-atno extra cost

OFFER 9

3" CF2 disks I
I Maxellor Panasonic 3"
I CF2 disks
1 10 disks
1 20 disks
1 50 disks
1 100 disks

£ 25.99

£ 49.99

£109.99

£209.00

1 VAT &carriage included.

visa

Reversible disk tec,JT9!
* B«X AP%SE5£«* botches
25 disks
50 disks
100 disks
200 disks
250 disks
500 disks
1000 disks

£

£ 35.99
£ 69.99
£129.99
£149.99
£279.99
£499.99

mmodore etc
18.99

OFFER 5 Bargain Box

and2 index holes. Ideal
Packed ,n 25\ ™ ,

nub-nngs. Disks n* J bs and

Price per order qty.Approx price per
disk ex-VAT
(infor only)

48
44

42
40
38
36
35
34

Branded SCOTCH
(made by 3M) SSDD
48tpi at prices below
other people's plain
label. Certified error
free and tested by 3M;
disks have hub-rings,
tyvek envelopes and
labels. •

Stocks are decreasing
rapidly, these have
been extremely pop
ular.

20 disks
40 disks
60 disks
.80 disks

100 disks
200 disks
500 disks
1000 disks

10.99
19.99
28.99
36.99
42.99

82.99
£199.99
£389.99

OFFER
'•S2&«»**48rP/

3M &Veri)

Cash '** Carry
Prices

DSDD 744/525

2oSS£39"

Q3C5'' ««sks
''^eseare

(nen don
'o

?0ur favourite
miss

OFFER 10 Box Clever

Safe! Clean! Tidy!
Sixers - 6 stylish plastic library
cases for 10 disks. VAT & carriage
included.
3.5" Slimpak £8.99
5.25" Vision-10 £8.99

1. DIAL-A-DISK ON 01-979 71
ACCESS or VISA number and expiry date

2. Send your cheque etc to Direct Disk Supplies Ltd,
3. Official Orders, Bona-fide orders from Universities,

Colleges, Schools, Charities, etc are very welcome.
4. Cash orders, no minimum value

Account orders, minimum value £50.

Lockable Boxes
3.5" TDS040 40/50 disk box £ 9.99

TDS080 80/90 disk box £1 2.99
5.25"TDS050 50 disk box £ 9.99

TDS100 100 disk box £12.99

IBM parallel printer cable £9.99

DIUADI

Direct Disk Supplies Ltd.^%
Depl MUtl, FREEPOST, 129 High Street, Hampton Hill, Middlesex TW12 1 BR



STARWORD - THE ELECTRON WORD PROCESSOR -
NOW ONLY £19.95

_

PRICE QUALITY? WHAT PRICE COMPATIBILITY?
130.00 + VAT inc. Carriage

To quote a well known phrase, "You only get what you pay for"
This wefeel sums upSLOGGERS pricing policy. Ourgoodsmaynotalways be the cheapest, butthe products are most certainly the best.

THE PEGASUS 400 DISK DRIVE SYSTEM
Unlike our competitors, only top of the range products are use.d resulting with a specification bettered by none. The system consists of

THE SLOGGER 40/80 Track double sided 5.25" Disk Drives which maintains

• 400k storage per disk
• Manufacturers (NEC/TEAC) 1 year guarantee
• Internal Power Supply unit (built to BS 415)
• Compatibility with the inexpensive (yet most reliable) 5.25" disks
• Reliability at 3 m/s step rate (fourtimes faster than some drives)

The SLOGGER PEGASUS Disk Interface which boasts
• Excellent Computer Aided Design (CAD) production
• Acorn approved design and standard WD1770 floppy disk controller
• NEW Type-Ahead facility when used with Master RAM Board
• 90 page documentation usually provided as a separate purchase
• Compatibility with the ACP ADFS Version 1.1, which offers'a total

640k when used with SLOGGERS 5.25" Disk drive.

The SLOGGER SEDFS ROM, about which the Electron User magazine enthused
"I can recommend SEDFS unreservedly" "Anyone considering upgrading to disk, SEDFS is the logical choice"

The quality of SEDFS speaks for itself, unlike other filing systems it offers
• No loss of Electron memory, PAGE=&EQO (not &1 DOO)
• Full Acorn DFS (BBC Model B and MASTER SERIES) compatibility
• All utilities built in, requires no additional menacing utilitydisk
PEGASUS 400 £149.50 (inc. VAT)
PEGASUS INTERFACE £74.95 (inc. VAT)

64

ACORN ELECTRON
COMPUTERS

These computers are fully tested and guaranteed and can
be purchased direct from SLOGGER or through certain
dealers. The demand for this computer has prompted
SLOGGER to offer both the TURBO ELECTRON and the
64k ELECTRON as well as the standard 32k ELECTRON.

S2k Electron
TURBO Electron (switchable)
64k Electron (switchable)

ONLY

64.00

85.00

99.00

REEN SCREEN MONITORS~A

SLOGGER has an offer a limited quantity of Green
Screen monitors. These monitors are ideal for Word
Processing in 80 column mode giving good clear
consistant text.

A MUST for VIEW or STARWORD users.

Complete with all cables suitable for the Acorn
Electron computer (or BBC)

Fullytested £79.00 inc carriage.

MASTER RAM BOARD
Upgrade your Electron to a 64k Machine

using 32k of STATIC RAM

Installation service (see details below) for Ihose not confident
ofdesoldering the 6502 Microprocessor.

• Fits inside the Acorn Electron, uses no cartridge ports
• Compatible with ALL reliable Electron hardware (except

TURBO DRIVER)
• Compatible with ALL Electron software, switching

between 64k mode, TURBO mode (yes... the TURBO
DRIVER IS BUILT IN), and normal mode.

• For correctly written software, HIMEM is ALWAYS AT
8000 in 64k mode so leaving 28000 bytes for BASIC or
WORD PROCESSING in ALL screen modes

• Doubles the speed of Word Processing
• Up to 300% speed increase for games
• Additional12k for use as Printer Buffer with Expansion

ROM 2.0

SEOS
THE COMPLETE DISK SYSTEM UPGRADE

Imagine. 400kofmemoryinstantlyavailable..
Games loaded in seconds ..
Word Processing files loaded or saved In seconds...
BASICpiograms loadod or savod InsecondsIM
TinsIsIho powrol Ihodisksystom.
Requiting cither the ROMBOX PLUS ortheACORN PLUS I.SEDS iscomprised olthe following:
- High quality 40BO switchablo double sided 5V4 inch. BBC compatible drive with built inpowor supply unit
- TheSlogger Electron Disk Intorface (SEDI) "
- TheSloggor Electron Disk Filing System(SEDFS)

SEDS ONLY E 199.95

Tho unit fits mlo the ROMBOX PLUS ofACORN PLUS 1and provides tho signals tocontrol any standard 5</4 or
3V2inchdrive. SuppSed comploto withSEDFS installed with appropriate documentation.

SEDI ONLY C74.8S

SEOFS
SLOGGER ELECTRON DISK FILING SYSTEM

* FULLY ACORNDFS compatible
* OSWORD7D. 7E and 7F implementation
* FORMATand VERIFY and othor utilities built in
* Pago EOO.. NO LOSSOF ELECTRONMEMORY
* OPT commands for fastor drlvos
* FULLY compatible with BASIC Filing systemcommands
» FULLY compatible with machine codeprograms
* TAPEto DISKavailable(T2SEDFS)
* Encolltmt comprehensive 90 pagedocumentation.
•SEDFS issogood lhal Ican'/ easily lind tault vrith if. the manual isquite simply !ho best olIho type Ihaw seen

tosuit everyoneIromthe beginnerto thoprofessional."
"The SEOFSperformed admirably throughout.."

•Anyone considering upgrading disks. SEDFS Isthelogicalchoice."
"Icanrecommend SEDFS unreservedly':. Eloctron User. June10B7.

Installation Service

* Includes PostagepaidBOTH WA YS(uilngFREEPOST) and I YEARS GUARANTEE
hi mtM NdTE'' "y0U 0rm' PLUS '' P'("'5'' Se"d" W"h yOUr Elec,ron'" *•"""* "> °nsure reliability at

Order MR1 - Master RAM Board Installed - only £59.95

Parcel Post
Amount of

postage to be
paid by
licensee

D.-tie stamp

Postage Forward Parcel
Service

Licence no. GJC'

SLOGGER LTD
107 RICHMOND ROAD

GILLINGHAM
KENT

ME7 1BR

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987



SLOGGER's answer to PLUS 1

Q. Why not buy the ACORN PLUS?
A. Because, "excellent though the PLUS 1 is, I think there is still room for

improvement" said the Electron User magazine.
The ROMBOX PLUS has this improved specicification:

1. Four ROM/RAM sockets to free the cartridge slots for more important add-ons.
Each socket can take the usual 8K/16K ROMs but can also take 16K RAMs
offering a staggering 64K SIDEWAYS RAM.

2. The PLUS 1 cartridge slots.
3. The PLUS 1 Centronics printer port.
4. The Expansion ROM 2.0
5. Switched Joystick interface available.
6. Analogue Joystick interface still under development.

Still only £54.95

OLuuucn crnum

CARTRIDGE
• Carrys TWO 8k/16k ROM/EPROM software
• Compatible with PLUS 1, ROMBOX PLUS

and BBC Master.
• Simply plugs into cartidge slot.

£10.00 FOR LIMITED PERIOD

ELECTRON
TAPE TO DISK ROMS

Version 2

* Transfer the majority of protected Tape
software to disk (including ELITE)

T2P3 for the Acorn PLUS 3

T2CU for the CUMANA DFS

T2P4 for AP4 and E00 DFS

T2SD for the Solidisk DFS

T2SEDFS for the SEDFS

Only 24.95

* Upgrade Version 1-2
only 5.00 with original ROM

OPUS CHALLENGER ADFS
At last! ADFS power for the CHALLENGER 3
* TOTALLY compatible MASTER DFS software

* TOTALLY compatible MASTER ADFS software
Order
MASTER DFS & ADFS 34.95
(CHALLENGER 512k ONLY)
CHALLENGER 256k— 512k UPGRADE KITS
... Only 29.00

Also available 120 pages
covering DDOS and CHALLENGER

DDOS REVEALED - Only 7.95

COMING SOON
CHALLENGER 4

... expandable 1 Megabyte RAMdisc

SEND

FOR

THEM

TODAY

Cheques payable to
SLOGGER LTD

[] Access No
• V«a
Name

Address

FOR ROMBOX PLUS or ACORN
PLUS1

• Uses inexpensive ATARI-type joysticks.
• Compatible with ALL Tapeand Disk systems
• Emulation of keys by Expansion ROM 2.0
• Can be used with well written games either

WITH OR WITHOUT A JOYSTICK OPTION.
"The ultimate JoystickInterface".. .A&B July
87
"Well worthsaving up for, I can recommend it
to all Arcade addicts".. .Electron User May 87

ONLY £14.95

• Requires Electron Expansion 2.0
... only £5 with this unit

JOYSTICKS
Switched Joysticks for the Slogger Joystick

Interface.
Quickshot I £4.00
Quickshot II £6.00

SOFTWARE
£29.95STARSTORE 2

SEDFS upgrade ROM
for CUMANA owners 24.95

"'BARGAIN CORNER***
STARWORD Word Processor E19.95

STARSTORE Database £9.95

STARMON Machine code Monitor £9.95

STARGRAPH Graphic Utilities £9.95
PRINTER ROM Simplified Printer control £9.95
STAR TREK Machine code disassembler £9.95

ELKMAN ROM/RAM Manager • £9.95
PDG Printer Driver £9.95

OTHER F UCTS
5.25" 40/80 Track D/s disk drive inc. PSU
3.5" 40/80 Track D/S disk drive
inc. PSU
Printer lead
(for ROMBOX P.US/PLUS 1)
Electron Advanced User Guide
Vine Micros ADDCOM
Vine Micros MATRIX ROM
USER PORT
Cassette Leads
Electron PSU
Plus 3 PSU
Acorn Data Recorders

£149.00

£140.00

C9.95
£3.95

£28.00

£36.00
£29.95

£2.95
£9.95

£14.95

£24.95

Allprices include VAT P&P UK Mainlandonly

Expiry Date PLEASESUPPLY

1 —

2

3

Coat

£ —

£—

£

£

£-

ToUl £

Please send orders to SLOGGER LTD. 107 RICHMOND ROAD, G1LUNGHAM, KENT

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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CARTRIDGE
for ROMBOX PLUS or PLUS 1

• Ever popular on the BBC.
• Best used with EXP ROM 2.0

(1) Save ROM backups for loading into
Sideways RAM
(2) Set up a 16K Print Buffer

* Splits as 2 x 16K pages.
VIEW and VIEWSHEET in one slot!!!

* Write protect option ... prevents corruption
of software.

"A very powerful piece of hardware"
.. .Electron User July 87

ONLY £34.50
(£39.50 with EXP ROM 2.0)

ISION ROM- 2.0
for the ROMBOX PLUS and PLUS 1

• Support Printer Buffer with 8K/16K sideways
RAM or 12K with MASTER RAM BOARD.

• RSAVE command to save ROM images to
Tape or Disk.

• RLOAD command to load Sideways RAM
with a ROM image.

• ROMS command to displays ROM/RAMin
system.

• JOYSTICK command for the SLOGGER
Joystick Interface.

• Allows cassette loading in high resolution.
• Supports all standard functions (Printer,

ADC, RS423).
• Simply fits into internal ROM socket.
"There is room for improvement in the
operatingsystem. No doubt this was the idea
behind Expansion 2." Electron User, July 87.

ONLY £11.95

SLOGGEBS
AUTHOHlSlD

DEALERS
ABERDEEN '
Micro Logic
0569 66233
BIRMINGHAM
Allen James Computers
021 778 5737
BRISTOL
Avon Computer Exchange
0272 637981
BURNLEY
Atomic Computer Systems
0282 54299
BYFLEET
Calancratt
0932 342137
CARDIFF
Computer Exchange
0222 483069
CARDIGAN .
Cardigan Electronics
0239 614483
CHESHAM
Reeds Photo & Computing
0494 783373
CROYDON
Computer Centre
01 683 2646
FAREHAM
Project Expansions
0329 221109
FARNHAM
Farnham Computers
0252 723107
GLASGOW
Computer Depot
041 332 3944

LEICESTER
DA Computers
0533 549407
LONDON

Compufsce
01 580 0181

MARKET-HARBOROUGH
Harborough Computers
0858 63056
MERSEYSIDE
Compshop
051 639 3041
NEWBURY
M&S Associates
0635 43774
OLDHAM
Home & Business
061 633 1608
SHEERNESS
Swalotck Systems
0795 665530
STOCKPORT
Dram Eloctronlcs
061 429 0626
TELFORD
A1 Computer Supplies
0952 502737
TROWBRIDGE
West Wilts Micros
02214 62769
WARRINGTON
Cheshire
0925 414109
NETHERLANDS
Velobyto Computers
Rotterdam 010 413 8197

MAIL ORDER ONLY
MILTON KEYNES Towerhlll 0908 74246
STOCKPORT 21st Software 0825 528885
NETHERLANDS Compumasters 3110 436 18 00

5LDGGER
Tel: 0634 52303
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SLOGGER AUTHORISED DEALERS

12" Green Screen, with BBC orElectron Cable

Citizen 120P

StarNLIO
Panasonic 1081

©Ifci
Xeiemod2, with'LMS romand manual

THE COMPUTER DEPOT
205 BUCHANAN STREET

GLASGOW 61 2 J2

Aliprices include VAT+ delivery

£219.95

KX-P1001M8h»8rit»v
vKwlet»o^(ypriri<ngineaptof»«
• Op«attr;cc«sitf8prtM rood*«toctor

: i3ttP9Bi.,«LQ.ComF.;
••, DIP S*tehsutocSfcto ISM..plnier emulate?,

•'>fWpoM«tyferK**4
(Jwitofcn. C**arV!g lsr ajgrirrwi)

• Prcporicr-* SpacePiMnr;
• H;f^ra4obt«>riM-»JAses*».gra(!hk».'.::.,

We

/\

AVON COMPUTER EXCHANGE

Prices Exclude VAT &Delivery
Export &Trade Enquiries Welcome

42 Cannon St., Dedmlnster Bristol
Tel: (0272) 637981

126 Church Rd., Redfleld Bristol
Tel: (0272) 542116
87 City Rd., Cardiff
Tel: (0222) 483069

31A Farlngton Rd., Swindon
Tel: (0793) 612074

BBC MASTER SERIES
Archimedes Ring (or price
Master 128
Master Turbo Module
Master Compact Entry
System

OPUS DISCDRIVES
5802 400K DSDD

40/80T.

5802D3 Dual 800K
40/80T.

5802D as 5802DB+PSU
Opus DDOS (With a drive)
PRINTERS (inc lead)
Epson P-40
Citizen 120D
Star NL-10
Panasonic KX-P1081
SPECiAL OFFER
Electron

Electron;-Plus 1+Viaw+
Viewsheet

095.00

£115:00

£415.00

£104.95

£204.95
£234.95

£40.00

£49.95

£179.00
£237.00
£169.00

£49.99

£79.99

SLOGGER

ft & wtfts

Brother M1009
Canon PCT080A

Epson FX,MX,RX 80
Epson LX80, LX86
Epson EX, MX, RX100
Panasonic KX-P1031
Citizen 120D/LSP10
Gifeer. MSP10.20
Citizen MSP15,25
Kaga81G
MTaliy MT80
Seikosha GP1Q0/250
ShinwaCPSO

UNBRANOED 0ISKS
5.25"DSDD96tp» 25off
5.25"DSDD96tpi 50oft

: :>• DS DD 95tpi 100off
3.5"DS 135tpi 10 off
3.5" DS 135tpi 25off

.25

.25

.70

.70

.35

.99

.60

.70

.25

.25

m
.65

.50.

£3

£3

£2

£2

£3

£3
£4

£2

£3

£3

£3

£2,

£3.

£14.S

£26.$

£48i
£17.S
£39.$

All orders over £100 receive free Touchpad for BBC worth £49.95
{while stocks last).

MINIMUM ORDER £10.00

; AH prjdes include VAT
add £5 c on o'rders Qye>£100

Mail Order only 'at ttyis address
•-de and Educational enquiries welcome

L*lSJIL*i.iil*l.l M*,M %1H-i*.*Ji* I If* itSB "K} • IHJ1

0^1-626 3841
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SLOGGER AUTHORISED DEALERS

OPUS eHALLENGEfc ADFS
At lastl ADFS power for th<* CHALLENGER

• TOTALLY compatible MASTER DFS software
• TOTALLY compatibleMASTfcR AOFS software

Order
MASTER DFS & ADFS ........

(Challenger 512k Oniy)

CHALLENGER 256k-512k UPGRADE KITS
Qtllv £29 00

Also available

120 pages covering DDOS arid CHALLENGER
DDOS REVEALED. ...Only £7.

c
.expandable 1 Megabyte RAM disc

Micro User Show T

Order from (Cheque/VISA/ACCESS)
SLOGGER LTD (AU)
107 Richmond Road &

GHIInghom SLQQl
Kent ME7 1LX 0634

DEALER ENQUIRIES MOST WELCOME

mjnem mm

Een produkt van VELOSOFT ROnERDAM
Gomniuriicatierom voorBBO en MASTER incl
-een excailente editor (mode7). .
-editoronlineneemtfunktiehostover. v
—rotormet instelbaretijden.
-conversjebeeldennaarASCI filed (vv).
-conversie beeldnaar BASIC procedures,
-muisdriver, ookvoorandereprogramma's.
-exclusieve PLOT,- DRAW& MOVE commando's.

Importeur/vertegenwoGdiger voor Nederland van:
ACP

Computer Concepts
•:'• Morley . ••'•

Nidd Valley
Pace

Peartree

PMS
Slogger ...
Towerhill

Watford

SchiedamsedijK 5a-6a
Tel. 010-4138197

2011 EB Rotterdam

LIBRARY CASE

DELIVERY Prices Include V.A.T.

DMPCHDP

90 LISCARD ROAD

EYMERSEVSfbii
TEL: 051 -639-3041

SLOGGER LTD
GOODS FOR DEMONSTRATION AND FOR SALE

ATSPECIAL EXHIBITIONPRICES
BRAND NEW LOCATIONS

14th
Micro User Exhibition

21 st GLASGOW (041) 3323944
Computer Depot,
205 Buchanan Street

28th BIRMINGHAM (021)778 5737
Allen James,
831 Stratford Road

5th NEWBURY (0635) 31677
ACL
32 Bartholomew Street

12th CARDIFF (Q2&2) 483u69
Computer Exchange
67 Citi Road, Roath

19th OLDHAM (061) 633 1608
Home & Business

46-48 Yorkshire Street

Please contact dealers for details and a
catalogueprior to the even

ACORN USHH DE< SLOGGER AUTHORISED DEALERS

-
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Watford Electronics
Jessa House, 250 Lower High Street Watford WD1 2AN, England |

a A Tel: Watford (0923) 37774 Tlx: 8956095 Fax: 01 950 8989 ji
A.CQTI15 BY pOpULAR DEMAND OUR SHOP IS NOW OPEN UNTIL 8PM EVERY THURSDAY
The chO'Ce" A" Prices exclusive of VAT; subject to change without notice &available on request. -.-. choice after

Of Experience Credit Card Orders (ACCESS & VISA) Tel (0923) 33383 or 50234 (24 Hours) the Experience

5
BBC MASTER 128K Micro incl.
Acorn's: View, Viewsheet, ADFS,
BASIC Editor & TERMULATOR £379

SPECIAL OFFER
FREE.. .£105 worth of

Hardwared & Software
Gemini's OFFICEMATE & OFFICEMASTER

packages on Disc consisting
of: Database, Spreadsheet, Beebplot
graphics. Accounts packs: Cashbook,
Final Accounts, Mailist, Easyledger,
Invoice & Statements, Stock Control
and Watford's 3'A", double sided 1

Megabyte (unformated) single disc drive
complete with cables, ready to connect to

the micro - with every BBCMaster
purchased from us this month.

BBC MASTER with Turbo Board +
above SPECIAL OFFER £486
512K Processor Add on Board
"inc. Mouse and GEM package" £195
BBCAIV (Domesday) System £4479
BBC Master Compact - Full range
available

ADD-ONs & ACCESSORIES
£99
£43
£8

£12
£75

(No VAT) £14
(No VAT) £14
(NoVAT)£19

£32
£42
£42

Turbo 65C102 Add-on Module
Econet Module for the Master
Twin ROMCartridge for Master
Quad ROMCartridge for Master
Universal Processor Adaptor
Reference Manual I
Reference Manual II
Advance Ref. Manual
64K Upgrade Kit for B+
Acorn 1770DFSKitcomplete
ECONET Upgrade Kitfor BBC
ALL ECONET UPGRADES Available
Z80Acorn2nd Processor package
ARIES' Professional IEEE Interface
Acorn IEEE Interface Complete
MorleyTeletext Adaptor with ATSRom

(Securicor carriage £7)

£325
£238
£265
£99

65C102 2nd PROCESSOR
This amazing package consists of the Acorn
65C102 Turbo' Board, the Watford Co-Pro
Adaptor and Acorn 1.2 DNFS ROM. The 'Turbo'
board, running at 4MHz with 64k of additional
RAM will increase the speed by between 50 and
200% depending on the application running,
and allow a BASIC program of upto 44k in any
screen mode. Simply by plugging in the Co-Pro
and the DNFS ROM with its special Tube host
code and you massively increase the power of
any Model B.

£135

The 80186 Co-Processor
This package consists of the Master 512 board
Watford Co-Pro Adaptor, 1770Disc Upgrade
and Acorn ADFS. The Master 512 board using
the 80186 16 bit Processor at 10MHz and
running Digital Research DOS Plus, givesa high
degree of IBM compatibility at an extremely
reasonable price. Included in the 512k package
is a mouse and the amazing Digital Research
GEM suite of software; GEM Paint, GEMdraw
and GEM desktop giving a complete Mouse
Icons environment (All other GEM packages will
work on the 512k). Famous packages that will
work with the 512k board include Wordstar,
Dbase II, Lotus 123and many others. The only
requirement to upgrade any BBC Model B to
this system is you must have twin 80 track disc
drives. " *%-«.__

£259

ARCHIMEDES Micros

Model 305
O Basic System
• with Green Monitor
• with Colour Monitor

Model 310
• Basic System
9 with Green Monitor
• with Colour Monitor

• Podule Backplane
• Archimedes Ref Manual
• ARM Assm. Lang. Prog Manual

&
t*

0% (APR) FINANCE

£699

£749

£899

£775
£825

£975

£39
£20
£12

For a limited period, Watford Electronics
are able to offer the Archimedes range of
microcomputers at 0% (APR) finance.
Credit facilityavailable for up to 12
months, subject to status. Please inguire
for further details.

(Watford Electronics are Licenced Credit
Brokers)

VARIOUS PRINTERS
& ACCESSORIES

• Brother HR15RS232 Daisy Wheel £275
• Brother HR20 Daisy Wheel £349
• Epson EX800 Printer £399
• Epson EX1000 Printer £545
• Epson FX800 Printer £315
• Epson FX1000 Printer £439
• Epson LQ800 Printer £429
• Epson LQ1000 Printer £585
• Epson LQ2500 Printer £790
• Epson LX800 Printer £199
• Epson SQ2500 Printer £899
• Epson Paper Roll Holder £17
• EX800/1000 Colour Option £55
• EX800/1000 Colour Ribbon £18
• FX80/86 Tractor Feed Unit £35
• FX/LQ/LX800 Single Sheet Feeder £135
• FX/LQ1000 Single Sheet Feeder £149
• Hi-80 Refills-Set of 4 Pens £7
• LX800 Tractor Feed Unit £39
• LX800 Cut Sheet Feeder £75
• LX1000 Tractor Feed Unit £55
• Hitachi 672 Colour Plotter £495

(Securicor Carriage on Printers £7

EPSON PRINTER INTERFACES
All these interfaces fit inside the printer.

RS232 £27 RS232 + 2K Buffer £55
IEEE 488 £65 RS232 + 8K Buffer £75

PRINTER SHARERS
(Ideal for School environment)

Connects Serial Centronics
2 BBC Micros to 1 Printer £25 £26
3 BBC Microsto 1 Printer - £58
6 BBC Micros to 1 Printer - £99

PRINTER CHANGER
3 Printers to 1 Micro (Centronics) £65

(Cables extra, specify type required when
ordering)

KAGA/TAXAN PRINTERS

(IBM/Epson compatibles)
KagaKP815 Printer £269(carr£7)
KagaKP915 Printer £350(carr£7)
RS232 Interface £49
RS232 Interface with 2K Buffer £69
RS232 Interface with 16K Buffer £89

PRINTER LEADS
Centronics lead to connect BBC micro to
EPSON, KAGA, SEIKOSHA, NEC, STAR, JUKI,
BROTHER, SHINWA, Panasonic etc. printers.

Standard length (4 feet long) £6
Extra long (6 feet long) £8
Compact's Special Centronics Lead £9
RS232 Cable P.O.A.
IBM Parallel 1 metre Cable £9

PRINTER RIBBONS &
VARIOUS DUST COVERS

Type Ribbons Dust Covers
BBC Micro _ £3.50
BBC Master - £4.00
Brother HR15/20 £3.00 £5.00
EX/LQ800 £7.50 £4.50
EX/LQ1000 £8.00 £5.00
FX80/85/800/MX80 £4.50 £4.95
FX100/1000 £7.00 _

Kage KP810/815 £5.25 £4.00
LQ2500 £9.00 £5.50
LX80/86/800 £4.00 £4.50
M1009/GLP £4.00 £3.00
Panasonic KX1080/81 £4.50 £4.75
SQ2500 £25.00 £5.50
Microvitec Metal - £5.50

Our attractive Dust Covers are manufactured
from translucent PVC. The seams are stitched
and edges are taped to prevent splitting due to
continuous use.

Listing Paper (Perforated)
1,000 Sheets 9'/2" x 11" Fanfold Paper £7
2,000 Sheets 9'/?" x 11" Fanfold Paper £12
1,000 Sheets 15" x 11" Fanfold Paper £9
1000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £11
2000 Sheets true A4 Fanfold Paper £20
Teleprinter Roll (Econo paper) £4

(All our Fanfold paper is Micro perforated
leaving a smooth clean edge when the tractor
feed strips are detached).

Carriage 1K Sheets £2.50. 2K Sheets £3.00

PRINTER LABELS
(On continuous fanfold backing sheet)

1,000 90 x 36mm (Single Row) £5.00
1,000 90 x 36mm (Twin Row) £4.90
1,000 90 x 49mm (Twin Row) £7.50
1,000 102 x 36mm (Twin Row) £6.25

Carriage on 1,000 Labels £1.00

SPECIAL OFFER
EPROMs for BBC's Sideways ROMs.

2764-250nS £3.00

27128-250ns£3.50

RAMs (Low power) for ATPL, WATFORD, etc.
Sideways ROM Boards

6264LP (8K) £2.50
2 x 6264LP (16K) £4.80

I



Panasonic KX-P1081
(Now IBM/Epson Compatible)

Available NOW at a superbly realistic price, the
KX-P1081 perfectly balances features, quality of
construction and Value for Money to produce
the printer of tomorrow, here today, ready to
sweep the current generation of machines
away.

Ingenious innovation in terms of software
control codes permits great flexibility when it
comes to defining the print style. A nippy 120
cps of clear Draft text backs up the crisp 24 cps
Near Letter Quality text mode, with upto 40
superbly useful downloadable characters. A
delightful range of assorted character widths is
efficiently supported, with sizes ranging from a
broad 5 cpi to petite 17 npi, EVEN in NLQ mode.
Some of the extensive support for serious use
includes specialised functions to perform
justification, centering and even left and right
ranging. Proportional spacing permit even
greater freedom when it comes to advanced
use. Not only is the full Epson RX compatible
control code set implemented, but extra codes
have also been added to cater for the NLQ
options, etc.

A full 96 ASCII character set is supported,
with an extended set of 32 international
characters and IBM special characters as well as
IBM block graphics characters. A 1K Print Buffer
alleviates much of the wait time normally
associated with printing, whilst the bi
directional logic seeking print head takes the
quickest route to print as required.

(Price inhides, FREEa 4ft Printer Lead, and a
Dump Out 3, Screen Dump ROM worth £35
with every printer purchased from us).

Special Price: £155 (carr. £6)
Optional RS232 Interface: £39

Panasonic KX-P3131
Daisy-Wheel Printer

This low-cost high-performance Daisy Wheel
printer is ideal for anyone wishing to produce
clear, immaculate letters or reports. It delivers,
flawless text at 10, 12 & 15 CPS. Supports
proportional spacing. Is Bi-directional, logic
seeking. Printing speed: 17CPS. Has 6k printer
Buffer. A printer of similar spec could cost a lot
more than our ridiculously low price of:

Only £245 (carr. £7)

Single Sheet Feeder
Tractor Feed
Spare Ribbon

£195
£90

£3.00

Acorn-Olivetti JP101
Ink Jet Printer

One of the main problems with most printers is
that they are hopelessly noisy. How often have
you wanted to print something late at night but
not done so for fear of waking the children?
Also ideal for those working in quiet
environments such as libraries, etc. Silence the
comp\a'\nts with the serious solution from
Watford at the amazing cost of only £59

(Offer valid while present stocks last)

JP101 accepts 9Vi" standard fan fold paper or
single A4 sheets. Tractor & Friction feed
supplied as standard - print speed 50 cps.

Pack of 4 refills £10

Screen Dump ROM for JP101 £10

Anti-Glare VDU Screen
This extremely effective, easy to install, 12"
VDVJ screen eliminates harmful glare, improves
contrast on colour monitors. Increases
productivity in offices. A must for all
wordprocessor users. ...

Professional Printer Stand

This new
professional
printer stand
takes hardly
more space than
your printer. Due
to the positioning
of the paper feed

and re-fold compartments ie. one above the
other, the desk space required for your printer
functions is effectively halved. Additional
facilities include: Easy access to paper from
both sides, used with both top and bottom feed
paper and with its dial controlled paper feed
system with adjustable deflector plates it
ensures smooth paper flow and automatic
refolding'. £26

We stock a range of monitors to suit all needs.
Choice of a monitor is a matter of personal
taste so we recommend that whenever
possible, you ask for a demonstration at our
shop. All Monitors are supplied complete with
connecting lead.

MICROVITEC 14

• 1431 - Medium resolution as used on the
BBC television computer programme £175

• 1451 - High resolution, suitable for word
processing in mode 0 £225

• 1441 - High res, exceeds the capabilities of
the BBC micro £359

• 1431AP RGB t-PAL and AUDIO £199

• 1451AP RGB + PAL and AUDIO £255

• 2030 CS 20 Med Res £380

• 204 CS 20' Hi Res £675

O Dust Cover for Microvitecs £5.50

• Touchtec 501 Touch Screen £239

KAGA-TAXAN 12"
• TAXAN KX117 Hi-res Green Monitor £75

• TAXAN KX118 Long persistence Hi-Res
Green Monitor £85

TAXAN KX119 Ultra-Hi-Res Amber

Monitor £85

TAXAN Super Vision 2 Type 620 Hi-res RGB
Colour monitor. Ideal for Wordprocessing £269

TAXAN Super 3, Type 625 Ultra Hi-res. RGB
Colour) Text mode switch allows
monochrome text display in Green, Amber,
White reverse or White on Blue £319

STAR BUY

• PHILIPS 14 Hi-Res. darkujass. attractively
finished Colour Monitor - Supplied cofnofete
with RGB. SKART and Audio/Phono
connectors A pushbutton switch Toggles
between Hi-Res monochrome green text
mode and full colour display

ONLY £209

ZENITH

"Test Bureau Recommended for use
in Education"

12" high resolution monochrome monitor. Ideal
for word processing as its green or amber
screen is very restful to read. (These are the
same professional quality, stylishly finished
monitors as used in the larger Zenith PC
Systems.)
Green (New Design) Hi-res £69
Amber (New Design) Hi-res £74

LEADS
BNC Lead for Zenith or Philips £3
Skart Monitor Lead £5
RGB lead for KAGA £3

N.B. carriage on Monitors £7 (securicor)

SWIVEL BASES
for Video Monitors

By placing your monitor on one of our
superb swivel bases, you gain the
freedom to adjust the monitor viewing
angle to suit your needs. By doing this,
you alleviate eye strain and reduce back
stress. Front adjustable without lifting the
monitor. (See drawing on left).

for 12" Monitors £10 (carr. £2.50)
for 14" Monitors £14 (carr. £2.50)

MEGABUFFER 256

This new Megabuffer 256 from Watford is a full
featured 256K Printer Buffer. It allows the
computer to print 256,000 character in a short
time thus freeing the computer very quickly. In
short it makes light work of printing large
documents, screen dumps, etc. It is extremely
simple to connect. The features are:
• Low Cost, High performance.
• Improves efficiency by making more efficient
use of computer and printer.
• Compatible with anycomputer and printer
that uses Centronics Parallel connections
including all BBCs, IBM PCs, etc.
• Total compatibility with all software.
• Cheaper phone bills when using your
Modems.
• Ideal for those doing large graphicsjscreen
dumps that are slow to print.
• Multi-Copy facility allows you to print several
copies via Megabuffer without going through
your computer.
• Data Dump facility is included.
• Built in test unit for both the buffer & your
printer.

In conclusion it can safely be said that
MEGABUFFER 256 is the ultimate printer Buffer
for both the amateur and professional user.

Only £125 (carr. £3)

CO-PRO Adaptor

Now for the first time you can add the Master
Co-processor boards, to your standard BBC
model B, or B Plus. With this brand new launch
from Watford Electronics you can attach any
BBC Master co-processor to the original BBC
Micro. Once again Watford strides ahead with a
new concept in BBC B Micro add-ons. This
unique external Co-Pro Adaptor, is protected by
patent applications.
Use the super fast Turbo Board with your BBC
B, it is much faster than the 6502 2nd processor
superseding it.
With the 512K addon your standard BBC
machine achieves IBM PC compatibility at a
realistic price running GEM, Lotus 123 and
many other programs. Included with the 512k
package is a high precision mouse and the
Digital Research GEM suite of software: GEM
Desktop, GEM Write GEM Paint. This requires
both the 1770 DFS and the ADFS to be fitted to
your computer.
To use other co-processors you require a BBC B
with DNFS 1.20 or higher, or BBC B+ fitted with
1770 DFS 2.20 or greater. Co-processors work
exactly like a second processor.
Master owners may use Co-Pro to add.a second
Co-processor externally.
Watford, brings power to your BBC at only:

£35.00 (carr £5)



THE EPSON RX-FX-KAGA PRINTER
COMMANDS REVEALED (BOOK)

So you bought yourself a new printer, because the salesman in the shop
showed you how clever it is and impressed you with all sorts of printouts to
show its capabilities - he may even have offered you a special price.

However, now that you have got it home and connected it to your BBC
microcomputer, you are wondering how to make it perform these magical
tasks. The manual seems to give no clues, and when you type in the
example programs, the computer throws the LPRINT statements back in
your face.

Now what do you do, when this £400 piece of high technology refuses
even to move its head, and you have stayed up until 2 in the morning with
copious supplies of coffee, desperately trying to print something out. Once
again, Watford Electronics comes to your help with our new book entitled
'THE EPSON FX-KAGA PRINTER COMMANDS REVEALED'.

This book describes in plain, easy to understand English, how to use and
make the most of your KP810, PW1080A or any other Epson FX80
compatible Printers like Panasonic KX-P1080/1, etc., with the BBC Micro,
both from BASIC and Wordwise.

It describes in detail how to obtain the maximum in graphics capability
from your printer and includes full indexes allowing you to cross index the
numerous commands. Every command is explained in detail, with an
accompanying BBC Basic program and an example of its use from
Wordwise.

£5.95 (No VAT)

NOW WITH EXTRA FEATURES
AT NO EXTRA COST - Watford's latest DFS 1.44

• Incorporates Acorn's Official Tube Host Code so that those with 2nd
processors no longer need to waste a ROM socket on the DNFS.

• Option to DOUBLE the speed of BPUT and BGET.

If you already have the Watford Electronics DFS and wish to incorporate
these new facilities then simply return your existing DFS ROM to us
together with £5 remittance for an upgrade. Please pack the ROM securely
and address the package to our Upgrades Dept.

WATFORD'S & ACORN's
SINGLE DENSITY DFS

Watford's popular and widely acclaimed DFS has now been available for
five years and has gained a large following amongst serious and
educational users of the BBC Micro. Owners of Acorn or any other standard
DFScan upgrade to our "Ultimate" DFSmerely by replacing their DFSROM.
See below forthis upgrade. (P.S. Watford'shighly sophisticated DFS is fully
compatible with Acorn DFS). (not Acorn's 1770 DFS)

• Complete Disc Interface Kitincluding DFS ROMand
fitting instructions £46

• Acorn's 0.90 DFS Kitcomplete £45
• DFS Manual (Comprehensive) (no VAT)£6.95

(P.S. Our comprehensive DFS Manual covers both
Acorn & Watford DFSs).

• Watford's sophisticated DFS ROMonly £16
• We will exchange your existing DFS ROM for

Watford's Ultimate DFS ROMfor only £12
• DNFS ROMonly £17 • ADFS ROMonly £25
• Watford's DFS is exclusively available from Watford

Electronics and their appointed dealers only. Every
ROM carries a special label with LOGO and serial
number.

V^ WATFORD'S Mk II Double Density
DFS INTERFACE

Many of our customers have wanted to use our superior DDFS and Acorn
ADFS together. Now our Mkll DDFS board has been adapted to allow the
use of Acorn ADFS.

Added features include:
• Acorn ADFS compatible - Use ADFS on our DDFS board.
• Tube host Code - No longer any need to have the DNFS in your machine

to use Co-Processors, even the CoPro and Master 512.
• Auto 40-80 Track sensing - no need to fuss with 40/80 track switches

(even works with protected disks).
• An extremely powerful 8271 emulation - ensuring compatibility with

almost all software.
• New low profile - small footprint board.
• Fits with all third party ROM boards.
• Option to double the speed of file handling operations - BPUT and BGET
• Operates in both single and double density modes.
• OSGBPB has been recoded, increasing still further the speed of file

handling.

Please note that not all DDFS's are capable of providing either the full 80%
storage increase or of allowing a file the full size of the disk - Ours allows
both of these!
Ifyou already have a DDFS (any manufacturer), and wish to upgrade to our
Mkll version, then simply return your existing ROM and DDFS board and we
will supply the new DDFS for only £25.00.

Special introductory offer

DDFS Manual

£39.00

(No VAT) £6.95

• We will exchange your existing DFS Kit for our
sophisticated DDFS for only £25.00

Please note, as the Mkll DDFS is a hardware and software upgrade, it is not
possible for existing Watford DDFS users to simply exchange their ROM for
the new version.

SPECIAL DISC DRIVE/DDFS OFFER

Type CLS400 • The popular Mitsubishi 400k Single Disc
Drive, Double Sided, cased with Cables.
Plugs directly to your Micro.
• Watford's popular DDFS Disc Interface
(allows 720k storage). Will run in both
Single and Double Density modes 40/80
track Software switchable.
• A comprehensive User Friendly Manual.

A Bargain at Only £125 (£6 carr)
(Offer valid while stocks last)

31/2" DISC DRIVE OFFER
These top quality 3'/?" Double sided, 80 track, 1
Megabyte (unformatted each Disc Drives), are
attractively finished in BBC beige. They are
supplied complete with all cables and a Utilities
Disc. They run directly from the BBC B/Master's
own PSU.

£69

£126

Single 400K Drive
Twin 800K Drives

MYSTERIES OF DISC DRIVES
& DFS REVEALED (BOOK)

Are you tired of faulty cassettes, and lengthy loading times? Do you want to
upgrade your BBC micro to take discs but you get tied up in the plethora of
jargon surrounding the choice and use of these systems.
Then The Mysteries of DiscDrives and DFS Revealed is the book for you. It
explains in detail the different types of systems available, how they are
installed and how to use them. Many examples are given including pre
written programs to call various functions of the DFS available only through
Operating System calls. Different types of disc, 40/80 tracks etc. are all
explained. This book is ideal for the beginner confused by the plethora of
choice available in the marketplace.

£5.95 (Book No VAT)

DISC ALBUMS
Attractively finished in antique brown leather look vinyl. Stores upto 20
Discs. Each disc can be seen through the clear view pocket.

£4

FLOPPY HEAD CLEANER KIT
The heads in floppy drives are precision made and very sensitive to dirt. The
use of a cleaner Kit is a sensible precaution against losing valuable data. It
is recommended to clean the drive head once a week. It is very simple to
use. Available in 3W & 5%", please specify.

£7

ANTISTATIC LOCKABLE DISC STORAGE UNITS

Gives double protection - Strong plastic case
that affords real protection to your discs.
Antistatic helps avoid data corruption whilst
in storage. The smoked top locks down.
Dividers and adhesive title strips are supplied
for efficient filing of discs.
• M35 - holds upto 50 5Vi"discs £6.50
• M85-holds upto 95 5'/4"discs £8.00
• M25- holds upto 25 3 Vi" Discs £5.50
• M50-holds 50 3'/?" Discs £7.50

PLASTIC
LIBRARY CASES

Holds up to 10 5V5" Discs. Only £2.00

PLONKER BOX

When using ones micro, there is a tendancy to have
more than one Disc on the desk. This exposes them to
the hazards of fingerprints, scratches, dust, coffee and
an untidy desk.
Why not protect your valuable data from all these
hazards with the help of our extremely handy and low
cost PLONKER BOX. It holds up to eight 5Va" Discs.

Protection at Only: £2

DUST COVERS (Forour Disc Drives)

Single CT.S (without PSU) £3.20 Twin CLD (without PSU) £3.85
Single CS (with PSU) £3.95 Twin CD (with PSU) £3.90



Quality Disc Drives from Watford

Tohelp you decide which drive is the most suitable for yourneeds (and
your pocket!), we have produced the table below.
The first capacity given in the first column indicatescapacityin single
densitymode. That within the brackets is the capacityin double density
mode. All disc drive type numbers start with the prefix "C".
The tinting on some of the boxes is used to indicate which Drives are 40
track (non-tinted) and which are 80 track (tinted). All our 80 track drives are
already fitted with a 40-80 select switch.
Allour DiscDrives are DoubleSided and will operate in both Single and
DoubleDensitymodes. Extensive experience of the usage of disc drives
suggests that the JAPANESE drives currently represent about the best in
terms of speed, reliability and overall "elegance" available for the BBC
Micro.

Various other "manufacturers" of disc drives for the BBC micro (more
accurately, "packages" label other manufacturers drives with their own
name). Webuy the high qualityJVCand Mitsubishi drives in large
quantities directly from the manufacturers, package them and sell them at
"dealer" prices direct to the public.
If you look around the popular BBCmicro press, you will find that the prices
we quote for the top quality, new slimline disc drives are, virtually without
exception, some of the best around. These prices, coupled with the backup
of one of the country's largest distributors of BBCperipherals provides a
superb deal.

Unless you anticipate using dual drives in a fully expanded BBCsystem for
long periods of time with little ventilation, then we suggest that our range of
"CL" disc drives without the PSU (Power Supply Unit) would be quite
adequate (extensive tests within our workshops have confirmed this). All
drives are supplied complete with a SPECIAL UTILITIES Disc, Cables and
Plugs. The Drives with power supply have a mains moulded plug for safety
purposes. Ideal for Schools & Colleges. We are now able to supply all single
disc drives with Power Supply; in either single or dual case. (Dual case has a
twin data cable and a power supply capable of driving two disc drives)
allows easy expansion to a dual drive unit, at a later date. Prices stated in
the pricing boxes below are for single drives in standard single cases. Single
drives in a dual case cost an extra £5. (At Watford we anticipate your needs
of tomorrow, not just today)/

When using a BBC Micro, most people find themselves short of desk space.
The Watford's BBCMicro plinths form an ideal way of recovering some of
this precious space) your BBC, Disc Drive and Monitor can all occupy the
same vertical footprint and still be comfortably situated. With the Watford
Double plinth, your Disc Drive is mounted vertically at one side, leaving a
very valuable area directly in front of you for such useful items as spare
discs, pen, paper, reference manuals, etc. Follow the trend with Watford
plinth. (Turn to the 6th page of our advert for the Plinths).
P.S. All our 5'/i"Disc Drives with PSU are compatible with the Compact
Micro. All you require is the special Compact Disc Drive Cables designed by
us.

Capacity
Drives without P.S.U. Drives with P.S.U.

Single Twin Single Twin

200K

(360K)
CLS 200
£89

CS 200
£98

400K

(720K)
CLS400S
£89

CLD 400
£174

CS 400S
£99

CD400
£188

800K
(1.44M)

CLD 800S
£175

CD 800S

£189

• TWIN Disc Drive Case, complete with Power Supply & Cables £43
y Securicor carriage on Disc Drives £5 to £6

Prefix C •= Cased Drive
L = Less PSU
S = Single
D = Double

Suffix S - 40-80 Switchable

e.g. CLS400S = Cased Disc Drive, Less power supply unit, single 5'A" 400K,
(720K in double density); Double sided; 40/80 track switchable.

Cable to connect 51/»" Disc Drives to BBC Compact
Single £9 Twin £12

Special Cable to connect both 3Vfe" and SV*" Disc Drives
simultaneously to the BBC Compact £13

3M - DISKETTES
3M - SCOTCH Diskettes with Lifetime warranty from Watford Electronics
your 3M Appointed Distributor.

£8.50

£10.50

£13

£13

10 x 5'A" S/SD/D 40 Track Diskettes
10 x 5'A" D/S D/D 40 Track Diskettes

10 x 5 'A"S/SD/D 80 Track Diskettes

10 x 5'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Diskettes
5'A" 1.6M D/S D/D High Density Discs for IBM

XTandAT £28

£15

£19.50

x 3'A" S/S D/D 40/80 track Discs

x 3Vp" D/S D/D 40/80 track Discs

TOP QUALITY 31/2" & 51/4" DISKETTES
To complement the range of quality discs and disc drives that WE already
sell, WE are now supplying some special offer packs of 10 high quality
discs. Each Disc has a reinforced hub ring and carries a lifetime guarantee.
These are supplied complete with selfstick labels and packaged in an
attractive plastic library disc box to protect them from damage. We strongly
recommend these Discs.

DON'T SETTLE FOR LESS, BUY THE BEST

10 x M3 3 V?" D/S D/D 80 Track Discs £18

10 x M4 5'A"S/S D/D 40 Track Discs £7
10 x M5 5'A"D/S D/D 40 Track Discs £9
10 x M7 5'A"D/S D/D 80 Track Discs £11
3" Double Sided Discs « £3 each

Special BULK OFFER on SW DISCS
(Supplied packed in Anti-Static Lockable Storage Units)

(Lifetime warranty on Discs)

BULK PACK DISCS in lots of 100
Type S-S 40T

• Without Sleeves £35

• With Sleeves £38

D-S 40T D-S 80T
£39 £45

£42 £48

ACORN WINCHESTER DRIVES
Supplied complete with Level 3 Econet File Server software.

20 Megabytes £699; 30 Megabytes £1549

WATFORD'S

WINCHESTER DRIVES

10 Megabyte Unit with ADFS £399

20 Megabyte Unit with ADFS £499

40 Megabyte Unit with ADFS £749

CDP800S CDPM800S

Twin 800K Double sided 40-80 track switchable disc drives mounted in an
attractively finished Beigecolour plinth for the BBC Micro. Supplied
complete with integral power supply, cables and Utilities disc. The switches
are mounted on the front panel for ease of use.
In response to popular demand, we are now able to offer a W and a 5VV
disc drives mounted in a similar plinth as above for both, BBC and Master
microcomputers. This new Disc Drive type number is DP35-800S.

CDP 800S for BBC Micro £199
CDPM 800S for Master £205

DP35-800S for BBC/Master £175
(Securicor Carr. £7)

(The above drive units are 2 Megabytes unformatted)

ACORN'S Twin 800K
Disc Drives

Specially mounted side by side in a
Master Plinth. Supplied complete
with Cables. Plugs directly to
the Master Computer.

RRP.£25e-Our Price: Only £189 (carr £7)
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UEST
VMOUSE

QUEST MOUSE
The ultimate in Mouse technology, the Watford

.Electronics Quest Mouse must be the most

.powerful Mouse package yet produced for the
BBC Micro. Featuring state of the art 32K ROM
software the Quest Mouse package is filled with
features essential to the budding artist. The
Quest Mouse is a high precision, low profile
and large footprint mouse. It has three large
comfortable buttons and is smooth and easy to
use on most work surfaces. The Quest Mouse is
FULLY HARDWARE COMPATIBLE with the AMX
MOUSE so that it will work with any of the
AMX range of software.
The two parts of the Quest package are
available separately so that existing Mouse
owners can upgrade to the Watford's
sophisticated Quest Paint software or replace
their existing worn out mice for a minimum
cost.

QUEST PAINT
The Quest Mouse software is supplied on a
PALPROM unit to allow the sophisticated 32K
program to be used from a single ROM socket.
It is compatible with the BBC B, BBC B Plus and
BBC Master Series machines.

Thesoftware is used to draw high resolution
Mode 1 pictures in full colour. All menu
selection and control of the drawing process is
performed with the mouse so that you will
hardly ever touch the keyboard.

SOFTWARE FEA TURES
Thesoftware is far too powerful for us to
describe it fully in such a small space. Below is
a list of the various features. Please write to us
for a fully descriptive leaflet.
Disk interface not required. Utilities disk has
facility to create and print big screens. Colours
applied can be solid, either pattern of user
defined pattern. Drawing can use brush or
airbrush. Brush shapes can be defined and
stored. Airbrush sprays colour/pattern randomly
with four jet sizes and even or center spread.
Colour cycles. Colour protection to stop
particular colours from being overwritten by
selected drawing actions. All standard drawing
facilities like: rubber, straight pencil lines,
triangles, circles, ellipses, rectangles,
parallelograms, polygons, etc are provided. All
shapes can be solid or just a boundary line.
Once a shape has been set up it can be
repeated anywhere on the screen. Global colour
replace in a rectangle. Powerful fill facility for
areas and vertical/horizontal lines. Full cut and
paste of rectangular areas with rotation and size
with screens from Watford Beeb Video digitiser.
Load and Save screens with colour pallet
information, save brush and pattern definitions
etc.

Take The Guesswork Out of Selecting a Mouse
Package

With reviews like this how can you go wrong.

Popular Computing Weekly, 9-11 June '87
"What you actually get for your money is a well
built, three button mouse (far superior to the
AMX mouse)."
"Overall the combination of a quality mouse
and decent art package gives Watford
Electronics a real chance of supplanting AMX
as mouse supremos."

Micro User June '87

"Quest Mouse and Quest Paint can hold their

heads high in the market. . ."

A&B Computing June '87
". . '. WatfordElectronics, a company famed for
excellent hardware add ons and versatile
software packages. Called Quest mouse, "this is
a very special mouse driven drawing package. .."

"... you will have one of the most comfortable
and professionally built mice I have used in a
long time. The buttons are responsive, the
mouse movement is smooth and without

directional bias - a pleasure to use."

"What we have here is probably the best art
package there is for the BBC Micro ..."
"Quest Paint is a major leap forward in BBC
programming. . ."
"Quest Paint is an original piece of
programming, it is friendly and well endowed
with many useful facilities. I would comfortably
say it is easier to draw good pictures with
Quest Paint than it is with more expensive
'Professional' art packages for the Atari ST and
the Commodore Amiga. A recommended buy if
you are looking for the best in BBC micro based
art packages".

Acorn User, September '87
"The mouse (Quest) performs well in the face
of competition from AMX, Wigmore and the
rest..."
". . . this package represents excellent value for
money. If you are interested in art then this
program is for you to buy".
"Given time, I can see no reason why Quest
Paint shouldn't take on the title ofthe definitive
art package available for the BBC Micro to
date".
"All in all. Quest Paint is a very professional
package. It contains virtually every feature the
budding artist could require".
"What makes Quest Paint so versatile is the
addition of a sub-menu which allows you
extensive control over each function".
"Until recently, Superart from AMS had been
judged as the definitive mode 1 graphics
package for the BBC micro. But now it has a
serious rival in the form of Quest Paint, from
Watford".

"As a measure of what is contained within

Quest Paint, I would say it had all the features
of Superart plus ..."
"In most art packages, provision is given for
drawing triangles and rectangles. Quest Mouse
goes 14 better, allowing any regular polygon of
upto 16 sides".
"One facility, not found on any other Art
package to my knowledge, is the ability to
access a digitiser from within the program".
The reviewer concludes by saying, "The result
is an extremely comprehensive and
professional art package".

ConQuest
Watford's Quest package is an extremely
powerful and flexible drawing package, with
very wide and unusual features. However, since
its launch various suggestions for even more
advanced & powerful facilities were received
from the Quest users. ConQuest allows you
these more advanced facilities, like, distortion
of a cutout to any shape and a full font
designer. If you also have a GXR ROM in your
machine or you are using a BBC Master then
ConQuest will take advantage of this to give
ellipses at any angle, sectors and arcs, etc.
Quest combined with ConQuest and Acornsoft
GXR ROM make up THEMOST POWERFUL
drawing packages available for the BBC range.
Quest Paint, is able to take advantage of almost
any additions to your machine, such as Shadow
or Sideways RAM. ConQuest takes this principal
even further, by utilising the otherwise normally
incompatible Sideways RAM facility by holding
pictures'in them.
Some of the features are:

• Pick filenames off the screen for loading and
saving.
• Rotate a cutout to any angle and Distort it to
any four sided shape.
• Has Built in Font editor.

• Default brushes and patterns on startup.
• 16 x 16 font available on start up.
• Ability to reset patterns, fonts and brushes to
default at any time.
• RUMbased enhanced Epson and compatible
printer dump.
• ROMbased enhanced extended picture
routine.
• Ability to create and abort extended pictures.
• Improved disk access speed for extended
pictures.
• User definable sideways RAM driver for
incompatible sideways RAM systems.
• Ellipses at any angle on Master 128 (or B
with GXR ROM).

QUESTMOUSE & QUEST PAINT £59
QUEST MOUSE, QUEST PAINT, AMX
PAGEMAKER & PAGEFONT £85
QUEST MOUSE ONLY £29
QUEST PAINT SOFTWARE £32
QUEST FONT DISC £12
ConQuest 32K ROM Package £29
QUESTMAT £3
Part-exchange your old Mouse for a New
QUEST MOUSE for only £23
N.B.
1. Quest Paint supplied complete with Software
in a 32K ROM, Comprehensive User Guide and
a Utility Disc.
2. Quest Font Disc has 24 text FONTS for use
within Quest Mouse.

MARK II LIGHT PEN +
PENPAL 2

OurMark IILightPen is the very latest in light
pen technology. It is totally insensitive to local
lighting conditions and works with many
different monitors. The pen only responds to
the High Frequency light produced by your
monitor/TV. An LED indicates when valid video
data is being produced. A conveniently located
switch is also fitted.
With every lightpen, we supply our
sophisticated Penpal 2, lightpen software (Disc)
FREE.

Price Only £19

THE AMX MOUSE

ONLY: £59 Inc. Super Art package
(carr £1.50)

(Please specify for BBC or Master Computer)

FREE our popular Colour Art software pack
worth £15 with every AMX Mouse package
purchased from us.

AMX MAT
AMX MOUSE ONLY
AMX DESK Package
AMX UTILITY Package
AMX SUPERART Package
AMX STOP PRESS - A Desktop
publising software. Works with
Keyboard, Joystick or a mouse

£3
£29

£19.00

£11.00
£39

£32

giving away absolutely FREE, our
IONTS disc with every purchase of
RESS from us.

PAGE-FONTS - Over 20 Fonts for
use with AMX Pagemaker £9.50
AMX DESIGN (ROM) £59
AMX3DZICONDisc £19
AMX Database Disc £19
AMX Stop Press £39
AMX XAM Educational £19
AMX MAX A gem of desktop

RB2 Marconi Tracker Ball
Complete with Software Disc
RB2 + Software Disc + Quest Paint

£59
£85

FLEET STREET EDITOR
Software pack for BBC/Master £36
Software Pack for Compact £40
Admin Xtra Disc Utility £13
Walt Disney Disc Utility £13
Fonts N Graphics Disc Utility £13



DIAGNOSTICS DISC

The BBC Micro is a very complex machine and
thus diagnosing a fault can be very difficult. At
Watford Electronics, we realise how difficult it
can be when faced with a problem, finding
yourself a long way from your nearest dealer,
or even just uncertain about your Beeb's health,
but not wanting to waste time and money
taking it to be looked at.
The solution to these problems is here now, in
the form of the Watford's Diagnostics Disc. This
excellent utility is specially designed to test out
the following areas of your Beeb:
RAMs, ROMs, ULAs, Sound, Keyboard, Disc,
RS423. ADC, User Port. Printer Port, Cassette,
Joysticks, Speech, Disc Drives, 6502 and Z80
2nd Processors.
This utility is an invaluable aid for all those who
take the reliability of their system seriously. A
comprehensive manual provides full operating
details and a list of possible causes and
remedies for any faults that you may find along
the way. The package also enables a permanent
equipment and service record to be maintained.

Only £20.00

OFFICE
MASTER

CASHBOOK - A complete "Stand Alone"
accounting software package for the cash based
sole trader/partnership business. It is designed
to replace your existing cashbook system and
will provide you with a computerised system
complete to trail balance.

FINAL ACCOUNTS - Will take data prepared by
the Cashbook module and produce a complete
set of accounts as following: Trial Balance with
inbuilt rounding routine; Notes to the accounts;
VAT Summary; Profit & Loss A/C; Balance
Sheet.

MAILIST - A very versatile program. Enables
you to keep records of names and addresses
and then print, examine, sort and find them, all
with special selection techniques.
EASILEDGER - A management aid software
tool designed to run alongside an existing
accounting system. Essentially a Debit/Credit
ledger system which can handle sales, purchase
and nominal ledger routines to provide instant
management information.
INVOICES & STATEMENTS - Greatly reduces
the time and cost of preparing Invoices and
Statements by storing essential information like
customer names, addresses and account
numbers. Has VAT routines and footer
messages facility.

STOCK CONTROL - Allows you to enter stock
received, stock out, summary of stock items
and current holdings together with details of
total cost, total stock to minimum level, units in
stock ordering, quantity and supplier detail.

All this for only £21 (Disc)

OFFICE
MATE

• DATABASE
• BEEBCALC SPREADSHEET
• BEEBPLOT GRAPHICS
DATABASE - Set up a computerised card index
system with powerful search facilities.
SPREADSHEET - Offers many calculation and
editing features.
BEEBPLOT - Provides visual representation
from Spreadsheet data.

OFFICE MATE Only £10 (Disc)

TED
THE ULTIMATE TELETEXT SYSTEM

TED is one of a new generation of powerful 32K
ROMs for the BBC B, B+ and Master computers
and is compatible with disc, tape and network
systems. It is in everyday use in schools,
colleges and universities, Programmers, Prestel
I.P.'s, Micronetters and exhibitors have also
found it indispensable.

TED includes the most comprehensive
teletext (Mode 7) screen editor ever written for
the BBC micro, combining flexibility with ease
of use. Its sophisticated facilities include line,
column and block copying within AND between
frames; text, in a variety of styles and sizes,
entered directly from the keyboard; graphics
and line drawing modes; search and replace;
margins; printer dump routines and a library of
in-built icons and typefaces. TED will edit ANY
mode 7 screen and can even convert high-res
graphics screens to mode 7! Included within the
ROM is a fully Epson compatable mode 7
graphics dump routine giving a grey scale
printout of exactly what appears on the screen.

Using "SHOW (a versatile carousel),
collections of mode 7 screens may be 'routed'
or displayed sequencially, making it ideal for
creating and running 'Viewdata' information
systems. Over 1200 frames may bestored on a
twin 80 track drive. A unique feture of TED is
'"SCROLL", which lets you create pages of up to
600 lines which may be viewed 'Wordwise
style', automatically or manually. SHOWs and
SCROLLS may be freely mixed and even used
from within a BASIC program.

The package comprises a 32K ROM, a 117
page manual, a function-key strip and a
demonstration disc containing examples of real
time animation and a sample 55-frame
database. A stand-alone machine code routine
is provided allowing SHOWs and SCROLLS to
be displayed on machines not fitted with TED.

Price: £35

ROM-SPELL

Probably the most advanced and fastest ,
spelling checker available for the BBC Micro.
Compatible with View, Wordwise and Wordwise
Plus ROMSPELL is simple to use with easy
editing of incorrect words. Full facilities for
editing the user dictionary to allow
customisation to your personal needs.
Dictionary includes over 30,000 words and is
supplied with a Comprehensive manual.

NOT compatible with 1770 DFS.
(Please state 40 or 80 track disc)

Price still only: £25

ROM MANAGER

Take control of your Sideways ROMs with ROM
Manager. This powerful utility ROM gives you
power over your sideways ROMs. Disable
whole ROMs, send commands directly to
named ROMs and many other powerful
facilities. .
"Provides comprehensive management of all
your installed ROMs". (BEEBUG November '84.)

ONLY £20

PLINTHS FOR BBC MICRO,
MASTER 8e PRINTERS

Protect your computer from the weight and
heat of your monitor. The BBC micro plinths
have slots for maximum ventilation. The single
plinth is suitable for a BBC and monitor, whilst
the double height version provides enough
room for our stacked or side-by-side dual disc
drives or TORCH Disc pack, to be placed in the
centre section. If you use our stacked drives,
the remaining space can be used for further
peripherals e.g. Speech Synthesizer, EPROM
programmer or simply stationery. The
computer slides neatly in to the lower section
allowing easy access to remove the lid. The
printer plinth is equally sturdy but without the
cooling slots. It allows for access to the paper
from the front as well as from the rear, (a
facility not often thought of in similar products)
if the paper is located beneath the plinth. This
is a very convenient way to work especially if
your work area is not deep enough to take the
printer and paper separately.

SINGLE BBC PLINTH

DOUBLE BBC PLINTH

PRINTER PLINTH

SINGLE MASTER PLINTH

DOUBLE MASTER PLINTH

£11 (carr. £1.50)

£19 (carr. £3.00)

£10 (carr. £1.50)

£14 (carr £1.50)

£24 (carr £3.00)

COPY HOLDERS

How often have you been about to type hand
written notes into your computer when you find
that there's nowhere to rest the paper or that
your notes are resting at the wrong angle to
read the type? Whether the notes be your latest
program or the draft of a new trilogy, the new
Manuscript Holders from Watford are superb
for holding your paper at the ideal height and
angle to allow you read and type in ease and
comfort.

Available in 2 versions, desk resting and shelf
clamping versions, these two units hold your
paper firmly by means of a plastic retaining
ruler and a clip grip. Both units are full A4 size.

Amazing value at,only
Desk Top £10 (carr. £2)

Angle poise £14 (carr. £3)



ARIES

CORNER

The Aries B-32
Shadow RAM Card

Like the BBC B+ , the B32 provides 20k of shadow
screen RAM and 12k of sideways RAM. Unlike the
B+, the B32 has simple software commands
which allow the user to reconfigure the RAM as
16k of shadow RAM and 16k of sideways RAM, or
all 32k as sideways RAM.

With the B32, the programmer gets up to 28k of
RAMavailable for Basic, Logo, Comal, Forth, Lisp
and BCPL programs in any screen mode. The
business user gets extra memory for View,
ViewSheet, Wordwise Plus, Interword and many
other applications. For advanced applications,
the scientific user gets access to a massive 47k of
data storage using the Acorn approved *FX call.

Sideways RAM enables you to load sideways
ROM images from disc, allowing you to have a
large library of sideways ROMs (subject to the
copyright holder's permission) stored-on disc.
The B32's sideways RAM can also be used to
extend any operating system buffer (such as the
printer buffer) 'or to load tape programs into a
disc system.

The B32 simply plugs into the 6502 processor
socket on your BBC micro - no flying leads to
connect and no soldering. Provision of the on
board ROM socket means that the Aries-B32
control ROM does not use up one of your existing
ROM sockets.

Price: £80 (carr. £2(

Aries B-12
Sideways ROM Board

This board is extremely well made, simple to
install, reliable when fully loaded and compatible
with the Aries-B20 and the Aries-B32

The B12 provides a total of twelve sideways
ROM sockets (the four in the original machine are
replaced by the twelve on the board), all fully
accessible by the MOS sideways ROM system. In
addition, there are two sockets for sideways
RAM, giving up to 16k of RAM using 6264 static
RAM chips.

The B12 system consists of two parts: a large
detachable "mother board" which carries the
extension ROM sockets and a small "base board"
on a short ribbon cable, which plugs into the
existing sideways ROM sockets. This two-board
design eliminates the reliability problems
previously associated with some other ribbon-
cable based systems.

Ifyou do not have a B32 or B20, a small adaptor
module (the Aries-B12C) is available at a nominal
cost.

Price: Aries B-12
Aries B-12C

£40

£5

ARIES B-488
IEEE-488 INTERFACE UNIT

The Aries-B488 is an interface unit to enable the
BBC micro to control and monitor IEEE-488 bus
systems. The IEEE-488 bus (also known as the
^GPIB' or 'HP-IB') is the standard method of
interconnecting programmable laboratory instru
ments and control equipment. Using the B488, up
to 15 devices may be connected in a single
high-speed data network.

£238 (Carr £3)

GRAPH PAD 2
Supplied complete with Software

£60 (Carr. £3)

SIDEWAYS
ZIF SOCKET

Allows you to change your ROMs quickly and
efficiently, without opening the lid. The ZERO
INSERTION FORCE (ZIF) socket is located into the
ROM Cartridge's position.

• Very simple to install. NO SOLDERING
required. The ZIF (Zero Insertion Force) elimi
nates the possibility of damage to your ROM pins
when inserting & extracting.

• The low profile of the socket allows unrestric
ted access to the Keyboard.

• All data and address lines are correctly termi
nated to ensure correct operation of suitable
ROMs with the BBC micro. We also supply a
purpose designed see-through storage container
with anti-static lining, allowing you to store up to
12 ROMs, protecting them from mechanical and
static damage.

• This versatile hardware solves the problem of
running out of socket space. Simply lift the ROM
from the ZIF & insert a different one (No pulling
or pushing of Cartridges. It is a must for all
professionals and Hobbyists alike.)

• BBC, B+ and Master compatible.

ONLY £15 (carr £2)

Low Profile
CARTRIDGE SYSTEM

Complete System consists of: Low profile ROM
Cartridge, Socket housing. Cable assembly, 5
labels and a library storage rack.
• Complete System £11
• Spare Cartridges £2.50
• Spare Rack £1.50

16K Sideways
RAM Modules

Complete with such features as read and write
protection, these new modules from Watford
Electronics are ideal for the hobbyist, software
developer and ROM collector.
Key points to note about this new addition to the
Watford range of products are:

• Write protection (useful in a variety of circum
stances).

• Read protection (allows recovery from ROM
crashes).

• Compact construction.
O May be fitted in systems even with a ROM

board.
O Multiple units may be fitted, even with a ROM

board.
9 No overheating or overloading problems.
• Free utilities disc supplied.
• Can be used as a 16K PRINTER BUFFER.
O Ideal for professional software development.
• Supplied with utilities software disc.

Only: £24 (carr £2)

Optional extras
READ and WRITE protect Switches £2 each

Battery for Battery Backup £3

All prices in this advert are
exclusive of VAT.

SOLDERLESS

SIDEWAYS ROM
SOCKET BOARD

In the May 1986 Micro User's independent
review, the writer concludes, "The board has
been well laid out. Its position is much better than
others - not over the HOT RAM chips and further
away from the disc controller area". "I give the
solderless ROM board the thumbs up and wish it
success".

This brand new board from Watford Electronics
is designed specifically for those wishing to add a
ROM board to their own BBC without the need to
perform any soldering.

This new board expands the total possible
number of ROMs in a BBC from 4 to 16.

Unlike our competitors inferior boards, the ONLY
upgrade required for fitting battery backup to the
Watford Solderless ROM board (all Watford ROM
boards, actually) is the fitting of the battery itself.
(No other expensive components are required.)

• The key features of this new, no fuss, easy to
install quality product from BBC leaders
Watford Electronics are as follows:

• Increase your BBCs capacity for ROMs from 4
to 16.

• No soldering required.
• Very low power consumption.
• Minimal space required.
• Compatible with Torch, DDFS, RAM Card, 2nd

Processor, etc.
• Socket 14 takes two 6264 RAM chips.
• Read protect to make RAM "Vanish") allows

recovery from ROM crashes.
• Battery backup option for RAM chips.
• Supplied ready to fit with comprehensive

instructions.

Price: Only £32
Battery backup fitted £36

(carriage £2)

• Sideways RAM Utilities Disc for Solderless
ROM Board. Includes the options to load and
save ROM Images and the facility to use Side
ways RAM as Printer Buffer.

Only: £8

USER PORT
SPLITTER UNIT

Gone are the days when you had to plug and
unplug devices from the User Port. This
extremely useful little device allows two units to
be connected to the User Port simultaniously,
and select between them simply by toggling a
switch. This device is particularly useful for those
people using Quest Mouse and the Watford
Video Digitiser or any similar combination.

Excellent Value at £19



ROM/RAM
CARD

Watford Electronics announced the first ever
commercial ROM board for the BBC micro, the
Watford Electronics 13 ROM Socket Board 3
years ago. Following the success of this board,
we have designed what probably represents the
ultimate in expansion boards, the new Watford
Electronics ROM/RAM board. This highly ver
satile and sophisticated board represents the
latest in "2nd generation" sideways ROM
technology for the BBC micro, designed to satisfy
the serious BBC user.

• NO SOLDERING required to fit the board.
• NO overheating problems.
• No User Port corruption (avoids problems
with the mouse, modems, Eprom Programmers,
etc.)

• Fully buffered for peace of mind.
• Firm mounting in BBC micro.
• Compatible with all BBC micros (not BBC+ or
Master).

9 Total number of ROMs increased from 4 to 8.
• Up to 8 banks of sideways RAM (dynamic).
• Option for 16k of Battery backed CMOS RAM
(CMOS RAM needs one ROM socket).
• Software Write protect for ALL RAM.
• Read protect for CMOS RAM (ALLEVIATES
crashes during ROM development).
• Separate RAMwrite register (&FF30 to &FF3F).
• Automatic write to currently selected RAM
socket for convenience.

• Accepts any ROM.
• FREEutilities disc packed with software.
• Compatible with our DDFS board, 32k RAM
Card, Delta Card, sideways ZIF, etc.
• Large printer buffer.
• UNIQUE Fully implemented RAM FILING
SYSTEM (similar to the popular Watford DFS).
• ROM to RAM load and save facilities.

The SFS (Silicon Filing System) can utilise up
to the full 128k of RAM (with the SFS in any
paged RAM) as a SILICON DISC. This behaves as
a disc drive, with all the normal Watford DFS
features (including OSWORD &7F for ROM-
SPELL, etc.) to provide an environment that looks
like a disc but loads and saves MUCH faster.

The ROM-RAM Board plugs into the 6502 CPU
socket. This leaves free all the existing ROM
sockets, which can still be used normally.

Any ROM that can be plugged into the BBC
micro's own ROM sockets may be used in the
ROM-RAM Board.

The ROM-RAM Board is supplied with all
ordered options fitted as standard. Upgrade kits
(with full instructions) are available for all of the
options, for later.

Please write in for further details.

INTRODUCTORY PRICES:

9 ROM/RAM card with 32k dynamic RAM £39
9 ROM/RAM card with 64k dynamic RAM £52
9 ROM/RAM card with a massive 128k dynamic
RAM £80

(carriage on ROM-RAM Card £3)
OPTIONAL EXTRAS:

9 16kplug-in Static RAMkit £6
9 16kDynamic RAMfor Upgrade £7.50
9 Battery backup £3
9 Read and Write protect switches £2 each
Complete ROM-RAM board
All options installed £89

P.S.

Is your existing ROM Board overflowing with
ROMs? Do you need more Sideways RAM? Is
your Board unreliable? Then upgrade to Watford
ROM/RAM Board and pay £10 less

AeTfM***

The MODEM from Watford
-4f last a professional MODEM for the BBC Micro.
Unlike other 'Modem packages' this is a complete
package there are no extra software costs to get
'up and running'. Of course Le MODEM is multi-
standard, i.e. 300/300, 1200/75 & 75/1200 UK and
BELL (USA) are all supported.

The features that make Le MODEM such good
value are:
9 A complete communications terminal that
transforms your BBC Micro into a very powerful
World-wide data transfer system.
9 Auto Dials, Auto answers, and is completely
controlled by your micro. There are no external
controls!
9 Allows you to access PRESTEL, B.T. GOLD,
THE SOURCE, MICROLINK, MICRONET,
MICROWEB. THE TIMES NETWORK, MICRO LIVE
(BBC TV database), CITY BB and more.
9 Designed to be SIMPLEbut SOPHISTICATED.
To LOGON to a data base all you have to know is
its TELEPHONE NUMBER, Le MODEM does the
rest.

9 Supplied with a comprehensive telecomms
package in a 16Ksideways ROM which includes a
FULL PRESTEL terminal allowing TELE-
SOFTWARE to be downloaded.
9 A comprehensive 80 column terminal. This
includes XMODEM error checked transfer proto
col, to allow error free data transfer anywhere in
the world!
9 FULLY controlled by simple "COMMANDS
allowing you to control it from your own BASIC
programs. To get you started we supply a FREE
disc of bundled software!
• Connects to the 1MHz bus. A 'AUDIO ON-OFF
command allows you to actually hear the tele
phone line through your BBC micro loudspeaker.
9 Completely self contained with internal mains
power supply. (Even a free mains plug is fitted!)
A 'TESTfacility gives ON SCREEN indication that
Le MODEM is working correctly.
9 Packaged in such as way that you need noth
ing else except a BBC Micro to communicate with
computers all over the world.
9 FREE Registration to MicroLink. '

SPECIAL OFFER

Price: £84
(carr £3)

(Price includes, Le Modem, Software ROM,
Cables & Comprehensive Manual)

(Write in for further details)

Nightingale Modem

SPECIAL PRICE to our Customers

£82
wy*io^>y.

(Price includes: Nightingale Modem, Commstar
ROM pack & Comprehensive manual)

Nightingale Modem without software Only £75

COMMSTAR ROM package only £29
(P&P on modem £3.00)

APOLLO
The NEW Modem from Watford

Following numerous requests from you, our
discerning customers for an APPROVED, Low
Cost & High Performance modem with Auto Dial
& Auto Answer facilities as standard) we bring
you the versatile APOLLO Modem. Just compare
the features and look at the price (which inci
dentally includes the cost of the Software,
manual and BBC connecting cable). We are sure
you will agree that Watford Electronics in their
traditional way are giving you a super 'value for
money' deal.

Just look at these features:
• V21 for Bulletin boards, Microlink, Telecom
Gold, etc.

• V23 for Prestel, Home Banking, and other
Viewdata services.

• Reverse V23 allows User run Viewdata service.

• 1200-1200 half duplex for communications.

• XMODEM, HEX and ASCII file transmission.

• Auto Dial of given 'phone number.

• Auto Answer for User's Bulletin Board.

• 80 column terminal with split screen facility.

9 Prestel text screen dump.

• Fully BABT approved.

• FREE Registration to MicroLink.

• FREE £5 off Micronet Annual Subscription
including Prestel and Telecom Gold.

The Apollo is attractively finished in matt black. It
opens the doors to world communication to both,
the Hobbyist and the Professionals alike. With
baud rates varying from 300/300 Originate and
Answer, 1200/75 and 75/1200 full duplex and
1200/1200 half duplex, virtually all the popular
tele-services can be accessed. A comprehensive
Comms ROM oversees the use of the APOLLO,
providing simple commands for all the software
controlled facilities. APOLLO is an ideal modem
for both the first time buyer and the seasoned
user. Join the Telecommunications Revolution -
Buy a Watford APOLLO!

Only: £84 (Carr £3)
(Write in for full specification)

Minerva Systems Software
System Delta with Card Index £55
System Programmers Ref. Guide £19
System Gamma £43
System Gamma Prog, Ref, Guide £19
System Mailshot £17
System Reporter £17
System Intrer/View Link £17
System Sales Ledger £39
System Purchase Ledger £39
System Nominal Ledger £48
System Stock Management £39
Order Processing/Invoicing £39

Versatile BEEB SPEECH
SYNTHESISER Unit

The Watford Speech Synthesiser is a very flexible
speech synthesis unit based upon the powerful
phonemes system. This system stores the
building blocks of speech (called phonemes) and
allows you to combine them quickly and easily to
form virtually any word imaginable.

Supplied with an advanced ROM, you are
provided with a 500 word dictionary to get you
started. These can easily be added to by
following the notes given in the comprehensive
manuaL

SPECIAL PRICE £32 (carr £2)



COMPUTER CONCEPT'S
ROMS

ACCELERATOR £48

CARETAKER Basic Utility £25
DISC DOCTOR £28

Graphics ROM £23
TERMI £25

COMMUNICATOR £49

SPEECH ROM £24

Printmaster , £24

Wordwise £24

Wordwise plus

WORDWISE PLUS
£40

We are giving away absolutely
FREE, the superb Word-Aid ROM
worth £24, with every WORDWISE
PLUS package bought from us.

Word-aid
The most comprehensive

utilities ROM
for Wordwise-Plus

Extend the power of your Wordwise Plus word
processor with this most advanced ROM from
Watford. By utilising the powerful Wordwise
Plus programming language, WordAid provides
a whole host of extra features, all accessed via
a special new menu option. This ROM has been
personally approved by Mr Charles Moir, the
author of WORDWISE PLUS.

• Alphabetical sorting of names and
addresses.

• Text transfer options.
• Chapter marker.
• Epson printer codes function key option.
• Search and display in preview mode.
• Embedded command removal.
• Print Multiple copies of a document.
• Multiple file options for print and preview.
• Address finder.
• Label printer.
9 Mail-merger.
• Number/delete/renumber.
• Clear text-segment area.
• BBC B, B+ and Master compatible.

Only £24
(N.B. Word Aid requires a Disc Interface in your
Micro)

HI-WORDWISE-PLUS DISC: £5

SPELL MASTER £47

Inter SHEET only £3?

CHART
ONLY: £26

Inter-WORD

Only: £39

INTERBASE £55

All Prices Exclusive of VAT

VIEW

VIEW WORDPROCESSOR 2.1 £35

VIEW 3.0 ROM £48

VIEW PROFESSIONAL £79

HI-VIEW £36
(for use with 6502 2nd Processor)

VIEW Printer Driver Generator £9
Please specify Disc or Cassette)

VIEWSHEET (Acornsoft) £37

VIEWSTORE £37

VIEWSPELL with 80 track disc £29

VIEWPLOT Disc £22
(Please specify for Master 128 or
Compact)

VIEW-INDEX £12

OVERVIEW Packs 1 & 2 for the
Master £75

Watford's own Sophisticated
VIEW PRINTER DRIVERS

Epson FX80&KagaKP (Disc) £8
Juki & Brother HR15 (Disc) £8
Silver Reed Printers (Disc) £8

Micros in Business (Disc)
An introduction to Business software
for the BBC Micro from Acorn £43

ADVANCE COMPUTER
PRODUCTS' ROMs

Adv. Disc Toolkit £29
Adv 1770 DFS for Mast/Compact £29
Adv 1770 DFS for BBC/BBC+ £29
Adv Disc Investigator £24
Adv. Control Panel £29
Adv. Rom Manager £13

MINI OFFICE II
Disc Version £14.50
ROM Version £48.00

REPLICA 3
This new improved REPLICA 3 from Clares is a
very powerful disc based TAPE to DISC Utility.
It now transfers even more programs than ever
before. Replica 3 will not work with all
programs but then neither will anything else.
30,000 Replicas have been sold to date. It has to
be good.

£13 (40 or 80 track)

Acorn's Speech Synthesiser
package, complete

Special Offer £18

VIEW PRINTER DRIVER
ROM

View is a powerful word processor, but until
now has seriously lacked in terms of printer
support. With the launch of our Printer Driver
ROM, which includes an extremely powerful
and easy to use Printer Driver Generator, View
users can find themselves in the realms of
advanced word processing only at a small
outlay.

The VPD extends View's printer command
with a series of mnemonic commands. All
standard highlight sequences are also
supported. A large range of printers are
supported by drivers contained within the ROM
(the drivers can be downloaded and
customised). Printers supported include:
Epson's MX. RX, FX, FX, LX, JX80 range, HI80,
KP810/910, PW1080, JP101, HR15, M1009, GLP,
JUKI 6100, etc.

Other printers are readily supported by
defining a Printer Driver using the built in
Printer Driver Generator. The features
mentioned below are available to both the built
in Printer Drivers and user defined drivers
(assuming the printer supports the features).

NLQ control, Underline, Bold, Proportional
Spacing, Microspacing, Italic, Superscript,
Subscript, Condensed, Enlarged, Double Strike,
Set lines per inch numerically (e.g. LPI 6), Set
characters per inch numerically (e.g. CPI 5),
Select printer font. Select printer ribbon colour,
Translation sequences, Emulation of BBC
Character Set, Simple numeric expressions for
certain operations. Full printer setup, Send
control codes, Print prompt on screen,'
Redefinable Pad character. Pause for key press,
Prompt to change daisywheel, and Execute *
command when printing.

Other features include a very powerful on
screen preview, with bold, italic, underline,
super/subscript, enlarged highlights, and a
special printer driver to allow memory based
text to be previewed by View 1.4. Of course,
View 1.4, 2.1 and 3.0 are all supported, as is
Shadow RAM and 6502 Second Processors. The
BBC B series and Master series of micros are
supported. A comprehensive manual is
supplied. All in all, a very professional product
for the discerning user who wants power at
their finger tips. (Write in for a detailed leaflet).

Price: Only £33

Harness the full potential of your Epson RX or
FX printer. The NLQ ROM makes Epson printers
produce Near Letter Quality output with
optional proportional spacing, enlarged and
underlined. Accessed by simple * commands
from Basic, Wordwise and View (with driver)
or almost any other language.

(Send an SAE for sample printout)

Only: £25
VIEW PRINTER DRIVER for NLQ ROM £7

^



DUMP0UT3

A highly sophisticated screen dump ROM. This
has to be the most flexible and powerful screen
dump ROM yet produced for the BBC micro. It
will put on paper anything you see on the
screen, including full Mode 7 graphics.
Also provided are window setting utilities and
OSWORDcalls to plot and read Mode 7
graphics pixels.
Facilities:

9 Vertical and horizontal scaling in all graphics
modes and mode 7

9 Rotation of image by 90, 180 or 270 degrees
9 Left hand margin setting
9 Screen dump window setting
9 Colours appear as grey scale
9 Two tone fast dump
9 Colour mask
9 Mode 7 contrast expansion
9 Mode 7 contiguous dump
9 Key triggered and User Port triggered dumps

The Micro User Feb. 1985.
'Without reservation I wholeheartedly
recommend the Dump Out 3 ROM as the
ultimate screen dump facility for the BBC Micro
. . . it must represent excellent value for money
and surely cannot be beaten".
For use with the following printers:
GLP, GP80/100/250, CANNON, STAR. KAGA/
TAXAN. NEC, SHINWA CP80, GEMINI. EPSON
MX/RX/FX, M1009, NEC PC8023, DMP100/200/
400, Panasonic KX1080, Mannesman Tally and
compatibles.

Only: £25

(Write in for further details on all above ROMS)

THE EUREKA CARD
(The Unique RAM Expansion System)

The Eureka Card is Watford's latest and most
sophisticated RAM expansion system. Using
advanced PAL based technology this card is a
breakthrough in RAM systems for the BBC
micro. The Eureka Card provides the user with
around 58K of free memory in Basic, VIEW and
WORDWISE PLUS. You also get Shadow RAM
from within the active language. No other RAM
expansion system can match that!

Load up to 58K long Basic programs. Texts in
VIEWand WORDWISE PLUS up to 58K as well.
This with absolutely NO loss of speed in
accessing your text or program. Eureka consists
of a card containing 64K of program memory,
two parallel banks of sideways RAM and some
extremely complex switching circuitry. This is
all controlled by Eureka's highly sofisticated
software supplied in ROM. Designed to a very
high specification, this board is fully buffered to
give reliable operation under virtually any
circumstances.

The Eureka board plugs into the 6502 socket
and has NO messy flying leads. It is compatible
with many other products from Watford, such
as our Solderless ROM Board and our
ROM/RAM Board. All in all, the Eureka Card is
an amazing board. Jump into the age of serious
data processing with a Eureka Card! Please
write in for further details 'on advantages the
Eureka can offer you'.

Introductory price: Only £89 (carr £3)

(P.S. Eureka is only suitable for a standard
model B; it normally replaces any Shadow RAM
cards present. Some speed degredation does
occur with filing system access. Eureka cannot
be used at the same time as a second
processor).

BEEBMON

The most powerful machine code monitor for
the BBC Micro £24.

THE NLQ DESIGNER
(The First & still the Best)

Supplied with over 25
Different fonts

A massively useful utility for users of the
Taxan/Kaga KP810/910 or the Canon PW1080.
This program allows you to define NLQ
character sets to download into the printer's
memory. Full on screen editing of the font.
Requires 6264 RAM chip to be fitted in the
printer.
Supplied with disc containing over 25 example
fonts. Please specify 40 or 80 track. Fonts are:
Italic, Courier, Courier Italic, Script, Copper
Plate, Shadow, Bold, Double Print and Gothic
etc. (P.S. This ROM is not suitable for Epson
printers.)
9 NLQDesigner ROM& FONTDisc £25

ADDER

Adder is the ultimate EPROM programmer for
the BBC Micro. It will program many different
EPROMs up to the very latest 27256 32K
devices.
The Adder unit connects to the User Port and
draws its power from there too. The EPROM is
mounted in a top quality ZIF socket. There are
no switches or controls as Adder is entirely
software controlled.
The Adder software provides sophisticated
facilities for programming EPROMs from a RAM
image produced by loading disc files. The
software is menu driven and designed for ease
of use.
Features:
• Two ultra fast programming algorithms or
standard slow algorithm.
9 Supports standard 21V programming and
newer 12.5 volt EPROMs. (Software switched).
9 The RAM image to be programmed can be
built up in many ways. Sections of image can
be loaded separately. Part programming. Read
EPROM. Edit data in memory.
• Automatic processing to handle a list of files
to program into the EPROM.
O Automatic disc buffering to allow
programming of 32K 27256 devices from a 32K
file without extra effort.
9 Verification gives detailed error list and
checksums are maintained. There is also a
blank check facility.
9 Works with all standard filing systems.
Generates header code for RFS ROMs to allow
Basic programs etc. to be stored in EPROM.
More than one file per ROM permitted.
• Programs the following EPROMs:
From 2K to 32K: 2516, 2716, 2532, 2732, 2764,
2764A, 27128, 27128A, 27256 (Both 12.5V and
21V).

£65 (£3 Carr)

TEX EPROM ERASERS
EPROMs need careful treatment if they are to
survive their expected lifetime. Over erasure of
EPROMs very rapidly turns them into ROMs!
The TEX erasers operate following the
manufacturers specifications to give the
maximum possible working life by not erasing
too fast. We use these erasers for all our own
erasing work.
9 ERASER EB - Standard version erases up to
16chips. £28(carr£2)
• ERASER GT - Deluxe version erases up to 18
chips. Has automatic safety cut-off to switch off
theUVIampwhenopened. £30(carr£2)
• Spare UVtubes. £9

32K
SHADOW RAM

Printer Buffer

Expansion Board

A MUST FOR WORD PROCESSING

Watford Electronics now brings you the latest
state-of-the-art MEMORY EXPANSION BOARD
for your BBC microcomputer. Don't throw away
your BBC B for a BBC B Plus or BBC Master.
Just plug the ribbon cable into the 6502
processor socket, and fit the compact board
inside the computer. Immediately you will gain
not 16K or even 20K, but a massive 32K of extra
RAM!!!

• IMPROVE your WORD PROCESSING system,
whether disc or cassette based. Don't wait for a
slow printer - type in text while printinq. TWO
JOBS DONE SIMULTANEOUSLY and £100 t
saved on a printer buffer.

• "VIEW" Wordprocessor users can now type
in letters in 80 columns and have up to 28,000
bytes free - 5 times as much as normal.

• In WORDWISE (or WORDWISE-PLUS),
preview in 80 columns with the full 24K of text
in memory. This product is recommended as an
ideal complement by Computer Concepts.

• Combine GOOD.GRAPHICS and LONG
PROGRAMS. Use the top 20K of the expansion
RAM as the screen display memory, leaving all
the standard BBC RAM free for programs.
Benefit from MODE 0/1/2 graphics and 28K of
program space.

• Use the FULL 32K or the bottom 12K of the
expansion RAM as a PRINTER buffer for
PARALLEL or SERIAL printers, sound channels,
RS423 etc. Print large text files while running
long graphics programs, and have all your
buffer options available as well
(*FX15,21,138,145,ADVAL etc). Please note only
a 12K printer buffer can be used with Wordwise
or Wordwise-Plus, due to the way they are
written.

• Unique facility to turn ROMs off and on
again. Unlike all other ROM managers, this
feature does not use 'unofficial' memory. Two
bytes of normally user-inaccessible memory on
the RAM card are used to ensure ROMs are
disabled WHERE OTHER ROMS FAIL.

See next page for SPECIAL OFFER

Only £59 (carr £2)
(Price includes a comprehensive manual

and the ROM)

INCREDIBLE

WORDPROCESSING
DEAL

Watford's 32K SHADOW RAM CARD and
Computer Concept's INTERWORD
Wordprocessor package.

at Only£89 (carr £2)

Continued



BOOKS (No VAT on Books)
£3.9515 HrWordprocessing BBC/View

15 Hr Wordprocessing BBC/WW &
WW+

30HourBASIC(BBCMicro)
40 BestmachineCode Routines
50 Programs in BBC BASIC
6502 Assembly Language Program
6502Application
6502 Assembly Lang. Subroutines
6502DevelopmentPackage
6502 Reference Guide
68000 Assembly Lang.

Programming
68000MachineCode Programming
68000 Microprocessor Handbook
68000 Programming the
68000 UserGuide'
6809, Programming the
6809 Machine Code Programming
808678088Assembly Language Prog.
8086/8088 Programmingthe
Advanced DiscUserGuide
Advanced BASICROM UserGuide
Advanced Programming Guide

to BBC
Advanced Sideways RAM User Guide

£3.95

£9.95
£7.95
£6.95

£19.95
£11.95
£19.95

£7.50

£10.95

£19.95
£13.00

£14.95
£22.95

£8.95
£16.95

£7.95
£11.95
£16.95
£16.95

£9.95

£9.95
£10

£10.95
£9.95
£9.95

on

£11.50
£6.95
£9.95

£12.95
£14.95

£8.95
£11.95

£5.95
£7.95
£7.50
£8.95
£5.75
£8.95

£7.95
£8.95

£10.95
£10.95

£8.95
£6.95

£14
£7.95

£10.95
£9.95
£6.95

£9.95
£19.95
£16.50

£9.95
£13.95
£16.50

£8.95
£5.45

£6.95
£14.95

£9.95

£6.95
£7.50
£7.50
£5.95
£9.95
£6.95
£6.95

£9.95
£8.95

£15.95
£9.50
£6.95
£9.95

£5.95
£8.95

£17.95
£9.95

£14.95
£10.95

£7.95

£9.95
£7.50

£10.95

Advanced UserGuidefor BBC
Advanced FORTH
Advanced Graphics with BBC
Assembly Language Programming

BBC Micro
Adventureinto BBC BASIC
Applied Assembly Lang, for BBC
ARM Assem, Lang, Programming
Art of Microcomputer Graphics
Assembly Language Programming

FORtheBBCMicro
BasicROM UserGuide
BBCBCompendium
BBCBASICforBeginners
BBC Forth
BBCHardware Projects
BBCMicro&thesmall Business
BBC Micro Advance Programming
BBC Micro Basic Sound &Graphics
BBCMicroProgrammingTips
BBCMicroROMBook
BBCMaster 128for High Flyer
BBCMicroDiscCompanion
BBCSoftware Projects
BCPLUserGuide
BCPLTheLanguage& itsCompiler
CforBeginners
CforProgrammers
Complete FORTH
Computer Graphics & CAD
fundamentals
CP-M-86User'sGuide
CP-M Bible
CP-M Handbookwith MPM
CP-MPIusHandbook
CP-MSoulof
CP-MThesoftwareBUS
Disc Drive Projects for Micros
DISC FILING SYSTEM (DFS)

Operating Manual for BBC
DBASEProgramming Language
DiscProgramming Techniques
Exploring FORTH
File Handling on BBC Micro
FORTHontheBBCMicro
Functional Forth forthe BBC Micro
GuidetoBBCROMs
Graphicsfor Children
Hackers Handbook-New
Inside Information (Computers,

Interfacing &Control o/t BBCMicro
Communications& People)
Interfacing & Robotics on BBC
Introduction toCOMAL
IntroductiontoLOGO
Introducing'C
Introducing LOGO
Introduction to FORTH
Introduction to PASCAL
ISO -PASCAL Reference Manual
LISP2ndEdition
LISP, A Beginners Guideto
LISPontheBBCMicro
LISP the Language of

Artificial Intelligence
Logo on the BBC Micro
Logo Programming

Mysteries of DISC DRIVES and DFS
REVEALED £5.95

Mastering Assembly Code £8.95
MasteringCP-M £17.95
Mastering Interpreters &

Compilers £14.95
Mastering Music £6.95
Mastering View, Viewsheet &

Viewstore £12.95
MasterOperating System £12.95
MasteringtheDiscDrive £7.95
MasterOperating System £12.95
MasterReference Manual Parti £14.00
MasterReference Manual Part2 £14.00
Mastering View, Viewsheet &

Basic £7.95
MicroProlog £10.00
MicrotextfortheBBC £10.00
MSDOSQuickReferanceGuide £3.95
Practical Disc FileTechniques £5.95
Programmingthe6502 £16.95
ProgrammingtheZ80 £19.95
Structured Basic £7.95
The Epson FX-KAGA PRINTER

Commands REVEALED £5.95
The Software Business £5.50
Toolbox2 £10.95
Towers Int. Transistors Selectors £12.95
TurtleGraphicsonBBCMicro £7.50
Understanding Interword -

ABeginnersGuide £6.50
View3.0UserGuide £10
ViewGuide £4.50
VIEWincl.ViewSpell&Viewlndex £12.95
ViewsheetUserGuide £10
Viewstore UserGuide £10
WithintheBBCMicro £13.95
Writing Interactive Interpreters

& Compilers £8.45
Wordprocessing BBC

BeginnersGuide £7.95
Wordstar&CP/Mmadeeasy £7.45
Wordwise-f-AUserGuide £9.95
Z80Applications £15.95
Z80 Assembly Language

Programming £19.95
Z80ReferenceGuide £9.95

BBC SOFTWARE'S
Popular Educational Software

• Maths with a Story 1 (Cassette). 4 primary
level maths programs £9.95

• Maths with a Story 2 (Cassette) 4 further
maths programs £9.95

• Picture Craft (Disc) 6 - 14 age group. Pack
consists of flexible geometrical design &
colouring programs £19.95

• WAVES: Science Topics (Disc) CSC O Level
Physics program. £14.95

• RELATIONSHIP: Science (Disc) O Level
Biologyprogram. £14.95

• BONDING: Science (Disc) O Level Chemistry
program. £14.95

• ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM (8 Discs) O
Level program. £14.95

• ELECTRONICS IN ACTION (Disc) O Level
program £14.95

• NEWTON & THE SPACE SHUTTLE (Disc) O
Level program. £20

• ECOLOGY(Disc) O Level program. £20
• POLYMERS (Disc) O Level program. £20
• Clasification & Periodic Table 0 Level. The

suite is supplied with its own database of
chemical elements which can be classified
accordingtoyourownrule. £20

• FOOD & POPULATION (Disc) O Level
program. £20

• MICROTECHNOLOGY (Cassette) O Level
program. £6.95

• A VOUS LA FRANCE (2 Cassettes) A French
languagehomestudyaid. £17

• DEUTSCH DIREKT! (Disc & Audio
Cassette) £20

• Modem Master (Disc) £11.25

• ADVANCEDTELETEXTSYSTEM £8.55

• PERIOD TABLE SOFTWARE £20

• USING YOUR COMPUTER (Cassette) 8-12
age £24

BEEB
VIDEO DIGITISER

Using any source of composite video (colour or
monochrome) and the Watford Beeb Video
Digitiser, you can convert an image from your
camera into a graphics screen on the BBC
Micro.

This uses the full graphics capacity of the BBC
micro in modes 0, 1 or 2. The video source may
be a camera, video recorder or television, and
is connected via the video output socket.
Images produced can be compressed, stored to
disc, printed on an Epson compatible printer,
directly used to generate graphics, analysed for
scientific and educational use or converted to
other formats e.g. Slow Scan TV or receiving a
picture from a remote camera using a modem.
The output from the digitiser exactly matches
the graphics capability in each mode, with up to
8 levels of grey in mode 2. The unit connects
into the User Port and automatically scans a
complete picture in 1.6 seconds.
Both the black and white levels can be adjusted
manually for the optimum picture, or switched
to automatic for unattended use. The image
produced can be reversed if necessary.
Full controlling software is supplied on a
normal sideways ROM and this is easily
accessed via additional * commands. The
package is designed to allow easy input of
complex screens and give full access of the
data to the user. Once on the screen, the image
can be used as a normal graphics screen,
allowing any of the usual graphics commands
in BASIC or other ROM's to work on it.

A special print dump routine is included with
the driver programs. This is specially designed
to produce a fast, correctly proportioned
picture, with reduced "contouring", resulting in
an accurate reproduction of the original image.

Detailed examples of driving this unit from
BASICor other languages are all provided in
the extensive manual supplied.

£109 (Carr. £3)
(Price includes) Digitiser Unit, Software in ROM
& a Comprehensive Manual)
(BBC B+ and Master compatible, except Master

with Econet)

Magazine Maker
(As seen on TV)

A combination of the AMX Pagemaker and
Watford's Beeb Video Digitiser.

Using any video that provides a composite
signal and the digitiser, images from a camera
or TV can be converted into a graphics screen
on the BBC Micro.

They can then be used within AMX
Pagemaker to illustrate magazines or
newsletters - in fact anything that needs to be
created on A4 size paper.

With Pagemaker's many features, a variety of
pictures can be composed - the only limit being
the imagination.

Pictures can be doctored using Pagemaker's
graphics option to produce any number of
effects.

Text can be formatted around the digitised
photo on screen using the facilities available,
which include 16 typefaces, character and
pattern definer, text formatting and the ability
to load in wordwise and viewfiles plus much
more.

Once created the picture can be printed out.
The Magazine Maker is suitable for any use

that requires illustrated documents.

Complete Package £129.00 (carr. £3)



SURGE PROTECTOR Plug
Fitted in place of your normal mains plug, this
device protects your equipment against mains
surges. Nearby lightning strikes, thermostats
switching and many other sources which put
high voltage transient spikes on to the mains.
This can lead to data corruption in memory and
on disc and can result in spuriously crashing
machines. A must for every computer user.

Protection for only £7.50

4 WAY MAINS
DISTRIBUTION SOCKET

4 way top quality mains trailing sockets.
Supplied wired up with mains plug ready for
use. Can be screwed to floor or wall if required.
Very useful for tidying up all the mains leads
from your peripherals.

£7.95 (carr £1.50)

SPIKES CLEANER UNIT
A 4 way mains distribution unit as above with a
built-in Surge Arrester, providing protection for
your complete computer system

£12.50 (carr. £1.50)

SPARES for BBC Micro
Keyboard
UHFModulator
SpeakerGrill
PowerSupply

£46

£4
£1

£59

Keystrip
Case
Speaker
Keyswitch

£2

£20

£2
£1.50

Replacement FLEXIBLE 17 way
Keyboard Connector £3

8 WAY DIP SWITCHES

With these DIP switches soldered to their
keyboard, any BBC B or B+ owner can take full
advantage of Ihe fast disc drives that we supply
by configuring his BBC for fast disc drive
operation.

Excellent value for money at £1.00

Watford DATA CfUCK

Convert two single Disc Drives into one Dual
Drive with this simple external unit (suitable for
disc drives with PSU).

Price £14

CONNECTING LEADS
(All ready made and tested!

CASSETTE LEADS 7 pin DIN Plug
to 5 pin DIN Plug + Uack Plug £2.00
to 3 pin DIN Plug + Uack Plug £2.00
to 7 pin DIN Plug £2.50
to 3 Jack Plugs £2.00
6 pin DIN to 6 pin DIN Plug (RGB) £2.50

DISC DRIVE POWER LEADS
Supply from BBC power supply to standard
Disc Drive connector.

Single £3.00 Dual £3.75

DISC DRIVE INTERFACE LEADS
BBC to Disc Drives Ribbon Cable
Single £4 Twin £6

MISCELLANEOUS
CONNECTORS

Plugs
RGB^PINDIN) 30p
RS423(5pinDomino) 40p
Cassette (7 pin DIN) 25p
EC0NET(5pinDIN) 20p
Paddles(15pin'D') 80p
BBCPowerPlug6way 80p
DiscDrivePlug4way 75p
6wayPowerConnector —

Sockets
45p
50p
65p
30p

200p

95p

Watford
Dealers' List

UNITED KINGDOM

Badger Micros (Devon), Badger's Hill,
Southerton, Ottery-St. Mary, Devon EX11 1SE.
Tel: 0395 68516.

Beebug Retail, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill,
St. Albans.

Cambridge Computer Store, 4 Emmanuel St.,
Cambridge CB1 1NE. Tel: 0223 358264.

Cirkit Distribution Ltd,
Park Lane, Broxbourne, Herts.

CJ.E. Micros, 78 Brighton Road, Worthing,
West Sussex. Tel: 0903 213361.

HCCS, 575-583 Durham Road, Low Fell,
Gateshead, Nr. Newcastle Upon Tyne.
Tel. 091 4870760.

Mancomp Ltd, Printworks Lane, Levenshulme,
Manchester. Tel: 061-224 1888-9888.

Microman Computers, Pasture Lane Farm,
Pasture Lane, Rainford, St. Helens, Merseyside
WA11 8PU. Tel: 074488 3667.

The Computer Depot, 205 Buchanan Street,
Glasgow G1 2JZ. Tel: 041-332 3944.

Verospeed Ltd, Boyatt Wood, Eastleigh, Hants.

OVERSEAS DEALERS
•Absolute Electronics, Rewal House, 208-210 La
Trobe Street, Melbourne, 3000, Victoria,
Australia. Tel: (03) 663 2411.

Alpha Computer Co. Shop 314 Chi Fu
Commercial Centre, Chi Fu Fa Yuen, Honcj
Kong, Tel: 5-506592.

Computer Distribution Company, Parklaan. 47,
8-9300 Aalst, Belgium.

E.B.N., Elisenstrasse 13. 1000 Berlin 41.
Tel: (030) 7952057

Lendac Data Systems, Unit 31, IDA Enterprise
Centre, Pearce Street, Dublin 12. Tel: 710796.

Scientex P.V.B.A., Zilversmidstraat 2, B-2000
Antwerpen, Belgium, Tel: 03 233 59 06

Techno-matic Data, Holbergsgade 19, 1057
Kobenhavn K, Denmark

•Velobyte, Scheaedyksadyk 5a-6a, 3011 EB
Rotterdam, Holland, Tel: (010) 413 8197/414
5171.

Viking Tecno, Vestergade 12.1, 9620
Aalestrup, Denmark, Tel: 08 642522

"Acorn/Watford Referral Centres.

Vigien Console Unit
Enhance the appearance and convenience of
your BBC Micro & Master with the Vigien
console unit.

BBC £45; Master £55 (carr. £4)

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Delta 3B Single Joystick £12
Delta 3B Twin Joysticks £17
Delta 3C Joystick for Compact £10
Delta 14B Single Joystick £12
Delta 14B/1 Adaptor Module £12
Transfer Software Disc-Tape £7

ROM EXTRACTION TOOL
This extremely useful tool allows you trouble
free chip removal from your computer by
distributing the removal force over the whole
body of any 24 or 28 pin chip.

£2

ATTACHE CARRYING
CASE for BBC Micro

This attache carrying case is attractively
finished in mottled antique brown leatherette.
An ideal and safe way of carrying your BBC
Micro around. Supplied with two Keys.

Price: £12 (£2 carr.

28 pin ZIF SOCKET (Textool) £6.95

28pin DIL HEADER PLUG
SOLDER type £1.50
IDC CRIMP type £1.95

CHIP SHOP ASSORTED
ROMS

8271 £36.00 ACORN ADFS £25
DS3691 £3.50 ACORN BASIC 2 £19
DS88LS120 £5.25 Acorn BCPL £42
LM324 £0.45 Acorn COMAL £38
SN76489 £5.50 ACORN DNFS f17
SAA5050 £8.75 Acorn FORTH £32
UPD7002 £4.40 Acorn Graphics £25
2764-250nS £3.00 Acornsoft C £74
27128-250nS £3.50 Acorn LISP £19
27256 £4.20 Acorn LOGO £49
27512 £9.50 Acorn OS B + £25
27C101G(1Meg) £20.00 AcornOS1.2 £14
4013 60p Basic Editor £24
4020 £0.90 Beebfont £25
4464-12 £4.45 Beebmon £22
4464-15 £3.75 BROM Plus £32
4816 RAM £1.75

£2.45
Buffer & Backup £20

41256 Communicator £49
6264LP-8K Graphics Extension Rom

RAM £2.50 GXR-B £21
6502A CPU £4.75 GXR-B + £22
65C02 3M £9.75 Help II £27
65C12 £9.00 ISO Pascal £51
6512A £10.00 ISO-Pascal Stand
6522 £3.40 Alone Generator £30
6522A £5.00 ICON Master £28
6845SP £6.00 Logotron LOGO £45
68B50 £2.95 Master Termulato £34
68B54 £7.50 Micro Prolog £62
7438 40p Microtext Disc £48
74LS00 25p Microtext Rom f199
74LS04 25p Mini Office ROM £47
74LS10 25p MUROM £21
74LS123 80p ROMAS £29
74LS163 70p ROMIT £29
74LS244 80p Serial ULA £13
74LS245 £1.00 TERMULATOR £28
74ALS245 £2.75 Toolkit Plus £31
74LS373 £1.00 Video ULA £15
74LS393 £1.00 ULTRACALC £26
75453 70p
Acornsoft C £74

Prices subject to change without notice and available on request. ALL OFFERS subject
to availibility.
Mail Order and RETAIL SHOP. Trade and Export inquiries welcome.
Government and Educational Establishments' OFFICIAL ORDERS Accepted.

ShopHours: 9.00am to 6.00pm. Monday toSaturday. Thursdays9am to 8pm. (Free Customer's Car orl<'

VAT: UK customers please add 15% VAT to cost incl. Carriage.

CARRIAGE: Unless stated otherwise, minimum £1 on all orders. £2 on Larger items.
On bulkier items, £7 Securicor charge applies (UK mainland only). Overseas orders, carriage is
charged at cost.
Specifications of all products are given in good faith but is subject to change without
notice. Some items vary in their availability. Please ring for latest delivery situation.

Watford (Electronics
JESSAHOI

Telephone ^)^^}-^^^^^^^^^^^$s^\^l ^Jwjjl^
ENGLAND

&



Computaccount (UK) Ltd
21 Spring Hill
Birmingham B18 7BH
Tel 021 236 3455

We are major supplier to the educational
and health sectors

Please send an SAEforour free extensive catalogue and price list. Hundreds of products listed at excellent prices.

/\rchimedes

HIGH PERFORMANCE

COMPUTER SYSTEM

Call for details on
300 series and

400 series systems

ACORN

NEW MASTER COMPACT series. Standard
system is 128K, single 3.5 inch drive,
bundled software.

Compact entry system £349.00
Compact TV system £359.00
Compact with mono monitor £389.00
Compact with colour monitor £529.00
RS 232 interface for compact £26.00
Extra 3.5in drive for compact £99.00
PALTVadaptor for compact £26.00

Master 128 £379.00
Master ET £309.00
Master econet module £43.47
Turbo upgrade £108.00
64K upgrade kit £34.74
Master 512K upgrade £199.00
10 Mbyte Hard disc with fileserver

£1086.95
30 Mbyte Hard disc with fileserver

£1608.95

Epromcartridges £11.95
Acorn DNFS kit £95.00:
ADFS RDM £26.04
ATPLSideways RAM/ROM board

£39.00
CONCEPT Keyboard £124.95
View manual £10.00
Viewsheet manual £10.00

ACCESSORIES
LISTING PAPER
All standard sizes available at very com
petitive prices. Single and multi-part.
LABELS
Various size, 1-across, 2-across,3-
across

RIBBONS -
for most common printers, Epsom,
citizen, Star, Amstrad, Juki, Canon etc.
CLEANING KITS
For UDU, disc drives and keyboards

DISCS

Full range of 3", 3.5* and 5.25" discs
available at very competitive prices.

AMX
Please state whether for BBC or Master
AMXmouse with Super Art ROM £78.00
Pagemaker £43.43
Palntpot , £13.00
Desk £21.70
Super Art ROM £43.43
Database £21.70
3DZicon £21.70
Utilities £13.00

ROM SOFTWARE
Acorn:
View 2.1 ..£45.00

..£63.00

..£33.50

..£45.00

..£45.00
GXR (please state whether for B or B+)

£23.00

£52.00
£39.00

..£46.00BCPL

..£52.00
ADFS ..£26.04
Computer Concepts:
Wordwise Plus ..£40.00
Printmaster ..£25.00
Accelerator ..£48.00

Speech ROM ..£27.50
Communicator ..£51.30
Interword ..£48.00

Intersheet ..£48.00

..£28.50

..£59.00
£46.00

Beebugsoft:
Toolkit Plus ..£33.00

£25.00
..£29.00ICON master

ROMIT £29.00
..£27.00Help II ROM

Sleuth ROM ..£27.00
£28.00

..£32.00Spellcheck III ,
MUROM ..£24.00
Pace:

..£29.57

COMPACT SOFTWARE

£16.95
£12.95

.£59.00

.£12.95

.£12.95
£12.95
£12.95

.£12.95
Strykers Run/Enhanced Strykers

FLEA MARKET
Allitems subject to availability

EPROM programmer £40.00
Programming software (ROM) £5.00
EPROM eraser £24.00
1200/75 Modem + Comm software

£35.00
Torch Light Pen £25.00
Plannercalc. Torch CPN format ...£35.00
Masterplanner. Torch CPN format

£85.00
IBMuser manuals (installation/Basic)

£15.00

MONITORS
Mono:
Sanyo DM4112
Philips green Hi-res 7502
Philips amber Hi-res 7522 ....
Zenith green Hi-res 1230

£76.00
£82.61
£85.00

Colour:

Philips 8533 RGB Med-res +
...£399.00
composite

Monitorcables (state types required)
£3.50

Monitor bridge single height £18.90
double height £25.00

PRINTERS

DOT MATRIX
Epsom LX800 'NEW 150 CPS NLQ

£229.00
Epson FX800 £324.75
Epson FX1000 £453.75
Epson EX800 (optional colour) £457.88
Epson EX1000 (optional colour) £614.63
Epson LX80/86 tractor unit £20.00
Epson LQ 800 180 cps 24 pin matrix
NLQ £479.00
Epson LQ 1000 180 cps 24 pin 132 col
NLQ £659.00
Olivetti DM100 80col NLQ 120cps

£225.00
Olivetti DM280 80col NLQ 160cps

£349.00
Canon PW1080A NLQ 80col 160 cps

£258.00
Brother 1109 Par. + Ser. 100cps +
NLQ £209.00
Brother 1409 Par. + Ser £349.00
Brother 1509 Par. + Ser. 180cps +
NLQ : £449.00
Brother 2024 Par./Ser. NLQ 24pin
160COS £750.00
STAR. Full range stocked. Call for
prices
Star NL 10 serial NLQ 80 col 120cps

£279.00
Star NL 10 parallel NLQ 80 col 120cps

£239.00
Star NX15 NLQ 132 col 120 cps £330.65
Star SD10 NLQ 80 col 160 cps £330.65
Star SD15 NLQ 132 col 160 cps £415.65
Star NB 2415 NLQ 24 pin 216 cps

£645.15
Star NB15 NLQ 24 pin 300 cps £806.65
Citizen 120D parallel 120 cps NLQ80col

£199.00
Citizen LSP10 120cps Eps/IBM comp
NLQ £225.00
Citizen MSP10E 160cps Eps/IBM comp
NLQ £296.00
Panasonic KX-P 1081 £159.00
Panasonic KX-P 1090 £233.00
Panasonic KX-P 1092 £315.00
Panasonic KX-P 1592 £405.00
Micro-P MP165 NLQ £208.70
Micro-P MP200 *NEW* £299.00
Parallel printer cable BBC £9.00
Parallel printer cable IBM, etc from

£15.00
Epson GQ3500 LASER 6 pgs/mln £1795

DAISY WHEELS
Sanyo PR3000 £199.00
Sanyo PR5200 £299.00
Brother HR10 £239.00
Brother HR15 £349.00
Brother HR25 £650.00
Brother HR35 £825.00
Juki 6100 £279.75
Juki 6200 £454.00
Juki 6300 £694.00
Juki 2200 typewriter/printer £238.00

PRINTER
ACCESSORIES

Epson FX 80/85 Tractor Unit £32.00
Epson FX 80/85 Sheet Feeder £125.00
Epson FX100/105 Sheet Feeder£139.00
Brother HR sheet feeder £209.00

Epson MX/RX/FX80 Ribbons £3.75
Epson MX/RX/FX 100 Ribbons £4.50
Canon PW1080/1156 Ribbons £5.00
Taxan Kaga KP810 Ribbons £5.00
Citizen printer ribbons £3.99
All Epson Spares available £POA

Massive range of other compatible
ribbons available

HOW TO ORDER

. Payment by cheque to:
COMPUTACCOUNT (UK) LTD

Carriage: Items less than
£50: £2.50: £50-£100: £4.50
Carriage and insurance on •. :
items more than £100: £9.50 •

Please add VAT at 15% to Total, including Carriage.
Send to Computaccount (UK) Ltd., 21 Spring Hill, Birmingham B18 7BH or telephone 021 236 3455

NAME

ADDRESS.

Quantity Item

AMSTRAD
NEW PC 1512: Prices start at £449 for
basic single drive + mono monitor sys
tem. Phone for prices of other systems.
PCW 8256 C399.00
PCW85I2 £499.00
2nd disc drive lor PCW82S6 £155.00
Serial interlace lot PCW £59.00
Modem with Chil Chat software £ 169.00
Wordstar deluxe £60.00
Supercalc £43.00
Sagosoft Popular Accounts Plus.. £130.00
Dbase II £103.00
3 inch discs lor PCW's. £3.50

DISC DRIVES

Opus 5802 400k DS 40/80 track £109.00
Opus 5802DB dual 400k DS 40/80 track

£205.00
Opus 5802D dual 400k DS 40/80 with
PSU £233.91
Opus DDOS kit £52.12
Pace PSD1P 100k 40T with PSU

£125.00
Pace PSD3P 400k 40/80T with PSU

£144.00
Pace PDD3P dual 400k 40/80T with
PSU £260.00
Akhter MD802E dual 400K DS 40/80T
mounted in monitor stand £285.00
CumanaCSX100 100k SS40T...£99.00
Cumana CS100 100k SS 40T with PSU

£129.00
Cumana CS400S 400k DS 40/80T with
PSU £152.00
Cumana CD800S dual 400k SS 40T
with PSU £295.00
Cuman CS354 SS 3.5" with PSU

£121.70
Cuman CD358 DS 3.5" with PSU

£210.00.
Cumana CCD2000S 3.5"+5.25" with
PSU ,. £282.17

MODEMS

Nightingale with Commstar £135.00
Voyager 11 £99.95
WS 2000 £108.69
Modem 1000 (BT approved) Special
Offer £35.00

NEW TORCH RANGE

Z80 processor board with software
£229.00

Twin floppy drive unit £283.00
Both above combined at £459.00
20 MBHard plus one floppy unit£826.00
40 MB Hard plus one flopy unit £1125.00

Massive range of torch software
available.

SPECIAL SOFTWARE
Torch Turbo Library - Special func
tions & procedures for Turbo Pascal to
access the power of BBC/Torch facili
ties.
Newnet - Powerful friendly Torchnet
Management software with password
protection, etc.

dBASE SPECIAL
dBase helper programme now available
for those who do not want to learn
programming in dBase, but need the
powerful facilities quickly.
Price only £40.00

Price

TOTAL £.
_l
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PCB BY CAB
Drawing up complex circuit boards can be a chore.

Computeraided design makes your life easier

Have you ever looked through
those other glossy mags on sale
alongside Acorn User, the elec
tronics monthlies? Have you
ever wondered how Acorn plug

all those chips on the green boards inside
their computers?

Those green printed circuit boards
(PCBs) are glass fibre or resin boards on to
which components are soldered to make
any electronic circuit, including the BBC
micro. There are two sides to each PCB,
the component side with the resistors,
capacitors and chips and the track side,
where the lines on the board are. Normal

ly, the components are mounted by
pushing their leads through tiny drilled
holes in the board, and then these leads are
soldered to the copper lines on the track
side to make a circuit.

Some complex boards have lines or
tracks on both sides of the board, and the
most complex types have more tracks
buried inside the board too. The tracks are

the 'wires' that join the components
together. Obviously the layout of the
tracks varies for different electronic cir

cuits, so a new PCB must be designed for
every new type of circuit you wish to
build. To get round this, some manufactur
ers have designed special boards like Vero-
board. This has lots of parallel tracks at
0.1-inch intervals, and lots of pre-drilled
holes along each track. Such boards are
quite useful for building prototype circuits,
but enthusiasts recommend a specially de
signed PCB for the most reliable results.

The problem
Many people are put off using printed
circuit boards because they appear difficult
to make. But themain problem is theactual
design of the board and its layout ofcopper
tracks. This iswhere youcan put yourBBC
microto gooduse.

Figure 1 shows you how to produce a
PCB. The computer design element is only
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Figure 1. Howto produce your priited circuil board
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Alpha-Base
Alpha-Base is the successor to the huge
ly successful Beta-Base, the top selling
database for the BBC micro. Beta-Base
files can even be transferred to Alpha-
Base.

Alpha-Base incorporates all the sugges
tions and requests that we have received
over the last five years. All of the stan
dard Beta-Base facilities are there but
in a much improved form. In addition
there are many new features that will
make your life easier. Some of the
features are:

• Free format screens
• Multiple pages per record
• 400 fields & 27,600 characters

per record
• 2.14 billion records per file
• Multiple display & entry forms
• Fast search & sort options
• Plain English entry of search criteria
• Five data types including formula

& date
• Winchester compatible

At Clares we try to give you usable
programs. This results in some arbitrary
limits on the size of files in Alpha-Base.
The limits of 400 fields and 27,600
characters per record are unlikely to
restrict you but they enable us to save
memory and provide additional fea
tures. The only other limitations are due
to the hardware. Alpha-Base can handle
2.14 billion records but the ADFS can't!

£49.95

Acomputer likeARCHIMEDES needs software that can match
itsoutstandingcapabilities. Our new products do just that and
one of the firstareas that you will want to explore is the gra
phics capability. ARTISAN, from the authors of ARTROOM, is
the ultimate in graphics packages, lust take a look at the
screen shot reproduced here, as they say 'a picture is worth
a thousand words'. We can't describe all the features here but
some major functions are:

• Full screen
• Fast multi level

scrolling zoom
• Image distortion

Plus all the usual features and some very unusual ones too.

• WIMP environment

• Magic brush
• ECF designer

£39.95

-COMPETITION-
Can you do better than the picture shown here? If so you
could win yourself a unique prize. If yours is judged to be
the best picture then your masterpiece will be transferred
to canvas by our artist Jon Warmisham (BA Hons Fine Art).
The competition is open ended but the best picture each
month will be featured in ACORN USER and a monthly
prize will he awarded. Full details are contained in the ARTI
SAN pack.

IMAGE WRITER

IMAGE WRITER is a sophisticated
WIMP based wordprocessor with the
ability to include graphics as well
as to use various font combinations.
Because Image Writer is document
based you do not have to create page
layouts for every page. You prepare
your whole document in one go. Just
type it, add the graphics and print
it—simple. The graphics can be cre
ated with the built in graphics editor.
Image Writer is designed as a first
level DTP product and it uses the nor
mal printer fonts to print both text
and graphics in one pass. We will of
course be producing a full feature
DTP when ARCHIMEDES supports
the fancy font printing. Image Writer
will be available when you read this
so please contact us for more infor
mation.

£29.95

ARCHIMEDES
TOOLKIT MODULE

ATM is the first toolkit available for this
powerful new micro. Many of the features
that made RAMROD a top seller have
been incorporated into ATM and a whole
host of new features have been added in
cluding:

• 10 Memory and disc editors
• 8 Memory and disc searches

(inc. wildcards)
• A scrolling disassembler
• A one line assembler (accessed from

the disassembler)
• Shift and compare functions
• Catall and Exall for discs
• Winchester compatible

If you want to explore your ARC then
order the ARCHIMEDES TOOLKIT MOD
ULE today. It has enabled us to disassem
ble modules, discover many undocument
ed SWI calls and has been an invaluable
aid in debugging software. You can even
search for mnemonics.

£39.95

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT and P+P
OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £4

15? E3
DONT FORGET, YOU CAN ORDER WITH ACCESS CARD TOO!

98 Middlewich Rd Northwich

Cheshire CW9 7DA Tel: 0606 48511



onesection of thewhole process. Let's start
by taking a problem and show how a PCB
was designed to help solve it.

Beep, beep, beep, beep; the strains of an
electronic keyboard hummed through Tel
ford Towers. 'Very good, mydear,'said her
ladyship, 'butnotquite in time.' My daugh
ter asked, 'Dad, how can I play in time?'
Now the average metronome costs two
arms and a leg, and so that was out. One
alternative was to press the BBCmicro into
action. I would have used the micro but for

the fact that there was every chance my
daughter would be learning to play her
keyboard for quite some time.

The answer was clear; build a metro
nome. First, I found a suitable electronic
circuit. I decided that she wanted a device
that would tick loudly at regular intervals
and I soon found a couple of circuits which
promised to do that. Cost being ever close
to myheart, I soondiscovered the555 timer
chip which costs 17 pence in our local high
street. The second stage was to alter the
circuit to match my needs. This produced
the circuit diagram offigure 2.

Because I believe in reliability and tidy
circuitry, I decided to go for aPCB version,
and this led to figure 3, which is the circuit
diagram in a physical form which closely
matches the way that the real PCB compo
nents are mounted. I made a list of compo
nent sizes and orientations, then set about
designing the PCB tracks. This itself was
made difficult because designing in indelible
felt-tip pen, on copper, in mirror image is
not my strong point. It has to be mirror
image because all the diagrams show the
circuit from the component side - the
copper tracks are in reality underneath the
board. Now I had another problem - how
to make a neat and accurate PCB which

could be replicated? It's possible to buy
copper-clad boards for PCB production
which are covered with a light-sensitive
emulsion. Circuit diagrams drawn on trac
ing paper can be copied on to the board by
long exposures to sunlight orshorter expo
sures (four-and-a-half minutes), to an ultra
violet lamp. This meant that I could design
the PCB on drafting film or greaseproof
paper theright way round, then reverse it in
the exposure stage. I decided to use the
BBC Master to develop a design package
which would handle most simple PCB
computer aided work.

Major specifications
The PCB package specifications included
thefollowing:
• Be able toproduce PCBs actual size
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Figure 2. Circuit diagram forthe metronome

Figure 3. Physical layout of the metronome circuit

• Designs should beprinted outon printer
paper for further manipulation oron tracing
paper (using dark inkribbons)
• Maximum size ofboard to be designed is
7.5 inches bysixinches
• Built-in grids of 0.05, 0.1, 0.5, 0.1, 0.5
and one inch

• Two pad sizes - small (IC size) and large
for soldering big components
• Two track widths - thin for ICs and
thick forhigher currents
• Special preset patterns for eight, 14, 16,
28-pin ICs
• Text use

• Screen manipulations - copy or move
areas, reflect horizontally orvertically
• Editing of tracks, pads and areas to
correct mistakes.

• Save and load designs to disc.

This package should cope with most day
to day PCB design requirements, certainly
up to GCSE level in school. However, there
area couple of things which it won't handle.
The biggest omission is that tracks cannot
travel in between IC pads, although they
can travel under ICs, as shown in figure 4.
The other omission is in multi-layering. The
program will only handle one layer of track
at a time. If we needed to produce a board
with tracks on both sides, then the approach
would have tobe to do two separate designs
and bring them together outside the compu
ter. Complex requirements like this would
usually merit buying one of the specialist
PCB design packs from firms like Plotmate
or Pineapple.

Figure 8 is the function key strip for the
use of this overlay plus a few keyboard
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keys. You can cut this strip out, photocopy
it,or use thefree reusable key strip included
with last month's Acorn User. Learning
how to use the package should prove quite
simple, because any complex command is
explained asit isused.

Notice that theprogram uses thefunction
keys alone, in combination with Shift and
also with CTRL. The top line of the
kcystrip indicates the part ofthe program to
which thecommands belong.

Starting the system
This package is made up from three prog
rams; themain one isthedesigning program
- listing 1 in the yellow pages - and the
other two are utilities for saving and loading
thescreen to disc. The main design program
works in mode 128, and consequently needs
a shadow memory stream. Each saved
screen would normally take up 20k of disc
space. The utility programs are source code
for standard screen packing and unpacking
programs, PACK andUNPACK. Theycan
condense the screen to a file much smaller

than 20k. First type in, save and run listing
2; this will save a machine language file
called PACK on your disc. Repeat with
listing 3, which will generate a file'called
UNPACK. These files can be used as star

commands. ::'PACK FRED will pack a
screen into a disc file called FRED and

-'UNPACK FRED expands it back to a full
screen. Both commands will work with

BBC B, B+ and Master computers on all
legal filing systems, though without ANFS
it will be pretty slow on a network. The
PCB designing program uses these star
commands internally so they should be
included on the same disc as the main

program, listing 1, or in the current library
if you are using ADFS or NFS. Use them
outside this package too,as they are entirely
free-standing. They have much the same
function as the LDPIC and SVPIC prog
rammes published in Acorn User inOctober
1986, but now allow the use of the shadow
screen as well.

When you have all the programs on disc,
you could configure a disc specially for
PCB designs. First, format adisc, then copy
*PACK/UNPACK and the design prog
ram, which we'll call TRACK. Add a
IBOOT file as follows:

•••BUILD IBOOT

0001 MODE 128:CH. "TRACK"

0002

ESCAPE

::-OPT4,3
Now the program will operate when you
boot the disc using Shift-Break. We can
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Figure 4. Tracks cannot go between pads

store 10 files on a 40-track disc, 20 on a
80-track disc and 80 on an ADFS disc.

Starting the program
Press Shift-Break and the screen will clear.

The words 'Horizontal' and 'Vertical'

appear in the bottom left-hand corner, and
the figures showing indicate the distance of
the cursor cross from the bottom-left cor

ner of the graphics screen. The task now is
to move the cross around the screen. This is

done by using thecursor keys incollabora
tion with Shift and CTRL. The cursor keys
alone move the cursor in 0.1-inch steps,
which match thepin-outs ofa wide range of
electronic components. For faster move
ment the Shift key moves the cursor in
one-inch increments, and the Shift-CTRL
keys together move it in 0.5-inch steps. For
extra precision, the CTRL key enables the
cursor to move in0.05-inch gaps.

The main drawing commands to draw

Figure 5. Available chip socket shapes

tracks are allocated the first three function

keys. The easiest to use are fl and Shift-fl.
Function key 1 immediately draws a small
pad (about IC size), at the cursor point.
Shift-fl draws a larger pad, which is useful
for soldering in bigger components or
sockets. Tracks aredrawn by pressing either
fO for thin lines or Shift-fO for thick lines.

Just above the horizontal/vertical indicator,
is a blank line which the system uses to
guide people through the more complex
commands. In thecase of track drawing, the
following sequence isfollowed:
• Press fO or Shift-fO

• Message says 'Move to line start and
pressS'
• Do this

• Prompt then says 'Move to line end and
pressE'
• Dothis;thecursor leaves a 'ghost' line as
you move

• Pressing E draws the line as thinor thick
as selected

Drawing-in text is a similar multi-stage
process. On pressing CTRL-fO, themessage
'Type text then press Return' appears. This
generates a 'ghost' rectangle on screen,
which can be moved around. The message
'press SPACE to fix' indicates how the text
can be finalised on screen.

Special drawing commands
Shift-f2 generates a message 'Type code:',
and this means type a mnemonic from the
following list:

8PINV 8PINH 14PINV I4PINH JOINS

16PINV 16PINH 28PINV 28PINH JOINT

Figure 5 shows most of the shapes gener
ated by each command. The two odd ones
are the JOIN commands. These generate
tracks, but starting from the current cursor
position and hence requiring only an 'E' to
fix them. The last 'special' command can be
repeated by pressing f2 without the Shift
key. Advanced users will quickly appreci
ate the benefits of using f2 repeatedly with
JOINS and then drawing tracks by repe
atedly pressing f2. This also automatically

Figure 6. The metronomedesign onscreen
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generates the 'E' to end a line then starts a
new line. This means a sequence of lines
can be drawn with just the cursor keys and
f2, then at the very end, a final press on 'E'
concludes that track.

The erase commands
Erasing parts of the screen is the only way
of editing it.The simplest commands are f4
and Shift-f4, which delete small and large
pads respectively. CTRL-f4 gives a warn
ing, then clears the whole screen, effectively
giving you a new PCB to use. Both f3 and
Shift-f3 behave exactly like fO and Shift-fO,
erasing instead of drawing, though I gener
ally tend to use only Shift-fO, which wipes
out thin or thick lines. CTRL-f3 erases a

rectangular area ofscreen, and gives simple
instructions for the user to follow in setting
up therectangle.

Screen manipulation is performed by
function keys f5 and f6. Function key f5
gives instructions on how to mark a rec
tangular area, and Shift-f5 lets you move or
copy this area to another partof the screen,
again accompanied by instructions in the
lower area of the screen. Function key f6
marks an area, allows its movement or
copying to another part of the screen, and
then reflects the rectangle horizontally. For
example, text should be inverted to look
like mirror writing. This is useful because it
means that text on the track side of a PCB

can be read once the tracks themselves are

inverted during theexposure process. Shift-
f6 performs the same task as f6, except that
the reflection is in the vertical axis rather

than the horizontal.

Both f7 and f8 cause the current screen to
bedumped to an Epson-compatible printer.
This is done in Basic, and so is slow, but
allows the Escape key to be active during
the dumping. Again there are prompts at
the bottom of thescreen. CTRL-f7 displays
a catalogue of the current disc. At first sight
this is quite worrying, because the PCB
design vanishes, but it is in fact saved in a
file called 'TEMP', and after the catalogue

Figure 7. PCB fora train set
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the PCB design ispacked back in. CTRL-f8
allows files to be deleted, so I recommend
locking the three main program files. Shift-
f7 and Shift-f8 load and save the PCB design
to disc. They tooare supported by instruc
tions, and the ::'CAT function can be called
from within them.

Remember that the program will not
redraw what you delete or cover-up. This
means that you should inspect the design
for partly deleted pads, or pads without
drilling points. This occasionally happens
because of the way the program draws and
erases tracks. When using the program,
remember that Escape will abortalmost any
action, but it may need a second press to
restore thecursor. Filing system errors have
not all been trapped, so if you have prob
lems, hunt out DEF PROCerr and add
your specific error trapping routines.

Making the board
With the design program complete, I prog
ressed to figure 6 which is the final screen
for the metronome PCB. The finished

printout isoften just a bit too faint to work
efficiently, so it can be photocopied onto
drafting film or tracing paper to darken it.
Next the light-sensitive copper-clad board
is placed under the tracing paper, with the
printed side of the paper side in contact
with the board. They are then exposed to
ultra-violet light for four-and-a-half mi
nutes. The exposure is quite critical, and for
safety's sake I use a light box which protects
users from the ultra-violet rays. There
should be instructions available with the
circuitboardabouthow long an exposure is
necessary, and some types can even be
exposed with sunlight.

Next the board can be developed in a
bath of caustic soda. This is harmful to the
skin, so again take care! After a brief wash,
the screen design is now firmly part of the
copper board, and you can etch away the
spare copper between the tracks using ferric
chloride. This too is a poison, so take care.
When the copper is etched, the board is
washed and dried, then the holes in the pads
drilled with a fine 0.8mm drill bit. The
components are mounted by pushing their
leads through the holes and soldering them
into place. Add some power from a nine-
volt battery and 'beep, tick, beep, tick,
beep, tick. . .'

I wish I hadn't started, because the next
project is themodel train set,and thedesign
pack is sufficiently accurate to produce-
figure 7.When will it all stop?
Details ofJoe's listings can be found on thi
yellow pages index on page 113.
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PINEAPPLE SOFTWARE

DIAGRAM II
SUMMARY of DIAGRAM II FEATURES

Diagram II represents a major breakthrough in the techniques used for
drawing software on the BBC micro, It works on a completely different principle 1.
to other drawing software by storing the drawing information straight to disc
as coded 8»8 pixel blocks. 2.

This technique has three major advantages. First, the size of the diagram is
only limited by the amount of space on disc, Second, there is no limit to the 3,
amount of information which can be stored on a given diagram as the information
is stored on disc and not in computer memory. Third, the disc storage technique 4.
allows the smooth scrolling of the screen over the whole surface of the 5,
diagram,

For people not familiar with Diagram, the basic operation of the program is 6.
to first display any part of the diagram, either by quoting an index name or
screen number, At this point you are free to scroll the diagram around the 7,
screen using either cursor keys, trackerball or mouse, You may stop scrolling
at any point and enter the edit mode which allows you to modify or add new 3,
information to the diagram. When you have finished making alterations, the new
information is stored to disc and you are free to scroll elsewhere on the 9,
diagram stopping to edit at any time.

> The edit features are now very comprehensive. Text may be typed straight 10,
trom the keyboard, and if other fonts are stored as user defined characters
then these fonts may be printed using the normal keyboard keys, 11,

The print routines are now completely 'scaleable' with both the horizontal 12.
and vertical scales being totally variable in IV. steps between a size that will 13,
give IS mode 0 screens on an A4 sheet and a size that would print just one pixel
_on a sheet! The routines are adaptable to most types of dot matrix printer and
full advantage mau be made of wide carriage printers. The printouts may be
rotated through '30 deg. if required.

14.
The new editing features make DIAGRAM II suitable for al1 types of serious

drawing application including scale drawings, flow charts, architectural,
family trees, and many other subjects as well as circuit and schematic diagrams.
As an example of what Diagram II can do, this complete advertisement (with the 15,
exception of the PCB drawing) has been produced with the package.

Works on any model BBC computer with either DFS or ADFS,'ADFS only ;f
Shadow memory available),

Will automatically take advantage of shadow memory (any make) to
provide more User Definable Characters, 880 with Shadow, 381 without
Shadow.
Rapid horizontal and vertical line drawing routine with automatic
joins for circuit diagrams.

Full rubber band line drawing and circle drawing modes.
Takes advantage of the Acorn GXR rom to provide drawing of arcs,
sectors, chords, parallelograms, ellipses, and flood filling, Note
this rom is already fitted to Master and Compact machines.

Pi-el cursor drawing and deleting mode allows very fine detail to be
added,
Defined areas of screen may be moved, copied, deleted or saved to
disc,
On-screen indication of cursor position shows either the cursor
position on the overall diagram or the distance from a preset point.

Keyboard keys may be predefined to print User Defined Characters,
enabling new character sets to be stored as user defined characters
and then printed straight to the screen using the keyboard keys.

Wordprocessor files may be loaded to the screen and automatically
formatted into any shape screen area,
Index names may be set up to point to given areas of a large diagram,
_to enable rapid access to a given point on a diagram,
Fully compatible with Marconi tracker1-. ;.l 1 and most makes of mouse,
All Diagram'Util ities' are included, enabling screen ident numbers
and borders to be added, and any area of diagram to be moved or
copied. The whole diagram may be displayed in reduced scale (either
4*4 or 8«8 format) on a single screen, and the size of the overall
diagram may be increased or decreased.
Completely scaleable print routines allow any area of the diagram to
be printed either horizontally or through 90 deg. in scales that may
be varied in 1"' steps allowing up to 18 mode 0 screens to be printed
on an A4 sheet (still with readable text).
Complete with 40 page easy to understand handbook.

REAR ELEVATION Diagram II consists of a set of disc files and a
16k Eprom. The disc supplied is formatted in 40T
on side,0 and 80T on side 2. Please state if this
is unsuitable for your system, or if you require
a 3,5" Master Compact disc.

PCB

DIAGRAM II - £ 55.00 + uat
P&P free (except overseas)

H.B. Upgrades are available to existing Diagram
owners, Please contact Pineapple if you have
not received an upgrade letter.

Pineapple's now famous printed circuit board draughting aid produces complex
double sided PCB s very rapidly using any model BBC micro and any FX compatible
dot-matrix printer,

The program is supp!led on Eprom and up to 500 component and 500 ASCII
component descriptions may be stored for each PCB, There is no limit to the
number of tracks that may be stored for a given PCB although the maximum board
size is restricted to 3" * 5.6".

Using a mode 1 screen, tracks on the top side of the board are shown in red,
while those on the underside are blue. Each side of the board may be shown
individually or superimposed, A component placement screen allows component
out ines to be drawn for silk screen purposes and component numbers and
outlines entered on this screen may be displayed during track routing to aid
identification of roundels,

The print routines allow separate printouts of each side of the PCB in a
very accurate expanded definition 1:1 or 2:1 scale enabling direct contact
printing to be used on resist covered copper clad board. The print routines
are very fast taking typically 5 minutes for a 1:1 print of a 7" * 5" board.

This program has too many superb features to describe adequately here, so
Please write or 'phone for more information and sample printouts.

PCB PLOTTER DRIVER
A new addition to the PCB software is the

PCB plotter driver program. This enables
files produced by PCB to be used in
conjunction with most types of plotter to
produce plotted output rather than the normal
dot-matrix printer output,

In this way plots may be produced directly
onto film or even directly onto copper board
with an etch resistant pen if a suitable
plotter is available, The program is suitable
for use with most makes of plotter including
Hewlett Packard, Hitachi and Plotmate M. The
program can also be configured to work with
other plotters by entering suitable plotter
instructions,

All the features of the printer driver are
included, such as the automatic thinning down
of tracks between roundels, Mirror image
plots are also available.

PRICE £35.00 +uatPRICE £85.00 +uat

MARCONI TRACKERBALL
This high quality device comes in three versions. Version one is for the

standard BBC micro and comes with the Icon Artmaster drawing package from
Micro-Draw, and Trackerball Utilities which allow the trackerball to be
used with other software.

Version two is for the Master 123 computer and this comes with the
Pointer Rom. This is a Rom which allows the Master to be configured for use
with the Trackerball and has commands to enable the Trackerbalf to
intercept the cursor key or joystick routines of other software. Commands
are also available to reverse the axes of the trackerball and set the
sensitivity. The three buttons may also be set up to produce any ASCII code,

Version three is simply the bare Trackerball which comes without software
but is suitable for use with specially written software such as Diagram or
Diagram II,

Trackerball adapters are also available which plug onto the end of the
cable ana convert the connections of the trackerball to be the same as a
mouse. This enables the trackerball to drive all types of 'mouse' software.

For Model 'B' and B* (with Icon flrtnaster) £ 60.00 * vat
For Master 128 (with Pointer Ron) £ 60.00 ♦ vat
Bare Trackerball (no software) £ 49.00 f vat
Pointer Ron - available separately £ 12.50 ♦ vat
Trackerball to nouse adapters £ 8.00 ♦ vat
Postage & packing on Trackerballs £ 1.75

All orders sent by return

MITEYSPICE
Miteyspice is a.very powerful AC &EC circuit analysis package with graphics

suitable tor use with any model BBC micro including those with 2nd processors
As well as all the usual facilities available with this type of program,

non-Imear effects, small signal, noise measurements and sweeps may be
performed. Component values may be swept, allowing component tolerances to be
investigated as well as thermal performance etc. Comprehensive transistor
modelling is incorporated using a 20 parameter Ebers Moll description. Tne
program is supplied on disc with a very comprehensive 49 page manuai.

PRICE £119.00 +uat

ADFS Utilities Rom - ADU
ADU is an invaluable utility for all ADFS users. It adds over 20 new

♦commands to the ADFS filing system as wel1 as providing an extensive Menu
facility with over 35 sub commands covering areas such as repeated disc
comprction, saving and loading Rom images, auto booting of files and many more

Copying of DFS discs onto ADFS discs can be made in one pass with automatic
creation of the required directories on the ADFS disc. All functions are fully
compatible with Winchester drives including «BACKLP which allows backing up of
Winchesters onto multiple floppies.

Additional «commar,ds include:- ♦ADU, ♦EACI-UP, ♦CATALL. ♦CHANGE, «DFSDFS.
♦DIRALL, ♦DIRCOPY, «DIRDESTROY, ♦DIRRENAME, ♦DISCEDIT, ♦DRIVE, ♦FILEFIND,
♦FORMAT, ♦KILLADU,♦LOCK,♦MENU,♦PURGE,♦PURBRK, ♦UNLOCK, ♦VERIFV,♦VFORMAT.

PRICE £29.00 +uat

39 Brounlea Gardens,Seuen Kings,! If ord, Essex IG3 9NL Tel 01-599 1476
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THE NEW AMX MK. Ill MOUSE.
TRAP ONE SOON.

The MK III AMX Mouse is a product of Swiss precision and the result of a world-wide search to find a worthy successor to the AMX
Mouse MK II.

The new Mouse has been specifically chosen to be the perfect partner to the ever expanding range of AMX software. The unique patented
design includes high resolution D.RI. and superior ball technology to ensure that contact between the Mouse and the surface is constant at all times.

There's a new shape too, that fits comfortably in the hand.
The AMX Mouse MK III costs only £34.99 or you can join the great "Mouse-Swap" Part exchange your old

Mouse for the MK III for only £29.99. __,

•SUPERART

AMX MOUSE MK III PLUS SUPERART 16K ROM, PLUS DISC £79.99

Acknowledged as the most sophisticated, yet easy to use paint package
available for the BBC Micro, it's no wonder over 20,000 have already been sold.

'Superart' features include cut, copy, paste, move, rotate, plus many, many
more such as fantastic spray and zoom facilities.

Available for BBC B, B+; Master 128, and Master Compact. Please state
which version is required when ordering.

SUPERART (ONLY) £49.99

PICTURE GALLERY 2 x FLIPPY DISC £24 99

Instant art! Acollection of fine drawings produced by acclaimed artists using
superart.

'MAX 16K ROM £19.99

MAX provides aneasy touse graphic based front
end toyour computer's disc filing system including a
comprehensive set of disc management operations such
ascataloging, copying, deleting and re-naming. You can
also run programs from within MAX. Available for the
BBC, B+, Master 128 and Master Compact. Please
state which version isrequired.

AMX MOUSE PLUS STOP PRESS 2*16K ROM, 2xDISC £79.99

The most highly acclaimed desktop publishing software available for the
BBC Micro. Already thousands of users are producing professional documents,
newsletters, flyposters etc. in fact anything where text and graphics are required.

'Stop Press' comes complete with 16 variable typefaces.
Available for the BBC, B+ and Master 128. Please state which version is

required when ordering.

STOP PRESS (ONLY) £49.99

EXTRA! EXTRA! 2 x FLIPPY DISC £24.99

300K fantastic clip art, over 25 fonts and utility software.

*AMX DESIGN 32K ROM AND DISC £69.99

Ahighly sophisticated CAD package which allows
the user drawings to beproduced such asa simple PCB
design up to the most intricate, architectural drawing.

Advanced features include full zoomand macro

facilities, 58x58 screen canvas, full supported printer
and plotter output. Available for theBBC, B+, Master
128 and Master Compact.

The additional AMX Software range that requires the original AMX Art Rom or Super Art Rom including: 3D Zicon normal price £24.99 Database normal
price £24.99 XAM normal price £24.99 MindGames normal price £14.99. Total price - £89.96 but now available asa complete package atonly £69.99.

These superb products are available from all good computer dealers ordirect by Cheque, Access or Visa. All prices include VAT and post and packaging.
C^kFOR INSTANT ACCESS, VISA ORDERS TELEPHONE (0925) 413501/2/3

• ALl THESE PROGRAMS WORK WITH

KEYBOARD, JOYSTICK OR MOUSE.
IMAGINATION AT YOUR FINGERTIPS

Superart and stoppress arenow available under licence
for ECONETlevels 2 end 3.
Pleaseapply directforEducational Discounts.

ADVANCED MEMORY SYSTEMS LTD. 166/170 WILDERSPOOL CAUSEWAY, WARRINGTON, WA4 6QA. TELEX 628672 AMSG. FAX 0925 58039.
TU8ELINK ONPRESTEL PAGE 2682182 SUPPORTS THE AMX MOUSE. AND ALl AMSSOFTWARE



GRAPHICS

PRETTY AS
A PICTURE

Computer artist Karl Torokhas found stunning graphics
are possible if you turn the technology to your advantage

We all know what computer
art is - we see it every time
we watch the television.

Yet the computer art that
we have come to take for

granted is only one aspect of a subject that
is as old as computers themselves.

Computer art is separate from computer
graphics in the same way that fine art
painting is separate from graphic design or
illustration^ both disciplines use many of
the same techniques but 'art' somehow
carries the impression of loftier ideals and
less interest in the commercial market. As

Brian Larkman

in other areas of life, absolutely any aspect
of computing is fair game for artisitic
interpretation, but computer art broadly
falls into the two main directions - high
tech versions of traditional imagemaking
and art generated by a program written by
the artist.

Painting With Light, a recent series of
television programmes, illustrated the high
tech approach, providing six established
artists with Quantel Paintbox systems for a
day. The results showed how a very
powerful computer system used in an artis
tic context could produce conventional

results almost indistinguishable from tradi
tional, 'hand-crafted' art-works. In fact the
series was rather disappointing as the
artists involved seemed to be reluctant to

experiment with the remarkable facilities
that Quantel provides. Much more in
teresting is the work of artists like Mike
Marshall, Margot Lovejoy, Alyce Kaprow
and others working at MIT and other
American institutes with access to power
ful paintbox systems. Their work is im
possible using conventional techniques.

At the other financial extreme is the

work of artists like Karl Torok who use
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cheap home micros like the BBC, Atari ST
or Amiga with relatively simple 'paintbox'
packages like Artist (on the BBC), or
Deluxe Paint (on the Amiga) - simple
compared to the Quantel. These can pro
duce many of the effects of the expensive
systems but suffer from the limited range
of output available. One of the main critic
isms of this type of artwork, whether on
cheap or expensive systems, is that the
software and hardware constrains the artist

to some extent, dictating the style of the
end product. However the limitations of
the micro can be turned to benefit with a

little thought.
Take a look at the pictures by Karl

Torok on these pages. Until a couple of
years ago he was producing drawings and
paintings very similar to these by hand.
Working from old photographs and post
cards, the picture was built up on the
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canvas with thousands of dots or dabs of a
small range of colours - an incredibly
laborious technique known in artistic terms
as pointillism. Viewed from a normal dis
tance, the dots merge and blend to create
the whole range of hues, similar to the way
a complete TV picture is built from only
red, green and blue dots. Painting a single
pointillist picture by hand could take
weeks or even months.

Inspired by a computer linked to a
digitiser glimpsed in a shop window,
Torok set up his own computer assistant -
a BBC micro, an R H Electronics digitiser,
and a dot-matrix printer. This seemed a
reasonable start.

After all, a computer screen is also made
up of many dots or pixels, and because
there are only eight colours, you are often
forced to use mixes or 'dithered' colours to

produce a reasonable range of hues. A

GRAPHICS

dot-matrix printer provides a sort of
mechanical pointillism. But after using one
for some time its artistic limitations became
increasingly apparent to Karl.

A range of techniques are available for
the computer artist to produce screen im
ages. These include simple paintbox sys
tems (like those described by Paul Bayley
in this issue), more complex painting hard
ware, such as that by Quantel, digitising or
frame-grabbing and programmed imagery.
This can be carefully designed, as with TV
station identification trailers for example,
or art generated by the computer with
random elements, a style used by the
Micro-Arts group. All of these systems are
fine if the screen display is the final des
tination for the image - some artists even
value its temporary nature. But for most
people, the computer is just a means of
developing and manipulating an image. The
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final product has to be on video, film or
most likely paper - and it is here that the
real problems begin.

Video is in some ways the ideal medium
to record computer art: it is cheap, widely
available and easy to show now that so
many people have access to VCRs. It
allows still or moving images, in colour.
However, the image quality is usually poor
and editing is very difficult without expen
sive equipment. Many home micros do not
allow for video recording, though it is
possible with the BBC micros.

Film is usually too expensive to use as a
storage medium. It is possible to take both
moving and still photographs direct from
the monitor screen, but problems with
scan-lines, and especially with distortion
due to thecurve of the monitor glass, make
film images very unsatisfactory. Systems
do exist to photograph screens directly, the
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Polaroid Palette for example, or by a direct
output to a higher quality transparency-
maker, but these are extremely expensive.

The only realistically cheap method is
onto paper, using a dot-matrix, ink-jet, or
laser printer - or a plotter. As Torok
found, even the versatility of a dot-matrix
printer does not always produce an artisti
cally acceptable image. This type of printer
builds up its image with a series of dots on
a matrix or grid. Anyimage printed by this
method naturally takes on an orderly,
mechanical appearance. It can be softened
by overprinting several times "but can never
be entirely overcome. Another severe
limitation of dot-matrix and thermal prin
ters is the usually very evident horizontal
bands of overprinting that they produce as
a by-product of the way the printhead
moves backward and forward across the
paper. This can be overcome to some

extent with an ink-jet printer, but the
regular pattern of the dots is still evident.

A laser printer is the 'ultimate' output
device, as it has very high resolution and
also overcomes the horizontal striped look.
But other problems become apparent, par
ticularly cost, which often puts it out of
reach. In any case, a laser printer can only
print whatever graphic image is on the
screen dot for dot. The high resolution of
the printer is wasted as the image is still
limited by the resolution of the screen.

The only other common form of
computer-generated hard copy isdrawn by
a plotter. At first sight this seems the least
likely way to produce an artistic image.
Nevertheless, this is what Karl Torok uses.

John Downie wrote the software that
Torok now uses. His first contact with
Karl Torok, an established artist and print-
maker, was about some computer aided
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design software that Downie had been
writing - but it was clear at once that it
was unsuitable for Torok's purposes. He
wanted plotter driving software to dump
computer screen images. Downie explained
that a dot-matrix printer rather than a
plotter was normally used to do this, but
Torok understood the difference and he
wanted to drive a plotter.

Downie realised a plotter could do the
job, drawing a dot of the appropriate
colour for each screen pixel and moving
the plotter accordingly. Such an approach
would be possible, but surely out of the
question since it would take hours to dump
a single screen. The lines and areas of a
screen drawing can't be drawn by the
plotter, unless the picture was drawn with
a computerpainting package. Karl, howev
er, was delighted at the prospect of such
relatively rapid work, since his pointillist

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

technique normally required months of
painstaking dotting with drawing pens.

A simple program was quickly written
for an A4 plotter and a version of this is on
the yellow pages. To avoid the uniformity
and unwanted structure that appears while
working from the screen, an early addition
to the basic program was to use small
random but controllable variations in the

position of the pen. Control over the
density of the plotting was also provided.
These early programs were used to pro
duce a scries of pictures that rapidly
showed the power of such an approach.

Karl began to produce some quite stun
ning pictures from the software. He uses
digitised video images from photographic
transparencies and builds up the required
scene by combining several versions of the
same photograph, using different graphic
modes, and sometimes different optical

GRAPHICS

filters on the video camera. The programs
combine colours and allow small areas of

the image to be developed and edited.
The program allows control over the

shape that the pen draws at each point.
Squares, loops, hatch lines, triangles and
waves were experimented with, with ran
dom position, size and orientation intro
duced. Mathematical distortions of the ori

ginal screens were easy, algorithms were
developed which made a good attempt at
causing the pen to follow lines smoothly.

Karl, however, has explored very few of
these novelties, concentrating his efforts
into developing themes based on the ori
ginal methods. He has gained a superb
control over the use of the software, and
by sleeting densities, randomness, inks,
pigments, pens, and paper textures his
pictures have grown from simple screen
dumps to fine works of art.
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Could you produce this aduertisement on your Micro?

There is uery little that is not
possible when you haue a graphics
system as fast and as powerful as

PIIGROBRUSH
Micrabrush is a professional graphics package
for either the BBC B or the Master. Whichever
machineyou have,Nicrobrushtransforms it into
a powerfulgraphics computer. If you own a
Master then Microbrushoffers you extended
resolution in mode Q and mode 1.

ModeO 1216*416

Model -608*416

This whale H4 page was
composed as one mode Q
high resolution image
using the out-board scroll
system, and has a resolution
of 1216* 900pixels.

Microbrush fDr the BBCBis

comprised of two 1BK roms.
The Master version contains a

third rom. The first two roms can
be used in either machine.

The whole system is menu driven and
controlled bythe Marconi RB2 tracker ball
for speed and precision, butmayalso beused
with either the RMK orthe Whigmore mouse.
Please note that the tracker ball is not included.

Hicrobrush R-E1SQ 2,16K roms+disc utilities, BBCB and Master
Hicrobrush B-£?D0 3,1BK roms+disc utilities, Master only.
When ordering please remember to state which system you require, whetheryou need
40 or 80track discs anda telephone no.if you haveone, Orders andinformation requests
should be sent to-RB Designs., 81SuttonCommon Road., Sutton,Surrey. Phone 01644 6643

The Painting system
This isjust1of33 major graphic systems
contained within Microbrush and offers you
42colours in mode 1and 42 grey tones in
mode 0. New colour palettes canbecreated
with which you candraw lines, sketch, fill,
paint in foreground, background, opaque,
transparent and combined colour. Rdd thisto
a colour rubber which will selectively erase
any actual colour and youhave a very
powerful painting bystemwith more than
i,000,000 possible colours.

Hboue the painting system in mode O.

The Ikon Generator
Theikon generator is the main workhorse of
the Microbrush system as it is usedfor both
generatingandpositioning any ikon upto B*3
character blocks. This system is alsoused

by the typesetter and for creatingcolour
palettes, rubbers, paint-brushes andtype
faces. Up to 46 ikons canbestored in
memory Thescopeof the ikon facility is
immense as it allows youto transform the
Microbrush system into a purpose built
design tool that suits your needs.

The Type Setter
With the Microbrush system you will receive
50proportionally spacedtypefaces. The
smallestallows youupto 170 characters to
the line and if this is not enough then you
candesign yourowntypefaces.

The typesetter displays thecurrent
fontas a scrollable menu allowing youto
quickly produce professional typography.

The Screen Editor and the
Special Effects Generator
Thescreen editorisa powerful dragsystem
that allows youto store up to a quarter of
the screen inmemory. Once stored, images
canliterally bedragged across the screen,
repeated,copied, savedto discor fed to the
special effects generator.

The Special Effects Generator
This isa very versatilesystem which will
automatically outline, inline, shadow, 3'',
half-tone, etc. any image held within the
screen editor's memory.

The Injector rom
TheInjector romis the secondrominthe
Microbrush system. This romcontainsthe
drawing functions such as lines, rectangles,
circles, ellipses, arcs, rotate, squash,stretch,
zoom, halve andquarter screens, plus a
whole host of other functions.

This isa verybrief description ofjust7of
the 33graphics systems contained within
Microbrush. Rll of the systems a\e both fast
and easy to access. Microbrush also includes
a 7*7 character pixel editorandanEpson FXB0
screen dump.

The Master rom
TheMaster romtakes you intoa completely
different world of graphics withalmost 4
times the resolution inmodes 1and0,plus 2
on-board graphics screens, 10rombased
typefaces and a 3°generator which is linked
to a 10pointperspective system. Thisallows
youto deal with exceptionally complex
perspective tasks suchas the cameraseen
above, fllso available for the Master rom is an
out-board scroll system which allows youto
build images with a resolution greater than
1216*2000, plus there are high res. screen
dumps for bothEpson andIntegrex printers.

Lastly flick through the pagesof this
magazine and see howmanyof the other
graphic systems are capable of producing
their ownadvertising.

Extentions to the Hicrobrush system include- Theout-board scrollsystem-£40, anextended Masterromoffering you 14 colours inmode 1and
1 colours in mode 0 -£85, a typeface editor plus fifteen extra typefaces -EZS, the Master rom -£65. No UHT if purchased before September 1.
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WHAT THE

PRESS SAYS

ABOUT GENIE

HOORESSES
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now available-

a disk based
version of the

4aA*aAJ\s highly acclaimed
v^v w genie "pop-up" software.

requires no special hardware—Just 1 ROM + 1 Disk

A simple key press (CTRL-Shift-G) halts the current task-
requests you insert the GENIE Disk and GENIE Junior responds,
"Your Wish is MyCommand". When finished—a single keystroke
drops you back to exactly where you left off.

GENIE Junior "Pops-up" from within Basic, Wordwise, the Inter
Series, the View Family, Ultracalc and virtually all serious
software.

GENIE Junior has exactly the same, highly praised, desktop
utilities as its battery backed big brother—notepad, address book,
diary, calendar and calculator—but Junior stores all its data on
disk, not battery backed RAM.

GENIE Junior is available for all BBC
Micros — B, B+, Master 128,
Compact.

Disk formats supported—3.5",
5.25", DFS, ADFS (Ramdisk/
Winchester/Network versions will

be available—Contact Sales Office
before ordering).

Compatible with sideways RAM,
Shadow RAM, 65C02/512/Z80
second processors.

w-# OHMi-l!"MICRO USER" Oct 87. . . stunningly simple to use. . .neat, well
packaged, well written. . .
"ACORN USER" Aug 87. . .Genie is a superb package. . .
I couldn't be without it. . .

"Pop. Comp. Wkly" June 87 . . . rapidly becomes an integral part of
your system. . . well designed. . .
"A&B Computing" June 87... extreme friendliness of
design. . . eminently practical piece of software. . .
"Your Computer" July 87. . .a product which can stand alongside
its 16 bit role model. . .one piece of software I have always
wanted. . .

"BEEBUG" Aug 87. . . extremely versatile. . . a most useful piece
of firmware. . .

Clearly the reviewers wanted Genie —now you can afford to have
one!
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MASTER CARTRIDGE GENIE

For all you MASTER users who are short of ROM sockets— here is a
version of GENIE which simply plugs into one of the cartridge slots. All
the features of the original, battery backed GENIE in a cartridge with a
high quality gold edge connector.

ADDITIONAL SIDEWAYS RAM. Since eachcartridge slot is elleclively 2 ROMS sockets, andGENIE only occupies oneofthem. PMS canlit
anoptional 16K ol sideways RAM inside theGENIE cartridge. This can beusedinexactly thesame way as theMASTER'S internal sideways
RAM The additional sideways RAM costs £15. and must be specified whenordering GENIE.

DESK OIRRV
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STOP
PRESS

GENIE IS NOW COMPATIBLE WITH THE 512 CO-PROCESSOR!! POP'S UP FROM WITHIN GEM ETC.
GENIE WATCH-A REAL TIME CLOCK FOR THE BBC 'B'.

STOP
PRESS

OTHER PMS PRODUCTS

Write or phone for information sheets.
Price (£)
Inc VAT

NEW GENIE MASTER CARTRIDGE 79.35
(extra 16K sideways RAM) 15.00

GENIE IN A BOX (battery backed) 79.35
NEW GENIE JUNIOR (disk based) 25.00
NEW GENIE WATCH (RTC for the BBC) 29.90
NEW GENIE UTILITIES DISK 9.95

B2P-65C02 BBC 2nd Processor NEW PRICE 89.95
HIBASIC (disc or ROM) 5.00
HiWORDWISE PLUS (for B2P only) 6.00

E2P-65C02 Electron 2nd processor 79.00
Electron WORDWISE PLUS (requires E2P) 34.95

MULTI-FONT NTQ (2 ROM set) 34.00
NEW NTQ FONT LIBRARY DISKS (1 2 fonts each) 1 5.00

THE NTQ HANDBOOK-by Dave Futcher T.B.A.

Carriage: under £50-add £1, over £50-add £2.

Overseas: deduct VAT and add £4 carriage.

Contact Sales Office for details of Educational Bulk Discounts
and Site Licences.

ORDER FORM

Please supply:

Quantity Item

Post and Packing

I enclose cheque/postal order for

ORDebit my ACCESS/VISA/BARCLAY by
CARD No. Expiry Date
NAME (Print please)

ADDRESS

POST CODE

Price

MY COMPUTER SYSTEM (Please circle as appropriate)
BBC B/BBC B +/MASTER 1 28/MASTER COMPACT/ELECTRON
5.25" 13.5" DFS/ADFS- ACORN/WATFORD/SOLIDISK/other _
Other relevant hardware

Permanent Memory Systems
'38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE
EAST KILBRIDE G74 2ES
SCOTLAND

03552-32796

(24 hour)
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Xor plus Xor
Designer only £15

We are offering Logotrons's unique and innovative maze
game Xor together with Xor Designer exclusively to Acorn
User readers at the amazing price of £15.

The original Xor game contains 15 graded mindbending
mazes, each consisting of about 16 screens. It is a game of
intriguing logical problems with interactive dynamic puzzles.

Xor Designer, as the name suggests, gives Xor enthusiasts
an opportunity to design their own mazes. Xor Designer
comprises three main elements: the Maze Designer provides
you with a screen showing the whole maze, and an easy
system for selecting icons and placing them on the screen as
you create your puzzle. You can edit existing mazes or start
from scratch - you can even lock mazes to deter inquisitive
eyes! The Icon Designer lets you design your own icons to
use with any maze or edit the existing icon set. The Game
Player allows you to play just like the original Xor.

Please send me

only £15.
copies of Xor and Xor Designer at

made payableI enclose my cheque/postal order for £_
to Logotron Ltd

Please charge my Access/Barclaycard £
ACCOUNT NO

SIGNED

ADDRESS

EXPIRY DATE

DATE

POSTCODE

Send this coupon with your remittance to XorOffer,Acorn User Merchandising, Redwood
Publishing, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
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RBRC
SOFTWARE

^ Hands on Experience in
Business Dynamics.

+ Live Business
Simulations.

+ The teams (as boards of
directors) have to cope
with all aspects of
managing the business.

"Beat the Boss"
An introduction to business dynamics,

and to "Crisis Management".
For fourth to sixth formers

£30 + VAT p&p
All 80 track DFS for BBC/B, Master,

Compact, "Nimbus".

The Cement

Business Game
The Goliath Cement Co Ltd,
a small independent cement
maker coping with all its
problems.
For fifth and sixth formers

(15-18)
(Sponsored by Blue Circle Industries PLC)
£30 + VAT p&p

"Crisis Management" has
comprehensive tutor's manual that
coves all three simulations. "Beat
The Boss" has a special tutor's
guide. All three have players'

guides
SPECIAL OFFER

All three simulations for £98.50p
plus VAT and p&p

Normal retail price for all three
£120 plus VAT and p&p

Offer valid for all orders received
by 7th December 1987

From: RBRC Software
Guild House

32 Worple Road
Wimbledon SW19 4EF
Telephone 01-946 8641

Crisis

Management
Fothergale Co Ltd, makers of
the 'Castaway' disposable
shirts.

For sixth formers (16-19)

£60 + VAT p&p
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GRAPHICS

DRAWING THE
CROWDS
How do you produce graphics good enough to sell?

A professional computer artist gives away some trade secrets

s a former art teacher, my back
ground is in painting rather than
computing. I became fascinated
by the artistic possibilities of the
computer, andsoon became con

vinced that it could be used as a legit
imate artistic medium. The more people
who said it couldn't be done, the more

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

Jonathan Inglis

determined I became. Since leaving
teaching, andbecoming a full-time freelance
illustrator, my work has appeared in a
number of magazines - the Sunday Times
and Observer colour magazines, Radio
Times and of course on the cover of Acorn

User. This work, plus commercial advertis
ing and promotional material, has until

recently all been done on a BBC micro.
Despite the advances of the past few

years, many people in the art and design
field are still surprisingly unwilling to
accept computers and computer graphics.
New technology in the print and broadcast
media is creating a demand for new skills
and jobs, for which there is a shortage of
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The Stock Market scene (right) shows
how a bold use of unrealistic colour can
produce a striking effect. 'Still Life' (far

right) illustrates drawing with simple geomet
ric shapes-straight lines and ellipses. Notice
how white lines on a dark background give the
glass a transparent appearance, while the
white highlights on the apple give the impress
ion of three-dimensionality

suitable applicants in many cases. Education
authorities and the Government should

recognise the importance of computers in
art and design, and act accordingly.

Five years ago, it was far from easy to
convince others that the BBC micro could

be used creatively. Early art packages were
designed around the limitations of the
model A and took ages to load from
cassette. You could draw low resolution

circles, triangles and diagonal lines, but the
instructions were often confusing or mis
leading. Make a mistake and you probably
had to clear thescreen and startagain. Most
people retreated to the safety of pencil and
crayon. It was a bad start from which the
industry isstill recovering.

For the persistent there were soon re
wards, in particular the Grafpad and Com
puter Concepts' Graphics ROM. Programs
began to appear in magazines making it
possible to begin compiling a collection of
useful graphics utilities. The original AMX
Art did much to promote user-friendly
graphics on theBBC micro, and it isstill an
excellent package for the beginner. The
AMX utilities included the earliest pixel
editor that I used. The release of Super Art
and Pagemaker (now Stop Press) in thesame
year established a good standard of graphics

96

software design and documentation, and
this has been consolidated since. The release
ofWatford's excellent Quest Paint package,
seemingly the most comprehensive drawing
package yet, has enlivened what has been a
somewhat quiet patch recently.

The studio
My 'studio' consists of a standard BBC
micro with a Sidewise ROM board, Micro
viteccolour monitor, disc drives and mice, a
Grafpad, Watford digitiser and an Epson
RX-80 printer.

For simple outline work, it is sometimes
easiest to use keyboard-based programs
such as Rob Fenton's Paintbox which

allows for accurate positioning. I don't like
joysticks or light pens as they are less
precise. Using a mouse is the most natural
way to draw; it's even preferable to using a
graphics tablet. TheNidd Valley mouse was
recently reviewed in Acorn User and crit-
cised for its slightly 'heavy' response, but it
is this that makes it ideal for drawing
freehand. It helps to have a slightly slower
cursor movement.

A digitiser is well worth having too, if
you can afford it. It's fascinating just to
watch the night's television slowly unroll
ing on your monitor, and grabbing the

'bones' of a picture, to be cleaned up later
with normal art software. The Plotmate
Scanner is a device which fits on a plotter
and scans black and white artwork, storing
the resulting image as a standard screen. It
requires a certain amountof practice, as not
all pictures will give good results, and it's
expensive, but schools with a plotter of
their own might like toinvestigate.

As far as software goes I don't use one
package to the exclusion of all others. It is
best to build up a library of programs and
routines. It is often necessary to mix tech
niques just as a conventional artist does.
Use particular packages where you feel they
suit the needs of the picture. For some
pictures it helps to be able to see the entire
screen - in this case, use Freehand or Quest
Paint. Quest Paint and also the Grafpad 2
Plus software allow you to draw both
straightand freehand lines of variable thick
ness, a useful feature I have not seen on
other programs. Where an image needs to
be enlarged, compressed, or squashed
Freehand is probably best. For freer work,
Super Art and Quest Paint are more suit
able; their 'spray-can' option offers a range
ofeffects similar to asoftcrayon.

Until recently, Super Art was a 'stan
dard', because of its pixel editor. Now
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there's strong competition from Quest
Paint. It incorporates many features not
available in Super Art, such as the ability to
'protect' certain colours when drawing or
erasing, and full screen working atall times.
Many aspects of Quest Paint are easier to
use than Super Art, in particular the loading
and saving ofscreens.

Excellent though all these packages are,
there's nodenying one fact. Thebest way to
draw pictures can often beto program them
in. Many pictures begin life as a short
program. I save the resulting image as a
screen, and then load it into whichever
package I'm going to use. Drawing shapes
with Basic involves a core of no more than
20 or so commands, so it's not too difficult.
It may seem paradoxical for an artist to
advocate programming, but the first rule of
computer graphics is to understand the
technology and exploit its capabilities. If
you don't, then you're wasting much of the
machine's ownspecial character.

What programming techniques do I re
commend? Apart from the BBC micro's
own Basic, the Computer Concepts
Graphics ROM is an essential aid, particu
larly the CIRCLE, ARC, ROTATE and
SCALE commands. Acorn's GXR ROM is

a possible alternative, and it boasts one or
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two valuable commands for moving and
copying areas ofthe screen.

I use a library of utility programs culled
from various sources.

For some tasks, such as enlarging areas of
the screen, rotating large areas and reducing
screens to one-quarter size, I'vewritten my
own routines. The best advice is to keep a
look out for useful hints and tips and keep
them all together onadisc.

Transferring screen images onto paper
can be a problem. Black and white illustra
tions are generally straightforward - one of
the many screen dump programs issuitable
for most purposes. If you're hoping to see
your work in print, remember that news
papers and magazines may not always print
pictures as clearly as you would like.
Shaded areas can look particularly muddy,
and thin lines sometimes disappear. Make
your designs as bold as possible, and don't
complicate them with too many tones.
Using better quality paper and anew ribbon
can help too.

One possible area of difficulty concerns
the accurate reproduction of angles and
circles. A circle on screen may not print
perfectly round, and this can be awkward
with technical designs. 'Proportional'
screen dumps such as that by MAJeffree of
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Oxford in May 1987's Hints & Tips get
around thisproblem.

Colour output is more difficult: Dimen
sion Graphics is the only company that I
know of which produces colour prints to an
acceptable quality for top class colour
reproduction. Dimension Graphics prints
BBC micro screens from disc, as well as
Spectrum, Commodore, Amstrad CPC and
IBM colour or enhanced graphics screens.
The colour matching on these prints is not
perfect, but if you have a masterpiece you
want to hang in your living room, contact
them. The Integrex colour printer is also
capable ofgood quality screen dumps.

The system
Although I've done most ofmy work on a
BBC micro, I've also used a number of
other machines over the past few years.
Most recent work has used a Tandon IBM
clone, fitted with a hard disc and enhanced
graphics adapter (EGA). Of the newer
machines, the Amiga is most impressive.
This is a computer designed for graphics;
However, acomputer's graphic capability is
not the sole criterion when it comes to

choosing a system.
What makes a machine useful is the

amount of software and support is can use.
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This mustinclude a well-documented Basic,
plenty of books and magazines, utilities for
printer dumps, file conversion and so on.
Above all, it helps if you can turn to other
people for advice. The BBC micro has all of
these in abundance and it is this which has
been an important factor in my being, until
now, a faithful BBC micro user.

It is difficult to see how the Archimedes
fits into the picture. However, its graphic
abilities rival the Amiga and the IBM EGA
models, and software is being developed by
companies suchas Claresand AMS.

The blank page
Choosing the right software and hardware
is only part of the solution. Having set up
your 'studio' you now face the age-old
problem - the blank page.

Sowhere do you start? First, a few words
of caution. Drawing a picture with a com
puter can be more time-consuming than
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drawing by conventional means. Compos
ition and design require careful thought.
Second, there's still no substitute for good
drawing skills. The computer screen can
expose bad drawing remarkably easily. You
have only a limited range of effects and
these have tobe employed very carefully. A
computer will not produce brilliant results
merely at the touch of a button.

On the positive side there are many
suggestions for the budding artist. It's
important to recognise what the machine is
and isn't capable of. Try to plan your
pictures so that they make themost of what
youcan do easily with yourmicro - such as
repeating shapes. The crowd scene opposite
uses only a few basic body elements; the
figures are assembled from similar heads
and legs. Carefully recolouring and flipping
them creates the sense ofvariety. You don't
have to use complex shapes; why not try to
create landscapes or figures using two or

Ti
he picture of the Hayward Gallery (left),
which is included on the Acorn User
Portfolio disc, shows clearly the import

ance of perspective when drawing objects.
Carefully choosing your subject is also vital -
this picture consists almost entirely of straight
lines, as does the stack of money (bottom right).
The crowd scene (right) was built up by
duplicating and then editing a few faces

three simple units, such as a cone, sphere
and cube? Designing pictures using a lim
ited range of shapes requires very careful
thought, as those who've experimented
with Acorn User's Kiddie Art (February
1987) will testify.

Take a look at some 'Op Art', which was
popular during the Sixties, in particular an
artist like Victor Vasarely. Op Art effects
are easy to recreate using textured fill
patterns, in conjunction with even the
simplest of shapes. Some programs such as
Super Plotter or Freehand, allow you to
stretch and enlarge shapes too, and remem
ber that these can easily be rotated, mir
rored and recoloured.

Some images occur regularly - figures,
vehicles, computers and so on. Keep these
as a 'cuttings' library. It's possible to build
up whole pictures by collaging elements
together - this is a very popular technique
in advertising and animation. If you have a
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digitiser, then you can cut figures and faces
from frames grabbed from favourite TV
programmes, and provide your own addi
tions - speech bubbles perhaps. Always
look for ways in which your computer's
features can make life easier.

It is important also to recognise the
machine's weaknesses too. The BBC mic

ro's screen doesn't have the resolution or

the colour range to reproduce theeffect ofa
colour photograph. With a pencil and a
sheet of paper you can create far more
subtle shading effects than you can achieve
with the most powerful micros. For this
reason, don't try to copy photographs or
paintings tooslavishly. Ifyou're looking for
inspiration, look instead at pictures pro
duced using simpler graphic techniques.
Old advertising and film posters use a
restricted range of colours to achieve
dramatic results. Woodcuts and engravings,
or other black and white illustrations will

teach you a great deal. It's not necessary to
draw everything with a black line around it.
If you do, it often gives a cartoon-like
effect. Certain objects in a picture can be
drawn in black, as if in silhouette, with
details drawn in white lines. This gives a
bolder, more varied look.

If you feel happier with black lines
around everything, take a look at some
Japanese prints. These are decorative and
bright, and interesting to translate onto the
computer screen.

When it comes to drawing, don't be
afraid to use straight lines. Freehand draw
ing with a mouse is difficult, particularly for
finer details. Instead, build up a shape using
the straight line option in your package,
drawing curves for example as a series of
shortsteps.This way you candraw outlines
relatively quickly. Straight lines don't al-
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ways look out of place, and you can always
ironout awkward edges with a pixel editor.
Your micro screen simply cannot produce
smooth curves, and it's not worth pretend
ing that it can.

Embroidered textiles and carpets use
techniques very similar to computer
graphics. Ifyou're designing sprites or small
figures, you could do worse than take a
look at Persian carpets, or those 'Home
Sweet Home' tapestry and embroidery sam
plers. You'll be surprised at how good they
look transferred to your screen. I've taken
ideas from Indian miniatures and the

Bayeux Tapestry with interesting results.
Colour is a problem, especially if you're

aiming at a more realistic effect. The BBC
micro has too limited a range of colours, so
forget realism and experiment. Instead, look
at your compositions in terms of the ba
lance of colours. If you get this right, then
people accept your choice of unrealistic
colours. Unexpected colour combinations
can produce quite atmospheric, even 'other
worldly',effects.

For those determined to go for photo
graphic realism, study screens produced by
a video digitiser. A digitiser interprets the
shades or tones of a video image as separate
areas of colour. To get a feel for the effect,
try looking at a coloured image on a

GRAPHICS

monochrome monitor. The digitiser does
the reverse - converting greys into colour.
To imitate this then you need to consider
your picture in terms of tones rather than
lines. Now try to analyse a black and white
photograph into four main shades; black,
dark grey, light grey and white. These can
then be translated for example into black,
red, yellow and white on screen. Once
you've done this, smooth off the hard edges
with an airbrush effect mixing the various
colours. Alternatively, reduce everything
to just black and white for a much more
dramatic effect.

Finally a general point. One of the
commonest traps to fall into with any
drawing, not just on computers, is the
temptation to cram in too much detail.
Good drawing is nearly always a matter of
knowing what to leave out. You don't need
to put every detail in: the result can often
just look lifeless. When drawing, why not
try leaving gaps in your lines, dropping out
a pixel here and there? It can open up your
pictures and give them a sense of light and
liveliness. With faces, avoid the temptation
to draw every eyelash, especially when
drawing pixel by pixel. Cartoons can teach
you a great deal about how to draw
pictures. A few lines can often convey a
great deal more than a detailed portrait. A
squiggle with the odd pixel coloured dif
ferently can be effectively used to suggest a
figure in a landscape.

In this article I've only been able to
suggest a few ideas to explore, but I hope
they'll be enough to encourage readers to
branch out from the usual space shuttles
and racing cars. There are all sorts of styles
and subjects just waiting for exploration.
Above all be adventurous. Like the sheriff

said, 'Draw'.
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TELETEXT ADAPTER
Wouldyou like access to free high quality software
and over a thousand pages of information, but
Prestel access charges and phone bills too
expensive? Then read on I
The answer is Teletext. Yes the same system
everyone has seen incorporated into television sets,
but with a difference. When Teletext is read by a
computer you can actually use the data.
The MORLEY TELETEXT ADAPTER introduces you
to the world of Teletext at a price that won't break the
bank. Inside it you will find the latest in second
generation Teletext chip technology, which unlikeour
rivals who are still using chips designed more than
ten years ago, will be fully compatiblewith any future
advances in the Teletext system.
Withthe Morleyadapter you will get a state of the art
unit that automatically tunes itself into the required
station (no more messing around with screwdrivers
or twiddling little knobs in the back of the case), a
user friendly menu driven program, easy to follow
instructions and a 12 month warranty. Add to this the
free downloadable telesoftware and we are sure that
you willagree that we are offering you one of the
best bargains on the market today.

FEATURES:

*Advanced design uses the latest technology, will
handle ANY future enhancements to the Teletext

system e.g.: full field; 8 bitdata transfer; 2k pages
etc.

* Simply plugs into the user port.
* Low power consumption, less than 200ma.
Optional power supply available.
* User friendly menu driven software including
extended OSCLI and OSWord commands for access
from BASIC programs.
*Suppliedwith 16k ATS (AdvancedTeletext
Software) and 16k support ROM software inc. printer
dumps, page
spoolers etc.
* FREE Telesoftware, no access charges (updated
weekly).
*Save selected pages to disc/tape for later retrieval.
* Full access to all Teletext services and channels
e.g.: CEEFAX, ORACLE.4-TEL.
*Gives you a real-time clock at your disposal
(•TIME).
* Software upgrades to allow for any enhancements
to the Teletext service, e.g.: extra channels, full field
data on cable &satellite systems etc. (only the media
charge).
* Easy to follow comprehensive user guides.
' No hardware limitations, it can for example receive
virtually unlimited numbers of channels.
* Utils disc available including printer drivers allows
pages to be selected and dumped direct lo a printer

(no more TV or Radio Times to buy).

WHAT THE REVIEWERS SAID:
".. .In terms of price, performance, future expansion
possibilities and those little touches that show
thought for the end user I would recommend the
Morley unit.'-fAcorn User, January, 1986).
".. .The Morley unit has been designed to ensure
that its operation is simple and smooth. It is the ideal
Teletext adapter for school use."-(A&B Computing,
June, 1986).
".. .Using it over a number of months in different
schools, it has proved utterly reliable, and may
confidently be recommended.'-^77)e Times
Educational Supplement, September, 1986).
THIS IS THE BIGGEST SELLING TELETEXT

ADAPTER CURRENTLY IN PRODUCTION
WORLDWIDE, AND COMES WITH A FULL
MONEY BACK SATISFACTION GUARANTEE.

Now available I
The first true

MEGA capacity
RAMdisc for the
BBC,BBC B+
and MASTER
computers.
This fully
compatible unit,
currently
available in

either 1 or 2
megabyte versions comes complete with operating software on ROM, power
supply, and a comprehensive user guide.

FEATURES:

One megabyte of RAM connected to the 1mHz bus. Used with the supplied ROM
software programs and files may be saved and loaded from the RAMdiscin the
same manner as from a floppy disc witha large increase of speed, forexample, a
20k mode 0 screen takes about 3-4 seconds to load from disc and about 0.2-0.3
seconds to load from the RAMdisc. The RAMdisc ROM operates as a utility ROM

EPROM
PROGRAMMER V2

The MORLEY EPROM PROGRAM
MER V2 is a small self contained
unit that plugs into the BBC or
MASTER user port. It comes with a
high quality ZIF (zero insertion force
socket) and contrasting plastic case.
Also included in the package is ifs
own user friendly menu driven
software on ROM or disc.

This state of the art unit, allows
programming of 2764 (8k), 27128
(16k), and 27256 (32k) EPROMS.
Not only does the hardware allow

programming of the usual NMOS devices, but will handle the new generation
CMOS equally as well, and with the average time taken to program a 16k at less
than 30 seconds we believe it to be one of the fastest programmers
available today.
THE HARDWARE

The Unit is completely under software control, there are no knobs or switches to
baffle the novice, and the extended features provided should excite the pro's.
THE SOFTWARE

The comprehensive user friendlysoftware included in the package has two main
parts, the first allows EPROMS to be read, programmed, verified and edited, also
allowing a ROM image to be loaded or saved to disc. The second is a full ROM
management system in its own right, which has a host ol useful features and
routines, such as KILL and RESURRECT ROM to disable or enable a sideways
ROM, dump ROM image to buffer or disc, move ROM image in buffer to sideways
RAM,and VIEW-SEARCH any sideways ROM.
The whole system is available now for less than the price of one WORDWISE
chip. So get yourself the all new MORLEY EPROM PROGRAMMER V2 today
and start using those expansion boards for what they were made fori ROMS.
Immediate delivery no quibble 12 month guarantee.
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RAMDISC
working with the current filing system rather than as a separate filing system.
Therefore ensures compatibility with any Acom compatible DFS (not ADFS). The
RAMdisc can be selected by a * command to take the place of any drive number
from 0 to 9. If the RAMdisc replaces a floppy drive as 0 for example, all
commands addressed to drive 0 willbe intercepted by the RAMdisc. The default
drive number is 4. Any 'Dangerous' 'commands such as "COMPACT, "COPY,
'BACKUP etc can be intercepted and the BBC's RAMfrom page 2 to &7FFF
saved to RAMdisc workspace, and may be recovered using a 'command. This
prevents accidental corruption of any programs/data in RAM you may have been
using at the time. The filing system wedge ROM supplied supports load/save,
byte file access, all relevant OSFSC commands, and contains a formatter verifier
and 'sector' editor for use with the RAMdisc.Catalogue structure allows up to
2,688 files.
Well that's the spec., add to this our usual 12 month no quibble guarantee and
we're sure you'll agree the Morley RAMdisc is the sensible alternative if increased
storage capacity and speed is your requirement.

MASTER CARTRIDGE
Designed and manufactured by Care Electronics to Acorn specifications.
These high quality Master expansion cartridges will take two 16k sideways
ROM's, and will, unlike similar cartridges available from other manufacturers,
accept the new second generation programs, such as Computer Concepts
Interword and Spellmaster ROM's.
These Cartridges come in a high quality, robust, formed-plastic case, that fits
neatly into either one of the Master's cartridge slots.

MASTER SMART
CARTRIDGE
This device was designed and manufactured jointly by Morley and Care
Electronics.

The Smart cartridge willat the press of a button halt any program running in
memory and execute any one of a host of useful built in, or user defined
procedures, and once completed will return to the program and continue where it
left olf. The only limiting factor with this device is the programmers imagination.
The Smart cartridge willprive useful to the novice, allowing him to do the simple
things like dumpany screen to printer, and make backups of protected tape or
disc based software, but has an open ended specification for the advanced
'HACKER' allowing advanced programming techniques to be incorporated into
almost any program at the touch of a button.
BUILT IN FEATURES (at the press of a button)
Autosaves computer's entire memory.
Freeze program at any point.
Screen dump (any mode) to printer or disc.
Allows any OSCLI command without disturbing memory.
Copies 90% of protected software.
Tape to disc, disc to tape.
User friendly menu.
Sound On/Off. 12 MONTH NO QUIBBLE WARRANTY

ALL CARTRIDGES COME WITH A
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At long last the add-on all MASTER users have been
waiting for, an internal ROM board.

No more need to turn the computer off to insert the
cartridge containing the ROM you need to debug the
program in memory.

The new MORLEY MASTER BOARD "AA" allows
you to have up to 8x16k and 4x32k extra Roms
installed inside your MASTER and still leaves the
cartridge slots free. This in effect allows your MASTER
to support as many as 24, 16k ROMs installed
permanently, whilst retaining the standard 4 x
sideways ram banks and four banks by using car
tridges

A staggering 32 ROM images installed and
accessible at any time
Included in the package is a utility ROM which has many useful features such as 'FICOPY', a clever file transfer program that transfers files
between DFS and ADFS formats or vice versa.

So for less than the price of four external cartridges you get a MASTER BOARD "AA" which with twice the capacity has got to be THE ROM
expansion for the serious MASTER user.

The unit comeswith the usual Morley, full no-quibble twelve months warranty, and our usualafter saies service

m fl HHHH

THE COMPLETE RANGE OF TELETEXT
SOFTWARE from M/B SOFTWARE

'NEW ... DESIGN 7 PLUS - now 'the best' is even better. Held in high regard by reviewers and hundreds of satisfied owners, DESIGN 7 has
been further improved, with revised keystrip &even more features. Design/load/save and MODE 7 screen with ease, up to full CEEFAX/Oracle
standard. Will convert ANY MODE 7 screen to a BASIC procedure, for inclusion in your own programs. ROM version includes a file copier, printer
dumps useable from BASIC etc. B/MASTER/COMPACT.

TELETEXT EMULATORS/SCREEN DISPLAYS/INFORMATION SYSTEMS - A complete range of teletext progra.,,6 to cater for all
needs, with full teletext adapter interfacing.

*NEW ... PESFAX - totally new version - streets ahead of the competition - run yourown information/display system. Stores hundreds of
screens on dual 80 track drives (96 screens on single-sided 40 track), with access to any screen with a SINGLE KEYPRESS. Lots of special
effects - screens can scroll, slide, overwrite etc. Animation, loops, subroutines - send for details - not enough space here to even begin to
describe the advanced featuresII B/MASTER/COMPACT

'NEW ... MASTERFAX - 84 MODE 7 screens in memory at once. 148 screens possible with cartridge RAM. An advanced teletext/carousel
program featuring SINGLE KEYPRESS or 3-digit page selection. Runs entirely from memory- no disc accesses after pages are loaded. Superb
animation and other effects. MASTER/COMPACT only.

'NEW. ..VU-FAX-1000 screens and no disc accesses! Screens stored on MORLEY 1MByte RAM DISC. SINGLE KEYPRESS gives instant
access toany screen (oremulate teletext). This is the ultimate MODE 7 screen management system- there is nothing else like it. MODEL B/
MASTER 128.

'ALSO ... MASTERcopv - DFS/DFS, DFS/ADFS, ADFS/DFS, ADFS/ADFS file copier. Uses the MASTER 128's memory to the full to permit
fast disccopying. 31 DFS files to ADFS disc in less than 2 minutes. Creates directories automatically. You will wonder how you ever managed
without this program. Described by reviewers as 'unexcelled*. MASTER 128 and COMPACTS fitted with DFS ROMS.

ORDER FORM
To ordersimply complete and return by post enclosing your Morley Electronics, Unit 3 Maurice Road Industrial Estate, Wallsend, Tyne
cheque/P.O. made payable to Morley Electronics, or by phone &Wear NE28 6BY Telephone Tyneside (091) 2627507.
during office hours, quoting your ACCESS or VISA number. Telex: 265871 A/B MONREF G (Quoting Mag 70211)

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT @ 15%

Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

P&P Rate

.Morley Teletext Adapters 119.95

.Optional Power Supply 9.95

.Teletext Utilities on disc 5.95

.1 Megabyte RAMdisc 199.95

.2 Megabyte RAMisc 349.95

.Eprom programmer V2 34.50

.Master ROM boards "AA" 45.95

.Master RAMdisc/SWR cartridge P.O.A.

.Care Master ROM cartridges 8.95

.Master Smart cartridge 39.95

(a)
(b)
(c)
(a)
(a)
(b)
(b)

(b)
(b)

Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty
Qty

P&P Rate

.M/B Software Design 7+ 9.95 (c)

.M/B Software Desfax 19.95 (c)

.M/B Software DesROM 12.95 (c)

.M/B Software Mastercopy Disc 12.95 (c)

.M/B Software Mastercopy ROM 14.95 (c)

.M/B Software Masterfax 29.95 (c)
MB Software VU-Fax System inc RAMdisc 249.95 (a)

.5.25* Floppy discs x 10 7.95 (c)
^27128 16k CMOS EPROM 3.65 (d)
Info Pack + Demo Disc of all Software FREE (c)

Please delete: Adapter software on ROM/Sideways RAM format/Software on 40/80 track disc
Name Phone no.

Address —— ES
Postcode

Cheque No Access/Visa No. Amount £

Please add Postage and Packing <g> a=£3.00 b=£2.00 c=£1.00 d=£0.65 (when ordering more thanone item, add P&P. on highest rateitemonly)
GOVERNMENT, LOCAL AUTHORITY, AND TRADE ORDERS WELCOME. Please allow 28 days for delivery AU12
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A DRAWN-OUT
PROCESS

There is a huge range of art programs available from expensive packages to
free utilities. But how can you to use them effectively?

In my days in the travel industry, I
recall interminable hours spent med
dling with Prestel's teletext graphics.
The aim - a snappy holiday advertise
ment in the window overnight. Ifthere

was a queue outside the agency the follow
ingday, then it hadbeen a success. This was
my first attempt atgraphic art on acompu
ter; I liked it and I found an effective
response could easily beachieved.

Now, based at home and enjoying new
artistic freedom, doing something better on
a BBC micro was a challenge.

Motivated by those early creative efforts
and armed only with residual drawing talent
left over from school, I typed in aprogram
from a magazine that seemed to offer some
useful facilities. It resembled the now popu
lar AMX Super Art package, but without
colour. Some fairly appealing line drawings
were made and subtly textured, but there
was no facility to edit individual pixels. I
was daunted by the prospect of having to
reload and cclean-up' my growing personal
gallery later.

Other magazine programs were typed in
and experimented with, but I still used a
cassette system to store completed images.
I found that a large colour monitor was a
distinct advantage, as my drawings were
becoming more and more detailed. And a
disc drive helped store completed work
faster and more reliably.

A cheap start
Typing in programs from magazines offers
a cheap way to start, and some have quite
sophisticated drawing facilities. But they
don't compete with the best commercial
packages. Intensive use of magazine draw
ing programs gave me a list of the most
desirable features that should form the basis

for future work. Speed of input,colourand
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Architectural drawings can be effective in black and white

a full-screen drawing area were my main
considerations as I contemplated the move
to a commercial package.

When you are ready to expand your
drawing horizons, carefully scrutinise as
many magazine reviews as possible. Study
the advertisements - you'll generally find a
discount somewhere to fit your pocket. Ifat
all possible, get some hands-on experience
at a dealers - and take a cue-card of
questions. Don't be seduced into buying a
paint package that contains features you
don't need; go for one that supports most of
your listed criteria. Remember though,
whatever graphics package you purchase,
you will find that there are limitations to
every program. One package can'tdo it all -
you have to use the best tool for individual
jobs, so you may need to amass a 'toolbox'
ofprograms from avariety ofsources.

My toolbox comprises the The Artist
package, plus a Wigmore mouse and a bank

of utility programs accumulated from the
pages of Acorn User.

The Artist is a 16k language ROM paint
ing system designed for full-screen working
in mode 2. The keyboard is used only to
enter text or type in filenames - at all other
times everything is controlled from the
mouse via a system of menus. There are
three individual menus; one for saving and
loading, the main menu for drawing com
mands, a special effects menu for brushes,
complex patterns and colours, plus the
actual drawing page which isuncluttered by
icons, menus or prompts.

Some surprising results have been
achieved even in the 'lumpy' graphics of
mode 2. Working in mode 1 or 0 is not
supported by The Artist. I had to com
promise on this when considering the
purchase. Particularly useful is thechoice of
compressing the final image so it takes up
minimum disc space, or leaving it uncom-
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pressed for use by other programs. Screen
dumps are provided for Epson printers, and
eight sizes of picture dump with inverse,
reverse and/or upside-down options.
Although initially expensive, the outlay has
been repayed, and the package has consider
ably influenced my artistic ambition.

The example colour pictures here were
initially created in mode 2 using The Artist
and then converted to mode 1. The
monochrome pictures are in mode 4, and
were drawn mostly with simple programs
from magazines. They have each evolved
out of a process of experimentation with
utility programs that have appeared in
Acorn User.

One of the most frequently used utilities
has been Phil Wilkes' 'Art to Art Conver
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sion' (AU, October 1986). This excellent
program converts a mode 2 screen to either
mode 0 or 1. Of course as the resolution
increases the number of available colours
decreases; this is compensated for by repre
senting colours by different shading pat
terns. An originally cyan area will be
converted to orange, a mixture of red and
yellow. Green changes to cream and blue to
a warm brown. The effects can give an
entirely new lookto a mode 2screen.

Saving and loading of whole screens is
catered for so that your final picture can be
transferred to another art package or stored
for for further enhancement. Only changes
from a lower to a higher resolution are
effected - there's no returning your newly
saved mode 0or 1screen back to its original

GRAPHICS

mode 2 state - so remember to keep your
original.

A pixel editor
The other most frequently used utility is
Mike William's pixel editor which was
featured in the March 1986 edition of Acorn
User. If you like your pictures as clean and
clear as possible, then this pixel editor is the
fine-tuning tool to so the job. The program
will operate on a screen image in any of the
graphics modes - 0,1,2,4 or 5.

The graphics screen is divided up into a
large number of rectangles called pixels -
short for picture elements. There are 320
across the screen in mode 1, and 256 down
the screen, and each can be a different
colour. It is difficult to alter an individual
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WE ENTHRALLED YOU WITH ENTHAR SEVEN.
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NOW GET READY TO BE DAZZLED BY..

ch for Shauna
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AN ADVENTURE WITH GRAPHICS

As the pilot ofan intergalactic space craft, you have searchedthe galaxy for
the kidnapper ofyour crew member Shauna. Your mission has led you to an
enormous space station, devoted to scientific study and experimentation,
where you have finally docked in berth 5820. Your space craft is battered
and on the verge of collapse. Only the 'hull integrity system' is preventing
loss of atmosphere and that, too, will fail in a few seconds time!

Enter the exciting world of the Robico adventure of the year!

THE HUNT Search for Shauna - It won't disappoint you.

JdiW^Sio Ihr hatchuay opart* and you ar.
sucked out into .pact
The gyro start, and carries you
to_ the n.ar.st air pook.t

oX.uor;to;ijij,%f.??Sr!;s',1nn

BBC B, B + CASSETTE VERSION: £9.95
BW DISK VERSION WITH SPECIAL DISK GRAPHICS: £12.95

ADVENTUROUS PEOPLE LOVE ROB/CO

ROBICO, 3 Fairland Close, Llantrisant, Mid Glamorgan. CF7 8QH Tel (0443) 227354



pixel from within your drawing program
unless it has a 'zoom facility' built in. What
this pixel editor does is to read a previously
saved picture file. A large cursor box can
then be moved over the screen to the box
area that requires some attention. The area
selected is magnified to fill the full screen,
so that pixels become large enough to be
seen and changed. The alterations to the
magnified part are then copied back onto
the original screen image. All very efficient
and easy to use, but beware. You can so
easily become locked into the editor for
hours, as you persevere to achieve 'perfect'
results. This has happened to meon several
occasions. It's largely a case of trial and
error but,once satisfied with, say, a particu
larly expressive face, do make a large-
enough screen dump for future reference. It
will help you next time you come to edit a
similar subject.

Flexible art package
One ofthe most flexible artpackage listings
to appear in Acorn User was Chris Steele's
Freehand. His initial program in October
1985 was followed in November by some
additional utilities. This is theonly otherart
program I use regularly, mainly to try out
picture ideas, or to copy parts of pictures
and 'import' them intootherscreens.

When selecting a subject to draw, people
often go for familiar doodling subjects; cars,
aeroplanes, or buildings. Butmore imagina
tive subjects are often more successful. I
attempted to rework Lowry's View of a
Town from a library book.The scene isof a
typically stark northern town with very
little colour and unusually few bentcharac
ters, so it appeared to offer a reasonable
chance of success.

The result was a pleasing one but, before
it could be published as a graphics bonus in
July's Acorn User disc, approval had to be
granted by the gallery where the original
hangs. So beware of the paperwork if you
try to emulate original works of art and
publish the results.

Tourist postcards and guides are also
good subjects, although generally small. I
use a magnifying glass to examine the finer
details. Another tip for getting a larger
subject drawn is to use a clear acetate or
plastic sheet, and trace most of the picture
features. Tape this to the screen so it won't
move and use thatas a guide while using the
drawing package.

Drawing a grid over the subject to match
an on-screen grid is another way to get the
perspective correct. A good tip is to draw a
single grid and save it, then load this in
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LS Lowry's 'View ofaTown' 1980s style

every time you start a new picture. Above
all, don't be over-enthusiastic; you often
find the best images are those which tend to
stand alone against a simple uncluttered
background. In particular, architectural
subjects lend themselves to the starkness
and clarity of black andwhite.

I generally have three graphics discs
continually in use. Two contain drawings
being worked upon and the third disc has a
suite offrequently used utilities. The images
at this stage are not compacted, it is only
when I'm totally satisfied with the final
result that they receive compaction and are
placed on a separate gallery disc. An effi
cient graphics compaction is contained in
Joe's Jottings, this month - it's a variation
of the original SVPIC program by David
Acton and Bruce Smith from AU, October
1986. The compacter will also save the
current mode value and the colour palette
details - these are used by the loader
program to ensure that the compacted
screen is returned in the correct mode and

that the colours are all correct.

Screen dumping
Screen dumping of finished masterpieces
can be achieved from within most art

packages. However, for the ultimate in
flexibility, it is best to fit a printer dump
ROM. Watford's Dumpout ROM, Compu
ter Concepts' Printmaster or Acorn User's
User Dump all offer a good range of dump
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options but check each is compatable with
your printer. By using different parameters
with the command, a range of dump sizes
and various special effects can usually be
achieved. I've found it's also a good idea to
set aside a disc and build up a collection of
screen dump routines with which to experi
ment. These regularly appear inAcorn User
and other computing magazines. Of par
ticular interest were articles by Martin
Phillips in the September 1986 and May
1987 issues. He compared 'standard' printer
control codes, explained how screen dumps
are programmed, and included example
Basic and machine code routines.

May's article also carried an index of
printer dump articles and listings, covering
the last three years in AU. Printers cause
more distress and confusion than almost all
otherproblems put together.

Despite all of the difficulties, developing
computer graphics is one of the most
rewarding areas of computing - it can be
greatfun and not nearly asdifficult asit first
appears to be.
The Acorn User articles and programs
referred to by Paul Bayley are still avail
able. Back issues of the magazines cost
£1.75 in the UK, 12.25 in Europe and £3.75
elsewhere. Discs containing the programs
from each issue are also available for £5.95
(Europe: £6.95, overseas: £7.95). For details
of how to obtain them see the order form
on page 129.
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CITIZEN
COMPUTER PRINTERS

"Thankfully you don't have to be any

good at physics fo get to grips with this

printer. So I reckon 99°/o of the population

should find it a doddle.

There are lots of different computers

in this school and we haven't found one yet

thai this printer won't work with. What's

fundamental is that all ihe switches controlling

what the printer prints aren't jammed up

behind thousands of wires, so unlike some

of the more cranky models we've got here,

changing the 120D is quick and easy. It also

goes a bundle.

I don't know how much they cost but I do

know we're getting more of them so knowing

how tight they are round here they can't be

that pricey. The real test has fo be that it's

survived the attentions of Paula, Sarah and

me, so I reckon it's pretty tough. And with the

right computer it produces all sorts of crucial

type styles, a whole heap more absorbing

than pulleys and iron filings"

For more information call Citizen free

of charge on Linkline 0800 282692.

WHO BETTER TO EXPLA T H E

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

OF THE VI 0 D THAN SOME

ONE WHO'S CONSISTENTLY

B 0 T T 0 PHYSICS



•REE MYSTERY GIFT WITH EVERYORDER!U_^^f%^

M " """ £££ SAVING ELECTRON PACKS
SCOOP PURCHASE

ELECTRON

COMPUTERS IN
STOCK NOW

3 months warranty

£59.95
'Includes advanceduser guide, power

supply,aerial leadand2freegames

FOR THE ELECTRON
VIEW ROM -£39r95-

Word Processor £14.95

VIEW SHEET ROM £3^5-|
(Spreadsheet) £14.95

BUY BOTH £22.00

ACORN PLUS 1 i58^r

Now in stock! £43.95

PACKAGE1
PLUS 1 £49.95
VIEW • E14.95
VIEWSHEET £14.95

£79r85-

OFFER PRICE £65.95

PACKAGE 2

ELECTRON COMPUTER E59.95
PLUS1 £49.95
VIEW ROM £14.95

XW4rer

OFFER PRICE £99.95

IDEAL GIFTFORXMAS

BRANDNEW

SPECTRUM PLUS'S 48k
only £79.95

*Comes with power supply,

User Guide, introductory cass.,

T.V. Ariel and 90 day warranty

CUMANA DISC DRIVE INTERFACE FOR

ELECTRON £69.95

ENABLES YOU TO USE MOST BBC DISCS

AND CARTRIDGES UP TO 32K

ACORNSOFTOVERVIEW

Asophisticated combinationof Viewspell &
Viewstore on Rom Cartridgeand

Viewplot,View index and Printer Driver
Generator on Disc

BBC Disc & Rom R.R.P.£9St90-

OFFER PRICE £78.45

ACORNSOFT VIEW
PROFESSIONAL

Combines the functions of a wordprocessor
spreadsheet and database in one program.

BBC B, & all Master Series Micros
R.R.P.£99^3-

OFFER PRICE ONLY £79.45

PRIMARY EDUCATION

*Sentence sequence __ __
*Word sequence 2forL^.yU
*Talkback __

*Workshop ortl.bUeach
(CASSETTE)

SPECIAL OFFER — ACORNSOFT

BBC Cassette and Disc

EDUCATION COMPENDIUM

Workshop (3+ years)
ABC (7+ years)
SPOOKY MANOR (7+years)
TALKBACK (10+years) SET LI 1.96

ISO PASCAL (Electron) £59.95 £29.95
LOGO (Electron) £59.95 £29.95

ARCHIMEDES !

ZARCH XJM5- £17.96

MIN0TAUR SWZr £13.46

ANSIC -£44^85" £102.47

DELTABASE J3M*r £26.96

TWIN S&35- £30.00

ELECTRON AND BBC

HOME INTEREST
Snapper _£&£9-
Boxer J&S9-
*Watch your

Weight S&SS-
Theatre Quiz£&r99"

*DeskDiaryX&r99-
*Business Games

*Graphsand
Charts S&S9-

Complete Cocktail Maker S&S5-
SELECT ANY FIVE FOR ONLY £7.95

(or £1.65 each)

VOLTMACE TWIN JOYSTICKS

for use with Plus 1 or BBC
Normally_£4£r95-

Now Only £14.95 — Limited Stocks

EDUCATION SPECIALS

LinkwordSpanish .£1445-

Linkword Italian £1445-

I DO iXt^r

Maths'O'Levell SM65-

Maths'O'Level II SAl&r

Biology m#r
English XJ^65"

ANY TWO FOR £3.95

RECENT RELEASES
AT SPECIAL PRICES

Superior Collection 1 or 2 BBC only
Superior Collection 3 Electron only
Codename Droid Crazee Rider
Strykers Run Palace of Magic

BBC/Electron Cass £&S5r £7.59
BBC Disc .£44^5- £9.59

BBCCompact/Electron 3.5" £44r95" £11.99

Beau Jolly 5 Comp. Hits
BBC or Electron Cass £&£5- £5.55

Five Star II

BBC or Electron Cass
Repton III

£7.59 Disc £9.59

Spitfire 40 BBC/ElecCass £»r95-£7.59
Disc -£4-2-^5- £10.39 Comp. £44^5" £11.99

Cholo — Disconly £14.35
Firetrack or Grand Prix cons.
BBC Cass £7.59 Disc £9.59

IMOGEN BBC Cass £7.95
BBC 40 or 80t £8.95
Master Compact £10.95

MICROPOWER AND OTHER GAMES
Dennis Through the Brian Jacks £&5r Felix &the Evil Weevils I&95-

Drinking Glass S&M- Rubble Trouble -£735- Frenzy J&&T
Classic Adventures £6r95- Swoop 4^95- Plutonian Plunder -£6r95-
Giroscope -£&95- Croaker £7r95- Mr. Eel 4^95-
Bandits at 3 0'Clock -££95- Bumble Bee 47r95- Blockbuster S&&T
Escape from Moon Base Alpha .£7t95- Positron 4i7795" Microcosm -££95-*
Ghouls -£7^5- Felix&the Fruit Monsters 4i7r9£- FatmanSam .££95-*
Stock Car -£7:95- Cybertron Mission 4^95- Star Drifter 43r95-*
KillerGorilla £7-r&5- Moonraider £7r95-

BBC & ELECTRON ANY FIVE r ORONLY£7.95*bbconly

MICROPOWER MAGIC COMPILATIONS I & II

IN THE CHARTS NOW 10 ORIGINAL HITS
FANTASTIC VALUE

BBC B/B +/MASTER CASSETTE -t7-r95- £5.95
BBC B/B +/MASTER 80T DISC X7r95" £5.95
BBC B/B +/MASTER 40T DISC X?r95- £5.95
BBC COMPACT DISC £9,95- £7.75
ELECTRON CASSETTE £7-r95- £5.75

MASTER COMPACT !
• VIEW 3 £S&ffi £45.00

• VIEWSHEET xs^ee- £45.00

• VIEWSPELL .£39t95- £31.96

• VIEWSTORE £&9teG- £45.00

• VIEW INDEX £44^5" £11.99
• ALL ARCHIMEDES COMPATIBLE

SCOOP PURCHASE

POWERPACK
7 Great Games by

Audiogenic
BBC Cassette
-£9t95-£4.95

Name _

Address

Tel.
Iclaim my mystery gift

AD

*BBC COMPATIBLE

VISA

SAEfor comprehensive price lists
Please state for which machine
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SOFTWARE BARGAINS
(a division of the micropower group)

Dept AD 8/8A Regent St., Chapel Allerton, Leeds LS7 4PE
Tel: (0532) 687735

Out of Hours Answer Phone

PLEASE ADD 95p P&P
and make cheques

payable to Software Bargains
Goods despatched within 48 Hours

Subject to availability
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Software for the
Archimedes

CHART
Acomprehensivechart and graph

plotting package. Data can be entered
directly at the keyboard or transferred
from INTER-SHEET,INTER-WORD or
INTER-BASEvia file. This data may then
be displayed in a variety of graphical
forms, edited, printed, saved, etc.

Features include:

• Up to 16 graphs available
simultaneously

• Bar and Line graphs can be
overlaid on each other

• Pie chart plotting: One segment
can be highlighted by pulling it
out from the rest of the pie chart

• Bar graph plotting: Individual
bars can be different colours

• Line graph plotting: Points can be
marked by a cross or unmarked;
joined by a line or marked
individually; shown in any colour

• Adjustable scales.

• Labelling: text may be placed at
any position on the graph,
allowing very flexible labelling

• Printing: an in-built screen dump
is provided for Epson and
compatible printers.

Price: £25.00+VAT (£28.75 incl.)

WORDWISE
PLUS

The most popular word processor on the
BBC Micro is now available to work

under the 6502 emulator on the

Archimedes.

Wordwise Plus retains its ease of use and
its flexibility, the full set of programming
language commands, segments, 80-
column preview, etc.

Wordwise Plus is supplied on disc for the
Archimedes, so no ROM podule is
required.

Price: Full package: £29.00+VAT
(£33.35 incl.)
Upgrades: Existing owners of BBC
Version, just quote serial No. Price:
£10.00+VAT (£11.50 incl.)
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Versions of the popular packages
WORDWISE PLUS, INTER-WORD,
INTER-SHEET and INTER-CHART are

now available for the Archimedes,
running under the 6502 emulator.

INTER-WORD, INTER-SHEET and INTER-
CHART, like future packages already
under development, are supplied in ROM
form. Because the Archimedes has no

standard sockets for additional ROMs, an
additional 'ROM Podule' is required
before they can be used.

Upgrades or exchanges available to existing owners.
Please contact us for details.

The

Computer
Concepts

ROM
Podule

This ROM Podule will accept up to 8
ROMs, each of which may be up to 128K
in size (and larger when used in
conjunction with a PAL-controlled.
carrier). On-board software (also in
ROM) provides a complete ROM filing
system, offering high-speed
downloading of software.

In future, the ROM board will be used by
the Computer Concepts Archimedes
Word Processor, Spelling Checker,
Thesaurus, Drawing Package, etc.

The ROM podule is easy to fit and
occupies one podule slot, allowing more
than one to be fitted to any Archimedes.

Price: TBA. Anticipated availability:
November 1987.

Computer. Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 6EX. Tel 0442 63933

Access & Visa welcome
Orders despatched within 24 hours

INTER-

WORD
MP

A full-feature
"What You See Is What You Get"
word i rocessor. This is menu
driven, simple to use and offers a whole
host of advanced features including:

• On-screen highlights—bold,
underline and italics

Ruler-controlled margins and
tabulation

• On-screen Page breaks, headers

and footers shown

• 40, 80 and 120 column screen
modes

• Ability to handle documents
longer than BBC memory

• Multi-column printing

Price: £39.00+VAT (£44.85 incl.)

INTER-

SHEET
An easy-to-use
spreadsheet, suitable for
home or business use—anything
calculating the home budget to financial"
forecasting.

Some of INTER-SHEET's main features

include:

• Column widths individually
adjustable

• Text or formula/number in any
box

• Full range of mathematical
formulae

• 40, 80 and 132 column screen
modes supported

• Files can be transferred to

INTER-CHART for display as a
graph, or to INTER-WORD for
inclusion within documents. Data

can also be read from ASCII files

• Any row, column or box can be
locked to prevent accidental
erasure

Price: £39.00+VAT (£44.85 incl.)
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COMPETITION
TEN C SEEKERS

Ten lucky readers will find copies of Acornsoft Cworth £100 in
their Christmas stockings thanks to AcornUser

September's competition, which revolved
around changing the base of numbers,
proved extremely popular, and many en
trants submitted programs that they had
used to solve the problems. This month's
competition is for those programmers - we
want the shortest program that can change
a number from one base to another.

The prizes this month are real program
mer's treats: we have 10 copies of Acorn
soft C to give away. This package is
reviewed by Adam Denning on page 149
this month. C is the latest language for the
BBC micro range. It's a fully structured,
compiled language similar in some ways to
Pascal, but offering greater facilitites for
low-level access to the operating system
and hardware. Acornsoft C has a wide

range of control structures, functions and
data-handling commands in line with the
Kernighan and Ritchie standard, and offers
some extensions included in the American
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Graham Bell

National Standards Institute standard.
The aim of the competition is to write

the shortest BBC Basic program that can
convert any number from any base to any
other base. It should be able to accept any'
integer bases from binary to hexadecimal
(two to 16), and work with any integer
from zero to a million (base 10).

Shortest will not be defined as the mini
mum length of the program in memory,
because this encourages unreadable one
line programs. Instead we will judge length
by the minimum number of statements in
the program. Basic statements have to be
separated from each other by line numbers
or colons. Statements are not the same as

keywords - REPEAT UNTIL GET is
three keywords, but only a single state
ment. This allows you plenty of scope for
long variable names, and readable code.

The programs should run on a standard
BBC model B, so Master or Archimedes
owners should ensure that they don't use
any of the unique features of their
machines. After writing your program en
try, send the listing in to us at 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ, on
either paper, cassette or disc. Include your
name and address, and if you want your
entry returned, include return postage and
packaging. Put the number of statements in
your code on the outside of your entry.

The competition will be judged on Fri
dayJanuary 8 1988. The 10 winners will be
those people who submit the shortest list
ings. In the eventof a tie, then the winners
will be drawn at random, and the editors
decision will be final.
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Software for the
BBC Micro

MEGA-ROM

A single 128K chip containing INTER
WORD, INTER-SHEET and INTER-
CHART. The package contains all
manuals, keystrips and quick reference
cards supplied with the individual
packages, but the software is all on a
single chip, occupying just one ROM
socket.

INTER-

WORD
A full-feature 'What You See Is What You

Get' word processor. This is menu
driven, simple to use and offers a whole
host of advanced features including:

• On-screen highlights—bold,
underline and dotted underline

• Ruler-controlled margins and
tabulation

• Page breaks, headers and footers
shown on-screen

• Information can be transferred

directly to or from INTER-SHEET

• 40, 53, 80 and a unique 106
column screen mode

• Ability to handle documents
longer than BBC memory

• Fully integrated with SPELL-
MASTER via a special menu

• Multi-column printing

SPELL
MASTER
A totally ROM-based spelling checker for
use in conjunction with INTER-WORD.
This allows checking of the entire text,
just a marked section of the text, an
individual word, instant checking as-you-
type, browsing through the dictionary,
etc.

A single 128K ROM, occupying just one
ROM socket. This contains a standard
vocabulary of almost 60,000 words
(extendable in sideways RAM) and can
check at an astounding speed of 10,000
words per minute.

Price: £51.30+VAT (£59.00 incl.)
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MEGA

INTER-SERIES
INTER-

CHART
A comprehensive chart and graph
plotting package. Data can be entered
directly at the keyboard, transferred from
INTER-SHEET, INTER-WORD or INTER
BASE, or read from file. This data may
then be displayed in a variety of
graphical forms, edited, printed, saved,
etc.

Features include:

• Up to 16 graphs in each INTER-
CHART package

• Bar and Line graphs can be
overlaid on each other

• Pie chart plotting: One segment
can be highlighted by pulling it
out from the rest of the pie chart

• Bar graph plotting: Individual
bars can be different colours

• Line graph plotting: Points can be
marked by a cross or unmarked;
joined by a line or marked
individually; shown in any colour

• Adjustable scales allow you to
show all or only part of a graph

• Graphs can be displayed with
logarithmic scales

• Labelling: text may be placed at
any position on the graph,
allowing very flexible labelling.

• Printing: an in-built screen dump
is provided for Epson and
compatible printers. Access to
other screen dump programs is
also supported (and
documented). Compatible with
the Plotmate Plotter.

Computer Concepts Ltd
Gaddesden Place, Hemel Hempstead

Herts HP2 6EX. Tel 0442 63933
Access & Visa welcome

Orders despatched within 24 hours

MEGA-ROM is compatible
with the entire range of
Micros, Model-B, B+, B+128,
Master and Master Compact. A
version will shortly be available for
the new Archimedes.

Price: full package £85.00+VAT

(£97.75 incl.)

INTER-

SHEET
The fastest spreadsheet available for the
BBC Micro, suitable for home or business
use—anything from calculating the home
budget to financial forecasting.

INTER-SHEET is driven by prompts and
provides a full 'help' list. Some of its main
features include:

• Columnm widths individually
adjustable

• Text or formula/number in any
box

• Full range of mathematical
formulae

• 48, 80 and unique 105 column
screen modes supported

• Information can be transferred
directly to INTER-CHART for
display as a graph, or to INTER
WORD for inclusion within

documents. Data can also be read

from INTER-WORD, or from a file

• Fast re-calculation and

replication of boxes

• Any row, column or box can be
locked to prevent accidental
erasure

»<a INTER-

BASE
A database programming language with
simple 'card index' interface. This will
interface directly to all packages in the
MEGA ROM. It allows data/results
produced by INTER-SHEET to be used,
output can be sent to INTER-CHART, and
complex mail-merging with INTER
WORD documents can be achieved.

This is a 64K ROM, occupying just one
socket. Compatible with the entire BBC
Micro range (not compatible with the
Archimedes).

Price: £60.00+VAT (£69.00 incl.)
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You probably don't need reminding that
Christmas is just round the corner, but with
the help ofAcorn User magazine
Christmas shopping won't be difficult.
Treat afriend, or yourself, this Christmas
toa 12-month subscription to Acorn User
magazine for only £17.50 and wewillsend
you afree monthly listings disc orcassette.

All you need to do to guarantee a
Christmas gift that willbeused and
appreciatedfor 12 months isto fill in the
coupon and choose your favourite Acorn
User monthly listings programs. We will
send afree gift card to the recipient.

Acorn User'5 monthly listings discs and
cassettes contain allthe majorprograms
from the 15 pages oflistings in the
magazine, andsome bonus ones that don't
ever appear in print. The monthly listings
discs and cassettes preserve yourfingers,
save time, avoid typing errors and best of
all the programs will work first time.

Choose yourfree discfrom 39 discs or
cassettes packed with the best programs,
utilities and graphics.

Don't forget, every disc or cassette
contains a stunning Graphics Bonus. So do
afriend afavour or treat yourself:
subscribe now and receive the disc or
cassette ofyour choice absolutely free.
There are more great Christmas gift ideas
onpages 131-135.
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ACORNUSER
• Acorn User caters for all BBC/Acorn

• micro users from the

• learner to the advancedprogrammer

CHRISTMAS
• Stimulating, entertaining and informative

• features cover everything from business

• and education to the home

SUBSCRIPTION
• Acorn User keeps you abreast ofthe

• developments that affect your BBC micro

• Every issue ispackedwith news andreviews

HUMS OFFER

KOffNusa

Yes! Please start ayear's subscription to Acorn User from the
issue and send it to:

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

• Please tick ifyou would like agift card to be sent. I would like my
free-disc/cassette forthe issue to be sent to:
NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

1 enclose my cheque/postal order for £17.50 made payable to
Redwood Publishing Ltd.
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WHY
buy time switches,

a burglar alarm,

and enough wiring

to make it all happen?

With Red Boxes home
automation becomes a reality at
last. Programmed simply and
easily via your micro* Red Boxes
use themains wiring ofyour
home tosendsignals which will
control any appliancepowered by
a standard ISamp socket. That
gives you control overyour home
environment - without wires
trailing all overtheplace.

Home automation with Red
Boxes also provides a
sophisticated securitysystem.At
one level, it is an efficient burglar
alarm which can detect and
announce an intruder. At another
level,you can make your house
appearfull oflife when nobody's
at home,

simply byprogramming
lights, television and radio to
operate in your absence.

And ifyou have two micros,
with RedBoxesyou'vegot a local
area network as well. It'sa system
that expands with your needs —
andyour imagination in home
automationappliedtions.

Most remarkable ofall, the
Red Boxes starter system costs
only£129. And additional Red
Boxescostjust £34.95. Getyours
now, byclipping the coupon.
Credit card holders can call 0480
87464.

*TheRedBoxessystemwill
workoffcmAmstrad, BBC Micro,
Commodore 64, IBMPCor
Spectrum 48k/128k.

To:Electronic Fulfilment Services, Chesterton Mill.
French's Road, Cambridge CB4 3NP.
• Please send mefurther Also include:

details ofthe Red Boxes
system.

D Please send me a Red
Box startersystem at
£133
(including£4 p&p).

My computer is a:
• Amstrad

• BBCMicro

D Commodore 64

D IBM PC

D PC Compatible
D Spectrum 48k/128k
Na m c

Address

.. .project manuals at £9.95

... additional Red One control boxes at
£36.95 each (including£2p&p).

... additional Red Two infra red sensors
at £36.95each (including £2p&p).

• / enclose my cheque for a total of£
made payable to General Information
Systems Ltd., Readers Account.

D Please charge a total of£ to my
Access/American Express card.

Account number.

Signature

.Postcode.

For credit card orders or further information, call 0480 87464.

Red Boxes provide a

home automation and

security system that...

WORKS OFF YOUR MICRO

Announces an intruder

Starts the washing machine

NEEDS NO SPECIAL WIRING

Discowages the would-be burglar

Tells you when the baby's crying

IS SIMPLE TO INSTALL AND USE

Switches on the electric blanket

Wakes you for Breakfast Time

DOESN'T TIE UP YOUR COMPUTER

Turns on the dishwasher

Controls your heating

IS EASY TO PROGRAM

Turns on the light when you walk in

Puts the kettle on

GIVES YOU A NETWORKING FACILITY

Switches on Crossroads

Switches offCrossroads

AND COSTS JUST £129
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Entering listings
To make the task of entering listings easier,
Acorn User has adopted several standards
in the yellow pages. Programs are listed
with line numbers in increments of 10, so
type AUTO <Return> for automatic line
numbering before youstart.Before you list
what you've entered, type LISTO 1
<Return> to provide spaces after the line
numbers. Programs in the yellow pages are
often listed to a width of 40 characters, so
type MODE 6 <Return> before you start.
Comparing the line-endings of your listing
with the yellow pages will help you spot
extra or missing characters.

To make sure that theprogram you want
to enter will work on your particular
machine, check the index below. All the
listings work with Basic 1, 2 and 4 (unless
stated otherwise) and with operating sys
tems OS1.2 or above. If a program is
accompanied by an article, please read the
article first. If special care is needed when
entering, we provide an easy-to-complete
'How To Enter' box.

Once you've typed in your program,
save it to tape or disc then test it by
running it. If you have a major problem
with a listing, ask someone to check it. If
you still have difficulties, you can also send
offfor a list of Checksums which help you
find the errors. Send a large sae (26p
stamp) to At/Checksums, PO Box 641,
London NW9 8TF.

HINTS & TIPS

114

A suite of listings from Martin Phillips to help
you learn Basic programming

ACORN FORUM

117

A broken directory fixer and a slow motion
ROM, plus a View printer driver

PCB BY CAD

122

Joe Telford's printed circuit board designer to
make electronics easy

DISCS AND TAPES BACK ISSUES

Underlined

and italic

all In NLQ

Underlined

and italic

all in NLQ

All the listings on these pages can be found
on this month's listings disc or cassette. See
page 129 for details of how to order.

For help with entering and debugging
listings see the following back issues: April
'86, June '85, Aug '84, Sept '83.

Program Page BBC B B+/128 Master
128

Master

Compact
Electron 6502SP/

Turbo
ADFS Econet Shadow

RAM
Monthly

T/D

Hints & Tips 114

Listing

Listing 2

Listings 3-5

First Byte 116

Listing 1

Acorn Forum 117

Listing

Listing 21

Listings 3,4

Listing 5

Joe's Jottings 122

Listings 1-3

Graphics 128

Listing 1'

Notes: ' Program requires ADFS 2Program requires View ROM ' Requires plotter
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See Hints &Tips, page41

Listing1. A simple synthesiser •< Hints&Tips listing 1 continued

10 REM Hints & Tips - Listing 1 660 ENDPROC

20 REM By Martin Phillips 670 I

30 REM -for B/B+/M/C 6B0 DEF PROCrun

40 REM (C) Acorn User December 19B7 690 REPEAT

50 s 700 FOR key«0 TO 32
60 MODE 1 710 IF INKEY(-LX(key))=(MX(key)»0) THE
70 PROCinitialise N PROCsound

80 PROCscreen 720 NEXT key
90 PROCprint 730 UNTIL 0

100 PROCrun 740 i

110 : 750 DEF PROCsound

120 DEF PROCinitialise 760 IF key>26 THEN PROCenv:ENDPROC
130 DIM LX(32),MX(32),CX(32) 770 IF key>23 THEN PROCoctave:ENDPROC
140 ENVELOPE 1,2,0,0,0,0,0,0,127,-4,-4 780 IF MX(key)<>0 THEN PROCoff:ENDPROC

,-10,126,50 790 JX=0

150 ENVELOPE 2,5,0,0,0,0,0,0,60,0,0,-1 800 REPEAT

0,126,126 BIO JX=JX+1

160 ENVELOPE 3,3,1,-1,1,1,2,1,75,0,0,- 820 UNTIL JX=4 OR CX(JX)»0

75,126,126 830 IF JX>3 THEN ENDPROC

170 ENVELOPE 4,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,127,-1,-1 840 CX(JX)=-1

,-1,126,0 850 MX(key)=JX
180 octave=4B 860 SOUND JX,env,octave+4*key,-l
190 VDU 23;8202;0;0;0; B70 ENDPROC

200 env=2 880 s

210 FOR key=0 TO 32 890 DEF PROCenv

220 READ LX(key) 900 env»key-26

230 M*/.(key)=0 910 PROCprint
240 NEXT key 920 ENDPROC

250 DATA 2,17,66,34,82,51,52,68 930 s

260 DATA 36,84,69,85,70,38,71,55 940 DEF PROCoctave

270 DATA 87,88,72,73,57,B9,41,74 950 octave=4B*(key-24)
280 DATA 33,114,115,116,21,117,118,23, 960 PROCprint

119 970 ENDPROC

290 ENDPROC 980 :

300 : 990 DEF PROCo-ff

310 DEF PROCscreen 1000 JX-MX(key)
320 VDU 5 1010 MX(key)=0

330 VDU 19,0,4;0; 1020 CX(JX)»0

340 VDU 19,2,0;0; 1030 SOUND &1010+JX., 0,0,0
350 VDU 24,0;256;1279;896; 1040 ENDPROC

360 GCOL 0,131 1050 :

370 CLG 1060 DEF PROCprint
380 FOR NX=1 TO 5 1070 RESTORE 1170

390 READ start 1080 FOR N=0 TO 6

400 VDU 24,start;512;start+64;896; 1090 READ key*,desc*,xpos,ypos
410 GCOL 0,130 1100 COLOUR 1

420 CLG 1110 PRINT TAB(xpos,ypos);key*;
430 VDU 24,start+672;512;start+736;896 1120 COLOUR 2

; 1130 IF N=env+2 THEN COLOUR 3
440 GCOL 0,130 1140 IF N<3 AND octave DIV4B =N THEN CO
450 CLG LOUR 3

460 NEXT N7. 1150 PRINT TAB(xpos+3,ypos);desc$;
470 DATA 32,128,320,416,512 1160 NEXT N

480 VDU 26 1170 DATA -fO,Low octaves, 4,28

490 GCOL 0,2 1180 DATA fl,Middle octaves,20,28
500 FOR NX=0 TO 12 1190 DATA -f2, High octaves,4,29
510 MOVE (64+NX*96J.256 1200 DATA f3,Piano,4,30
520 DRAW (64+NX*96),896 1210 DATA f4,Organ,20,30
530 NEXT NX 1220 DATA f5,Vibraphone,4,31
540 GCOL 0,3 1230 DATA -f6,Chime bars, 20,31
550 MOVE 48,936 1240 ENDPROC

560 PRINT "Q W R T Y 10
a C

570 MOVE 0,240
5B0 PRINT "CASDFGHJK Listing2. Electron synthesiser

L ; s 1 R"| 10 REM Hint* fc Tip» - Lifting 2
590 PRINT "T";SPC(3B>;"E"; 20 REM By Martin Phillip*
600 PRINT "R";SPC<38>;"T"»

30 REM -for Electron
610 PRINT "L"jBPC(3B);"N"j 40 REM (C) Acorn Uaar December 19B7
620 COLOUR 2

50 i

60 MODE 1
630 MOVE 462,992
640 PRINT "SYNTHESISER"

70 PROCinitiallae
650 VDU 4 80 PROCmachinacode

Continued • 90 PROCacraan Continued •
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-4 Hints & Tips listing 2continued < Hints & Tips listing 2continued

100 REPEAT 830 FOR NX-1 TO 10

110 PROCmain 840 MOVE (112+NX*96),256

120 UNTIL FAL8E 850 DRAW (112+NX*96),768

130 i B60 NEXT NX

140 DEF PRQCinitialisa B70 GCOL 0,3

150 ENVELOPE 1,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,126,0,0,- BBO PRINT TAB(4,6);"Q WE T Y

126,126,126 I 0 P >"

160 RX-590 890 PRINTTAB(5,26)"A S D F G H J

170 JX-0 K L j :"

180 flag-0
190 VDU 23,l,0p0j0|0i
200 FOR AX-0 TO 19

900 COLOUR 2

910 PRINT TAB(13,2);"ELECTRON ORGAN"
920 PRINT TAB(6,30);"Press SHIFT to ch

210 READ BX ange pitch";

220 AX?&CBO=-BX
930 ENDPROC

230 NEXT AX
940 :

240 DATA 17,66,34,82,35,51,68,36,84,69 950 DEF PROCmain

250 DATA B5,70,38,71,55,87,56,BB,73,42
260 ENDPROC

960 IF INKEY(-l) THEN flag= (-Flag+1)MOD
2:PROCwait

270 I
970 CALL &C00

2B0 DEF PROCmachinecode
980 ZX=28+flag*84

290 FOR IX=0 TO 2 STEP2
990 IF ?&70<255 THEN SOUND 8cll,l,?&70*

300 PX-&C00 4+ZX,3

310 COPT IX

320 LDA #0

1000 ENDPROC

330 STA &74

340 STA &75 Listing 3. Guess a number
350 LDA #255

360 STA &70 10 REM Hints & Tips Listing 3
370 .osbyte 20 REM By Martin Phillips
380 LDX &75 30 REM -for B/B+/M/C/E
390 LDA &CBO,X 40 REM (C) Acorn User December 1987
400 TAX 50 I
410 LDY #255 60 @X=0
420 LDA #8.81 70 MODE 7
430 JSR &FFF4 80 PROCscreen
440 CPX #0

90 PROCrun
450 BEQ next 100 PRINT '"Want another game? (Y/N):
460 LDX &74 ii.

470 LDA 8«75 110 in*=GET*
480 STA &70,X 120 IF (in*="Y") OR (in*="y") THEN RUN
490 RTS 130 MODE 7

500 .next 140 END

510 INC &75 150 I
520 LDA &75 160 DEF PROCscreen

530 CMP #20 170 PRINT TAB(12,1);CHR*141;"Guess a N
540 BNE osbyte umber"

550 RTS 180 PRINT TAB(12,2);CHR*141;"Guess a N
560 3 umber"

570 NEXT IX 190 VDU 28,0,24,39,4
580 ENDPROC 200 ENDPROC

590 210 :

600 DEF PROCwait 220 DEF PROCrun

610 TIME=0 230 X=RND(-TIME)

620 REPEAT UNTIL TIME=50 240 number=RND(100)

630 ENDPROC 250 count»0

640 260 REPEAT

650 DEF PROCscreen 270 count=count+l

660 VDU 19,0,4;0; 280 INPUT '"Guess a number: "guess

670 VDU 19,2,0;0; 290 IF guess<number THEN PROClow
680 VDU 24,112;256;1168;768; 300 IF guess>number THEN PROChigh

690 GCOL 0,131 310 UNTIL guess=number
700 CLG 320 PRINT ""Well done"

710 FOR NX=1 TO 9 330 PRINT "You had ";count;" goes."

720 READ start,end 340 ENDPROC

730 VDU 24,start;512;end;768; 350 :

740 GCOL 0,130 360 DEF PROClow

750 CLG 370 SOUND 1,-15,4,10

760 NEXT NX 380 PRINT '"Too low"

770 DATA 112,144,176,240,272,339 390 ENDPROC

7B0 DATA 464,528,560,624 400 »

790 DATA 752,816,848,912,944,1008 410 DEF PROChigh •

800 DATA 1136,1168 420 SOUND 1,-15,148,10

BIO VDU 26 430 PRINT '"Too high"
820 gcol o, 2 Continued • 440 ENDPROC
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Listing4. Hexadecimal/denaryconverter < Hints &Tips listing 5 continued

10 REM Hints & Tips Listing 4 110 :
20 REM By Martin Phillips 120 DEF PROCscreen
30 REM -for B/B+/M/C/E 130 VDU 19,0,7;0;
40 REM (C) Acorn User December 1987 140 VDU 19,3,4;0;
50 I 150 PROCdouble("Reaction Timer",13,1)
60 MODE 7 160 PRINT ''" Press the space bar whe
70 PRINT TAB(12,1);CHR*141 "Hex Conve n the block"

rter" 170 PRINT " appears."
80 PRINT TAB(12,2);CHR*141 "Hex Conve 180 VDU 28,0,31,39,B

rter" 190 VDU 23,1,0;0;0;0;
90 VDU 28,0,24,39,5 200 ENDPROC

100 : 210 :

110 REPEAT 220 DEF PROCrun

120 REPEAT 230 GCOL 0,129
130 INPUT '"Enter a number: "num* 240 REPEAT

140 UNTIL LEN(num*)>0 250 TIME=0

150 PRINT num* " = "; 260 REPEAT UNTIL TIME=200+RND(1000)
160 IF LEFT*(num*,1)="&" THEN PROChex 270 VDU 24,400;200;BOO;600;

ELSE PROCden 280 CLG
170 UNTIL FALSE 290 *FX 21,0
180 : 300 TIME=0

190 END 310 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

200 : 320 PRINT TAB(7,20)"Your time was ";TI
210 DEF PROChex ME/100;" sees."
220 PRINT;EVAL(num*) 330 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

230 ENDPROC 340 CLS

240 : 350 UNTIL FALSE

250 DEF PROCden 360 ENDPROC

260 PRINT "8<";~VAL(num*) 370 :

270 ENDPROC 380 DEF PROCdouble(A*,x,y)
390 XX=D MOD 256

400 YX=D DIV 256

410 AX=10

Listing 5. Reactiontimer 420 C*=CHR*(240)+CHR*8+CHR*10+CHR*(241

10 REM Hints & Tips Listing 5
)

430 FOR NX=1 TO LEN(A*>
20 REM By Martin Phillips
30 REM -for B/B+/M/C/E

440 B*=MID*(A*,NX,1)
450 ?D=ASC(B*)

40 REM (C) Acorn User December 1987
460 CALL &FFF1

50 :

60 DIM D 8
470 VDU 23,240,D?1,D?1,D?2,D?2,D?3,D?3

,D?4,D?4
70 MODE 1 480 VDU 23,241,D?5,D?5,D?6,D?6,D?7,D?7

,D?B,D?880 PROCscreen

90 PROCrun

100 END

Continued •

490 PRINT TAB(x+NX-l,y);C*
500 NEXT

510 ENDPROC

See First Byte, page47

Listing 1.*DUMP routine
200 P7.=org 410 JSR osfind

10 REM *DUMP command 210 COPT pass 420 CMP #0
20 REM by Tessie Revi 220 LDX #0 430 BNE fileok

vis 230 .messprt 440 BRK
30 REM -for B/B+/M/C/E 240 LDA prompt,X 450 EQUB 0
40 REM (c) Acorn User 250 BEQ messdn 460 EQUS "File not -fou

Dec 1987 260 JSR oswrch nd"
50 : 270 INX 470 EQUB 0
60 org=8<900 280 BNE messprt 480 :
70 : 290 .messdn 490 .fileok
80 offset=&70 300 LDX #wblk MOD MOO 500 STA handle
90 handle=&72 310 LDY #wblk DIV MOO 510 LDA #0

100 end=&73 320 LDA #0 520 STA offset
110 : 330 JSR osword 330 BTA Offaat+I
120 osfind=&FFCE 340 BCC open 540 LDA #liFF
130 osbget=&FFD7 350 JMP escape 550 STA and
140 osnewl=&FFE7 360 : 560 .1oop
150 oswrch=&FFEE 370 .open 570 I
160 osword=8(FFFl 380 LDX ttlbuff MOD MO 580 LDA #8c7F
170 osbyte=&FFF4 0 590 LDX handle
180 : 390 LDY #lbuff DIV MO 600 J8R osbyte
190 FOR pass=0 TO 3 ST o

EP 3 400 lda #&40 Continued •
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•4 First Byte listing 1continued

610 TXA 1060 : 1510 PLA
620 BEQ notdn 1070 CPX end 1520 AND #8<F
630 .exit 1080 BEQ ascdn 1530 I

640 LDY handle 1090 LDA buffer,X 1540 .hexprt2
650 LDA #0 1100 CMP #&7F 1550 ORA #ASC"0"
660 JMP osfind 1110 BCS illegal 1560 CMP #ABC"9"+1
670 i 1120 CMP #ASC" " 1570 BCC hexprt3
680 .notdn 1130 BCS charok 1580 ADC #6
690 LDA offset+1 1140 .i1 legal 1590 .hexprt3
700 J8R hexprt 1150 LDA #ASC"." 1600 JMP oswrch
710 LDA offset 1160 .charok 1610 i

720 JSR hexprt 1170 JSR oswrch 1620 .prompt
730 LDA #ASC" " 1180 INX 1630 EQUS "Enter filena
740 JSR oswrch 1190 CPX #8 ma i '
750 JSR oswrch 1200 BNE loop3 1640 EQUB 0
760 LDX #0 1210 .ascdn 1650 I

770 .loop2 1220 JSR osnewl 1660 .wblk
780 LDY handle 1230 BIT &FF 1670 i

790 JSR osbget 1240 BPL notesc 1680 EQUW lbuff
800 BCC gotok 1250 .escape 1690 EQUB 16
810 STX end 1260 BRK 1700 EQUB 32
820 BCS pad 1270 EQUB 17 1710 EQUB 255
830 .gotok 1280 EQUS "Escape" 1720 1

840 STA buffer,X 1290 EQUB 0 1730 .lbuff
850 JSR hexprt 1300 : 1740 i

860 LDA #ASC" " 1310 .notesc 1750 EQUS STRING*(16,"
870 JSR oswrch 1320 LDA end ")

880 INX 1330 BPL exit 1760 I

890 CPX #8 1340 LDA offset 1770 •buffer

900 BNE loop2 1350 CLC 17B0 i

910 .pad 1360 ADC #8 1790 EQUS STRING*(8," "
920 CPX #8 1370 STA offset )
930 BEQ paddn 1380 BCC nothi 1800 i

940 LDA #ASC" " 1390 INC offset+1 1810 ]

950 JSR oswrch 1400 .nothi 1820 NEXT

960 JSR oswrch 1410 JMP loop 1830 l

970 JSR oswrch 1420 I 1B40 REM Checksum

9B0 INX 1430 .hexprt 1850 FOR IX-org TO PX-1
990 BNE pad 1440 l 1860 PX-PX+7IX

1000 : 1450 PHA 1870 NEXT

1010 .paddn 1460 LSR A 18B0 IF PXO33806 PRINT
1020 LDA #ASC" " 1470 LSR A "Error in code - Please

1030 JSR oswrch 1480 LSR A check it."iEND

1040 LDX #0 1490 LSR A 1890 *BAVE 08DUMP 900 A

1050 .loop3 1500 JSR hexprt2 IE

See AcomForum, page 53

Listing 1. Broken directory fixer

10 REM Broken Directo 190 drive=&70 410 LDY #0

ry Fixer 200 osward=&FFFl 420 LDA #1

20 REM by Stephen Oxl 210 nameptr=&7E 430 JSR osargs
ey 220 name=&71 440 JSR skipspaces

30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C 230 end=&7C 450 CMP #13

with ADFS 240 length=&7D 460 BEQ noname

40 REM (C) Acorn User 250 offset=&80 470 CMP*#ASC "*"

December 1987 260 byte=&82 4B0 BNE cl

50 I 270 temp=&83 490 JSR add

60 PROCsetup 280 ENDPROC 500 JSR skipspaces
70 PROCassemble 290 : 510 CMP #13

80 PROCcheck 300 DEF PROCassemble zmv utu nan«mi

90 A*="SAVE FIX "+STR 310 DIM codeX &3FF 530 CMP #ASC "."

*'vcodeX+" +336 FFFF"+sta 320 FOR pass=4 TO 7 ST 540 BNE noname

rt*+" FFFF"+start* EP 3 550 JSR skipspaces
100 PRINT A* 330 PX=EVAL("8<"+start* 560 CMP #13

110 OSCLI A* ) 570 BNE cl

120 END 340 0X=codeX 580 .noname

130 : 350 COPT pass 590 JMP nonamem

140 DEF PROCsetup 360 JMP begin 600 .notfound

150 start*="0E00" 370 JMP fix 610 JMP nfound

160 osasci =&FFE3 380 .begin 620 .cl

170 osargs=&FFDA 390 JSR setupvars
180 osgbpb=&FFDl 400 LDX #nameptr Continued •
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< Acorn Forum listing 1 continued

118

630 LDA #2

640 STA sector+2

650 .getname
660 LDY #0

670 .gnloop
680 JSR getchr
690 CMP #ASC("a")-l

700 BMI g2
710 CMP #ASC("z")+l

720 BPL g2
730 AND #&DF

740 .g2
750 CMP #32

760 BEQ noname

770 JSR add

7B0 STA name,Y
790 INY

800 STY length
810 CMP #ASC "."

820 BEQ endname

830 CMP #13

840 BEQ endstring
850 JMP gnloop
860 .endstring
870 DEC length
880 LDA length
890 CMP #0

900 BEQ noname

910 CMP #11

920 BMI c2

930 LDA #10

940 STA length
950 .c2

960 INC end

970 JMP c3

980 .endname

990 DEC length
1000 LDA length
1010 CMP #0

1020 BEQ noname

1030 CMP #11

1040 BMI c3

1050 LDA #10

1060 STA length
1070 .c3

1080 JSR skipspaces
1090 CMP #13

1100 BEQ noname

1110 CMP #ASC "."

1120 BEQ noname

1130 JSR getsectors
1140 LDX ttdiscbuffer MO

D 256

1150 STX offset

1160 LDY #discbuffer Dl

V 256

1170 STY offset+1

1180 JSR add2

1190 JSR add4

1200 .msl

1210 LDY #3

1220 LDA (offset),Y
1230 AND #&80

1240 STA byte
1250 LDY #0

1260 LDA (offset)

1270 CMP #0

1280 BNE search

1290 JMP notfound

1300 .search

1310 JSR getchr2
1320 AND #&7F

1330 CMP #ASC("a")-l

1340 BMI g3

YELLOW PAGES
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1350 CMP #ASC("z")+l

1360 BPL g3
1370 AND #&DF

1380 .g3
1390 STA temp
1400 LDA name,Y
1410 INY

1420 CMP temp
1430 BNE next

1440 CPY length
1450 BEQ found

1460 JMP search

1470 .next

1480 CPY #10

1490 BEQ n2

1500 JSR add2

1510 INY

1520 JMP next

1530 .n2

1540 JSR skip
1550 JMP msl

1560 .notdir

1570 BRK

1580 EQUB 254

1590 EQUS "This is not
a directory"
1600 BRK

1610 .found

1620 LDA byte
1630 BEQ notdir

1640 . fl

1650 CPY #10

1660 BEQ in

1670 JSR add2

1680 INY

1690 JMP fl

1700 .in

1710 JSR add4

1720 JSR add4

1730 JSR add4

1740 JSR getchr2
1750 STA sector+2

1760 JSR getchr2
1770 STA sector+1

1780 JSR getchr2
1790 STA sector

1800 JSR add2

1810 LDA end

1820 BNE goandcure
1830 JMP getname
1840 .goandcure
1850 JSR getsectors
1860 LDX #discbuffer MO

D 256

1870 STX offset

1880 LDY #discbu-ffer Dl

V 256

1890 STY offset+1

1900 LDA #0

1910 STA (offset)

1920 JSR add2

1930 JSR hugo
1940 LDX #1228 MOD 256

1950 LDY #1228 DIV 256

1960 JSR addv

1970 JSR namestamp
1980 LDX #1241 MOD 256

1990 LDY #1241 DIV 256

2000 JSR addv

2010 JSR namestamp
2020 LDX #1274 MOD 256

2030 LDY #1274 DIV 256

2040 JSR addv

2050 LDA #0

2060 STA (offset)

2070 JSR add2

2080 JSR hugo
2090 LDA #0

2100 STA (offset)

2110 LDA #&0A

2120 STA secbuf+5

2130 LDA sector

2140 ORA drive

2150 STA sector

2160 LDA #114

2170 LDX #secbuf MOD 25

6

2180 LDY #secbuf DIV 25
6

2190 JSR osword

2200 LDA secbuf

2210 BNE err

2220 LDY #0

2230 .donel

2240 LDA done,Y
2250 INY

2260 JSR osasci

2270 CMP #13

2280 BEQ out

2290 JMP donel

2300 .done

2310 EQUS "Directory fi
xed !"

2320 EQUB 13

2330 .out

2340 RTS

2350 .fix

2360 JSR setupvars
2370 LDA #2

2380 STA sector+2

2390 JMP goandcure
2400 .skipspaces
2410 JSR getchr
2420 JSR add

2430 CMP #13

2440 BEQ outs

2450 CMP #ASC "."

2460 BEQ outs

2470 CMP #32

2480 BEQ skipspaces
2490 PHA

2500 JSR dec

2510 PLA

2520 .outs

2530 RTS

2540 .nfound

2550 BRK

2560 EQUB 254

2570 EQUS "Directory no
t found"

2580 BRK

2590 .nonamem

2600 BRK

2610 EQUB 254

2620 EQUS "Path not spe
cified properly"
2630 BRK

2640 .err

2650 BRK

2660 EQUB 254

2670 EQUS "ADFS disc er

ror !"

2680 BRK

2690 .getchr

2700 PHX

2710 PHY

2720 LDX #nameptr MOD 2

56 Continued •
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2730 LDY #nameptr DIV 2 3330 LDA hugom,Y 3910 LDY #tempbuff DIV

56

2740 LDA #5

3340 STA (offset) 256

3350 JSR add2 3920 JSR osgbpb

2750 -JSR osword 3360 INY 3930 LDA buffer+4

2760 LDA nameptr+4 3370 CPY #4 3940 ASL A

2770 PLY 3380 BNE hugoloop 3950 ASL A

2780 PLX 3390 RTS 3960 ASL A

2790 RTS 3400 .hugom 3970 ASL A

2800 .getsectors 3410 EQUS "Hugo" 39B0 ASL A

2810 LDA #8 3420 .add v 3990 STA drive

2820 STA secbuf+5 3430 PHX 4000 STZ end

2830 LDA sector 3440 PHY 4010 RTS

2840 ORA drive 3450 LDX #discbuffer MO 4020 .add

2850 STA sector D 256 4030 PHA

2860 LDA #114 3460 STX offset 4040 CLC

2870 LDX #secbuf MOD 25 3470 LDY #discbuffer Dl 4050 LDA nameptr

6 V 256 4060 ADC #1

2880 LDY #secbuf DIV 25 34B0 STY offset+1 4070 STA nameptr

6 3490 PLY 4080 LDA nameptr+1

2890 JSR osword 3500 PLX 4090 ADC #0

2900 LDA secbuf 3510 TXA 4100 STA nameptr+1

2910 BNE err 3520 CLC 4110 PLA

2920 RTS 3530 ADC offset 4120 RTS

2930 .add2 3540 STA offset 4130 .dec

2940 PHA 3550 LDA offset+1 4140 PHA

2950 CLC 3560 ADC #0 4150 SEC

2960 LDA offset 3570 STA offset+1 4160 LDA nameptr

2970 ADC #1 3580 TYA 4170 SBC #1

29B0 STA offset 3590 CLC 4180 STA nameptr

2990 LDA offset+1 3600 ADC offset+1 4190 LDA nameptr+1

3000 ADC #0 3610 STA offset+1 4200 SBC #0

3010 STA offset+1 3620 RTS 4210 STA nameptr+1

3020 PLA 3630 .namestamp 4220 PLA

3030 RTS 3640 LDY #0 4230 RTS

3040 .skip 3650 .nloop 4240 .tempbuff

3050 PHA 3660 LDA name,Y 4250 EQUD 0

3060 CLC 3670 STA (offset) 4260 .buffer

3070 LDA offset 3680 JSR add2 4270 EQUD 0

3080 ADC #16 3690 INY 4280 EQUD 0

3090 STA offset 3700 CPY length 4290 .secbuf

3100 LDA offset+1 3710 BNE nloop 4300 EQUB 0

3110 ADC #0 3720 LDA #13 4310 EQUD discbuffer

3120 STA offset+1 3730 STA (offset) 4320 EQUB 0

3130 PLA 3740 JSR add2 4330 .sector

3140 RTS 3750 RTS 4340 EQUD 0

3150 .getchr2 3760 .se tupvars 4350 EQUB 0

3160 LDA (offset) 3770 LDX #0 4360 EQUD 1280

3170 JSR add2 3780 LDA #0 4370 .discbuffer

3180 RTS 3790 STA sector 4380 BRK

3190 .add4 3800 STX sector+1 4390 3 NEXT

3200 PHA 3810 STA nameptr+2 4400 ENDPROC

3210 CLC 3820 STA nameptr+3 4410 :

3220 LDA offset 3830 STA nameptr+4 4420 DEF PROCcheck

3230 ADC #4 3840 LDX #buffer MOD 25 4430 sumX»0

3240 BTA_ja££set 6 4440 FOR IX-codeX TO OX

3230 LDA offset+1 3850 LDY #buffer DIV 25 -1

3260 ADC #0 6 4450 sumX=sumX+?IX

3270 STA offset+1 3860 STX tempbuff 4460 NEXT

3280 PLA 3870 STY tempbuff+1 4470 IF sumX=79040 THEN

3290 RTS 3880 LDX #0 ENDPROC

3300 .hugo 3890 STX tempbuff+2 4480 PRINT"Checksum err
3310 LDY #0 3900 LDX #tempbuff MOD or - please check listin
3320 .hugoloop 256 g"

Listing 2. NLQ/italic printer driver

10 REM NLQ/italic pri 50 i 120 COPT pass
nter driver 60 DIP space 8<FF 130 JMP wrch-offset

20 REM by Stuart Roge 70 oswrch=&FFEE 140 JMP printeron-offs
rs 80 : et

30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C 90 FOR pass=0 TO 3 ST 150 JMP printeroff-off
+ VIEW EP 3 set

40 REM (c) Acorn User 100 PX-space 160 RTS
December 1987 110 offset=space-8<46o Continued •
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170 NOP

180 NOP

190 RTS

200 .toggle
210 EQUB 128

220 .ch ar

230 EQUB 0

240 :

250 .printeron
260 LDA #2

270 JSR oswrch

280 LDA #&80

290 STA toggle-offset
300 LDX #0

310 JMP outseq-offset
320 .printeroff
330 LDA #3

340 JMP oswrch

350 :

360 .wrch

370 STA char-offset
380 PHP

390 PHA

400 TXA

410 PHA

420 TYA

430 PHA

440 LDA char—offset

450 CMP #&80

460 BNE tryital
470 LDX #(ulon-setup)
480 LDA toggle-offset
490 AND #1

500 BEQ gotcodel
510 LDX #(uloff-setup)
520 .got codel

530 JSR outseq-offset
540 LDA toggle-offset
550 EQR #&01

560 STA toggle-offset
570 .tryital
580 LDA char-offset

590 CMP #8.81

600 BNE tryascii
610 LDX #(ital-setup)
620 LDA toggle-offset
630 AND #&40

640 BEQ gotcode2
650 LDX #(nlq-setup)
660 .got code2
670 JSR outseq-offset

Listing 3. Preserve variablesA

10 REM Preserve Variables A

20 REM By Jonathan Temple
30 REM for B/B+/E/M/C
Ao REM (C) Acnrn Ummr D»c»mbi

30 I

60 MODE 6

70 L0MEM-&3000

80 month*-"December "

90 year-1987
100 PROCput
110 END

120 :

130 DEF PROCput
140 XX=!8<2 AND &FFFF
150 FOR YX=0 TO 125
160 YX?XX=Y"/.?S<482

170 NEXT

120

680 LDA toggle-offset
690 EOR #&C0

700 STA toggle-offset
710 .tryascii
720 LDA char-offset
730 CMP #&60

740 BNE notpound
750 LDX #(pound-setup)
760 JSR outseq-offset
770 JMP restore-offset

7B0 .notpound
790 LDA char-offset

800 CMP #&7E

810 BNE notexactspace
820 LDA #&20

830 STA char-offset

840 .notexactspace
850 LDA char—offset

860 BMI restore

870 LDA #&01

8B0 JSR oswrch

890 LDA char—offset

900 JSR oswrch

910 •restore

920 PLA

930 TAY

940 PLA

950 TAX

960 PLA

970 PLP

980 RTS

990 :

1000 .outseq
1010 LDA #&01

1020 JSR oswrch

1030 LDA setup-offset,X
1040 JSR oswrch

1050 INX

1060 LDA setup-offset,X
1070 BPL outseq
1080 RTS

1090 i

1100 .setup
1110 EQUB 27

1120 EQUB ASC "!"

1130 EQUB 0

1140 EQUB 27

1150 EQUB ASC "x"

1160 EQUB 1

1170 EQUB &FF

1180 . ul on

1190 EQUB 27

1200 EQUB ASC "-"

1210 EQUB 1

1220 EQUB &FF

1230 .uloff

1240 EQUB 27

1250 EQUB ASC "-"

1260 EQUB 0

1270 EQUB &FF

1280 .ital

1290 EQUB 27

1300 EQUB ASC "x"

1310 EQUB 0

1320 EQUB 27

1330 EQUB ASC "4"

1340 EQUB 27

1350 EQUB ASC "E"

1360 EQUB 8cFF

1370 .nlq
1380 EQUB 27

1390 EQUB ASC "5"

1400 EQUB 27

1410 EQUB ASC "F"

1420 EQUB 27

1430 EQUB ASC "x"

1440 EQUB 1

1450 EQUB &FF

1460 .pound
1470 EQUB 27

1480 EQUB ASC "R"

1490 EQUB 3

1500 EQUB 35

1510 EQUB 27

1520 EQUB ASC "R"

1530 EQUB 0

1540 EQUB &FF

1550 3 NEXT

1560 :

1570 sumX=0

15B0 FOR IX=space TO PX
-1

1590 sumX=sumX+?IX

1600 NEXT

1610 IF sumXO18857 THE

N PRINT "checksum error

- please check listing":
END

1620 :

1630 A*="*SAVE NLQ+It "

+STR*~space+"+100 40C 40
0"

1640 PRINT A*

1650 OSCLI A*

19B7

4 AcornForum listing 3 continued

180 *8<700="SAVE VARS

STR*"MXX+126>

190 XX=&00

200 YX=&07

210 CALL &FFF7

220 ENDPROC

'+STR*~LOMEMh

Continued •

Listing4. Preserve variables B

10 REM Preserve Variables (B)

20 REM by Jonathan Temple
30 REM fqr B/B+/E/M/C
40 REM (C) Acorn User December

50 :

60 MODE 6

1987

Continued •
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70 LOMEM=Sc5000

80 *&700="L0AD VARS '+STR*~LOMEM

90 XX=&00

100 YX=&07

110 CALL &FFF7

120 XX=OPENIN "VARS"

Continued •

4 AcornForum listing 4 continued

130 Y7.=EXT# XX+LOMEM-126

140 CLOSE# XX

150 FOR XX=0 TO 125

160 XX?&482=XX?YX

170 NEXT

180 :

190 PRINT''month*;year

Listing 5. Slowmotion ROM image

10 REM Slow motion RO

M image
20 REM by Martin Hesk

eth

30 REM for M/C only
40 REM (C) Acorn User

December 1987

50 :

60 title*="Slow motio

n Rom VI.0"

70 copy*="(C)1987 Aco
rn User"

80 handle*="4"

90 osbyte=&FFF4
100 oswrch=&FFEE

110 :

120 FOR pass=4 TO 7 ST
EP 3

130 PX=&8000

140 0X=&3000

150 COPT pass
160 EQUB &4C

170 EQUW &00

180 EQUB &4C

190 EQUW service

200 EQUB 130

210 EQUB (9+LEN title*

) MOD 256

220 EQUB &00

230 EQUS title*

240 EQUB 0

250 EQUS copy*
260 EQUB 0

270 :

280 .service

290 PHA

300 PHX

310 PHY

320 CMP #&15

330 BEQ pausel
340 CMP #9

350 BEQ help
360 CMP #&27

370 BEQ init

380 .exit

390 PLY

400 PLX '
410 PLA

420 RTS

430 :

440 .pausel
450 JMP pause
460 :

470 .help
480 JSR movecursor

490 LDA #8

500 STA &F6

510 LDA #&80

520 STA &F7

530 JSR print
540 JSR oswrch

550 BRA exit

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

560 :

570 .print
580 LDY #0

590 .loop
600 INY

610 LDA (&F6),Y
620 JSR oswrch

630 CMP #0

640 BNE loop
650 .movecursor

660 LDA #13

670 JSR oswrch

680 LDA #10

690 JSR oswrch

700 RTS

710 :

720 . mi t

730 LDA #22

740 LDX #1

750 JSR osbyte
760 LDA #2

770 STA counter

780 STZ status

790 JMP exit

800 !

810 .pause

820 PHY

830 JMP testkeys
840 .ret urn

850 PLY

860 DEY

R70 TVA

BBO BNE exit

890 DEC counter

900 LDA counter

910 BNE exit

920 LDA #2

930 STA counter

940 LDA status

950 BEQ exit

960 LDY block

970 LDX block+1

980 .pauseloop
990 NOP

1000 NOP

1010 NOP

1020 NOP

1030 NOP

1040 DEX

1050 STA block+1

1060 TXA

1070 CMP #255

1080 BNE pauseloop
1090 LDX block+1

1100 DEY

1110 TYA

1120 CMP #255

1130 BNE pauseloop
1140 JMP exit

1150 :

1160 .testkeys
1170 LDA #129

1180 LDX #196

1190 LDY #&FF

1200 JSR osbyte
1210 TXA

1220 CMP #&FF

1230 BEQ plus
1240 LDA #129

1250 LDX #197

1260 LDY #&FF

1270 JSR dsbyte
1280 TXA

1290 CMP #&FF

1300 BEQ minus

1310 LDA #129

1320 LDX #164

1330 LDY #&FF

1340 JSR osbyte
1350 TXA

1360 CMP #&FF

1370 BEQ on

1380 LDA #129

1390 LDX #165

1400 LDY #&FF

1410 JSR osbyte
1420 TXA

1430 CMP #&FF

1440 BEQ off

1450 JMP return

1460 :

1470 . on

1480 LDA #1

1490 STA status

1500 JSR flush

1510 LDA #137

1520 LDX #1

1530 JSR osbyte
1540 JMP return

1550 :

1560 .off

1570 STZ status

1580 JSR flush

1590 LDA #137

1600 LDX #0

1610 JSR osbyte
1620 JMP return

1630 :

1640 .plus
1650 CLC

1660 LDA block+1
1670 ADC #4

1680 STA block+1

1690 CMP #1

1700 BEQ plusret
1710 INC block

1720 LDA block

1730 CMP #255

1740 BEQ special
1750 .plusret
1760 JSR flush

1770 JMP return

1780 :

1790 .minus Continued •
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4 Acorn Forum listing 5continued
1960

1970

JMP return 2140 1
•• 2150 NEXT pass

1800 SEC 1980 .special 1 2160 :
1810 LDA block+1 1990 INC block 2170 sumX»0
1820 SBC #4 2000 JSR flush 2180 FOR IX-&3000 TO OX
1830 CMP #255 2010 JMP return -i
1840 BEQ minusret 2020 '• 2190 sumX=sumX+?I7.
1850 DEC block 2030 .flush 2200 NEXT
1860 LDA block 2040 LDA #145 2210 IF sum7.<>48561 THE
1870 CMP #255 2050 LDX #0 N PRINT"checksum error -
1880 BEQ special 1 2060 JMP osbyte please check listing":E
1890 .minusret 2070 : ND
1900 JSR flush 2080 •block 2220 :
1910 JMP return 2090 EQUD &0100 2230 A*="SRWRITE 3000 "
1920 : 2100 .counter +STR*'X'(07.) +" 8000 "+hand
1930 .special 2110 EQUB S-00 ia*

1940 DEC block 2120 .status 2240 PRINT A*
1950 JSR flush 2130 EQUB fcOO 2250 OSCLI A*

See Joe's Jottings, page 81

Listing 1. PCB design program •4 Joe's Jottings listing 1continued
10 REM CDT PCB Program

510 CLS
20 REM by Joe Telford 520 PROCpcursor

530 ENDPROC
30 REM for B+/M/C

40 REM (C) Acorn User Dec 1987
540 t

50 I 550 DEF PROCcat
60 MODE 128

560 PROCmessC'WAIT! CATALOGING Fl
70 PROCsetup LES....")
BO ON ERROR PROCerr

570 *PACK TEMP
90 PROCpcursor 580 CLS

100 REPEAT 590 *CAT
110 REPEAT 600 PROCmess("Press SPACE to return to
120 *CLOSE your diagram")
130 PROCmove 610 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
140 IF AX=68 PROCdraw(l,l):UNTIL 0

620 *UNPACK TEMP
150 IF AX-140 PROCdraw(2,1):UNTIL 0 630 PROCmessC1")
160 IF AX=150 PROCtext:UNTIL 0

640 ENOFROC

650 i

660 DEF PROCload

670 REPEAT

170 IF AX=84 PROCpad(1,1):UNTIL 0

180 IF AX=141 PR0Cpad(2,l):UNTIL
190 IF AX=142 PROCspecial:UNTIL 0

0

200 IF AX=78 PROCdraw(1,0):UNTIL 0

210 IF AX=143 PROCdraw(2,0):UNTIL 0
220 IF AX=153 PROCeraseblock:UNTIL 0

230 IF AX=79 PROCpad(1,0):UNTIL 0
240 IF AX=144 PROCpad(2,0):UNTIL 0
250 IF AX=154 PROCcls:UNTIL 0

260 IF AX=77 PROCmark:UNTIL 0

270 IF AX=145 PROCcopy:UNTIL 0

680 PROCmessC'Please type filename to
load (Return to CATALOGUE FILES): ")

690 INPUT LINE "" f*

700 IF f*-"" THEN PROCcat

710 PROCmessC'")

720 UNTIL f*>""

730 chX=OPENIN f*

740 IF chX»0 PROCnofile:ENDPROC
280 IF AX=88 PROCswap(1)a UNTIL 0

750 CLOSE* chX

760 PROCmessC'IF you are sure you want
to load "+f*+"i press SPACE")
770 REPEAT UNTIL GET-32

290 IF AX=146 PROCswap(2):UNTIL 0
300 IF AX=147 PROCload:UNTIL 0

310 IF AX=157 PROCcatsUNTIL 0

320 IF AX=148 PROCsave:UNTIL 0

330 IF AX=15B PROCdelete:UNTIL 0
780 PROCpcursor
790 OSCLI("UNPACK "+f*)

340 IF AX=BO PROCdump:UNTIL 0
350 UNTIL AX=149 OR AX=ASC"Q"

360 UNTIL FNsure

800 PROCpcursor
810 PROCmess("")

820 ENDPROC
370 *FX 4,0
3B0 *FX 12,0

830 :

840 DEF PROCdelete
390 *FX 226,128

850 REPEAT
400 *FX 227,144 860 PROCmessC'Please type filename to
410 CLS

420 END

430 :

440 DEF PROCcls

delete (Return to CATALOGUE FILES): ")
870 INPUT LINE "" f*
880 IF f*="" PROCcat

450 PROCmessC'Do you really want to lo
890 PROCmess("")

900 UNTIL f*>""
se this screen? (Y/N)")

460 REPEAT A=(GET AND 223)
910 chX=OPENIN f*
920 IF chX=0 PROCnofile:ENDPROC

470 UNTIL CHR*A=3"Y" OR CHR*(A)="N
930 CLOSE# chX

480 PROCmess("")

490 IF CHR*A="N":ENDPROC
940 PROCmess("IF you are sure you want
to delete "+f*+": press SPACE")

500 PROCpcursor

Continued • Continued •
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950 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

960 OSCLI("DELETE "+f*)

970 PROCmessC'")

980 ENDPROC

990 :

1000 DEF PROCnofile

1010 PROCmess("That file doesn't exist

- PRESS SPACE")

1020 VDU 7

1030 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32

1040 PROCmessC'")

1050 ENDPROC

1060 :

1070 DEF PROCsave

1080 REPEAT

1090 PROCmessC'Please type filename to
save (Return for CAT): ")

1100 INPUT LINE "" f*

1110 IF f*="" THEN PROCcat

1120 PROCmessC'")

1130 UNTIL f*>""

1140 chX=OPENIN f*

1150 IF chXOO THEN IF FNafi le: ENDPROC

1160 PRINT TAB(0,31);STRING*(79," ");
1170 CLOSE* chX

1180 PROCpcursor
1190 OSCLI("PACK "+f*)

1200 PROCpcursor
1210 ENDPROC

1220 :

1230 DEF FNafile

1240 PROCmess("A file by that name exis
ts - SAVE (Y/N)")

1250 REPEAT A=GET AND 223

1260 UNTIL CHR*(A)="Y" OR CHR*(A)="N"

1270 PROCmess("")

1280 IF CHR*A="N" THEN=TRUE

1290 =FALSE

1300 :

1310 DEF PROCtext

1320 PROCmessC'Please type the text: ")
1330 INPUT LINE text*

1340 len=LEN(text*)*16

1350 GCOL 4,0
1360 PROCrect(xX,yX,len,32,0)
1370 cxX=xX

1380 cyX=yX
1390 PROCmess("Move the box then press

SPACE to fix it.")

1400 REPEAT PROCmove

1410 PROCrect(cxX,cyX,len,32,0)
1420 PROCrect(xX,yX,len,32,0)
1430 cxX=x"/.

1440 cyX=yX
1450 UNTIL AX=32

1460 PROCrect(xX,yX,len,32,0)
1470 MOVE xX,yX+32
1480 VDU 5

1490 PRINT text*

1500 VDU 4

1510 PROCmessC'")

1520 text*=""

1530 ENDPROC

1540 :

1550 DEF PROCdraw(wX,dX)
1560 IF wX=l THEN line*=" THIN LINE: "

ELSE line*=" THICK LINE: "

1570 IF dX=l THEN 1ine*="DRAW"+line* EL

SE line*="ERASE"+line*

1580 PROCmess(line*+" Move to start and
press 'S' ")

1590 REPEAT PROCmove

1600 UNTIL (AX AND 223)=ASC "S"
1610 1xX=xX

Continued •
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•4 Joe's Jottings listing 1 continued

1620 lyX=y7.
1630 PROCmess(line*+" Move to end and p

ress 'E'")

1640 PROCmove

1650 cxX=xX

1660 cyX=yX
1670 GC0L4,0
1680 MOVE lxX,lyX
1690 DRAW xX,yX
1700 cxX=xX

1710 cyX=yX
1720 REPEAT

1730 PROCmove

1740 MOVE lxX,lyX
1750 DRAW cxX,cyX
1760 MOVE lxX,lyX
1770 DRAW xX,yX
1780 cxX-xX

1790 cyX=yX
1800 UNTIL(AX AND 223)=ASC"E"

1810 PROCpcursor
1820 PROCmessC'")
1830 GCOL 0,dX
1840 IF wX=l THEN PROCone ELSE PROCone:

PROCtwo

1850 PROCpcursor
I860 ENDPROC

1870 :

1880 DEF PROCeraseblock
1890 PROCmark

1900 PROCmess("Press SPACE to erase thi

s block")

1910 A»GET

1920 PRDCmesm("")
1930 IF A<>32 ENDPRDC

1940 PRQCpcuTVor
1950 GCOL 0,0
1960 PROCrect(b»xX,bsyX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-

bsyX,l)
1970 PROCpcursor
1980 ENDPROC

1990 i

2000 DEF PROCmark

2010 PROCmess("MARK BLOCK: Move to star

t (bottom left) and press '8'")
2020 REPEAT PROCmove

2030 UNTIL (AX AND 223)»ASC "3"

2040 lxX-xX

2050 lyX-yX
2060 PROCmess("MARK BLOCK: Move to diag
onal (top rt) and press 'E'")
2070 PROCmove

20B0 cxX-xX

2090 cyX=yX
2100 markflagX-1
2110 GCOL 4,0
2120 PROCrect(1xX,1yX,xX-lxX,yX-1yX,0)
2130 cxX«xX

2140 cyX»yX
2150 REPEAT

2160 PROCmove

2170 PROCrect(1xX,1yX,cxX-1xX,cyX-1yX,0
)

)

2180 PROCrect(lxX,lyX,xX-lxX,yX-lyX,0)
2190 cxX=xX

2200 cyX=yX
2210 UNTIL(AX AND 223)=ASC"E"

2220 PROCrect(lxX,lyX,cxX-lxX,cyX-lyX,0
i

2230 bsxX=lxX

2240 bsyX=lyX
2250 bexX=xX

2260 beyX=yX
2270 PROCpcursor

Continued •
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2280 yX=lyX
2290 xX=lxX

2300 PROCpcursor
2310 PROCmess("")

2320 IF bsxX>bexX THEN sp7.=bsxX:bsxX=be
xX:bexX=spX
2330 IF bsyX>beyX THEN sp7.=bsy*/.: bsy"/.=be
yX:beyX=spX
2340 markflagX=0
2350 ENDPROC

2360 :

2370 DEF PROCswap (x)
2380 PROCmark

2390 IF x=l THEN mes*="HORIZONTAL SWAP:

" ELSE mes*="VERTICAL SWAP: "

2400 PROCmess(mes*+"Move to new bottom

left and press (M)ove or (C)opy")
2410 copyflagX=l
2420 GCOL 4,0
2430 PROCrect <x%,yX, bex'/.-bsxX,beyX-bsy7.
,0)
2440 cxX=xX

2450 cyX=yX
2460 REPEAT

2470 PROCmove

2480 PROCrect(cxX,cyX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bs
yX,0)
2490 PROCrect(xX,yX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bsyX
,0)
2500 cxX=xX

2510 cyX=yX
2520 UNTIL (AX AND 223)=ASC "C" OR (AX

AND 223)=ASC "M"

2530 PROCrect(xX,yX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bsyX
,0)
2540 IF ((xX+(bexX-bsxX))>xmaxX) OR ((y
X+(beyX-bsyX))>ymaxX) THEN PROCmess("WAR
NING: some of the block will be off scr

een. ESCAPE or SPACE"):VDU7:REPEAT UNTIL

GET=32

2550 PROCmessC'")

2560 PROCpcursor
2570 MOVE bsxX,bsyX
2580 MOVE bexX,beyX
2590 IF (AX AND 223)=ASC"C" THEN MOVE b

sxX,bsyX:PL0T190,xX,yX:ELSE PL0T188,xX,y
X

2600 MOVE xX,yX
2610 copyflagX=0
2620 IF x=l THEN PROCmess("Horizontally
reflecting now Please wait"):E •

LSE PROCmess("Vertically reflecting now.

PI ease wai t")

2630 GCOL 0,1
2640 IF x=l THEN PROCxswap ELSE PROCysw
ap

2650 PROCmessC'")

2660 PROCpcursor
2670 ENDPROC

2680 :

2690 DEF PROCxswap
2700 xendX=xX+(bexX-bsxX)

2710 FOR rowX=yX TO y%+beyX-bsyX STEP 4
2720 FOR columnX=xX TO xendX STEP2
2730 sp=P0INT(columnX,rowX)*2
2740 ps=POINT(xX+xend'/.-columnX,rowX) *2
2750 PLOT 71-ps,columnX,rowX
2760 PLOT 71-sp,xX+xendX-columnX,rowX
2770 IF columnX>=(xX+xendX) DIV 2 THEN

columnX=xendX

2780 NEXT

2790 NEXT

2800 ENDPROC

2810 : Continued •
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2820 DEF PROCyswap
2830 yendX=yX+(beyX-bsyX)
2840 FOR columnX=xX TO xX+bexX-bsx7. STE

P 2

2850 FOR rowX=yX TO yendX STEP 4
2860 sp=P0INT(columnX,rowX)*2
2870 ps=P0INT(columnX,yX+yendX-row7.) * 2
2880 PLOT 71-ps, column/., rowX
2890 PLOT 71-sp,columnX,y"/.+yendX-row7.
2900 IF rowX>=(y7.+yendX) DIV 2 THEN row

X=yendX
2910 NEXT

2920 NEXT

2930 ENDPROC

2940 :

2950 DEF PROCcopy
2960 PROCmess("COPY BLOCK: Move to new

bottom left and press (C)opy or (M)ove")
2970 copyflagX=l
2980 GCOL 4,0
2990 PROCrect(xX,yX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bsyX
,0)
3000 cxX-xX

3010 cyX-yX
3020 REPEAT

3030 PROCmove

3040 PROCrect(cxX,cyX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bs
yX,0)
3050 PROCrect(xX,yX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bsyX
,0)
3060 cxX-xX

3U70 eyx"yX
30B0 UNTIL ((AX AND 223)-ABC "C") OR (<
AX AND 223)-ASC "M")
3090 PROCrect(xX,yX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bsyX
,0)
3100 IF ((xX+(bexX-bsxX))>xmaxX) OR ((y
X+(beyX-bsyX))>ymaxX) THEN PROCmess("WAR
NING: some of the block will be off scr
een. ESCAPE or SPACE"):VDU7:REPEAT UNTIL
GET-32

3110 PROCmessC'")
3120 PROCpcursor
3130 MOVE bsxX,bsyX
3140 MOVE bexX,beyX
3150 IF (AX AND 223)-ASC"C" THEN MOVE b

sxX,bsyX:PLOT190,xX,yX:ELSE PLOT 188,xX,

3160 MOVE xX,yX
3170 PROCpcursor
3180 copyflagX-0
3190 ENDPROC

3200 :

3210 DEF PROCone

3220 IF lyX>=yX THEN cyX=yX+4
3230 IF lyX<yX THEN cyX=yX-4
3240 IF 1xX>=xX THEN cxX=xX-4
3250 IF 1xX<xX THEN cxX«xX+4
3260 IF (lyX=yX) AND (lxXOxX) THEN cyX
=yX+4:cxX=xX
3270 IF (1xX=xX) AND (lyXOy7.) THEN cx7.
=xX-4:cyX=yX
3280 IF (1xX=xX) AND (lyX=yX) THEN cxX
=xX:cyX=yX
3290 MDVE lxX,lyX
3300 MOVE xX,yX
3310 PLOT 117,cxX,cyX
3320 ENDPROC

3330 :

3340 DEF PROCtwo

3350 IF lyX>=yX THEN cyX=yX-4
3360 IF lyX<yX THEN cyX=yX+4
3370 IF 1xX>=xX THEN cxX=xX+4

Continued •
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3380 IF 1xX<xX THEN cxX=xX-4

3390 IF (lyX=yX)
=yX-4:cxX=xX
3400 IF <1xX=xX) AND

=xX+4:cyX=yX
3410 IF (1xX=xX) AND

=xX:cyX=yX
3420 MOVE lxX,lyX
3430 MOVE xX,yX
3440 PLOT 117,cxX,cyX
3450 ENDPROC

3460 :

3470 DEF PROCspecial
3480 PROCmess("Code for shape:
3490 INPUT LINE "" shape*
3500 1xX=xX

3510 lyX=yX
3520 IF shape*="8PINV" PROCsend(p8v*)
3530 IF shape*="14PINV" PROCsend(pl4v*)
3540 IF shape*-"16PINV" PROCsend(pl6v*)
3550 IF shape*="28PINV" PROCsend(p28v*)
3560 IF shape*="8PINH" PROCsend(p8h*)
3570 IF shape*="14PINH" PROCsend(pl4h*>
35B0 IF shape*="16PINH" PROCsend(pl6h*)
3590 IF shape*="28PINH" PROCsend(p28h*)
3600 IF shape*="HOLE"
3610 IF shape*="JOINL"

)

AND (lxXOxX) THEN cyX

(lyXOyX) THEN cxX

(lyX=yX) THEN cxX

)

PROCsend(hole*)

PROCsend(joinl*

3620 IF shape*="JOINS" PROCsend(joins*
I

3630 ENDPROC

3640 :

3650 DEF PROCsend(s*)

3660 OSCLI("KEY 2 "+s*)

3670 *FX 138,0,130
3680 ENDPROC

3690 :

3700 DEF PROCpad(sX,dX)
3710 PROCpcursor

3720 GCOL 0,dX
3730 IF sX=l PROCrect(xX-3,yX-3,9,9,1)
3740 IF sX=2 PROCrect(xX-7,yX-7,16,16,1

)

3750 GCOL 0,0
3760 PROCrect(xX,yX,3,3,1)
3770 PROCpcursor
3780 ENDPROC

3790 :

3800 DEF PROCerr

3810 PROCmessC'")

3820 VDU 1,27,1,64,3
3B30 VDU 29,24;108;
3840 IF markflagX=l THEN GCOL 4,0:PR0Cr

ect(lxX,lyX,cxX-lxX,cyX-lyX,0):bsxX=bexX
:bsyX=beyX:markflagX=0
3850 IF copyflag7.= l THEN GCOL 4,0:PR0Cr
ect(xX,yX,bexX-bsxX,beyX-bsyX,0):copyf1 a
gX-0
3B60 IF text*>"" THEN GCOL 4,0:PROCrect
<xX,yX,LEN(text*)*16,32,0):text*=""
3870 IF ERR-17 ENDPROC

3880 *FX 4,0
3890 REPORT:PRINT "at line ";ERL
3900 END

3910 :

3920 DEF PROCmess(T*)

3930 PRINT TAB(0,30);STRING*(80," ");
3940 PRINT TAB(0,30);T*;
3950 ENDPROC

3960 :

3970 DEF FNsure

3980 PROCmess("Do you really want to qu
it? (Y/N)")

Continued •
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3990 REPEAT A=(GET AND 223)

4000 UNTIL CHR*(A)="Y" OR CHR*(A)="N"

4010 IF CHR*(A)="Y" THEN =TRUE

4020 PROCmessC'")

4030 =FALSE

4040 :

4050 DEF PROCpcursor

4060 GCOL 4,0
4070 MOVE xX+8,yX+8
40B0 DRAW xX-8,yX-8
4090 MOVE xX+B,yX-8
4100 DRAW xX-8,yX+8
4110 MOVE xX,yX
4120 PRINT TAB(0,31)"Horizontal:";SPC<6

>J
4130 PRINT TAB (0,31) "Horizontal : ";:<7./l
60;CHR*34;
4140 PRINT TABU8, 31) "Vertical: ";SPC(6)

4150 PRINT TAB(18,31)"Vertical: ";yX/l6
0;CHR*34;
4160 ENDPROC

4170 :

41B0 DEF PROCmove

4190 AX-GET

4200 gapX-16-144*INKEY-l
4210 gapX-gapX/((INKEY(-2)-1)*-l)
4220 GCOL 4,Q
4230 PROCpcursor

4240 IF A'/.= 137 PROCmovert

4250 IF AX=136 PROCmovelt

4260 IF A7.=139 PROCmoveup
4270 IF A7.= 138 PROCmovedn

4280 GCOL 4,0
4290 PROCpcursor
4300 ENDPROC

4310 :

4320 DEF PROCmovert

4330 IF (*7.+gap7.) >:<max7. THEN VDU 7:ENDP
ROC

4340

4350

4360

4370

4380

4390

4400

4410

4420

4430

4440

4450

4460

4470

4480

ROC

4490

4500

4510

4520

4530

4540

4550

4560

4570

4580

4590

4600

4610

4620

4630

4640

4650

xX-xX+gapX
ENDPROC

DEF PROCmovelt

IF (xX-gapX)<0 THEN VDU 7iENDPROC
xX-xX-gapX
ENDPROC

DEF PROCmovedn

IF (yX-gapXXO THEN VDU 7: ENDPROC
yX-yX-gapX
ENDPROC

i

DEF PROCmoveup
IF (yX+gapX)>ymaxX THEN VDU 7:ENDP

yX»yX+gapX
ENDPROC

DEF PROCsetup
xmaxX=1232

ymaxX-892
*FX 226,140
*FX 227,150
VDU 29,24;108;
xX*0:yX=0
lxX=0:lyX=0
bsxX=0:bsyX=0
bexX=0:beyX=0
markflagX=0:copyflagX=0
text*-""

*FX 4,1
*KEY 0 D

Continued •
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4660 *KEY 1 T
5160 FOR YX-1020 TO 12 STEP-16

4670 *KEY 2 ""
5170 VDU 1,27,1,76,1,192,1,3

4680 *KEY 3 N
5180 FOR XX-0 TO 1276 STEP 4

4690 *KEY 4 0
5190 AX-0:BX»0

4700 *KEY 5 M
5200 FOR ZX-0 TO 12 STEP 4

4710 *KEY 6 X

4720 *KEY 7 P

5210 AX-AX*4+3*P0INT(XX,YX-ZX)
5220 BX«BX*4+3*P0INT(XX+2,YX-ZX)

4730 *KEY 8 P
5230 NEXT

4740 *KEY 9 Q
5240 VDU 1,A7. AND 254,1, AX AND 254 1,BX

4750 1*=CHR*136
AND 254

4760 r*=CHR*137
5250 NEXT

4770 u*=CHR*139
5260 VDU 1,27,1,76,1,192,1,3

4780 d*=CHR*13B
5270 FOR XX-0 TO 1276 STEP 4

4790 pv*="T"+d* 5280 AX-0:BX-0

4800 pl6v*-BTRING*(8,pv*)+STRING*(8,u*) 5290 FOR ZX-0 TO 12 STEP 4

+r*+r*+r*+STRING*(8,pv*)+STRING*(8,u*)+1 5300 AX-AX*4+3*POINT(XX,YX-ZX)

*+l*+l*
5310 BX=BX*4+3*P0INT(XX+2,YX-ZX)

4810 pl4v*=STRING*(7,pv*)+STRING*(7,u*)
+r*+r*+r*+STRING*(7,pv*)+STRING*(7,u*)+1

5320 NEXT

5330 VDU 1,AX AND 254,1,AX AND 254, 1, BX

*+l*+l*
AND 254

4820 pBv*=STRING*(4,pv*)+STRING*(4,u*)+ 5340 NEXT

r*+r*+r*+STRING*(4,pv*)+STRING*(4,u*)+1 * 5350 VDU 1,27,1,74,1,19,1,10

+1*+1*
5360 NEXT

4830 p2Bv*=STRING*(14,pv*)+STRING* <14,u 5370 VDU 1,27,1,64,3

$)+r*+r*+r*+r*+r*+r*+STRING*(14,pv*)+STR 5380 VDU 29,24;108;

ING*(14,u*)+l*+l*+l*+l*+l*+l* 5390 PROCpcursor

4840 ph*="T"+r* 5400 ENDPROC

4B50 pl6h*=STRING*(8,ph*)+STRING*(8,l*)
+u*+u*+u*+STRING*(8,ph*)+STRING*(8,i *)+d
*+d*+d* Listing 2. Packing program
4860 pl4h*=STRING*(7,ph*)+STRING*(7,1*)
+u*+u*+u*+STRING*(7,ph*)+STRING*(7,1*)+d 10 REM Packing Program
*+d*+d* 20 REM by Joe Telford
4870 pBh*=STRING*(4,ph*)+STRING*(4,1*)+ 30 REM for B+/M/C
u*+u*+u*+STRING*(4,ph*)+STRING*(4,1*)+d* 40 REM (C) Acorn User Dec 1987
+d*+d* 50 I
48B0 p2Bh*=STRING*(14,ph*)+STRING* (14,1 60 adrs-8<70
*)+u*+u*+u*+u*+u*+u*+STRING*(14,ph*)+STR 70 ptrlochi-&F7
ING*(14,1*)+d*+d*+d*+d*+d*+d* 80 ptrloclow-&F6
4890 hole*=u*+u*+"DS"+d*+d*+d*+d*+"E"+u

90 bloc-&72
*+u*+l*+l*+"DS"+r*+r*+r*+r*+"E"+l*+l*+"T 100 nloc-&73
•I

110 handle-&74
4900 joins*="EDS" 120 openout-&BO
4910 joinl*="E"+CHR*(140)+"S" 130 osfind-fcFFCE
4920 ENDPROC 140 osbput»&FFD4
4930 : 150 osrdsc»8(FFB9
4940 DEF PROCrect(x,y,l,w,f) 160 osargs-fcFFDA
4950 MOVE x,y 170 gsinit-&FFC2
4960 DRAW x+l,y 1B0 gsread-8<FFC5
4970 IF f=0 THEN DRAW x+l,y+w ELSE PLOT 190 startX=&900
B5,x,y+w 200 FOR pas's-0 TO 3 STEP 3
4980 IF f=0 THEN DRAW x,y+w ELSE PLOT 8 210 PX=startX

5,x+l,y+w 220 COPTpass
4990 MOVE x,y+w 230 LDX #adrs
5000 IF f=0 DRAW x,y ELSE MOVE x,y 240 LDY #0
5010 ENDPROC 250 LDA #1
5020 : 260 JSR osargs
5030 DEF PROCdump 270 LDA adrs
5040 PROCmess("Do you really want to pr

280 STA &F2
intout this design? (Y/N)") 290 LDA adrs+1
5050 REPEAT A=(GET AND 223) 300 STA &F3
5060 UNTIL CHR*(A)-"Y" OR CHR*(A)="N"

310 LDY #0
5070 IF CHR*(A)="N" PROCmess(""):ENDPRO

320 CLC
C 330 .getchr
5080 PROCmess("PRESS SPACE WHEN READY!" 340 JSR gsinit

) 350 BEQ crash
5090 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32 360 JMP across
5100 PROCmessC'") 370 .crash
5110 PRINT TAB(0,31)STRING*(79," ");

380 BRK
5120 PROCpcursor 390 EQUB 8c80
5130 MOVE 0,0 400 EQUS "PACK <fname>"
5140 VDU 29,0;0;2 410 BRK
5150 VDU 1,27,1,51,1,1,1,10 420 .across

Continued • 430 JSR gsread Continued •
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440 BCS out

450 STA buffer-l,Y
460 JMP across

470 .out

480 INY

490 LDA #13

500 STA buffer—1,Y
510 LDY #buffer DIV 256

520 LDX #buffer MOD 256

530 LDA #openout
540 JSR osfind

550 CMP #0

560 BNE setup
570 BRK

580 EQUB 2(81

590 EQUS "Can't Pack that file!"+CHR*l

600 BRK

610 .setup
620 STA handle

630 LDA #&FF

640 STA ptrloclow
650 LDA #&2F

660 STA ptrlochi
670 .mainloop
6B0 CLC

690 JSR increment

700 STA bloc

710 LDA ptrlochi
720 CMP #&80

730 BEQ exit

740 LDA #0

750 STA nloc

760 .counter

770 INC nloc

7B0 JSR increment

790 CMP bloc

800 BNE endcount

810 LDA nloc

820 CMP #8cFF

830 BNE counter

840 .endcount

850 DEC ptrloclow
860 LDA ptrloclow
870 CMP #&FF

8B0 BNE on

890 DEC ptrlochi
900 .on

910 LDA bloc

920 LDY handle

930 JSR osbput
940 LDA nloc

950 LDY handle

960 JSR osbput
970 JMP mainloop
980 .exit

990 LDY handle

1000 LDA #0

1010 JSR osfind

1020 RTS
1030 .increment

1040 INC ptrloclow
1050 BNE over

1060 INC ptrlochi
1070 . over

1080 LDY #0

1090 JSR osrdsc

1100 RTS

1110 .buffer

1120 3

1130 NEXT

1140 :

1150 PX=0

1160 FOR 17.-8*900 TO &9BA

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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1170 PX=PX+?(IX)

1180 NEXT IX

1190 IF PX023317 PRINT "Error in progr
am - Please check listing":END
1200 :

1210 PRINT "Press <SPACE> to save code.

1220 REPEAT UNTIL GET=32
1230 *SAVE PACK FFFF0900+100

Listing3. Unpacking program

10 REM UnPacking Program
20 REM by Joe Telford
30 REM for B+/M/C

40 REM (C) Acorn User Dec 1987
50 I

60 adrs-8<70

/u ptriocni-MJ?
80 ptrloclow-8<D6
90 bloc-&72

100 nloc-8<73

110 handle-&74

120 openin-8<40
130 osfind-fcFFCE

140 osbget-8<FFD7
150 oswrsc-8«FFB3

160 osargs-8«FFDA
170 gsinit-&FFC2
180 gsread-&FFC5

190 startX»&900

200 FOR pass=0 TO 3 STEP 3
210 PX=startX

220 COPT pass
230 LDX #adrs

240 LDY #0

250 LDA #1

260 JSR osargs
270 LDA adrs

280 STA &F2

290 LDA adrs+1

300 STA &F3

310 LDY #0

320 CLC

330 .getchr
340 JSR gsinit
350 BEQ crash

360 JMP across

370 .crash

380 BRK

390 EQUB &B2

400 EQUS "UNPACK <fname>"

410 BRK

420 .across

430 JSR gsread
440 BCS out

450 STA buffer-l,Y
460 JMP across

470 .out

480 INY

490 LDA #13

500 STA buffer-l,Y
510 LDY #buffer DIV 256

520 LDX #buffer MOD 256

530 LDA #openin
540 JSR osfind

550 CMP #0

560 BNE setup
570 BRK

580 EQUB £-83

590 EQUS "Can't find that file!"+CHR*l

3

Continued •
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600 BRK 220 YX-bly
610 .setup 230 REPEAT

620 STA handle 240 IF directionX-TRUE THEN startX-blx

630 LDA #&FF iendX-trx:step=hrzstepidirecti onX-FALSE
640 STA ptrloclow ELSE startX»trx iendX-blx: step—hrzstep: d
650 LDA #8<2F irectionX-TRUE

660 STA ptrlochi 250 XX=startX

670 .getchars 260 stpcrX-FALSE
6B0 CLC 270 REPEAT

690 LDY handle 2B0 IF POINT(XX,YX)=colourX THEN PROCp
700 JSR osbget ldot(XX,YX>
710 STA bloc 290 XX=XX+step
720 BCS exit 300 IF step>0 AND XX>-endX THEN stpcrX
730 LDY handle -TRUE

740 JSR osbget 310 IF step<0 AND XXOendX THEN stpcrX
750 STA nloc -TRUE

760 BCS exit 320 UNTIL stpcrX
770 .loop 330 YX=YX+vertstep
780 rNC ptrloclow 340 UNTIL YX>=try
790 BNE over 350 firstX-FALSE

BOO INC ptrlochi 360 NEXT colourX

810 .over 370 END

820 LDY #0 3B0 :

830 LDA bloc 390 DEF PROCpldot(xX,yX)
840 JSR oswrsc 400 LOCAL XX,YX
850 DEC nloc 410 *FX 3,10
860 BNE loop 420 XX=INT(plotterscale*xX)+RND(RX)
870 BEQ getchars 430 YX=INT(plotterscale*yX)+RND(RX)
880 .exit 440 PRINT "M";STR*(XX)","STR*(YX)
890 LDY handle 450 ON styleX GOTO 460,470,480
900 LDA #0 460 PROCdot:ENDPROC

910 JSR osfind 470 PROCsquare:ENDPROC
920 RTS 480 PROCline:ENDPROC

930 .buffer 490 l

940 ] 500 DEF PROCpenselect(indexX)
950 NEXT 510 penumX-penX
960 : 520 IF penumX-0 ENDPROC
970 PX=0 530 *FX 3,10
980 FOR IX=8<900 TO 8*9CC 540 PRINT "J";STR*(penumX)
990 PX=PX+?IX 550 *FX 3

1000 NEXT IX 560 ENDPROC

1010 IF PX024673 PRINT "Error is progr 570 I

am - Please check listing":END 580 DEF PROCsquare
1020 : 590 PROCpenplot(f,0):PROCpenplot(f, f)
1030 PRINT "Press <SPACE> to save code,

ii

600 PROCpenplot(0,f):PROCpenplot(0,0)
610 PROCup

1040 REPEAT UNTIL GET-32 620 *FX 3

1050 *SAVE UNPACK FFFF0900+100 630 ENDPROC

640 :

650 DEF PROCline

Pretty as aPicture, page 87
660 PROCpenplot(2*RND(f)-f,2*RND(f)-f)
670 PROCup
680 *FX 3

690 ENDPROC
Listing 1. Plotter screen dump

10 REM Plotter Pointillism 700 :

20 REM by John Downie 710 DEF PROCdot

30 REM for BBC B/B+/M/C 720 PROCpenplot(0,0)
40 REM (c) Acorn User December 1987 730 PROCup
50 : 740 *FX 3

60 ON ERROR PROCerror 750 ENDPROC

70 plotterscale=1.7:ditherX-3 760 :

80 hrzstep=8:vertstep-8 770 DEF PROCpenplot(xX,yX)
90 modeX=2 780 *FX 3,10

100 styleX-l:side=8 790 PRINT"D"|STR»(XX+xX)","STR*(YX+yX)
110 picfil*-"PICFILE" 800 ENDPROC

120 MODE modeX 810 :

130 OSCLI("LOAD "+picfil*+" 3000") 820 DEF PROCup
140 FOR colourX=0 TO 7 830 PRINT "M";STR*(XX)","STR*(YX)
150 penX=colourX 840 ENDPROC

160 PROCpenselect(penX) 850 :

170 RX=B*ditherX 860 DEF PROCerror

180 f=side B70 *FX 3

190 blx=0:bly=0:trx=1279:try=1023 880 CL8

200 directionX=TRUE 890 REPORT:PRINT" at line ";ERL

210 upx-true Continued • 900 END
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ACORN USER ORDER FORM
ACORN USER OF F E R S

DISC SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start mydisc subscription from the
UK subcribcrs please see page 52.

01 UK

02 EUROPE (Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

TOTAL VALUE £

• £40.00

• £76.00

• £76.00

• £84.00

MAGAZINE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please start my subscription to Acorn User magazine from the

issue (UK subscribers
see page 111 before completing)

01 UK

02 EUROPE

03 MIDDLE EAST

04 THE AMERICAS & AFRICA
05 REST OF THE WORLD

12 Issues

• £17.50

• £25.00

D £30.00

• £35.00

• £40.00

27 Issues

D £35.00

• £50.00

• £60.00

• £70.00

• £80.00

TOTAL VALUE £

ACORN USER MONTHLY CASSETTES
1985

• JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• |UL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0409-X

0410-3

0411-1

0412-X

0413-8

0414-6

0415-4

0416-2

0417-0

0418-9

0419-7

0420-0

1986

• JAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0421-9

0422-7

0423-5

0424-3

0425-1

0426-X

0427-8

0428-6

0429-4

0430-8

0431-6

0432-4

Monthly cassettesare suitable for BBC micro and Electron us

TOTAL VALUE £

BINDERS

TOTAL VALUE £

1987

• JAN 0433-2
• FEB 0434-0

• MAR 0435-9

• APR 0436-7

• MAY 0437-5

• JUN 0438-3
• JUL 0439-1
• AUG 0440-5

• SEP 0441-3
• OCT 0442-1

• NOV 0443-X

• DEC 0444-8
UK= £3.95

Europe= £4.95
Overseas= £5.95

CASSETTE SUBSCRIPTIONS
Yes! Please startmycassette subscription from the

01 UK

02 EUROPE (Airmail)
02 OVERSEAS (Surface)
03 OVERSEAS (Airmail)

TOTAL VALUE £

• £35.00

• £52.00

• £52.00

D £62.00

ACORN USER MONTHLY DISCS
1986

• JAN 0204-6
D FEB 0205-4

• MAR 0206-2

• APR 0207-0

• MAY 0208-9
• JUN 0209-7
a JUL 0210-0

UK=£5.95

Europe=£6.95
Overseas=£7.95

• AUG

• SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

1987

• JAN
• .FEB

• MAR

• APR

0211-9

0212-7

0213-5

0214-3

0215-1

0216-X

0217-8

0218-6

0219-4

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG
• SEP

• OCT
• NOV

• DEC

0220-8

0221-6

0222-4

0223-2

0224-0

0225-9

0226-7

0227-5

All AU discs arcinDFS format for the 1770 and 8271 systems. Monthly discs are3.25-inch
(40-track with 80-irack transfer program supplied)

TOTAL VALUE £

ACORN USER MAGAZINE BACK ISSUES
1985

• JAN
• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0021-3

0022-1

0023-X

0024-8

0025-6

0026-4

0027-2

0028-0

0029-9

0030-2

0031-0

TOTAL VALUE £

1986

•VJAN
• FEB

• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0032-9

0033-7

0034-5

0035-3

0036-1

0037-X

0038-8

0039-6

0040-X

0041-8

0042-6

0043-4

1987

• JAN
• MAR

• APR

• MAY

• JUN
• JUL
• AUG

• SEP

• OCT

• NOV

• DEC

0044-2

0046-9

0047-7

0048-5

0049-3

0050-7

0051-5

0052-3

0053-1

0054-X

0055-8

UK= £1.75
Europc= £2.25

Overseas^ £3.75

MAGAZINE BINDER 1201-7

DISC BINDER 1302-1

UK EUROPE OVERSEAS
• £4.95 • £7.95 • £14.95
• £6.95 • £9.95 • £16.95

24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987



ACORN USER ORDER FORM
ACORN USER OFFERS

ACORNUSER ROMS

• USERDUMP 1001-4

• USER ROM 1002-2

• AXRROM 1003-0

TOTALVALUE£.

UK = £19.95

Europe= £20.95
Overseas =£21.95

ACORN USER SPECIAL DISCS

GALLERY DISC UK = £3.95
40-track 0801-X • 80-track 0802-8 • 3.5in 0803-6 •

GALLERY COLLECTION DISC UK = £3.95
40-track 0840-0 • 80-track 0841-9 • 3.5in 0842-7 •

DISC HELP DISC

80-track 0804-4 • Europe = £7.95

PRINTER HELP DISC
40-track 0820-6 • 80-track 0821-4 •

GRAPHICS UTILITIES DISC

40-track 0830-3 •

EDUCATION DISC

40-track 0815-X •

TOTAL VALUE £

UK = £6.95
Overseas = £8.95

UK = £7.95

Europe = £8.95
Overseas = £9.95

D Ienclose asterlingcheque/postal order for atotal of£.

D Please debit my • Visa (Barclaycard) D Access (Mastercard)

Creditcard number

SIGNED DATE

MR/MRS/MISS/MS INITIALS

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

ACORN USER SPECIAL CASSETTES

• ACORN USER GRAPHICS 0601-7
D BEST OF ACORN USER 0602-5
D GAMES COMPENDIUM 0603-3

• FINEST FAVOURITES 0604-1

TOTAL VALUE £

UK = £3.95

Europe= £4.95
Overseas = £5.95

SIDEWAYS RAM

UTILITIES DISC
40-track 0825-7 •

CALLIGRAPHY
40/80-track 0950-4 •

PORTFOLIO DISC
80-track 0970-9 •

UK = £9.95

Europe = £10.95 Overseas = £11.95

UK = £9.95

Europe £10.45 Overseas £11.95

UK = £9.95

Europe = £10.95 Overseas = £11.95

NETWORK UTILITIES
DISC UK = £19.95
80-track 0809-5 • Europe = £20.95 Overseas = £21.95

VIEWCHART DISC

40-track 0920-2 •

UK = £12.95 Europe = £13.95 Overseas = £14.95

.made payable toRedwood Publishing

Expiry date

SURNAME

TELEPHONE

Please return your order to: Redwood Publishing Ltd, Acorn User Mail Order, Lambourn Woodlands, Newbury, Berkshire RG16 7TW

24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
C A I G R A H Y

A new dimension
in letter

designing

STINGS

Easy learning with
Education disc

The Acorn User Education disc makes learning
easy and enjoyable. The disc is packed with useful

programs, including the Eco-fax database for Econets.
Graphics are a strong feature, and included on the disc

are Turtle Logo, Easyplot and Bulletin, and you can then
show off your creations with Vufoil and Noticeboard or
make music with Tunemaker. Also included are an all-
mode dumping routine for Epson compatibles and a
teletext dumping routine for mode 7 dumping to Epson
FX80 compatibles. All this for only £7.95.

This is your chance to produce your own letterheads
and posters to a professional standard, with the

minimum of fuss and effort. Acorn User's Calligraphy disc
has been compiled due to popular demand and contains all
the programs needed to produce letter designs that will
impress your friends and colleagues.

The Desalet program is a simple font creator which
produces customised letters, to your personal design. It will
save you from using repetitive data statements and error
prone calculations. You can save your font set on disc and
then call it up as needed. All previously saved sets can be
modified or added to, and each set covers up to 94 characters.

Modical, a modification of the original Calligraphy pro
gram (September 1986 Acorn User) is also included on the
disc. Modical allows the use of disc-based font sets created

with Desalet. Modical also incorporates a modified file
creation program, which permits files to be printed out
immediately or saved for later printing.

An enhanced font ROM in the form of a sideways RAM
image, isalso on the disc. This allows you to design your own
fonts for use on-screen. Any output to the printer will be in
the new font - thus giving true WYSIWYG capabilities.
There is a selection of new fonts to help you get started.

This superb disc comes in 5.25-inch, 40/80-track format
and is great value at only £9.95.

D I C

******* •?*•%***?'•'& 1

~/ j __

Printer advice with
Printer Help disc

Often printer manuals don't fully cover the Master
and BBC micro - our disc will help you to

understand your printer's facilities for just £7.95.
The 5.25-inch Printer Help disc illustrates various print

type styles, use of Wordwise and View, screen images and
printer care. There is an ASCII standard codes table and
clear diagrams illustrating stages of printer use including
advice on what to do if things go wrong.

For compatibility details write to Seran, Redwood
Publishing Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

Acorn User order form on page 130 - 24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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OFFERS
CHART SOFTWARE

12.53 0.5-•

25,0V,

62.5V.

0.3--

0.2--

0.1"

0.0

Jan Feb Har '81'82'83

Improve your
presentation

with ViewChart

D

USEE
Main Index
Detailed Index.

Testcard
Phone Numbers

Header Library
Acorn User Utilities.
Introducing NotFox...
More about NetFax.
Net Helpline
Programming Helpline.
Vieu Helpline
Calendar 1986/^7

C

Network utilities for
better communication

The Network Utilities 80-track disc is the logical
addition to your network, combining invaluable

routines with a sophisticated yet easy-to-use noticeboard.
Included is Netfax, ourown hybrid information system

providing access to thousands of pages of information.
Other special features are: a file locator and directory size
finder; network manager utilities including a bridge com
patible screen viewer and a 'notify all' facility.

Plus there are 150 Netfax pages covering instructions,
help and indexes, all on a 5.25-inch disc for £19.95.

I

Do you use your micro to prepare figures? Perhaps in
ViewSheet or ViewStore) Do you make printed re

ports? This business graphics program from Acorn User
contributor Peter Sandford is aimed at anyone who uses
figures, and wishes to improve the quality of their work.

ViewChart takes your numeric data from a ViewSheet or
ViewStore file, or manual input, and plots various chart
formats to screen. In one plot you can produce between one
and five piecharts, stacked bar charts up to 25 bars, grouped
bar charts up to 24 bars and line graphs with up to five lines
each of 40 plotted points.

In practice, most business presentation data such as sales
figures, departmental breakdowns, cost analyses and so on
can be presented in a form even the boss will understand!

You can even add extra text and graphics to the completed
chart prior to saving or printing. A screen dump program is
provided, for Epson and compatible printers, which is
specifically designed to fit the width of an A4 page. Instruc
tions are provided on interfacing to other printers. ViewChart
works in screen mode 0, using full shading effects, so what
you see on screen is what you get on paper, and includes
some tips on final presentation of graphics in documents.

ViewChart is supplied on 40-track 5.25-inch disc and
works on the BBC models B and B4- and Master 128.

And the price of this professional software? Just £12.95.

CASSETTES

Games galore in our
compendium cassette

You can guide Shuggy around his garden; puzzle
over Puzzle, and be 3-D amazed. Or destroy

submarines with Run Silent, Run Deep. And for the really
adventurous, go round the Acorn User office.

Best of all, try the truly different Adventure game
written especially for the Games Compendium cassette by
Rob Anderson. It's excellent value at £3.95.

You will also find David Acton's Spectramania and
Quadline on this cassette: beat your micro, get four in a
row. All are easily transferred to disc.

Acorn User order form on page 130-24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
P R O G R A

This month's
graphics special

listings disc
STINGS

Special Christmas
Subscriptions

Save up to £29 this Christmas by giving a monthly listings
subscription as a gift. Every Acorn User monthly listings
cassette or disc is packed with the very best programs,
graphics and utilities.

For the Christmas period only we are offering a year's
subscription to the Acorn User monthly discs for an unbeat
able £40 - a saving of £29. And the price of a cassette
subscription is a mere £35, saving £10.

But hurry we must have your order by January 31 1988!
The offer is open to UK subscribers only.

S T N G S

Joe Telford has devised a program to design printed circuit
boards on screen, and he provides a metronome circuit as an
example of what you can do with it. Meanwhile Tessie
Revivis shows all First Byters how to use filing systems
directly from machine code.

John Downey has written software for computer artist Karl
Torok, whose distinctive work harks back to the pointillist
style ofSeurat, as the basis of his screen dumping routine for
output to plotters.

Forum for December includes an ADFS broken directory
fixer by Steven Oxley - aguaranteed life saver, a View printer
driver which allows the use ofboth NLQ and italic styles by
Stuart Rogers; there is also an extended *FIND command
allowing the use of a wild card. Jonathan Temple has
provided a routine for preserving variables between programs
and for all Master owners Martin Hesketh has put together a
'slow motion' ROM.

For this special graphics issue we have included a number
of the remarkable drawings featured in the magazine as the
month's Graphics Bonus.

December's listings are available in 5.25-inch 40/80-track
disc for the BBC and Master 128 and on cassette for Electron
and BBC micro users.

Forourspecial £49 Christmas disc subscription offer please
turn to page 52.

N D E R S

Vastly reduced prices
for disc binders

Our grey cloth disc binder is supplied with its own
protective slip case and is filled with six transparent
inserts, which will hold a year's supply of 5.25-inch
monthly discs, and it is currently available at the special
price of just £6.95.

An Acorn User magazine binder is the best way to keep
your precious copies in pristine condition. Our smart red
binder features a wide spine with the capacity to hold a
whole year's issues. For only £4.95 your magazines can
last a lifetime, i

Acorn User order form on page 129-24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
P 0 R T F 0 L

A Portfolio
of micro

masterpieces

D

flcorn User
9y David Lawrence (C) flcot

Memo to all Network Users. . .

The pad is just one of many useful
utilities on the Acorn User

Sideways Ram Utility Disc

Disc for all sideways
RAM users

The Sideways RAM Utilities disc includes: Ram-
Pad- your computer's answer to the pad and pen.

On-Screen Fonts - a variety of print styles available in all
graphics modes. *HLP ROM - add your own help text to
call up when you're stuck. Standard ROM header for use
when writing your own ROMs. ::' RLOOK to examine the
contents of your ROMs and sideways RAM images.

There are many more utilities on this 40-track 5.25-inch
disc with a transfer program for 80-track users, and it's
competitively priced at £9.95.

0 D S C S

|Jonathan Inglis, freelance illustrator and Acorn's artist-
in-residence for the launch of the Master series, has

assembled a portfolio of his best work exclusively for Acorn
User readers.

The disc, which costs £9.95, contains screens that national
and regional publications have commissioned Jonathan to do.
Included are representations of Seurat's 'Bathers', which was
used by Time Out for a cover, and two Acorn User front
covers; Willow from November 1986 and Magician from
January 1986, as well as several which were commissioned by
The Times newspaper group.

Jonathan Inglis is interested in the conversion of work by
the great master's to computer graphics, and three of his
favourites are on the disc for you to enjoy: Seurat's 'River
side', Vermeer's 'Lady at the Virginal' and a copy of a
lithograph by Matisse.

Pixel Editor and Super Painter have been incorporated to
let you create your own masterpieces. Pixel Editor allows you
draw in and alter the minute detail while Super Painter
enables you to draw lines, texture your screen and shade by
mixing the eight standard colours.

The Portfolio disc comes in 80-track 5.25-inch format, and
makes the ideal Christmas gift for the graphics fan. Enclosed
with the disc is a comprehensive instruction sheet telling you
more about the pictures and how the artist created them.

D C

Graphics utilities for
your screens

The 40-track 5.25-inch Graphics Utilities disc,
keenly priced at £7.95, features 16 routines to

manipulate blocks of graphics: rotation and reflection, a
screen compressor/expander, a colour flood-fill routine
and three mode conversion commands.

With the Basic procedure library are multi-height,
proportional and justified text and 'drop shadow' boxes. A
teletext screen editor gives point plotting, line drawing,
rubber banding and flood fill, along with all mode 7
control codes. All can be used in your own programs.

Acorn User order form on page 130-24 hourtelephone service (0672) 40825
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OFFERS
D U

Printer control
with the

UserDump ROM

O

Your favourite Acorn User
routines

Get UserROM for your favourite Acorn User
routines. Plug in the ROM chip and 19 routines

are instantly accessible via star commands, including colfill
with 27 colourful fills; dotfill providing 23 new black and
white shades; bad program recovery; variable lister; func
tion key lister; a graphics compiler; a circle drawing
routine and a sound compiler. There are many demonstra
tion programs and a 22 page manual. All for£19.95.

Full details are available from Seran, Redwood Pub
lishing Ltd., 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

R O

This pack includes the easy-to-fit UserDump ROM
chip and a practical 22-page guide to the screen dump

and printer control facilities offered - for just £19.95.
Once installed, UserDump will allow you to dump any

screen image in any display mode by entering a single
command - either as a line of your program or by typing in
direct from the keyboard. A perfect dump can also be
obtained while a machine code program is running.

UserDump features the following extra commands:
":'WDUMP - dump of graphics window only in any mode;
::"ZDUMP - a distortion-free dump of the mode 0 screen
using plotter graphics; "'TRANSIT - translate teletext screen
intomode 1; "SHIFT<argument> - shiftany area of memory;
::'IBM - select IBM printer; :;-CP80 - select CP80 printer.

UserDump is compatible with the BBC micro (model B or
B+) fitted with operating system 1.2. Any earlier version will
cause problems. UserDump is fully compatible with the
Acorn 6502 second processor. It works with any printer
which has single density and double density bit image
graphics, including all Epson (LX, RX and FX) printers, Star
Gemini and Delta, SG, SD and SR, Canon and Kaga NLQ.
Also usable are the Shinwa and other CP80 printers.

There are many more commands available with UserDump,
and details are available from Seran, Redwood Publishing
Ltd., 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

0

Assembler Extension ROM CflXR) 1.18
BITS (Use *BITS for help on Or"T>

iu5o <<ROM>)
STRIP <fsp> <<:>>
FX 184,8,6 to disable
Condition: On

Acorn User Assembler
Extension ROM

The AXR ROM, competitively priced at £19.95, is
especially designed for use by machine code prog

rammers. AXR adds a variety of options and commands to
the Basic assembler, along with several new pseudo op
codes, full Basic expression evaluation, and even the use of
binary numbers. A disassembler is included in the soft
ware, and all 65C02 instructions can be used. AXR is
compatible with Basic 1, 2 and Master.

Further details from Seran, Redwood Publishing Ltd.,
20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.

Acorn User order form on page 130 - 24 hour telephone service (0672) 40825
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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CARD DEVICES

PRINTERS

* off* »•"Sosv

This Panasonic KXP 1081 is the very latest in impact dot
matrix printers.

It's very user friendly, with operator accessible print
mode switch.

it 120 cps draft printing.

ir 24 cps near letter quality (NLQ).

it Parallel interface as standard, with optional Serial
interface.

it Epson and IBM compatible through dip switch
settings.

it Epson compatible mode including elite,
emphasised, double strike, condensed, superscript.

it 10, 12, 15, 17 characters per inch (cpi), italics and
proportional in NLQ.

it Prints 80 columns on A4 cut sheets, continuous
stationery or roll paper.

We don't need to give away any freebees;
from us you get peace of mind
with 2 years no quibble warranty.

For only £165 +V.A.T. KXP 1081

Panasonic Daisy Wheel also with 2 years warranty.

For only £250 +V.A.T. KXP 3131.

DELIVERY: 3 day courier on printers, disc drives and repaired disc
drives is £6.00 inc. V.A.T.

P&P on consummates is free.

DISC DRIVES SALES & SERVICE

Your complete answer to disc drive problems. We
repair any repairable BBC disc drive. We have been
repairing disc drives for nearly as long as they have
been around.

Canon have appointed us to repair and service their
disc drives in U.K.

Our experience speaks for itself.

Alignment, Repair and Test is £25.00 + V.A.T.
and parts when necessary

400K 40/80TK single with PSU, disc drive
£145.00 + V.A.T.

800K 40/80TK dual with PSU, disc drive
£265.00 + VAT

Limited stock of the obsolete MDD 220 (40/80 400K)
for any one who needs a second drive£89.00 + V.A.T.

Winchester Hard Disc Systems, 20 MEG for only
£475 + V.A.T. while stock last

CONSUMABLES

PAPER Plain white with micro-perf edges
11 X 9'/, 60 gsm 2000 sheets
11 X 9\ 70 gsm 2000 sheets

£12.50

£15.50

DISKETTES Only quality labelled discs supplied all in
plastic cases.

per box len

Dysan 40 TK double sided/double density 104/2D £12.00
Dysan 80 TK double sided/double density 204/2D £18.00
Maxell 40 TK double sided/double density MD 2D £11.00
Maxell 80 TK double sided/double density MD 2DD £17.50

Don't compromise on the quality of the discs you buy
just to save a few pence.

PLASTIC PRINTER STANDS £19.95 +V.A.T.

TO ORDER: Please remit by cheque/postal order Access/Visa to:
Card Devices Ltd., PadmoresYard, St.Johns,Woking, SurreyGU21 1SE.

Please allow maximum 14 days for delivery.

SALES HOTLINES: m (04862) 65634/66996, Telex: 858541 CARDD G



ADVERTISEMENT

Class Utility Software& Printers
Professionals.

CJE Micro's
Unbeatable in print.

CJE Micro's are an official ACORN
approved dealer.
A wide range of accessories and soft
ware for ACORN, Amstrad and Atari
computers are on display in the CJE
Micro's retail showrooms.

Multi-Font
NLQ
("Very good package...
Saved me over £100")
V.BUNCE, OXFORD. DEC 86.

Upgrade your printer to
NLQ with a choice of
many fonts. Up to 49
predefined fonts are avail
able on 4 discs, or you can
design your own. Multi
font is easy to use and
compatible with nearly all
software. For prices see
below or ring for further
details on 0903-213361.

Some ofthe fonts available
are shown here:

STANDARD

COURIER

ITALIC

eoBfcarc

crjmPT5

BOLD

OUTLINE

BKDWArE

THEATRE

This

This

This is

Cbi» i»

This

This

This

This

ThJ*

IMS

is

is

is

13

is

IS

CJE Welcome EXPORT and
TRADE ORDERS - inquire
for delivery costs.
Phone/Credit Card and Official
Orders are accepted. Please ring
for all the latest information and
prices on 0903-213361.
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

FONTAID
("Good value... Useful buy")
BEEBUG MAY 87.

Fontaid is a must for any Canon or Kaga Taxan
owner. 60 predefined fonts are available or you
can design your own. A Star NL10/NX15
version is also now available, so inquire for
further details.

"Impressed... Delightful
Simplicity...Easy to use"
(MICRO USER JUNE 87)

INFORM from CJE Micro's.
This unique sideways RAM information system is
quick, versatile and simple.

NOW - Solidisk 256K version is also available.

Master Writeprotect/ROM
select switch.
"I cannot praise it enough... Worth
buying!!" micronet soon 6575
This switch system selects RAM protected, RAM
unprotected or ROM. Each bank is separately
switchable. This is the MOST POWERFUL switch
unit available at only £15.00 inc VAT. (p&p £1.00
extra).

9

CJE Micro's (DEPT AU12) 78 Brighton Road, Worthing,
W. Sussex BN11 2EN. Tel: 0903-213361.

SOFTWARE PRICE LIST
All prices include VAT, bill please
add £1.00 for postage/packing and
state 40, 80 track or 3'/2" ADFS
when ordering.
MFNLQ £30.00
Font Discs B, C & D leachi£15.00

Fontaid £30.00
Fontaid with 6264 RAM £36.00
Font Discs A, B, C, D,
EA & Lang each1 £15.00

Inform £20.00

PRINTERS
Delivery on all printers is free.
Ring for a sample printout,
specification and the latest
prices.
The following Near Letter
Quality printers all come with
Centronics interface, friction
and tractor feed.

Panasonic KXP1081 £180.00
Canon PW1080A £260.00
StarNLlO £230.00
StarNX15 £410.00
Star NB24/10 (216cps) £599.00

Juki Daisywheel £330.00
Free delivery on printers

CJE Printer packs
The CJE packs include; Cable,
delivery, paper, plug, utility soft
ware and booklet. Please ask for
further details.
The Printer packs cost £15.00 with
printer: e.g. NL10 + pack = £260
+ £15 = £275 inc. VAT.
BBC Cable if purchased separately
is £8.00. Software on its own:
£11.00 + £1 p&p.
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W The

integrated expansion
r Model 'B' has been waiting for

AVAILABLE DECEMBER

The Garth, Hampsfell Road, Grange -over-Sands, Cumbria, LA1I 6BG Telephone: 044 84 4604

RAM MODULES
TAPE, DISC & NETWORK systems
* Complete with software and write switch
* Easy-fit. 35x18x14mm fully encased, no soldering
* 32K dual socket version is ideal for ROM boards
* ATPL versions adds extra 16/32k. 3-position switch
* 32K single socket version for standard BBC 'B'
* Software includes full Load/Save/List ROMs, IfiK Plfi QK

15K Printer buffer, Network easy-loader, View WPn,ini p„„i„,» onv onr'nr
driver generator. Full Documentation. Uliai 50CKet 3ZK £25.95

Single Socket 32K £19.95

PRINTER SWITCH BOXES
* Complete with all cables & connectors
* Robust plastic case, 100 x50 x20mm
* Selection by colour indicator button
* Printed circuit board construction
* Ready to use just plug in

wnH swilch

MALICE
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE

• VECTOR 1*
TAPE TO DISK UTILITY

+ Once only purchase FEATURES
+ Can save to any disk
+ Very user friendly, help pages on disk
+ 40/80 Format
+ No awkward ROMs, can be used on any machine
+ Can load to all available RAM &400-&7FFF
= Simply the best tape to disk utility available

Vector 1 versions compatible with Acorn,
Opus, UDM, Cumana, BBC + & w ,.
WaKord (Not 1-42, 1-43 DFS's.) V* VECTOR 7 &V torI/

PS1 2 BBC'S TO 1 PRINTER £31.50
PS2 1 BBC TO 2 PRINTERS £31.50

MM

•VECTOR 2 »
DISK TO DISK UTILITY

FEATURES / -,

\ BBC + and MasfPr /
ty> series, opus1770 \

and a/so
+ 40/80 Format / Sfl/lri filok
+ User Inendly. menu driven LX^V I ,U~UISK
+ Contains powerful features such asa disk *"^ I ISSU6 2 inr

sector editor. Disk Compare, format. !• >' *"."W»«
verify and track repair r

= The most powerful disk utility available

NEW IMPROVED VERSION (1.40)
Send £3.oo with old disk for upgrade. PLEASE SPECIFY DFS
Prices: £12.00 each for Vector 1 or Vector 2 E23 for both.

Scythe Toolkit £21.95 (Send for full details)

All prices shown include VAT and p&p. Please add £3.00 per disk if you
require 3" disks and specify when ordering.

Orders to:

CHALICE SOFTWARE, Dept AU
3 Merlin Way, Covingham,
Swindon SN3 5AN.

Telephone 0793 615026

* Quality modern style plastic case in beige/brown, size 205 x 145 x 40mm
* Selection by push switches fitted

with colour change indicator buttons
* Data buffers fitted to the 3.7m

cables for reliable data transfer.
The cables on the PS3 box arc
1x3.7m + 2x1.7m

* Complete and ready to use - |ust plug in

PS3 3 BBC's TO 1 PRINTER £59.50
PS4 4 BBC's TO 1 PRINTER £69.50
(Please add £2 for each BBC Compact)

Free P&P Send Cheques /PO/Official Orders to:
TERRELL ELECTRONICS, 7B Essex Gardens,
Hornchurch, Essex RM11 3EH. Tel: (04024) 71426

Prices Exclude VAT EDUCATIONAL DISCOUNTS
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SHOWROOM MAIL ORDER
SHOWROOM OPENING

9-6 MONDAY TO FRIDAY

9-1 SATURDAY

PHONE 074488 5242
We accept both Access and Visa credit
cards. Simply telephone your order,
giving card number, expiry date, name
and address, or send your order with
cheque or postal order to the address
opposite.

DELIVERY CHARGES
INCLUDING VAT

Compuiers'Printers/Drives:
Next day £8.00, Trackback £4.00

Small Items: £1.00 __

S E3

MICROMAN
computers

PASTURE LANE FARM,
PASTURE LANE, RAINFORD,

ST. HELENS, MERSEYSIDE, WA11 8PU

PHONE 074488 3667

$ ACORN DEALER : ECONET : SERVICE CENTRE i
^~Ex VATIncVAr

400.00 460.00

25.00 28.75

s I0.(K) 11.50

85.00 97 7*

60.83 69.95
21.00 24.15
26.04 29.95

nterface 207.33 239.00
339.00 389.85

VA rchimedes
• ARCHIMEDES 300 SERIES:

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Archimedes 305 Base 699.00 803.85

Archimedes 305 Monochrome 749.00 861.35

Archimedes 305 Colour 899.00 1033.85

Archimedes 310 Base 775.00 891.25

Archimedes 310 Monochrome 825.00 948.75

Archimedes 310 Colour 975.00 1121.25

Archimedes 310M Base 835.00 960.25

Archimedes 310M Monochrome 885.00 1017.75

Archimedes 310M Colour 1035.00 1190.25

FREE WITH EVERY ARCHIMEDES COMPUTER
ZARCH

The complete hander game
DELTABASE

The powerful database from Minerva
PLUS FREE CARRIAGE

BBC MASTER SERIES:
Master 128
Master Turbo Module

379.00

108.70

435.85

125.00

MASTER 512 UPGRADE
SPECIAL OFFER

£199.00
Price includes VAT.

This offer includes: FREE MICROMAN 512 DISC
UTILITIES SOFTWARE WORTH £12.95.

Watford 8271 Disc Interface

• BBC B CO-PROCESSOR

ADAPTERS:

Acorn Co-Pro Adapter
Watford Co-Pro Adapter

• BBC B ROM BOARDS:

Watford Solderless ROM Board
Watford Battery Backup
Aries BI2 Sideways ROM Board
Aries BI2c Adapter
ATPL Sidewise ROM Hoard

• BBC B SIDEWAYS ROM/RAM

EXPANSION:
Watford 16K Sideways RAM Module
Watford ROM RAM Card + 32K

DRAM

Watford ROM RAM Card 64K
DRAM

Watford ROM/RAM Card + 128K
DRAM

Watford Sideways ZIF Socket
• BBC B SHADOW BOARDS:

Watford 32K Shadow RAM Board
Aries B32 RAM Extension Board

• BBC EPROM PROGRAMMERS/

ERASERS

Control Telemetry F.PROM Prog
Uviprom EPROM Prog
Uviprom EPROM Prog + ZIF
Multiprom Programmer

Uviprom & Multiprom programmers r<
or ROM software listed below.

Uviprom ROM Software
Uviprom SWR Disc Sofiware
Watford EPROM Eraser GT
Uvipac EPROM Eraser
Uvipac EPROM Eraser + Timer

• EPROMS/RAM CHIPS:

F.proms 2764 8K
Eproms 27128 I6K
F.proms 27256i I2.5v)
Eproms 27512
RAM 6264LP-15 8K

• BBC MODEMS:

Pace Linnet + Commstar II
Pace Nightingale + Commstar II
Watford Apollo Modem

• BBC SPECIAL KEYBOARDS:
Concept Keyboard A4
Concept Keyboard A3

• BBC DIGITISERS:

Graphpad II (BBC
• BBC VIDEO DIGITISERS:

Watford BEEB Video Digitiser
Watford Magazine Maker

• BBC MOUSE/TRACKERBALL

PRODUCTS:
Watford Quest Mouse
Watford Quest Mouse + Paint
AMX Mouse + Super Art Mark II
A.MX Mouse Mat

AMX Pagemaker
AMX Extra Extra (Pagemaker)
AMX Super Art ROM: BBC B
AMX Super Art: Master
AMX MAX

Fleet Street Editor
Fleet Street Editor Fonts Graphics
Fleet Street Editor Admin Xtra
Fleet Street Editor Disney
Trackerball RB2 + ICON Soft
Trackerhall -»- Pointer (Master)

• BBOMASTER CONSOLE

UNITS:

Vigien Console
Vigien Master Console
Pineapple II

• BBC CAD SYSTEMS:

Bitstik 2 (Master Compatible)

Ex VAT Inc VAT

60.00 69.00

75.00

50.00

32.00
3.00

40.00
5.00

38.00

86.25

57.50

36.80

3.45

46.00

5.75

43.70

29.00 33.35

39.00 44.85

52.(X) 59.80

Bitstik 2 Upgrade
Pineapple Diagram
Pineapple Diagram Utiliti
Pineapple PCB Designer
AMX DESIGN
Novacad Plotter Utilities

Microman Plotter ROM

» PRINTERS:

Star NLI0 + BBC/Cent Interface
Star NX 15 Wide Carriag.

PANASONIC KXP1081
Printer + Free BBC Lead

£179.00
Price includes VAT.

Epson 1.X800
Juki 6100 Daisywheel
Panasonic Serial Interface

225.22

299.00
41.00

259.00

343.85

47.15
80.00 92.00 Star NL10 Sheet Feeder 55.00 63.25
15.00 17.25 Star NX 15 Sheet Feeder

I.X800 Sheet Feeder

140.00

TBA

161.00

59.00 67.85 Print Sharer 2 Way Switch 39.00 44.85
80.00 92.00

• PLOTTERS:

Roland DXY880A A3 Plotter 694.78 799.00

Roland DXY980A A3 Hotter 999. (HI 1148.85

We are a Roland Mam Dealer and stock the c implete

22.57 25.95 range of plotter, pens and paper.

39.09 44.95 • BBC WORDPROCESSING
ire eithc r SWR SOFTWARE:

View Professional 86.91 99.95
4.35 5.00 Interword ROM 42.61 49.00
1.74 2.00 Wordswise Plus ROM 42.61 49.00

30.00 34.50 View 3.0 ROM 45.22 52.00
18.22 20.95 Spellmaster 51.31 59.00
22.57 25.95 Viewspell 34.74 39.95

13.00 14.95
POA POA View Printer Driver Generator 10.(X) 11.50

POA POA • BBC DATABASE &
POA POA SPREADSHEET SOFTWARE:
POA POA 86.(X) 98.90
POA POA Interbase ROM 60.00 69.00

Viewstore ROM 45.22 52.00
139.00 159.85 Intersheet ROM 43.44 49.95
86.09 99.00 Imerchan ROM 29,52 33.95
81.00 96.60 Viewsheet ROM 45.22 52.00

Viewplot Disc 26.04 29.95
109.50 125.93 • BBC LANGUAGES:
139.50 160.43 .Waster C 78.00 89.70

BCPL ROM 52.00 59.80
65.65 75.50 BCPL Calculations 30.00 34.50

BPCL Stand Alone Generator 43.39 49.90
109.00 125.35 ISO Pascal ROM 52.13 59.95
129.00 148.35 ISO Pascal Stand Alone Gen 30.(XI 34.50

Comal ROM 43.35 49.85

Acorn LOGO ROM 60.(X) 69.00
35.00 40.25 Logoton LOGO ROM 60.00 69.00
59.00 67.85 Micro-Prolog ROM 69.52 79 95
69.52 79.95 Microtext 52.00 59.80

5.00 5.75 • BBC UTILITIES:
43.44 49.95 Master Termulalor 34.74 39.95

Svsiem ADE + BBC. Version 46.(X) 52.90
43.44 49.95 Svstem ADE + Master Version 49.IX) 56.35
43.44 25.00 28.75
17.35 19.95 Advanced Disc Toolkit 30.00 34.50

34.74 39.95 Vine Replav ROM's 30.4-1 35.00
13.00 14.95 Vine Master Replav 36.48 41.95
13.00 14.95 We stock a large range of utihtv si ftware bv ACORN,
13.00 14.95

59.00 67.85 CLARES, COMPUTER CONCEPTS, WATFORD etc
"59.00 67.85

PC COMPUTERS &
43.44

52.13

49.95

59.95 SOFTWARE:
55.00 63.25 We Mock the OPUS PCII & AMSTRA1) PCI5I2 range ol

PC Computers along with a large selection <>l add-ons and
books Full Price List available694.78 799.00

• MASTER 512 SOFTWARE:
Microman 512 Disc Utilities 11.26 12.95

Words & Figures 99.00 113.85

Ability (Integrated Package) 99,00 113.85

VP Info 86.09 99.00

Volkswritcr 39,09 44.95

• BBC MASTER COMPACT

SERIES: •
Master Compact 349.00 401.35

MasterCompact + TV Modulator 363.00 417.45

Master Compact + Green Monitor 399,00 458.85

MasterCompact + Colour Monitor 549.00 631.35

RS232 Kit 26.00 29.90

Additional Floppy Disc Drive 99.00 113.85

Pal TV Adaptor 26.00 29.90

• ECONET NETWORKS:
Achemedes/Master Econet Module 43.47 49.99

Filestore E01 828.00 952.20

Filestore 1:20 721.00 829.15

OPUS DISC DRIVES
Opus 5802 400K 40/80T Opus 5802D 800K 40/80T

£109.95
Opus 5802DB 800K 40/80T

Power Supply

£239.95
£209.95 *?«-** VAT.

• BBC MONITORS:

Microvitec 1431 Sid/Metal 199.13 229.00
Microvitec 1451 Med Metal 240.00 276.00

Philips CM8833 Med/RGB/CV 250.00 287.50

Philips TV Tuner (Composite Video 69.52 79.95
Philips Green 7502 73.91 85.00
Philips Amber 7522 77.39 89.00

Philips White 7542 77.39 89.00
• BBC DISC INTERFACES/

UPGRADES:

Acorn 1770 Disc Interface 43.44 49 95

Acorn ADFS ROM 26.08 29.99

GOVERNMENT, NHS AND EDUCATIONAL ORDERS ACCEPTED



We've got you covered with Seal W Type

* Protective keyboard cover
through which you can type
freely & easily.

* 24-hour dust/spill cover.

* Removable, _^
washable, :»;.,. fc
re-usable. ^9pj£|P"

Patent & registered design pending

Superior anti-glare VDU
filter.

Ultra-fine framed mesh
Velcro fittings.
Available for mono or
chromo.

Plonker Box £4.99

Working disc holder.
Plonk your discs out of
harm's way.
Holds all standard sizes of
discs.

Data Switch Box £26.. Provideseasy switching of
data from BBC to 2 outlets:
Rrinters/micros/modems.

d more constant
plugging and unplugging.
Cables £5.75 each.

Kador Mouse Mat £5.95

Prolongs life of your
mouse & protects work
surface.
Generous size (34x29cm).
Anti-friction, anti-static.

SEND FOR OUR CHRISTMAS CATALOGUE

Cheques/P.O. payable to KADOR, P.O. Box 20,
Ashford, Middx. TW153QE. Prices arc fully inclusive Iriadnr
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THE INITIAL INVESTMENT IN
A PROFITABLE ENTERPRISE"

OCT ACORN USER
FACT: Intelligent INVESTMENT in horse-racing can make you very rich

indeed. A skillfully-managed investment 'bank' can multiply very
quickly.

FACT: So many 'mug' punters gamble rather than INVEST, such that there is
a huge pool of funds which the intelligent investors can tap to make
excellent profits.

FACT: Successful investment in racing has hitherto been very hard work, as
knowing which horses to be "on" has usually required many hours of
painstaking study. Successful investors have largely, until now,
needed to be enthusiasts.

FACT: The sophisticated analysis needed to pin point profitable racing
investments can be handled by an 'expert system' designed for your
home micro: you do not need to be a racing expert or an enthusiast to
partake in this highly profitable activity.

FACT: Such a system is now available from DGA SOFTWARE. It's called
PRO-PUNTER. Ituses information from the racing press and tells you
which horses to back.

FACT: Impressive results from PRO-PUNTER are regularly being proofed to
the racing press. Fourteen investment advices have produced eleven
winners, representing a return on capital investment of 97%.

FACT? You will be richer this time next year than you are now.

PRO-PUNTER cost £57.50 including VAT, P&P. Orders and enquiries to
DGA SOFTWARE, PO BOX 36, ASHTON-UNDER-LYNE. 0L7 9AJ.

ComputerRepairs (UK)
2 Austins Place, High Street.
Hemel Hempstead, Herts. HP2 5HN.
Telephone: 217624

REPAIRS

Archimedes

BBC Model B

Electron

P.O.R.

£34.50

£26.50

FLIP-OVER FUNCTION STRIP HOLDERS

\$0^
Each holder comes with 10 clear plastic sleeves. Easily fitted
to the BBC or BBC - Master series.

Flip over function strip holder £5.50
Extra sleeves for above £0.40 each
Blank function strip cards 10 for £1.25
Function strip design software £4.50

<CR> VOLUME CONTROL SWITCH

Hardware volume control switch easily fitted to BBC £7.50

We specialise in 2nd user equipment
Telephone for price.

All prices include post, packing etc. in (G.B.)

Disc Software on a BBC

DOSCopy BBC <-> MS-DOS
TorchCopy Torch <-> MS-DOS
CPMCopy CP/M <-> MS-DOS
CPMBeeb BBC <-> CP/M

These four programs run on a BBCMaster, Compact, B+,or B with
1770 upgrade; depending on thesize of your BBC disc drives you can
copy files between over 40 different formats, including:

MS-DOS: Amstrad, Apricot, Atari, Rainbow, Nimbus, IBM PC, PS/2
CP/M: Acorn Z80, Amstrad, Epson, Kaypro, Osborne, 380/480Z.
Torch CPN, BBC DFS and ADFS

Prices: £19-50 each £34-50 for any two
£49-50 for any three £59-50 for all four

Announcing - a powerful new disc editor

MEDIC
- Multi-disc

-EDit

- Investigate

-C

you can read and write many different disc formats -
all those listed above, and many others,
screen editing of any any sector (hex or text mode);
search disc for a character string (text or binary), fill
part of the disc with character or string,
verify discs and explore their format; format discs to
your own specification,

lone a powerfulcopyingfacility for many disc formats
(subject to copyright requirements).

MEDIC is just what the doctor ordered for sick discs or healthy, for
exploration or repair! Requires a Master, Compact, B+ or B with 1770.
Supplied with documentation on MS-DOS, CP/M and BBC formats.

MEDIC - only £19.50 inclusive
Dealer inquiries welcomed Mail Order Only (s.a.c. for details)

BAKsoft 20 Leys Avenue Cambridge CB4 2AW

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987



Computers and Upgrades

The new Archimedes computer system
available now. Prices start at £699.00.
Phone now for more information.

Trade in your old Model B against a new

Master 128 or Master Compact

Master 128 £369.00 (a)
Master Compact from £349.00 (a)

Master Turbo Upgrade £99.00 Id
Master 512 Upgrade C189.00!c)
Master 128Eprom Cartridge CI 1.00(c)
Master 128 Dust Cover C4.50 (e)

Compact RS 232 Interface £2600 (cl
Compact TV Modulater £2600 lei
1770 Disc Interface £41 00 Idl
ADFSROM (B+ or B with 17701 £25.00 (el

B+64 64K Upgrade £30.00 id)
Special Christmas Package Deals
Master 128 with dual drive on plinth, games selection,
Citizen 120D, Paper and Phillips mono monitor£820.00
As above with Phillips colour monitor £990.00

Master Compact with over-view, selection of games
discs, Brother HR20 DW printer, paper and
mono monitor £649.00

as above with colour monitor £799.00

(all above specials £10.00 carriage).

Printers (Dot Matrix)

EpsonLX800 80col/150cps + 22cps NLQ
Citizen 120D 80col/I20cps + 25cps NLQ

Citizen 120 D80col/120cps + 25cps NLQ
CitizenMSP10E 80c/160cps + 40 cps NLQ
CitizenMSP50 80c/250cps + 60cps NLQ
Star NL1080col/120cps + 30cps NLQ

Printers (Daisy Wheel)

Mi 6000 80coi 12cps
Juki6100 110col20cps
Citizen Premier 35 132col 35cps

Printers (Laser)

New Citizen Laser Overture 110
10 pages/min 250 Sheet cassette
dual interface.

£229.00 (a)

£164.00 (a)
£150.00 (a)

£225.00 (a)

£379.00 (a)

£199.00 (a)

£182.00 (a)

C280 00 (a)

£554 00 fa)

£1650,00 (a)

All printers include Free BBC cable
or plus £5.00for IBM lead.

AMX Mouse and Software

AMX Mouse + Super Art
AMX Pagemaker

£60.00 (d)
£37 00 Idl

SPECIAL OFFERS

Printers - Dot Matrix
MP 165 80col'165cps + 38cps NLQ
MP200 80col'200cps+ 40cps NLQ
MP201 136col200cps + 40cps NLQ

£166 00 (a)

£249 00 (al

£274 00 (al

Printers - Daisy Wheel
MP 26 - 26cps Diablo630 compatible
MP40-40cps Diablo630compatible
2 YearWarranty on MP Printers

£234.00 (al
£319 00 la)

Gaken16cps £189.00

L / Disc Drives

Direct Drives all with full 3 yr. Warranty
024140SOTDS400K

0243 Dual 40-801800K (Horizontal!

0246 4080T DS 400K Inc PSU
0248 Dual 40/80T 800K (Horizontal) Inc PSU

0249As 0248 in Master Bridge<Monnor Plinth
0250 As 0248 with 1 x 3.5" & 1 x 5.25"

UFD Drives (2 yr. Warranty)
MD 802 C Dual 40/80T DS 800K (Vertical)

MD 802 E Dual 4080T DS 800K Inc PSU

MD802 DM As"abovein Master BndgeMon.tor Pfmh

Winchester Drives

20 mb incl PSU and ADFS
40 mb incl PSU and ADFS

£99.00 (al

£194.00 (a)

£114.00 (a)

£214.00(a)
£229.00 (a)

£239.00 (al

£214 00(al

£244 00 (a)

£284 00 (a)

£549 00 (a)

£869 00 (al

COMPUTING
BUSINESS SYSTEMS • HARDWARE

SOFTWARE • VIDEO SYSTEMS

MEDIA SUPPLIES

OFFICIAL DOMESDAY DEALER

Acoriiw
'llwclwiirrul rMMTHTHV.

ACORN APPROVED DEALER

Phone 0602 787923

Disc Drives

Misc

Vigien SS40T 100K £79.00 (a)

Discs5.25" (Boxed in 10's Lifetime guarantee)
3M 744 SS'DD 48TPI £11 00 (dl

3M 745 DS'DD 48TPI £13 00 Idl

3M 747 DSDD 96TPI £17 00 Idl

Add £1 for plastic librarycase

B & S Label 96TPI in see through LIB. Case DS/DD £13 00 Idl

DiscCleaning Kit (state 5'A"or 3'/2")
3.5"

3M 35SS SS.'DD (Box of 10)

£9.00 (d)

£21 00 (d)

3M 35DS DSDD (Boxof 10) £29 00 (dl

B & S Label DS'DD £19 00 Idl

Lockable Anti-Static5.25" Storage Cases
50Disc Capacity £8.00 (d)
100 Disc Capacity £10.00 (d)

All Monitors include BBCLead
Phillips Range of high resolution Mono Monitors
withAudio Input Green Amber or PaperWhite.
BM7502 (Green) £69 00 (al
BM 7522 (Amberl £74 00 (al
BM7442 IPaper White) £7700 (al

Phillips Colour Monitor RGB, Composite Video,
Audio in Linear RGB Green Screen Switchable

BBC/IBM Compatible CM8833 £239.00(a)
Microvitec

1431 (Metal orPlastic Caseplease specify) Std Res £179 00la)
1451 iMetal orPlastic Caseplease specify) Med. Res. £224.03 (al
1441 iMeial or Plastic Caseplease specify) High Res. £375.00 (al
1431 AP Metal Case RGBand CV/Audo Std. Res. £209.00 lal

1451 APMeial Caseonly RGB andCV Audo Med Res £259.00 (al
TILT and SWIVEL Standslor P!asKCase Only £1900 (dl

Plinths

BBCBSngle £110010
BBC Master Sngle £12.00(0
BBC Masier with Shelf £22 00(bl

UK Customers: please add 15% VAT to all prices
(including carriage).
Govorr.meni and educalional establishments official oiders

welcomed When ordering please enclose a cheque or postal
order for the appropriate amount. UK Carnage Rates (a) C8 50
- courier insured delivery (bl C3 50 (c) €2 50 Id) Cl 50 (el
Cl 00 All prices are correct at tune ol going lo press All
of lers are subiect to availability, all puces aie subiect to change
without prior notification and are available on request Current
price list is available on requost

Goods normally despatched on receipt of order

B & S COMPUTING (NOTT'M) LTD
THE LENTON BUSINESS CENTRE

LENTON BOULEVARD

NOTTINGHAM NG7 2BY
PHONE: 0602 787923

ROM Boards

ATPL Sideways (slate Bor B+)
Vigien ROM System IB Series)
Vigien ROM SysiemIMaster 128)
Vigien ROM System Compact
Vigien Spare Cartridges

Printer Ribbons and Accessories

Epson 8302 LX 86 Tractor Unit
Epson LX 86 (Compat)
Epson MX 80'RX 80 FX 80 FX 851Compat)
Juki 5510 Citizen MSP 20 (Compat)
Omen 120DLSP10
Taxan810 Canon(Compat)
Juki 6100 Multistnke

Tally MT85Fabric
Tally MT86 Carbon
Printerlead 1 5m B'B+'M128'ELK + 1

Printerlead 1.5m Compact
Printerlead 2m IBM or Compatible
SOcolPrinter Stand

Universal Pinter STand
Printer Switch Box 2Way "T"Switch

All Modems inc BBC Lead

Mrac'e WS2000

MracieWS4000 HayesCompat
Pace Nightmgale + Commstar II
Nightingale Auto Dial Aulo Answer Board + SW
Pace Commstar II ROM

NB BABT APPROVAL ON MODEMSONLY

50ft Telephone Exln Cableon Wind up Reel

ISO Pascal

BCPL

Comal
Hi View

View3.0

View Store

View Plot

Overview

Disc

Inter Sheet

Inteibase

Wordwise +

£36 00(d)

£1125 Id)

£12.00 (d)

£1200 (dl

£2.00 (e)

£1900(0

£2.89 (el

£2 50 (e)

£2 50 le)

£375le)

£3 74 (e)

£2 30 (el

£5.00 lei

£7.00 le)

£6 00 (e)

£8 00(e)

£10 00 Id)

£1100(0

£15 00 Idl

-£39 00(c)

£95.00 Id

£144 00ial

£94 00(0

£52 00(d)

£28 00 (el

£9 50 (di

£42 00 Idl

£3900(0

£32 00 (d)

£37 00 (dl

£39.00 (d)
£37 00 (dl

£21 00 lei

£84 00 Idl

£8 00 lei

£39.00 Idl

£55.00(d)

£47.00 |d)

£37.00 (dl

Acorn Soft

Micro Prolog £50.00 (d)
Logo £44 00(dl
ForthDisc £14.00(e)

Lisp £3300 (e)
View 2 1 £37 00 (d)

Viewsheet £37.00 (d)

View Spell(80T only) £2900 Idl
View Index £10 00(e)

View Printer Driver Gen Tape £700 (e)

Computer Concepts
Interword £39 00 (d)
Interchart £26.00 Id)

The NewlyReleased Spellmaster
Wordwise £30.00 (dl

Mirrorsoft

Fleet Street Ed'tor

Clares

Fontwise +

£3100 Idl Fonts and Graphcs £1175 lei

£16.00 (e) Replica III £1100(e)

VINE MICRO REPLAY (State M/Cand DiscInterface) £3000 (e)

NB It is essential to state machine and 40/80T
when ordering software

Books (No VAT on books)

Masier Rel ManualsPtl £14 00 (dl Pt 2 £14 00 (di
AdvancedMasier Rel Manual £P0A
Lisp £7.00 (el Forth £700(el ISO Pascal £700(el
BCPL £14.00 (dl ViewGuide £6.00 (el IntoV.ew £6.00 lei
View3 £900 (el ViewSheet £9 00 (el ViewStore £9.00(e)

Fanfold Paper and Labels

2000x1 Pan60gm 11 x95" Std Perl
2000 x 1 Part 60gm 11x95" Micro Pert
1000 x 1 Pari 85gm 11 x9 5" Micro Perf
1500 x 1 Part 90gm "Perfect" A4 Micro Perf
1000 89mm x 36mm Labels

1000 89mm x 49mm Labels

1000 102mm x 36mm Labels

PleasestateSingle or Twin Row whenordering labels
I

£1100(0

£12 5010

£9 00 (0

£17.00 (b)
£4 00 Id)

£6.00 (d)

£5 00 Idl



ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE CARRIAGE & VAT
HSV COMPUTER SERVICES LIMITED (AU)
23,Hampstead House,Town Centre/Basingstoke,RG21 TLG.

DISKETTES

3'/2 SS/DD
DS/DD

5V-, SS/DD
DS/DD
DS/QD

• COL DS/QD
♦ ♦UNIVERSAL

QUANTITY
135TPI
135TP1
48TP1
48TP1
96TP1
96TP1
96TPI

20

26.50
30.50
8.95
9.95
10.95

14.95

14.95

30

37.50
43.50
12.75
13.95
14.95
21.95
21.95

40

49.00

57.00
16.00
16.95
17.95
28.95
28.95

50

60.00

70.00

18.75

19.95

21.95
35.95
35.95

100

110.00
130.00
36.95
37.95
39.95
63.95
63.95

ssB^SSSsSSSr^COLOURS AVA1LAD.C. - ,^r e gtatc hen oraermg.

and envelopes and »"M^,nt guarantee.
btSKBT

50x5'
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7.95
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Labels

Labels 2.75" x
1.5" (3

Stationery**«•

ConUTeoGS^-WWte9T5XM90 GSM ^hite
TrUC M100 GSM -True AA luu white.creamM^grey^ aCtoss)
Labels 3.5 _x • aCt0SS)
Ubcte 4-0 ^-5.(2 across

across)

PRINTER STANDS 80 COLUMN
Nylon coated wire for rear or centre feed
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THE GAMES PAGE
David Lawrences tries out winter sports, crushing

bones and grapplingwith aliens

Next month's Games Page will be slightly
different; I will be presenting my top
games of the year. So, as there will be no
games news next month, here's all you
need to know about the Christmas releases.

Tynesoft has two sports simulations
planned for release before the end of the
year. Indosports has been mentioned be
fore, but Winter Olympics II has jumped
86 and is now called Winter Olympics 88.
Tynesoft claims that 'this is the best sports
simulation ever'. The game features six
events: ski slalom, ski jump, giant slalom,
three-man bob, speed skating and biathlon.
Each event features large sprites and better
ways of controlling the action than just
pumping Z and X. Tynesoft, at least, must
think that the game isgood, as it isoffering
a trip to Calgary to see next year's real
Winter Olympics as a prize!

The news from Audiogenic is that the
near-mythical Daxis game has been passed
from Gary Partis to Peter Scott for revision
and finishing off. A version of Impact has
arrived and it appears to be similar to
Arkanoid. The consensus in the office is
that the graphics of Peter Johnson's ver
sion, reviewed in October, are better.

November is going to be a busy month
for Superior - it is planning three new
releases. The Life of Repton and Elixir
were reported last month, but the third,
Spellbinder, was touched on only briefly.

Spellbinder has been written by two new
BBC authors, Dan and Etan Shirron. It is
very much in Ultimate Knight Lore vein,
with isometric views of three-dimensional

rooms. The story behind the game is fairly
simple; one of the 10 original 'Magelords'
has deserted, killed one of the other Mage
lords and hidden in a large castle. The
remaining Magelords have voted to find
the best qualified among them to hunt out
the absconder.

This is, of course, you. It's no easy job,
as the castle has been overrun by monsters,
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Bonecrusher: a soap making adventure!

such as the 'Gramofoot' - very Monty
Python. To aid you in the quest you can
cast spells, but you need the correct ingre
dients to concoct the spells in the first
place. So off you must go in search of leg
of toad, eye of bat and so on. There are
clues along the way in the form of book
cases and walldwarfs (?), but most of the
way, you'll have to rely on your magical
intuition. The castle is spread over two
floors, with seven annexes and features
over 100 rooms.

In December, watch out for Bonecrun-
cher. This is not, as many thought, a

XOR ANDRAVENSKULL MAPS

Playing your favourite game and just
can't get any further? Get a little extra
help from Acorn User - we have com
piled complete maps of the popular Xor
and Ravenskull games.

The Xormaps, which could be a handy
accessory to our special Xor offer on page
94, are available on paper for £1, or on
disc for £2 (please supply the disc and
state which format you require). Ravens
kull maps cost £1.50 on paper only. Send
an SAE plus cheque or postal order to
Acorn User, Redwood Publishing, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ. Mark
your envelope Xor or Ravenskull.

boxing simulation, but an entrepreneurial
exercise in soap selling! You are Bono the
dragon, and with the aid of your friend
Golen, you must make soap and deliver it
to the bathing monsters. The bone crun
ching bit comes in because you must
collect skeletons and crush them up to
make the soap. But there are too few
skeletons on each level, so you must suffo
cate some of the smaller monsters. This is

done with the help of the 'hairy' monsters!
All this takes place on a Repton-Wke

four-way scrolling playing area. There are
24 graded levels in total, loaded in three
sets of eight. Other features in the game
include spiders, staircases, doors and a
black hole.

This is actually a conversion from a
Commodore 64 game. The original is also
being released by Superior. Bonecruncher is
the second game from Palace of Magic
author, Martyn Howard.

The only other new releases I've seen
recently are, in fact, adventures, which is
nice considering I've hardly seen any new
ones this year. The first comes from Robi-
co, of The Rick Hanson Trilogy fame. The
new game, The Hunt is a fairly easy
science-fiction adventure with all of the

locations graphically depicted. As well as
the tape and disc versions there is a special
Master implementation.

The other release comes from Incentive

Software and is actually two adventures on
one tape. They are both graphical adven
tures, although I don't know how many
locations are illustrated. The first is called

The Alien from Outer Space and is strongly
based on the science-fiction/horror film,
The Thing. The other is called Dragon's
Tooth, a fantasy with dragons, elves,
wizards and magic swords. The tapes cost
£7.95, which is good value for money.

Well, that's it for news for a couple of
months; watch out for 'The Games of
1987' next time.
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SPECIAL OFFER
Advanced Disc Pack

£20 inc. VAT

a

note
DISCPACK. EDITOR • SYNTHESISER • KEYBOARD • LINKER • PRINTOUT • SONCANDSOUND
LIBRARY • £29.95 INC VAT. PLEASE ADD £1.25 P&P PER ORDER. CASSETTE 1. KEYBOARD •
SYNTHESISER • SOUNDLIBRARY • £9.95 INCVAT CASSETTE 2: EDITOR • PRINTOUT • SONGAND
SOUND LIBRARY £9.95 INCVAT. PLEASE ADD £1.25 P&P PER ORDER.

ADDITIONAL SONG LIBRARY DISC: 2 TOCCATA ANDCAROLS • 3 400 YEARS OF MUSIC • 4 MAINLY
BACH • 5 IAN WAUGH ORIGINALS • 6 OLD FAVOURITES • £4 EACH INC VAT • POSTAGE FREE.

NOW WORKS ON BBC MASTER. B+ AND ALL DFS AND DDFS (INC. SOLIDISK AND WATFORD)

NEW UTILITIES DISC: KEYBOARD -*• MUSIC FILE CONVERTER • PLAYFROM BASIC UTILITY • TMS
MUSIC FILE CONVERTER • MUSIC EDITOR FILE CONVERTER • £6 INC VAT • POSTAGE FREE.

ECONET VERSION: £89.70 INC VAT PLUS £1.25 POSTAGE. AMSTRAD AND COMMODORE 64
VERSIONS ALSO AVAILABLE.

jsjOTt' THE MUSIC SYSTEM

/ Is Pne mostadvancedmicro based music
programforPhe BBCmicrocomputer

S Issophistleaped, ifePsimple Po me
•^ feaPures unparalleled creaPe, edit, play

andprinP Punes faciliPies

/ has a Song and SoundLifrrarugePPing
even/one offon Pke righP nope "

/ Even Phe InsPrucPion Manualhas been
applauded

/ ITIS MORE THAN JUST WORTH
NOTING I

•a BU>f THE MUSIC SfSTEM
TODAl

ORDERS TO:SYSTEM, DEPT. A.FIFTHFLOOR, SHEAF HOUSE,
SHEAF STREET, SHEFFIELD S1 2BP

g3 (0742)768682 E3 DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME.

U ISLAND i LOGIC SYSTEM SOFTWARE urn
ESS

jflj&tf At last a machine code development
system that really does outperform ADE**&&>

v>

^

SYSTEM

Software
DEPT. A.

Fifth Floor Sheaf House

Sheaf Street

Sheffield S1 2BP

Tel. (0742) 768632

Access and Barclaycard welcome

Further information available

Features
- Runs on BBC B, B+, Master, Compact,
ADFS, DFS, ANFS, NFS

- Full use oTall available RAM
- Intelligent memory management
unit(MMU)

- User switches on all main features

- Automatic search for macros on disc
- Assemble absolute or relocatable code

- Source program tokenised or full text
- REPEAT..UNTIL, WHILE..WEND
etc)high levellanguage constructs

- Macros nestable to any depth
- Excellent error diagnostics
- Linker

- Editorand symbolic disassembler
provided

A comparison of three 65C12 assemblers

Feature

Number ol pseudo-ops
UseotallavailableRAM

Macros

Stringlunclions
True macro libraries

Relocatable output
Linker with libraries
High level constructs
Use anyeditor?
Number of error reports
65CO0extended opcodes
Switch off6SC12 opcodes
ROM size

Disassembler

Label restrictions

ADE*

64

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes;;;.:;
39+warnings
All

Yes
32K

Symbolic
No

BBC Basic

<

No

No

Yes
No

No
No

Yes
No..,..
3+BASIC errs
65C12only
No

16K

No
Yes

MACROM

38

No

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

No
20

65Cl2only
No

16K

Simple
Yes

Versions and prices
Recommended for Master Compact—
ADE+ MMU and 65C00 series assembler on disc

(3.5-ADFS). 32Ksideways RAMroquirod.

£42.00 -:- vat

Recommended for BBC 11 11* ...
ADE* MMU and 65C00 series assembler on 2
16K EPROMS with DFS 5.25" utilities disc.

£46.00 + vat

Recommended tor Master 12B, turbo..
ADE* MMU and 65CO0 series assembler on
EPROM cartridge with 5.25" DFS utilitydisc.

£49.00 + vat

Upgrade
ADE to ADE+ (upgrade to either disc,
EPROM or cartridge, you must send in ADE
ROMchip)

£27.00 + vat

Upgrade
ASM to ADE* (upgrade to either disc,
EPROM or cartridge, you must send In ASM
ROM chip)

£35.00 + vat

Please add Cl.25 P&Pper unit.

The Ultimate Assembly
Language Development Tool
AOE+ is a 65CO0 series assembler system
supporting all the mnemonics of the 65C12
used in the latest BBC microcomputers plus the
additional 'Rockwell' instructions. ADE+ is fast,
faster in fact than the in-built BASIC assembler

and all rival products that we have tested. The
assembler produces absolute code that can be
'RUN or linkermodules that can be merged with
the output from other programs using the ADE*
linker. ADE+ supports a powerful linker which
drastically cuts assembly time; a feature
normally only found on minis and
mainframes. The linker will even link the output
from compilers with your assembly language
programs. Full library support for both the linker
and the assembler is provided - fast searching
lor unknown instructions in a random access

macro library. ADE+ is a modular system with
many modules to add later; i.e. a mouse based
editor & a Z80 cross assembler! A print
spooling system uses sideways RAMas a print
buffer to eliminate waitingtime; your listingruns
off as a background job! Use the print spooler
from BASICor your own programs. ADE+ uses
ALL available memory. With a second
processor attached the IO processor spare
memory is used as a buffer to reduce the
amount of disc access. Allavailable memory is
handled by ADE+'s intelligent memory
management module. Use your own favourite
editor or the one provided. Assemble from disc
or memory. Full utilities including librarians,
converter for BBC BASIC etc. ADE+ must be

the bargain of 1986/7!
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ZARCH HAS LANDED
When Zarch, the much heralded Archimedes game, arrived in the

office, Sam Greenhill won the battle to be the first to try it out

Lander was the game supplied with the
Archimedes. It was acclaimed as a revolu

tion in software. Now Superior Software
has released the full version - Zarch.

Both Zarch and Lander were written by
Elite's co-author David Braben, but Lan
der includes only the basic features of the
game. Zarch still has the three-dimensional
scrolling landscape which Lander uses, but
has other features such as an enemy, hom
ing missiles and smart bombs.

At the start of the game you are pro
vided with your Zarch hovercraft equipped
with three homing missiles, two smart
bombs, and a laser-cannon. The general
objective of the game is to destroy the
enemy craft, who are contaminating the
landscape with a deadly red virus. In flying
saucers called 'seeders' they patrol the land
spraying out the virus which gently floats
down and turns the land red. Another alien

spacecraft, called a bomber, cruises along
dropping small bombs in the form of
parachutes, which sway as they fall, but
explode spreading the red virus in all
directions on impact.

Blasting these out of the sky would not
be difficult if it wasn't for various alien

craft that attempt to shorten your life.
These come in all shapes and forms, and
vary according to the current level. They
also have unoriginal names such as mutant,
drone and bomber. They either take a
kamikaze role, or simply fire using a gun
similar to your own. One, the pest, is a
particularly annoying device.

Zarch's graphics greatly resemble those
of Lander, as one might expect, but with
some nice extra touches like stars and

rotating shrapnel during explosions. It also
incorporates sound - explosions, firing and
so on. Unlike Lander, shooting trees and
houses does nothing to aid your score; you
get points solely through the destruction of
enemy aircraft. You gain an extra smart
bomb and life after every 5000 points, but
there are no extra missiles.

Along the top of the screen is a panel
which indicates your hovercraft's current
condition. It shows spare lives, missiles,
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smart bombs, your score and the high
score plus fuel level and altitude.

Zarch also has a map, something that
Lander lacked, which is constantly updated
by radar scanners around the landscape. If
one of these is accidentally destroyed, the
area on the map that thescanner covered is
replaced by a black square in which no
thing is picked up. The map, which has
two states, normal or zoom, shows up
your hovercraft, the launch pad, the alien
squadron and the landscape which is filled-
in red where it is infected.

After my first game, I had scored -45,
and was informed a fossilised snail could
have done better, but the highest high
score ranked only as 'acceptable'.

The demonstration mode starts off in a
similar way to Elite, with the Zarch hover-
ship rapidly spinning, but then goes on to
play the game. It's not the same as a
normal demo, where somebody has played
the game and the computer recorded the
movements. This one actually plays the

game differently each time, thinking about
reactions. It decides how to manoeuvre and

when to fire, which I find fascinating.
Zarch handles in exactly the same way as

Lander, which will allow players to get
some practice in on Zarch's predecessor
before graduating to the game itself. The
fire and thrust buttons remain the same but

the hover is replaced by a smart bomb.
Once again David Braben has created a

classic. Zarch collects top marks from me;
I cannot find a single thing to criticise. Its
performance is outstanding, and the
graphics are stunning. The only question is
whether there will be a market for Arc

games in general. The people who are
likely to buy the Archimedes may not be
the sort that are going to want to spend
large sums of money on games. Having
seen it and played it, I strongly recom
mended it to anybody who possesses an
Archimedes, as Zarch is remarkable.
Zarch; £19.95; Superior Software, Regetit
House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX.
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A FLASHBULB FLIESOVERHEAD CLIMBING UP A STRAN D OF COTTON CLOCK-WATCHING
KEEP CLEAR OF THE

BUNSEN BURNER FLAME

Help Poor Old Cyril to Find the Magic Elixir

Imagine the scene:
You are Cyril, a likeable old gentleman —the
proprietor ot a small but busy chemist's shop. One
evening, after a hard day's work, you accidently take
a swig ota potent liquid: a strong reducing agent.

Within minutes you have shrunk down to the size ot a
bottle ot aspirins. Frightened and alone, at tirst you
panic... then you remember the magic elixir which is
stored at the back ot the shop on the top shelt.

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95
BBC Micro 5'A" Disc £11.95
BBCMaster Compact 3%" Disc. .£14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).
The screen pictures show the BBC Micro version of the game
The graphics of other versions may vary.

SUPCRIOft
soFHunnc¥,fW ,/mjtiesi

Acorn Electron Cassette..

Acorn Electron 5'/4" Disc.
Acorn Electron 3Va" Disc.

£9.95

£11.95
£14.95

ACORNSeFT
Dept. EL2,RegentHouse,Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532459453

The elixir just might restore you to your normal size...
it'syour only hope. But can you possibly reach it;you'll
have to work out a suitable route by climbing up
and down and across the shelves.

A tascinating, humourous game packed with
strategical puzzles and problems. Keep clear ot the
lipstick missiles, leap over the exploding flash-bulbs,
dodge the dripping acid, and watch out tor the
curious "circulasaurus" creature!

PRIZE COMPETITION

Ifyou complete Elixir (by restoring Cyril The Chemist to his normal size),
you can enter our competition. Prizes include an impressive trophy,
10 chemistry sets, and signed certificates for runners-up.

Closing Date: 30th June, 1988.

Please make

all cheques
payable to
"Superior

Software Ltd".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post.
Postage and packing is free
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced Immediately.
(Thisdoes nol ailed your slalulory rlghls)



BOWLED
OVER

Graham Gooch's Test Cricket; Audioge
nic; BBC micro; £9.95 (on disc), £11.95
(on cassette)
After numerous attempts at athletics and a
few feeble excuses for football games
(Matchday isan honourable exception), the
latest sporty game for the BBC micro
comes from Audiogenic, under the title
Graham Gooch's Test Cricket.

Test Cricket is packaged in a smart
plastic wallet with clear instructions and
some tips for playing the games. After
loading you are asked to select your team
from a list of famous, and nearly famous,
cricketers. This is done before you select
the number of players, so if you are on
your own you have to choose your oppo
nent's team as well.

Once your teams have been chosen, you
have to decide between a limited overs

match, where each side bowls a stated
number of overs, or a full two-innings test
match. The latter can last for over three
hours, and without the option to save an
uncompleted game, this is a very long time!

You are also asked if you wish to play in
arcade or simulation mode; if you merely
enjoy watching cricket then the latter is for
you. If, however, you prefer to get a little
more involved with the game then try
arcade mode, where each player has to bat
and bowl - this is very tricky and needs
some careful practice.

All input can be joystick controlled,
except when picking teams through a series
of menus with a moving cursor. This is
very frustrating if you don't happen to be
using a joystick.

Overall, an original addition to anyone's
software library. But with its little niggling
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problems - for example, unimaginative
bleeps where sound envelopes could easily
have been used - not one that I'll be

spending my Sundays playing!
Richard Bellis

SHAKEN NOT
STIRRED

The Living Daylights; Domark; BBC
micro; £12.95 (disc), £9.95 (cassette)
The packaging claims that the The Living
Daylights is closely based on the film. I
haven't seen the film, but I don't think it
would add anything if I had!

The Living Daylights is a sort of
Commando/Green Beret clone featuring
eight sideways-scrolling levels and enemies
of various flavours. The idea is fairly
simple; help 007 battle through the levels
with his trusty Walther PPK before con
fronting his arch enemy, Brad Whittaker,
and winning the favour of the beautiful
Czechoslovak cellist, Kara (she's only
mentioned on the packaging).

The eight levels are meant to represent
different international locations, ranging
from Gibraltar to Tangier. I suppose the
background graphics are slightly different!

Most screens involve a left to right dash
while gunning down as many of theenemy
as you can. And there are other dangers,
like falling girders, poisonous darts and
even flying milk bottles thrown by Necros,
the obligatory ruthless killer.

Between each level, you retire briefly to
Q's workshop to pick up the latest secret
weapon. It could be a crossbow, a mortar.
or even a ghetto-blaster! Unfortunately,
there are four to choose from in each case,
only one of which is useful, and you have
five seconds to choose it!

Game-play is quite fiddly, especially as
the instructions don't list all the keys! (The
':' and V keys are jump and duck.) When
under fire, cursor/gunsight movement is
rather slow, making shooting soldiers diffi
cult. The sprites are not detailed but are
adequate. The backgrounds are slightly
better but do not scroll very smoothly.

This isn't the best game I've seen, and
has very little to recommend it except for
the mode 1 digitised loading picture of
Timothy Dalton!

Robert Ball

STRYKER STRIKES
BACK

r [F|F|F[F[F[F

r ir ir ir ir
Codename Droid: Stryker's Run - Part
2; Superior Software; BBC and Master
£9.95 (cassette), £11.95 (5.25-inch disc),
Electron £9.95 (cassette), £14.95 (3.5-inch
disc), Compact £14.95 (disc)
Normally when I see a sequel, I yawn and
give up there and then. However, with
Codename Droid: Stryker's Run II
('Droid' for short), I'm glad I didn't.

Although there are elements of Stryker's
Run in Droid, they are few and far be
tween and this makes it an almost entirely
new game.

It is still a case of you against the
Volgans, but this time you must infiltrate
their underground base. Not being an
expert in kung fu, you have been given a
trusty blaster, a protective suit and a small
supply of mines.

The action takes part in four zones of
the base, each zonehaving three levels. The
screen displays roughly a sixth of a zone at
a time and scrolls as you move. To move
between zones and levels you need the lift,
and to use the lift you need a lift pass - no
pass, no ride! Passes can be found dotted
around the base, as can fuel cells to
recharge your blaster and suit. The idea of
the game is to collect some fuel rods and a
navigation chip, then steal the Volgans'
latest ship on the last level.

The graphics are colourful and well de
signed. Sprite movement is excellent with
careful attention applied to the animation.
The sound is simple but informative.

Overall the game is very good, if a bit
easier than most puzzle-type games,
although this makes a refreshing change
from not being able to get anywhere!

David Lawrence
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"Play It Again, Sam"
°'A%

7:

THE BEST COMPILATION EVER
for the BBC Micro and Acorn Electron

Sam, an ardent fan of Superior Software's games, is
always ready for a challenge... and the tougher the
better! Here's four games that, as time goes by, he
returns to again and again.

Citadel, a fascinating arcade-adventure, features
over 100 beautifully detailed screens of action.
ComputerGamerreported: "The gameisextremely
good. Well worth the cash!'

BBCMicro Dual Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Dual Cassette £9.95
BBCMicro5W' Disc £11.95 Acorn Electron 51A"Disc £11.95
BBC Master Compact 2W Disc.£14.95 Acorn Electron3%" Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B, B+ and Master Series computers).

~-.v::-_:::i.'.;^i.-.- -

SUPCftlOR
sonuunnc ACORNSftFT

j
Dept. PS5,Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS71AX.Telephone: 0532459453

Thrust is simple and fun-to-play, yet incredibly
realistic and highly addictive.
"This game has class.. .try it!" urged Computer &
Video Games.

Stryker's Run is a challenging action-packed com
bat game.
"This game will impress you...the graphics are
stunning... this should be in every collection"
A & B Computing remarked.

Ravenskull is a massive arcade-adventure game, full >
of puzzles and problems to be solved.
Acorn User commented: "Ravenskull is avery good |
game and is destined to become another Superior I
classic!'

Please make
all cheques
payable lo
"Superior

Software Ltd". 24 HOUR TELEPHONE
ANSWERING SERVICE FOR

ORDERS

-;SS^'S

OUR GUARANTEE

All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post.
Postage and packing is tree.
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced Immediately,
(this aoos nol alloc! your siolutory righls)
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TO C OR NOT TO C?
You wait ages for one andthen four comealong allat once. . . Adam Denning looks

at the implementation of Con the BBC micros

Just when everyone had written off the
BBC micro family as a vehicle for the C
language, four C compilers have been re
leased in quick succession.

They range from full-blown Kernighan
& Ritchie compilers from Acornsoft and
Bcebug to the Small-C implementation
from Mijas. The fourth is Brasscourt's C
compiler, which unfortunately was laun
ched too late for this review. 'Kernighan &
Ritchie compiler' refers to the book The C
Programming Language written by Brian
Kernighan and Dennis Ritchie. This book
is the C programmers' 'bible', and it de
fines the C language.

Since then, there have been numerous
alterations and extensions, leading to the
ANSI (American National Standards Insti
tute) draft standard for C. This will be
come an actual standard some time in 1988

and is the one being adopted by all major
C compiler writers. Small-C is an imple
mentation of a limited dialect of the C

language and was designed by Ron Cain in
the early Eighties. It was produced as a
series of articles for an American magazine.
Small-C is intended for small microcompu
ter systems, such as those based around
8080, Z80 and 6502 processors.

The Mijas C compiles the program to
6502 assembler, which can then be assem
bled to 6502 machine code. One thing the
Acorn and Beebug implementations of the
language have in common is that neither
produces real 6502 machine code - they're
not true compilers. Each produces an in
termediate 'p-code', a highly condensed
version of the program, which is then
interpreted by the C system as the progam
is run. The p-code is, in effect, the machine
code of a fictitious pseudo-machine. The C
system emulates this pseudo-machine to
run the compiled C programs.

This approach is necessary because of
the small number of machine registers in
the 6502 chip used by the BBC micro, and
because the 6502 hardware stack is so
small. The popular Acornsoft ISO-Pascal
takes this p-code approach too.

An obvious sacrifice in this process is
speed. An interpreter converting between a
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Acornsoft C: Runson everythingbut the model B

pseudo-machine's language and that of the
true microprocessor is bound to run a
program slower than if that program was
executed directly.

The library is an important part of C. It
is a collection of functions that are used in
all programs, to control input and output,
or use the filing system, or even for string
handling and some mathematical functions.
C itself is only the bare bones of a lan
guage, the library is what makes it into a
usable system. It is designed this way so
that the coreof C remains as far as possible
the same on all computers; the library is
more prone to detailed changes because it
usually has to deal with the varied hard
ware of each particular computer.

Acornsoft C
Acornsoft C is supplied on 80-track 5.25-
inch disc and on 80-track 3.5-inch disc; the
first is for DFS systems while the second
caters for ADFS users. Eitherway it works
on the B+, Master 128, Compact or a
second processor - everything except a
standard BBC model B. The system in
cludes the p-code interpreter, the compiler,

a linker program, libraries and a version of
the usual Acorn screen editor for C pro
gram development. Thedebugging facilities
offered by the compiler are minimal; a
compiler option may be used to cause the
system to display the name and argument
values of each function executed, but as this
is achieved just as easily by inserting rel
evant printing statements, it isn't much of
an advance in debugging technique.

The library supplied with the system is
pretty standard given the limitations of the
computer system it has to runon, and it also
includes a few BBC-specific extensions to
allow operating system access.

One omission from the library is the
complete set of mathematical functions -
sine, cosine, logarithm and so on. This
hampers all this implementation when writ
ing large programs, but C is really meant as
a 'systems programming language' for writ
ing utilities. Indeed it was originally de
signed to write the Unix operating system.
The lack of a sine function may not besuch
a problem for this sort of work.

One useful feature of the system is the
SETPATH command - this is similar to the
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DISKS DISKS DISKS

51// DS DD*
Top quality
Certified 100% error free

Lifetime, no quibble
guarantee
Packed in quantities of 10
Complete with labels and
write protect tabs
Blend of German and

Japanese technology
Post and packing included
in price
"All 5Va" DS DDdisks have hub reinforcing rings
for total reliability

WHY PAY MORE?
Cash, Cheque or P.O.with order only. Delivery
normally within 14 days. Please complete the

order form below and send to:

Lighthouse Products Ltd
31 Guildford Grove

London SE10 8JY

Telephone: 01-692 2118
Fax:01-318 1439
Telex: 8951182

(Regret we are unable to
accept telephone orders).

5Va" DS DD Floppy Disks
2-5 6-9 10+ QTY Amount

4.90 4.60 4.30

Name.

Address.

Postcode.

Daytime Phone No.

"Delete as applicable

150

3.90

TOTAL

+ VAT @15%

Payment,
Enclosed

'Cheque

P.O.

Cash

HOMEWORK # REVISION • TUTORIALS

MATHS
EXAM?

DIFFERENTIATION &
INDEFINITE INTEGRALS:-

SOLUTIONS
ON SCREEN!

Watch your problems transformed
into worked examples with

'SYMBOLIC CALCULUS'
for PAST PAPERS • TEXT BOOKS

In a radical departure from conventional software
we offer:-

• STEP BY STEP solutions
• EXPLANATIONS at every step
• Take problems from ANY book or paper
• Superb colour highlighting for clarity

FOR

• Product, Quotient & Chain rules
• Integration by parts
• Integration by substitutions
• e. Logs, SIN, ARCSIN, SINH, ARCSINH etc.

Learn the BEST way — by example.

ftA . | DEPT. AU,
I APilf 45 Carson Road,
I ff 1 I I % London E16 4BD

• • • ^ll%i mwm Tel: 01-511 5244

• • • I | BBC model B only

Workshop
Please send me SYMBOLIC CALCULUS on cassette

(£15.95)/ 40T disk (£16.95). I have BASIC 1/BASIC 2
I enclose a cheque/PO payable to

MATHS WORKSHOP

Name

Address

AU2

A
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Unix or MS-DOS PATH command in that

it specifies a number of directories to be
searched for given files. Acornsoft C uses it
to locate the commands, header files and so
forth, and it is intended for use with the
ADFS and network filing systems.

When a program has been compiled and
linked using the Acornsoft Csystem, it may
be run from the interpreter. There is no
stand-alone system so anyone whowants to
run such a program will need a copy of the
Acornsoft C system as well as the execut
able code.

Beebug C
Beebug C is supplied as two 16k EPROMs
and a 40/80-track 5.25-inch disc. No doubt

3.5-inch versions will be available too as the

software is Compact-compatible. This sys
tem will run on a standard BBC model B or

more recent machines, and it requires only
one disc drive.

Like the Acornsoft system, Beebug C
takes over the machine when it is selected

and presents the programmer with a
prompt, a $, at which you can type a small
number ofcommands, or runaC program.

Commands exist to compile a program or
link it, and sundry utility commands are
provided too.

Unlike Acornsoft C, there is no editor
supplied with the system. To generate and
alter source programs, then, you must use a
wordprocessor or text editor which is cap
able of creating ASCII text files, perhaps
View or Wordwise, or Edit if you have a
Master. When a source file has been created

it is compiled using the environment's
COMPILE command. This may be given
various options, allowing you to select
optimisation, define pre-processor macros,
insert debugging information and generate
listing files. Like Acornsoft C, the debug
ging facility is of minimal use. This one
causes the line number, function name and
source file name to be displayed when an
error is encountered. An add-on package
which should be considered by both
Beebug and Acornsoft is a source-level
debugger program.

One Beebug compiler option that ought
to be unnecessary is /LSPACE, which
allows you to specify the amount of space
reserved by the compiler for literal space
(string constants). Without knowing the
details of the compiler software, I would
have thought that it could be allocated
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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Beebug C: Runs on BBC Bas well

automatically as strings are encountered in
the source text. Still, it'sonly aminor point.

Once a program has been compiled, it,
and possibly other previously compiled
modules, must be combined with various
library functions to create the executable
program. This is the job of the LINK
command. This command has options
allowing you to specify the name of the
output, the names of libraries to be ex
amined, the start address and whether the
program is to contain debugging informa
tion or not. The executable code thus

produced may then be run using the inter
preter's RUN command, which allows pa
rameters to be passed to the program. The
RUN command also allows a program's
standard input, output and errorstreams to
be re-directed, as in the Acornsoft package,
but the syntax used for this is by no means
standard. For example, to run a program
called MYPROG with arguments argl and
arg2 with its standard inputcoming from a
file called INFILE and its standard output
going to a file called OUTFILE, the com
mand line would be:
RUN /INPUT-INFILE /OUTPUT-OUTFILE MYPROG AR61

which is rather unwieldy. Considering that
/INPUT= INFILE must be at least as

difficult to interpret as the more usual
/INFILE notation, it's a pity that Beebug
hasn'tchosen thestandard syntax.

Beebug plans to release a stand-alone
package for itsC system, which will include
a full trigonometric library. No doubt this
will beexamined in greater detail when it is
released, but it is mentioned in the manual

as an extra linkage option, /STAND
ALONE. When this option is available it
will mean that compiled C programs may
be run on systems not equipped with the
Beebug C ROMs.

Mijas Small-C
This system is supplied on an 80-track disc
for DFS systems or as a set of ROMs and a
disc, but it is available by special request
from Mijas in mostother formats, including
ADFS. It must be emphasised that this
compiler system is quite different from the
others - it is emphatically a Small-C imple
mentation. In fact it is an implementation of
the Rat-C compiler described in A Book on
C by R E Berry andBA E Meekings.

The system comprises three distinct
parts: the compiler, the 65(C)02 develop
ment system and the source-level debugger.
It's ironic that a propersource-level debug
ger is provided with thisSmall-C.

The compiler is usually run with the
MAKE command. This runs the compiler
pre-processor, the compiler itself, the
assembler and then the linker, to produce an
executable program, which may be run on
itsown. This MAKE isquite different from
the powerful program maintenance prog
ram supplied with Unix. Nevertheless, it
doesautomate the compilation process.

The library supplied with Mijas C is
fairly simple, providing only the most
commonly used input and output routines,
string handling operations and character
classifications. Interfaces to the BBC mic

ro's operating system are provided through
functions such as OSBYTE and OS-

WORD, and as the compiler produces
assembly language, it is very easy to mix
Small-C and your own assembler. The code
produced calls subroutines within the
Small-C system to interpret the Small-C
keywords and constructs. That means that
the C programs can't be used alone, even
though they are entirely machine code.

The Mijas 65(C)02 development system,
provided with, and required by, thecompil
er, is an assembler, linker and debugger
package for 6502 assembly language. It is
useful package in its own right and was
reviewed in July 1987 Acorn User. Perhaps
it is worth considering this Small-C package
as a really powerful assembly language
development system, with the added advan
tage of a C-like language available if you
want it. The source-level debugging system
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IWW OTimUMTD
THE ULTIMATE POOLS PREDICTION PROGRAM
• MASSIVE DATABASE Poolswinneris a sophisticated Pools

prediction aid. It comes complete with the largest database
available - 22000 matches over 10years.

• PREDICTS Not just SCOREDRAWS,but AWAYS,HOMES
and NO SCORES.

• SUCCESSFUL SELECguarantee that Poolswinner performs
significantly better than chance.

• ADAPTABLE Probabilities are given on every fixture -
choose as many selections as you need for your bet. The
precise prediction formula canbe setbytheuser- you can Boxod witn (
develop and test your own unique method. instruction booklet

• SIMPLEDATA ENTRY Allteamnamesare inthe program.Simply type inthereference
numbersfromthescreen. Oruse FKGENtoproduce fixture listautomatically (see below).

• LEAGUE ANDNON-LEAGUE AllEnglish andScottish Leagueteamsare supported,
and also the non-league sides often used on pools coupons.
PRINTERSUPPORT Fullhard copy printoutofdata ifyouhave a printer.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive)

Klick
The flexible computer benching system

FIXGENi
AT LAST:No more struggling for hours to get the
fixture list into the computer. FKGEN has been
programmed with all English and Scottish League

fixtures for 1987/8.Simply type in the date, and the full fixture list is generated
in seconds. Fully compatible with Poolswinner. Yearly updates available.
POOLSWINNER with FIXGEN £16.50 (for both)

C0URSEWINNER
NOT JUST A TIPSTER

WO PROGRAM, Coursewinner
•** V3can be used by experts

THE PUNTERS COMPUTER PROGRAM andoccasional puntersalike.
Youcan develop and test your own unique winningsystem by adjusting the
analysis formula, or use the program in simple mode. Coursewinner V3 uses
statistical analysis of major factors including past form, speed ratings, course
statistics, prize money, weight, going, trainer and jockey form etc, etc. It
outputs most likelywinners, good long odds bets, forecasts, tricasts etc. The
database includes vital course statistics for all British courses. You can update
the database - never goes out of date. FULLPRINTERSUPPORT.

PRICE £15.00 (all inclusive) includes FlatAND National Hunt versions.
ALL PROGRAMS AVAILABLE FOR: AMSTRAD CPCs.AMSTRAD PCWs,PCIS12, AllBBCs, AU SPECTRUMS,

COMMODORE 64/128.
Suppliod on rape (aulomalicconversion lo disc) - except PCW and PC1512(on disc - add £3.00).

s
Send Cheques/POs for return of post service to.

phone24hrs SOFIAXARK phone 24hrs
37 COUNCILLOR LANE, CHEADLE, CHESHIRE SK8 2HX. S 061-428 7425

(Send for full list of our software)

^QTEEZS

The Klickflexible benching system has been designed for
constructing free standing benching which can be assembled
quickly and easily. The Standard range is available in 3 heights
and can be supplied with a selection of underbench storage units.
The Flexi range provides the scope for any unusual size, height or
configuration required. For product brochure and price list
please contact:
Store Stock Systems Ltd, Claverton Road, off Floats Road,
Wythenshawe, Manchester M23 9NE Telephone 061-998 9726

AT P<5 — Adventure Language
Programming System

Summit

Software

Unshackle your imagination

with the power of ALPS *.

Because ALPS isa ROM it leaves youmuch morememory free foryourgames.
You can have more evocativedescriptions, a wider range of responses, better
puzzlesand so create more interesting adventures.

Features:

• Compatible with B, B+ and Master 128
• 16K eprom • user manual 0 Utility disk or tape.
• Can create stand-alone games
• Sell your games and profit from your investment
• At least 27K free for data (using rom)
• Multiple commands • synonyms • abbreviations
• Auto exit reporting • text editor
• Text compression • over 80 commands
• Easy data entry/editing
• Puzzles • mazes • locked doors • traps
• Secret passages •vehicles* and more. . .
• Includes a larger secret agent style adventure.

• Order now or sendan SAEforfurther details. •
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To order ALPS, simply send details of your
requirements with your name, address and
cheque, postal order or Access/Visa card
number to:

Summit Software (Dept. AU)
PO Box 25, Portadown
CRAIGAVON

BT635UT

Or telephone 0762 42510

Prices (inc. P+P):

• Cassette £27.95 • Disk £28.95

(Disk users..specify 40 or 80 tracks)

Watch outforfurtherproducts in theSummitSoftware
range.

— Trade Enquiries Welcome •

VISA
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supplied is really meant for assembler de
velopment. It manages to display the C
source text by displaying the assembler
source with the C program as comments.
Considering that it's thrown in free, it's
nothing tosniff at, and will almost certainly
come in handy during program develop
ment. The catchis that to use it you cannot
avoid getting down to assembly language.

Libraries
The Acornsoft and Beebug libraries take
opposing approaches; Acorn provides a
library conforming to the appropriate C
and X/OPEN standards, but with relative
ly few extensions to give easy access to the
BBC operating system. Most programmers
could write the necessary functions in C,
and two examples are given in the box. The
SETTIME and READTIME functions
duplicate the TIME keyword in Basic.
However, they are already part of the
Beebug standard library. This contains a
number of other familiar-sounding func
tions too: VDU, SOUND, OSCLI and so
on, which Acornsoft C lacks. There's also
a library manager utility, whereby your
own functions can be added to library files.
Mijas supports only a very small library,
giving just the most vital functions. Again,
any new functions you do need can easily
be added to a personal library.

The library system really comes into its
own with ADFS. You can compile sets of
standard functions separately. They lie in
separate files, and just need to be linked to
any program that wishes to use them -
they don't need to be recompiled. With
DFS, you can have so few files on a disc
that this not the most practical approach.
The compiler, plus its library and header
files, takes up most of the space on a disc,
and there is only room for about five other
files. It might be best to keep all your
standard functions as text files, to be read
off another disc into the source code of

each of your programs.
The missing trigonometric and logarith

mic functions are a problem. Beebug is
planning to release a full maths library and
Acorn states it is 'under discussion'. Pre

sumably its decision depends on the num
ber of buyers for the compiler.

Benchmarks
The Acornsoft and Beebug compilers were
compared using the new Personal Compu-

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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/* system clock control functions

void settime (time) - sets system clock
long time;

long readtime ()

ttinclude <h-osdefs>

ttdefine writeclock 2
#define readclock 1

- reads system clock */

void settime (time)

long time;
<.

usrZP COD = time;
usrZP C13 = 0;
call (OSWORD, writeclock, usrZP, usrZP >> 8);

>

long readtime ()
{.

call (OSWORD, readclock, usrZP, usrZP >> B);
return (usrZP COD);

Functions to read to and write from the clock in Acornsoft C

ter World benchmarks. The times for each

test are given in the table, as are times for
the latest version of BBC Basic. All the

tests were run on the same 6502 second
processor, and the compilers used identical
source C code. Because of this, the
'grafscrn' test is slightly unfair to the
Beebug compiler, as it doesn't make use of
its PLOT function. Overall, the Acornsoft
C ran these benchmarks faster, though
only the integer maths program proved
faster than Hi-Basic 4 (1987).

Clearly portability, not speed, is the C
advantage, at least on the BBC micro. True
compilers on more powerful machines in
general produce fast-running programs.

The standardisation of C can be gauged
from the fact that all of the example
programs from the Beebug manual could
be compiled under Acornsoft C, with only
trivial changes - to the names of some
library or header files for example. The
programs themselves were to a large extent
interchangeable. It is worth remembering

BENCHMARK SPEEDS (SECS)

Acornsoft Beebug BBC Basic
intmath 0.84 1.56 1.48
realmath 3.24 3.27 3.07
textscrn 30.52 14.13 15.94

grafscrn 33.18 76.01 28.69

that almost every larger computer, includ
ing the Archimedes, Macintosh, IBM PC
and nearly every mainframe has a standard
C compiler that could run your programs.

In conclusion, the compilers to look at
are without doubt the Acornsoft and

Beebug implementations. Although the
Mijas Small-C is very worthy, it is hard to
take a Small-C seriously when there are
more complete versions available. It costs
almost as much as the other systems and
yet offers substantially less. Choosing be
tween Acornsoft C and Beebug C is a little
harder; they both have good libraries and a
reasonable range of data types. They both
support a number of the latest C language
extensions. Beebug C claims the edge if
you have a model B, but to compensate
Acornsoft C does have a full-screen editor.

Even the manuals are of similar quality, so
it's probably best to judge this one in terms
of brand-loyalty and price.
Acornsoft C, £89.70. Acornsoft, 645 New
market Road, Cambridge CBS 8PD, Tel:
(0223) 214411.
Beebug C, £59; stand-alone generator, £19.
Beebug, Dolphin Place, Holywell Hill, St
Albans, Herts ALl 1EX, Tel: (0727) 40303.
Mijas Small-C, £50 (including assembler
and debugger). Mijas, Winchester Road,
Micheldever, Winchester S021 3DG, Tel:
(0962) 89352.
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COMPACT SOFTWARE
vuuicarMJVcn i unco

BBC PUBLICATIONS
M.H.I*.

White Knight
COS
Birdie Barrage Golf

£14.95

£12.95
Steve Davis Snooker £12.95
MICRO POWER
Dr Who and the Mines of Terror £9.95
MicroPower Magic £9.95
SQUIRREL .i

Games Disc £14.95
SUPERIOR
Revs/4 Tracks £19.95,
Elite £19.95
IRepton III
Galaforce

£14.95
£14.95

'Karate Combat £14.95
Repton 2 £14.95
Strykers Run £14.95
Speech £14.95
Citadel £14.95
Acomsoft Hits Volume 1 £14.95
Acomsoft Hits Volume II £14.95
Codename Droid £14.95
Around the world in 40 screens disc £9.95
Superior Collection 1 £14.95
'Superior Collection 2 £19.95
Grand Prix Construction Kit £14.95
Crazy Rider Disc £14.95
Palace of Magic Disc £14.95,
Play it again Sam Ele Cass
Life of Repton EleCass £6.95j
TYNESOFT
BkjK.O. £12.95
.Goal £11.95'
Jet Set WillyII £12.95'
Commonwealth Games £11.95
Mousetrap £11.95
US Drag Racing £11.95
Vindaloo £11.95
Winter Olympics
EDUCATIONAL

£11.95

A.S.K. £22.95
Best Four Maths £22.95'
Best Four Language
BBC PUBLICATIONS

£22.95

Figures of Fun £18.95
HIGHLIGHT
Comp I £19.95

Comp II £19.95

ELECTRON SOFTWARE
GAMES/ADVENTURES
MICRO POWER
Micro Power Magic £7.95
Ghouls S/O £7.95:
Swag S/O £6.95!
Felix Meets Evil Weevils S/O £6.95'
Killer Gorilla S/O £7.95'
Felix in the Factory S/O £7.95'
Moonraider S/O £7.95'
Adventure S/O £7.95!

.Galactic Commander S/O £7.95'
Bumble Bee S/O £6.95!
Chess S/O £7.95'
Croaker S/O £7.95'
Cybertron Mission S/O E7.9&
Danger UXB S/O £7.95
Electron Invaders S/O £7.95'
Escape Moonbase Alpha S/O £7.95'

;Frenzy S/O £6.95
Felix & Fruit Monsters S/O £7.95

.Gauntlet S/O £6.95
SUPERIOR SOFTWARE
Elite £12.95

IAcomsoft Hits I £9.95
Codename Droid Disc '. £11.95
Codename Droid Cassette i £11.95

lAcomsoftHitsll £9.95
•Ravenskull £9.95
Repton III £9.95

IThrust BBC Electron £7.95
;KarateCombat BBC Electron £8.95
'Citadel £9.95
|Repton II £9.95
Galaforce £9.95
Around the world in 40 screens cassette £6.95
Crazy Rider Ele/Cass £9.95

, Palace of Magic Ele'Disc £11.95
Palace of Magic Ele/Cass £9.95
Play It Again Sam Ele/Cass
Play It Again Sam Ele 5V* Disc
TYNESOFT
Ian Botham Cricket BBC Ele £7.95
Jet Set WillyII BBC Ele £7.95
Future Shock BBC/Ele £7.95
Goal BBC/Ele £7.95
Winter Olympics BBC/Ele £6.95
U.S. GOLD
Impossible Mission BBC/Ele £9.95
Questprobe £7.95

M&M COMPUTERS
Bon-Accord House

41 Albert Street, Aberdeen AB1 1XU
Tel: 0224-571735

[WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERSD
A HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND
A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

Acorn
BBC SOFTWARE

GAMES/ADVENTURES
Dr Who and the Mines
of Terror Master B+
Dr Who and the Mines of
Terror (16K Rom + Cassette)
Dr Who and the Mines of
Terror (16K Rom + Disc)
Castle Quest Disc
Castle Quest Cassette
Star Fleet Encounter
ACORNSOFT
4-Tracks
Magic Mushrooms
Boxer
Bouncer
Complete Cocktail Maker
Snooker
Terrapod
Dragiia
Aviator
ACORNSOFT Disc
Snooker
Magic Mushrooms
4-Tracks Disc
Aviator
ARCANA
View Professional
Master Overview

/Disc
;NIC

Thunder Struck BBC/Ele
Thunder Struck Disc
Power pack
The Last of Free BBC/Ele
Pycastria Disc
Pycastria BBC/Electron
International Megasports/Genesis Project
Complete BBC
BBC PUBLICATIONS
White KnightMK12Disc
White Knight MK12
Able to transfer to disc
Maths witha Story I Disc
Battlefieds (Cassette)
Picture Craft (Disc)
Modem Master
Yes Prime Minister (Disc)
Yes Prime Minister (Cass)
SUPERIOR
Around the world in 40 screens disc
Acornsoft Hits I
Acornsott Hits I Disc
Acomsoft Hits II
Acornsoft Hits II Disc
Elite Disc
Revs/4 Tracks
Revs/4 Tracks
Elite
Ravenskull
Ravenskull Disc
Repton III
Repton III Disc
Strykers Run
Strykers Run Disc
Thrust Disc
Thrust BBC/Electron
Superior Collection Vol 1
Superior Collection Vol 2 . r
Grand Prix Construction Kit.
Karate Combat Disc
Karate Combat BBC/Electron
Citadel
Citadel Disc
Repton II
Repton IIDisc
Galaforce
Galaforce Disc
Codename Droid Disc
Codename Droid Cass
Crazy Rider Disc
Crazy Rider Cass
Palace of Magic Disc
Palace of Magic Cass
Play It Again Sam BBC Disk
Play It Again Sam BBC Cass
Life of Repton BBC Disk
Life of Repton BBC Cass
TYNESOFT
Winter Olympics Disc
Goal Disc
Ian Botham Cricket Disc
Jet Set Willy IIDisc
Jet Set Willy II BBC/Ele
Future Schock BBC/Ele
Goal BBC/Ele
Ian Botham Cricket BBC/Ele

£9.95
£12.95

£9.95
£9.95
£9.95
£9.95

S/O £9.95
S/O £9.95

£14.95

Ilir rllilice ill I'VIMTlrii

Jet Set WillyBBC/Elec
Winter Olympics BBC/Elec
U.S. GOLD
Impossible Mission Disc
Impossible Mission
Rebel Planet
Questprobe
Bounty Bob
Tapper
ULTIMATE
Cosmic Battlezones
BEAU JOLLY
Five Star Games 'B'
Computer Hits III
Computer Hits 2 Disc
Computer Hits 2
Computer Hits 10 games
BUG-BYTE
PlanB
Dunjunz
Skyhawk BBC/Ele
Star Force Seven
Roboto
Twin Kingdom Valley
Jack Attac
Savage Pond
CDS
Brian Clough's Football Fortunes
BRain Clough's Football Fortunes
Colossus 4 Chess BBC/Ele
Colossus 4 Chess Disc
DESIGN PEOPLE SOFTWARE
Tanks Disc
Sink the Bismark Disc
DOCTOR SOn-
Double Pantom disc
Phantom Combat Disc
Phantom Combat
DOMARK
Young Players Full Edition
Trivial Pursuit disc
Young Players Question Pack
(Trivial Pursuit)
Trivial Pursuit
ELITE
Commando
Air Wolf
Air Wolf Disc
FIREBIRD
The Sentinel
The Sentinel Disc
GREMLIN
Footballer of the Year
Footballer of the Year Disc
IMAGINE
Yle Ar Kung Fu
Yie Ar Kung Fu Disc
LEISURE GENIUS
Monopoly Disc
Scrabble
Scrabble Disc
MACSEN
Blockbusters BBC/Ele
MARTECH
W.A.R.
W.A.R. Disc
MELBOURNE HOUSE
The Hobbit
Lord of the Rings
Way of the Exploding Fist
Wayof the Exploding Fist Disc
MIRRORSOFT
Strike Force Harrier
Strike Force Harrier Disc
Hi-Bouncer

£9.95
£12.95

S/O £6.95

H S SOFTWARE
READ-RIGHT AWAY
Reading Pack 1. Age 5-8 years
For the BBC Model B Disc
ADVENTUROUS ENGLISH
English Grammar & Language Skills
Age 7-11 years Disc
CROSSWORDS
Range 8 years to adults
For the BBC/Electron Disc
ENTERTAINING ENGLISH
English Language Skills
Age 7-11 years for the BBC'B' Disc

ARCHMIEDES
Zarch 3.5 Disc
Minotaur 3.5 Disk

To: M&M COMPUTERS, Bon-Accord House, 41 Albert Street Aberdeen AB1 1XU

2 Please sendme_

All prices include VAT at 15%
For Software add C1 for outside Scotland,
and 50p within Scotland, for orders over

6 games post & packing is FREE.

E.O.+E.

Q • Ienclose a cheque for £ payable to M&M COMPUTERS, p^
• Please debit my Access/Visa Account

Tel Number^

Signed.
Address_

Machine type.
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Acorn ft M& Mcomputers
TiKMhoiccoirxiMTrrKv. . ., , ...Bon-Accord House

41 Albert Street, Aberdeen AB1 1XU
Tel: 0224-571735

Telex 739916

WE WISH OUR CUSTOMERS A HAPPY CHRISTMAS AND A PROSPEROUS NEW YEAR

MASTERFULL WORD PROCESSING SYSTEMS — all with View 3.0

BBC MASTER 128K

Microvitec 1431 Colour Monitor

Cumarna CSX400 40/80 Drive

Epson LX86 Printer

INC ALL CABLES £946'00

TV SYSTEM

BBS MASTER 128/C

18 cps Daisey Wheel Printer
Cumarna CSX100 Drive

£748 00

BBC MASTER 128K

Kaga High Res Mono Monitor
Cumarna CSX100 Drive 40 Track

18 cps Daisey Wheel Printer

INC ALL CABLES £83500

For View Professional ROM £99'00

AMX Mouse Mat £4'99

DISC DRIVE OFFER
Single Drive

CSX 40T no PSU Cumarna

CSX400 40/80 no PSU Cumarna

CS400 40/80 with PSU Cumarna

Dual Drives

CDX 200 Dual 40 Track S/S ,

CDX 800 40/80 no PSU

CD 800 40/80 with PSU

£103 00

..£13200 Reference Manuals

..£14800 View £10-00

ViewStore £10-00

IntroView £10-00

..£184 00 Master Reference Part One....£13-00

..£227 00 Master Reference Part Two....£13-00

.. £260 00 Archimedes Reference £18-00

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT- £5-00 CARRIAGE TO BE ADDED ON. EO+E.
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REALTIME SOTJDS MODELLER

PROFESSIONAL3D CADSYSTEMS

Reviews ofREALTIME GRAPHICS SYSTEM: "there isn't
anything yet availablefor the Beeb capable ofproducing

such impressive and powerful graphics"-A&B Computing.
"thereis no othersoftware to rival W'-BEEBUG.

The REALTIME SOLIDS MODELLER provides a sophisticated design
tool for creating 3D Solid or Wireframe objects of any complexity.
Unlike other packages, this system can perform full colour
hidden-surface removal for any solid object at high speed. Colour
hardcopyo\ the designs can then be produced on a range of popular
pen-plotters or printers for professional results. The package
consists of a 32k Graphics Rom, sixdiscs anda 150 pagemanual.
The design system takes all the hard work out of designing solid 3D
objects by providing curves and surface generators that can create
complex so'lds of revolution or extrusion from simple outline?.;
recursive macrosxo allow a 'building block' design approach; dynamic
3D Viewing in any graphics screen mode for full colour soliH displays;
3D Multi-Plotter Driver supporting HP-GL, Plotmate, Punman II,
Hewlett Packard, Hitachi 672, Epson HI-80, Watanabe, Sweet-P,
Graphtec, Roland, Calcomp, Houston DMP, Sekonick and paper
sizes from AO to A4; Library facilities; and a Data Converto for
interfacing to other CAD systems and applications. Tl.is system also
includes a unique 32k Solids REALTIME GRAPHICS LANGUAGE
(Solids RGL) Romproviding 52 star commands which allow flicker-free
3DAnimation, Scientific &Mathematical plots or customised 3D
packagestobe produced from your own programs. Its unique feature
is the production of realistic solid images with hidden-surfaces
removed at high speed. Also includes a unique 35,000plxels/soc line
generator(considerably fasterthan Acorn's 9000/sec) for high speed
image generation. The Solids RGL is compatible with all the BBC
graphics screen, plotting and colour modes including Shadow screen
and is up to 5 times faster than the original RGL. The 32k RGL
behaves as a 16k Rom hence sideways Ram banks are not affected.
For surface and line generation in excess of 1,000,000pixels/sec, the
Solids RGL can alsodrive Hardware Graphics boards like thePrisma
2/3, Cadsoft Workstation, Pluto and CMS colour cards.

Compatible with the BBC B, B+, Master 128, Master Compact (DFS
mode), all versions of DFS & DDFS, 6502 2nd Processor/Turbo
(optional), AMX Mouse (optional). REALTIME SOLIDS MODELLER:
£89.95 (inclusive); Original REALTIME GRAPHICS SYSTEM: (DFSor
ADFS versions available) £49.95 (inclusive); SOLIDS UPGRADE
(return original RGL rom with order): £39.95 (inclusive). Contact your
local dealer or send cheque/P.O. to: SILICON VISION LTD, Dept. AU.
47 DUDLEY GARDENS, HARROW, MIDDX. HA2 ODQ for Immediate
delivery. Educational & Dealer enquiries for bulk discounts are
welcome. Tel: 01-422 2274.
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/\rchive
The Original Subscription Magazine for Archimedes User:

Paul Beverley
wishes you all a very

!Happy ChristmasI
First issue includes

File transfer on RS423

Attaching a 5.25" drive
CCs ROM-Link packages
Clares' Toolkit module

Graphics demonstration programs
Archjmedes the Music Computer
Structuring with BASIC V

Hints and Tips

Future issueswill include: BBC micro asan I/O podulc. more on sound,
windows, operatingsystemwrinkles, using thedchuggci module, etc eic.

Second issue includes

I sing the WIMP managci
Comparative speed (cms
'/.arch ix here!

Improved siring handling
The RS423 saga continue •
L'sing Word wise Plus
DIY memory up-grades
Lots more I lints and Tin-

Archive UK annual subscription: £10 (12 issues)
Send cheques to: Norwich Computer Services.

FREEPOST, 18, Mile End Road. Norwich.

NR4 7BR. (0603-507057)

IMPORTANT NOTICE
WEAREYOUR
OFFICIAL ACORN
DEALER FOR

BIRMINGHAM
ANDTHE WEST MIDLANDS

Visit our showroom and see the full range of BBC
systems, including the ARCHIMEDES 310 in
action.

As an official ECONET centre we undertake
contracts in the education and health sectors.

We hold in stock Watford Electronics, ACP, AMX,
Pace, Computer Concepts and other related
products.
Our fully-equipped workshop is dedicated to BBC
machines. All repairs done on the premises -
estimates free.

- WHY NOT PAY USA VISIT -
ALPHA MICROTEC LIMITED.

SECOND FLOOR
321, STRATFORD ROAD,

SHIRLEY, WEST MIDLANDS, B90 3BL
TEL 021 745 8998.

OPEN ALL DAY SATURDAYS.

MICROIiC

M I T E D
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MONITORING STANDARDS
Tired of your fuzzy old TV screen? Chris Drage examines the alternative

- a sharp, clear monitor

Try peering closely at a TVfor a few hours
and you'll know why people buy special
monitors for their micros. Computer
monitors give sharper text and pictures,
relieving the strain on your eyes.

The good news doesn't stop there. The
cost of monitors has dropped considerably
in recent years, while the quality and range
of features have improved.

Before we look at the monitors on

review, perhaps we should clear up a few
technical points.

There are three different forms of video

output from computers: TTL, RGB and
PAL. TTL (Transistor-Transistor Logic)
has separate connections for each of the
colours that make up the screen (red, green
and blue). Each can be either on or off,
producing eight possible colours. Analogue
RGB (Red, Green, Blue) output is similar,
but the three colours can vary continuous
ly from fully on to off, producing any
colour of the rainbow and more besides.

PAL (Phase Alternating Line) is a TV-type
signal which blends the red, green and blue
signals together with a carrier signal, and
so requires only one connection.

The BBC micros produce a TTL signal
output, while the Archimedes gives out an
analogue RGB signal. Composite video is a
mixture of the red, green and blue elements
of a picture, and is used for the
monochrome output.

A technical term which is often used

when dealing with monitors is 'slot pitch'.
The width of the tube is made up of
vertical stripes, and the distance between
them (slot pitch) gives an indication of the
monitor's resolution - 0.6mm is standard,
0.4mm is medium and 0.3mm is high
resolution. To test the monitors I have

used a series of programs which should
help you decide on clarity, colour satura
tion and so on. The tests are described in

the box on page 161 and are included on
December's monthly listings disc.

The monitors
Representing the budget end of the market,
the Zenith ZVM-1200 has a number of

features which will appeal to the home
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2' enith's ZVM-1200 (top) is a basic
budget model. The Boxer12 (middle)
has the edge for wordprocessing.

Bottom is the ubiquitous Microvitec 1431

user. A very compact unit, the Zenith has
an etched screen which makes it easy to use
even in bright conditions.

It performed most of the tests well. It
did however, disappoint with the 80-
column character display, mainly because
of fuzziness at the corners of the screen.

Test G was also fuzzy and there were
interference patterns on the dots and
stripes tests. I also found the interlace jitter
particularly noticeable. The ZVM-1200 is
not really suitable for educational use be
cause its mains lead has a two-pin connec
tor midway along its length, making it
vulnerable to disconnection.

Hantarex markets two popular
monochrome monitors, the HX-12 and the
upmarket Boxer 12. Theformer unitcan be
seen as a direct competitor to the Philips
1702 range reviewed in the November 1985
issue of Acorn User. The HX-12 is another

monitor which will appeal to home/
business users on a budget. It has a notice
ably curved, etched screen, a slightly squat
appearance and a number of useful con
trols. The HX-12 performed the tests well,
and all aspects of the display are adjustable
by the user. I particularly liked the posi
tion of the controls.

The Boxer 12 is basically an upmarket
HX-12, but with a higher quality display
tube. Its resolution of 80-column text is

particularly suited to wordprocessing. A
slight grumble here - I found that each
pixel possessed a dim trailing edge which
gave each character a shadow. My only
other grumble with this otherwise excellent
little monitor concerns the display tones.
Turning the brightness up high enough to
see blue results in the white being uncom
fortably bright.

The range of adjustments will please
even the most ardent knob-twiddlers, and
these are accessed under a panel held in
place by the brightness/contrast controls.
In common with the HX-12, the Boxer 12
has an etched screen. It performed the tests
very well indeed and is the pick of the
monochrome monitors in this review.

The Microvitec 1431 is the colour moni
tor which has become synonymous with
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Weren Computer Systems
520 Reading Rd, Winnersh,1/
Berks RG11 5EX

0734 785467/771455
Answerphone service

THE EPSON SPECIALISTS

EPSON PRINTERS

LX800

FX800

FX 1000

EX 800

EX 1000

£225 LO 800 £435
£325 LO 1000 £580

£445 LO 2500 £849
£435 GO 3500 LASER £1,635
£599 H180 4 PEN PLOTTER £285

PRINTER ACCESSORIES

LO 800 TRACTOR £39
LQ 1000 TRACTOR £49

FX/LQ 800 CSF SB £115
FX/LQ 1000 CSF SB £135
EX 800 CSF SB £120

GO PC COMPATIBLE WITH THESE OUTSTANDING OFFERS

EPSON PC TWINFLOPPY 512K EPSON PC 20 MB HDD, 512K, COLOUR
COLOUR CGA CARD, TAXAN 620 HI CGA CARD, TAXAN 620 HI RES
RES COLOUR MONITOR, MS. DOS. COLOUR MONITOR, MS, DOS,

MANUALS 1 YR WARRANTY MANUALS, 1 YR WARRANTY

£959 £1,229
FREE WITH EACH OF THE ABOVE SYSTEMS:

ABC SOFTWARE SUITE WITH - WP, SPREADSHEET, ACCOUNTS, STOCK CONTROL, VAT,
DATABASE, DIARY ETC.

EPSON TAXI 2 THE WORLD'S MIGHTIEST WIMP £195

ALL OFFERS SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY, UK CUSTOMERS ADD £8 per Carton
Carriage

ALL PRICES ARE CWO AND EXCLUSIVE OF VAT

Spy Vs. Spy 1 is probably the most
innovative program yet, with
features never seen before on the

BBC / Electron. A. & B. Review -

"An excellent package, colourful
and imaginative that BEEB owners
rarely see. Give this one a try" !

Electron User "Overall 10/10. I

have to say I have never had so
much fun trying to outwit a
computer at It's own game."
The program features Split Screen
Action * Real Time Animation * You

control your Spy's every action *
One-on-One combat * Booby-Trap
Calculator * Superb Graphics and
Sound Effects * One or Two Players
* Simulvislon™ Both Players
Active at the same time.

Cassette BBC B / Master / Electron

- E 9.95

BBC Disk 40 / 80 Track

- E14.95

BBC Master Compact 3 1/2" Disk
- E14.95

ADDISON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE,
BLAYDON, TYNE & WEAR NE21 4TE
TEL: (091) 414 4611



educational computing. Its familiar beige
metal cabinet can be found in almost every
school in the country. This budget-priced
display has become the de facto standard
by which other monitors are judged.

Although its performance based on the
tests is only adequate, it can still be recom
mended. Its two greatest attributes are the
backing given by the large network of
service centres and the fact that a
Touchtech-501 Touchscreen may be used
with it.

It has only one control (brightness), but
the review unit was very well set up and
required no further adjustments of any
kind. Annoyingly, there is no carrying
handle so transporting the unit is not as
easy as it might be. However, for educa
tional users, features like the moulded
mains plug and sensibly spaced ventilation
grilles place this monitor well within the
safety regulations for even the most strin
gent education authorities.

At the other end of the Microvitec range
is the 1441 high-resolution colour monitor.
The review unit came in a stylish cream
plastic cabinet which is certainly an im
provement on the boxy appearance of the
metal cabinet. Once again, no carrying
handle is provided, but the performance of
this monitor more than compensates. With
a high-contrast etched screen and a slot
pitch of 0.31mm, this colour monitor can
truly be used for 80-column word-
processing. Teletext screens are vividly re
produced and all colour graphics have
excellent definition.

The 1441 performed the tests faultlessly
and was well set up before leaving the
factory. In common with other Microvitec
monitors there is only one user control -
brightness. The 1441 compares favourably
with the popular Kaga-Taxan Vision 3 and
Super Vision 3 models. The only differ
ences are the larger ^4-inch screen and the
more obviously pixel-formed (stripy) char
acters. If you want the best display then
the 1441 won't disappoint.

Several companies attempt to package a
versatile VDU with a medium-resolution

picture at a price most people can afford.
They aim to provide an all-purpose colour
screen display which functions adequately
all departments.

The Microvitec 1451 AP/DS has a high-
contrast display with a slot pitch of
ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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7" he Philips 8833 (top) is a repack
aged 8533. The Taxan 620 (middle)
is ideal for graphics, the Hantarex

CT900/P1 (bottom)has a big28-inchscreen

0.43mm which results in good screen de
finition. It performed the tests very well
indeed and can be considered for 80-

column wordprocessing. The three video
controls include volume, brightness and
contrast. The PAL input allows it to be
used with a video-recorder too. This com

petitively priced colour monitor can be
recommended for general use with the
BBC range of micros.

The Philips 8533 is familiar to BBC
micro users, as it is the one sold with the
Compact and Archimedes computers. This
model has been repackaged and marketed
as the CM8833. In all other respects it is
identical to the 8533. If ever there was a

monitor billed as a good all-rounder then
the CM8833 is it. It performed all the tests
very well. The CM8833 offers unparalleled
versatility as it can be used for both TTL
and analogue RGB. It is the ideal monitor
for those wishing to upgrade their BBC
micro in the future. It also features a VCR

input and, withan optional PAL tuner, can
even be converted to a TV set! Although
its 0.42mm slot pitch does not resolve
80-column text as well as a high-resolution
monitor, with careful adjustment more
than satisfactory results can be achieved -
certainly good enough to be considered for
wordprocessing. The CM8833 can be thor
oughly recommended.

The Taxan SV620 is another very im
pressive unit. Lacking the versatility of the
CM8833, it nevertheless performs the tests
extremely well. With its slot pitch of
0.37mm, and a screen size of 12 inches, the
SV620 is really in the hi-res class. This is
underlined when you begin to use the unit
for 80-column work - it is truly excellent.
Its range of controls allow total control
over the display. Interestingly, the text
button can be set to generate green or
amber displays to suit individual tastes.

Despite its indifferent performance with
test H, the SV620 is undoubtedly ideal for
graphics displays. Its colour reproduction
is excellent thanks to a high contrast tube. I
would have preferred to have seen a non-
reflective etched screen for the money
though. If you want to spoil yourself and
your computer, this high quality unit
won't disappoint.

Clearly the heavyweight among moni
tors, the Hantarex CT900/P1 SR28 is con
ceived as a demonstration colour display
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where a large audience is expected. Cased
in metal and weighting in at 35kg it is
certainly not a unit that you would care to
balance on your computer plinth! With a
slot pitch of 0.8mm you may be forgiven
for believing that this monitor has sub
standard resolution, but this is not the case.
When viewed from the recommended

minimum distance of five metres, the
CT900/P1 produces a display comparable
with a high-resolution monitor. It per
formed the tests extremely well.

The target user will not relish having to
purchase more than one of these units and
Hantarex has recognised this by providing
the CT900/P1 with plethora of inputs and
controls. Inputs include composite video,
analogue RGB, TTL RGB, luminance/
chrominance and audio. There are no less

than 10 picture controls. This variety per
mits a number of different systems to be
connected, including VCRs. On the audio
side the unit features twin speakers. All
controls and selectors under the front panel
are easily accessible. This monitor is aimed
at educational establishments and busi

nesses where computers are used for semi
nars, demonstrations and so on.

Conclusion
Ifyou want a budget monitor as a first buy,
then the Zenith ZVM-1200 probably is as
good a monitor as any to startwith. For the
discerning wordprocessors among you, the
Boxer 12 is the best of the monochrome
bunch. For those with the cash who feel the

need for a high-resolution colour display,
my choice would be the Taxan SV620. It
beats the Microvitec 1441 on price,
although the latter unit does have a more
robust metal cabinet, which may sometimes
be important.

Undoubtedly, the medium resolution
colour monitors offer the best all round
performance-for-price for BBC micro us
ers. The Philips CM8833 is the best in this
area. However, where lower cost and
robustness are required the Microvitec 1451
should be considered.

For businesses or educational establish

ments requiring a large VDU for demon
strations, the Hantarex CT900/P1 SR28 is
an extremely versatile unit. One final word
about prices: do shop around for the best
buy. I have listed the lowest prices I could
find at the time of writing, but you may be
able to better them!
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TEST SUMMARY CHART

Microvitec

1431 1451/AP 1441

Hantarex Philips Taxan Zenith
HX-12 Boxer 12 CT900/P1 CM8833 SV620 ZVM-1200

Test A 2 4 5 3 4 5 4 5 3

Test B 2 3 4 3 5 4 3 4 4

TestC 4 4 5 3 3 4 4 4 3

TcstD 3 3 5 4 5 3 4 4 4

TestE 5 4 5 4 5 5 5 5 4

TestF 3 3 5 5 5 5 5 5 5

TestG 2 3 5 4 4 5 4 4 3

TestH 4 5 3 2 2 3 5 3 2

Test I 4 5 5 4 3 4 5 4 3

TestJ 3 4 4 3 4 5 4 5 3

TestK 3 4 5 3 4 5 4 4 3

Target
price £175 £255 £360 ' £80 £90 £690 £275 £280 £85

Value for
money 3 4 3 3 4 4 4 4 4

KEY: 5 = EXCELLENT, 4 = GOOD, 3 = SATISFACTORY, 2 - POOR, 1 = VERY BAD

THE TEST PROCEDURE

As with previous VDU reviews, I have screen evenly on all sides.
used the suite of test routines first pub- Test F The solid circle drawn in mode 0
lished by Acorn User in June 1984. These should be central and show no signs of
appear on this month's listings disc. To being oval.
the original suite of nine routines I have Test G This a rather severe test of a
added two further tests Q and K), and a monitor's ability to resolve colours. Each
test card (L), to help you set up your band should be distinguishable.
monitor. You may find these useful when
evaluating any monitor you are consider
ing purchasing.
Test A This fills the screen with random

lower case characters in mode 0. Each

character should be distinct.

Test H A monitor should be able to

display text/graphics immediately and re
move them instantly. No image should
remain after the text is removed.

Test I The colour test is included to

enable a comparison.of the clarity, rich-
Test B Alternating inverse Ms and Ws. ness and depth of the colours to be made.
Monitors find these difficult to resolve. Test J The dot pattern is a severe test of
Particularly check the screen edges. the monitor's resolution. Check for in-
Test C This causes the screen to flash terference patterns,
alternately between black and white, test- Test K Similar to J above. Again check
ing if the monitor's power supply can the monitor's ability to resolve the verti-
cope with rapid changes. The build-up of cal stripes without reducing them to in-
the white screen should happen instantly, terference patterns.
Test D There are 15 horizontal bars

printed across half a mode 0 screen. The
spaces between each white bar should be
uniformly black, as should the right-hand
screen. Uneven shades of black indicate

the low frequency of the monitor.
Test E The border drawn round the

Test L Not really included as a test but as
a guide for adjusting your monitor.

How each review monitor coped with
these tests can be seen in the test sum

mary chart. When making comparisons it
is important to compare like with like. To
compare the scores of a hi-res colour

screen should be straight and fit on the monitor with monochrome is unrealistic.
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STOP PRESS

Desktop publishing
at a snip

Stop Press, the most highly acclaimed desktop publishing
package for the BBC micro and Master 128, is being offered
exclusively to Acorn User readers at special Christmas prices!

Stop Press comes on two 16k ROMS and two discs for the
BBC, and three discs for the Master. The package includes; 16
typefaces as standard; keyboard, joystick and mouse control;
user-definable fonts; text editing and formatting; cut and
paste facilities; graphics, drawing and painting; comprehen
sive dumping routines and a mode 0 screen converter.

This professional package can be yours for Christmas from
as little as £39.99, saving £10, or with the AMX Mouse for
only £69.99.

Please send me

at £69.99 (Save £10)

ADDRESS

copies oiStop Press at £39.99 (Save £10)
copies of Stop Press and theAMX Mouse

POSTCODE

I enclose my cheque/postal order for £_
made payable to AMS Ltd
Please charge my Access/Barclaycard
ACCOUNT NO EXPIRY DATE

SIGNED DATE

Send thiscoupon withyour remittance to Slop Press Offer, Redwood Publishing Ltd,20-26
Brunswick Place, London Ni 6DJ.
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ROMS

Make your micro
a Master

Plug the Master Emulation ROM into your model B/B+
micro and you have total Master MOS compatibility. If you
have sideways RAM and/or shadow RAM (all popular types)
installed then your Beeb will act just like a Master 128. Just
some of the features MER provides your BBC with include:
:;-CONFIGURE/::-STATUS, *SRLOAD/*SRREAt>, ^SHA
DOW commands, temporary and library filing systems, new
ROM service calls, ADFS "•FORMAT, 'VERIFY, *MAP,
::"EX and many more. Even the Basic @ feature is included!
full 48 page manual. In fact it's just marvellous!

NB: MER does not support extended graphics.

Please send me

_ copies of MER on 5.25-inch disc @ £13.95 (save £1.00)
_ copies of MER on 3.5-inch disc @ £15.95 (save £1.00)
_copies of MER on ROM @ £18.95 (save £1.00)

NAME

ADDRESS

POSTCODE

I enclose mycheque/postal orderfor £
made payable to DABS Press
Please charge my Access/Barclaycard
ACCOUNT NO EXPIRY DATE

DATE

Send this coupon with your remittance to MF.R Offer, Redwood Publishing Ltd, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ.
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FAST AND FURIOUS
Real-time three-dimensional graphics on a BBC micro?

It's possible, finds Geoff Bains

Video graphics seem to occupy more and
more airtime. Television is full of images of
spinning, swirling globes, cameras and all
manner of everyday objects. Now BBC
micro owners can get a taste of animated
computer graphics and produce dynamic
displays of their own.

If it wasn't for games like Aviator, Elite
and Cholo nobody would have dreamt that
complex animated sequences were even
possible on a home computer. Even so, it
seemed there was no way that generalised,
controllable graphics could be produced on
this machine.

Silicon Vision has overcome the prob
lems and produced a package which allows
even novices to produce stunning effects.

At £49.95, the Real-Time Graphics Sys
tem is quite reasonable. It's a development
of the earlier 3-D Graphics Development
System marketed by Glentop Publishing,
but the author has developed the idea quite
a lot further.

The Real-Time Grahics System (RTGS)
provides a lot for the money. The system
comprises no less than five discs, a 32k
ROM (supplied with a carrier board to
take up just oneslot in the machine), and a
hefty manual.

It enables the BBC micro to produce-
static or animated displays of wireframe
images without any complicated program
ming effort.

The RTGS package is in two distinct
parts. The first is concerned with con
structing three-dimensional models of ob
jects. In itself this section of the RTGS
compares well with other similar packages,
such as Design Dynamics' Interactive 3-D
or AMS' 3-D Ikon.

Creating a model
Before displaying a representation of any
object a mathematical model must be
created. If theobject is only to bedisplayed
from one viewpoint then the model can
simply be the screen co-ordinates required
ro draw out that view on the VDU. If a

more sophisticated model is required then a
set of 3-D co-ordinates are needed, as well
as a set of routines for manipulating these

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

Buildup complex images from simpler ones

co-ordinates and projecting thenew view of
the objectonto the screen.

All this is simple enough to do with a
little geometry and a reasonable knowledge
of Basic; but the results are slow to say the
least. What the RTGS provides is a set of
general manipulation routines written in
fast machine code.

The routines demand a special format of
model co-ordinates. These arecreated using
the first, menu-based, section of the pack
age - the model designer. This is supplied
on one of the five discs, although it makes
use of the ROM-based routines.

Object models are created by entering
into a table the 3-D co-ordinates for each

main point of the object, along with values
to determine whether a line is drawn to the

point andalso thecolourof the line.
This is the most difficult part of the

whole procedure. To construct any model
more complicated than a cube requires
either anagile mind or graph paper.

Some help is given in the form of
automatic solid generation by rotation. This
enables a sphere, say, to be created by
rotating a single point about another to
form a circle and rotating that to form the
sphere. Any solid of rotation can be created
in this way with all the hard work of
calculating the model data performed by the
micro itself.

When the data table has been entered
eithermanually or by thesoftware, it can be
edited simply, sections can bedeleted and of
course the data can be saved to disc.
Entering the model data is the weakest part

of the software. Given the power and
flexibility of the some other features of the
RTGS package it wouldhave been better to
have seen a more interactive model-creation

procedure. Design Dynamics' Interactive
3-D usescursor-controlleddirect manipula
tion of three separate views of a model to
construct a 3-D image on the screen and
shows that such 'natural' systems can be
achieved.

When the data has been entered, the
model can be viewed from any vantage

A shape can be rotated

point, at any apparent distance and with
variable perspective and magnification. The
viewing screeen displays the model in a
window occupying most of a mode 4
screen, witha menu to display and alter the
co-ordinates of the vantage point and other
viewing parameters.

At this point the images of the model can
be either dumped to an Epson-compatible
printer or saved to disc for dumping at a
later date.

Building macros
More importantly, the model can be saved
for use as 'macro'. This is a model used as a

simple building block as partof thecreation
of a far more complex object such as a
figure.

By creating the macro models of just a
few simple solids (cubes, tetrahedrons and
the like), just about any complex model can
bebuilt up with reasonable ease. Thiscan be
done quite simply despite the inherrent
difficulties of thesystem. It is ashame thata
bigger library of common macros is not
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COMPUTER GRAPHICS MADE "EASI"

ON YOUR AMSTRAD OR BBC
I D R W EASILABELLER R

A user friendly menu driven package which
allows you to sketch or draw to scale with the
aid of the RB2 Trackerball or the Mouse. Ideal

for creating circuit diagrams and engineering
drawings.

Available for:
(inc. Art or Pointer & Utils)
Amstrad CPC 6128 & 664 @16.95

Full on screen text editing facilities allow for
quick data entry and data correction. All
programs are self contained and therefore the
need to deal with disc files is eliminated.

Available for;
Amstrad PC 1512 & IBM Compatibles
Amstrad PCW 8256 & 8512 all priced at 34.45

An icon menu driven package which enables
you to doodle or create masterpieces. Some of
the many features inc. spray, zoom, and cut
and paste.

Available for;
all BBC Models @ 49.95
Amstrad CPC Series @ 16.95

MARCONI RB2 TRACKERBALL

The RB2 design incorporates Marconi's many years of experience
in making Trackerballs for the Military and for Air Traffic Control
which demand maximum performance and relliability. The RB2 is
designed as a quality device for the serious hobbist, for education
al uses and for low cost CAD/CAM applications. It is also
compatible with new games programmes now on the market.

Available for;
all BBC Models @ 55.00
Amstrad PC1512 @ 59.95
Amstrad CPC Series @ 59.95

D

Asophisticated low cost 2D drafting system which is easy to use.
The system is menu driven via the Marconi RB2 Trackerball. There
are many drawing features which enables the user to produce
comprehensive drawings e.g. Automatic Hatching, Automatic
Dimensioning, Area moves and rotation to scale and many more.
All drawings can be plotted on most well known plotters or can be
dumped to a graphics printer.

Available for:
all BBC Models @ 195.00
Amstrad PC1512 @ 195.00

To:

METROTEC LIMITED

Enterprise House
Pallion Ind, Estate
Roper Street
Sunderland

SR4 6SN

Tel: (091) 5109595

— EASIDRAW

— EASIART

— EASILABELLER

— EASIPUBLISH

— TRACKERBALL

— EASICAD

— EASICAM

I enclose my cheque/postal order for:-

The computer which I have is a:
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E A SIP U B L IS H

A new and exciting menu driven package which enables you to
create your own page of text and graphical information. In addition
to its superb text variations and many other features, drawing
which have been created on other packages can be loaded into the.
Easipublish package for further manipulation or the addition of
text.

Available for:

Amstrad PC1512@ 99.95
Amstrad CPC Series @ 49.95 (Disc only)

A A M

Is an easy to use computer assisted input CAM system which will
accept geometric data direct from an EASICAD drawing, to
produce a part from an EASICAD drawing, to verification, machine
simulation and will download the part program to the CNC lathe
machine. The system is designed to allow the user to input all the
necessary information with the minimum of fuss. EASICAM is
available for the wide range of machine tools.

Available for;
all BBC Models @ 195.00

ALL PRICES INC.
V.A.T. & P.P.

From:

Tel: -

ACCESS or VISA
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provided. However, creating these yourself
is simple enough and provides useful ex
perience ofthe process.

All this provides static pictures only.
Although the RTGS provides a powerful
3-D drawing package, its real power and
attraction lies in the second section of the
software - the real-time graphics language.

The RTGS ROM contains high-speed
routines to calculate thescreen positions for
any projection of the model data. Any view
which can be produced by the model design
software can also be produced in double-
quick time by the ROM routines under the
control ofyour own program.

A series of simple commands are used to
tell the ROM the orientation, size, per
spective and so forth, of the model image.
By clearing the screen, altering the para
meters and re-drawing the model the image
is animated.

Tospeed things up the ROM can use its
own built-in fast drawing routines (capable
of plotting up to 35,000 pixels a second)
instead of the BBC micro's own slower, but
more fastidious code capable of a 'mere'
9000 pixels asecond.

This produces a fast but rather flickery
animation. The flicker Can be reduced a

little by surreptitiously clearing only the
area just around the image. However, the
RTGS provides an even bettersolution.

When using modes 4 or 5, the RTGS can
cope with twoseparate screens atonce, each
taking up 10k. A model is drawn on one-
screen while the other is displayed. The
screeens are then swapped instantaneously
and the old image erased and a new one
drawn. All this is undertaken automatically
by the RTGS ROM, and the screens swap
ped each time a model is drawn. The result
is perfect flicker-free animation of the same
quality as seen in games like Elite.

The RTGS routines are controlled, and
the parameters passed, by a peculiar and
rather convoluted system. The parameters
such as the co-ordinates of the viewpoint,
the magnification, the perspective value to
be used and so forth, areheld ina parameter
block in RAM. This can bechanged directly
by poking in new values, and this is the only
realistic method of using the system from
assembler, but from Basic it's tedious.

The alternative is to use specific Basic
variables such as yrot% and proj% to hold
the variables. Issuing a star command will
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Accurate perspective is possible

then make the RTGS transfer the value

from Basic into the parameter block. The
parameters can be altered individually with
a separate star command provided for up
dating each parameter, or updated auto
matically each time the model is redrawn.
The first method is the quickest as the
ROM only concerns itself with those para
meters which change, but the second
method ismuch simpler to program.

This is still a rather complex procedure.
Using either the resident integer variables
(A%-Z%) or star commands, whichdirect
ly alter the parameters stored internally by
the ROM, would seem a much easier
method. Presumably the quest for speed is
behind the choice.

Speed is certainly evident. To produce a
smoothly tumbling cube on the screen
needs only this kind of thing:

500 xscl7.=100:yscl7.=10
O: zscl7.= 100: proj7.=0

510 *PAGE1

520 CLS

530 *PAGE2

540 CLS

550 *SCRN1

560 *PAGE1

570 VDU 28,14,21,25,10
580 VDU 29,640;512;
590 *CLS3D

600 *T0GGLE0N

610 yrof/.=30:zrot%=0
620 FOR 17.=10 TO 360 S

TEP 10

630 xrot7.= 17.

640 *RGL3D

650 NEXT 17.

660 UNTIL FALSE

670 END

Of course a working program would also
need all the unused variables to be zeroed,

the screen mode set, the model data loaded
and a few other chores done. However, this
serves to show how simple using the RTGS
really is.

With very complex models, or when
many different objects are to appear on the
screen at once, the RTGS soon meets its
limitations. However, all generalised 3-D
display software has similar limits and the
RTGS scores well above the majority of
othersystems on most counts.

For users interested in getting around
these limitations the RTGS provides
another level of usage. The primitive
routines in the ROM are available for direct
use by the programmer. These routines are
mainly concerned with the mathematics of
the 3-D perspective transformation and the
projection required to generate a three-
dimensional image.

Using the ::'CALC command a set of 3-D
co-ordinates can be individually (and ex
tremely speedily) turned into the corres
ponding screen co-ordinates, according to
the rotation, scaling, perspective, and other
factors current at the time.

This enables you to write your own
display routines, which could get around
difficulties associated with the methods

normally used by the system. Forthe really
ambitious, the system even provides the
possibility of extensions to drive external
graphics cards, such as thePluto boards, for
displays ofprofessional speed and quality.

To help you get to grips with thesystem,
a well-written 100-page manual is provided
and the five discs contain a great many
demonstration programs. The discs also
contain a multi-plotterdriver disc for driv
ing popular plotter models, a database of
model data anddemonstration programs, as
well as data provided for familiarisation
with the software.

These programs areessential as using the
RTGS takes quite some getting used to.
However, the effort is certainly worth it. If
you are interested in using your Beeb for
real-time graphics displays there isnobetter
package currently available and no more
dramatic demonstration of the potential of
the machine.

The Real-Time Graphics System is com
patible with all versions of the BBC micro
and costs £49.95 from Silicon Visions, 47
Dudley Gardens, Harrow, Middlesex, HA2
ODQ. Tel: 01-422 2274.
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Casing the same successful formula as in his previous books *& pictorial
presentation with simple and readable, prose <& Donald Alcock now presents
an introduction to programming in Pascal. The book covers Pascal to BS
6192 and ISO 7185, and may be used as a self-contained reference manual.

S}\\e author starfs with the fundamental concept ot a stored program and
works through fo the manipulation of records in dynamic storage. Besides
defining the statements and structures of Pascal, he, illustrates their use
in small but complete programs. These programs also introduce funda-
menfal tools of the programmer's trade, such as sorting methods, linked
lists, binary trees, rings and hashing.

(jontents: Preface, Principles, Rudiments, Syntax, Arithmetic, Control, Func
tions and procedures, Types and sets, Arrays and strings, Records, Files,
Interactive input, Dynamic storage, Dynamic strings, Bibliography, Quick
reference, Index.

(84 pp (987 0 521 33695 3 Spiral bound £8.50 net

$or details ot all Cambridge titles in computer (3a»!2^1£2S ^WSSSISS7 5&S3
science, please write fo Sally Seed at: The Edinburgh Building, Shaffesbury Road, Cambridge CB2 2RU

{Hntbergttp g>ofttoare )
I IIVIIC-1-/l^" IIUNISTAT-II

MARK 2 STATISTICAL PACKAGE
♦FULLYINTEGRATED SUITE OF STATISTICAL PROGRAMS * DEDICATED DATA PROCESSOR * AUTOMATED MISSING DATA HANDLING *

USER DEFINED LABELS FOR VARIABLES * READING DATA FROM ASCII FILES * DIRECTION OF OUTPUT TO PRINTER OR ASCII FILES *
HIGH-RESOLUTION PLOTS * COMPREHENSIVE USER MANUAL

UNISTAT DATA PROCESSOR: A spreadsheet designed exclusively for data handling. DATA
ENTRY:Cursorediting, overwrite/insert modes, continuousentry, insertionand deletionof cells,
colsand rows, go to, col labels. FILE HANDLING: Read, write and merge in internal and ASCII
format.COLUMNTRANSFORMATIONS: Formulasusingcolsas variables.Anycombination of
+ . -. '. /. ". LOG. EXP. SOR. ABS. SIN. etc. Operations with col numbers or labels.
STATISTICAL COMMANDS: SIZE. MIS (no of missing values in a col). SUM. SSO. MEAN
(adjusted for missing values). Single or multi col sorting in asc or dese order. Ranks.
CONDITIONAL FORMULAS: Selection of cases, creation of dummy and effect vars.receding,
breakdown, etc. Logical operators >, <, =. AND, OR. NOT.
MULTIVARIATE REGRESSION: Simple corr matrix, choice of dep var, selection of indepvars.
noconstant rcg. Selection-specificmissingdata handling. No. of rowsand colsomitted due to missing
values and multicollinearity.Output includes estimated coeffs. t-stats. std errors. R2, adjusted R2.
std error of reg. F-stat. D-W stat. ANOVA of reg. var-covar and multiple corr matrices,
interpolation, plot of residuals, plot of actual and lilted yvalues. Addition of residuals and/or lilted y
values to data matrix.

STATISTICAL TESTS: Significance levels for most test slats. Test-specific missing value handling.
PARAMETRIC: One sample I, two sample I with equal and unequal vars. paired l. F. NON
PARAMETRIC: Chi-sqr and Kolmogorov-Smirnov. (both with equal and unequal exp freq
versions), chi-sqr Barllett. Mann-Whitney U for small, medium and large samples. Wilcoxonsigned
rank. Walsh. Wald-Wolfwilz runs. Kruskal-Wallis one-way ANOVA. Friedman pscudo two-way
ANOVA. Jonckheere trend. Page's L. Cochran Q. Goodman-Kruskal gamma. Sommer's d.
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS: Pearson. Spearman's rho. Kendall's tau. Point biscrial,

Goodman-Kruskal gamma. Sommer's d. Yule's0, phi. lelrachorie. DISTRIBUTIONS: Chi-sqr.t.
F, Normal (std, non std), log, inverse and bivariatc normal, binomial, negative binomial,
exponential, hypergeomctric, gamma function. Khrgian-Mazin.
DESCRIPTIVESTATISTICS: Analysis of raw data or dala with freq counts. Raw data sorted and
grouped. Freq (list with choice of lower bounds and class intervals. Absolute, cumulative and relative
freq. Histograms, scatter diagrams and time series plots. Output includes sum. mean, mean
deviation, median, variance, std deviation, third and fourth moments, skewness. kurtosis. range, etc.
ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE: One-way with and without repealed measures, two-way with no
interaction. two-wayand three-way withone. two and without repealed measures.
TABULATIONS: CROSS-TABLUATION: Two-way tables with col and row totals and
percentages. CHI-SQUARE CONTINGENCY TABLE: Observed freq. exp freq and chi-sqr for
each cell. Coland rowsums, overall chi-square slat and itssignificancelevel. Yales correction.
HIGH RES PLOTS: All plots can be dumped on the printer. PLOT OF B1VARIATE
REGRESSION: Scalier diagrams wilh optional line of best fit. intercept, slope, R2, std error.
CURVE FITTING! Fitting of polynomials on bivariatc data. Filled polynomial coeff. R2 and sld
error. TIME SERIES PLOTS: Simultaneous plotting of up to 7 columns of dala against lime. PLOT
OF FUNCTIONS: Simultaneous plotting of up lo two functions, integrals, polynomials and roots of
polynomials.
DEFAULT SETTINGS (For BBC version): Choice of screen and device control parameters. 40 or 80
column display, number of dala drive 0/1/2/3. black & white or colour monitor width of printer,
high-res screen dump command, maximum formula length, maximum number of columns and rows
dependingon freeRAM.

:

LINTPHD Linear/Integer Programming Package.
Written by Dr D. Sprcvak
A professional package which can solve very large problems on a .'2K BBC micro by means of revised
simplexalgorithm and efficientvectorisation. li can solvea problem with82 variables. 60constraints
and 15 upper bounds in 24 minutes. Runs faster on second processor. Plus or Master series.
LINTPROrequiresmirrTial prior knowledge of linearprogramming techniquesand is idealforreal
applications as well a. lor leaching purposes. Dala entry in Backus-Naur notation. Selection of
oplimalityofsolutionsbetween0% and 100%. Optionalprintingof intermediarystepsandchoiceof
branching strategies. Output includes optimal values of variables, value of objective function,
slackness,shadowpricesand iican be directed lo screen or lo a text file.

CPA CriticalPath Analysis
Written by DrJ.S. Dean
A comprehensive coverage of critical path analysis sufficient for most practical applications.
Activities and durations are supplied as input and earliest and latesl start and finish times for each
activity, total float and critical path are obtained as output. Easy editing of inputs provides the
possibility of analysing the sensitivity of solutions. A built-in calendar can give dales lo any
programme. Resources can be allocated to each activity. Suitable smoothing scheme ischosen and a
resource bar chart is drawn. Results can be directed to primer or to text files. High-res plot of the node
Structure can be dumped on printer.

UNISTAT-II, LINTPRO AND CPA ARE AVAILABLE FOR: BBC B,PLUS AND MASTER SERIES, AMSTRAD PCW8256, PCW8512, IBM PC/XT/AT
ANDCOMPATIBLES BBC versions: UNISTAT-II: £125+VAT, LINTPRO: £75+VAT, CPA: £50+VAT. AMSTRADand IBM versions: UNISTAT-II: „

£150+VAT, LINTPRO: £100+VAT, CPA: £75+VAT.
Prices include post &packing within theUK. Official (government, university, local authority) orders arewelcome. For orders from Europe add£5. from outside Europe £10. ForBBC versions please indicate

40or80lrack format. Cheques and correspondence to: UNISOFT LTD, P.O. Box 383, Hlghgate, London N6 5UP.
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Magazine index
price cut
The price of the Magazine Bib
liography from McHugh Enter
prises has been drastically cut.
The bibliography, which has
23,000 entries, now costs £5 for
each of the 17 parts.

The index covers all articles

in Acorn User and the other

Acorn magazines. The database
can be searched by keyword,
and it takes about a minute to

scan any one magazine. It is
also available to LEAs on li

cence for £25 per part, and may
then be copied by all the
schools in that district.

On-screen lab
simulation
Shell Softlab Guides to Labora
tory Work simulate a first-class
science laboratory - on a
screen. New titles such as DC

Electricity and Heat and
Temperature allow you to
assemble lab equipment on
screen and 'perform' experi
ments. There are also pre
packaged experiments on disc.

The programs are Econet-
compatible and teacher's notes
are available. The titles cost
£14.95 each and are available

from Holder and Stougffton.

Contacts
British Telecom Education Service, PO Box 10,
Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS2 JEL Tel: (0937) 844443.
Hoddcr anil Stoughton, Mill Road, Dutton Green,
Sevenoaks, Kent TN13 2YA. Tel: (0732) 450111.
McHugh Enterprises, 43 Ilookstonc Oval, Harrogate,
Yorkshire HG2 8QE. Tel: (W23) 887742.
MEDU, Bishop Grosseteste College, Newport. Lincoln
INI JDV.Tel: (0522) 44713.
Resource, Exeter Road, Doncaster, DN2 4PY. Tel:

(0302) 63800/63784.

Sherston Software Swan Barton, Sherston, Malmesliury,
Wiltshire SN16 0LH. Tel: (0666) 840433.
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Droom for Archimedes
Droom has been re-written for

the Archimedes. The original
BBC B version of Resource's

Droom is popular with primary
schools 'for its imaginative
graphics and clear text. Prog
rammer Derek Allen has util

ised the new graphics facilities
of the Archimedes to enhance

Droom's screen display.
This package shows the dif

ference between rewritten soft

School
graphics
tutor
Teachers seeking to widen the
use of computers in their
schools will welcome the Across

the Curriculum packs from the
Microelectronics in Education

Development Unit (MEDU).
The packs are designed to help
teachers use existing software.

Graphics Across the Curric
ulum demonstrates the use of

ViewPlot to display data. It
uses worked examples in fields
such as history, childcare, biol
ogy, CDT and home econ-

Simple type
Typesetter! from Sherston Soft
ware has been extended with a

'primary writing' font disc. The
letters are formed in the clear

and simple fashion taught by
primary teachers.

The price of the font disc
will be low, around £5, to dis
courage copying of discs.

ware and software which has

been modified to run on the
Archimedes' 6502 emulator.

The latter will look the same

and run slightly slower than on
a model B. A re-write takes

advantage of the new screen
modes, better colours, and is
much faster.

Acorn hopes that much more
software re-writing than simple
emulation will take place. If it

doesn't, then the the extra faci
lities of the more powerful
machine be largely redundant.

The latest Acorn Archimedes

software catalogue lists over 75
educational programs to run on
the Archimedes, plus 40 others
using the 6502 emulator. Many
of these are existing BBC B
titles, written in BBC Basic,
which needed little or no mod

ification for the Arc.

TRHUEL
HUH8ER

10i

BOY/GIRL

BUS

Analysing journeysto school using ViewPlot

omics. Each subject is consi
dered via a case study and ex
amples are worked by reference
to the screen prompts gener
ated by ViewPlot.

A second package, Spread
sheets Across the Curriculum,
examines the integration of
ViewSheet in several subject
areas. The packs cost £7.50.

Adventures in IT
Scoop is an adventure game
aimed at English and business
studies students. The main

character, a journalist, has to
use information technology
electronics including Prestel,
telex and fax.

The package is designed to
be integrated into the teacher's

classwork. Extension tasks, not
all related to the computer,
cover ethical and social ques
tions, as well as the technology.

The software, which is part
of the Computers in the Curri
culum project, costs £12.50 on
40-or 80-track disc and is dis

tributed by British Telecom.
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MULTIPROM

EPROM PROGRAMMER
UVIPAC EPROM ERASER

The UVIPAC was designed especially lor the home
microcomputer enthusiast, requiring to erase up to three
EPROMs at a time.

• Verycompact 90 x80 x 40mmplasticcase.

• 230 voltmains powered (110 Voltoptional).

• Three EPROM or one CPU capacity.

• Positive on indication, using fibre optics.

• Fixed 15 minute timer option in (T) version.

• Fixed timer + sounder in (TS) version.

• Spare tubes only E3.00 ifrequired.

UVP 1.1 ROM

The MULTIPROM EPROM programmer, based
on our very popular UVIPROM design, has the
following Hardware Features:-

• Programs 2764,27128,27256,27512.27513 &
27011 EPROMs, including "A" &CMOS types.

• Plugs intouser port on BBCB, 128 or Master.

• High quality Textool ZIF socket.

' ZIF can be powered down.

• Quick setting ol EPROM type using DIP
switches.

' Custom made aluminium case in textured
cream colour.

The UVP 1.1 ROM contains:-

" Fast or slow programming algorithm.

• Hex &ASCII screen display.

• Five * commands for blank check, read, blow,
view buffer & compare.

Prices

£21.45

UVIPAC (T)

£26.45

UVIPAC (TS)

£28.45

MULTIPROM + UVIPAC (T)
SPECIAL OFFER!!!

Buy a MULTIPROM, a UVP 1.1 ROM and UVIPAC (T) for only E70.00, a saving of
£6.40 over the regular price. Thisoffer lasts until Dec 31st 1987. Instock for immediate
delivery on receipt of your order.

Prices: MULTIPROM

£44.95 £5.00

Type 1-2 3-9 10 up

EPROMS 27C128-25 £3.50 £2.90 £2.60
2725625 £5.00 £4.90 £4.60

Both type require 12.5 Volts Vpp
S.A.E. (or details of Uviprom conversion 21 Volts to 12.5

Volts datasheet

Succeed with LCL Self-Tuition Course

PRIMARY MATHS COURSE
MICRO FRENCH (8-gcse)
MICRO MATHS(11-GCSE)
MICRO ENGLISH (8-GSCE)
MEGA MATHS
HOME COLLEGE (NEW)

SENDCOUPONOR PHONE
COLOUR CATALOGUE TO:
LCL(Dept A) Melody House, 13 Deanfield Road, Henley, Oxon RG91UG

UrasTsftfrlHiahest ever marks in
recent review.
Hons. graduate/teacher authors.
World leaders (24 countries)

HBIgWIllfor beginners (from ages
4 to adult), exam candidates

or teachers with any BBCMicro(B, B+, Master Compact,
Electron or Archimedes (new)
IflWMHimmediate dispatch ;

£5 off total for 2 courses, £10 off for 3, £17/4, £24/5

SOFTWARE. Each course consists of 24 programs on up
to 105 topis held on 2-4 discs/tapes and usually with 2 books
and a voice tape and costs only £24.

Allanimated, colour graphics (4 discs)
With real speech & graphics adventure game
Best seller, highly acclaimed
Eng. Language or EFL with real speech
A-Level course with all Calculus by graphics
Open learning courses of video, software and
books. Pass GCSE, HCND and (when
available) degree. Choice of MATHSENGLISH
or FRENCH. Only £49.99 each

ORDERS OR REQUESTS FOR FREE

or ring 0491 579345 (10am-10pm)

NAME ADDRESS

TITLE COMPUTER- 40/Disc/Tape/3V2"disc
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Send orders to:
Dept. AU
Ground Control

Alfreda Avenue
Hullbridge
Essex SS5 6LT
TEL: 0702 230324

ALL PRICES INCLUDE

VAT AND P&P.

MAIL/TELEPHONE

ORDERS ONLY PLEASE.

DETAILED DATA ON

REQUEST
IJBB9B ffllPffl

?) INSTAT
Probably the best statistics package in the world...
INSTAT is available for PC's and BBC Microcomputers

INSTAT is a general purpose statistics package for interactive
data analysis. It is useful for statistics teaching and for any
research requiring statistical analysis of data.
Facilities include:

* easy data entry and editing
* descriptive statistics
* multiple regression
* multiway tables
* probability distributions
* extensive help facilities

* calculations

* powerful plotting
* ANOVA

* random sample generation
* macros

*... and much more...

"... where extensive use is made of statistics and a BBC micro
can be devoted to the purpose, INSTATis quite simply the best".
Acorn User can be devoted to the purpose, Acorn User January
1987

"... the authors of INSTAT clearly believe that they have
produced something rather special. I, for one, would agree with
them", lain Currie, THES, June 1987

Prices (educational and multiple copy discounts available):

INSTAT BBC £85 + VAT
(disc, EPROM, Introductory, Reference and Supplementary
Guides)

INSTAT PC £100+VAT

(disc, Introductoryand Reference Guides) . ,,._
BBC Basic(86) isessential torun INSTAT PC £95 + VAT

For further details: Alison Ansell, Statistical Services Centre,
Department of Applied Statistics, University of Reading, Reading. RG6
2AN Tel: 0734 875123 x 460 and 0734 861239 (24hr)
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PLANNING THE FUTURE
You cannotget the best from your school's micros

without a strategy for information technology

The Government's Educational Support
Grant (ESG) initiative, which gives £19
million for raising the profile ofcomputers
in schools, highlights the importance of
adviser and teacher training in this process.
The large number of new advisory teachers
seconded - 700 over two years - also
indicates the substantial scale of the task.

This month we look at a few of the issues
that need to be tackled both by the trainers
and those being trained.

Computers in schools have been with us
for five years now, since the Government's
first scheme which put a computer into
almost every school. What was to be done
with it remained largely a mystery in the
early days. When the possibilities of new
technology in the classroom were explored
in part by bodies such as the MEP, a
certain unity of purpose and direction
emerged. This may be summarised in the
following way:
• You can learn about computers
• You can learn with computers
• You can use the computer as a tool - a
stimulus for ideas, a resource and a means
to gain access to new information.

The emphasis on these different aspects
has changed during the development of the
use of computers and information technol
ogy (IT) in the classroom. Computer stu
dies is still a popular subject, but it is no
longer the only way a child can gain access
to a computer in a secondary school.
Although many primary teachers have
found the arithmetical drill and practice
program a useful supplement to their own
teaching, most can now see a much broader
range of computer uses. The processes that
brought this state of affairs about are
discussed in The Microtechnology Report
from Resource.

The main problem that the new ESG
advisory teachers will have to deal with is
the existing inequality of provision of
materials in schools. This doesn't only
relate to the amount or value of hardware
and software, but also to its nature. Much
school software has been bought to teach
specific things - formation of ox-bow
lakes, the microprocessor's fetch-execute
cycle or geometric transformation for ex-
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ample. This has often been done without
regard to any integrated policy or curncu-
lar structure. Although these items have
their individual value, they make more
coherent computer use across the curricu
lum difficult. This is not to argue that
schools should have identical materials,
centrally purchased and handed down from
on high. It is obvious that schools have
different needs. However, providing packs
of wide-ranging materials that cross course
or subject boundaries and encourage an
open-ended, exploratory approach to
learning is definitely to be encouraged.

In the humanities for example, there are
already a range of packages which look at a
topic from an historical viewpoint, then
relate to geographical issues and go on to
develop the social and moral aspects. This
encourages children to understand that hu-'
man development is notgoverned by single
influences acting in isolation.

The first question that many teachers
will ask, especially if they have recently
been made responsible for IT in their

school, is 'Where should I begin with my
IT plan?' The obvious starting point for
any school is to look at the available tools.
Wordprocessors, database management
systems, spreadsheets, graphics packages,
desktop publishing software and com
munications are all likely to be needed.

The problem is not solved by making
that list. There is such a wide range of each
type of tool available. As far as possible the
school should try to choose software tools
which will allow information to be passed
between the various packages. Unfortu
nately such software is sometimes un
friendly or difficult to use, but newer
generations of software do seem to be
improving. So, for example, the Inter suite
from Computer Concepts provides all of
the four main business tools in a powerful
but relatively flexible form.

It's expensive to buy this type of soft
ware, however, as it is highly sophisticated.
You may decide that something very sim
ple and straightforward is all you need at
the moment, in which case a package like
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The Domesday Project is a trademark ofThe BritishBroadcasting Corporation' "A A ^
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Tireless
Performer

For precision, it runs rings

around all alternatives. With

360° freedom, you can move in I
any direction at any speed with

the minimum of effort. /

Official
Domesday Project

Controller
/

\

A Whole New
Ball Game

Tracker Ball is the professionals
answer to cursor control. More

accurate than a mouse. More

responsive than a joystick.

The Fine Art

of Ball Control

/

\

\

\

/1
/

/

^
/

\

\

/ Hard To Beat
A tough military pedigree and
the Marconi name promises a

prolonged lifetime of reliability.

\ \

Where To
Get Your Hand

On One

Farnell, Leeds

Tel: 0532 636311
Economatics, Sheffield

Tel: 0742 690801
Technomatic, London

Tel: 01-208 1177
Watford Electronics, London

Tel: 0923 37774
J.S. Simmnet, London

Tel: 01-541 1495
Pineapple Software, llford

Tel: 01-599 1476
Metrotec, Sunderland

Tel: 091-514 7247

Or Contact

Marconi Electronic Devices Ltd,

Power Division,

Carholme Road,

Lincoln LN1 1SG,
England.

Telephone (0522) 29992
Telex 56163

/

\

\

Tackles Any
Application

With 20 models, choose one
tailored to your precise

CAD/CAM, PC, ROBOTICS

or control needs. / MEDL
POWER DIVISION

MEDL RB2 TRACKER BALL. A TOUCH MORE CONTROL

wx
WEATHER SATELLITE STATION FOR THE BBC MICROCOMPUTER

Model B, B+, Master 128, (Not Compact)
All you need lor ahigh specification weather satellite receiving station based on the BBC microcomputer to receive, decode, display, print and
save signals from the North American NOAA series otsatellites aswell asthe Soviet meteor and COSMOS series. The system isupgradeable to
receive geostationary satellites in the METEOSAT, GOES and GMS series with the addition of adowncoverter and suitable antenna. The complete
packagecomprises:

* Software onDiscandROM * PCB andparts kitlorinterlace
* Test tape of satellite signals * MSR20 MkVHF satellite receiver kit
* Receiver Hardware Kit * MSA20 Antenna kit

MSS20 WXSATCOMPUTER INTERFACE AND SOFTWARE: MSR20 RECEIVER!
The interface comprises of a filter, demodulator and
2400 Hz satellite APT or WEFAX signal.
Internal and external crystal controlled synch. Manual
black level controls.

* ROM software is 100% machine code
* Accompanying utilitiesdisc
* x1x2x4&x8Zoom'

* InfraredandVisible lightscales
* Userdefinedcolour palettes
* Anypass decoded incorrect sense
* Instant picture inversion
* Fastscrollfacility
* NOAAMETEOSATcompatible
* Fullconversion gradient display
* Text, lines &windows
* Onscreentuningfacility
* Pictures,pallettessaveto disc
* Printerdump supplied (Epson)
* Userprint routine possible
* Most features in'real-time'
* Routines accessible via"* commands
* Canbe used independantlyof WXSAT station

A-D coverter for the

framing and white and

PRICE LIST
CompletePackage El39.95
Software & Interface
kit £59.95
PCB + sollware £33.95
TeslTapc £4.95
MSR20 VHF receiver
kit £56.95
MSR20H receiver Hardware
kit £14.30
MSM20 s'meter kit £8.95
Antenna £24.95
MSK20Preamp £10.95

(All prices include VAT and P&P)

* Availableshortly. Pleaseenquire *
* Hi-res tramestore
* 'S'band converter, antenna, preamp

for METEOSAT reception.
* Fascimiletransceive package for BBC

Ahighperformance,dualconversion,VHF receiverdesignedto
providecoverageofthe 136-138MHz satelliteband. Featuring:
* Verylow noise
* Automatic, adjustable noise mute
* Automatic recorderswitching
* Electroniccrystal switching
* Scanner facility (optional)
* Signalstrength and signaldeviation metering(optional)
* Suitable I.F. for 1.7GHz band

MSK20137MHz PREAMPl
Lownoise for high definitionpictures: Suitable for masthead
operation. Kit includes necessary hardware.

IMSA20 AERIAL KITI
Circularly polarised,Xdipoleantennawithreflectors,ideally
suited to reception of polarorbiting satellites - can be supplied
with integral preamp.

!SERVICE BACK-UPl
Although the equipment is quite complex it is presented in such
a wayas to be simple to construct. Wewillalign, equipment
and make good non-working units for nominal charge.

WXSA TPRODUCES SUPERB RESUL TS - DON'T TAKE OUR WORD FOR IT, SEND THE DEMONSTRA TION DISC
(STA TE40/80 TRACK) ONLY£3 (FULL YREFUNDABLE)

l7uD©L7
ORDERS: Cheque, Cash, P.O. Access Card accepted.
Orders despatched by return post. Educational Dept
orders welcome.

108QUEEN'S RD. FARNBOROUGH. HANTS GU14 6 JR
S

0252 515666 Telex: 859489
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Mini-Office II will perhaps be the most
suitable. There are often problems using
files from a particular wordprocessor with
another desktop publishing package. Some
DTP packages will not 'talk' to the most
popular educational wordprocessors such
as Folio and Edword but insist on View or
Wordwise format files. That sort of mis
match stores up trouble when new staff
trainees begin to find their feet.

More generally the format in which the
school buys software is important. ROM-
based packages are usually more powerful
than those which are disc-based, but they
cannot be easily moved between machines
unless you use a cartridge system. So an
important question to ask is 'Do I want
this machine to be a dedicated word-
processor?' Some packages, like Typesetter!
from Sherston Software, allow you to pre
pare the micros on which you are going to
operate the software using a master start
up disc. The work discs may be freely
copied within the school and used on as
many machines as necessary. In this way,
one package can be used in several loca
tions at the same time. Other tools are

sometimes available in network versions,
or site licences are available.

Equipped with a suite of inter-related
tools, the IT co-ordinator can now look
more specifically at cross-curricular work.
The Government's programme is aimed at
breaking away from the closed-door
approach to education - each subject
taught in isolation without any relation to
eachother. Many people see the primary
school topic-based approach as a useful
model for change but others find this
teaching scheme as too restrictive. For
some the communications between the

subject areas remain too artificial. For these
reasons consultation and co-operation be
tween school departments is essential. Be
ginning that co-operation requires an
understanding of the personalities involved
- there are no fixed guidelines! The IT
co-ordinator will have to prove that every
day use of the computer for cross-
curricular integration enables tasks and
topics to be dealt with more effectively,
more dynamically and in a fashion that is
educationally justifiable. It is important
that any new teaching style deals with the
needs of the child and the syllabus.

Unless you can work effectively with the
human resources at your disposal then it's
not worth trying yet - you won't get a
second chance with that set of staff.

Although the IT co-ordinator can suggest
ways forward, it always will be the indi-
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EDUCATION

KEY QUESTIONS

• Which areas of the school will benefit

most by the introduction of new tech
nology immediately?
• Who are the key teachers with an
enthusiasm for information technology
who can transmit that to others?

• What is the best method of equipment
distribution? A computer room? A
school network system? A stand-alone
machine for every classroom?
• What facilities will be needed for

administering the micros?
• How will the software buying policy
be decided, and by whom?
• What changes are likely to take place
in the curriculum, teaching methods,
classroom or school organisation il a
cross-curricular approach is adopted?
• How sure are all staff concerned that

the use of micros will enhance their own

work, the pupils' experience or the prac
tical results of their efforts?

• What is the best way to ensure the
co-operation of all staff?
• Will a computer in the staff room
encourage wider use?
• Is sufficient technical support available
for the execution and maintenance of the
computing plan?
• Will the school continuously evaluate
the use of IT across the curriculum?
How will it be monitored? By whom?
Using what criteria?
• What results will be judged a success?

•^11 !•

n

vidual teacher who must make his or her

own microelectronic salvation! The new

ESG trainers will be briefed with the latest

information on software and hardware, and
it will be the task of the trainees in schools

to extract as much as they can during the
short periods the trainers will be able to
devote to individual teachers.

The actual planning of an IT policy for a
school will, of course, come down to
decisions and compromises made by the IT
co-ordinator and the head and their de

puties. It is not possible to have fixed
policy that can fit into all schools. The best
way to help is to suggest certain key
questions which need to be asked if the
right decisions are to be made. Although
the list in the box on the left is not

comprehensive it provides a starting point
for discussion.

There are many more questions which
arise either as a result of the questions or
independently. The answers will not be
the same in any two schools. Each plan
will have to be tailor-made and it will
need the careful use of every facility that is
made available by any organisation that
you can contact. Software companies,
advisers, other staff, INSET courses, com
puterclubs and even the pupils themselves
are sources of information which must be
tapped to make your school IT scheme as
effective as it can be.

The Microtechnology Report is an MEP-
sponsored document by Nick Evans. It is
available from Resource, Exeter Road,
Doncaster DN2 4PY, price £4.95.
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PRESENTTHE INCREDIBLE

EPSON GQ-3500
LASER PRINTER

GEORGE HOUSE, 50SPRING GROVE, LOUGHTON ESSEX IGIO 4QD

An advertisement cannot begin to dojustice to this superb
machine. Sendan A4/foolscap s.a.e. for our FREE FACT PACK
and sample prints.

with our introductory offer
(strictly limited)

YOU GET:
GQ-3500 printer + parallel cable
+ form design program +
+ LaserJet + Identity Card.

PACKAGE VALUE: £1948.80
0OR PRICE: £1498.80

(Free delivery)

* the ultimate for desk top publishing
* compatible with Epson dot matrix printdrivers
* prints mixed text andgraphics - print form 9 contents in

one pass

* fast - up to six A4pages per minute
* quiet- no impact noise
* 640KB RAM - programmable - 192KB ROM
it 22 character fonts available
* identity cards available for: LaserJet+ and Diablo 630
* new powerful EpsonVector Graphics codes are a

superset of the Esc-P codes for dot matrix- destined to
become the new industry standard

* idealfor business, schoolor home use - start your own
print business

FULL DEALER SUPPORT
tsuitable for BBC B/B+/Master/Compact

please add V.A.T. to all prices

Price List — Education

Whittle Systems
For APPROVED

YOUR NIMBUS PC [§JcUMAMA distributor
Expansion

HARDWARE

CSR200 5.25" DSDD External floppy drive forNimbus £124.00

CRM20 20 Megabyte external Winchester forNimbus PC £575.00

CRM30 30Megabyte external Winchester forNimbus PC £599.00

CRM40H 40Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £899.00

CRM60H 60Megabyte, high speed external Winchester £1095.00

DTI MODEM CABLE to Nimbus aux port £9.95

8 BIT PARALLEL PRINTER CABLE £19.95

SOFTWARE

NIMBUS VIEWDATA Complete local Viewdata package £95.00
(includeiNVD-EOITOR, NVD-DISPLAY.NVDTUrOK, Modemcable)

TRAPDOOR Theultimate debugging aid £49.95
fatso mailableJor IBM PC. APRICOTPC. XI. XI V)

ZEM Z80CP/M Emulator £49.95

CP/M 80 Programmer's Guide by Morreii &whittle... £8.95

Network prices of software

Up to 8 stations (« 3 * standalone price
Up lo 16stations 8 4 " standalone price
Up to 24 Uatlonl (>i 5 • standalone price
UptoU stations etbx standalone price Allprices exclude P &P and Val.
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9, Herschel Crescent, Tdows™**
Littlemore, Oxford 0X4 3TS

IS YOUR COMPUTER S X OK "p — "fcz-y

RIVERSIDE SySTEIIIS ltd
THE

NA ME

IN

COMJJ U TER

RET*A I RS

ACORN APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE

MONITORS

WORKSHOP

REPAIR

ELECTRON

ECONET

PRINTERS

on-sit'e"
SERVICE

MASTER

D . DR I VES

O MONTHS

GUARANTEE

CONTRACT MAINTENANCE AVAILABLE TO
COMMERCIAL AND EDUCATIONAL DEPTS'

RIVERSIDE SYSTEMS LTD

UNIT 15 . RIVERSIDE WORKSHOPS

SS PARK ST . LONDON SE1 • » /\ Ii

^hiM 01-407-248
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TEACHING OR LEARNING CDT ?

Want a C.A.D. package specifically designed for educational use?

For BBC B, B+ and Master, with disc drive and colour monitor. Package includes a 40 or 80 T Disc, a
Teachers' Guide, Pupils' design sheet and a function key strip. 3-D CAD is easy to use and suitable
for secondary school pupils in foundation or examination
groups.

3-D CAD was written by a teacher, trialled in schools and designed for the typical situation of one
computer shared between 15 or so pupils. The Teachers' Guide includes suggested design and
follow-up activities.

Designs are initially sketched on the specially prepared design sheets, away from the computer.
When saved designs are automatically included in the Main Menu fordisplay or alteration. Adisc can
store 24 designs at any one time.

Design any object based on straight lines, from simple 3-D letters to buildings or other artifacts.
Display wireframe views in orthographic (1st or 3rd angle), isometric, oblique, planometric or true
perspective projections. Manipulate the perspective viewdirectly using the function keys.

B

Create a solid of rotation from a simple section, a
prism from an end view or a mirror image when
designing a symmetrical object.

Two fully proportional screen dumps (small/fast and
large/slower) are included for Espon compatible dot
matrix printers.

PAEAN systems
Hollesley House, Hollesley, Woodbridge,
Suffolk IP12 3RH. Tel (0394) 411250

Hdrderform
Please send - copies of 3-D CAD
@ E19.95 each inc. State 40/80TQ
Please send a copy of your software
catalogue (tick ifrequired)

NAME

ADDRESS

Please return the form with cheque
to PAEAN Systems

A Unique Aid for
Science Students

NUCLIDES
DATA BASE
Teachers'Booklet

The Nuclides Data Base, a new computer package available from the U.K.
Atomic Energy Authority, enables science students to explore some ofthe
concepts at the heart of nuclear physics.

Thisunique educational aid has a large and rapidly accessible store
ofinvaluable informationon such topics as half life, binding energy and
nuclear radius,

Designed by science teachers primarily for use by students in the 16-18 age
group, the program should also be helpful in nuclear physics introductorycourses
at tertiary level.

Disk versions ofthe program are available for the BBC (including BBC Master 128)
RM 480Z and RM Nimbusmicrocomputers. All versions are network compatible.

The package, which includes booklets for teacher and student, costs £12.50
inclusive of VAT and postage.

7b obtain further information and an
order formplease use the coupon below.

Purchasers will receive
a FREE copy of

anA0size(841x 1189mm)
chart ofthe nuclides.

To: U.K. Atomic Energy Authority, Room 119. 11 Charles II Street. London SW1Y <!QP
Please send me informationand an order form for the Nuclides DataBase

Name

Institution

Address .
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ATOMIC ENERGY AUTHORITY

EDUCATION SERVICE
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EDUCATION

THE NETWORK PAGE
Just how useful are courses on network management?

Plus details of a DIN lead testing device

Conferences and courses on network man

agement are becoming more and more
common, and can be very valuable sources
of information and advice. This month the

Network Page looks at one such confer
ence to assess just how useful they can be.
In addition, Chris Dawkins of Felstead
School has designed a device for testing
cables, and we describe it here. A school
science department should be able to put it
together easily.

Manager's course
At the beginning of July, I took part in a
course for Econet network managers orga
nised by SJUG - the SJ Users Group - at
Wellington College in Berkshire. There
were three talks interspersed with work
shop sessions where delegates could discuss
their problems and try out some of the
ideas discussed in the talks. The assembled
expertise included Andrew Gordon of SJ
Research, the author of their file server
software. Several people had brought their
file servers along and could illustrate their
own file server structures, and some were
able to solve any problems they had ex
perienced then and there!

A lot of the discussion was specific to
the SJ file server, which has a wider range
of facilities than the Acorn level 3 version.

Directory structure
The first talk dealt with the network direc

tory structure, the maintenance of the
password file using the Editpass program,
the operation of the library, and the space
accounting system employed by SJ. This
allocates a range of space accounts to each
user and each is allocated,or credited, some
space. Each directory within theroot isalso
allocated to an account. In the simplest
arrangement, each user has a unique
account number, and his or her root direc
tory will be allocated to the same number.
The user will be able to save files in his or

her directory, which will be subtracted or
debited from the space allocated to the
account. The file server manager can there
fore control how much space each indi
vidual user has available. This system is
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Circuit diagram (figure1) and construction plan (figure 2) for the DIN lead tester
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similar to the Acorn arrangement, where
the utilities RDFREE and SETFREE con
trol thespace available.

The SJ system, however, is much more
flexible. Suppose the network manager
wishes users to be able to use a program
which creates and uses a separate file of
data. Clearly full access isneeded to thedata
file, but the program itself should not be
alterable by the user. The solution is to
place the program in the same directory as
the data file, one which the user owns, but
to allocate the program to an account
number which the user does not own and

give the program public access. Theaccount
any individual program is allocated to can
be changed with the ::'ACCOUNT <prog-
name> <newaccount> command, eg,
''ACCOUNT PROG 142. The userissuing
this command has to own both the existing
and the new account number - so it's best

done bySYST.
Infact the situation is even more compli

cated. As well as its main account number-

the one to which its space requirement is
debited - each file also has an auxiliary
account number. Thiscan bedisplayed with
'•INFO, and it appears as the final item,
enclosed in brackets.

The auxilliary account number can beset
to an account owned by a different user,
who will then have ownership rights over
the file. Again the *ACCOUNT command
can be used. The auxilliary account is
normally zero. That's why the SYST user,
who owns account 0, normally has owner
ship rights to all files.

Printers on the net
Many commercial Basic programs useVDU
2 and VDU 3 to switch the printer on and
off repeatedly. On the network, however,
this can produce disastrous results. These
VDU codes are used to mark the beginning
and end of a complete print job, and the
network printer prints the contents of the
banner file (the header identifying the user
who asked for the printout) each and every
time they are used. If the banner file
includes a page eject, you get through an
awful lotofpaper.

One commercial program I recently con
verted to run on the network employed a
machine code screen dump which sent
VDU 2 and VDU 3 around every single
byte sent to the printer. Graphics dumps
turned out to bearound 400k long! There is
a solution to this problem: ::'FX3 switches
the output stream like a set of railway
points - so ::'FX3,0 allows output to both
screen and printer, ::"FX3,4 outputs to the
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screen but not theprinter,and::'FX3,10 uses
just the printer. You should still use VDU 2
before printing anything and VDU 3 after
printing everything.

On Acorn and SJ FDFS file servers there
can still be problems, as after VDU 2 the
network printer cannot be used by anyone
else until a VDU 3 is sent. Worse still, once
you've used VDU 2, the printer server can
time-out if you leave it idle for too long

HOW DOYOU DOIT?

The Network Page would like to give
network managers the chance to tell us
how they use their Econet networks. Is
your network used just for computer
studies or IT teaching? Do you use it to
support the teaching of other subjects?
What software do you use? Do you run
your network in an unusual or original
way? Please write in to the Network
Page, Acorn User, Redwood Publishing
Ltd, 20-26 Brunswick Place, London Nl
6DJ. Any good ideas will be passed on in
a future issue.

DIN LEAD TESTER

This circuit allows you to test the DIN
leads used to connect a computer to the
Econet network. It is easy to build; the
circuit diagram is shown in figure 1 and
construction details in figure 2. To use
the unit, plug the ends of the lead to be
tested into the DIN sockets on the box.

Then push each of the five buttons in
turn. Each corresponding light emitting
diode (LED) should light, indicating that
the conductor in the lead is continuous

and the plug connections are good. If the
LED does not light then the lead has a
break in it. If more than one LED shines

at the same time, or the wrong LED
glows, then two or more conductors are
shorting together. The unit does not need
an on/off switch, and the battery should
last for a very long time. It is quick and
easy to test any suspect lead, and it is also
convenient to test all network leads reg
ularly as preventative maintenance.

before sending VDU 3. The printer server
moves on to deal with someone else, while
your micro still believes it can print things.
Usually you have to press Escape or Break
to recover from this. These problems can be
cured by modifying the program to sendthe
output to a spool file, which can beprinted
out in onego later. Thisisdoneby inserting
::SPOOL POUTFILE before the output

starts, and ::SPOOL POUTFILE before the
output starts, and ::*SPOOL when it has
finished. The VDU 2 and VDU 3 com

mands should be removed. The file can be

printed laterlike this:
VDU 2

* PRINT POUTFILE

VDU 3

If :;"PRINT isn't available on your machine,
use ::'TYPE or ::'EXEC. This was discussed

fully in Hintsand Tips, AUOctober 1987.
Alastair Shimmin of Wellington College

discussed the problems of doing graphics
dumps over the network. The original
NFS3.34 network chip contains a bug
which prevents you from sending graphics
dumps to the printer server. There arethree
solutions. Upgrade to an Acorn ANFS or
DNFS chip, or an Oundle Extended Net
work Filing System chip. The ENFS or
ANFS chips speed up using datafiles with
BPUT and BGET. Alternatively, ::VIEW
the screen you wish to dump on a machine
fitted with a local printer and graphics
dump ROM, and dump it there. Alastair
has developed a printer server program
which is run on station 235 using the
Printmaster ROM (the main SJ printer
server is on 254). Using this program any
user can type ::"NDUMP and the screen is
automatically dumped on the printer con
nected to station 235. Another command,
::'GDUMP, enables text to be sent to station
235 to invoke Printmaster commands as if

theyhad been typed at thatmachine.
The final talk dealt with a variety of

topics including network security, using
sideways RAM and converting existing disc
and tape software to run on the network.
The conference was interesting and hope
fully it will be repeated next year.

A future Network Page will include
details of how the new Archimedes machine

behaves on the network, in particular its
compatibility with existing network
machines and software. Until then, please
send in your comments so that good ideas
can be shared with others!

Notes on the SJUG conference proceed
ings are available from SJUG, Micro-
technology Centre, Wellington College,
Crowthome, Berks RG11 7PU. Price £1.50
(members) £2.00 (non-members). These in
clude several Basic routines.

Oundle ENFS; further detailsfrom Robin
Newman, Microelectronics Centre, Blackpot
Lane, Oundle, Peterborough PE8 4AT Tel:
(0832) 73884.

The circuit for the test equipment was
developed by Chris Dawkins, working at
Fclstead School.
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CHART
CHALLENGE

6 more ways to test your knowledge of the Pop
Charts from 1952 to 1986

£9.95

Available for all disk versions of BBC Micro and Electron.
Please state 40 track, 80 track or ADFS and 31/2" or 5W disc.

86Glenmore, Clayton-le-woods,
Chorley, Lancashire PR6 7TB

contex
Archimedes is a trademark of Acorn Computers Ltd

BANK MANAGER fordisc systems only
The most advanced and versatile personal bank account management program available forall
BBC computers. Consistently acclaimed!

"dataentryis a delight.. professional. . excellentproduct"
Micro UserApril86

Entercheques and receipts.Standingorders any frequency. Automatic date sequencing.
Reconcile statements. Search, amend and delete. Unreconcile. Move forwards or backwards.
Analyse expenditure. Forward cashflow forecast. Upto36simultaneous 'bankaccounts' online
simltaneously, inter-account transfers. 9999standing orders.99analysiscategories.12actual
and 12budgetsper category,over4,000postingsonan 80tkdisc. Reports toscreen or printer.
Graphics.Foreigncurrencysupport.Password. Filerecovery.Autoexec file. Fieldediting.
Itemised look ahead. Programmable report writer.

Standard Bank Manager for the BBC B, + E17.50

BANK MANAGER MASTER for disc systems only
Version 2now available. Includes all ofthe facilities of the Standard Bank Manaqer plus ADFS
file system support, shadowscreens, usessideways RAM, 40or80column screen reports
improved graphics, m/cwindows, function keysupportandonscreenlabels,additional
functionsadded to the already extensive report facilities.

Bank ManagerMaster forthe MASTERand MASTER COMPACT£22.50
Bank Manager for theARCHIMEDES (all models) £25.00. Phone torupgrade prices.

BANK MANAGER BUSINESS UTILITIES for discsystems only
mioMfmi0^* also use lhe BANK MANAGER to control the business accounts the
BUblNESS UTILITIES adddouble entry trial balance andprogrammablespreadsheet analysis
reports. Generated Irom cheque andcashtransactions keyed into BANK MANAGER Justpass
the reportstoyouraccountant! Available for allBank Manager versions,state which.

TYPINGTUTOR Bank Manager Business Utility Pack 1£12.00
Quickly learn totouch type. Over90smoothly graded lessons graduate you from thebasic home
Keys tocomplet keyboard mastery. Unique word scanlino checking. Target WPM and
percentagecorrect. You may revise thetargets orlessonsas required. Audio keyclick for
positive keydepression. Establish a typing rhythm usingtheautomatic metronome. Freeformat
option. Disc version includes several enhancementseg.onscreenkeyboard, exactmode on
screen parameters. Recommended.

Cassette £12.50, Disc for BBC B, B+, Master and Compact £12.50
Disc forArchimedes(allmodels) £15.00

ALL PRICES FULLY INCLUSIVE. FREE POSTAGEWITHIN UK
Enquiries and Access Creditcard orders telephone 023 03 347

CONTEXCOMPUTING15 Woodlands Close, Cople,
Bedford MK443UE

Please rush me oncassette'disc

Dtotk rj80tk D3.5" rj5V.i
Ihavea BBC: rjB DB+ Master Compact. •Archimedes
Enclosed £ ordebit my Accesscard no
Name

.Address jd
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WE MUST BE MAD
To Sell At Prices This Low

DISKS
Unbranded superior quality disks, all covered
by our No Quibble Guarantee. All disks are
supplied with labels, 51/4 are also supplied with
write protect tabs sleeves and hub rings.

10 25 50 100 250 500

5Va" DSDD 48TPI
5VV' DSQD 96TPI
3'/2" DSDD 135TPI

6.50 10.50 19.50 37.50 89.50 177.00
7.00 11.00 21.50 41.50 100.50 199.50
14.50 33.00 63.00 105.00 259.00 515.00

PLASTIC LIBRARY CASES

To Hold 10 x 5V4" Disks - 1.30
To Hold 10 x 3V2" Disks - 1.50

"Have Locking Lids & Two Keys

E.P. LASER CARTRIDGES

NEW 92.00 Megatone Recharge 57.50

Phone for Prices on 'OPUS' Branded Disks and Tapes.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND DELIVERY (UK ONLY)

Government, Educational And Company Orders Welcome

&mmpme&e
COMPUTER HARDWARE LTD
IMPERIAL COURT - STATION PARADE

VIRGINIA WATER - SURREY - GU25 4DH
Tel: 09904 2877 - Tlx: 846224/LASERV - Fax: 09904 4562

To Hold 50 x 51/»" Disks - 10.00*
To Hold 90 x 3V2" Disks - 11.00*

SCIENTIFIC WORD PROCESSING

Developed at Edinburgh University, VUE-SCIENTIFIC
is the first scientific word processing package for the
BBC micro.
A promotional pack including Demo Disc and example
print-outs of both Letter Quality and draft quality is
available at £4.75. We offer two versions of the
software.

LQ version including 2 Eproms and user manual.

£49.95
Draft Quality version including 1 EPROM and user
manual.

£37.50
SPECIAL APPLICATIONS DIVISION (AU12)

Intelligent Machines Ltd,
66 Browning Road,
Bushwood Estate,
London E11 3AR

Phone 01-989 5807
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to NIDDUAL LEV

I L L II S T R A T 0 R
fl versat i1e graphi cs package desi gned t o coropl ewent t he hi gh
qual i t y of t he Ni dd Ual 1 ey Mouse. Vou can produce graphi cs and
text like these using j ust ILLUSTRATOR and DIGIMOUSE.

IjitoT Functions Curves Re9ulor I

DESIGN YOUR OUN ICONS
PATTERNS AHD BRUSHES
The software not only has
an extensive library of
desi gns, but you can al so
create and edit your own
to save and reload later.

SPECIAL EFFECTS

FLIP X or V, ROTATE through
98,180 or 270°, and using
t he HOLD opt i on, shapes can
be repeatedly drawn whilst
rot at l ng.. creat i ng hundreds
of design possibilities.

HIGH QUALITY PRINTOUT

The high resolution Epson Print Dump
gives you a choice of A sizes and 2
densities in crisp Monochrome.
UYSIUVG ! Uhat you see on t he
screen is what you get at
t he pri nt er - no 1 oss
of detail and no
distortion. This very
powerful print option
is designed to allow
illust rat i ons t o be
i ncorporat ed wi t h
word Processor text.

AND THERE'S MOREL-

SPRAY and FILL <line & flood
Easu to use CUT and PASTE utility,
plus GRAB and CUT from saved screens
redrawn at a size of your choosing.
R GRIDLOCK option, allows you to place
desi gns on ah 1 nvi si bl e gn d.
And its DISC BASED ! ! ! HO ROM's to fit.

Onlyi

M PULL DOUN UINDOUS

Drawing functions and
utilities are selected
from 8 pull down and A
popup windows. These are
obtained from two main
menu and two file ICOHS.

• DRAWING OPTIONS

Every possible drawing
opt i on has been provi ded
i ncl udi ng LI NE. NULTI LI NE,
RAY, CI RCLE, ELI PSE, SECTOR,
CUROe. and POLYGONS. These
can all be rubber banded
or enl arged/reduced.
Shapes may also be drawn
inverse or filled, with or

wi t hout out 1 i ne. TEXT can be enc ered i n
a choice of 2 styles and 3 sizes, plus
you can design your own FONTS with the
powerful ICON designer utility,

M ZOOM and PIXEL EDITOR

Using the superb full screen zoom and
scroll feature allows you to make fine

detail corrections and designs one pixel
at a t i me. The current pi xel area i s shown

in an actual size , off screen, window
Using this feature in corn unction with the

ICON and GRIDLOCK enables icons, fonts and
speci al shape desi gns t o be generat ed qui ckl y

wi th little or no graphi cs experi ence.

£49.90
conplet e wit h mouse

ILLUSTRATOR

NIDD UOLLEY

is packaged with the

DIGIHOUSE for the

BBC MICRO

A GREAT HATCH

GRAPHIC SOFTUARE for CREATINE DESIGNERS.

THE NIDD VALLEY MOUSE

This high quality, British mouse features a unique LINEAR LOCK which allows you to draw
perfectly straight lines freehand, independently of the software.

The non-slip ball is held firmly in place and keeps in constant contact with your work surface
The mouse uses optical electronics, precision engineered to exacting standards.

Designed for comfort and long periods of effortless use, with an exceptionally smooth and
accurate control.

ILLUSTRATOR & DIGIMOUSE
BBC 40 uack DFS

ILLUSTRATOR software only
BBC 40 track DFS

£49.90 incl. VAT

£19.90 incl. VAT

ARTROOM/ACE SOFTWARE

Well-reviewed graphics design package from Clares, supplied on disc, with DIGIMOUSE, for the
MASTER or COMPACT. Includes an extensive library of symbols, borders and pictures, zoom for
detailed editing, reserve screen, selection of proportional fonts, and the full range of drawing
options.

High resolution graphics and excellent print out quality. Supplied complete with 'ACE' Artroom
Colour Extension.

ARTROOM/ACE & DIGIMOUSE
Master 128, 80 track ADFS
Compact Vh" disc

DIGIMOUSE only
BBC or Compact £34.90 incl. VAT

WHEN ORDERING PLEASE STATE WHICH MODEL COMPUTER

£64.90 incl. VAT
£68.90 incl. VAT

HOW TO ORDER
By cheque, ACCESS or VISA, or official Educational order, direct
irom Nidd Valley. PLEASE STATE FOR WHICH MODEL COMPUTER.
All prices include VAT and P&P. 12 months guarantee, Allow 14
days for delivery.
Overseas - VAT element covers additional postage costs.

INlIDD VALLEY MICRO PRODUCTSLTO
Dept AU 12 87
FREEPOST, Wetherby, West Yorkshire LS23 7YP, England.
Telephone: 0937 844661 Telex: 57453 MYSEC G
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HCCi
Telephone: (091) 487 0760

HCCS PRODUCTS

VIDEO DIGITISER £99.00

Coming with ROM & DISC s'ware. Facilities

include image grab, outlining, smoothing,
window manipulation, distance & area

measurement, charting of relative eight grey

scale quantities. Accept most video signals.
Pull down menu system.

W-A- E

?
HCCS ASSOCIATES LIMITED
575-583 Durham Road, Engine Lane, Low Fell
Gateshead, Tyne and Wear NE9 5JJ

ARCHIMEDES
SPECIAL OFFER
CHRISTMAS IDEA

11 x 941/2 White 80GSM fanfold with
micro perfs. Printed one colour for lett
erheads, invoices, statements etc.
Copy to be supplied.

1000 SHEETS £30.00

2000 SHEETS £40.00

2, 3 + 4 colour printing available.
Prices on request

Arch 305 799.00
Arch 305 mono 849.00
Arch 305 colour system 999.00
Arch 310 875.00
Arch 310 mono system 925.00
Arch 310 colour system 1075.00
Arch 410 1399.00
Arch 410 mono system 1499.00
Arch 410 colour system 1599.00
Arch 440 2299.00
Arch 440 mono system 2349.00
Arch 440 colour system 2499.00

MASTER
Master 128 395.00
Master 128 turbo 493.00
512 upgrade 195.00

H
0

n
X

tnu

o-goU
C O 3—
ra C"D c
>-<= O.b

VOICE RECOGNITION SYSTEM £299.00

Utilising state of the art NEC chip set.
Teaching mode, 128 word capacity. Down
load from disc any number of 128 word

sets. Can be used instead of keyboard after
teaching. Almost 100% recognition rate.
The up and coming input melhod

FORTH ROM £15.00

LOGO FORTH ROM £18.00

XCAL (programmedlearning tool) £18.00
PASCAL-T £18.00

HCCS DISKETTES
Supplied in plastic library

boxes in tens.

51/4 DS/DD 96TPI 10 @ £16.00
31/2 DS/DD 10 @£16.00

RIBBONS
Acorn AP80 4.50

Acorn AP100 4.50

Epson Fx, Mx, Rx 80/85 4.80
Epson Fx, Mx, Rx, 100/105 6.00
Epson Lx80/86 4.50
Juki 5510 4.80

Juki 6100 5.00
Printer ribbons available for any

known printer. Prices on request.

COMPACT
TV entry system 363.00
Monochrome system 399.00
Colour system 549.00

SCIENTIFIC
Cambridge Workstation 3450.00
32016 second processor 999.00
X-25 Galaxy 2175.00

Enquire for Quality Discounts

i

C

All prices are exiusive of V.A.T. All items are subject to availability. All prices are subject to change
without notice. Price and stock status available on request. Official orders welcome. Carriage free.

IMIIICIRIO FAST REPAIRS FOR THE
BBC MICRO BY
THE ACORN APPROVED
SERVICE CENTRE

191 FRESTON ROAD, LONDON W10 6TH

• Repair centreforBBC, B.B+ Electron, discdrivesetc.
• We have been Acorn service specialists for 3years and are justifiably recognised as

expertsinthisfield.
• BBC micro repairs: average cost£15-£20.
• Complete discdrivecalibration: £15/drive
• Upgrades: Disc-£65 inc. installation.

Econet-£65inc. installation.
• Other upgrades carried outas required.
• All repairs fully guaranteed.
• Insured return carriage ifrequired.
• Extended warranties available onmost equipment.
• Low prices forMitsubishi disc drives andAcorn peripherals.
• Acorn authorised Econet support centre. Expert installations and trouble-shooting.
• Express service by prior arrangement.
• Opening hours: Normally Mon. Tue 9.30am-6pm, Wed-Fri 10am-4.30. but phone first.

RING 01 -968 9214 AND ASK FOR REG ELWOOD
M82A

COMPUTER
REPAIR SERVICE

BBC AMSTRAD COMMODORE SPECTRUM
• Amstrad. Acorn and Brother authorised service centresAmstrad, Acorn and Brother authorised service centres
• All repairs fully guaranteed
• Fixed low prices or free estimates
• Repairs returned within 48 hrs
• Trade enquiries also welcome

CONTACT ELAINE EDGAR AT:

BLUE CHIP COMPUTERS LIMITED
p™s 2 GLASGOW RD, CORSTORPHINE W*m
!—«' EDINBURGH EH12 8HL E*J

031-334 6058
178

ZVz" PANASONIC DISK DRIVES
Vi height ModelJU-363 1 megabyte low component Double Sided
DoubleDensity80 track disk driveswithShugart compatibleinterface
using 34 way IDC connector.
Please note:
'Data cable for BBC available
at £7.50 plus VAT

'Carriage £3 + VAT
'Quantity discounts of

at least 20% for 10 + off
*We still have a small

quantity of HITACHI
Model 305SX DSDD
40 track 3" drives
available at £24.95 + VAT + VAT

FOR FURTHER DETAILS SEND S.A.E. TO:
MATMOS Ltd., Unit 11, Lindlield Enterprise Park.
Lewes Road, LINDFIELD, West Sussex, RH16 2LX.
Tel. 0444-73830/0444-414484/0444-454377

Or Computer Appreciation, 111
Northgate, CANTERBURY, Kent
CT1 1BH. Tel. 0227-470512

Minimum of£150.00 trade in for any working
BBC Model Bagainst any of the products listed

below. (With Acorn DFS add £40.00)
Archimedes 300 series from
Acorn Master 128

Amstrad PC 1512 full range from
Amstrad PC 1640full range (inc software) from
Atari 520 STFM

Atari520 STFM+ Mono Monitor
Atari 1040 STF
Atari 1040 STF + mm.

£699.00
£395.00

£349.00
£499.00

£260.00
£346.96

£433.91

£433.91

Full range ofperipherals and software available for all theabove micros.
All theabove prices exclude VAT butinclude carriage.

Retail shop open 9.30am to5.30pm Monday-Saurday.

Portobello Trading Company phone 031657 2988
300-302 Portobello High Street, Edinburgh EH15 2ASE5 S



MASTER THE COMPACT
WITH THE

COMPACT COMPANION
YOU COULD SAVE AS MUCH AS £200 ON THE

PURCHASE OF AN EQUIVALENT MASTER 128 COLOUR SYSTEM!

THE COMPREHENSIVE INTERFACE
TO UPGRADE THE MASTER COMPACT

If you need more from your ACORN COM
PACT COMPUTER or you are a decision
maker considering the purchase of the
ACORN MASTER 128 for your organisa
tion, then look at the ECONOMIC advan
tages of using the ACORN COMPACT
COMPUTER with the COMPACT COM
PANION.

The COMPANION INTERFACE provides a COMPACT COMPUTER
with most of the extra facilities normally found on the MASTER 128

* User Port

* Analogue (Joystick) Port
* MH2 Bus

* ACORN 1770 DFS in ROM

* All connections Standard MASTER 128
* Full user control of the Interface Software

The interface bolts directly onto the end of the keyboard and simply adds
one inch to the keyboard length. Fitting takes two minutes.

PRICE £39.95 inc. VAT

Educational discounts available

Dealer enquiries welcome.

MERTEC COMPUTER PRODUCTS,
35/36 SINGLETON STREET,

SWANSEA SA1 3QN.
Tel: (0792) 467980.



AUTUMN SALE

PLEASE READ THIS
WHOLESALE PRICES TO

YOU THE USER
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BUY 5.25 DISKS

Plain label by leading manufacturers, i.e. R.P.S., Wabash etc.
25 SO 100 200 500

SS/SD 48TPI C10.00 £19.00 £35.00 £68.00 £164.00
SS/DD 48TPI £10.50 £20.00 £38.00 £74.00 £174.00
DS/DD 48TPI £11.00 £21.00 £40.00 £78.00 £190.00
DS/DD 96TPI £11.50 £22.00 £42.00 £82.00 £200.00

All above inc. envelopes, labels sets and hub rings
UK MADE Library cases bought with above only £0.95p EACH

Special Offer:
Buy 100 SS/DD 48TPI Disks without envelopes for

ONLY £33.00

3V2" DS/DD DISKS
Plain label. Made in Japan

10 20 50 100 200
£15.00 £26.00 £64.00 £110.50 £198.00

LOCKABLE DISC BOXES AND LIBRARY CASES
5%" 10Capacity REF. VIS 10Library Case
5'/-)" 50 Capacity REF. YU/DD50L
51/4" 100 Capacity REF. YU/DD100L
3V2" 10 Capacity REF. MCS 10
3VST 40 Capacity REF. YU/DD40L
3.5" 80 Capacity REF. YU/DD80

SPECIAL OFFERS

• EXCEPTIONAL VALUE *

25 5.25" DS-DD DISKS
PLUS

100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX
FOR ONLY £17.60

OR

50 5.25" DS-DD DISKS
PLUS

100 CAPACITY LOCKABLE DISK BOX

FOR ONLY £27.10

20 3V2" DS-DD DISKS
PLUS

40 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

FOR ONLY £29.50
OR

50 31/2" DS-DD DISKS
PLUS

80 CAPACITY LOCKABLE BOX

FOR ONLY £68.20

£ 1.30
£ 7.50
£10.00
£ 1.30
£ 8.50
£ 9.75

REMEMBER THE PRICES YOU SEE IS ALL
YOU PAY. THEY INCL. VAT & CARRIAGE

PRICES REFER TO UK ONLY

CHEQUE OR POSTAL ORDER TO:

Manor Court Supplies Ltd

1 DEPT. AU10 GLEN CELYN HOgSE, PENYBONT,
LLANDRINDOD WELLS, POWYS LD1 5SY

Telephone: 0597 87784/0597 87792

ORDERS ACCEPTED FROM EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT DEPTS.
^ DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

We advertised some months ago that our Harold
had broken 2000 on Snapper and that he was going
for 3000. Well he is still some 800 short of the target
- and he's not very pleased about it. If you visit our
shop to see our wide range of BBC hardware and
software, just don't mention anything about Snap
per. Look at our printers, keyboards and books by
all means, but remember, Harold keeps the ham
mer behind the counter!

NUMBER ONE IN BROMLEY

Dala /lore
6 Chatterton Road, Bromley, Kent. 460 8991

CONTRACT BRIDGE
BRIDGE-MENTOR II

VERSION 1.10

"One of the best serious games proqrams"
MICRO USER
'tfW&ttft ihevgloitering wet

bridge pleyereoJeT •hkxme clu» review
"en idem fetchingaUT acorn user

The internationally acclaimed system for the
COMPACT/MASTER/BBC/ELECTRON that can really
improveyourstandardof play"
PractJae your bidding: Partact
your card-play: Create your own
archive oflntaraating handa

WithhiQh resolution colour
graphics and sound,
BRIDGE-MENTOR II guides you,
step-by-step, through expertly
analysed hands. A host of features
including the spectacular
•AUTOPLAY* option.The package
now includes the famous
"Challenge" hands archive... in
total-over 60 testing hands to
improve yourgame... with
unlimitedscope formore III

Now with comprehensive
24 page on-line user guide E12.00'

forth*

BRIDGE-MENTOR IIVersion1.10 licensed copies available for all
MASTER/BBC/ELECTRON models with 32k 1 DFS/DDFS and MASTER
COMPACT/ELECTRON (64k «) with ADFS. Also tape-to-disc for other disc systems.

5.25" Disc (DFS/ADFS) £17.50
3.5" Disc (DFS/ADFS) £19.50
Tape-to-Disc E19.50

Please state 40/80 track and DFS where relevant

Cheques to:- MINIC BUSINESS SERVICES,
12 WOBURN CLOSE,
BUSHEY, HERTS VVD2 3XA.

, y
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DOUBLE
PHANTOM?

YES! This IS the program demonstrated on BBC TV's "Micro Live". The
Worlds first micro multi-user combat flight simulation is now available
direct from DOCTOR SOFT via our 'HOT LINE' FIRST CLASS MAIL

ORDER service.

DOUBLE PHANTOM is basically a TWO computer version of the highly
acclaimed PHANTOM COMBAT simulation. At least one BBC must have
a disc system. A hardware link (included) then links the machines which
become separate aircraft sharing the same airspace, each VISIBLE and

VULNERABLE to the othe'r!

DOUBLE PHANTOM has all the usual PHANTOM features including the
fastest and smoothest 3D colour graphics around (15fps). RAF Phantom
pilot Paul Courtnage's verdict: "Marvellous... quite the best micro flight

simulation I've ever seen ... Totally captivating!"

Phone: Mail Order Hot line 0903 776000 with VISA/ACCESS. Mail:
PO BOX 66, East Preston, West Sussex BN16 2TX. Most orders

despatched SAME DAY, FIRST CLASS, POST FREE.

DOUBLE PHANTOM (inc link)
LINK separately
PHANTOM COMBAT
PHANTOM COMBAT

747

747

747

747 Commodore 64
747 Commodore 64

BBC •

BBC

BBC •
Electron & BBC

BBC B only
BBC B only

Electron

747 Commodore 64(USA format)

disc 19.95

cable 9.95

disc 12.95

cass 9.95

disc 9.95
cass 8.95

cass 7.95

cass 12.95

disc 14.95

disc 14.95

(Overseas orders, equiv currency, add air mail at cost)
JOYSTICKS optional with all programs
BBC means all machines from 32k up
• SPECIFY DFS when ordering discs

£2 discount on multiple order

DOCTOR SOFT - THE FLIGHT SIMULATION
SPECIALIST

*-* A LOW COST DISC BASED

PROFESSIONAL

ACCOUNTING PROGRAM

For the BBC Computer

"Micro-Trader"

INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designedfor business use by a business man. "Micro-Trader" offers fullSales and
Purchase Ledger facilities including SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING
with a capacity of up to 1.000 accounts and 5,000 transactions per month.

Nominal Ledger features quick and easy entry of everyday transactions. Up to 6 Bank
Accounts, full V.A.T. facilities, Journal Posting. Full Reporting for individual accounts,
Audit Trail, Trial Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

"MICRO-STOCK"

Stock Control program, fully integrated with
"Micro-Trader". 4,000 Stock Items with user

defined Codes. Invoice and Credit Notes and

Cash Sales routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

£75.00 -+- V.A.T.

"EXTENDED PAYROLL"
Micro-Aid Full Feature Extended Payroll. For use
stand alone or integrated with "Micro-Trader".

£49.95 -1- V.A.T.

"MICRO-MAILER"

A Mailmerge program, fully
integrated with "Micro-Trader".

With a user Database.

TA rchimedes

PHONE TODAY FOR A FREE FACT SHEET

ttlEAOOU? COmPUTERS
11. LONDON STREET, WHITCHURCH. HAMPSHIRE. RG?8 7LH

Telephone: Whitchurch (0256) 892008

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

BBC MASTER

Master 128

Master Econet Terminal

Master Turbo upgrade
Master 512 upgrade
Master Econet Module

359.00

309.00

99.00

199.00

37.60

BBC MASTER COMPACT
&/i" DRIVE)

Master Compact Entry System
Master Compact Mono System
Master Compact Colour System
RS232 Upgrade Kit
3V2 to 5'/2 Ext Drive Lead

Compact Printer Lead

DISC DRIVES

5W Akhter 2 Year Warranty
MD400A D/S 40/80 no PSU

MD400B D/S 40/80 with PSU

MD802C Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU

MD802DM Dual D/S 40/80
with PSU in Plinth

3'/2" Akhter 2 Year Warranty
MD400F Single 400K no PSU
MD400G Single 400K with PSU
5lA" NEC 1 Year Warranty
DN400A D/S 40/80 no PSU
DN400B D/S 40/80 no PSU
DN802C Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU
DN802E Dual D/S 40/80 no PSU

MONITORS

1431 Microvitec Std Res Colour
1451 Microvitec Med Res Colour
7502 Phillips High Res Green
7522 Phillips High Res Amber
Zenith High Res Green Screen

299.00

349.00

499.00

27.50

12.50

10.00

109.00

121.00

209.00

254.00

98.00

108.00

99.00

116.00

192.00

209.00

164.00

199.00
67.00

74.00

69.00

PRINTERS (incl. Master Compact Lead)

Matrix

Citizen 120D 120cps 25NLQ 80Col
Star NLO lOOcps 25NLQ 80Col
Epson LX800 inc Tractor Unit
Citizen MSP 160cps 40NLQ 136Col
Star NX 120cps 30NLQ 136Col
Epson FX1000 inc Tractor 136Col
Daisywheel
Panasonic Kx P3131 17cps
Brother HR20 22cps
Laser

Citizen C110 Overture

HP Laserjet RS232

159.00

209.00

229.00

329.00

329.00

455.00

299.00

439.00

1799.00

2664.00

ALL PRICES EXCLUDING VAT

BEFORE YOU PLACE YOUR
NEXT ORDER, TALK TO US!

Rotherham
Computer

Centre
135 Wellgate Rotherham S60 2NN

Tel: 0709 369912
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Advanced BASIC for BBC B/B+/Master

Tubelink is proud to offer the most powerful version of BASIC
ever written for a 6502-based BBC micro. Advanced BASIC
(formerly Archie BASIC) is a new version of BASIC, for the BBC
micro models B/B+/Masterwith 6502 second processor or
Turbo, and is compatible with Acorn's new Archimedes BASIC .

Just look at some of the features it has to offer...
• Over 35 new keywords
• New program loop structures (CASE, WHILE, etc)
• Multi-line 'IF' statements

• New graphics commands (CIRCLE, ELLIPSE, etc)
• New error handling and TRACEdebugging modes
• Instant on-screen help on keywords and status
• New statements and functions

• Mouse support (new MOUSE keyword)
• New string handling features
• INSTALL and LIBRARY commands for procedures
• Extended assembler

• Includes Acorn's very latest 1987 Hi-BASIC

Advanced BASIC can even be used to run Archimedes
programs on your model B/B+/Master, or alternatively for writing
programs which could be run on an Archimedes micro.

Advanced BASIC is supplied on disc for loading intoa sideways
RAM system, or on 16k EPROM, together withcomprehensive
user guide and 1987 Hi-BASIC on disc under license from
Acorn. (To use extended graphicscommandson B/B+ requires
Acorn's GXR ROM. Mouse commands require suitable driver
ROM, eg. Chauffeuror AMX Super ROM). State make and
model of second processor in use. Full leafleton request.
£29.95 on 40/80 track disc • £34.95 on 16k EPROM

Unique offer: Advanced BASIC and PMS B2P 65C02 second
processor for just £115 - saving £15 on the normal RRP.
Includes Advanced BASIC, second processor, instruction
guides, and Tube Toolkit ROM. Add £5 ifAdvanced BASIC ROM
version required. (B2P is only suitable formodel B use.)
EXROM: The Extension ROM for B/B+/Master
Tubelink's EXROM effectively doubles the BBC micro's
operating system adding many useful utilities, and featuring
unique facilities ifused witha second processor...

• Extended Osbyte/Osword calls • Filing system utilities
• Sideways ROM save/load • UNPLUG/'INSERT ROMs
• Full 65C02 disassembler • Memory management tools
•Tube on/off commands • Extended Hi-BASIC system
• Memory transfer functions • Suitable for DFS/ADFS/Net

£14.95 on disc for sideways RAM • £18.95 on 16k EPROM
When ordering, please say which version of Hi-BASIC you have
UTILRAM: The Utility RAM for BBC B/B+/B+128
At last a full emulation of the Master's configuration and Real-
Time clock system is available formodel Band B+owners using
Tubelink's Utility RAM. Supplied on 40/80 track disc for instant
.loading into a sideways RAM system. Excellent valueat just
£14.95 (includes comprehensive user-guide)

• Choose start-up mode, drive speed, default language etc
• Set-up screen interlace and DFS/ADFSpreferences
• Extended Printer Buffer (upto 63k) and Epson screen dump
• Constantly updated Real-Time clock and calendar

Acorn's 1987 Hi-BASIC for B/B+/Master
Available under license fromAcorn, Tubelink are able to supply
the very latest version of Hi-BASIC which offers considerable
speed and accuracy improvements over the previous versions.
Compatible with 6502 second processor and Turbo co
processor, and supplied on 40/80 track disc for just £9.95.

UK Postage FREE on all items (Overseas please add £3).
FREE catalogue on request. Dealer enquiries welcome.
Access/Visa accepted. Phone 01-205 9393 (24hrs) for more info

Tubelink, PO Box 641 LONDON NW9 8TF
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MAD CHRISTMAS SALE
BUY WHILE STOCKS LAST

5.25" COMPUTER DISKS . BULK PACKED . TOP QUALITY
<JTY SS 48TPI S3 B6TP1 DS 48TPI DS 96TPI DS 48 C/R DS 96 C/R
10 (in • box) £6.96 £0.96 £6.95 £7,96 £8.96 £9.96
26 £10.90 £11.99 £11.90 £12.99 £14.99 £17.99
60 £19.99 £20.99 £20.99 £21.99 £27.99 £32.99
100 £36.99 £37.99 £37.99 £41.99 £45.99 £67.99
160 £62.99 £66.99 £66.99 £67.99 £63.99 £80.99
260 £86.99 £87.99 £07.99 £91.99 £103.99 £126.99

C/R - Coloured or Reversible dldu • reversible disks have two holaa and two
notchoa! The»o dlaka are packed with a protective jacket (envelope) and conve with a
full uwr sol. Including a label and a write protect tab. The dUka are manufactured

to top international etandarda and have a hub ring for added protection.

3.5" COMPUTER DISKS STORAGE BOXES

HULK PACKED wi h labels etc. THE BEST RANGE!

QTY SS I36TPI DS 136TPI Lockable Storage Ivoxoa from Centec
10 (in a box) £14.95 £16.96 3.00* Lockable-Holda 26 £7.99
26 £29.96 £36.96 3.00" Lockable-Holda 60 £9.96
50 £66.96 £62.96 3.60" likable-Holds 40 £7.99
100 £106.96 £119.95 3.50" Lockablo-Holda 90 £9.95
160 £149.96 :i69.95 5.26" Lockable-Holda 60 £7.99
250 £239.95 £269.96 5.26" Ixickablo-Holda 100 £9.95

50 5.25" DSDD96TPI Disks with lockable storage box £24.95
50 3.50" DSDD 135TPI Disks with lockable storage box £64.95
10 3.00" CF2 Disks for Amstrad etc £19.49

Please inquire for the best prices of listing paper

COMPUTER MONITORS - FULL RANGE STOCKED -
BEST PRICES

Philipa CM8833-Colour Monitor IRGB for Nimbua/DBC/Atari otc" £269.95
Philips CM8862-Colour RCB/rriVLinoar Inputa* £299.95
Philipi BM7602-High !'.<» Green Screen Monitor - Composite £79.95
Philipa BM7622-High Rea Amber Screen Monitor - Compoaile £69.96
Microvitec 1431-Standard Reaolution Colour Monitor* £179.96
Microvilec 1451-Modium Heaolution Colour Monitor* £229.96

• Cornea With Free Cable

REMEMBER • All monitor*are delivered free by Securicort No oxtra lo pay!

CENTEC ELECTRONIC SYSTEMS LTD
*v "• UNIT 3, THE METRO CENTRE

* " BRIDGEROAD, ORPINGTON, KENTBR5 2BE
TEL: (0689) 35353 (6 Lines) (24 hours)

Remember - all price* include VATand delivery!
There are no hidden extras to pay! g

The System utility
from KM Software Ltd

Due to the pending release of custom utility chips we are
reducing price of system to clear stocks.

Extra commands for BBC B & Master users, Master
features include CMOS editor, CHARSET to move the
character set into private ram, PVIEW private ram editor.

For the BBC B user it implements the MASTER rom
handlers (INSERT/UNPLUG etc), disabled roms stay off
even over a CTRL+BREAK.

Plus commands which can be used by both BBC B &
MASTER, GPACK (powerful screen packer), Very
powerful dissasembler (6502, 65C12, I/O, tube, lables
etc.), memory editors, Down loader creator, Bad Pro
gram recover, Mode designer. Tube editors, Formatter,
Verifier etc.

PRICE 22&30 £17.50

Also available KM'S Sound to Light converter, This chip
contains 10 different screens with an amazing 63 colours
and responds instantly to sound input to the cassette port.
Just play your favourite music and watch the colours and
patterns flow.

price t&m £10.00

Send orders to: KM Software Ltd., 39 Clos des Ormes,
Rue Verte, St. Lawrence, Jersey C.I. J
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Vine Micros Ltd - Special Christmas price cuts...Valid until 1st January 1988

For Tape to Disk Transfer... the REPLAY system can't be beaten.
Ever wanted to break free from the hassle of waiting for ages while tape programs load? If you have a disk drive then it's easy... just

, and you'll have installed a

buy REPLAY and
fincTthat it won't transfer more programs than your present tape to disk program then we'll refund your money in full! And if you don't
currently have such a program, then don't waste your money on anything else, but go straight to the top with REPLAY. REPLAY
works by 'freezing' the computer and dumping the whole 32k of memory onto disk, ready for reloading to the point where you saved it.

St
whili
Savi: ._

Extra Master version features : Saving from 32k to 128k of RAM (you specify how much); Completely invisible to other software
('clashes' are impossible); To date it will save ANYTHING loaded into the computer; Enables Master to B conversion kit to be fitted.
All REPLAY prices have been reduced for the Christinas period. And don't forget our guarantee!
BBC B and B+ versions of REPLAY now cost £28 all inclusive (was £35) Save £7! state your dfs type exactly.
Self contained REPLAY for Master computers now costs £35 all inclusive (was £41.95) Save £6.95!
REPLAY to fit on our ROMboard '3' for the Master now costs £27 all inclusive (was £36.95) Save £9.95!
>»» or Master REPLAY+ROMboard W for Master 128 all for only £39 all inclusive Save £17.90 ! <««

tandard REPLAY features include : Very fast saving and loading of programs (about 7 seconds); Saving of programs at any point (eg.
le playing a game); Screen dumping of games (printer dump routine needed); Program alterations such as infinite lives in games, etc. ;
ing of upto 22 files per disk (depending on DFS); Fully menu driven; Will even save some disk programs.

Master to B conversion kit (allows most BBC B tapes to run on the Master) £14.95 State Master REPLAY type, fitted

Goldstar disks
Packs of 10 x 5.25"

Goldstar Disks
S/sided D/density 48tpi
D/sided D/density 48tpi
D/sided Q/density 96tpi
NB. Add 15% VAT plus'

Boxed

Branded

1-9 10+
£6.50 £5.70
£7.00 £6.00
£9.00 £8.00

Unboxed
Unbranded

1-9 10-49 50+
£5.50
£6.10
£7.50 £5.50 £4.00

ROMboard '3' for Master 128, was £19.95, now £16
The first ROMboad ever to be produced for the Master computer,

and by far the most popular. Its ease of installation and use makes it
ideal for anyone who finds they need more ROM sockets in their
Master. At its new price, who can resist it? Simply deselect the
computer's built-in ROM software and plug in your own. Takes 3
ROMs including the Inter-series of ROMs by Computer Concepts.

ROMboard '4' for Master 128, was £29.95, now £25
This ROMboard allows up to 4 extra ROMs to be fitted inside the

computer, replacing either the cartridges .or the sideways RAM. The
board also includes a read/write proctect switch. Ideal for those users
who dislike cartidges but require extra ROM space, or for the school
environment where cartridges tend to disappear.

Write Protect Switch for Master 128, now £7.95
Again, Vine Micros were the first with their device to write-protect

either 2 or all 4 of the sideways RAM banks of the Master computer.

70p carriage per box. Call for bulk.

Printers, prices include VAT and carriage
Amstrad DMP2000, 80col 105cps, NLQ parallel i/f £162.00
Amstrad LQ3500, 80col 24pin 160cps, NLQ parallel
Citizen LSP100 80col 175cps, NLQ parallel iinterface
SBC TP180-9, 80col 180cps, NLQ parallel interface
Lead for BBC B, B+, Master only £9.20
MATRIX ROM Only £26 all inclusive (was £41.40)
ADDCOMM ROM Only £23 all inclusive (was £28)

£358.00
£232.00
£258.00

Vine Micros Ltd Special Christmas Prices.... Valid until 1st January 1988
Marshborough, Sandwich, Kent. CT13 0PG. Telephone 0304-812276/368968 ACCESS/VISA accepted

C&FASSOCIATES
QualityServiceat
Competitive Prices

Cats Disc Comp
ADDICTIVE

Footbal Manager 2.99
ALTERNATIVE

Crazy Erbert 1.99
Red Arrows 1.99

ASL

OmegaOrb 6.75 10.95
GrahamGooch 7.75 10.95

Thunderstruck 6.75 10.95
Thunderslruck2 6.75 10.95- -
Sphere 01 Destiny 6.75 10.95
PowerPack 7.75
BUBBLEBUS

Starquake 7.75 10.95
BUG-BYTE

Dunjunz 2.95 6.95
Plan 8 2.95
Bug-Byte Compendwrn - 6.95
CDS

Colossus Chess 4 7.75 12.95

Brian Ctough Football- 12.95 15.95
DATABASE

MiniOffiC82 12.45 14.95 1950

Mini Office 2 (Master 80T) - 1750

French on the Run 7.75

DESIGN PEOPLE

Sink the Bismark - 9.95

Tanks! - 10.95

Battleol Britain 7.75 10.95

DOtttRK

TrivialPursuit 12.95 1750

Living Daylights 7.75 10.95
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Cass Dfsc Comp
DR. SOFT

Phantom Combat 750 10.95

ELECTRIC DREAMS

Firetrack 7.75 12.95

ELITE

Paperboy 7.75 12.95
AifWOtf 750 12.95

FIREBIRD

Star Drifter 1.99

Sentinal 7.75 12.95

Cholo - 15.95

IMAGINE

Arkanoid 720

Konam's CoinOp.Hits 7.75
YieArKungFu2 7.20
Mikie 6.95

INCENTIVE

Graphic Adventure Creator 19.95 22.95
Ket Trilogy 7.75 10.95
LEISUREGENIUS

Scrabble 10.95 12.95

Monopoly 1055 12.95
LOGOTRON

XOR 7.75 10.95

XOR Designer - 12.95
LOTHLORIAN

Fteundheads - 10.95

MICRO-POWER

Micro-Power Magic 6.75 6.75
MiCTO-PowerMagic2 6.75 6.75
Imogen 7.20 7.75 10.95
MIRRORSOFT

Strike Force Harrier 750

Spitfire 40
ROBICO

The Hunt

Cass

7.75

795

Disc

10.95

10.95

10.95

10.95

10.95

19.95

10.95

4.95

4.95

14.95

10.95

10.95

6.95

10.95

10.95

10.95

6.75

10.95

10.95

10.95

10.95

Comp
10.95

Rick Hanson 795 _

Project Thesius 795 _

Myorem 795 _

Rick Hanson Trilogy ..18.95

....7.95

-

....2.95 ...

BeeHne ....2.95 _

Enthar7 _

SUPERIOR

Elixir 775 12.95

Play ItAgain Sam 7.75

....5.95

12.95

....7.75 1295

CrazyRider 775 1?<tf

....7.75 1295

Around the Worid ....5.95 7.75

Strykers Run 775 1295

Superior Collection 1
Superior Collection 2
Grand PrixConstruction.

7.75

7.75

775

12.95

12.95

12.95

Cass Disc Comp

Speech 750 1055 12.95
Repton 3 7.75 10.95 12.95
AcomsoftHits1 7.75 10.95 12.95
Acomsoft Hits2 7.75 1055 12.95

Elite 10.95 1255 1750
Revs 10.95 12.95 1750

TYNESOFT

Winter Olympiad 88 7.75 12.95
SpyVs.Spy 7.75 1255
Phantom 6.75 1055

Mousetrap 6.75 - 10.95
WinterOlympfcs 650 - 10.95
CTtbridge 6.75
JetSetWiry 650
JetSet Willy 2 650
TheBig KO 6.75
Future Shock 6.75

Goal 6.75

US GOLD

SpyHunter 7.75
Impossible Mission 7.20 12.95
CrystalCastJe 7.75 12.95
UnbelievableUltimate 7.75 • -

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AND POSTAGE & PACKING
(Overseas Ordersadd£1.00 perorderorAirmail £2.00 perItem)

Cheques/PO payable to:

C&FASSOCIATES pr-l
and send to *^ J

C& FASSOCIATES(MU) CRANFORD HOUSE,
WOOLSER Y, BIDEFORD, N. DEVON EX39 5QW

Telephone: (023 73) 619
Orders normally despatched within 24 hours of receipt but allow maximum ol 7 days

For our comprehensive range of BBC and Electron Programs Please send (or list
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BBC DUST COVERS
DIRECT FROM THE LEADING COVER MANUFACTURER

Tailored from the best quality ivory coloured nylon that has been
coated with polyurathane to which an anti-static inhibitor has been
added. These fabric covers are tastefully finished with brown piping
and have the model name hot foil printed over the keyboard. They
are washable and can be ironed with a cool iron.
BBCMASTER £495
BBC B/B+ £495
BBC COMPACT SET „......."...!"...."......!.£8.50

(Please state colour er green shade)

MATCHING COVERS FOR PRINTERS,
MONITORS AND DISC DRIVERS

A large range of covers for printers, monitors and disc drives are
available to match the computer covers.

PRINTER COVERS FROM £4 50
MONITORCOVERS FROM £495
DISC DRIVECOVERS FROM £3.00

If you have a specific requirement please do not hesitate to
contact us as we will be delighted to help
Prices Include VAT and First Class Postage. All our covers are
unconditionally guaranteed. Please make cheques out to:

BBD Computer Dustcovers
The Standish Centre emsmm

Cross Street Ej
Standish, Wigan

Trade inquiries welcome

TEL: 0257-422968 EX397

FAX: 0257 423909

COMPUTECK
Some Points of Interest

Abusiness has to make a profit to survive and you. thecustomer provide that profit to
keep that business trading Out of that profit comes lots of costs and usually a large
one is advertising We at Computeck keep ouradvertisements small and running costs
to a minimum, then wecan pass thesesavings onto you by way of discounts, as much
as 20% on some items

At presentwe have 800 plus itemson our lists of newand used hardware and software
We trade in software and hardware for new items So send a SAE today for our up to
the minute prices from anArchimedes toa Ram Chip we have it all - Minerva Systems,
Pace, Computer Concepts, AMS. Beebug, ACP, Taxan, Vine Micros, etc etc. We are
also registered Acorn Dealers.

Soif the above makes sense to you, buy from usand we will beable to pass on bigger
and bigger savings to you.

Due to large stocks - 10 tape based games E12.95 + £1.50 p&p.
Telephone 04574 65953 ACCESS and VISA accepted.

Computer:!; (Dept AU) : 2 Werneth Road : Glossop : Derbyshire : SK13 9LZ
WARNING! Anyone sending "pirated" sortwarc onan, media will be reported lo Ihesoltware house orauthor lorleoal

aclion toyIhem!

C Language for the BBC
Get experience with the rapidly expanding language of the future.
* Complete C environment, fully standard compiler,totallydisk based.

Full documentation. Includingcomprehensive C programmers
manual. Allyou need to master C.

• 64&32bitfloating pointvariables, 32,16&8 bitIntegers. All
preprocessorfunctions. Comprehensivesuiteof supportprograms.

' Full file based screen editor, packed with features(e.g.,move
sectionsoftext, programmable edit sequences).

' File based 6502assembler/linker. Including multiple Inputfiles, local
and global symbolic names etc.

ALSO FOR MASTER

Master/Model B, 40/80track DFS/ADFS - Specify
0»qu» welt. OfdW. £8S+VAT. P&P fr«M> In UK.

Oakford Farm

PraaacourtHta. SBSSLh
Tel: 0249 655980
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Dante's

INFERNO
a graphic adventure

for the BBC computer

2 x 40 track reversible 5.25" discs £14.95 incl. p&p
1 x 80 track double sided 3.5" disc £19.95 and vat

toVanadis Software, 37 Jeune St., Oxford OX41 BN

nM,COMPUTER SERVICING MJ

L

(establishedsince 1979)

WE REPAIR - ON THE PREMISES - QUICK TURNROUND

•b AMSTRAD PC AND OPUS PC
it BBC & ELECTRON (APPROVED SERVICE CENTRE)
•A- COMMODORE & SPECTRUM
* DISC DRIVES, PRINTERS, MONITORS
•fr HARDWARE HIRE - MINIMUM 10 DAYS

MAIL ORDERS by phone Access and Visa Accepted
A Range of Hardware, Software, Joysticks, Leads, Interfaces

Chips etc, and Computer Paper always in stock
CROYDON COMPUTER CENTRE

29 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH,
SURREY CR4 7 J J. Tel 01 -683 2646

THIS NOTICE WORTH £5

AGAINST ANY PURCHASE OF HARDWARE OR SOFTWARE OVER £50 ,
_ AA90 j

•SPECIAL OFFER
POLAROID PALETTE

FOR THE B.B.C. MICRO

System includes
Autoprocessor,
Cutter Mounter,
Sample Films.

The simple way to
instant 35mm
presentation
slides, prints
and overhead
transparencies.

Totake advantage of this limited period offer please send
your order to: Robin Cartwright Polaroid (U.K.) Ltd.,
Ashley Road, St. Albans, Hertfordshire AL1 5PR.

• Please debit my Polaroid Account No:

I I Cheque for full order value enclosed (£563.50 inc VAT)

• Please debit my Access Account No:
Barclaycard Account No:

Name Address

Signature

ELECTRIC PROCESSOR/ILLUMINATED CUTTER MOUNTER E50 EXTRA (+ VAT)

=Polaroid
PoUrcMJ narsg.U«SOllsOsmart o>PolsradCoroosO" CsmOndo. Mass.USA C.I.
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SOFTWARE Suitable for standard and Master Series Computers

Business CASHBOOK Double Entry bookkeeping inmemorylor clubs £13,75
CASHBOOK Double Entry random accessdisc bookkeeping lor clubs £22.95

*** ACCOUNT Double Entry random access bookkeeping withcreditcontrol,statements,
ledgers and analysis for business C34.45

• •NEW** ACCOUNT PLUS as above with data sort, auto statement generator, invoice, order
quotation etc. mail shotmerge etc £57.44
MICRO-TRADER Thecomplete BBC accountssystem. See demo disc £230.00
MICRO-STOCK 4000 items suitable lor use with Micro-Trader £86.25

*** RANDOM MAILING mail merge, 5 sorts, 1, 2, or 3 acrosslabels £34.45
*** EXTENDED PAYROLL "Impressivepackage- Micro User" 1,2, 4 weekly &monthly,

contracted in &out, 3 overtime, personnel file. 2 payslip lormats, plus, plus £57.44
• * • SPECIAL THREE STAR OFFER - ALL THREE STAR PROGRAMS £79.95
Genealogy FAMILY TREE 340/750 people 100/250 marriages. Ancestral, descendant &family

tracing with lull tree printout, sorted list. Review inFeb Issue £19.95
Statistics STATPACK thestatspackage forstudents, 30 results £13.75
ROMS CARETAKER utility "II you write BASIC you need it" £2990

PRINTMASTER utility "Beats the best!" £2990
• •NEW** INTER-BASE The latest ROM Irom Computer Concepts £49.95

INTER-CHART datadisplay "Quite clever - well very clever" £29.99
INTER-SHEET spreadsheet "Not bad! - it'sthebest" £44.99
INTER-WORD "The WISIWYG superwordprocessor I use &teach." £4700
SPELL-MASTER The fastest, largest spelling checker anywhere £4995
WORDWISE PLUS Programming facilities thatothershaven't got" £44.99
SYSTEM DELTA "The cleverer thanclever program language database" £62.95
SYSTEM DELTA extended programming language manual £19.95

EPROMMERS EPROMS 2712816k £3.25
UVIPAC Eprom Programmer 8 &16k£20.95: 32kProgrammer £20.95
UVIPAC Eprom Eraser £20.95: Toolkit Eprom Software £7.95

COMPUTERS AMSTRAD PCW8512 complete withprinter&software £429.95
AMSTRAD PC1512 Dual DiscDrive Mono complete with£200software £625.00
AMSTRAD PC1512 Dual Disc Drive Colour complete with£200soltware £798.99

BBC/IBM/BBC Full description olhow tosend data between thetwo machines £4.95
PRINTERS CITIZEN LSP-10 120cps NLQ 38cps Many features. Save £91.00 £249.00

RIBBONS. FX.RX.LX-80, 120D.GLP, Amstrad, Shinwa from £3.50
PRINTER CABLE Suitable for BBC/Electron to parallel printers £7.95

DISCS DISC DRIVE 800k Opus twin double sided cased £215.00
DISCS 5.25"Double sided &density 40/80 tracks. 5 colours inbox £10.95

LISTING PAPER Box 2000fanfold perforated 11"x 9.5"60gsm (None cheaper?) £12.95
Box 2000 fanfold micro-performated A4 80 gsm (None better?) £22.95

LABELS For Mailing 1000 1across 3.5"x1.4375 £650
For Mailing 2000 2 across 3.5"x1.4375 £11.95
For Mailing 1000 3 across 2.75"x1.4375 £6.50
For Disc labelling 1000 1 across 5"x 15/16" £4.95

AUSTRALIA Come with us to the Australian Computing Exhibition (rom 8-10September
Ask for brochure for more software and further details

Prices include VAT. Add 57p for p/p. Printers add E9.95

(AU), 25 Fore Street, Praze;
Camborne, Cornwall TR14 0JX
or telephone 0209-831274 with ACCESS
or PRESTEL '2582020 E3

nTicro-fiid

avaai/ COMPUTER
O II AUlV PRODUCTS
LIGHTPEN

+ DRAW SOFTWARE

+ 10 GAMES wA^A SPECIAL

OFFER!

• VERY ACCURATE

• TAPE & DISK

• B.B + , 128 MASTER
• ALL MODES

DIGIMOUSE &GRAFIK

B,B + , MASTER etc.

• 100% AMX COMPATIBLE
• LINEAR LOCK FEATURE

• FREE SOFTWARE (40T DISK)
• BRITISH QUALITY PRODUCT

• EAST TO USE

• SPECIAL TOUCH SWITCH

• FULL YEARS WARRANTY

(SPECIFY 40/80T DISK)

ANAMOUSE & MOUSEPAINT

BBCB, ELECTRON +1.

COMPACT VERSION AVAILABLE
V

• ANALOGUE MECHANISM

• COLOUR SOFTWARE (TAPE)
• PRINTER DUMP

• THUMBWHEEL

• FULL YEAR WARRANTY

FREE40 PAGE CATALOGUE

ON REQUEST PRICES

INCLUDE VATP&P £1.90

(FREE OVER £20)
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MEEDMORE LIMITED

28 Farriers Way, Netherton
Merseyside L30 4XL
Tel: 051-521 2202

MICRO-TRADER
INTEGRATED SALES PURCHASE AND NOMINAL LEDGERS

Designed for business use by a business man programmer. "Micro-
Trader" is a fully integrated program in which all Sales and
Purchase Ledger transactions are automatically updated to the
Nominal Ledger.

"Micro-Trader" offers full Sales and Purchase Ledger facilities
including SALES INVOICE and STATEMENT PRINTING with a
capacity of 450 accounts and 3000 transactions per month in each
Ledger.

NormalIncome Expenditure. Assets, Liabilities & JournalPosting in
the Nominal Ledger with full Reporting for individual accounts.
Audit Trial, Trial Balance, Profit & Loss and Balance Sheet.

This suite is the only accounts package a real business needs to
keep, maintain and finalise its accounts. If you are seriously in
business consider how much time and money you spend and lose
because you are not an accountant. You are a business man and so
am I. You have a computer and so have I, all you now need is
"MICRO-TRADER" to let you get on with running your business. I
have already got it.

"MICRO-STOCK" would be an asset if you purchase goods in your
business. It is a Stock Control program, fully integrated with
"Micro-Trader". 4000 Stock Items with user defined codes. Invoice
and Credit Notes and Cash Sale routine. Full Stock Held Reports.

EXTENDED PAYROLL solves the wages problem. We have been
supplying payroll programs since 1982, a year longer than anybody
else for the BBC. People trust us.

Micro-Trader £200.00: Micro-Stock £75.00: Extended Payroll £49.95

Ring Colin Chatfield, Fellow of the Institute of Analysts and
Programmers, for more information. He will be pleased to advise
which, if any, of these programs you need.

To the Trade - If you are interested in selling the best business
programs for the BBC you could do worse than
ring us.

Archimedes

SQUIsPsQELSCfT
PRESENT

The new 'CARE' range of programs:
For the Electron, BBC-B & B+, Compact, Master and Archimedes¥

INVESTMENT CARE PLUS - £19.95
Keeps track ol all UNIT TRUSTS, SHARES etc. Produces
displays & printouts of Capital Gains. Dividends. Current
Holdings valuations showing Quantities. Bid/Offerprices.
Values. Gains/Losses, APR.. HiVal %, etc.

This new version has improved handling characteristics and a
3D BAR CHART program with a disc search procedure to
collect past data.

CASH CARE -£11.95
Bank account AND Savings account. Full Analysis - 60
categories. Budget Forecasts. 3-D Bar Charts. Password
Protection. Easy storage ol data. Printouts of all accounts and
Bar Charts.

BUILDING SOCIETY CARE - £9.95
Checks the complex interest calculations involved on a day to
day basis. Shows interest earned to date. Spreadsheet display.
Easy storage of data. Printout of account to date.
VAT CARE-£14.95
225 Sales AND 225 Purchases each month (BBC). Three
month period. ALERT warning if VAT 2% or more incorrect.
Easy storage of data. Printout with month &3 monthly totals.

The CARES DISK - £29.95 - comprising all four Cares utilities.
TV DIRECTOR:-

Now popular in schools this program enables you to make your own video without cameras
etc. on VHSor Betamax using this suite of purpose built soltware:-

Piclure maker'- 'Gallery' - 'Programreview' 'Gallery' includes one TX and 8 P'Vmonitors,
A&B bankvision mixer to provide cuts, lades, &dissolves,opening &closing credits.Sample
picturedatalile providedto get you going - choose your own soundtrack &record the result on
to any suitable videorecorder- £14.95.

PLUS our range of QUALITY qames:
Supergolf —E7.50 Trafalgar - EH.OO Polar Perils - £7.95 Bunlun — C6.50

THE GAMES DISK £14.95 COMPILATION OF GAMES PROGRAMMES
ELECTRON PROGRAMMES ON CASSETTE ONLY

PLEASE FORWARD ME ON CASSETTE DISC
40TK • 80TK • 3.5" • 5W •
I HAVE ABBC-B • MASTER Q COMPACTn ELECTRON • ARCHIMEDES •
DEBIT MYACCESS CARD NO

OR.ENCLOSED £ NAME
ADDRESS

Dept AU12, 4 Bindloss Avenue, Eccles, Manchester M30 ODU
Please phone 061-789 4120 for further information EJ
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LOW COST XYZ TABLES

N.C. Work Station for Drilling, Routing, Engraving etc.
200 mm x 300 mm x 100 mm XYZ table and controller from £2400.

Outputs from 'STARCAD', 'LINTRACK PCB' or any other
software using MOVE,DRAW or PLOT commands can be sent

to the machine via RS.232 link

LEEWOOD DEVELOPMENTS LTD
UPTON, CAMBS.

TEL (0480) 890860 (24 Hr)

BEST QUALITY UNBRANDED DISKS
Supplied complete with white protect, lables, sleeves and hub rings

(Boxed in tens price per box of 10 discs)
1+ 3+ 5

5%" DS/DD 40T £5.50 £16.00 £26.50
DS/DD 80T 6.00 17.50 29.00

3'/2" SS/DD 40T 12.50 36.00
DS'DD SOT 16.00 46.50

ZW SS/DD 40T 12.50 36.00 60.00
DS/DD 80T 16.00 46.50 77.00

DISC DRIVES (Mitsubishi Disc Drivesby UFD2 yrs guarantee)
MD 400A Single without PSU£125.00 MD 400B Single without PSU£135.00
CHIPS

27128-25ons 21vpp £4.00 65C02 4MHz £16.00
27512-25ons £10.00 8271 CPU FDC £37.50

MAIL ORDER ONLY

All prices inclusive of P&P and VAT
DIAL - A — DISK

258 Wilbraham Road

Manchester M16 8QL
Tel: 061-881 7712

ROOM 7 SOFTWARE
LOOK

INVESTMENT

ANALYSER
VERSION 1 £18.95
VERSION 2 £25.00

POOLS CHEQUE

£12.50

SOCCER BOSS
£11.95

Fully bound
sofiware catalogue

50p P&P
Refundable with

order

IDEAS

FOR

XMAS

GIFTS

Alsocoveredbyour catalogue- SoccerBoss,PoolsCheque, Investment Analyser 2, Matrix,
Central Heating Calculator, Electrical Cable Selector, Structural BeamCalculator, Introduction to

Statistics, Easy Banker -Available on5'/T' t NOW 3%"DISC.

Letters Cheques to: W. L. COMPUTER SERVICES, Dept. 4,
First floor. H.S.L.Building, 437 Warrington Road, Rainhill,
Merseyside. L35 4LL. Tel.:051-426 9660
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Just upgraded from BBC to Archimedes?

Beeb-to-Ark
transfers ANY BBC Micro file

to an Archimedes computer!

Beeb-to-Ark comprises a data cable, BBC Micro and Archimedes software
(supplied on top-quality Verbatim diskettes) and an easy-to-follow manual.We
operate a hotlinesupport service for registered purchasers, to help you over any
problems. Beeb-to-Ark will run on any BBC B, B I or Master micro with a disk
drive. Acorn DFS or ADFS, and OS 1.0or greater. Pleasespecify DFS or ADFS
and 40 or 80 track when ordering. Send £29.95 (inc. P&P) to:

ZAPHOD SOFTWARE, Floor 1, 17 Howe Street,
Edinburgh, EH3 6TE. Cheques only, please.

PanasonicKXP1081 hm^cS^Bvat)

Panasonic KXP1082
(at 1081 but 160cps)

with BBCcable a paper
£209.00 (E181.74+VAT)

Canon PW1080A
with BBC cable &paper

£239.00(£207.83+VAT)

STARNL10
withBBCcable &paper

£209.00 (£181.74+VAT)

CITIZEN 120D & LSP10
withBBC cable &paper

£169.00 (£146.96+VAT)

JUKI 6100
with BBCcable &paper

£299.00 (£260.00+VAT)

PRINTERADDONS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Universal Printer Stand 13.00 14.96
LX800 Sheet Feeder 62.61 72.00
LX Sheet Feeder 47.83 55.00
LX/FX800 Print Ribbon 3.00 3.45
NL-10 Sheet Feeder 47.83 55.00
NL-10 Print Rtobon 4.80 5.52
1200 Sheet Feeder 86.00 09.00
120D Print Rbbon 4.00 4.60
KP/PW Print Ribbon 3.39 3.90
View Printer Driver...._ 7.83 9.00
2way Printer Sharer 43.43 49.95
Juki 6100 Dust Cover 5.60 6.44
Printer Dust Covers other 4.00 4.60

EPROMS, 8271
Ex VAT Inc VAT

1-9 27128 250nS 21V 3.74 4.30
10+ 27128 250nS 21V 3.43 3.95
1-9 27128 250nS 12.5V 3.35 3.85
1-9 2784 250nS 3.00 3.45
10+2764 250nS 2.74 3.15
1-9 27256 250nS 4.22 4.85
10+27256 250nS 3.83 4.40
1-9 TTUCmos set 3.91 4.50
1-98271 controller „ 32.17 37.00
10+ 8271 controBer 30.43 35.00
1-9 6264 LP 150nS ._ 2.56 2.95
Acom 8271 DFS 41.74 48.00

DISKETTES
(lifetime warranty) Ex VAT Inc VAT

10 Banana Reversble 8.65 9.95
10 3.5* D/S 135tpi.._ 1.65 1.90
10 96tpl D/S D/D + case 13.90 15.99
10 96tpl D/S D/D + case 7.39 8.50
10 96tpl D/S D/D In box 6.52 7.50
50 96tpi D/S D/D In boxes .. 21.70 24.95
100 96tpi D/S D/D in boxes 39.13 45.00
50 Disc Box hinged + lock ....6.52 7.50
100 Disc Box hlnged+ lock).. 7.83 9.00
Black Lbrary case 1.21 1.39

MONITORS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Philips CM8833 230.43 265.00
Philips CM8852 251.30 289.00
Philips BM7502 Green 68.70 79.00
Philips BM7522 Amber 73.91 85.00
Philips BM Til stand 7.78 8.95
Taxan KX P31 Green _ 73.91 85.00
Taxan KX P39 Green 82.61 95.00
Taxan KX Amber 82.61 95.00
Taxan Super Vision625 ...313.04 360.00
Mlcrovttec 1451 221.74 255.00
Microvitec 1451 AP 260.00 299.00
14" Tltt/Swrvel Stand 13.87 15.95

(Prices Inc. BBC Cable)

above with Screen Dump & 2m cable
£171.00 (E148.70+VAT)

ExeVAT Inc VAT
KXP1080FabricI* ribbon 426 4.80
KXPIOMMtw Kin* Drive- 7.83 0.00
KXP1030C<y.ottXrrx)Fknn 13.00 14.95

EPSON LX86
with BBC cable & paper

£199.00 (£173.04+VAT)

Kaga/TaxanKP810
With BBCcable and paper

£239.00 (£207.83 +VAT)

Kaga/TaxanKP8l5
WithBBC cable ft paper

£299.00 (£260.00 +VAT)

EPSON LX 800
With BBC cable &paper

£229.00(£207.83+VAT)

VOLTMACE JOYSTICKS
Delta 14B single „ 1156 12.95
Delta 3B single 9.52 10.95
Delta 3B twin 15.61 17.96

PRINTERS/CABLES
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Epson EX800 404.35 465.00
Epson LQ800 426.09 490.00
Epson FX800 _ 313.04 360.00
Epson FX1000 413.04 475.00
Juki 2200 Daisy _ 207.83 239.00
Juki 5520 Colour _ 369.57 425.00
Kaga/TaxanKP910/15 350.00 402.50
MP 165 _ 169.57 196.00
1.5m (4 foot) BBC cable 5.70 6.80
2.0m (6 foot) BBC cable 7.74 8.90
Compact printer cable 7.74 8.90
IBM/Archimedes cable 7.74 8.90

ROMS
Ex VAT Inc VAT

Inter-Word _ 37.39 43.00
Inter-Sheet..._ „. 36.52 42.00
Inter-Base _ 48.70 56.00
Wordwise Plus 37.39 43J»
Spel Master.. _40.87 47JX)
ACP Disc Investigator 22.61 26.00
ACP 1770 DFS ROM _ 28.96 3100
ACP Disc Toolkit _.. 26.96 31 J»
View 2.1 3856 44.00
VlewStore -38.28 44.00
OverView I & II 68.70 79.00
View Professional 68.70 79X30

5V.DISC DRIVES
ExVAT InVAT

Toshiba 400k 80T chassis.. 6552 75.00
Toshiba 400k + case etc 82.61 95.00
Cumana CSX100 _ 91.30 105.00
Cumana CSX400... 124.35 143.00
Cumana CD800S 260.00 299.00
MD400A400kNoPSU 101.74 117.00
MD400B 400k & PSU 116.52 134.00
MD802C 800k No PSU 190.43 219.00
MD802E 800k & PSU 216.52 249.00
MD802D 800k & Stand 22551 259.00
Phone for Vigien a TorchWinchesters

MASTER/COMPACT
ExVAT Inc VAT

Master 128K Micro _ 36552 420.00
Master ET128K Micro 303.48 349.00
512 Co-processor 185.00 212.75
Turbo Upgrade 98.78 113.50
Acom Z802nd Pro 317.39 385.00
AcomCartridges 10.87 12.50
PeartreeCartridges from 8.65 9.95
CareCartridges from 7.65 8.80
ARM Assembler Book 12.00 12.00
Understanding Interword 6.50 6.50
Reference Manuals 14.00 14.00
View 3/Vlew Sheet Guides ... 9.00 9.00
Master & B Dust Covers 3.00 3.45
Monochrome Compact 373.04 429.00
Second user BBC B's available

Phone for our bestpricebeforeplacingyourorder
EDUCATIONAL & GOVERNMENT ORDERS WELCOME

All products have a 12 month no quibble guarantee
Pricos subject to variation without prior notification

We are closed to callers all day Wednesday &some Saturday afternoons
Carriage 92p (80p + VAT) Securicor £6.90 (£6.00 + VAT)

Micro Dept.
128West Street,
Portchester,
Hants.
P0169XE
Tel: 0705 325354

WeSerue
Largerjtems

delivered
by Securicor
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ENTER THE EXCITING WORLDS OF

Dinosaur Discovery, Box of Treasures

Granny's Garden, DragonWorld,

Flowers of Crystal, The Big Calculator

Zoopak, Tele-Book, Spacex

Linden Lea, Rock Park, Barnstaple, Devon EX32 9AQ
Telephone: (0271) 45566 Telex No: 42513 Sharet G. 4MAT

GUARANTEED WINS WITH FORM-FINDER!!

FORM-FINDER II for Football Pools/Fixed Odds:
Can be used all-year-round in any league. Australian, British,VauxhallGM,etc,
usinginformation fromthe Fixtures Lisls,appearing in any dailypaper. Forecasts
Homes and Aways as well as Draws..Best Homes are displayed as Bankers,
which have such a high accuracy rate, we GUARANTEE WINS WITHIN SIX
WEEKS,when you use a selection of these inour suggested bet. ifyou are not in
profit by then, return tape for immediate refund. Also included are routines to
calculate allyour winnings from this bet. This program requires no Up-Datingol
Data whatsoever, the routines last virtually forever. Full betting instructions
included.

If all this sounds to good to be true, please read what just one ol our satislied
customers has to say .... 'I took faith and duly placed bets suggested (FIXED
ODDS) and waited for the outcome. Well, I could hardly believe It was true, I
had WON .... first time. Since then I have won almost every bet that I have
placed, THANKS for a very good and accurate program at a very good price.'
J.H.T. STAFFS.
Thooriginal ol this letteriswithinour files,copies givingtho fullname and address ol thoaboveclient,
have Been submitted to Iho advortisers prior to publication.

FORM FINDER II Football Forecaster:- BBC/ELECTRON CASSETTE £15.00

Form-Finder for National Hunt/Flat Racing all-year-round forecasts.
Systems lasts virtualy lorever, requires no Up-Dating. Will rate any race in
seconds using the Racecard in your daily paper. Follow our Selection Guide for
Guarateed Winners! Ifat any time you feel dissatisfied with this System for any
reason whatsoever, return the tape for full refund. There are many Systems
around, how many offer this guarantee?

Form-Finder Race Rating Program:- BBC'ELETRON CASSETTE £15.00

Form-Finder Bet Settler:
Calculates all returns duo. Win or Each Way, within
Patents, Yankees. Canadians, Heinz and Supor
Heinz bets. Plus any accumulator lorm 3 to 15 bets,
uselul tor football coupons as well as racing.
Bet Setjler BBC/ELECTRON CASSETTE£5.00

Special pre-Xmas Bonus!
Order both Form-Finder

Programms

For orders by Mail only directly from:
Allan Data, 1 Lorn Road,
Dunbeg, Connel,
Argyll PA37 1QG.
All orders despatched by return.

...and claim Bet-Settler
FREE!! Applies to all orders

received durina Nov Dec 1987

For further details/enquiries Telephone (0631) 62923
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FREE FREESCHOOL ORDER

WELCOME !
Uuge (100d»c '

c«p«aly) Lock«bk»
d*c tlorag* box word '

£13.05 •

Urge (100 die
capacity) Locfcebtt

d»c tkxag* box worti
£13.86

Wh«n you buy 25 disk* (DS/DD)

tor only £18.75
Including VAT + po*U0«

Wh«i you buy 50 dick. (D&OO)

let only £28.95
hdudng VAT + po*tog*

Alternatively buy 100 5.25" ds/dd disks certified to 96tpi
for an incredible £49.95 and get the box freed

All dliks supplied ar* •Mt\ unlqu*

5 i
»«•.

10%
5.25 DS/DD Certified to 96tpl

Subtract 51 for SS/DD. Add 107 fa reversible DS/DD y»*
Please state Japanese Higrade when ordering Qu««nt»«

I FREE
3.5" Disk Offer QTY

10

25
SO

100

150

250

500

SS135TPI DS135TPI

£14.95 £16.95
£29.95 £35.95

£55.95 £62.95(worth £9.95)

90 Capacity Lockablc
disk box for 3.5"

disks when you
buy 100 3.5" disks (or more)

or only £2.50 when you buy 25
or £4.5(1 when you buy It)

£105.95

£149.95

£239.95
£459.95

£119.95
£169.95

£269.95
£519.95

All disks are supplied with full
user labels

| FREE SOFTWARE
JJ~ If you already have a disk box, you may like tochoose a FREE
— (or cheap) program with your disks Instead.
~ Ifyou are buying 25 disks (£18.75) or 50 disks (£28.95) or 100
— disks (£49.95) then choose any one of the programs below,
"~* paying only the price Inbrackets (many freell)

BBC DISC 5.25" GAMES
Our

NormtJPrlci

fir*** .11.70
P»yc«rtti ....9.30
Sphf»o!D»«f7 8 30
Thundtrwu* 2 ....9,30
Durjunz 6 ?0
Computer Ht»Vd 2....11.65
Stuquata (JO
Bu* Raton I 7.7$
CofeuiChra*. 11 K
living Otytfra n 65
Trivtal Pur»U1 1555

Runtm 10.10
knot 11.65

Commindo 11.65
Piptrtay ...... ....11.65
Choio 14.00
Smfintl 11.65

YNffKvngFu 10.10
Tht K* Trilogy ....9.30
Apoarypn 11X5
Monopoly 11*5
SotbW* 11.65
XOR... 10.10

Our

BptcU NwmriMc*
Prlca XORDttigntr a, 11.65

(3.00) &FoiSWpPi** 10.10
(FREE) Hoot* .._ UM
(FREE) Loroo)S»ftno» 1555
(FREE) hwoon 40 Track ....7.75
(FREE) Imogen 80Trie* 7.75

(3.00) ttaopow Mqjic C7.7S
(FREE) Uaopenmr Magic2 620
(FREE) SlrfciFore*rtanw.... 10.10

(3.00) Wrt ol Xun 10.10
(3.00) AcormoflHa 1 9.30
(6.00) Aecmwft H» 2 . ....9.30
(1.00) bourd Va World
(3.00) h 40 SoMni 620
(3.00) CoUe»onVoll 9JO
(3.00) CotectfonVol2 950
(6.00) Pilncs ol U»9C (50
(3.00) Codontm* Drod 9.30
(1.00) CruMFtd* 9.30

(FREE) Dnttotftnansctor 11.65
(3.00) Bn» 1155
(3.00) OundPrix Cor* M... 9.30
(3.00) RttoraM.. 9.30
(1.00) Ftopton II 950

Ifyou are not buying blank disks then you can buy any of the programs above by _
paying 'our normal price', (Much cheaper than retail). ZZ
MA. PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OF POST & VAT —

Catalogue now available. Send 50p (or .1tl|> wilh Order). Ket'iuulahk'. —

Nebulae. Dept. MIL FRF.F.POST. Kilrool Park « • ORDER BY ==
inilustrial Estate. Carrickfergus. Co. Antrim. BT38 7BR r\ 1 PHONETOR • ;
Telephone ((19603) 51020 (Monday lo Friday 9to 5) emWem SAMEDAY mm
7Day delivery yjjjfa DESPATCH —

&14daymOnCybaCkpCri0<lvVtaca!p, orders (09603) 51020 3
from all government bodies, schools, universities, PLC's etc. _

We despatch on receiptor an official purchaseorder. ••

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii iiiiiiiiii fin ibmullai
FREEPOST YOUR ORDER TODAY - NO STAMP REQUIRED

(B*dsl Ot*

Prle» NormdPrtc*

(3.00) RtptonHI.... ....11.65
(1.00) Rrrt»4. .11.65
(6.00) SVyfeuRui 950
(8.00) Thru*...- 950

(FREE) Bg ICO. 10.10
(FREE) Ph«n«>m_... 10.10
(FREE) 8py V Spy40Tr«ck....11.16
(FREE) rnpoMtto Uuon 11.(5

(1-00) BBC DISC 5.25" UTILITIES
I'-00) U.iOrftcal.. ....1320

(FREE) CFMD.«bUit
(FREE) UMi. 2140

Horn* Account
Uimgw. ..1120

Jimma 2140
A*twiX»«40... 11.65
Admin Xti 60 11.65
Ft** St Ector 40 31.15
FWotStEcrtorSO 31.15

,., FontI anuria 11.(5
(300) Vr*Dmry40
(3.00) (GY»jhjc» ubnvy).... 11.65

(FREE) WtftDmSO
(FREE) (OripnictUonuy) ....11.(5
(FREE) MuKSyram1(2...1150

(FREE)
(FREE)
(FREE)
(FREE)
(FREE)
(FREE)

PrlM

(100)
(100)

(FREE)
(FREE)

(1.00)
(1,00)
(100)
(100)

(500)

(18.0)

(500)
18.00
(100
100

25.00
25.00
(100

(100)

Over 100 utility , programming and disk functions
in a single ROM for your Master

As reviewed in A & II Computing Master Supplement Nov '87

£36-95 including VAT and carriage from:-
Swindon ITEC lad, 6 OppcnheimerCentre,

Grccnbridge Road, Swindon SN3 3JD
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BBC BSideways RAM

32K Unit £16.00
16K Unit £13.00

• Fool proof fitting - No soldering
• 16KUnit Rom Board Compatible
• RW Protect switch as standard
• Each unit requires one rom socket
• Compatible with tape, disc & econet
• Low power slimline units

Sideways RAM &Utility Software Pack v3.0
SWRsoftware (requires lxl6K SWR)Includes:
- Intelligent menu-drivens/w fortoad/save/test/clearlng SWRam
- Wordwise mem extension -loOprevlew -Toolkit -Printer Buffer
Utility software (no SWR req'd) Includes25+usefulprograms:
- Damaged disc recovery -Rood-fill -Disc Imager -Char deflner
- Graph plotter-Screenenlarger/fllp/compocterplusmuch more.

Pleasestate 40/80 track,soldwith SWR £3.00, separate £8.00

lto2
lto3
lto4

lto5
lto6

Switching Boxes
User Port

£24.00
£28.00
£37.00
£43.00
£48.00

Printer

£24.00
£28.00
£39.00
£44.00
£49.00

RS423
£14.00
£17.00
£22.00
£27.00
£32.00

A
u PEsiraauLS

rwirnuu

I J.
Bacs

Pricesapply to changers and sharers. Lead length 1metre

Special prices: AMX compatible mouse ONLY £25ARCHIMEDES POA

Please send for free catalogue

A&G ELECTRONICS (AU)
14HURSTWOODAVE.
BEXLEY.
KENT.DA5 3PH
(MAILORDER ONLY)

BTGOLD:72MAG90461
PRESTEL 322522315

TRADE & SCHOOL
DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE

ALL PRICES INCLUSIVE

Tel: 0322 521949

£££SAVETIME£££

•II
mm
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USE OUR READY MADE GRAPHICS
AS ABASIS FOR YOUR ARTWORK
STOP PRESS/PAGEMAKER USERS

PAGEMAKER GRAPHICS LIBRARY
150 Cutouts (Pack 1) £10.00
Utilities Disc £6.95
30 New Fonts £4.95

•Cutout Previewer £7.95
Font Previewer £7.95
FSE to AMX Converter £7.95

FLEET STREET EDITOR USERS

FLEET STREET GRAPHICS LIBRARY
200k (Disd) £10.00

Also at £10.00

QUEST PAINT GRAPHICS LIBRARY
VIDEPAK150 screen pictureshow

All prices fully inclusive of p&p
Europe add £3 outside Europe £5

State DFS format (40/80)
Educational orders welcome

£ £ £ SAVE MONEY £ £ £

Don't buy an ARCHIMEDES
until you've checked our price

e.g. 305 upgraded to 1 MEGfree
Send SAEfor catalogue & prices

Dept 2, MICRO STUDIO,83 CLAY STREET
S0HAM,CAMBS. CB75HL. (0353) 721736

New ! SCRAPBOOK
Anew free-format system for storage f. retrieval of all types of information including colour and
graphics. Incorporating two screen designers and facilities to search, sort, browse, print, extract
etc Forget fields, records etc. you store it how you want it.
Disc, t 40 or 80 Track ) tl2.95 md. P & P.

Instant OH-SCreen Help
All BBC models can now have On-Screen help with our range of ROMs aridDiscs.

Switch to andfromany COMPANION withonlyone command fromBasicor Wordprocessor.

WORDWISE COMPANION
For Computer Concepts Wordwise and Wordwise Plus wordprocessors.

BASIC COMPANION
instant help for getting to grips with BASIC programming.

PROGRAMMERS COMPANION
Colours, Graphics. Sounds, VDU codes. ASCII codes, «FX commands etc.

MACHINE CODE COMPANION
Assembly language help. OSroutines. 6502 Instructions, Addressing Modes, Vectors etc.

All the above ROMs comewith easy to follow fitting instructions £. 19.95 ind, P 6 P.
SPECIAL OFFER ! Buy any TWO andget one FREE !

STEPPER MOTOR CONTROLLER
Control two stepper motors and a relay direct from BASIC with 20 new 'star' commands.

Ideal (or plotters, turtles etc. With full instructions and program examples.
Combines the ease of use of Basic and the speed of machine code.

ROI-I with easy fitting instructions fc. 14.95 md.PSP.

STEPPER MOTOR INTERFACE
Boxed unit which plugs intothe User Port to control two 12V stepper motors and a relay.

With an information leaflet on driving stepper motors ,
VERSION 1. Powered from BBC auxiliary power supply. £. 23.OO inc. P ft P.
VERSION 2. With mains Power supply(optically isolated! £. 46,00 inc.P r. P.

Master and Compact Owners
Avoidthe problemof limited ROM sockets. The above ROMs are also available in

ROM IMAGE formon disc ready for loading into sidewaysRAM.
40 or SOtrack disc. ( Please state ) £. B.95 incl. P&P,

Disc Versions
Disc versionsof Basic, Programmers andMachine code Companions. £. 9.93 Incl.P 6 P.
All three DiscCompanions on onedisc. 40 or 80 Track £.19.95 ind. P f. P.

Demonstration Disc
With interactive demonstrationand samples fromall four Companions. £. 1 .OO inc. P &P,

Telephone <0£.3&> 27549 For Details. ( Anytime I

P.O.Box 17, NEWTOWN, POWYS. SY1 4. 1ZZ.

oxford PASCAL BBCB
MASTER
ECONETOxford Pascal isthe most popularfull

extended imptimentation of PASCAL for Acorn machines^
"The code produced isvery compact" Acorn User
"/can wholeheartedly recommend it toPascal novices and experts alike"

A •-''•"•>%• Computer Weekly.
The Oxford Pascal package contains

1)A Resident compiler. This compiler runsentirely inRAM andprovides a veryfastand
convenient wayto learnthe language anddebugprograms. Using the residentcompileris
like using a BASIC interpreter inthat programsare readyto run inseconds.

2)A full disk to disk compiler producing relocatable object files. This compiler iscapable of
compiling very large programs (e.g. the compiler itself!)

3) The LINKER. This extension to standard Pascal allows you to break upprogramming
tasks intosmall separately compilable files andthen link themtogetherintoa single object
module. Whenever you make a change to a fileyou need onlycompile that fileand relink
Because youcanwork withshort files youcanuse the residentcompilerevenfor
developing largeprograms.
The LINKER alsoallows the building of libraries:

4) The LOCATOR. Thisutility allows youto producestandaloneprograms which run on
any machinewithout the Pascal system

OxfordPascal allows many extensions to standard Pascal including:
* program chaining » Machinecode callswith parameters
* sound extensions * Graphics(Move,draw, plot etc)
* Bit manipulation * Hexadecimal numbers and I/O
* Randomnumbers * Run time error trapping
ECONET USERS

..Oxford Pascal is now available (or the ECONET with BBC B or MASTER stations and is
installediirvnumerous educational sites in the UK and Europe. Call us for details.

* String input
* Clock access

* Peek, Poke etc
* AND MORE

This month's special offer.
Oxford disk Pascal for the Master £59.95 £49i95

S.S.O.L. I6B WORCESTER PLACE, OXFORD OXI 2JW Tel: (0865) 54195
Please rush me;- OXFORD PASCAL FOR THE BBC B (DISK) <J0T D 80T D £39.95

OXFORD PASCAL FOR THE MASTER (DISK) £59.95 G
OXFORD PASCAL ECONET INFO PACK FREE

enclose cheque/postal order for.
(prices includeVAT. please add £100 pp UK. £3 00 oversea*)

NAME •

ADDRESS__ :

PHONE.

MAKE ALL CHEQUES PAYABLE TO S.S.O.L. Allow 14 days for delivery.
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FRUSTRATED by spending too much time on trial-and-error strategies
in adventure simulations?

DESPERATE for a logical structure to enhance problem-solving abilities?

INTERESTED in projecting literature-based activity through the use of
the computer? then you need

Btmgeon£ of <§orjfc
A new, exciting adventure program developed for use in the classroom as a
stimulus to literature-based activity, for eight to 12 year olds.
The Dungeons of Gohk was designed for children working in small groups
to allow them to practise their problem-solving and decision-making
skills in an enjoyable and logical environment.

The program is lavishly, illustrated in Mode 7 graphics and packed
with problems, puzzles and decisions, set in three chapters to
help the organisation of groups and comes complete with a
resources book giving a synopsis, suggestions, etc. etc.

Available on disk only at £12.50

Don't struggle with your keyboard, make it easy with

MICROTYPE
The ultimate typing tutor-now upgraded for the BBC

Recognised as the standard in typing tutors since it was
introduced to microcomputers some three years ago, the Kansas
Microtype has been still further improved and converted to the
BBC Micro.

So you have a Beebl Which means you., and most likely those
around you are going to spend a fair bit of time at the keyboard.
Not only now, but for many years to come, as computers are
most certainly here to stay.

So why not master the keyboard now? Stop chugging away
with just a few fingers and your eyes for ever on the keys
—learn to touch type.

Microytpe will allow you to teach yourself, and will improve
as you improve. Just a few short sessions and you will see
results. Keep at it for say half an hour a day and you will be
'touch' typing within a week-with no need to have to look at
the keys ever againl Keep at it. and speed will follow.

Apart from simple working instructions and a finger position
chart, everythng is actually shown on the screen—you don't
have to wade through a printed course. You will be given the
characters to type on the screen and will be shown which are
being keyed in correctly and which are not.

At the start you will be given the 'home' keys to practice,
but unlike normal typing tutors, the computer can compute
on which keys you are inaccurate or slow and so can give more
practice on these keys, whilst replacing those on which you
are proficient.

There is also the choice of either practice mode or paragraph
mode. So once the program has given, and you have learned,
most of the keys, paragraphs can be attempted.

There are ten short exercises in each lesson, with a complete
alalysis of your performance at the end. This includes your
average typing speed, accuracy and the keys mis-keyed. If
the response time is set, the program will also show the keys
on which the response time was exceeded.

Used by training officers and others by North Western
Electricity Board; British Gas; British Tefecom; British
Petroleum; Post Office; National Coal Board; Esso; Boots;
I.C.I and numerous colleges and schools, all wishing to
master the art of touch typing.

New lower price £9.95 tape. £11.50 disk

for the children alone...

Ij^agic ^dveirfare
In Magic Adventure, Beth and David Guest have creatad

a wonderland journey for children between four and eight.

r Defined Keys, it
II with colourful pictures

a simple question is
ifferent way depending

The scenes include the Talking Tree—who played a nasty trick on a
friend so was punished by the Fairy. But if the Talking Tree helps
later on, all with be forgiven...Poor mother rabbit needs help to count

her babies...Dare the Cage be opened...what is in the Grassy Field...
can the King's Spell Jar be found...what is the real colour of the
Glasses...will the fairies dance is the Castle locked...where
does the Path lead...will the Fairy come...will there be a surprise...

With everything illustrated in colourful graphics, this is a delightful
example of the programmers' art and refreshingly different from anything

be more and more

e country,

£8.50 tape. £10 disk

Available by our famed return first class post service, with delivery tomorrow if you order by telephone by Access or Barclaycard
before 4pm. With our lifetime guarantee meaning much more now that the cowboys are deserting the BBC fasti

CRansas
w ^*W Kansas Citv S
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WE ACCEPT EDUCATIONAL AUTHORITY ORDERS WITH IMMEDIATE DELIVERY WITH INVOICE

The longest established software publishers in the country, now in our ninth year, backed
by 30 years media publishing from this same addressl The reliable one...

Kansas City Systems, Unit 3, Sutton Springs Wood, Chesterfield, S44 5XF. Tel. 0246 850357
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!
Open
Mon- Thurs Oem- 5pm
Fri- Sat 9am - 4pm

800 ST ALBANS ROAD.
GARSTON. WATFORD.
HERTS. WD2 6NL Tel: 0923 672102

Price Each = Ex Vat: Inc Vat:
bPECIAt 3.5" &'S25" COMBINED DISC DRIVE UNIT

Sutable for he ARCHIMEDES. BBC B. MASTER, COMPACT, IBM PS/2 etc. Boot off any
otoe, definabte telecaon of dive number, i.e. 0. 1,2. 3.5/5.25 DISC DRIVE UNIT

<8> £190.00 £218.50b

CARE MASTER ROM CARTRIDGES

Designed byCARE Etockonics to Acom Specifications. Capable of taking up to2 or 4 x
16K Eproms. Inctedng Inter-word and Speimaster. CARE Cartridges offer 4 options for
maximum user ftexibifty. 1: Standard Cartridge. 2: Single Zf. 3: Dual Zf. 4: Quad

;ARE MASTER SMART CARTRIDGE-

Freeze Prog at anypoint and dump Screen to Disc/Printer. Copies 99% of Protected
programs. Tape - Disc, Disc-Tape. ASCI Dump and much, much more.
CARE BBC Model B Cartridges @ E3.00 £3 45c
CARE BBC Model BZf Cartridges <g> £7.00 £8!o5c
CARE Low Profile System (TheOriginal) @£1100 £1265d
CARE library Rack(Holds 6 Cartridges) @ £1.60 £1 84c
CARE Master ROM Cartridge @ $3.00 £9 20c
CARE Master Quad Cartridge @ £13.oo £14.95c
CARE Master Single Zf Cartridge @ £12.80 £14.72c
CARE Master Dual Zf Cartridge <§> £|7.oo £19^550
CARE Master Smart Cartridge @ £34.60 •£39^790
LOW COST CITI7EN.

Citizen LSP-10 Printer @ £162.50 £186.88a

MV.imJ:ll,'H3:1:l.l3JJ:g fFnr Mastor & Cornpact/Modci B*B.)
Uses S/RAM. Any Spare WD. Completely User Definable.
Rom Version @ £14.00
5.25" Disc Version @ £13.00
EEESSBlPPEBI Cwnprehensrve label printing program for Education or BusinoYs
Master, BBC B. Compact, Electron with DFS. Menu driven. Two modes Message or

£16.10d

£14.95;]

Addresslabels, differerrt printstyles & underiine. italicised etc. Please state disc format
required. **~~ LABELMASTER <g> £15.00 £17.25

GOVERNMENT V EDUCATION ORDERS WELCOME
llWmiiuti.itteM All nriTM inH,K*,a nl V/AT Ry D~,
Enclose yourcheque/P.O. made payable to CARE Electronics. Or
use yourACCESS/VISA. Please allow 7 days for delivery. Please
add carriage.

£10.35 b-£5.75 C-E1.15 d - £2.30t
THE MOST VERSATILE LABEL-PRINTING PROGRAM

All your label-printing requirements available in one easy-to-use program.
Message labels- hundreds of uses for home and business, e.g. labelling samples,
products, packaging, books, discs etc., using avariety ofprint styles andsizes.
Addresslabels- createmailing listsand printthemonto labels.
All formatting isdone(oryou.Accepts wide variety oflabel sizes.
Too manyfeatures tolist- telephone usfordetails.
Requires 80-column screen andEpson-compatible printer (address labels canalso
be printedon daisywheel).

Single colour version £18 Multi-colour version (for colour printer) £23
Available on 40- or 80-track disc for all models of BBC (OS 1.2 onwards) including
Masier &Compact andalsoElectron (DFS only). Please statemodel when
ordering. PleaseaddCI lor3.5"discs. CAN BE VIEWED AT CLARE ELECTRONICS.

15k BUFFER KIT FOR JUKI 5510
Fitted in minutes (no soldering required) - lull easy-to-follow instructions provided

Only £18
All prices include VAT and p&p tJ

Calderdata, High Lee, Luddenden Foot, Halifax HX2 6LB. Tel: 0422 885202

5DFTHJHRE
SOCIAL STUDIES FOR 11 to 14 YEAR OLDS

• BECAUSE IT'S THERE — Climbing Mount Everest
• THE WAY WEST — an 1840 wagon train journey

• For BBC Model B or MASTER

EACH £10.95 inc post and packing or
BOTH £15.95 on one FLIPPY DISK

Further information and orders:

15 Allen Road, PETERBOROUGH PE1 3BT
Tel: (0733) 64147, 9.00am-4.00pm

(0733) 51820 after 4.00pm
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WEEB333M
Inter-word The Word Processor
Spell-Master Ultimate Spelling Checker
Inter-base Database

PHILIPS MONITORS & TV MONITORS inc. lead
Suitable for BBC B, Master & Archimedes
Philips 8833 Medium Res Colour
Philips AV7300 TV/Tuner for 8833
Philips 1010 TV/Monitor
PNBps 1210 Remote TV/Monitor

•:IJM.M*M.»JTfTfMi
Centronics to Centronics

Disc Drive Data (Single)
Disc Drive Data (Dual)
Archimedes-6 pin RGB
Archimedes-7 pin Hitachi RGB
Archimedes-7 pin Ferguson RGB
Archimedeo-Scart (Euro)
Archimedes Serial to BBC RS423
Archimedes Printer Lead (fully screened)
Printer (BBC to CenlronJc)
RGB 6-7 pin DIN (Hitachi)
RGB 6-7 pin DIN (Ferguson)
RGB 6 pin to SCART
User Port Extension Skt to Plug
PrinterExtension Skt to Plug
1MZ Bus Extension Skt to Plug

computers

(Wider range available)

SWITCHING UNITS

1 Micro INTO 2 PRInJTERS

BBC Printer 6 to 1

Centronics 2 to 1 (Inc Lead)
Centronics 4 to 1 (Inc Lead)
Centronics 2 to 2 X Switcher
User Port 2 way &Off Posn (Inc Lead)
User Port 6 way &OffPosn (Inc Lead)
RGB Switcher 2 to 1
RS423 2 to 1

MORLEY ELECTRONICS PRODUCTS

Teletext Adaptor ATS Software on ROM
Eprom Programmer Software on ROM
CARE Deluxe Eprom Programmer capable of programming
C'mos & Standard Eproms. Software on ROM

@ £252.20
<g> £65.00
@ £228.00

<8> £250.00

1.5mt & £11.00
1.2mt <8> £6.00
1.5mt © £8.00

1.2mt & £7.60
1.2mt @> £8.00
1.2mt @ £8.00
1.5mt © £10.00

1.2mt & £8.00
1.2mt © £14.00
1.5mt @ £7.00
1.2mt © £6.20

1.2mt @ £6.20
1.2mt & £8.20

.Smt © £9.00

1mf © £10.20
3mt @ £10.40

£290.03a

£74.75b

£262.20a

£287.50a

£12.65c

£6.90c

£9.20c

£8.74c

£9.20c
£9.20c

£11.50c

£9.20c

£16.10c

£8.05c

£7.13c

£7.13c

£9.43c

£10.35c

£11.73c

£11.96c

MAKE YOUR MICRO EARN!
Yes, making money becomes incidental when you know how.

Your micro is, if only you knew it, a gold mine, the size and make
is irrelevant.

Make the initial effortNOW by starting yourown

HOME BASE BUSINESS
Remember: You'll never get rich digging someone else*s "ditch".

It's more rewarding than playing games.
The benefits are many and varied. Full or part time, for FREE

details S.A.E. to,

mwmsmmstst
97 Pilton Place (AU10)

King and Queen Street

Walworth, London SE17 1DR

RAPH
Software & Peripherals

EXHIBITION PRICES —PACKAGE DEALS
MEGAMOUSE-lopquality Bnlishpiecsionmouse tOOppiresoluton User Purl AMXCompalibH f59 00

DIGIMOUSE-Conipeiiiivelypnojd.usi'r-porimouse AMXCompaliDle C34.50
ANAMOUSE-Joystick compatible mouse Plugs into Analogue pon on HOCor Joystick Port on Electron . I C34 50

TRACKBALL-Mouse-like control Joystick compatible Verycompetitively priced NormallyCU.SOMHVCM.M

NEW * WIGMORE MOUSEMATE *
lot Electron *1MP'ui 1 oi (tombor • AnowsuscolMEGAMOUSl or OIG'MOUSE lor AMXion ELECTRON Comes with 'fl£f

MousepamS Wwurtn rio.oo
murriiKWMeOa 90

PjajQepiicemtnMlUAUOUHtVtSO witnOlGlMOUSim iO
No* electron users live ine enact cl Met BHC(mows a*e lorqnmed"

MOUSEPAINT-Frendy icon dr.ven 4colour graphics lorBBCHOor 80D>scorCasset:e)orELECTRON(casselteonly -S''4&
31'? Discversionsavailable soonlFurusew>!h userportor joystick portperipherals £10 00
CAOMOUSE - CA0Drawingpackagelor BHC BS B• Wous inMode t lor -1 coloursot Mode0 lor lugnres 40 or 801disc
User port peripherals C29.90
CADTRACK-SuntUrloCADMOUSE wis packageis loysbckcompline RBC0&R> 40Tor80Tdsc [23.00

• ARTIST •
Highly sophisticated &powerful pure art package lor BBC B. Bt i'Master STUNNING! Rom &Disc (40 or80T.)

£49.90

WITH MEGAMOUSE £95.00
All prices include VAT. PSP inland £2.00overseas f4.00

Access, Cheques,
WIGMORE 32 Savile Row TW p-°-> Cash.

HOUSE LTD London W1X 1AG V. ^ 01-734-8826
01-555 3751
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RAYCOMP DATABASE
Features: *80 column display, up to 64 fields per record and 254 characters por liold

" merge records with other (ilos " alphabetical, numerical sort on any field
' produceVIEW compatible files * repetitive search (not basic versions)
' updated file information in header " full edit/search i edit facility
" file size limited only by disc * print records/selected fields (or via VIEW)

COMPATIBLE versions for ALL Acorn microcomputers. This is the completely
upgradeable database. DFS & ADFS versions. DFS-ADFS file transfer service.

ShadowRAM/6502 sec. proc. & Sideways RAM versions-£8.50. Basic ELK X BBC vcrsions-C8.00. Additional
vetsions (not Archimedes) - £4.50. Archimedes version t (RISC) - £14.40.

RAYCOMP GRAPHICS UTILITY
Plot line or scatter graphs, plo or bar charts with data from RAYCOMP DATABASE

files or from keyboard. With screen dump printout. Price £7.50

RAYCOMP SPREADSHEET
Features:'Variable cellsize ' Number of cellsdetermined bycellsizeand memory' Expression

evaluation ' Replication *Printdisplays ' Windows. Filescompatible wilhRC- Database and graph
utilities.Shadow RAM - 6502 second processor - £8.50 ARCHIMEDES VI -£14.50

Orders/Enquiries: State full details ol computer system, 40/80 track, DFS/ADFS to:

RAYCOMP, 46 Frenchs Avenue, Dunstable, Bed's LU61BH

REAL-TIME CONTROL FOR THE BBC MICRO

Mch the SPIDER!
^ Powerful new BASIC commands /or

invoking PROCs from the User
Port, Serial Port or the Keyboard.

^r 8 independent countdown timers.
^ Easy to install with no soldering.
^ Comprehensive manual supplied.
New SPIDER 2 features
^ Special keywords lor controlling

the Serial Port.
% Professional implementation of

Foreground/Background
processing.

^ Reaction timing and pulse trains
accurate to 0.1 milliseconds!

from £65 including VAT

SPIDER 2 is a RAM/ROM
combination which
uses none of the
BBC's memory, so
BASIC programs
are unaffected.
The BBC B+
is fully
supported andwe
supply a complete range of
digital, analogue and serial
interfaces for use with SPIDER
using the 1MHz bus.
Ask now for details.

Paul Fray Ltd
Wllowcroft, Histon Road, Cambridge CB4 3JD
Telephone: (8223) 66529

NOW AVAILABLE

FOR BBC MASTER

|FAX° FILE ORGANISE!

•1=
( =

•HE •

,

CAICHOORS: u«k ptr page
nonkh per pajc

usip oiriWD fonnz

Conbine the power of your BBC with the flexibility and convenience of
a personal organiser (Filofax.Lefax etc) to create a personalised
database. Using filafax-size ennpoter paper or single sheets to:

• Print calendars incloding personal data (on disc file)
• Print Hddress-bonk pages, up to 48 entries sorted by nane
• Print ccstcn designed farrs eg Class registers,accounts etc

The progran (by Hike miliars, author of The Experirenters Bon and of
BBCsoft's Electric Fields) is neno driven and very easy tD use. It
cones with foil instructions and a pack of special size conputer
paper. (Extra paper can be purchased as required).

ER.R5 inc pap
BB track disc
sanple pack of conputer paper

HEflsoft
11 Cressy Soad
London EH3 2HB

Also Irom MEWsott - THE EXPERIMENTERS ROM £22 INC. P&P
"VeryImpressive ThisRomshouldprove invalunblo lo myloachorperforming Inexporlmcnls
Involvingcomputer conlrol or monitoring hardware. (School Scheme RovlowSop. 1986)

BALANCE YOUR BOOKS
with

MICROLEDGER

A high quality general ledger package designed by a Chartered Accountant for max
imum versatility and ease of use. Ideal for small businesses, clubs etc., as well as for
home accounts. Runs on all BBC micros with 32k RAM or more. Features include:

•ft "Double-entry" accounting.
<r Upto 99 general ledgeraccounts: all account names user-specified-can include

VATand sales/purchase ledger accounts,
ft Up to 500 transactions per accounting period,
ft Excellent budgeting facility.
ft Reportsinclude Income &ExpenditureAccount, Balance Sheet, FundsFlow

Statement. Current period and year-to-date reporting with actual/budget
comparisons. Full audit trail,

ft Consolidation of two or more separate ledgers,
ir Menu-driven with full prompt messages.
* Comprehensive, 30 page manual.

MicroLedger is supplied on 40 tiack 'SVa" disk or on tape cassette for conversion to
other disk media. Unrivalled value at £16.50 (incl. p&p) for disk or tape - specify which
is required. Send cheque with order to Ixchel Software, 16 Meredyth Road, London
SW13 ODY; or 'phone 01-876-9732 for a free fact sheet.
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/\ rchimedes
NEW ACORN

APPROVED LONDON DEALER
Basic Mono Colour

Archimedes 305 699.00 749.00 899.00
Archimedes 310 777.00 825.00 975.00
Archimedes 310m 835-.00 885.00 1035.00
Compact 309.95 349.95 479.95
Master 349.95
Master Turbo 99.95
Master 512K 189.95
Master liT 303.95
Master Econet Mod 40.00
Master Eprom Cart 13.00
3.5 Disc Dr 400K 86.95
3.5 Dri 400K P/S 113.95
5.25 Dri 400K 119.00
5.25 Dri 400K P/S 135.00

All prices subject to availability and VAT at 15%
All prices subject to change without notice
ACCESS/VISA accepted
Postage &. Packing
Below £10.00 add £1.50
Below £50.00 add £2.50
Below £100.00 add £3.50
Above £100.00 add £10.00 per carton

AUTOMATIC SERVICES,
217 WOOD STREET,

WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON El7 3NT
01-521 1784

CommunlTel
PROFESSIONAL VIEWDATA SYSTEM

CommunlTelis an exciting professional viewdata system for thn BBC B, Master & Compact Micros (DFS,
ADFS or Network).

ITS USES IN EDUCATION INCLUDE
Learning Information Technology
Structuring Creative Learning
Cross-Curricular Development
Administration/Publicity

Thesystem includes a comprehensive suiteof progreams which enables the creation ot a databaso with
message facilities. Thiscan then bo made available to callers using a telephone lineand any viewdata
terminal. The package includos comprehensive tutorialand referencemanualsand a sampledatabase.

Available in TWO LEVELS FOR USE WITH THE DTI(DaCom or Tandata)
SCHOOLS MODEM

LEVELIi FRAMEEDITOR LEVEL2FRAME EDITOR
SEARCH SEARCH
CAROUSEL DISPLAY CAROUSEL DISPLAY
FRAME PRINTER FRAME PRINTER
VIEWDATA t TERMINAL VIEWDATA + TERMINAL

DIALINHOSTSYSTEM

TELESOFTWARE FORMATTER

LEVEL 1+ £55 L£VEL2£95

UpgradefromLEVEL 1 i TOLEVEL2E45
LEVEL 2 TO ADFS LEVEL 2 £45

LEVEL2 with Autoanswer/Autodial MODEM from £375

(allpricesoxclude p&p 8.VAT)
Educational Discounts Available

TheADFSversion includes response frames and gives up to 500 pages with a singlo80 trackD.S.diskor thousands
of pages using a Winchester disc drive.

FORADEMONSTRATION ofLEVEL2dial:Vlewdata No01-9687402orTelephone01-9607998

Formore informationcutout tlwcoupon and send to: COMMUNITEL. 189FRESTON ROAD. LONDON W106TH

x

Please sond mo details of CommunlTel products. I am particularly interested in (please indicate)

NAME

POSTITION

ESTABLISHMENT

ADDRESS

AU12
TEL

\9l



Reach For The Sky
with GLIDER PILOT 2, our comprehensive flight simulator.
Features cable launch,' thermals, cross country with mapand
practice option. Extensively machine coded for quick re
sponse. Instruction booklet.

With full instrumentation and "solid" colour perspective
graphics, this is not a game but an accurate and challenging
simulation. Keys or potentiometer joystick. Find the thermals
and soar!!

FREE to disc users - "NOTEBOOK" - an easy to use
memopad utility. Use it as a flight log for Glider Pilot 2!

B, B+ and MASTER.
Cassette £7.95, 51/4" Disc E8.95, 3" Disc £11.50.

APEX Software, Station Road, Penshaw, Tyne & Wear
DH4 7PE. Tel: Durham 091-385 3091.

EBBS Bulletin Board Software

for the BBC 'B' & MASTER

WHY BUYTHE REST WHEN EBBS ISTHE BEST!!

' Full Colour.
' Fourmethodsoffile transfer including X-Modem and

Prestel file transfer.

' WorksinbothViewdataand scrolling asciimodes.
' Unlimited numberof msgareas available including
privateareas allowingfor Closed UserGroups. AAr
Allows use of external programs whilst on line. Z.^-3

' Supplied with a suite of editors

ONLY

MrCEvenson
4DuchyCresent
Bradford

West Yorkshire
BD9 5JN

Telephone: EBBS #1-0274541156
1200/75 300/300 8N1

VOICE-0274 544409

M)DER
for Computer books and software

ADDER

rTHE NEW ADVANCED USER GUIDE
lor BBC Masier, Compact, B, B+, & Electron:

Tftis Is Iho aulhoritalivo guido on UrnAcorn BBC rango ol
computers including Ihe Masier 1SB, Masier Compacl, BBC
model B. model B plus and Electron Following iheir original
besi - selling Advanced User Guide lor ihe BBC micro. Iho
authors have producod this thoroughly revised and updated
book which replaces Ihe old Advanced User Guide and
provides usors wilh an invaluable rolorence guide covering all
aspects ol Ihe sysiem hardware and sottwate.

Tho New Advanced User Guido is carelully cross rolorenced
and contains an extensive index and usolul glossary The
448 pages are wirobound tor durability in use. and a wrap
around cover allows lor easy identihcation in a bookshcll

Adrian Dickens and Ma* Holmes aro bolh respeclod
authorities on the BBC Micro and between them have
extensive experience ol using, programming, and writing
about Ihe BBC micro in all its forms. This book is liberally
sprinklod with oxamples and ideas lor extracting tho most
Iromlitis range ol computers. No sonous programmer ol Iho
Acorn BBC series can consider not owning a copy ol ihis
releronco manual.

ISBN 0 947929 05 3

£19.95

THE NEW

ADVANCED
USERGUIDE

lor BBC Mostor. Compact, u, u.;. Election

"IT 5 a "8 i!"s":

448 pages

To: Addor Publishing Lid.,Tho Innovation
Cenlro, Cambridge Science Park, Milton
Road. Cambridge. CB4 4GF
Please send me New Advanced User Gulde(s)
I enclose my cheque/P.O. lor C
ordebil my ACCESS/VISA card number:

1 1 II II 1 ,

NAME 1

POSTCODE

Please add £1.50 P&P/bOOk I

E3 Dealer enquiries welcome.
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«"H: S s"3 b"s
::..:8 |__s-"f| » ••
Dickens & Holmes

Topics covered Include:
• The BASIC assembler
• A lull 65C02 reterence section

•ALL Ihe'FX/OSBYTE calls
• Implementing paged ROM sollware
• Using events, internets & boilers
• Programming the video circuitry
• Shadow RAM control

• Video and serial ULAs described
• Analogue port and Master Compacl analogue
emulator

• Using Ihe Tube'" and second processors
• Masier CMOS RAM/Real Time Clock
• Master Compacl EEPROM
• Programming the 1770 disc controller
Example programs include:
• Expanded primer butter paged ROM
• Rapid data Iransler across Ihe Tube'" paged ROM
• Using Ihe re3l time clock alarm interrupt
• Reading IBMPC lormal discs using tho 1770 disc
controller

Hardware examples include:
• Constmcting and using a hghi pen
• Using tho cartridge interlaces
• Interlacing with Ihe 1MlIz bus and t Isor port

STAR-SOFT
(BBC &ELECTRON SOFTWARE LIBRARY)

We are a specialistBBC &Electron library with over twoyears
experience,

we know the market.
We stock arcade, educational & business software.

We also specialise in adventure games.
Large selection of software inc. disks

Hire rates from 75p for14days.
Take theStar-Soft option andjoin ourcomputer/zed library

" Fast service at the cheapest prices around. "
Send stamp for catalogue and cheque/P.O for £6 to cover

membership.
Please state BBC or Electron

STAR-SOFT
16 Martland Cresc, Beech Hill,Wlgan, Lanes. Tel: 094247574

AA188

NO MORE LOST FILES! WITH

DISK-KIT
DISK MANAGEMENT SYSTEM

This full featured automatic Disk Database holds details ot 100 single or
double sided disks (on 80T system) incard indexform- not just a listas inother
systems - with room for comprehensive comments. Search on title, filename
or comment - or just browse. Full access for editing - add or delete records at
any time- automatically update when disks altered (without losing valuable
data). Printas required.Menudriven.For'B'or Master(AutoDate Stamping).

Software services
65 South Mossley HillRoad

^^^ Allerton
•Fl Liverpool L199BG
*-" Tel: 051-427-7894

£14.95

+50 p & p

*>%̂ G&£S£IKB

An Educational Adventure on disc
for BBC B or RML 480Z Microcomputer.

from

STAR DEVICES LIMITED
THE CONCEPT KEYBOARD

SOFTWARE HOUSE
Available for the A3-128 or A4-128

CONCEPT Keyboard
Complete with 31 Supporting Work Cards

• • £32.20 • •

Inclusive of VAT Carriage and Insurance
These materials were developed as part of the Micro

electronics Education Program for England, Wales and
Northern Ireland.

X
Tel: 0962 63626

Please send me.

D I enclose a cheque for £ payable to STAR DEVICES LTD.

• full details

No

Name_

Signed.

Address_

STAR DEVICES LTD, HARMAN HOUSE, ANOOVER ROAD, WINCHESTER HAMPSHIRE S023 7BS
All cheques made payable to Star Devices Ltd. Official orders accepted.
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VERSATILE CAD/CAM
For the BBC Micro

A sophisticated, menu driven, user friendly CAD/CAM package with
many facilities for very accurate drawing construction and data
extraction for Numeric Control (NC) post processing As used in

Education and Industry.
CAD System (EDUCAD) - £80 (ex. vat)
* geometricJschematic drawings * construction/modification
*zoom, scale and units control *text/symbol font editor
*text/symbols, any size and angle * Intersects and tangents
*mirror and duplicate *rubber banding
" generalised.x-y plotter output • graphics screen dump
*area properties * revision/material info, editor
CAM System (EDUCNC) - £35 (ex. vat)
* part geometry from EDUCAD • part profile definition
*tool path animation *generalised NC post processor

Econet Network versions available.
Botii packages have explicit input prompts anderrormessages.Thistogetherwithover80

pagesofonline HELP datamakesthesesystemseasytouseand easytolearn- anidealway ol
introducing thisnewtechnology.

TOORDER simply specify diskformat requirements ortoobtainfurther detailscontact:
EDUSOFT,

Lodge Hill, SevensRoad, Cannock Wood,Rugeley,
Staffs WS15 4RX
©0543676939

Carswell Computers
24 Elm Road, Farihgdon, Oxoa SN7 7EJ

Telephone (0367) 21153
TYPEASYVersion 4
• Touch typing course for the BBC B, B+, Master &

Electron
• Mistakes displayed with flashing letters
• Teaches correct finger movement
• 139 progressiveexercises plus routines forwriting

more yourself
• Displays errors, speed and performance

dbe(40or80tack) £16,EcooatHk (80track)*», cmm*t»KIM
TYPE INVADERS
•Increases your speed-we guarantee!
• Lettersandwordsrain down foster and faster- type

correct letters to stop them.
• 10 levels with 4 speeds plus colourand sound
• See review in Acom User July '86

di«e(<0or80twck)n2^>Ecoptt(80tr>ek)f?rff,raaM«iS7J0
PricfincUidtP&P., '

Itack) CZB0, Km* (80 tack) OS,
t-Pptta- add 18% VAT

PROJECT EXPANSIONS
USER PORT & EPROM PROGRAMMER

for the
ELECTRON + BBC

User Port cartridge for the Electron
withROMsocket. PRICE ONLY; £29.95

EPROM Programmer inc ROM software

For 8, 16, 32K EPROMS
All Menu Driven, PRICE ONLY: £34.95

£39.95NOW AVAILABLE

ALL THE ABOVE PRICES ARE INCLUSIVE OFP.O. &VAT.
PLEASESENDCHEQUES/P.O. TO

PROJECT EXPANSION
5 TEAL CLOSE, FAREHAM HANTS P016 8HG

0329221109
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BeebDOS version 2 (new) from MicroBoss
Software for BBC and IBM file interchange
Rumon D3M-PC-XT-AT or compatibles andsupport* DOS 2.0or laler
Supplied on 360K IBMdiskette withmanual andplasticwalletthesoftware includes:

BCOPY Copy files BBC - IBM. IBM - BBC. BBC - BBC (wild cards allowed)
BCONV Flexible D3M Tile translate facility enabling texttooepassed between VIEW.

WORDSTAR andDisplaywrile 3 amongst otheruses.
Display BBCmode0.1,4.5 screen format (AMX Artincluded) fileson IBM standard
colour(CGA).enhancedcolour(EGA)or Herculesscreensforuse in IBMPC
presentation, DTP. drawing andother graphic applications.

BeebDOS isalmost acomplete BBC DFS/ADFS for the IBM PC with utilities tocatalogue, format,
backup, delete, lock, unlock, compact rename, alter title &options, map free space, change and create
directories of BBC diskette/files.

Infact BeebDOS isprobably thefastest andmost powerful
BBC/IBM PC file transfer method available and no cables or
serial connections are required.

BGRAPH

£39.99

Inclusive

BBC double density diskette formats supported areAcom ADFS, Watford, Solidisk, OPUS DDOS and
UDM. Acom single density DFS isonly supported when running BeebDOS onanIBM AT orXT286
witha 360kdiskdrive. Pleasesendor phone foran information sheet

CHEQUE ORPOSTAL ORDER TRADE/EDUCATION ENQUIRIES WELCOME
MICROBOSS LTD 3 HADLEIGH RD FRINTON ESSEX CO!3 9HG TEL (02556) 71095

signwriterT
instant display lettering £29*95
from a dot-matrix printer <bbc version)
* Signs printed across or down the page
* Sharp characters any size - the bigger the better
* Design logos, symbols on screen
* Extra fonts £5.75 each

Fair

j£f FREE!
XMflSFONT:* ~

Inrith ordors bafora nm«tir»».i

k
Available from the publisher

WIGHT SCIENTIFIC
44 Roan Street London SElO ?)T

(Ol) 858 2699
This advertisement printed A4-size with 16-bit SIGNWRITER

G-TEN LIMITED E3
THE MAIL ORDER SOFTWARE HOUSE
BBC MICRO

Commando..
Airwolf

Repton3
Strykers Run
CrystalCastles
Ravenskull
Thrust

B.C. Football Fortunes....
Acornsoft X
Questrobe
Rebel Planet

YleArKungFu2
Ciledal

Strike Force Harrier
Speech
Starquake
Elite
Trivial Pursuits 1125
Revs
Sentinel

Five Star Games
Firetrack

SuperiorCollection 1
SuperiorCollection 2
Paperboy
Konami Coin-op
Temple ofTerror !
Round Heads
The Hunt
Arkanoid
S.FoxStripPoker

TAPE

£

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

6.50

7.25

7.25

4.25

4.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

10.50

9.75

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

7.25

6.50

N.A
8.50

6.75

N.A

DISC 3.5-

£ £

11.25 N.A

11.25 N.A

9.75 11.25

10.50 11.25

9.50 N.A

9.50 NA
9.50 NA

11.25 N.A

9.75 N.A

N.A N.A

N.A N.A

11.25 N.A

9.75 11.25

10.50 N.A

9.75 N.A
11.25 N.A

11.25 15.25

16.25 N.A

10.50 11.25

11.25 N.A

N.A N.A

11.25 NA
9,75 11.25

9.75 11.25

11.25 N.A

11.25 •N.A

10.75 NA

11.25 NA
10.50 N.A
N.A N.A

10.50 N.A

BBCMICRO TAPE DISC 3.5-
£ E £

CodeNameDroid 8.25 9.75 12.25
Living Daylights 8.25 12.25 N.A.
SpyVSSpy 8.25 12.25 12.25
CrazeeRider 8.25 10.25 12.25

ELECTRON RRP 0UR
PRICE

£ C

Xor 9.95 7.25
Fivo Star Gamos 2 9.95 7,25
Micro Power Magic 7.95 6.50
Superior Col. V3 9.95 7,25
Ravenskull 9.95 725
Repton 3 9.95 7 25
Commando 9.95 7.25
Football Manager 8.95 6.50
Crystal Castles 8.99 6.50
Paperboy 9.95 735

Codo Name Droid 9.95 8.25
Strykors Run 9.95 8 25
Crazee Rider 9.95 8 25

PERIFERALS (P&P£1.50p,item) OUR
PRICE

£
AmxMouse 75.25
ATPLSidewise 41,50
ATPLSidewise - 30.00
Quickshot II 6.50
Quickshot IITurbo 11.50
BBC Quickshot 3.50
CompetitionPro9000 12.50
BBC Joystick Interface 7.50

Please add75pP&P peritem (Indland/BFPO only)
European ordersadd £1.50P&P peritem (inc. N.l'fcire).

Elsewhere add£2.50 P&P peritem. Pleasemake cheques orpostal orders
(Sterling only) made payable to: G-TEN LIMITED

Send orders to:-

G-TEN LIMITED
DEPT AU11

FREEPOST (no stamp needed INLAND/BFPO)
146/150 COMMERCIAL STREET
LONDON E1 6BR

CREDITHOTLINE Tel: 377 2630 24hr answer phone
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Mijas Software
Meet us at the

ACORN USER SHOW
stand 34a

First on the BBC with a

Relocatable Assembler and Linker
First on the BBC with a

Assembler Source-Code DEBUG
Now bring you

Small 'C
Separately compilable modules
Module Iibraries,Source Debug

Developed for use with the Mijas
65(C)02 Development System

Complete System including Assembler
Linker, Debug, Shell and utilities

£50
From:- Mijas Software.Mijas,Winchester Rd.

Michedever.Hants S021 3DG
Payment by ACCESS welcome at the show

Official orders welcome from educational establishments

This man
is after
your money
DavidFurlongerisManaging Director
of Wordstream Limited.

In lessthan twoyears Wordstrcam has
become the market leader of Bureau
Typesetters, with 1,000usersusinga
unique method requiring nocapital outlay and very low running costs.

We try very hard, we succeed nearly always and we accept the
responsibility ot oneof the most critical aspects ofourclients' work;
the typesetting.

The reasonissimple.Wewant your money.

Wordstream Limited,
Wordstream House,
St Aldhelms Road,
Poole, BH13 6BS

Telephone: (0202) 752155

Please send me the Wordstream Information Pack

Name: .

Company:

Address: .

Telephc AU/12

PERSONAL TYPESETTING

I'M

Educational
IMmeef-S

5 PROGRAMS » FOR ACES a FOR ALL . DISK

PER VOLUME r* 7 TO 13 YEARS *" THE FAMILY * ONLY
Available for the BBC B, B+, Master 128 and Master Compact

Variety of content - historical,
environmental, mathematical
Choice of levels and range of
outcomes to ensure repeated use
Designed as team games for all the
family with no time limits
involve problem solving, decision
making, planning strategies
Maximise learning through
discussion, "What will happen if..?"

include essential worksheets and
program notes
Produced by the team whose
programs are in thousands of
schools

Each volume £24;95 Incl. VAT and P&P - DISK ONLY
When ordering specify 40 or 80 track disk

forBBCB/B+/Masteri28
3.5" disk for BBC Master compact. Q

Official orders welcome. Trade enquiries welcome.
Orders and catalogue requests ta

FERNLEAF EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Fernleaf House, 31 Old Road west, Cravesend, Kent DA11 olh

Tel. 0474 359037 (24 hrs)

volume 1 Program titles are:
* Fletcher's castle * Thorn sea
* Treasure * Money Target
* The Perfume Hunter

volume 2 Program titles are:
* The Raiders * island Yacht
Race * Find The Question
* can You Make It?
* Deliver The Message

Volume 3 Program titles are:
* The Bordar's Daughter
* Ferry Captain * Bridges
* Market Stall
* Name The Square

CHRISTMAS SPECIAL OFFERS'^
EPROMS & D RAMS S

27128-250N/S21V (While stocks last) £3.55ea},
27128-250N/S7V 12V £3.20ea'

f27128 (One time programmable) £2.8Qea){
'27256 £4.30 ea '
2764-250 N/S 21V (While stocks last) £2.60ea
.264-150N/S £2.29ea!

4164-150N/S £0.99ea:
'•41256-150N/S £2.20ea
JL41257-15N/S (While stocks last) £2.20ea

*5.25'DS/DD96tpi £0.55;
Minimum quantity sold in 10 (supplied individually sleeved, all

labels and tags with a white cardboard box for storage)
3.5'JVC Branded Disc DS/DD 135tpi £1.55*5
3" DS/DD Disc £3.00J'
20Mb Winchester Hard Disc Drive complete with WX2 Western
Digital ControllerBoard (connection cable etc.. etc..) ..£299.00}

• TIL& CMOS chips (excl. DFS ROM) to be used with 8271 Disc
Drive Controller each set £2.95]
WD1772 : £13.50ea.

All prices include P&P

:'Send your order by post with cheque or postal order. Or phone
\ through your orderby quotingyour Accessor Barclaycard
f Ai number

HOT LINE

24 Hrs Service 01-550 6514 24 Hrs Service
^vP Please phone for special price onbulk purchase
If any products purchased from this advert fails to give complete

satisfaction. Please return to us unused within 30 days for a full
refund or free replacement. This- guarantee is offered in

addition to your statutory rights.

No VAT is charged (Not VAT Registered)

J & J MICROCHIPS LIMITED

PO Box 18, Essex IG8 ORB
'• Co. Reg. No: 1965704
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DISCOUNT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD

0494 711436
National • High Wycombe

r [. o p p v discs

XIDEX PRECISION BRAND
PACKED III BOXES OF 10 NUMBER Of BOXES

1-3
£7.40
t8. 40

til.40

1*3.20

4-9

£6.85
£7.77

£10.55

£21.00

5.25" S.S.D.D. 48TPI
D.S.D.D. 48TPI
D.S.D.D. 96TPI

D.S. 1.6H

3.5* S.S.D.D.

lOt
£6.47

£7.35

£9.98
£18.00

£12.75

£15. 50

DATA SWITC

PRINTER PAPER

PLAIN WHITE WITH MICRO-PERr EDGES
SIZE GSM QTY 1BOX 2BOXES
11x9.5- 60 2000 £11.45 £10.75
11x9.5* 70 2000 £12.65 £11.85
A4 70 2000 £15.50 £14.50

TILT 'N' SWIVEL MONITOR STAND

HOLDS 12" MONITOR £9.50

DELIVERY CHARGES

2m RS232 1 IN 2 OUT £27.00
•MM

"Br RS232 1 IN 4 OUT £35.00

RS232 "X" SWITCH £40.00

mm
PAR. 1 IN 2 OUT £27.00

"Br PAR. 1 IN 4 OUT £36.00

PAR. "X- SWITCH £4 5.00

CAB LES

PARALLEL PRINTER CABLES
BBC 2MTR £7.50
IBH/AMSTRAD PC £10.00

D/SWITCH-PRINTER £10.00

LOCKABLE DISC BOX

TAKES 100x5.25 DISCtlO.OO

ORDERS FOR:-

1 BOX OF PAPER OR PRINTER STANDS PLEASE ADD £4.00
2» BOXES OF PAPER PLEASE ADD £2.50 >VAT PER BOX

ALL OTHER SUPPLIES:-

ORDER UNDER £25.00 ex VAT ADD £1.75 l VAT

ORDER OVER £25.00 ex VAT ADD £2.50 t VAT

NEXT DAY SERVICE

PLEASE ADD £10.00 ♦ VAT PER ORDER

CONSTRUCTION SOFTWARE
These programs are written by a Chartered Engineer and are particularly
suitable for use in education on courses ranging from BTEC National
Certificate to Degree level.

BEAMTUTOR - a comprehensiveCAL package for drawingsheerforceand
bending moment diagrams. £59.95
PLANEFRAME - analysis of statically determinate pin jointed plane
frameworks. £79.95
BEAMPROFILE - plots deflected form of a range of beam
structures. £39.95
STEELBEAM- design of steel beams to BS 5950 Part I. £89.95
HOTWALL - plots structural and dewpoint temperature gradients for
composite wall construction. £39.95
All programs are available on 40/80 track discs for BBC Model Band Master
micros. Each price shownisall-inclusive for a disc form which font copies
can be made. Econetversionalso available forthe price oftwodiscs.Orders
and further information requests from:

STEPWISESOFTWARE 29 Wade Park Avenue
0778-343954 Market Deeping

Peterborough PE6 8JL

POLICE SAY "IT SEEMS COMPUTERS ARE STOLEN TO ORDER"
RCr^ | | +-** CT MICRO'S. D/DRIVES. MONITORS. PRINTERS,

1=1 *-* WJ V^ WZL VIDEOS, T.V.'s, CASH TILLS + MANY MORE
HOME. SCHOOL, OFFICE T |_| CT •— -w- HOTELS, SHOPS
AIRPORTS, EXHIBITIONS I M fc l~ 1 CARAVANS, BOATS
BBC TELETEXT. PRESTEL, APPLE. IBM-PC. ACORN w*. a *~*.* a m • .
TORCH, VIGLEN, LINK, PET. RML, EPSON (RX FX MX) INI CJ W I !

THIS SUPERB RANGE OF 'SELMOR' MICRO SECURITY UNITS HAVE
PROVEN TO BE THE MOST RELIABLE AND EFFECTIVE AS WELL AS
BEING INEXPENSIVE AND SIMPLE TO INSTALL. NO LONGER DO YOU
REQUIRE A BALL AND CHAIN TO PREVENT UNAUTHORISED REMOVAL/
THEFT OF YOUR PRIZED AND VALUABLE EQUIPMENT. OUR SECURITY
UNITS WILL SECURE ALL YOUR PORTABLE DEVICES FOR YOU

FULLY APPROVED AS PART OFTHE BBCMICRO. SYSTEM ?bc

SO DON'T DELAY!! RISK A STAMP OR PHONE CALL...AND NOT YOUR
EQUIPMENT. FOR FULL DETAILS SEND LARGE S.A.E. OR RING:-

r^jK«> DEE BEE MARKETING (UK) CO., GLOBAL HOUSE, 43, MILL ROAD,
\Oia£lFAnEHAM' HANTS- P016 OTN TEL: 0329 287391 (24HR ANSW.)
•J22S" LET US HELP YOU SAFEGUARD YOUR SYSTEMS FUTURE

EXPORT ENQUIRIES FOR SALES, DISTRIBUTION AND AGENTS WELCOMED

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

R I D B o :j s HIGH QUALITY SUPPLIES FROM D.C.S.

THIS IS ONLY A SMALL EXTRACT FROM OUR RANGE OF RIBBONS.- PLEASE 'PHOti
US WITH YOUR RIBBOtJ REQUIREMENT

QTY
2-9 10.

AMSTRAD DHP1 C3.3 6 £3.00
DMP2000/30 00 £2. 30 £2. 10

DMP4000 C3.2 5 £2.90
PCW 8512/8256 £4.75 £3.80

BROTHER HR15/25/35 FAD £3.2 5 £2.50
HR15/25/35 M/S £2.75 £2.30

CITIZEH 120D £4.60 £4.10
MPS15 / 25 £3.65 £3. 15

DIA3LO HYTYPE 2 FAB £2.7 5 £2.50
1250 FAB £3.50 £3.15

EPSON LX80/86
FX80,85,800,

£2.50 £1.90

MX80.LX800 £3.05 £2.50
MX 100 £3.65 £3.30

EX800 £4.00 £3.30
OKI 80/82 £1.20 £1.10

84 £3.00 £2.70
QUHE SPRINT 7/9 M/S £2.60 £2.35

SPRINT 7/9 FAE £3.10 £2.80
SI! INKA CP80 £3.35 £2.55
M/TALLY MT80 £3.35 £2.55

M

STANDS

RUGGEDLY CONSTRUCTED BLACK STEEL FRAME WITH HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE
BASKET FOR OUTPUT PAPER & BASE SHELF FOR INPUT PAPER.

DELIVERED IN EASY SELF ASSEMBLY FOR WITH INSTRUCTIONS S CASTERS.

59105

59106
80 COLUMN PRINTER STAND
132 COLUMN PRINTER STAND

£41.5

£52.50

ALL PRICES EXCLUDE VAT

ORDERS

PLEASE ALLOW 5-7 DAYS TO RECEIVE YOUR ORDER.

PLEASE POST YOUR ORDER AND CHEQUE TO : -

DISCOUNT COMPUTER SUPPLIES LTD. 24, CHILTERN TRADING ESTATE,
EARL HOWE ROAD, HOLMER GREEN HIGH WYCOMBE BUCKS HP15 6QT.

QUESTION! WHAT SEARCHES 150 MAGAZINES IN UNDER 300 SECONDS?
ANSWER! THE MAGAZINE BIBLIOGRAPHY DATABASE
It contains details of nearly 21,000 references and includes every
issue of ACORN USER, MICRO USER, A&B COMPUTING, EDU
CATIONAL COMPUTING and BEEBUG e.g. articles, listings, rev
iews, hints, tips, corrections, news items and readers' letters —
everything remotely related to the BBC Micro!

Choose any subject or keyword; the fast two-string search option
(0.39 seconds per 10K) provides the title, description, source, page
number and date of all occasions when it has been written about, on
screen with global or selective copy.

Magazine reviewers have called it "the ultimate index", "a valuable
asset that has tremendous possibilities", "outstanding", "unique" and
a "remarkable product". B/B+/Master compatible.

MAGAZINE BIBLIOGRAPHY 1-16 (Dec '81-April '87) 1.415K £60
ACORN USER 1-4 (July '82-Dec '86) 394K £20
MICRO USER 1-3 (March '83-Jnly '86) 255K £15
A &B COMPUTING 1-3 (May '83-May '87) 282K £15

Please specify number ol* tracks, sides and drives
when ordering, or send large S.A.E.

for full details. All prices inclusive of p-t-p -f- VAT

Ivlc Hugh Enterprise,
43 Hookstone Oval,
Harrogate HG2 8QE.
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TOOLKIT = The 54 command toolkit. MODEL B £45
+ BASICedit, search, merge, join,part-save, overlay, relocate, up/download, verify,renumber,

move line segments, relocate.
+ a rom/ram manager with load, save, on, off, send, clear, swap.
+ a complete filing system lor use with sideways ram.

BASIC and OS commands work normally. New commands provided.
+ dual catalogues, disc search, recovery, free space, menu witauto-run (BASIC or MC),

individual sector edit/load/save.
+ general utilities include memory/rom/ram editor/disassembler, softkey list/load/save/48

definitions, FX/vector list, etc.

RAMKIT = The sideways ram filing system.MASTER/MODEL B £35
+ utilise sideways ram for storing programs, data files, etc.
+ 15 channels. 31 files per ram, with programmable AUTO-! BOOT.
+ 27 extra commands include COPY, LOCK, TITLE, etc, plus ram/rom utilities,a 40/80 column

memory/rom'ram editor/disassembler.
Master RAMKIT is co-processor compatible and has CMOS utilities.
Model B RAMKIT includes a full function rom manager.

CATKIT = The DFS disc indexer. MASTER/MODEL B £20
+ capable of storing up to 700+ catalogues (24000+ files) on one side of an 80 track disc. All

dala on files read automatically.
+ lull sort/search/list/print/labels/MODE/OS access/utilities, plus built-in AND user-definable

coding facilities.

PRINTKIT - The VIEW print pack (5.25" disc only) MASTER £20
+ quality printing using up to 84 fonts, 3 widths, plusunderline.
+ disc pack contains 16 fonts, font editor, printer, preview, and screen drivers, plus extension

driver for double height, etc.
+ uses single/double/quad bitimage modes lound on most printers.

BASKIT = The BASIC companion. MASTER/MODEL B £20
+ BASIC edit, search, merge, join, part-save, relocate, up/download verily, renumber, move

line segments, various overlay options.
+ a FN'PROC library editor. Use FN'PROCs either as overlays or as program building-blQcks.

Supplied with a starter disc containing over 50k of FN/PROCs, including BASIC linker,
utilities, etc.

+ fully co-processor compatible.

ROMKIT = The rom manager. MASTER/MODEL B £15
+ on, off, load, save, list, CRC, send, swap, service call info, direct 'INSERT/'UNPLUG,

memory/ram'rom editor/disassembler.
+ 12 new "CONFIGURES include CMOS edit'load/save, a VIEWprinter driver, softkey and soft

character load/save, etc.

CHARKIT = The on-screen character designer. MASTER £10
+ 15 stylish fonts (characters 32-126) built-in.
+ facilitiesto design/edil/load/save/use new fonts, plus complete or partial redefinition,double

height, double width, etc.
+ VIEW printer driver lo print using the built-in or user fonts.

Available as 16k EPROMs or rom images (on a dual format DFS disc), supplied
with detailed manual. Cheques with order, or write for detailed fax sheet:

JML Software, UNIT 5, St Catherine's Mill,
LEEDS, LS13 2TD.

E SIDEWAYS RAM

ATTENTION!

MASTER COMPACT USERS
AT LAST - A REAL TIME CLOCK FOR YOUR COMPUTER

FULLY IMPLEMENTS THE MASTER'S - 'TIME, TIME $ & OSWORD 14/15

+ + PLUS + +
CLOCK - CONSTANT TIME DISPLAY ON SCREEN

SET TIME - SET THE TIME OUT WITH BASIC

ALARM - 4 INDEPENDENTLY PROGRAMMABLE ALARMS

TIMER - PROGRAMMABLE COUNTDOWN TIMER - 1 Sec. to 24 Hours

SIMPLE FITTING - PLUGS INTO ANY ROM SOCKET

SMALL SIZE - FOOTPRINT NO LARGER THAN A ROM AND ONLY '/,
INCH HIGHI

ONLY £34.90 - INC. VAT. ADD £1 CARRIAGE (U.K.)

P.M.S.
38 MOUNT CAMERON DRIVE, EAST KILBRIDE, G74 2ES

03552 32796 (24 HOUR)

S w

Whatever your subject. . .
French, First Aid, Football, Spelling, Science, Spanish, Sport, Scotland,
England, English Words, German, General Knowledge, Geography,

Italian, Arithmetic, Natural History and Welsh.

Let your computer
tielp ejdu Learn

Write or phone for a FREE 20 page illustrated catalogue of our Leisure
and Educational Software

KOSMOS SOFTWARE LIMITED

FREEPOST (no stamp needed)
DUNSTABLE, Beds. LU5 6BR

Tel: 05255 3942 or 5406

SOFTWARE
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BRAINSOFTS 32K STILL THE BEST VALUE

SIDEWAYS RAM FOR THE BBC RANGE.

*Uscs latest technology.
*32K of ram in a size no

larger than a EPROM. '
*No soldering required the
two leads clip on.

•Takes up only one sideways
rom socket.

*Docs not use user port but
uses &FE30 register.

•Low power consumption.

Incompatible with rom boards except Peartrcc MR3000.

BRAINSOFTS 16K COMPATIBLE WITH MOST

ROM BOARDS.

This module has been tested with the following boards:-
ATPL, Watford, and Peartrce MR3000.

BRAINSOFTS BATTERY BACKUP UNIT.
A 28pin 0.6inch wide socket with a built in CMOS controller
and a embedded lithium battery. It monitors the supply for
disruption when such occurs the batttcry is switched on.

All the above are guaranteed for 1 yr. Please state computer.

3

3

J

J

!

1

SIDEWAYS RAM UTILITIES

Now Version 3 with ARFS and APB !!
-MENU DRIVEN SOFHVARE this selects RAMLOAD, RAMSAVE, RAMLIST, PRINTER

BUFFER, or PROGRAMMERS UTILITIES.

-ADVANCEDPRINTER BUFFER provides the user with up to an extra 63K of buffer space,
which allows the user to continue using WORDWISE-PLUS, VIEW or BASIC whilst the
printer is printing.

-PROGRAMMERS UTILITrES arc a collection of 25 utilities including a full-scrcen-
memory editor, all variables clear, program relocation, program compaction,
program repairer, rom list, rom enable, rom disable, rom status, speed control,
computer status, string search, variable list, vector list, close all files, list of
the currently active variables, kcyload, kcysave, program comparison with a file
held on disk, rom save, and screen compaction/uncompaction which can pack
a mode 0 screen in less than IK of disk space.

-ADVANCED ROM FILING SYSTEM provides the user with fast access to programs and
data, so fast that it can load a 20K program quicker than the BBC's CLS command takes
to clear the memory. The ARFS is capable of storing files longer than 32K in length, the
amount of file space is limited to the number of sideways ram the user has, the number of
files, length of names being limited by only the ram size. The ARFS when enabled by

•RFS acts like a disk interface allowing saves and deletions, as well as loading, many
programs which use legal' disk calls are compatible.

Also provided on the disk are three BASIC programs which can be easily adapted to run
on NETWORK systems, ramload, ramsave and ramlist.

Provided with the sideways ram utilities is a 12 page instruction book, the software is
supplied on a 40T disk with 801 conversion software.

BBC TO ARCHIMEDES DISK CONVERSION KITEomprising of 3.5 and a 5.25 inch disk witli a connection lead for connecting die BBC and ARCHIMEDES
BBC DFS TO ARCHIMEDES ADFS together. Requires a BBC series computer and a Archimedes, menu driven software. Available Sep 87.

Send order form to: BRAINSOFT, 22 BAKER ST, LONDON W1M 1DF. TELEPHONE 01-486 0321 ( 10 lines)

SIDEWAYS RAM COST No TOTAL

16K SLIMLINE MODULE £14

32K SLIMLINE MODULE £14.5

WRITE PROTECT SWITCH £2

BATTERY BACKUP FOR

ABOVE MODULES.

£14

SOFTWARE & BITS COST No TOTAL

HM62256LP-12 £11

HM62256LP-12 2+off £10

LEAD KIT £14

SOFTWARE W/O MODULE £6

SOFTWARE WITH MODULE £3

MAIL ORDER

ONLY.

P&P £1 ON

ORDERS BaOW

£4.

EDUCATIONAL

DISCOUNTS.

NAME

ADDRESS

PHONE No CHEQUE No

SAME DAY DESPATCH
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WORDWISE PLUS II

• Previews long documents in 80 columns
* New embedded commands
* Over a dozen extra CRTL keys

(eg. Delete Line, Mark Paragraphs etc.)
Fast switching between text and segments
Improved Search and Replace facilities
Compatible with existing text files and segment
programs

Menu-driven file selection
Fully compatible with Spell Master

• Supplied on a single 32K ROM,compatible with all
BBC Micros

• Utilities disc supplied (includes a label printer,
16K printer buffer etc)

* Replaces your existing word-processor chip

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE PRICE £39.95
To existing WORDWISE PLUS owners

Why not decide for yourself?

Buy WORDWISE PLUS II

from us, and Ifnot delighted,
just return it for a full rotund:

Fv^ (07555)
7286

For further Information, contact-
IFEL, 36 Upland Drive, Derriford, Plymouth,

PL6 6BD Tel: (07S5S) 7286

"DIALUP Personal is an
excellent package, easy
to use, perfect for the
first time user" telecom gold.
DIALUP Personal is a comms package with the
right features for the serious home user.

You can mail prepared letters, documents,
spreadsheets etc- save screens to disc and build
a directory of screens. You can also capture
text to a file for editing in your WP package.

menu driven

auto logon
f: professionally packaged and supported

suitable for accessing Telecom Gold, Prestel,
Microlink, Micronet and other services and
Bulletin Boards

XMODEMand KERMIT file transfer protocols
download free software from Micronet

DIALUP Personal isonly £89.95 (inc VAT).
I For more information contact

Angela on 021-643 7688.
PMS Communications Ltd.
Norfolk House,

Smallbrook Queensway,
Birmingham B5 4LJ.

DIALUP
PERSONAL

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987

(Slectroneqttip)
LEADS SUPPLIED WITH EVERYTHING

Archimedes 310 now in stock

Computers &
Accessories:

Master128 435.91
Turbo Co-processor 119.46
512 Co-processor 217.41
UniversalCo-processor 79.95
MasterCompact (UHF) 379.95
MasterCompact (Mono) 429.95
Compact Companion 39.95
MasterROM Cartridges 14.95
CompactTV Adaptor 29.95

Monitors:

Colour:

Philips 8833 Med Res BBC/IBM
compatible 287.50
Microvitec 1451 Med Res BBC RGB
TTL 249.95
Mono: Zenith ZVM1230 (Green) and
ZVM1220 (Amber) 79.95

Disc Drives:

(Two year warranty)
MD400A(NoPSU) 132.96
MD400B (With PSU) 149.95
MD802C(NoPSU) 259.90
MD802E (With PSU) 289.95
MD802D/M (in Plynth) 309.95
MDC0MB0 (5.258,3.5) 259.00
MD20M 20MbyteWini 659.96

Printers:

Dot Matrix:

Citizen 120D(80col).
StarNL10(80col)....
StarNX15(132col)
EpsonFX800 (80col)
EpsonFX1000 (132col)
StarNB24-10(24pin)
Epson LQ800 (24pin)

Daisywheel:
Juki 6100 (18cps)
GakkenGPR2000(18cps)
National Panasonic KXP1081

179.00
209.95

389.00
399.00

549.00
599.00
599.00

343.56

199.95
169.00

BBC & Master Spares:
BBC Power Supply 56.35
BBC Keyboard 49.95
BBC0.S.12 12.58
BBCBasicll 19.95
BBC Cases (complete) 17.95
Master PowerSupply 59.95
Master Keyboard 54.95
Master Batteries 4.95

Acorn 8271 Disc/I/F 69.00
Acorn 1770 Disc l/F 49.95

Electronequip:
New for Master & Compact View
Printer Driver generator and menu

12.95/13.95

Dust Covers:

We stock dust covers for most
popular items. Here's a selection:
Master128 4.49
StarNLIO 5.41
Citizen 120D 5.50
Microvitec 6.46

ROM Software:

A selection from our large range:
Acornsoft
View 44.95
Viewsheet 44.95
Viewstore 44.95
Overview 89.95

AMX

Mouse Super Art 79.95
Pagemaker 45.94
Max(Desktop) 18.95

Computer Concepts
Inter-word 49.00
Inter-chart 32.00
Inter-sheet 49.00
Wordwise Plus 49.00
Inter-base 60.00

Discs:

Box 96Tpi D.S. inplasticLibrary Case(5.25") 12.95
Box 3096Tpi D.S.inPlastic StorageBox (5.25") 39.90
Box10135TpiD.S.(3.5") 24.95
Box10 96TpiD.S. Unlabeleddiscs 6.90
Coloured Disc 51/T96Tpi (each) 1.99
LargeSelection of DiscStorage Boxes £6.90 to 19.90

A.T.P.L. Sidewise ROM
Board. The most popular and
originalSpecialOffer.... 39.33
2AKRamChips 9.20

Merlin

Datascribe 59.95
Titan 89.00

LARGE SELECTION OF JOYSTOCKS
Prices subject to variation without prior notification. Trade,

Government and Education orders Welcome. Barciaycard &
Access, orders accepted. All prices include 15% V.A.T.

P&P
Please add 92 pence per item. Securicor £6.90 per parcel.

Please send for our extensive Mail Order catalogue.
59West StreetFareham Hants P016OAT

Tel: 0329-230670/1
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COMPUTER MUSIC IEEE488 INTERFACE PODULES
FOR THE ACORNARCHIMEDES

AND SPRINGBOARD
COMPUTER SYSTEMS

BECOME A REAL PERFORMER
THIS CHRISTMAS!
With theMIDITRACK PERFORMER, youl make better music thanyou
beBevedpresfctelWrtetheryouimagirw
Mozart, you can record your favourite nfts using your home computer.
The PERFORMER, withits innovative features, gives you tutt micro
control ofyour music so thateverything you play toexaetyreproduced
- oreven Improved with auto-timing inoperation! Youlhaveupto29
tracksof recordedmusicand enoughtime tocreate an exciting rock
piece orclassical composition, with widetempo variation forgetting
thosefastpassages righteasy notecorrection wrth punch-in, instant
transposition ofindividual tracks, autocontrol ofdrums andunlmited
notes at once on a track.

Infad,you could have a finat performance thafias brttantasvou
imagine when using oneormore ofthesuperb MM instruments now
available. The PERFORMER is being used by^everyone from young
musicians inschools totoprecordng artists wfth home studios Eke
Keith Winter (Shakatak) and Pri Fearon.

AJ you need to ort started It a MkJ«juipped Instrument - utuaty a port**
kaytoerd - a B8C micro (B, B+. Master orCorcpad) ptotautarJe TV anddsfe
drive. Wat apply tht EMR MICH INTERFACE ur* and 2 CABLES to "rttyaur
Instrument to your micro and t» MOTTRACK PERFORMER aoftware program
ond* for£99he VAT. PImmadd£2 pott4 pacHna. (Stela 40or SO Track
dJac and micro type). VISA A ACCESS telephone orders accepted.
Write or phone torU Hormafcn on tie PERFORMER andotier programs In
tie MIDrmACK MUSIC SYSTEM pk» ton acMce on MU Instruments.

FOR ONLY £99!
(Bumptr Xmas Offer Saving £30 on RRP)

ELECTROMU8IC RESEARCH (EMU) LTD., 14 MOUNT CL08E,
WKKFORD, ESSEX 3311 tHO. Telephone: 0702 338747 (H*)

INTERACTIVE 3D is a unique program that actually allows you to create
a design directly in a 3D view. And you can zoom, rotate and change
view at any time to visualise the effect of design changes. Full editing
facilities allow you to create and delete points and lines, and adjust
their positions in any direction, all under cursor control without having
to enter any numerical data. Circles can be generated automatically and
symmetrical forms can be created by reflections. Designs can be saved
to tape/disc and reloaded. Views shown on the screen can be saved or
printed. Altogether, nearly 50 operations are included.
For BBC B, B + and MASTER series.

* Acclaimed in reviews (Micro User, Beebug, A&B
etc)

* Widely used in schools, colleges and industry
* Licenced to Education Authorities

* Sold in nearly 20 different countries worldwide
* Probably the most powerful 3D CAD system for

any home micro, and at an unbelievably low price
£8.95 cassette £12.95 disc (state 40 or 80 track)

Wt^MM cheque/p°,o:
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DESIGN DYNAMICSIA]
8 Meadow Way,
Ampthill,
Bedford MK45 2QX

The combination of Acorn 32-bit RISC Technology and
Intelligent Interfaces hardware and software design results
in an extremely fast and powerful IEEE488 Interface
Controller for ATE (Automatic Test Equipment) systems.

• Full implementation of IEEE Std 488.
• Enables the computer to communicate with up to 14

IEEE488 interface compatible instruments
• Extremely fast data transfer rate (around 250 Kbyte/s)
• Can be configured as the system controller or as a

simple talker/listener
• As controller in charge can send all addressed and

universal commands and conduct both serial and
parallel polls

• Ultra high level software interface for ease of use
BBC BASIC Procedures and Functions supplied on disc
optional libraries of procedures for FORTRAN 77, ISO
Pascal, C etc

• Comprehensive user guide

Intelligent Interfaces supply IEEE488 Interface Controllers based on
the Acorn Archimedes or the Compaq Deskpro Computer Systems.
They designed, developed, manufacture and support the Acorn
IEEE488 Interface for the BBC Models B, B+ and Master 128
Microcomputers.

Officially appoinied Acorn Scientific Dealer.

Intelligent Interfaces Ltd £
43b Wood Street i 5
Stratford-upon-Avon Tel: 0703 261514 or
Warwickshire 0789 415875 (Head Office)
CV37 6JQ Telex: 312242 MIDTLX G

^11 MM*

640 X 512
RESOLUTION

BREAKTHROUGH!
The BBC computers have quite high resolution graphics. The maximum
horizontal resolution of 640 is good but the overall effect is spoilt by the
mediocre vertical resolution of 256, even in MODE O. The same limitation applies
to normal screen dumps, so the only way to obtain smooth curves has been an
expensive plotter.
Nothing can be done about the screen resolution, but now our unique software,
MODE-00 DUMP, provides a means of outputting graphics to a dot-matrix printer
at an amazing 640 x 512 resolution. All you have to do is add two simple
'SPOOL statements to your BASIC or machine code program. All the VDU data
used to plot the picture are then saved to disc for use later by MODE-00 DUMP.
Your program can run in any MODE - even MODE 7! (although then you won't
see the results until you run MODE-00 DUMP).The dump is in one colour (i.e. as
MODE O) and covers most of an A4 page.
A useful graph plotting program is included as an example to show you how to
add the "SPOOL statements to your own programs.
MODE-00 DUMP for BBC B, B + and Master computers on 5V<" disc.

£12.95 disc only (state 40 or 80 track)
Please note: MODE-00 DUMP works with most dot-matrix printers, but if ESC"*"
is not available (check your printer manual) then you have to omit from the dump
6% of the screen height (either top or bottom).

SPECIAL OFFER: (40 or 80 track disc only)
INTERACTIVE 3D + MODE-00 DUMP £20.00

You can save INTERACTIVE 3D pictures to use with MODE-00 DUMP

ACORN USER DECEMBER 1987
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50,000 USERS
SAY IT IN LOGOTRON LOGO

3-D LOGO

LOGOTRON

LOGOTRON

LOGO
PRICE
REDUCED

£4400

v\V

Turtle Graphics
List Processing

Mathematics

3-D Graphics
Logo Sounds

Sprite Graphics
Control Technology

Music Logo

Science Logo
Thinking Skills
Problem Solving

Logo Books

Floor Turtles

Databases

Welsh Logo
Hindi Logo

Spanish Logo
Network Logo

Adventure Games

A n i m a I i o n

Robots

*\
%> \

Oi. \

^ \
\

\
\

\
\

\
\

\

H
\ LOGOTRON EDUCATIONAL PRODUCTS, DALES BREWERY, GWYDIR STREET

\ CAMBRIDGE CB1 2LJ PHONE (0223)323656

LOGOTRON
EDUCATIONAL

PRODUCTS
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SEASONS GREETINGS FROM ALL ATCOMPUTER EXPRESS
PANASONIC 1081

This120cpsdraft/30cps NLQ little beast isa surprising
winner. Itcontinuestosellverywell, nodoubthelpedby
the factthat everybodydiscounts itso massively! But it
has excellent 9-pin quality, is Epson and IBM
compatible, comes with a tractor feed, is 80 columns
wide and amazingly cheap!
£139.00

STARNL10

For value (or money nothing can match our new low
price. One of the most popular printers ever with a
speed of 120cps draft and 35 NLQ. Built-in back
mounted tractor feed, friction and auto single sheet
feed. Comes with choice of interfaces. Recommended
by Which? Verystrong NLQ, 80 column wide.
£178.00

EPSON LX800
Although previous LXseries printers were considered
under-specified compared to the NL10and others, the
range continues to be the best seller-ever. This latest
offeringzips along at 150cps draft and 25cps NLQand
comes with Parallel Esc-P or IBM Parallel interfaces as
standard, plus a top-mounted tractor feed. Good, clear
typeface, 80 column wide.
£189.00

NEC P7 PINWRITER
Heavyduty 24-pindot-matrixprints draft at 180cps and
Letter Quality (LQ) at 72cps.Averysuccessfulproduct
in the corporate sector. 132 column.
£441.00

EPSON LQ2500

Although very expensive, this fast (270cps, 72cps LQ)
printer continues to sell in impressive numbers even in
the face of strong competition in a fiercely contested
market segment. Probably the best printer Epson ever
made. 132 column.

£689.00

MIGENT ABILITY

A knock-down integrated system. We recommend it
because it does spreadsheet. WP, Database and
Comms professionally. For the budget user there is
nothingto match itat this price.Great ifyouare learning.
£40.00

MIRACLE WS4000 V21/V23 Modem
This is the most popular Modem in the country today.
Why? Mainly because it is cheap, reliable, looks good
and does the job,which is really quite a simple one, after
all. You can use it to access Telecom Gold, One-to-One,
EasyLink, Prestel and all the bulletin boards that keep
sprouting up. You also need a serial cable (£15.00) and
software. We recommend Sagesoft ChitChat (£71.00)
because that package also allows you to access
Prestel. Most others don't.

£129.00

EPSON FX800/1000

No printer propaganda would be complete without
listingthe FXseries. Itwas on the back ofthis range and
its ancestors that Epson came to dominate the market.
The 800 is the descendent of the 80 and 85, prints draft
at 200cps and NLQ at 40cps and is 80 columns wide.
The 1000's parents were the famous 100 and 105. It
goes at the same speed and is 132 columns wide. Both
include tractor feeds and Epson/IBM compatibility.
Worthypedigrees and a safe 9-pinchoice.
FX800 £293.00
FX1000 £379.00

LOTUS 1-2-3 (VERSION 2.01)
Although imitated by half a dozen lookalikes, the
original business spreadsheet continues to out-sell all
of its rivals and is the Number One selling software
package - ever. Very popular with corporates and
government. Our huge volumes enable us to offer it at
an exceptionally low price.
£220.00

XEROX VENTURA DESK TOP
PUBLISHER (VERSION 1.1)

Rightly or wrongly, Desk Top Publishing (DTP) is the
latest industry buzzword. There are a lot of packages
about, but the general consensus is that this is the best.
It's in fashion.
£465.00

WORD PERFECT (VERSION 4.2)

Statistics show that more Word Processing software is
sold than any other kind. Word Perfect is the best selling
WP package in the worldtoday- fullstop. Itis also, in the
view of most trade people, the best. Strongly
recommended. Insoftware terms, only Lotus outsells it.
£219.00

SUPERCALC 4

Ifyou want an alternative to Lotus 1-2-3 and its clones,
this is the only one worth considering. They say it is
everything Lotus should have been. Easy to use and
quick, good graphics, it may be number two, but it tries
harder!

£191.00

AMSTRAD 1640-ECD

No listing would be complete without mention of this
machine. Some of the shortcomings of the 1512have
been rectified, mainly the display. The 1640 is excellent
value for money, coming as it does with an 8086 8MHz
chip. 640k RAM, mouse, Gem, MS-DOS and full colour
EGA screen. The old 1512 was selling 7000 to 9000
units- per month in this country, and we expect the
successor 1640 to have similar success. For real value
buy the single drive version and add a 32mb
Scribecard! Available in colour only.
Single Floppy £720.00
Double Floppy £815.00
20mb Hard Disk £1075.00

TANDON TARGET

This small-footprint mini-AT is about the most stylish
around. Fast 20 or 40mb hard disk, 1.2mb floppy, 1mb
RAM, serial and parallel ports, 14in mono monitor,
keyboard, MS-DOS 3.2. Good price for a pedigree AT.
Target 20 £1499.00
Target 40 £1699.00

EPSON PC-AX

This 10MHz AT is robust and sets the standard for big-
box design and style. Comes with keyboard and MS-
DOS,you need topay extra forthe monitorand graphics
adaptor board. This is a popular item forpower users on
a budget, such as local authorities!
AX20 Mark II £1259.00
AX40 £1629.00
AX60 £2359.00

MINISCRIBE 32MB HARD DISK

CARD

ThisScribecard is revolutionizinghard disk upgrades in
the U.S. and U.K. Why? Because it's cheap! It is also
easy to install, reasonably fast (65ms) and readily
available. Takes up one and a halfslots and worksgreat
in the Amstrad, IBM, Olivetti. You name it.
£289.00

SMART SYSTEM

The trouble with integrated packages is that they tend to
do one thing at most very well, and all the others not so
well as a dedicated package. Smart is the only
integrated system in which all of its components (WP,
Spreadsheet, Database, Graphics, Communications,
Diary) are competent to stand on their own against the
competition. The best-selling integrated package.
£349.00

Allgoods guaranteed. Official Purchase Orders accepted from Government, Local Authorities, Universities and PLC's. All prices exclusive of VAT and subject to change without notice.
Delivery charges extra. No returns or repairs accepted without Returns Authorisation Number which has been given by our Technical Support Department.

Defective dead-on-arrival merchandise repaired or replaced immediately at our carriage expense. Carriage on warranty repairs is paid by the customer. Non-defective credit returns
subject to a 10% restocking fee. Technical support available Monday to Friday. Export and trade enquiries welcome.

FOR FULL PRICE LIST PLEASE CALL

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME ES 0727-37451
MICROCOMPUTER, PERIPHERALS
SOFTWARE SALES AND SUPPORT

SHOWROOM*99PARK STREET LANE*BRICKETWOOD*ST ALBANS»HERTFORDSHTRE«AL2 2JA«(0727)72790'
HEAD OFFICE-UNIT A'CAXTON CENTRE-PORTERS WOOD-ST ALBANS»HERTFORDSHIRE»AL3 6XT«(0727) 37451

TELEX: 8950511 ONE ONE G (Quote Ref: 15412001)
COMPUTER EXPRESS HOLLAVVD«NrjVERHODSWEG«N60»3812 PM«AMERSFOORT»NETHERIiANDS»(33) 630544
COMPUTEREXPRESSAMERICA'U\3 S.E. ELLISSTREET*PORTLAND«OR»97202 USA-TELEPHONE (503) 235 0277
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-GET YOUR GLAUS INTO OUR LOW PRICES'
NARROW DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

Epson LX80O- The Brand New Best Seller!
Star NL10-Tho Number Two Seller-Best Spec
Panasonic 1081 - 120cps&80col-A winner!
Epson FX800 - Brand New!240cps! Wow!
Epson EX800- 300cps &80 column-Super Fast!
SeikoshaMP1300AI-300cps!
SeikoshaSPISO- lOOcps Bus a Great Price!
Seikosha SP1200 -120cps (Seiko-Epson owns Seikosha)
MP165-Cheap Fast AndGood Quality180cps
Oki Microline 182 - The Number 2 Brand
Oki Microline 192 - Perennial Favourite

WIDE DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

£189

E178

£139
£293

C373

E299

£149

E189

E169

£184

E279

StarNX15-ThoNewWide-bodyNL10! E273
Star NR15- Replaces the SP.15-A Great Mover E385
Panasonic 1592P- A Real Bargain. Matel E350
Panasonic 1595-The Panasonic Favorite E450
Epson FX1000-Brand New! Replaces FX105 E379
Epson EX1000-300cps& 136 column-Super Fast! E498
SoikoshaMP5300AI-132col Version of MP1300 E389
Seikosha BP5420 - 420cps Draft -106 in NLQ £999
MP 200-200cps! 132 column! £259
MP 201-132 column 200cps £294
Oki Microline 193-Worth A Look £359
Oki Microlino 293 - Worth A Long Look £608

24-PIN DOT MATRIX PRINTERS
Epson LQ800 • Letter Quality-24 Pin Printhead £419
Epson LQ1000 - Lottor Quality-24 Pins-132 Col £558
Epson LQ2500 - This one is really good! £689
Epson LQ850-Brand New 24-Pin, Due Out Soon Call
Epson LQ1050-Brand New 132 Column 24-Pin LQ Call
Seikosha SL80 -150cps Draft - 50cps LQ £280
StarNB15-Thebig,up-marketStar24-pin300cps £598
StarNB24-15-Similartoabove,but216cps £517
Star NB24-10-80 column 24-pin winner £413
NECP6 - Good Buy £379
NECP7 - One of the Best Sellers Ever - 24 pin £441

DAISY WHEEL PRINTERS
Star Power Type 18cps • The Current Cheap One! £179
Juki 6100-20cps-Very Popular, still no. 1 £253
Juki 6200 - 30cps - Still Popular E393
Juki 6300 - 40cps - Very Up-Market £639

COLOUR & INK JET PRINTERS
Okimate 20 Thermal Printer £159
Juki 5520 - Tho Market Loader - Fast! £335
Epson EX-Series Colour Option £55
NECP565XL- Heavy-Duty Office Favonte! £740
Epson LQ2500 Colour Option/Makes LQ2500 Colour £55
SeikoshaMP1300ColourKit/MakesMP1300Colour £87
Epson SQ2500-Ink your jet with this one! £970

PLOTTERS, DIGITIZERS&LASERS
HP LaserJet II-Newer. Bettor, Cheaper! £1945
Chorry A3 Digitizer Tablet £454
Roland DXY-880A Plotter -Best Value A3 Plotter £600
Roland DXY-990A Plotter £922
Roland DPX-2200A2 Flat-Bed Plotter £2800
Epson CQ3500-Brand new with HP Emulation! £1222

RIBBONS
Epson FX80/85/800/LX800 (also MP165. Juki 5510)
Longbow FX80/85/800/LX800 compatible ribbon
Epson EX-series cartndge ribbon
Longbow Oki 182/192/193 compatible ribbon
Longbow NEC P3-P7 black compatible ribbon
NEC P-6 black ribbon
Longbow Panasonic '030-1081 compatible nbbon ...
Star NL10cartridge ribbon
Longbow LQ800 compatible ribbon
NOTE: Tho minimum quantity for ribbon orders is three

CABLES AND THINGS

£4.75 each
£2.80 each
£7.51 each
£4.61 each
£4.85 each
£7.88 each
£3.18 each

£4.66 each

£2.99 each

(3) units.

IBM-Compatible Centronics Parallel Cable (Round) £12
BBCCentronics Parallel Cable (Ribbon) £8
Two-Way Printer T-Switch £45
80 Col Printer Stands £21
SpaceBase Adjustable Floor-Standing Printer Stand £85

AMSTRAD PC
Amstrad 1512 Single Floppy/Mono Monitor £375
Amstrad 1512 Doublo Floppy/Mono Monitor £475
Amstrad1640Single Floppy(ColourMonitor640k) £587
Amstrad 1640 Doublo Floppy (Colour Monitor 640k) £680
Amstrad 1640 20mb Hard Disk(Colour Monitor 640k) £950
Amstrad 1640 Single Floppy ECD (EGAColour 640k) £720
Amstrad 1640 Double Floppy ECD (EGAColour 640k) £815
Amstrad 1640 20mb Hard Disk ECD(EGAColour 640k) ... £1075
Amstrad 1640 Singlo Floppy (Mono Monitor 640k) £450
Amstrad 1640 Double Floppy (Mono Monitor 640k) £540
Amstrad 1640 20mb Hard Disk (Mono Monitor 640k) £810

SPECIAL OFFERS
LX-86 Auto Sheet Feed £39
Migent Ability £40

MACDOUGALLPC's
MncDougall 286 AT 512k 10mz/20mb HD/mono monitor ... £999

EPSON PC's
Epson PC AX-20Mark II(640k RAM,20mbHD& EGA) .... £1259
Epson PCAX-40AT(640k RAM. 1 2mb Floppy.40mb HD) £1629
Epson PC AX-60 AT(640kRAM. 1.2mb Floppy,60mb HD) £2359
Epson PCe (20mbXTwithkeyboard. DOS&mono monitor) £925

TANDON
PCA20mb Hard DiskAT(1mb RAM Keyboard DOSMonitor) £1299
PCA30mb Hard DiskAT(1mb RAM Keyboard DOSMonitor) £1499
PCA40mbHardDiskAT(1mbRAM KeyboardDOSMonitor) £1699
PCA70mb Hard DiskAT(1mb RAM Keyboard DOSMonitor) £2099
Target 20mb MiniAT(Completemono system) £1499
Target 40mb MiniAT(Completemono system) £1699
PAC-286(complete EGAATwithremovable 32mb hard disk) £ 1996

OLIVETTI PC's
ettl M240 Double Floppy £759

OlivettiM240 20mb hard disk) £1092
Olivetti Mono Monitor for M240 £167
Olivotti 102-key Keyboard for M240 £120
OlivettiM38040mb hard disk Compact System £3307

SHARP PORTABLES
Sharp PC-7100 20mb Hard DiskSuper Twist Screen £1399
Sharp PC-7200 20mb 80286 AT(Super Twist4 Super Fast!) £2099
Sharp PC-4501 Single 3.5in Floppy, 256k. Super Twist £699
Sharp PC-4502 Twin 3.5in Floppies, 256k, Super Twist £875
Sharp PC-4500 Series External 5.25in Disk Drive £250

TOSHIBA
Toshiba T5100 Laptop 40mb 80386 CGA/EGA £3446
Toshiba T31OO20mb 80286 Portable £2317
ToshibaT1100 Plus £1271
Toshiba T1000 £810
Toshiba T1200 £1946

MONITORS
EizoER8042H 14inUltra-High Res EGAColour Monitor ... £336
ADI 14in Mono Monitor with Tilt/Swivel Stand £120
NEC Multi-sync EGA monitor £459

Atari Expandable PC Twin Drive Mono (8088/2) £579
Atari Expandable PC 20mb Hard DiskMono (8088/2) £799
Atari 520STFM 512k RAM, disk drive, mouse £250
Atari 1040STF 1mb RAM, disk drive, mouse, no monitor .... £380
Atari 1040STF with Mono Monitor, 1mb RAM. disk drive .... £469
Atari 1040STF with Atari SCI224 Colour Monitor £670
Atari SH204 20mb Hard Disk Drive £478

ATARI TOP SELLING SOFTWARE
Cyber Studio Cad 3D ver 2.0-It's here at last! £64
Flight Simulator II - Very Realistic Best Seller £36
VIP Protossional (Lotus Clone Gem Version) £149
Metacomco Lattice C Compiler £71
FirstWordPlus -WordProcessor withGraphics £62

CATS'N'MICE
Mouse Systems Mouse with Pop-Up Menus &PC Paint .... £140
Mouse Systems Mouse with Pop-Up Menus Only £125
Microsoft Bus or Serial Mouse - Don't forget the cat! £132
Logitech Logimouse C7 £77
Logitech Logimouse Plus Package £89

DISKETTES
Computer Express 5.25m DS/DD 48tpi disks £1.00 each
Computer Express 5.25mDS/DD 96tpi Hi-Density ... £1.65 each
Computer Express Branded 3.5in DS/DD diskettes .. £1.99 each
Un-branded Verbatim 3.5m SS/DD diskettes £1.15 each

COMMUNICATIONS
Linet V21/V23 Autodial/Autoanswer
Miracle WS4000 V21 -V23 Modem
Miracle WS3000 V22 Professional Modem
Sago Chitchat Comms Pack (Modem/Software/Cable)
Crosstalk Mark IVComms Software
DataSoft DataTalk Software
Sago Chitchat Comms Software
One-To-Ono Electronic MailSubscription
RS232 serial modem cable

HARD DISKS
Dysan/Western Digital20mb FileCard
Miniscribe 32mb Scribecard Hard Disk Card
Westorn Digital32mb FileCard (withX-Treesoftware)
Seagate ST225 20mb Hard Disk w/WD controller & cables
Seagate ST251 40mbHardDisk 40msAccess(Drive Only)
Plus HardCard 20mb
Plus HardCard 40mb (the quality leader)

£129
£129

£385
£181

£93
£89
£68

£20
£15

£279

£289
£289
£225
£350
£525

£850
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TAPE BACK-UP SYSTEMS
Everex 20mb External Tape Back-up Unit £620
Irwin20mb Internal Tape Back-up Unit £360

ADD-ON BOARDS
ASTSixPack Plus 64k memory MultifunctionCard £165
Qubie SixShooter Multifunction Card 64k memory £125
Intel AboveBoard with Ok installed £199
Everex Mini Magic Ram Expansion Card (384K) £117
Hercules Graphics/Graphics Plus Card £179
Everox EverGraphics Plus (Clone Hercules Card) £95
Eizo Auto-Switch EGA Card £199
Paradise Auto-Switch EGA Card £219
AST Rampage £200
AST 3720 Terminal Emulation Card £649
AST 5251 Model 12 Remote Emulation Card £525
AST SixPack Premium 256k Clock Parallel & Serial £330
AST SixPack Premium 1mb EMS daughter board £150
SageNet 2-User System £275

CHIPS, CO-PROCESSOR AND DRAM
64k ORAM chips (nine to make 64k) C1.15 each
256k dRAM chips (nine to make 256k) 150 N.S £3.00 each
Intel 8087 5mz Maths Co-Processor £95
Intel 8087-2 8mz Maths Co-Processor £135
Intel 80287-8 Maths Co-Processor £185

PC-MOS by Software Link- The MS-DOS Challango! £175
WordStar 2000 Plus release 2 £228
WordStar 3.4 £143
WordStar Professional Version 4 £192
Word Perfect ver 4.2-The Number 1 WP Package £219
MicrosoftWordver 3 - Number 2 WP Package £249
Multimate ver 3.31 £189
Multimate Advantage II £275
Lotus Manuscript - Latest Blockbuster WP Package! £234
PFS: First Choice £108
PFS: Professional Write £120
Framework IIVersion 1.1 £311
Symphony version 1.2 (Latest Version) £318
Symphony Spelling Checker £69
Symphony Text Outlmer £60
Lotus 1-2-3 vcr 2.1 Top Selling Package In The World £220
Lotus Spotlight-The desktop manager1 £39
Lotus Metro- Lotus front-end organiser £53
Lotus Report Wnter - A must for Lotus fans! £75
Supercalc ver 4 - The Celebrated Lotus-Beater' £191
Grafox Logistix £79
Javelin Plus £175
Smart System - Tho Best Intergrated Package £349
Executive Systems X-Tree (Super Friendly HDOrganizer) .... £40
Executive Systems Hot! - Make own menus and hot keys! .... £36
Rososoft Prokey - Customise your keyboard £55
Word Perfect Library - The Word Perfect Front End £99
Pegasus Accounts (per Module) £199
Psion Chess - You too can play likeGary Kasperov £19
Quaid Software Copywrite (Back up Protected Software) .... £40
Microsoft Flight Simulator - Gives You a Lift! £39
Microsoft Quick Basic version 3 - The Ultimate Basic £53
Funk Software Sideways £40
Borland Turbo Lightening £47
Microsoft Windows £56
Norton Utilities 4 - Every user need this one! £51
Norton Commander - Control program for power users! £35
Ventura Desk Top Publisher £465
Freelance Plus £266
Delta Professional £319
Ansa Paradox II-Multi-User Daiabase! £289
CardboxPlus £225
Ashton-Tate Rapid File £199
dBase IIIPlus - Best Selling Professional Database £385
FoxBasePlus £269

LOW-COST SOFTWARE
VP Planner by Paperback Software - Best Seller! ... ... £61
VP Info (dBASE II Clone) £62
VP Expert £75
VP Graphics £64
Borland Sidekick - The Original Co-Resident Process! £43
Borland Turbo C - C How You Like This! £55
Borland Turbo Pascal - The Classic Borland Product £47
Borland Turbo Basic £47
Sage Bookeoper £71
Sage Retrieve Database £71
Sage PC Planner Spreadsheet (Lotus Clone) £71
Sage Desk-Set £49
Sage PC-Writo Word Processor £71
Sage Accountant - For the Small Business £110
Sage Accountant Plus - Top Selling Cheap Accounts £143
Sage Payroll -A Fun Event £71
Sage FinancialController- The Sage Top ot the Range! £216
Personal Word Perfect £139
Word Perfect Junior £75
Microsoft Word Junior £59
WordStar 1512 £60
Amstrad Multiplan Junior £59
Amstrad Supercalc 3 £60
Amstrad Amstrad Reflex £60
Migent Ability-Top Integrated Package £40
Migent Ability Plus - Spend a Little More. Mate! £103
Words & Figures-Lotus 123 v1 Clone with WP £80

All goods guaranteed. Official Purchase Orders acceptod from Government. Local Authorities, Universities and PLC's. All prices exclusive ofVAT and subject tochange without notice
Delivery chargesextra. Noreturnsor repairs acceptedwithout Returns Authorisation Number which hasbeengiven byourTechnical Support Department.

Defective doad-on-arrival merchandise repaired orreplaced immediately at ourcarriage expense. Carriage onwarranty repairs ispaidbythecustomer. Non-defective credit returns
subject to a 10% restocking fee. Technical support available Mondayto Friday. Exportand trade enquiries welcome.

FOR FULL PRICE LIST PLEASE CALL

TELEPHONE ORDERS WELCOME E3 0727-37451 BE MICRO-COMPUTER, PERIPHERALS
SOFTWARE SALES AND SUPPORT

stPSXEf&S^E&S STREET LANE-BRICKETWOOD-ST ALBANS«HERTFORDSHIRE«AL2 2JA«(0727) 72790
HEAD OFFIC£>UNIT A-CAXTON CENTRE-PORTERS WOOD-ST ALBANS-HERTFORDSHIRE-AL3 6XT-(0?27) 37451

TELEX:8950511 ONE ONE G (Quote Ref: 15412001)
COMPUTER EXPRESS HOLMA/D-NDVERHEIDSWEG.N60-3812 PM»AMERSFOORT«NETHERLANDS«(33) 630544

COMPUTER EXPRESSAMERICA'Un S.E. ELLIS STREET»PORTLAND«OR«97202 USA«TELEPHONE (503) 235 0277
^N£*
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128K EPROM PROGRAMMER

Again aquality-built product, casedinsteel two tone caseandcomes complete with software
in ROM, ZIFsocket and all cables. This is the follower ot the wellproven 64K Micron Plus
EPROM Programmer.

THE SPECIFICATION

* Programme2716. 2732. 2764, 27128, 27256, 2532, 2564, 27512, 27513. 2516, 27011,
2732A, 2764 etc.

* Programs all EPROMS up to 27512 (64K) in a single pass (master only).
* Programs all EPROMS up to 32K in a single pass (BBC B).
* Fully buttered
* Software selectable programming voltage 12.5/21/25 volt
* Normal or highspeed algorithmic method of programming (software selectable).
* Continuous display of option selected.
* ZIFsocket powered down when not in operation.
* Mainsderived self contained power supply.
* VCCis raised to 6Vduring programming in line with manufacturers' recommendations.

SOFTWARE ON ROM INCLUDES

* Fully menu driven
* Automatic verification on completion of programming and fault listing.
* Built in full screen memory editor (buffer is 32K long).
* Software allows blank check or EPROM and automatically lists faults.
* Will copy EPROMS to buffer or file.
* Will generate checksum.
* BBC tormat ROM images may be created using a number of images of basic or machine

code programs.
* More than one image can be stored on one ROM.

This programmer has been designed and manufactured by H.C.R. Electronics to industry
standard. Our engineers are on hand for queries relating to this product.

Price only £68.00 + £10.20 VAT + £3.00 PSP.

EXTERNAL EPROM EXPANSION
FOR BBC MODEL B + MASTER

'Master' EPROM Expansion
Theexpansion unitwillhold up to 12 ROM's. The ROM'smay be 8K, 16Kor 64K.The unit
is plugged into the 'Master' cartridge socket viaa cable and adaptor. The ROM's are
selected as 3 banks ol 4 ROM's. Each bank can contain up to 16, 16KROM images, if
27512 EPROM's are used. Inaddition. 16Kbytes ol battery backed up RAM can be litted.
this RAM can be read and write protected.

1 CARD SYSTEM £68 + £3 p&p + VAT
ADDITIONAL CARD SYSTEM £20 + £1 p&p + VAT
BfiC Model 'B' EPROM Expansion

Theexpansion boxwill hold12 ROM's as standardand 24 intotalwiththeadditionol the
second board. TheROM's maybe8Kor 16K. Theunitis connectedviaoneof the internal
ROM sockets and a buffer board, no solderingis required to lit the unit. Whena boxwith
expansion board is litted each card ol12ROM's exist inthesideways ROM area, andare
addressable at anytime. Switching between thecards is software controlled Up to 64K
ofbattery backed RAM (32K percard) canbefitted. This memory canberead andwrite
protected. Both units are mains powered.

1 CARD SYSTEM £75 + £3 p&p + VAT
ADDITIONAL CARD SYSTEM £29 + £1 p&p + VAT
0R0ERST0:

H.C.R. ELECTRONICS,
H.C.R. HOUSE, BAKERS LANE, INGATESTONE
ESSEX CM40BZ. Tel (0277) 355407/8 E3 0E
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16 SOCKET ROM/RAM
EXTENSION BOARD
+ 32K PLUG IN RAM CARD

Fully buffered the board offers
the following features:
All 16 sockets may contain 8K or
16Kroms.

Up to two pairs of sockets may be
configured to accept 8K eproms to
simulate a 16K eprom without the
expense of a 27128.

Up to 16K of CMOS RAM type
6116LP (made up of 8 2K ram
chips) may be fitted to 8 of the
available sockets leaving 8 free for
roms.

or 2 8K Ram chips (6264) leaving
14 available sockets.

The advantage of sideways ram is
twofold:

1. Programs can be assembled directly to hex 8000 and debugged before being
committed to eprom.

2. Programs intended for sideways roms may be stored on disc and downloaded
into ram. Many more programs may be kept on disc allowing the extension board
to be fitted only with roms that need to be resident.

This is a high quality PTH board and plugs into the extreme right hand rom socket.
4 wires to the paging register and one lead to the R/W line have to be connected.

BATTERY BACK-UP FACILITY
Separate power leads for the board

are used to eliminate possible crashes that may occur due to trying to draw up to
650mA from a sideways rom socket.
Board fully assembled and tested complete with full installation and operating
instructions.

Cost £32.00 + VAT. £1.00 P&P
Also available: 32K plug in RAM card. Will fit directly into ROM socket on
above board.

ALSO
AVAILABLE

Ram Card (Sideways)
32k, easy to fit, write protect

switch, can be addressed direct,
software available.

£30.00 +VAT (£4.50)
+ £1 p+p

27C128 Eproms 10 off

£2.50 each + VAT
+ 50pp+p
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BROTHER

CANON

CBM

AP80
API 00

DMP1
DMP2000/3000
PCW8256/8512

Red or Blue

HR5
HR15Corr
HR15FAB
HR15MS
HR15 also for HR25/HR35
EP44 £2.90
Ml 009 £3.40

PW1080A Black £3.10
PW1080A Red or Blue £4.50
PJ1080 Ink Jet Colour. One Off
PJ1080 Ink Jet Black. One Off

1515 £2.70
1525 £2.70
MPS801 £3.60
802/1526 £3.70
803 £3.40
MPS1000 £2.70
4022 £2.70
MSC801 Colour. One Off
DPS1101 SS
DPS1101 MS
DPS1101 Corr

GLP1/2

120D

2000 MS
2000 FAB

MX/FX/RX80 Black

CENTRONICS

CITIZEN

DAISYSTEP

EPSON

£2.40
£2.90
£1.80

£3.40

£5.00

£3.10
£4.90

£2.70
MX/FX/RX80 Red or Blue £3.90

JUKI

KAGA

M/TALLY

OKI

PANASONIC

100 Series
LX80/LX86
JX80 Colour. One Off
LQ800
LQ1000

6000/2200 Corr
6100 MS
6100SS
6100 Corr

KP810 Black
KP810RedorBlue

MT80

80/82
84
Mate 20 Colour
Mote 20 Black

Dot Matrix

£3.70
£2.70

£3.70
£4.50

£3.10
£2.90
£2.40
£1.80

£3.10
£4.50

£3.70

£1.40
£3.90
£7.00
£6.60

£5.00

£2.50 £2.30
£2.90 £2.70

£2.60 £2.40
£4.10 £3.80

£10.90
£8.90

£2.20 £2.00
£2.20 £2.00
£3.00 £2.80
£2.90 £2.70
£2.90 £2.70
£2.30 £2.10
£2.30 £2.10

£18.50
£1.90 £1.75
£2.50
£1.50

£2.90

£4.60

£2.60
£4.20

£2.30
£3.20
£3.30
£2.30

£1.90
£1.50

£2.60
£4.10

£2.90

£1.10

£2.30
£1.40

£2.70

£4.30

£2.40
£4.00

£2.10
£3.00
£3.00
£2.10

£18.50
£3.30 £3.10
£3.90 £3.60

£2.70 £2.50
£2.50 £2.30

£1.75
£1.40

£2.40
£3.80

£2.70

£1.00
£3.40 £3.20
£6.50 £6.20
£6.20

£4.60

£6.00

£4.30

SHINWA
SMITH
CORONA

STAR

DWP1120MS
DWP1120FAB
Sprint 7/9 MS
Sprint 7/9 FAB
GP50
GP80
GP100/250
GP500/550
GP700 Colour. One Off
SP1000
CP80
Fastext80 (Twinpack)
TPI M/S
TPI Fabric
TPI Corr
Dl 00/200
D300
DP/GEMINI/SG
SR15
NL10

DISK STORAGE

LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MODEL SIZE
DD40L 373.5"
GS100 3.5"
DD50 5i"
DD100 51"
LIBRARY CASE 51"
NON-LOCKABLE DISK BOXES
MD12/30 373.5"
MF50 5i"

PLAIN WHITE WITH MICRO-PERF EDGES PRICE
SIZE GSM QUANTITY 1 BOX 2 BOXES
11x91 60 2000 £13.50 £13.00
11x9} 70 2000 £16.50 £15.50
EXACT A4 70 2000 £21.90 £19 75
115x91 90 1000 £14.20 £1225

MMMMMm
TONER CARTRIDGES
Epson GQ3500 £18.50 Canon A1/A2 £74.95
Oki Laserline6 £18.50 Canon A8 Mkll £84.95
HPLaserjets £74.95 QMS K8 £74.95
HPLaserjelMkll £84.95 CitizenOverture £22.95

51"
JVC inc Plastic Case
MD-1D S/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR
MD-2DD D/side Q/dens 80TR
MD-2HD D/side H/dens 1.6MB

IBM
MD-2D D/side D/dens 40TR

VERBATIM - DATALIFE
MD525 S/side D/dens 40TR
MD550 D/side D/dens 40TR
MD577 S/side Q/dens 80TR
MD557 D/side Q/dens 80TR

FUJI

BOXES OF 10 DISKS
1-2 3-9 10+

£9.99 £9.50 £9.25
£11.99 £11.50 £11.25
£15.99 £15.50 £15.25
£26.99 £25.99 £25.49

£19.95 £18.95 £17.95

£11.60 £11.00 £10.60
£14.80 £14.00 £13.60
£14.99 £14.75 £14.49
£19.50 £19.00 £18.60

•S/side D/dens 40TR £10.99 £10.50 £10.25
•D/side D/dens 40TR £13.49 £12.99 £12.75

'ColouredDisks - red,green,blue,beige,grey£1.00perboxextra.
D/side D/dens 80TR £17.99 £17.50 £17.25

3J-
S/side D/dens
S/side D/dens
D/side D/dens
D/side D/dens

BOXES OF 10 DISKS
£17.99 £17.25 £16.99
£18.99 £18.25 £17.99
£26.99 £26.50 £25.99
£27.99 £27.50 £26.99

JVC
SONY/FUJI
FUJI
SONY
3 DISKS CF2 5 Disks £2.89 each £14.45 pock

CF2 10 Disks £2.49 each £24.90 pack

SPECIAL OFFERS ON DISKS

TDK 5'/4"SS/DD
MAXELL5VVSS/DD
BASF5'/4" SS/DD 40TR
3M 5'/4" DS/DD
DYSAN 5'/4"HD/l.6MB
Bulk Disks
5WSS/DD 40TR
5'/4"SS/DD40TR
5 vVDS/DD 80TR
Lifetime guarantee. Disks
and write protect.
3VrDS/DD
Life time guarantee.

PRICES PER 10 DISKS
20 disks 50 disks 100 disks

£8.50 £8.00 £7.50
£8.75 £8.25 £7.75
£8.75 £8.25 £7.75

£11.90 £11.50 £11.25
£20.95 £19.95 £17.95

£6.40 £5.90 £4.80
£7.40 £6.90 £5.80
£8.40 £7.90 £6.80

includeenvelopes,labels,hub-rings

£18.80 £17.80 £16.80

Amslrad CPC
BBC
IBM/Amstrad PC/Atari ST

Parallel £8.90
Parallel £6.50
Parallel £14.50

PRINTERS
Epson LX800
Epson FX800
Epson FX1000
EpsonEX800
Epson EX1000
Epson LQ800
Epson LQ1000
Epson LQ2500
Epson GQ3500 Laser
Amstrad DMP3160
Amstrad DMP4000
Amstrad LQ3500
Citizen 120D
Citizen LSP10
Juki 6100
Panasonic KXP1081
Star NL10 inc l/F
StarNDIO

£186.95
£294.95
£379.95
£384.95
£509.95

£399.95
£525.95
£678.95

£1259.95
£174.95
£299.95
£299.95
£139.95
£159.95
£269.95
£139.95
£174.95
£247.95

StarNRlO
StorNX15
StarND15
StarND15
StarNR15
StarNB24-10
StarNB24-15
StarNB15

LASER
Epson GQ3500 Laser
HP Laserjet Mkll Laser
Canon LBP8 Mk II Laser
Oki Laseriine 6 Loser

£317.95 QMS K8 Laser
£272.95 Citizen Overture Laser

%%& AMSTRAD 1512
£412,95 SDMM £379.95
£419.95 DDMM £479.95
£531.95 Colour Extra £139.95
£598.95 20Meg Hard Card Extra £249.95

AMSTRAD 1640
C19M5Q<; SDMono £479.95^ " DDMono £579.95
eifioM 20MbM°"° £869.95cAllH CGA Colour Extra £139.95
£1479.95 EGA Colour Extra £279.95

£1379.95
£1289.95

EPSON PRINTERS
UK'S LOWEST PRICES

-^ mm a •«»m«^«» All consumables and software
|JEll \# C D If POStfree Hardware £5 -VAT -1 Day.
•#••••• V tmfK I £9 4 VAT 24 Hour. LaserPrinters £15+VA

24 Hour.

Epson LX800 £186.95
Epson FX800 £294.95
Epson FX1000 £379.95
Epson EX800 £384.95
Epson EX1 000 £509.95
Epson LQ800 £399.95
Epson LQ1000 £525.95
Epson LQ2500 £678.95
Epson GQ3500 Laser £1259.95

COMPUTERS BY POSTGUARANTEE If after-buying any of
the hardware or software inthis advertisement, youfind thesame item offeree!
ata lowerpricelocally within one week,we will refundthe difference.

All prices exclude VM
CREDIT CARD HOT-LINE

01-760 0014
Computers by Post (ACU), 14 Emmabrook Court,

SeaRoad, Rustington, West Sussex.

Export Enquiries Welcome
To: Computers by Post, 14Emmabrook Court, Sea Road,Rustington,WestSussex.
I wish to order

Mycomputer is
Ienclose cheque/PO for £
or charge myAccess/VisaNo:

Name

Signature.
Address

Postcode_

-inc VAT

.TelNo:.



SOFTWARE AT BARGAIN PRICES
BBC VALUE PACKS

ED1 SENIOR £8 GP2 £5 GP1 £6 ED2 JUNIOR £9 INT 1 £7
BBC & ELECTRON WALLABY FREE FALL CAESER THE CAT KNOW.YOUR PSI/Q

MATHS 1 SMASH & GRAB JCB DIGGER HI BOUNCER KNOW YOUR
MATHS 2 MR WIZ CARAOUSEL WORDS, WORDS PERSONALITY
ENGLISH Q. BERT TETRAPOD NUMBER CHASER BLACK BOX & GAMBIT
BIOLOGY SPITFIRE COMMAND CRAZY TRACER TURTLE GRAPHICS JOFFE PLAN (WEIGHT!

LINKWORD ITALIAN HUNCHBACK METEORS OR DROGNA ME & MY MICRO
MONSTFRg I DO OR THEATRE QUIZ

ELECTRON VALUE PACKS

GP3

CHESS
BOXER
HOPPER
SNAPPER
SPHINX DAY
SWOOP
STOCK CARS

£7 GP4 £7

ARCADIANS
STARSHIP COMMAND
BOXER
TARZAN

BRIAN JACKS
CHALLANGE

INT 2 £5
ME & MY MICRO
BUSINESS GAMES
COCKTAIL MAKER
SPHINX MAKER
BOXER
WATCH YOUR WEIGHT

INT 3

TURTLE GRAPHICS
COCKTAIL MAKER

HOPPER
ME & MY MICRO
KNOW YOUR

PERSONALITY
KNOW YOUR PSI/Q

£6

BARGAIN TITLES £1.50
ACORNSOFT-BBC
FIREBUG

SUPER INVADERS

MONSTERS
TETRAPOD

METEORS

BOXER

CUBE MASTER
SLIDING BLOCK PUZZLE

FREE FALL

JCB DIGGER

DROGNA

COUNTDOWN TO DOOM

BARGAIN TITLES £1
ACORNSOFT - ELECTRON
BOXER

SPHINX ADVENTURE

HOPPER
SNAPPER

CHESS

ARCADIANS

ME & MY MICHO
STARSHIP COMMAND
COCKTAIL MAKER

WATCH YOUR WEIGHT

CURRENT TITLE BBC
CASS DISC

PALACE of MAGIC 7.50 9.95
CRAZY RIDER 7.50 9.95
AROUND WORLD 40

SCREENS 5.50 6.50
CODENAME DROID 7.50 9.95
REPTON 3 7.50 9.95
SUPERIOR COLLECTION

VOL 1 7.50 9.95
VOL 2 7.50 9.95

REVS & 4 TRACKS 9.95 11.95
ELITE 9.95 11.95
GRAND PRIX

CONSTRUCTION 7.50 9.95
SENTINEL 7.50 11.95
THE HUNT 7.50 9.95
COLOSSUS CHESS 7.50 11.95
LIVING DAYLIGHTS 7.50 11.95
PAPERBOY 7.50 11.95
OMEGA ORB 6.50 9.95
WAR (MARTECH) 4.50
SAM FOX STRIP POKER 4.50
LIFE OF REPTON 5.50 6.50
ELIXER 7.50 9.95
DESPATCH RIDER 6.00 8.95
RANSACK 7.50 9.95
ZIGGY 6.00 8.95
GRAHAM GOOCH

CRICKET 6.50 9.95
THUNDERSTRUCK

TWO 6.50 9.95
SPHERE OF

DESTINY 6.50 9.95

CURRENT TITLE

ELECTRON

COLOSSUS CHESS 7.50
5 STAR GAMES 2 7.50
SUPERIOR COLLECTION

VOL 3 7.50
PALACE OF MAGIC 7.50
CRAZY RIDER 7.50
AROUND WORLD 40

SCREENS 5.50
REPTON 3 7.50
CODENAME DROID 7.50
ELITE 10.50
PAPERBOY 7.50
DUNJUNZ 2.99
FLIGHT PATH 737 2.99
TARZAN 2.99

OMEGA ORB 6.25
LIFE OF REPTON 5.50
ELIXER 7.50
DESPATCH RIDER 6.95

RANSACK 7.50
ZIGGY 6.95
IMPACT 7.50
GRAHAM GOOCH

CRICKET 7.50
THUNDERSTRUCK TWO 6.95

POWERPACK II (7 GAMES)7.50

' FREE XMAS PRESENT WITH EVERY TEN POUNDS YOU SPEND UP TO DEC. 31st
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TowerHill Computers Ltd
Unit 2 Wharfside

Fenny Stratford, Milton Keynes, MK2 2AZ
Telephone: Milton Keynes (0908) 74246

=™«i'
VISA

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T. AND P&P. OVERSEAS ORDERS ADD £1.00
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USER GROUPS
LONDON

London. Association (if London Computer
Clubs: RobinBradbccT, PolytechnicOf
North London,1lolloway, London N7 8DB.
London. Association of ComputerClubs:
Rupert Steele, 12 Philbcach Gardens, London
SW5 9DY
London. Radio Amateur Micro UserGroup:
contact by bulletin board No 86300198
Hast London. SOBAT Computer Club: Mr T
A Kayani, 12 Calderon Road, London Ell
Tel: 01-556 5423
North London.BBC Micro UsersGroup:
Mr RicKcyworth,'The Penthouse', 4b
K.ilburn HighRoad, London NW65UL
Tel: 01-734 9235
North London. North London BHC Micro
User Group: 82 llomsev Lane, London N6
5LU

Tel: 01-2636760(eves)
Wandsworth. WandsworthComputer Club:
C Kendrick, Earlsfield Library, Magdalen
Road. London S\V 16
WestLondon. Personal Computer Club:
Chris, Tel: 01-743 1579;
Steve, Tel: 01-540 6271:
Blue, Tel: 01-579 5415

SOUTH-EAST

Aylesbury. BBC Micro User Group: Aston
Clinton County Combined School, Twitchell
Lane, Aston Clinton, Aylesbury, Bucks IIP22
5JJ Tel:(0296) 630276 '
Billcricay. NewJPIOI usergroup.Sae for
details. JPI01 UserGroup,8 Gardens,
Billericay, Essex CM12 011A
Bognor Regis, Bognor Computer Group
E R Piper,2 Ely Gardens,Aldwick Park,
Bognor Regis,SussexP021 3RY
Bracknell. Bracknell Primary Schools
Computer Users Group: D Donaldson,
WildridingsCounty Junior School,
Netherton, Bracknell, Berks RG12 4DX
Brighton. Hove & District. Brighton, Hove
& District Computer Club: | Smith, 30
Leicester Villas, 1love, E. Sussex BN3 5SQ
Brighton. Brighton Area Micro Enthusiasts:
c/o 41 Westdene Drive. Brighton. Prestel
mailbox 919995582. Contact Mr Edwards
Bucks.South Bucks Acorn Computer Club:
David Park. 160White 1lill. Chesham, Bucks
HP51AZ
Tel: Chesham 783097

Camberley. Camberley Computer Users
Club: David Crosby-Clarke
Tel: Crowthornc 771590
Prestel mailbox 344771590
Caterham. Computer Club: Caterham
Leisure Centre,Godstonc Road,Caterham,
Surrey CR3 6RE
Guildford.WestSurreyComputer Club: Jan
Spencer, 52 Lindlield Gardens, Guildford,
Surrey GUI ITS
Tel: (0483) 63512
Harpcnden. Harpcnden Microcomputer
Group:P Cowley,
36Southdown Road. I larpendcn,
Herts A L5 IPG

Harrow.Harrow ComputerGroup: Bazylc
Butcher, 16 St Peter's Close,Bushey Heath,
Watford WD2 31.G
Tel: 01-950 7068
Ilford.ILBUG: PeterJones,
I De Vere Gardens. Cranbrook, Ilford,
Essex 1G1 3EB
Tel: 01-554 9825
Ivcr.[verComputer Society: John I laigh. 11
Collision Walk, Lord's Farm, Calcot,
Reading, Berks RG3 5ZJ
Tel: (0734) 417534
North & Mid Essex. UserGroup
(NAMEBUG): AndyPurkiss,
12 Palm Close. Witham. Essex
Tel: (0376)515609.
Prestel: 376515609
Reading. Reading UserGroup (RUG):
Richard Rowlands,
Tel: Reading 596825(eves)
South East Essex. BBC User Group
(SEEBUG): Mr A PJordan, 97 Oakhurst
Drive, Wickford, Essex SSI2 0NW
Tel: Kaylcigh 771428
Sutton. Sutton Library ComputerClub: The

ACORN USER DF.CEMBER 1987

Secretary,21 Village Row,Sutton, Surrey
SM2 6JZ
Tel: 01-642 3102
Welling. ComputerUsersClub:Tony
Latham,69 Hadlow Road, Welling, Kent
DA 16 1AX

SOUTH & SOUTH-WEST

Abingdon. The National Elf Service:The
E-lf, IS Kings Avenue, M.ucham, Abingdon,
OxonOX13 6QA
Alton. Alton Computer & Electronics
Society: Kevin Wcathcrhcad, Sheen, Old
Odiham Road, Alton, 1[ants GU34 4BW
Tel: Alton 87478

Farcham. Porchester & Farcham Computer
Club: Simon Ward, 9a East Cams Close,
Downend, Fareham, Hants POl6 8RP
Gosport. Borough of Gosport BBC Users
Group (BOGBUG): Graham Dubber, 128
Wych Lane, Gosport, Hants POl3 0TE
Tel: (0329) 282221 (evenings)

MIDLANDS & ANGLIA

Boston. Boston Acorn Computer Users Club:
J C Goodwin, 245 Church Green Road,
Fishlolt, Boston, Lines PE21 0RP
Burton-on-Trcnt. Beeb Users' Group (Bug
Club): Mrs Linda Yeomans, 13Regent Street,
Church Gresley, Burton-on-Trent, Staffs
DE119PL
Tel: (0283)216445(eves)
Cambridge.Bottisham Acorn UserGroup:
Peter Rank,
Tel: Cambridge 812080,or Gerald
Wilcockson, 19 Gallows 1lill, Saffron Walden,
Essex CB11 4DA
Tel: Saffron Walden 23793
Derby.The DerbyMicrocomputer Society: F
Taylor, Secretary, c/o 5 Park View Close,
Alfestree, Derby DE3 2GII Tel: Derby 559334
Derby. MrsBBowman, 6 Shady Grove,
Hilton, Derbyshire DE.65PX. Tel: (028373)
2529

Dudley. Kingswinford BUGMicro Club:
Kingswinford Community Centre, I ligh
Street, Kingswinford, Dudley,West Midlands
Tel: Dudley 212538
Glossop. Glossop ComputerClub
(Derbyshire): T S Fox, 4 Park Lane, Little
Hayfield, Stockport, Cheshire SKI25NW
Tel: (0663)44260
Norwich.Amateur ComputerClub: Andy
Leeder, Church Farm, Stratum St Michael,
Norwich NR15 2QB
Norwich. Norwich & District BBC
Microcomputer UserGroup: RoyStreet,
Church Farmhouse, Themelthorpe, Dareham,
Norfolk NR20 5PS Tel: Foulsham 579
Nottingham. Micro Club: John Day, 8
Warkton Close. Chilwell, Notts NG9 5FR
Tel: (0602) 225660.
Prestel: 602225660

Redditch. Redditch Computer Club:
Anthony Green, 14RadwayClose, Reddilch,
Worcs B98 8RZ

Tel: (0527) 61434
Stoke. POTBUG BBC User Group:
J Forest, 50 Cliff Street, Smallthornc, Stoke-
on-Trent, Staffs
Tel: 818430

Stratford. Stratford ComputerClub: Chris
Parry, 15KiplingRoad, Stratford-on-Avon
Tel: (0789) 68080
Suffolk. West Suffolk BBG Micro Users'
Clubi Antony Hurden, 14 Plovers Way, Bury
Si Edmunds,SuffolkIP332NJ

NORTH-WEST

Blackburn. Baud:Blackburn Acorn User
Domain, Yuticks Nest, Pringle Street,
Blackburn, Lanes.

Cheshire. Mid-Cheshire Computer Club:
Michael Christie, 496The High Street,
Winsford, Cheshire
Cumbria. West CumbriaUserGroup: P
Majid, Tel: (0946) 62732 or K Purkiss, Tel:
(0946)66586
Liverpool. Mersey BBCUserGroup: Nik
Kelly, 56Queen's Drive.Liverpool L46SH

Rochdale. Beebowners groun, 81
Mornington Road, Kirkholt, Rochdale.
Lanes. OLD 20J
Rochdale. Rochdale BBCMicro User Group:
c/o 6 Dunbar Grove, Damhill Estate,
Heywood, Lanes OLIO 3QJ
Wirral. Wirral Micro Users Club: David
Walsh, 23 The Pines, Bebington, Wirral,
Mcrscysidc L63 9PH

NORTH-EAST

Bridlington. Solinet: Kenneth I lardacre, 13St
John Street, Bridlington, East Yorkshire
YOI6 5N1.

Huddersfield. Huddersfield BBC Micro User
Group: S Gill, 21 Mavfair Avenue, Sowood,
1lalifax, W. Yorks Tel: (0422) 73058
Hull. Forum 80: 421 Endike Lane, Hull HU6
SAG

Hull. MUSE (for teachers): PO Box 43, 231/2
FriaryChambers,Whitefriargate. Hull 11U1
2HD

Tel: (0482) 20268
Keighly. Keighly ComputerClub: Colin
Price,'Apple Garth', The Hob I lill, Steeton,
Keighly, W. Yorks
Tel: (0535) 54738
Leeds. Garforth BBC UserGroup: D G Pell,
84 Park Lane, Rothwell, Leeds I.S26 0EY
Newcastle.Newcastle& Washington BBC
User Group (NEWBUG): Multi-purpose
centre, Oxclose Village,Washington, Tvne Si
Wear

Tel: (0783) 813175 (eves)
Northumberland. NEBUG: i.in Douglas
Chapman, 13 Pont St,Ashington,
Northumberland
Tel: 0670 856273

Sheffield. Parsons CrossBBCUserGroup:
Andrew Grant, 28 Rokeby Road, Sheffield S5
9EU
Tel: (0742) 461203
S Yorks. South Yorks Personal Computer
Group: Bob 1[indie, 139Penrhvn Road,
Sheffield SI 1 8UP
Wakefield. Wakefield BBC Micro User
Group: PO Box 65, Wakefield, West
Yorkshire WF2 6YZ

SCOTLAND
Central Scotland.BBCUserGroup:D
Davidson,1 RoxburghPlace, Larbett,
Stirlingshire FK5 4UE
Tel: (0324)558692
Inverclyde: Inverclvde BBC Micro Users
Club: Robert Watt,38Wellyard Way,
Greenock, Renfrewshire PA 16 0XG
Tel: Gourock 39967

WALES

Cardiff. Cardiff BBC Computer Club:
Geoffrey Barker, 2 Whitclilfe Drive, Penarth
CPY, 2RY

Tel: (0222) 701023

N. IRELAND
Belfast. Belfast ComputerClub: Andrew
White, 19 Greenpark Drive, Markcthill, Co
Armagh BT60 IPX

OVERSEAS

Australia: BBCUsersGroupof Canberra:
PO Box E58, Queen Victoria Terrace, ACT
2600

Australia. Beebnet: MA Cowley, PO Box
262, Kingswood, South Australia 5062
Australia.OzbeebSydney, meetings North
Ryde, PO Box 1030,Parramatta 2150
Tel: day 6354868,eve8684455
Australia. Dapto BBC User Group: PO Box
447, Dapto, NSW2530
Canada. Atom Users Group ofCanada: John
Wood, 812Cabot Trail, Milton,Ontario I.9T
3M8

Canary Islands(Spain). BBCMicroClub
Tenerife: PO Box 560, 3800 Santa Cruz de
Tencri It-

Eire. Irish AmateurComputer Club: Austin
Vaughan, 35 MonasteryDrive.Clondalkin,
Dublin22.Tel: 01-593112 (eves)

Eire. Oll-'IG (Official Irish Forth Interest
Group): c/o Hugh Dobbs. Newton School,
Waicrford
Finland. Alien Raateland, I lopeatie10A2I,
00440 I Iclsinki 44
France. Club Informatiuuc Assevent: Claude
Laurent, 1 rue du Marecli.il Leclerc, Assevent
59600. Tel: (27) 652294
Greece. Microclub: C Mantazavinatos, 17
Stournara Str. 106 82 Athens
Hong Kong. AcornComputer UsersSociety
of HongKong: PO Box 13330, Central PO,'
IIK

Malaysia. Sabah ComputerUserGroup:c/o
Albert Vim, PO Box 69, Kota Vun, Sabah,
Malaysia
Malta. BBC: Micro Users Club (Malbeeb):
Ray C Zammit, 20 Oleander Avenue, Santa
Lucia
Netherlands. Big Ben Club:
J W Vuurpijl, Hein Baderstraat 36, 2171 XP
Sassenheim
New Zealand. BBC/Acorn Computer User
Group ofNZ: PO Box 9592, Wellington
New Zealand. Christchurch BBC cV Electron
UsersGroup: MrsRebe Nolan,87Palmers
Road, Christchurch 9
Norway. BBC INFO: Ilortcn
Ingenlorhopkole, Skippergt. 6,3190 Morten
Norway. Scandinavian BBC User Group:
Frans-Otto Hendriks, Ludvig K.irstensvei 14,
1064 Oslo 10
Pakistan. BBC Users Group:
Capt. 7 A Kidvai. Tel: Karachi 540986
South Africa. Acorn Atom UsersGroup: J G
Dowling, 27 Oribi Avenue, Van Riebeeck
Park, Kempton Park 1620
South Africa. PretoriaBBC Users Group:
Stan Miller, PO Box 117, Montana 0151
South Africa. Tygerberg BBCUser Group
(Tygcrluig): R P Donavan, 16 Bakker Street,
Welgemoed, Bellvillc 7530
Sweden. BBC User Group: AndersWichman,
Folkungagatan 58, 11622 Stockholm
Sweden. Acorn User Society of Sweden: Tord
Israelson,Tuppa Klaras Vag 12.S-702 29,
Orebro, Sweden
Tasmania. BBC Users Group (Tasbeeb): Box
25 PO, North 1tobart 7002

SPECIAL

INTEREST

Accounts. BEEBACC: Brian Pain,40aHigh
Street, Stony Stratford. Milton Keynes
Tel: (0908) 564271
Atom. Acorn Atom User Club: Kevin Roll,
66 Shaldon Drive,Morden, Surrey
Tel: 01-540 5282
Bulletin Boards. Forum 80: 421 Endikc Lane,
HullHU6 8AG
CP/M. CP/M UserGroup: Diana Eordred, 72
Mill Road, Hawlev, Dartlord, Kent
Tel: (0322) 22669'
Disc Users. Format 40/80 Club (BBC Disc
User Group): Peter Hughes, 5 MarshStreet.
Bristol BS1 4AA

Econet. User Group (Scotland): c/o Michael
Ryan,Balkeerie Cottage, Eassie, by Forfar,
Angus
Education. Micros and Primary Education
(MAPE): c/o Mrs G Jones, 76 Sudbrooke
Holme Drive, Sudbrookc, Lines LN2 2SF
Electronics. Alton Computer & Electronics
Society: Kevin Weatherhead, Sheen, Old
Odiha'm Road, Alton, Hants GU34 4BW
Tel: Alton 87478
Heraldry Society. Colin Forrester, 5 I look
Road, Epsom,Surrey KT198TH
Logo. BritishLogo Users Group (BI.UG):
Richard Olney, c/o London Technology
Network, 86-100 StPancras Way, London
WCI
MUSE. PO Box 43, Houghton on the I lill,
Leicester I.E7 9GX. Tel: (0533)433839
Radio. AMRAC (Amateur Radio and
Computers): MrTTriggel. Glcncss,East
Boldre, Brockenhurst, Hants S042 7WD
Tel: (0590) 612130

RAF PersonalComputer Association: Sun
LdrJ A Upham, Man S(ADP), 1IQ
KAFSO, RAF Brampton, Huntingdon
PE18 80L

SidewaysRAM usergroup. SendSAE: to
Solinet, 13StJohn St, Bridington,
Yorkshire YOK.5NL
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4MATI0N 187 Computers Repairs UK 140 Leewood 186 Riverside 172

A&G Electronics 188 Computer Services 34 Light-House 150 Robico 104

AB Designs 92 Contex Computing 176 M&M Computers 154,155 Rotherham Computer Centre 181

Acornsoft 22 CroydonComputer Centre 184 Manor Court Supplies 180 Runnymede 176

ACP 50,51 Database Publications 32 Marconi 170 Saxon 190

Addar 192 Datastore 180 Martelec 170 SCE Computer Equipment 48

Akhter Computer Group 12,14,16 Datathorn Systems 172 Maths Workshop 150 Selec Software 152

Allen Data 187 DB Marketing 195 Matmos 178 Silicon Vsion Ltd 156

Alpha Microtec 156 Design Dynamics 198 McHugh Enterprises 195 Slogger 64,65,66,67

Amcom 34 DGA 140 Meadow Computers 181 Software Services 192

AMS 87 Dial-A-Disc 186 Meedmore 185 Software Bargains 33

Apex Software 192 Discount Computers 195 Mertec 179 Squirrelsoft 185

Autoservices Ltd 191 Doctor Soft 181 Metrotec Limited 164 Star Devices 192

AVP 36,37 Domark Ltd 160 Mewsoft 191 Step Wise 195

B & S Computing 141 Edusoft 193 Micro Media 1 Store Stock Systems 152

BAKsoft 140 Electronequip 197 Microaid 185 Starsoft 192

BBD Computer Dust Covers 184 EMR 198 Microboss 193 Summit 152

Beebug 4,5,6.8,10.42. Fernleaf 194 Microfix 178 Superior Software

Blue Chip 178 G-Ten 193 Microhelp 188 IFC,IBC,BC,23,146,148

Brainsoft 196 G2 Systems 54 Microman Computers 139 System 144

Brass Court 184 Gala Set 203 Micropower 107 Systems Software 188

Business Graphics 206 General Information Syst ems 112 Microstudio 188 Technomatic 56-62

C & F Associates 183 Ground Control 168 Mijas Software 194 Terrel Electronics 138

Calderdata 190 HCCS 178 Minerva Systems 46 Towerhill 204

CambridgeUniversity Press 166 HCR 202 Minic Business Services 180 Tubelink 182

Card Devices 136 Home Based Business 190 Morley Electronics 100,101 Twillstar Computers 20,21

Care Electronics 190 HSV Computers 142 Nebulae 187 Tyne-Soft 158

Carswell Computers 193 IFEL 197 NiddValley Micro Products 177 UKAtomic Energy Authority 173

Centec 182 Intelligent Machines 176 Norwich Computer Services 156 Unisoft 166

Central London Comp 52 Interface Electronics 198 Outlook 176 Vanadis 184

Chalice Software 138 Intergrex 26 Paean Systems 173 Veren 158

Citizen 106 ITEC 187 Paul FrayLtd. 191 Vigien Computers Supplies 25

CJE Microcomputers 137 Ixchel Software 191 Peartree 27,28,29 Vine Micros 183

Clares Micro Supplies 82 J & J Micro Chips 194 Pinapple Software 86 Watford Electronics 68-79

Communitel 191 JML 196 PMS 93,196 WL- Computers 186

Comp Shop 30,31 Kador 140 PMS Comm 197 We-serve 186

Computaccount 80 Kaga 18,19 Polaroid 184 Whittle Systems 172

Computech 138 Kansas City 189 Portabello Trading 178 Wight Scientific 193

Computeck 184 Kosmos 196 Project Expansions 193 Wigmore House 190

Computer Concepts 108,110 KM Software 182 Raycomp 191 Wordstream Ltd 194

Computer Express 200,201 LCL 168 Reading College 168 Zaphod 186

I/forkfug furniture ijou em live with
The Elliot James Collection is a complete range of High-
quality self-assembly furniture finished in Black foil or Black
Ash (according to product) designed for small business and
office-at-home use. To order please tick the appropriate box
and detach and post the complete advertisement to EJC Ltd

Elliot James Collection or telephone 09323 42137.

Filing Cupboard£49.95 plusV.A.T. Q
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All prices are exclusive of V.A.T. but inclusive of
delivery to any destination in Mainland U.K.

'Data Trolley
£59.95 plus V.A.T. D

'Data File

£31.50 plus V.A.T. fj
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Penpal Wanted. Must have disc drive.
Write to Mark McGinn 17 Farmhill
Road, Omagh, County Tyrone,
Northern Ireland BT79 OPY.

Penpals wanted BBC B+ owner who
desperately needs help and manual.
Butcher, 47 Clumber Drive, Gomersal
BD19 4RP W. Yorks.
Electron penpals interested in UDs
sprites graphics. All letters answered.
Ken Sampson 104 Montpelier Road,
Purley CR2 2QB. Tel: 01-668 4717.
Send £1 for sample issue of SOLINET
please state disc drive size. 'SOLINHT'
13 St fohn Street, Bridlington, Bast
Yorkshire Y016 5NL.
Wanted Diimpmaster ROM and
instructions. Tel: Trev (0252) 312437.
Wanted. Acorn 6502 second processor
DNFS. Tel: (0452) 831343.
Watford Electronics Le Modem for
Master 12S including software. Excellent
condition as new. £50. Ask for Reece Tel:
Stoke Goldington 426.
Replay tape to disc ROM for Acorn 8271
DFS and BBC B. Original manuals. £19
ono. Tel: 082 925 576.
BBC Bl- computer, disc drive, mouse,
tape recorder, discs, games, books. VGC,
cost £750, accept £450 ono. Tel: (0228)
60826 evenings.
BBC B plus tape deck plus games and
magazines and books. Boxed and hardly
used in immaculate condition. Sell lot for
£225 or offer.Tel: Ranjit between4 & 6
pm on 01-501 1591.
B+ 128k, OS 2.00, DFS 2.22, ADFS
1.30, GXR 2.00, all manuals, support
discs etc, £350. Tel: Rotherham (0709)
370112.

Technomatic 20Mb hard disc drive £350,
hi-res colour RGB monitor £175, 65CI02
co-processor £60 ono. Tel: (091)4174168
Paul after 6pm.
Acorn Electron and software for sale.
Still under warranty and in excellent
condition. Onlv £32. Tel: Alan (0946)
66770.

Archimedes penpals: any information,
especially concerning sound,please write
to: Jason Bennison, Hcathlands, Western
Green, Thames Ditton, Surrey KT7
0JZ.
BBC B, Wordwise, DFS, InterSheet,
ROM socket plus cartridges, monitor
stand,manuals included, £250Tel: (0243)
820328 ask for Daniel (evenings).
Telemod 2 Modem as new, boxed, with
instructions, BBC lead and choice of
sofiware £25.00. Tel: (07048) 72687.
BBC B OS 1.20, Torch ZDP240 double
disc drive, NEC monitor. Mags +
software. £400the lot. Tel: (0904) 703404
Eves.

Forth book De Grandis Harrison and
Forth system for BBC micro £15. Tel:
(0602) 227083.
AMX MouseplusSuper Art£35. Exmon
II £5. Nightingale + Commstar £75.
Unboxed mono monitor £10. Tel: Rod,
(0256) 25061.
BBC B I.2QS Solidisc DFS/ADFS
MerWord Pascal, 40/80-track disc drive
+ mono monitor £425 ono. Tel: 01-579
0607.

BBC dual 40/80-track disc drives, IBM -
style case, SWRAM, hi-res VDU,
joystick, ROM cartridges, much
software, manuals, books, £450. Tel:
(0621) 817293.
Upgrading? I wish to buy RAMamp
20+44 with utilities disc, also Micropulse
ROM box. Tel: Day 061-928 0075,
evening and weekends 061-928 6820
Philip.
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FREE ADS

BBC B, Acorn DFS, 40/80 double sided
disc drive, joysticks, several good books,
software and ROMS. £350 ono. Tel:
James (0732) 366544 (Evenings).
Original mint condition, all manuals,
IsoPascal £24, Logotron Logo £24,
Wordwise Plus £24, Disc Doctor £8, all
£55. Tel: (0273) 682240.
BBC B ATPL ROMboard + RAM.
Opus 40/80-track disc drive. ROM, disc
software, 10 manuals, 60 discs, mouse,
£390. Tel: Steve (0222) 757006.
Brother 11R5 thermal printer including
lead, paper, ribbons. Hardly used £55.00.
Tel: (0234) 45207 Evenings/Weekends.
Watford Word-aid ROM complete with
manual. Unwanted gift. £20. Tel:
7pm/9pm only (0295) 720812 - Ian
Crawford. 3 Schofields Way,
Banbury.
Masier 128,co-processor 512, switchable
twin disc drives, plinth, books, software.
Offers welcome. Tel: 01-482 1635. After
7pm please.
Master 128k 3.5 and 5.25-inch 640k
drives colour TV/monitor, plinths,discs,
reference manualsetc. Everything boxed
£700 ono. Tel: Southport (0704)
43222.

Torch Z80 second processor. Dual
80-track drives. Perfect software £300.
Propascal £100. AMX Mouse &
Pagemaker £30. BBC B DFS 0.90
monitor lots of ROMs £200. Tel: 01-440
4545.

Penpal wanted for BBC B addict with
disc drive. Serious and fun applications.
Ken Parker, 20 Jermyn Drive, Arnold,
Nottingham NG5 9PN.
BBC B, DFS, 40/80 double sided drive,
manuals,AMXSuper Art ROM, Repton
2 and J Thrust, Elite, + more. £250. Tel:
(0273) 415853 Evenings.
BBC B Watfords DFS, shadow Ramcard,
32k sideways ROM/RAM board, 1x DS
4- 1 x SS 40-track disc drives, software,
books £330. Tel: 01-953 6311.
BBC B Acorn DFS, 400k D/S drive,
Acorn tape recorder, speech chips,
replay, joystick and interface, software,
books, magazines. £380. Tel: 021-477
3776.

Watford 32k shadow RAM board £40,
Watford .solderless ROM board + 16k
sideways RAM £25, original packaging
and documentation. Tel: 01-380 9319
(Days).
Wanted twin 40/80 switchable disc-
drives with PSU. Tel: Mike (0942)
426784 evenings.

ADE4- macroassembler two 16kchips 4-
disc 4- manuals £25. ISO-Pascal chips
and manuals £20.Tel: John 091-285 3231
(Evenings).
Watford Le Modem £70. Acornsoft
Pascal sag and boons £80. BCPL ROM
£35. EMR MIDI pack £90. Tel: Adam
(04484) 3225.
BBC B issue 7 Acorn DFS, ADFS.
Speech synthesiser cartridge socket.
Light pen. Olivetti drive, much software.
£350. Tel: (0226) 203221.
BBC B l- 128 1770 DFS 4- manuals £320.
40/80-track D/S drive + PSU £70.
Microvitec colour monitor £60. Tel:
091-285 3231 and ask for John
(Evenings).
Acorn Prestel Adapter £50, Max ROM
(BBC B) £10 Opus DDOS £25. Tel:
(0455) 212283.
Penpals wanted BBC B with SWR 32k,
disc drive. Swap tips etc, Ian Williams
Room B13, Alexandra House. 59
Imperial Road, Exmouth, Devon EX8
1AU.

Watford DPS and manual full lining
instructions. Canon 40-track D/S drive
with utility disc. Offers? Tel: Bude
(0288) 3100.
Vigien console suitable for BBC B.
Unwanted present. £25 ono. Hickson.
Tel: (0606) 75031 Northwich
Cheshire.

Wanted teletext adapter for BBC B
preferably Morley. Tel: Pete, 021-705
6657 after 5.30pm.
Surplus following upgrade - two
Cumana CS100 drives, £50 each, £90 the
pair. Can be seen running. Tel: (037882)
2622 Evenings.
BBC B 1.20S, Opus DDOS, 6502
processor, two drives, PSU, ATPL
Board, View. Replay, green monitor, etc.
£550 ono. Tel: Plymouth 666760.
Watford video digitiser £85. AMX
Mouse £30. SPY 2 and Disc Doctor £8
each. Electron £30. Various BBC books.
Tel: 041-427 4114.

BBC B in good condition with three
joysticks and sofiware. £200. Tel:
021-353 9060 after 5pm.
Dinosaur disc drive (100k) £34, modern
disc drive (400k) £88. Both 5.25-inch,
unused. InterWord £25. Games
collection £22. Seth 01-743 5294.
Acorn 6502 second processor, DNI-'S,
Hi-Basic as new £100. Tel: (0525)
370686.

20Mb hard disc with controller, PSU,
metal case, complete requires ADFS,

Nearly new. £350ono. Tel: Chris (0276)
65675 Evenings.
Wanted, Acorn User No.9 (Apr.83) and
No. 17 (Dec.83) in excellent condition.
Stuart Moorse, Tel: Cambridge (0223)
834185. alter 6pm.
Wanted BBC B, Hi-Res green monitor,
DS-DD 40/80 dual, Canon printer
PWI080A. CASH wailing. Tel: 01-693
5849.

80186 and Z80 second processors for
sale. All original software included.
Offers to Philip Langsdale. Tel: 01-226
0976 After 8pm.
Acorn Z80 second processor with
original software and manuals £175. Tel:
(0252) 546029 (Evenings) or (0483)
509210 (Day)
Desk with drawerssuitable for computer
£25. Also Advanced Disc Investigator
original package £12. Tel: (0342)
713529.

Acorn Usermagazines. Complete set of
1986 issues £5." Tel: (0246) 415099.
Electron, Plus-1, View, Vieivsbeet, Lisp,
Pascal, CC Graphics ROM, Adv User
guide, E2P PCB with OS and
instructions. £130 ono. Tel: 051-546
1543.

Disc drives. Watford dual 5.25-inch 800k
drives 40/80-track switch £120 ono or
exchange lor Morley Teletext. Tel: Dave
061-430 2060.

BBC Master 128k, new, will sell for £385.
Tel: 01-882 3248, ask for Roopesh OR
Rasik.

Watford ROM/RAM board 112k
SWRAM, battery, disc, manual, £40.
NLQ, Sleuth ROMs £12 each. Tel:
091-267 7302 evenings.
Grundig Satellite 600 prof,
programmable short-wave receiver
suitable lor Weather Pax £250. Tel:
(0705) 594438.
BBC QES 2.00 disc drive 40/80
switchable, mono monitor, tape-
recorder, joystick original games. Issue 7.
Le Modem modem £400 ono. Tel:
Guildford 572018.
Swap original AMX Mouse Super Art
ROM, manual,discsincludingDesk, 3-D
Zicon, etc. for teletext adapter or sell.
Tel: Nottingham (0602) 723914.
BBC B, DNI-'S, 64k SWR, 32k shadow,
mouse, Microvitec monitor, 400k disc
drive, joysticks etc. £500 ono. Tel:
01-874 S54S.

Plotter, Linear Graphics A4 plus
Linscan, both as new. Best offer secures.
Tel: (0662) 3597) After 6pm.

FREE PERSONAL AD SERVICE
Fill in theform below to amaximum of20 words (one in each box) and send ittoAcom UserFree Ads, 20-26
Brunswick Place, London Nl 6DJ. Please use capital letters, write clearly, and remember your name,
address and telephone number. Without this full information, supplied on aseparate sheet of paper we
regret we cannot carry your Free Ad. We cannot accept entries selling orswapping software. This'is a
service to readers- no companies please. One entry per form only. Free Ads are carried in the magazine as
space permits, and any Free Ads notused within a month ofreceipt will be disposed of.
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Arthur needs
a minder
Some Archimedes 440s have
been seen running Arthur 1.1
and carrying a prominent stick
er with a warning message to
the effect that it could destroy
files by accident all on its own!
However, the earlier Arthur 0.3
had no such warning. Is the
Archimedes ADFS afflicted
with the 'Master 128 DFS syn
drome', where each successive
new version carries more bugs
than the last?

What a card
Minerva's add-on card index

application for InterBase users
has put the cat among the pig
eons. Computer Concepts will
be selling rival Minerva's soft
ware - but they won't be
advertising the fact, says CC's
Rob Pickering. Seemingly, it's
too close to an admission that

the card index supplied with
InterBase is useless.

But wait! Computer Con
cepts are reportedly reacting to
harsh criticism, and hurrying to
rewrite both the manual and

their own card index.

DIARY

Bogs betwixt Bell and Ben
Big Ed Quinn and tech man
Bell set out brightand early for
this year's annual Big Ben
Show in Holland, land of
windmills and telefoons. But

despite allowing two whole
days to get there, chauffeur
Quinn had problems - Bell
kept navigating the Reliant
Robin towards Utrecht.

After being beaten into sub
mission with a bunch of tulips,
Bell revealed that he really
wanted to go to an internation
al bog conference being held
that very weekend. Yes, Mr
Bell is really into those wet
sludgy places, having been an
ecologist before being re
incarnated as a wirehead!

Turnout for the show was

good. Acorn's brand new
Dutch distributor was there

with almost six Archimedes.

This included almost three
A440s - we didn't think Acorn

had that many.
The Dutch are hoping for big

things in the university sector,
with Delft producing the tele
text package Acom (nee
Poseidon). There were even

LATEST NEWS

Show dates
Acorn User Show

23rd to 27th July
Barbican

MUSE summer conference

27th to 29th

Nottingham University

Econet '87

September 30th to October 1st
Leicester University

Up-to-the-minute news from A&B, published October 2

rumours of a public domain
Unix system.

The main event of the show

was rival magazine A&B Com
puting. The discerning Dutch
weren't very impressed. At a
loss for something to do, A&B

eventually left their hotel early
and slunk back to England in
their 2CV. As Ed Mark Webb
explained: 'We couldn't sell a
single copy.' Not surprising
given the up-to-the-minute
news in their November issue.

1 Across. Attitude of Acorn Computers (anas)
Acorn has at last announced
their 'recommended retail
prices' for the Arc, explained a
company spokesperson. They
are some £100 lower than the
previous 'indicator' prices, he
stressed. Here is the old 'in
dicator price list' distributed by
Acorn at the recent PCW
show. A 305 is now £699 plus
VAT, very reasonable for the
machine voted 'Home and
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small business micro of the
year' in the British Micro
Awards ceremony at the show.
It would have been simpler to

have announced a price drop.
A new Macintosh program

to work out anagrams has come
up with some revealing phrases,

Code Description

ARCHIMEDES COMPUTER SYSTEMS
AKB10 Archimedes 305
AKB10/ Archimedes 305
AKF01 Mono System

Acorn'scarefully labelled 'indicator' prices

RRP RRP
Including Excluding

VAT VAT

916.60 799.00

974.10 849.00

writes an anonymous corres
pondent, 'Tefal'. Have you
realised that 'Acorn Compu
ters' is an anagram of the
phrase 'ARM concept sour'?
And what about 'Same corrupt
con'? (And there's worse ifyou
try hard enough - as a family
magazine we can't print what
they do 'on customers'!)
Coincidence? We think the
public should be told.
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Leg of Toad, and Golden Fruit,
Mix with Ashes and Nightshade Root.

Atthe end of the thirteenth century, there lived in the
land of Lorraine ten wise and powerful Magelords.
Each of them had studied sorcery and enchantment
from childhood days, and each knew how to evoke
potent spells capable of causing metamorphosis
and devastation.

You play the role of one such Magelord named"
Eldon The Spellbinder. Yourtask is to find the evil Zorn,
who has deserted the Magelord brotherhood and
fled to the Castle of Lorraine.
^•"•^^^^^•™

BBC Micro Cassette £9.95 Acorn Electron Cassette £9.95
BBC Micro 5VV Disc £11.95 Acorn Electron 5'A" Disc £11.95
BBC Master Compact Vh" Disc £14.95 Acorn Electron 3Vj" Disc £14.95

(Compatible with the BBC B,B+ and Master Series computers).
The screen pictures show Ihe BBCMicro version ol the game.
The graphics of other versions may vary.

SUPCMOR
sonujnnc

.

ACORNSfthT

Dept. SPR2, Regent House, Skinner Lane, Leeds LS7 1AX. Telephone: 0532 459453

Then, by collecting the correct ingredients, you must
mix the Ultimate Spell, cast it at Zorn and banish him
for good.

A captivating 3D arcade-adventure full of problems
to be solved by magical means. Only the
appropriate ingredients mixed in the correct order
will produce all the powerful spells which you need
to complete your mission of destiny.

PRIZE COMPETITION
Ifyou complete the Spellbinder mission (by killing the evil Zorn),
you can enter our competition. Prizes include a superb engraved
trophy, with Spellbinder T-shirts and signed certificates for
runners-up.

Closing Date: 30th June, 1988.

Please make

all cheques
payable to
"Superior

Software Ltd".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE

All mall orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post.
Postage and packing is free
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
(This does not altocl your statutory tights)



Zarch — a revolution in software
DavidBraben isthe co-author ofthe unanimously acclaimed game,
Elite —probably the world's highest-selling computer game.
After months of program development work, David has now
harnessed the speed and performance of the Archimedes computer
to create another programming masterpiece... Zarch.

Zarch is unlike any game you have ever seen before. Even the
demonstration program, Lander, supplied on the Archimedes
Welcome disc, can only give the most basic idea of the features and
fascination that Zarch has in store.

For the Archimedes computer: £19.95 (on 3V2" disc)
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Depl.ZR3, Regent House, SkinnerLane,Leeds LS71AX. Telephone: 0532459453

Please make
all cheques
payable lo
"Superior

Software Ltd".
24 HOUR TELEPHONE

ANSWERING SERVICE FOR ORDERS

OUR GUARANTEE
All mail orders are despatched
within 24 hours by first-class post.
Postage and packing is free.
Faulty cassettes and discs will be
replaced immediately.
(Ihis does not affect youi statutory rights)


